


Quraan Made Easy (Complete) Surah Faatiha (The Opening Chapter - 1)

Surah 1 Surah Faatiha

THE OPENING CHAPTER

SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

Surah Faatiha, the first Surah of the Qur'aan has many names. The most common name is 
“Ummul Qur'aan” (The Essence of the Qur'aan). It has been given this name because it contains 
the essence of the detailed subject matter found in all the other Surahs. It is also commonly 
referred to as Surah Faatiha, meaning “The Opening Chapter” . Two discussions of the Surah 
follow.

THE FIRST DISCUSSION: Maulana Shabbier Ahmed Uthmaani (A.R) has written that the 
entire Qur'aan consists of six central themes, viz. (1) Towheed (the Oneness of Allaah), (2) 
Risaalah [i.e. the prophethood of Rasulullaah 8SS ], (3) Laws, (4) Qiyaamah, (5) the Mu'mineen, 
and (6) the Kuffaar. Surah Faatiha contains all these themes in a nutshell.

• “Al Hamdu Lillahi Rabbil Aaalameen. Ar Rahmaanir Raheem” reflects the theme of 
Towheed.

• “Maaliki Yowmid Deen” foretells Qiyaamah.

• “lyyaka Na'budu wa Iyyaka nas Ta'een” refers to Allaah's laws because it speaks of Allaah's 
worship, which includes all His laws and commands. “Siraatal Mustaqeem (The 
straight path) ” also refers to all Allaah's commands in the Shari'ah.

•  “Siraatal Ladheena An'amta alayhim,” includes Risaalah because among those 
on whom Allaah has bestowed His favors are the Ambiyaa. Allaah says in verse 69 of 
Surah Nisaa, “Those who obey Allaah and the Rasool will be with those 
Ambiyaa, Siddeeqeen, martyrs and righteous ones on whom Allaah has 
bestowed His bounties. These are indeed the best of companions.” This verse 
also refers to the Mu'mineen.

•  “Ghayril Maghdoobi Alayhim wa Lad Daalleen.” This verse makes reference to 
the Kuffaar.

THE SECOND DISCUSSION: In the book titled Mawaahibur Rahmaan (Vol.l Pg.3), 
Maulana Husain (A.R) quotes the following from Imaam Rabbani (A.R), who transmits it from 
Ali He says that the knowledge of the universe and that of the Qur'aan is found in Surah
Faatiha. This is so because, based on themes the Qur'aan is divided into four parts, each of which 
begin with the words “Al'hamdu Lillaah” (“All praises are for Allaah” ).
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The first part begins with Surah Faatiha and ends with the Surah Maa'idah. This part mainly 
discusses the concept of AUaah being the Sole and Only Creator of everything. The second para 
begins with Surah An'dam and extends until the end of Surah Bani Israa'eel. The central theme of 
this part is that AUaah is the Only One Who is respo
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In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful.

1. All praise belongs to Allaah, the Rabb (the Cherisher, the Creator, the Sustained of the 
universe (and whatever it contains)...

k W c #
2. Who is the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful...

3. ...and Master of (all affairs on) the Day of Recompense (theDay o f Qiyaamah, when resurrection, 

accountability, rewards and punishment will take place) .

4. You Alone do we worship, and You Alone do we ask for help.

5. Guide us to the straight path (thepath oflslaam);

6. the path of those whom You have favored (by guiding them aright).

7... .and not the path of those with whom You are angry (the Jews), nor the path of those 
who have gone astray (the Christians).
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Surah 2 Surah Baqara
THE BULL

SUMMARY OF TOPICS CONTAINED IN SURAH BAQARA

Towheed Risaalah
Jihaad in Allaah's path Spending in Allaah's path
Matters of administration Matters of welfare

Surah Baqara was the first Surah revealed in Madinah. Since there was a strong presence of Jews 
in and around Madinah, this Surah addresses them in detail. Among them were many affluent 
and learned people. Therefore, if these people were addressed and convinced of the truth of 
Islaam, they would be able to influence many others.

By constantly making mention of Towheed, all aspects of it are discussed and its antithesis (Shirk) 
is refuted from all angles. This is necessary because the Mushrikeen, Jews and Christians were 
involved in the following three types of Shirk:

•Considering the angels, saints and idols as beings who possessed knowledge of the unseen, 
they called on them for assistance in their difficulties.

•They used to take oaths and make sacrifices in the names of their gods and even erected altars 
where these would be offered. They believed that by making these offerings, their gods 
would be pleased with them. In this way, they thought that they would be blessed with 
wealth and children, and that these gods would draw blessings from Allaah.

•They believed that the gods and saints that they worshipped are so loved by Allaah that He 
would never reject their intercession or their pleas on behalf of those who worshipped them.

A BRIEF SUMMARY

Surah Baqara can be divided into two sections. The first section commences at the beginning of 
the Surah and ends with the words “...and they are the ones who have Taqwa” [verse 177]. 
The second section begins from this point and concludes at the end of the Surah.

The first section discusses two themes viz. Towheed and Risaalah. Towheed is discussed from the 
beginning of the Surah until the words “...and they will not be helped” [verse 123]. The 
discussion of Risaalah begins with the verse “When his Rabb tried Ibraheem...”  (verse 124) 
and ends at the end of the first section (verse 177). Therefore, the first section is like a 
commentary of the Kalimah “Laa ilaaha Illallaah Muhammadur Rasulullaah. ”

The second section discusses matters that pertain to people's reformation, and gives advice 
about how people may correct their spiritual and social affairs. It also gives details concerning 
waging Jihaad and spending in Allaah's cause. This section commands the Muslims to fight for 
the preservation of the Kalimah “Laa ilaaha Illallaah Muhammadur Rasulullaah.”

THE ESSENCE OF THE SURAH

Together with correcting religious and material matters, Jihaad should be waged against the 
Mushrikeen to preserve the Kalimah.

What should always be borne in mind is that no person's word will be accepted when it 
contradicts the Shari'ah, irrespective of his status. While the Shari'ah need not conform with the 
beliefs and actions of any saint or Sufi, the beliefs and actions of every saint and Sufi must 
conform with the Shari'ah.
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In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful.

1. Alif Laafn Meem (Only Allaah knows its meaning.)

2. There is no doubt (o r error) in this Book (the Qur’aan which Muhammad SnSS recites to you). In it is/a

means of) guidance for those with Taqwa (for those who carry out what they are commanded to do and who 

abstain from whatthey have beenforbidden).

3. Those (with Taqwa are they) who have Imaan in (who believe in the truth of) the unseen (paradise, hell, 

Jinn etc), who establish salaah (they regularly perform salaah ensuring that all its conditions are fulfilled) and 
who spend from what We have provided for them (in obedience toAllaah's commands).

4. Those (with Taqwa are they) who believe in what has been revealed to you (in the Qur’aan) and 
what has been revealed before you (in the Torah, the Injeel and other divine scriptures) and they are 
convinced about (the reality of) the Aakhirah.

5. These (people described above) are the ones who are on guidance from their Rabb and 
they are the successful ones (who will successfully gain entry into Jannah and will be saved from

Jahannam).
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6. Verily, it makes no difference to the Kaafiroon (those destined to die as disbelievers) whether 
you warn them or do not warn them; they will still not have Imaan (faith).

Quraan Made Easy (Complete) Surah Al-Baqara (The Bull -  2 )

7. Allaah has placed a seal upon their hearts (so that no good enters it) and upon their 
hearing (so they do not heed what they hear), while there is a veil over their eyes (so they do not see the 

truth). Theirs shall be a terrible (severe and eternal) punishment.

8. Among people there are those (the hypocrites) who say, “We believe in Allaah and in 
the Final Day (in the Day o f  Qiyaamah),”  whereas they are not Mu'mineen (believers because this 

belief isnotin their hearts).

9. They (attempt to) fool Allaah and the Mu'mineen (by posing as believers), but they fool only 
themselves without realising it (because they are the ones who will suffer disgrace in this world when Attach 

exposes them and they will suffer in theAakhirah as well when they are punished).

10. A  disease (o f hypocrisy and mistrust) is in their hearts, and Allaah increases their disease 
(because o f their disbelief). They shall suffer a painful punishment on account of the lies they 
speak (their lie is their claim that they are Muslims).

11. When they are told, “Do not cause corruption (mischief) on earth (by preventing people 

fromlslaam and promoting kufr),”  they say, “We are but reformers (peace-makers).”

12. Behold! They are the corrupters (trouble-makers), but they do not realise it.

13. When they (the hypocrites) are told, “Believe like the people (the Sahabah S B ® ,  the
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configurations) believe,” they say, “Should we believe like the fools believe?” Behold! It 
is they (the hypocrites) who are indeed the fools, but they do not know it.

90 9 /9 $

14. When they meet those who have Imaan, they say, “We (also) have Imaan!” but 
when they are alone with their devils (their leaders), they say, “We are really with you (in
faith). We were only mocking (theM u 'm m een)”

®

15. It is Allaah who mocks them (delays their punishment, thereby making them belieue that they will not 

be punished) and gives them rope (delays their punishment) in their disobedience (in their kufr) as 
they wander blindly (in confusion) .

16. These are the people who have purchased misguidance (error) at the price of 
guidance, SO their trade shall neither be profitable (in fact, their trade shall earn them the greatloss 

o f everlasting destruction in the Aakh i rah) nor will they be guided (in their efforts).

17. Their likeness (the comparison o f  the hypocrites) is like that of people who lit a fire. When 
the surroundings lit up (and they enjoyed the light, heat and security o f  the fire ), Allaah took away 
their light and left them in the darkness, unable to see (they cannot find their way and are scared.
Similarly, while the hypocrites are pleased to pose as Mu’mineen and enjoy their security, they will panic when they die 

and face punishment in theAakhirah.).

18. Deaf (unwilling to hear the truth), dumb (unable tosay anything good) and blind (unable to see the straight 

path), they will never retum (tothe straight path).
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19. Or (the analogy o f the hypocrites is) like pouring rain from the sky accompanied by a giant 
deal of darkness as well as thunder and lightning. For fear of death, they (those caught in 

the storm) push their fingers in their ears because of (the frightening sound of) the thunder (in an
effort to keep out the sound. Simitar is the condition o f the hypocrites who try not to hear the verses o f the Quraan that 
condemn kufr and which contain warnings and clear proofs. They regard these to be darkness, thunder and lightn ing, 
fearing that if they listen to all of ft, it will result in the death o f their own religion within themselves. However, they are 

unable to silence the Deen ofAllaah despite their efforts). (After all) Allaah encompasses the Kaafiroon 
(Allaah surrounds them completely. Regardless o f  what plan o f action they choose, Allaah has complete knowledge of 

every thing they do and He has complete power over them. They cannot escape H im ).

20. Soon the lightning (the dear proofs of the Qur'aan) may take away their eyesight (it may

awaken their sleeping hearts by remouing the blindness q f their spiritual eyes). Whenever it (the lightning) lights 
up (the way) for them, they walk in it (in its light) but when darkness overcomes them, they 
stand still (whenever they hear something that appeals to them, they accept but no sooner do they hear something 

they do not like, then they reject it). If Allaah wills, He Could even take away their (physical) 

abilities of hearing and seeing (just as He took away their spiritual eyes and ears). Verily Allaah has 
control over all things.

21. O people! Worship (only) your Rabb Who has created you and Who has created 
those before you, so that (by worshipping Him) you may develop Taqwa (piety).

22. (Worship your Rabb) Who has made the earth a bedding for you (which is neithertoo hard nor too 

soft), the sky a roof, and has sent water for you from the sky, using it (the water) to bring 
forth fruits (all types of foods) for your sustenance. So never make others equal (partners) to 
Allaah fin worship) when you know (thatthey cannot create as Allaah creates and therefore do not deserve to be 

worshipped).

2 3. If you are in doubt about what We have revealed to Our bondsman (if you doubt that the 

Qur'aan which was revealed to Muhammad K S  is from Allaah), then produce even a Single Surah like 
any in the Qur'aan (something that can match the eloquence, the beauty, the style and the prophecies o f  the 

Qur'aan). And (you are also at liberty to) call your witnesses (your helpers and deities) besides Allaah if
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you are truthful (stand up to this challenge if you feel that you are buthful in your claim that Muhammad SiS was 
the author o f the Qur'aan. I f  your claim is correct, you will easily be able to compose something equal if not superior 

because Muhammad (SKiffi was an untutored person).

24. If you cannot accomplish (do) the feat (o f producing a Surah like one in the Quraan), and you 
will never be able to do so, then fear that Fire (which you are soon to enter), the fuel of which 
is (Kuffaar) men and stones (including their idols). It has been prepared for the Kaafiroon (who 

will be punished there regardless o f whether they feared it o r not).

25. And give good news to those who have Imaan and who do good acts (who carry out the 

obligatory and optional injunctions oflslaam) that for them shall be gardens beneath which rivers 
flow (flowing beneath the trees and palaces). Whenever they are given any fruit to eat there, they 
w ill say, “This is what we were fed with before ( in  th e  w o r ld ) . ”  

However, the fruit given to them shall only look the same (the taste, quality and other qualities 

will be aery different from the fruit o f  this w o r ld ).T h e re  ( in Jannah) they shall have spouses (partners) who 
have been purified (from all impurities) and they will live there forever (neither will they die nor will 

they be removedfrom Jannah).

26. Verily Allaah is not shy to quote the example of even a mosquito or something 
more (or less important). As for those who have Imaan, they know that it is the truth from 
their Rabb. As for the Kuffaar, they say, “What does Allaah intend with these 
examples (O f what use are they?) ? ”  (The reply to their disrespectful question is that) Allaah causes many 
to be misguided by them (with these examples, Allaah causes many people to stray from the truth because of 

their kufr) and guides many with them (because o f their Imaan, the Mu'mineen are rightly guided by these 

examples). Only the evil-doers (theKuffaar) are misguided by them.

27. (The evil-doers are) Those who break the promise (pact) they made to Allaah after
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agreeing to it (referring to the promise Allaah made them take at the hands o f their prophets that they would believe 

in and assist Rasulullaah tsSS if he appeared in their time), who cut off those things that Allaah has 
ordered that they join (such as family ties), and who spread corruption (mischief) on earth. 
These are certainly the losers (because they are headed for Jahannam) .

28. How can you disbelieve in (deny) Allaah when you were once lifeless /non existent 
and it was He Who granted you life (brought you into existence;? Thereafter He will cause you 
to die and give you life (once again on the Day qfQiyaamah)  and then you will return to Him (for 

accountability) .

29. (If you require evidence to prove that Allaah can resurrect the dead, take note that) It is He Who created 
for you whatever is on earth (as well as the earth itself). Thereafter He turned His attention to
the sky and perfected it as seven skies (creating things there fo r man's benefit). He has 
knowledge of all things. (It is therefore foolish to believe that a Being Who can create such great things is unable 

to bring mankind back to hfe after they have all died.)

30. When your Rabb said to the angels, “I am about to place a deputy on earth
(someone to carry out My commands on earth, referring to Hadhrat Aadam ). ”  (Basing their deductions on the

unruly behaviour o f the Jinn who lived on earth before the creation o f mankind) The angels said (out o f surprise 

and not as an objection), “Will You place on earth someone who will cause corruption there 
and spill blood, whereas we (always) glorify Your praises and proclaim (call out) Your 
purity (and are therefore more deserving o f the position of being Your deputy)?”  Allaah said, “Indeed, I 
know what you do not know. ”  (Allaah knows the wisdom of His creation.)

31. Allaah taught Aadam the names (and meanings and qualities o f all thingsj, and then 
presented these (things; before the angels saying, “Inform Me of the names of these if 
you are truthful.” (If you are truthful in your claim that you are more deserving o f  being Allaah's deputy, your 
knowledge ought to be superior to his.)

32. (Unable to provide the answer) The angels submitted, “We proclaim Your purity (You are so
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Pure from all faults that none can object to Your decree) ! We POSSESS only the knowledge that You 
have taught us. Without doubt, You are All Knowing, the Wise.”

Quraan Made Easy (Complete)  Surah Al-Baqara (The Bull - 2)

33. Allaah said, “O Aadam! Inform them (the angels) about the names of these things.” 
When he (Aadam ) informed them about their names (together with the reason for their 

creation), Allaah said (to the angels), “Did I not tell you that I know (all) the unseen things of 
the heavens and the earth, and that I know what you make known and what you hide
(in your hearts) ? ”

34. When We told the angels, “Prostrate (bom down) to Aadam (as a token o f respect but not to

worship h im ),”  they all prostrated, except Iblees (Shaytaa n, whose name wasAzazil and who lived among 

the angels). He refused, was arrogant (claiming that he was superior to Aadam ) and was from 
among those who rejected (Allaah’s orders).

35. We said, “O  Aadam! You and your wife (Hawwa) may live in Jannah and eat as much 
as (whatever) you desire and from wherever you desire. However, do not approach this 
tree, otherwise the two of you will become of the unjust ones (those who are disobedient) . ”

36. So Shaytaan (Iblees) caused the two of them to be taken out of Jannah, thereby 
removing them from that in which they were (from the honour andcomfortthatthey were enjoy ing. He  

achieved this by tricking the two unsuspecting souls into eating from the tree). We said (to the couple and their unborn 

progeny), “Go down (toearth) as enemies to each other. On earth you shall have a place to 
live and a place to gain benefit for a while (for as long as you live). ”

37. So Aadam received (learnt) a few words from his Rabb (teaching him how to ask for
forgiveness) and (when he recited them ) Allaah pardoned him (the words were " 
0  our Rabb, we have oppressed our souls and if You do not forgive us and show mercy to us, we will surely be among the 

losers”) . Without doubt, He is the Most Forgiving, the Most Merciful.
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38. We said, “Go dawn from here (from Jannah), all of you. If there comes to you any 
guidance (a prophet or a book) from Me, then those who follow My guidance (by havingImaan in 

M e and obeying My commands) shall have no fear (o f calamities) on them, neither shall they grieve
(in theAakhirah).”

39. Those who disbelieve in Our Aayaat (revelations, signs) and say that they are false 
shall be the dwellers (inmates) of the Fire, where they will abide forever (without dying and 

without escaping).

40. O Bani Israa'eel (the descendants o f Ya'qoob , who was called Israa'eel) ! Call to mind 
(remember) My favours that I gave you (thenumerous favours thatl gave your forefathers. Rememberthese 

so that you may thank M e by obeying M e ). Fulfil the promise (pact) you made to Me and I will 
fulfil the promise I made to you and fear Me only (honour the promise you made to believe in 

Muhammad & £  and 1 shall honour My promise to enter you into Jannah).”

41. Believe in what I have revealed (in the Qufaan), which supports that which you have 
With you (the Torah. The Qur aan supports the subjects o f  Tauheed andRisaalah expressed in the Torah), and do 
not become the first rej ecters (from among the Jews because you will then be responsiblefor the sin o f those 

who reject after you). Do not trade Allaah's verses (those verses in your scriptures that describe 

RasulullaahQ$$!) for a Small price and fear Me only (do not conceal these verses forfearthat you would lose 

the wealth that your subordinates give you. You should rather fear M e only).

42. Do not mix the Haqq (the truth, which I  have revealed) With lies (that you have invented) and do 
not knowingly (intentionally) conceal the Haqq (the truth concerning theprophethood o f Muhammad .

43. Establish salaah (perform salaah regularly, ensuring that all its conditions are fulfilled), pay zakaah 
and bow (in Ruku in prayer, or be sincere) with those who bow (perform salaah in congregation with other 

Muslims).
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44. (Addressing the Jewish scholars who encouraged other Jews to become Muslims, Aliaah says,) Do you 
Command people to adopt piety (to embrace the Deen o f Muhammad SSS? ) and forget (to do so) 

yourselves, whereas you are the ones who recite the Book (the Torah, which confirms the 

prophethood of Muhammad )? Have you no understanding (o f your wrongdoing)?

45. Seek assistance with sabr (balance) and salaah. Without doubt, this is difficult, 
except for the humble ones (those who fear Aliaah) .

46. (The humble ones are) Those who are convinced (o f the fact) that they will meet their Rabb, 
and that they will return to (meet) Him (in the Aakhirah for accountability).

47. O Bani Israa’eel (children ofisraa'eel M e ), call to mind My favour (bounties) that I gave
you (your forefathers) and that I preferred you (your forefathers) above the universe (above the 

people o f their time).

48. Fear the day (o f Qiyaamah- the Day o f Resurrection) when one soul will not pay anything 
towards (the damages of) another, no intercession will be accepted (on behalf o f  a Kaafir), no 
ransom (compensation) will be taken, and they (the Kuffaar) will not be helped (they will not be 

rescued from Jahannam) .

49. (OBanilsraa’eel, remember the time) When We rescued you (your forefathers) from the people of 
Fir’oun who severely tortured you by slaughtering your (infant) sons and leaving alive 
your daughters (to be used as slaves). In this was a great test for you from your Rabb. (Fir’oun 

killed the infant boys c f  the Bani Israa eel because he saw a dream that told him that one o f  them would grow up and end 
his rule of Egypt.)
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50. (Remember the time) When We split (opened) the sea for you (to escape your enemy) thus saving 
you and We drowned the people of Fir'oun while you watched (the sea engulfing them).

51. (Remember also the time) When We fixed forty nights for Moosa (after which We gave him the

Torah), then yOU (the Ban i Israa'eel) Started worshipping the Calf (which Saamiri craftedforyou) after he 
(Moosa ifeStSc') had departed, (thereby) acting most unjustly (by worshipping something besides Allaah).

52. Thereafter We forgave you (accepted your repentance) so that you may be thankful (for Our 

kindness).

53. (Remember also the time) When We gave Moosa the Book (the Torah) which was the
Furqaan (Decider between right and wrong) SO that you (the Bani Israa'eel) may be rightly guided.

54. When Moosa told (those of) his people (who worshipped the calf), “O my people! You 
have certainly oppressed (wronged) your souls by worshiping the calf, so turn to your 
Creator for forgiveness and kill yourselves (let the innocent among you execute the guilty ones). This 
(execution) is best for you in the sight of your Creator.” Then Allaah accepted your 
repentance. Indeed, He is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful.

55. (Remember the time) When (after hearing Allaah speak) you said, “O Moosa! We shall never 
believe you until we see Allaah clearly (with our own eyes). ” So a thunderbolt struck (seventy 

of) you (dead) while you were witnesses (to your fate).

56. Then We brought you back to life after your deaths so that you could be thankful.
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57. (Also among the many favours that We gave you was that) We shaded you with the clouds and sent 
manna and salwa to you (saying) “Eat from the pure things that We have provided for
you (and do not store it for the future).”  (However) They (theBariilsraa'eel) did not oppress L)s (they did not 

harm Us by disregarding Our command), but they oppressed (harmed) only themselves (because they 

suffered the consequences o f their disobedience when their food started to rot).

58. (Recall die time) When We said (to the Bani Israa'eel), “Enter this town (Jericho or Baytul Maqdas) 

and eat as much as (whatever) you desire and from wherever you please. Enter the gate 
(o f the town) with your heads lowered, saying, 'Forgive us.' We will then forgive your sins 
and grant more (rewards) to those who do good. ”

59. The oppressors substituted (changed) the wards ( “Forgive us”) with words which they 
were not told (thereby changing the meaning), SO We sent a punishment (a plague) from the 
heavens upon the oppressors because of their disobedience. (They changed the word “Hitta” 
meaning “forgiveness’’ to “Hinta”, meaning “wheat”. By the afternoon, the plague had killed 70000Jews).

60. When Moosa asked for water for his people, We told him, “Strike the stone
with your staff.” Then twelve springs gushed from the stone and each tribe (from the 

twelve tribes) knew its place of drinking. (We said to them) “Eat and drink from Allaah's 
provision and do not spread corruption on earth.”
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61. When you (the Bani Israa'eel) said, “O  Moosa! We cannot tolerate (patiently bear to eat only) 

one type of food (manna and salwa), so pray to your Rabb on our behalf (asking Him) to bring 
forth for us what the earth produces, from its greens, cucumbers, wheat, lentils and 
onions.” Moosa said, “Do you wish to receive what is inferior in exchange for
that which is superior?” (However, when they refused to change their minds, Moosa prayed toAllaah

andAllaah issued a command saying) “Go down to any town and you will find what you ask for.” 
Disgrace and homelessness (poverty) were struck on them (became their fate) and they 
became deserving of Allaah's anger. This was because they disbelieved in Allaah's 
Aayaat and used to kill the prophets unjustly. This was because of their 
disobedience and wrongdoing (because they did not live within the limits set byAllaah).

M l

62. Verily those who have Imaan (from the followers o f  Muhammad WOk aswellasthose who lived before 

his coming and who believed in prophets o f their time) and those from among the Jews, the 
Christians and the Saabi'een who have Imaan in Allaah and the Last Day (who accept 

Islaam after the coming o f Muhammad and who carry out good acts (in conformity with the Shari'ah 

of Muhammad ), theirs will be a reward by their Rabb. They shall have no fear, nor 
shall they grieve.

63. (O  Bani Israa'eel, do not forget the time) When We took yOUT promise (that you would practise the 

injunctions of the Torah) and raised Mount Toor above you (when you refused to fulfil your promise) 

saying, “Hold firmly to what We have given you and heed what is in it (by practising all its 

commands) SO that yOU may fear (sinning and Jahannam). ”

64. Then (after making the promise) you turned away (from it). If it were not for Allaah's grace 
upon you and His mercy, you would have certainly become of the losers (you would have
been doomed if Allaah had not inspired you to ask Him fo r forgiveness. As a result o f Allaah's forgiveness, your 

punishment was turned away and you were not destroyed).

65. You (the people o f the Bani Israa'eel) are certainly well aware of those from you who failed 
to honour the Sabbath (by fishing on Saturdays when they were prohibited from doing so). So We told
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66. We made it (theirpunishment) an example (an admonition) for those who were present)at that 

time) as well as for those after them, and a lesson (a warning) for those who fear Allaah
/because it is only such people who willheedthe lesson}.

67. (OJews, remember the time) When (after requesting Moosa who had committed a murder to ask Allaah)

Moosa said to his people, “Verily Allaah commands you to slaughter a bull.” 
Theysaid, “Are you joking with us?” He (Moosa j replied, “I ask Allaah to protect
me from becoming one of the ignorant ones (one of those who joke aboutAllaah's commands).”

68. (After realising that Moosa was serious,) They (the Jews) Said, “Call to your Rabb to
explain to us what type of bull it should be.” He (Moosa ) said, “Indeed, Allaah 
says that it must be a bull that is neither old nor young, but aged between the two. So 
do as you are commanded. ”

69. They said, “Call to your Rabb to explain to us what colour it should be.” He said, 
“Allaah says that it should be a bright yellow bull which pleases those who look at
it.”

70. They said, “Call to your Rabb to explain to us exactly what type of bull it should 
be because all bulls appear the same to us. Then, if Allaah wills, we will definitely be 
rightly guided. ” (Rasulullaah has mentioned that the Ban i Israa'eel would never have found a suitable bull if
they had not used the words "If Allaah wills”.)
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71. Moosa (A.S) said, “Allaah says that it must be a bull that is neither trained to 
plough the soil nor to water the fields, and which is healthy without any faults (neither 

should it haue any imperfectios nor any stains or markings on its hide). ”  They Said, “Now you have brought 
the truth. ” So (after a tiring search and after paying a high price) they slaughtered it, although they 
did not want to (because of the high price ).”  (Rasulullaah (SUSS? said that if the Jews had slaughtered any bull at 
the beginning, it would haue sufficed. However, they only made matters difficult fo r  themselves by asking so many 
questions.)

72. (Call to mind the time) When you murdered a soul and then began putting the blame on 
each other, while Allaah was to uncover what you hid (concerning the truth o f  the matter). (This 
verse refers to the murder mentioned above and is therefore the beginning o f the story. It is mentioned afterwards so that a 
separate lesson can be learnt from it.)

73. We said, “Strike it (the murdered corpse) with apiece of it (with a piece o f the slaughtered bull so that 

the dead man can tell the people who murdered h im ).”  In a like manner does Allaah bring the dead 
back to life and He shows you His Aayaat (His power) so that you may understand (thatjust
as Allaah brought the dead man back to life, he will do the same on the Day o f Qiyaamah when He brings mankind back to 

life).

74. Thereafter (O  Jews, even after seeing an example o f how people can be brought back to life and after seeing so 

many o f  Allaah's Aayaat) your hearts hardened (against accepting the truth), becoming like rocks or 
even harder. (In fact, even rocks are not so hard because) There are those rocks from which rivers 
gush forth, while some of them split open causing water to flow from them. Then 
there are even those that fall (prostrate) because of fear of Allaah. (However, unlike these rocks, 

your hearts remain unaffected and show no sign o f  softness or surrendering). (However,) Allaah is not unaware 
of what you do (Allaah is giving you more time only because the predestined time fo r your punishment has not yet 

arrived).

75.(0 Mu'mineen) Do you still hope that they (the Jews) will have Imaan for your sake when 
there is a party from them (their Rabbis as well as those who went to Mount Toor with Moosa and heard Allaah 

speak) who listen to Allaah's speech (the Torah) and then purposely alter it after 
Understanding it? (Entertain no such hopes because they will not follow you in Imaan.)
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76. When they (the hypocrites who are actually Jews) meet the Mu'mineen they say, “We have 
Imaan.” However, when they (the Jews) are alone with one another, they (the Jewish leaders) 

say (to those pretending to be Mu'mineen), “Did you inform them (the Mu'mineen) of what Allaah has 
disclosed to US (in the Torah concerning the description o f  Muhammad S S )  SO that they (the Mu'mineen) 

contest with US (Jews) before your Rabb (on the Day o f Qiyaamah, thereby prouing that we were guilty of 

not following Muhammad SiSSP despite knowing that he was Allaah's final prophet)?  Do yOU not understand 
(that you should stop doing this)?”

77. Do they not know that Allaah has knowledge of what they hide as well as what 
they reveal (make public)?

78. Among them (the Jews) there are illiterate people (the masses) whose only knowledge of 
the Book (the Torah) are hopes (lies from fabricatedstories which their leaders hone trained them to narrate). All 
they know is how to guess (because o f which they deny the prophethood ofRasulullaah & M ).

79. May those people be destroyed who write the Book with their hands (dreaming up the 

words) and then say, “This is from Allaah, ” so that they may sell it for a worthless price 
(for a small commercial profit). May they be destroyed because of what their hands write and 
may they be destroyed because of what (the bribes) they earn. (This verse refers to the Jewish 
scholars who changed the text o f  the Torah that described Rasulullaah <8128 as well as the text that sentenced the married 
adulterer to death by stoning. Besides this, they changed several other texts as well. They did this for the benefit o f  the 
people who bribed them.)

80. (When the Jews are warned about Jaharmam) They Say, “The Fire will touch US Only for a
limited number of days.” (Some said that this would be forty days, because their forefathers worshipped the 
calf for this period o f  time. Others said that it would be for seven days while another group said that it would be forty
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years). Say (to them, 0  Muhammad X ), "Have you taken a promise from Allaah (to this effect) 

which He cannot break? (Not at all! The truth is that) You are merely attributing to Allaah 
statements about which you have no knowledge.”

81. Without any doubt (you shall enter Jahannam and remain there forever)! Those who commit evil 
(Shirk) and whose evil acts have enveloped them (causing them to dieasMushrikeen), these are 
the ones who will be the occupants (inhabitants) of the Fire (o f Jahannam) where they will 
live forever.

82. Those who have Imaan and who do good deeds shall be the occupants of Jannah, 
where they will live forever.

®Q

83. (Remember) When We took the promise from the Bani Israa'eel (instructing them with the 

words) “Worship Allaah only, be kind towards parents, relatives, orphans and the poor; 
speak kindly (in a good manner) to people (by encouraging them to do good, to stay away from evil and to 

speak the truth about Muhammad (3®?) , establish salaah and (continue to) pay zakaah. ” Thereafter 
(after accepting the terms o f  the promise) all besides a few of you turned away (from the divine laws), 

showing no concern.

84. (Remember also) When We took a promise from you that you will not spill (shed) your 
blood (the blood o f your people) and you will not expel (drive out) yourselves (each other) from your 
homes. Thereafter you agreed, standing as witnesses (overyourselves).
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85. Then you (0  Jews) were the ones who killed yourselves (each other) and expelled a 
group of your people from their homes, sinfully and unjustly assisting (others to fight) 

against them. If they (your own people whom you fought) come to you as prisoners, you would 
ransom them (claiming that your religion commands you to set prisoners free on ransom) ,  whereas 
expelling them was forbidden for you (in the first place, but you failed to heed this command). DoyOU 
believe in a part of the Book (the part concerning the ransoming o f prisoners) and reject a part (the 

part concerning fighting your people, exiling them and assisting others to fight them)? What else can be the 
punishment for those of you who perpetrate (do) this besides disgrace in this worldly 
life and being subjected to (given) the severest of punishment on the Day of Qiyaamah? 
Allaah is not unaware of what you do. (Although the message o f this verse is universal in nature, the uerse 

refers specifically to the Jewish Banu Qurayza tribe ofMadinah who were allies o f the Arab Aus tribe and the Jewish Banu 
Nadheer tribe who were allies o f  the Arab Khazraj tribe. Because these Jewish tribes had aligned themselves to the Arab 
tribes ofMadinah, they had to side with their allies when these two Arab tribes fought each other. As a result, they broke 
the explicit commands o f the Torah which forbade them from fighting each other and from exiling each other. While 
priding themselves for fulfilling the command o f  accepting ransom fo r prisoners, they foolishly disobeyed the other 
commands o f their scripture. The disgrace that the verse refers to occurred when the Banu Qurayza were executed and 
the Ban u Nadheer were exiled from Madinah and taxed.)

86. These are the ones who have purchased the life of this world in exchange for the 
Aakhirah ( hereafter by giving preference to the life o f this world). The punishment will neither be 
lessened (lightened) for them nor will they be assisted.

87. Undoubtedly We gave the Book (the Torah) to Moosa and We sent
messengers after him (Moosa )  one after another. We gave clear signs (miracles such as 

bringing the dead back to life, curing the blind and poeple who suffered from leprosy) to Isa , the son of
Maryam and strengthened him with the Ruhul Qudus (the angel Jibra'eel who was with
Isa wherever he went). Why is it that every time a messenger came to you with what 
did not appeal to your desires, you behaved arrogantly? So you denied a party (o f  the 

messengers, among them the likes o f Isa and Muhammad 8S58SJ and killed another (party, among them

Zafcariyya®^C and Yahya

88. They (the Jews mockingly) 6ay (to Rasulullaah S5£), “Our hearts are covered (in a veil so we cannot 

understand what you say).”  Not at all! (The truth is that) Allaah has CUTSed them (removed them from His
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mercy and rejected them) because of theit disbelief (and not because o f any covering on their hearts). As a 
result, there are very few of them who have Imaan.

89. When a Book (Qufaan) from Allaah comes to them confirming (supporting) that (Torah) 

which is with them, (they reject it) even though before this they used to pray for victory 
Over the Kuffaar (by saying, “0  Allaah! Assist us against our enemies through the avenue and grace o f  Your final 

Prophet Muhammad 2SS£. ”)  However, when what they recognise comes to them (the Prophethood 

o f Rasulullaah SSSi) , they deny it (they reject it, /earing that they will lose their leadership). Allaah's curse is 
on the Kaafiroon.

90. Evil is that (priced for which they (the Jews) have sold their souls (their share o f rewards) ; (this 
price being) that they disbelieve in what Allaah has revealed (the Qufaan), (and they were) 
jealous of the fact that Allaah sends His kindness (revelation) upon whichever of His 
bondmen He chooses (the Jews were jealous o f  the Arabs because Rasulullaah S i  was from the Arabs and not 

from them ). So they earned anger upon anger (because they rejected Isa and Muhammad 4SS? and

because they changed theTorah). There shall be a humiliating punishment for the Kaafiroon.

91. When they (the Jews) are told, "Have Imaan in what Allaah has revealed (in theQur'aan 

and other revelation), ”  they say, "We believe (only) in what was revealed to us (the Torah). ”  They 
disbelieve in everything else even though it is the truth which confirms (supports) what 
is with them (the Torah). Tell them, “Why did you murder Allaah's messengers before if 
yOU were Mu'mineen (as you claim )?”  (If you really believe in the Torah as you claim, why did you murder the 

prophets when the Torah clearly prohibited this? This verse is addressed to all Jews because although it was their 
forefathers who had m urdered theAmbiya, the Jews who came after them approved o f  what their forefathers did.)

92. Verily, Moosa came to you with clear signs (miracles such as his staff which became a

snake, his shining hand and the splitting o f the sea), but then you started worshipping the calf after 
him (after his departure to the mountain̂  and yOU were oppressors (transgressorsj.
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UlL Jl
93. (Remember) When We took a promise from you (that you will obey the commands in the Torah) and 
(after you refused to carry out the promise, We) raised Mount Toot above you (saying) “Hold fast to 
what We have given you and listen (to the commands otherwise the mountain will be dropped on you). ”  

They said, “We hear and we disobey (Your command).”  Because of their kufr, the (love o f  the) 

calf was absorbed (soaked) into their hearts. Tell them, “Evil indeed is that (worship o f the 

caff and rejection o f Muhammad H M ) which your belief (in the Torah) orders you to do, if you really 
are people who believe (as you claim).”  (The verse makes it clear that the Jews cannot have belief in their Torah 
as they say they have because they do not obey the commands o f  the Torah which clearly told them to worship onlyAllaah 
and to believe in Muhammad on his arrival.)

94. Say, “If the home of the Aakhirah (Jannah) is entirely for you only and for no one 
else (as you claim), then wish for death if you are truthful.” (If you really believe that Jannah is only for 
you, why do you not wish fo r an early death so that you can reach Jannah sooner? If  your claim is true, why do you fear 
death?)

95. However, they shall never wish for death because of the (evil) acts (such as rejecting 

Muhammad fSSSJ that their hands have sent ahead (to the Aakhirah). Allaah has perfect 
knowledge about the oppressors (the Kaafiroon. Allaah will therefore punish them fo r their kufr) .

96. Without any doubt, you will find them (the Jews) to be the greediest people for life
(because they know that they are heading fo r Jahannam), even greedier (for life) than the Mushrikeen 
(who do not even believe in the life after death). Each of them wishes that he would be granted a life 
of a thousand years. However, even if he were granted this life, it would not save him 
from punishment. Allaah is Ever Watchful over what they do (Allaah sees what they do and will 

punish them accordingly).
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Qcis&ktf}
97. (When one of the Jewish leaders was told that Jibra'eel SfcMfiSE brought revelation to Rasulullaah &BS, he said that 
the Jews cannot believe in Rasulullaah (8®s because Jibra'eel ®18)§ls is their enemy since he also brings punishment to 
people. Allaah sapsj Tell them (0  Muhammad &&£) , “Whoever is an enemy of Jibra'eel (let
him die in his anger because) by Allaah's command, he (Jibra'eel )  has brought to your heart
the Quraan which confirms (supports) what came before it (the books from Allaah before it; and 
which is guidance and a bringer of good news for the Mu'mineen (the good news that the 

Mu'mineen shall enter Jannah).”

98. Whoever is an enemy of Allaah, Hi6 angels, His messengers, Jibra'eel iSK lt and 
Mika'eel , then Allaah is certainly an enemy of the Kaafiroon.

99. (When a Jew said that Rasulullaah did not bring anything, Allaah replied by saying) We have certainly
revealed clear Aayaat to you (O Muhammad ). It is only the wrong-doing ones who 
reject these (Aayaat).

100. Whenever they make a promise (to Allaah that they will accept the praphethoad o f Rasulullaah S B  

and assist him ), will a party of them break it? The truth is that most of them do not have 
Imaan (becausethey have no conviction, they do not fear breaking their promises).

101. When a messenger (Rasulullaah S ) comes to them from Allaah, confirming that 
(Torah) which is with them, a party of those given the Book (the Torah) throw the Book of 
Allaah behind their backs as if they have no knowledge (they pretend that they know nothing 

about whattheTorah says about the arrival o f  Rasulullaah ® § ).
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102. They (the Jews) go by what the Shayaateen advertised during the reign of 
Sulaymaan $$>$$£■ (that Sulaymaan practised black magic and was therefore a Kaafir). Sulaymaan

never committed kufr, but the Shayaateen were Kuffaar by teaching black 
magic to the people. They also taught them that which the (principles o f  black magic) was 
revealed to the two angels Haaroot and Maaroot in Babylon (Allaah sent these two angels to 

teach black magic so that people could sane themselves from  its harms). The two never taught anyone 
without first advising them, “We are merely a test (for you), so da not commit kufr (by 

misusing the knowledge o f black m agic).”  So they learnt from the two of them such things by 
which they could separate a man from his wife. However, they can never harm 
anyone with it (with black magic) without Allaah's command (permission). They learnt 
things (black magic practices) that are harmful to them (in theAakhirah) and which did them no 
good. Without doubt, they (the Jews) knew that there is no share in the Aakhirah (in 

Jannah) for the one who purchased (practised) it (black magic). Evil indeed is the price for 
which they have sold their souls (sold their share o f  Jannah). If only they knew (if only they 
understood the true results o f their actions, they would not have traded their good fortune in theAakhirah fo r the short- 

liued pleasures of this world).

103. If they (the Jews) had Imaan (believed in Muhammad andtheQur’aan) and adopted Taqwa
(thereby staying away from  sins like black magic), the reward with Allaah is best for them. If only 
they knew (If they understood that Allaah's reward is better, they would have never liued as they did).

104. O you who have Imaan! Do not say, “Raa'inaa,” (to Rasulullaah S . Whereas this word 
means "Consider us” in Arabic, it was an insult in the language o f the Jews. The Jews therefore used this word as an insult 

when speaking to Rasulullaah SSsS. The Mu'mineen were therefore commanded not to use this word) but (to rather) 

say, “Undhurna ”  (which has the same meaning in Arabic but the Jews could not use it as an insult in their language) 

and listen (to what you are commanded, with the purpose of obeying). A painful punishment is in store 
for the Kaafiroon.

105. The Kaafiroon from the Ahlul Kitaab and the Mushrikeen (from among the Arabs) do
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not like that any good should be revealed to you (Muslims) from your Rabb. However, 
Allaah concentrates (focuses) His mercy on whoever He pleases. Allaah is One of great 
kindness (The Possessor o f  great bounty).

106. (When the Kaafiroon teased the Muslims about commands from Allaah that were cancelled, Allaah replied by 

saying) Whenever We cancel any verse (either only the words qf the verse or the verse together with the 

command) Or Cause it to be forgotten, We bring something better (easier or more rewarding) or 
equal to it. Do you not know that Allaah has power (control) over all things? (Allaah therefore 
has the right to cancel o r give commandsasHe pleases.)

107. Do you not know that the kingdom (control) of the heavens and the earth belongs 
to Allaah (so that He am  do as He pleases)? Besides Him, you have no Protecting Friend
(Guardian), nor any Helper (who can save you from Allaah'spunlshment when it comes and who will care fo r you).

108. Or do you wish to ask your messenger (Muhammad S i  to produce miracles) like how 
M oosaSW £  was asked before (to make Allaah visible before the Jews)? The one who exchanges 
Imaan for kufr has certainly strayed from the straight path (from the path o f truth). (Do not
become doubtful because of the doubts that the Jews raise.)

109. Many of the Ahlul Kitaab would love to return you to being Kaafiroon after you 
have become Mu'mineen. This is because of jealousy from within them after the truth
(about the prophethood o f Muhammad &B1 ) has become apparent (clear) to them (in the Torah). 

Overlook and pardon (them without taking revenge) until Allaah issues (sends) His command (to
wage Jihaad against them; in the mean time exercise patience). Undoubtedly Allaah has control over all 
things.

110. So establish salaah and pay zakaah. You shall find with Allaah (the rewards of) 

whatever good acts you have sent ahead for yourselves. Verily Allaah is Watchful of
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what you do (and shall reward you accordingly).

111. (Referringto the claim erf the Jews that only they will enter Jannah and the claim o f  the Christians that only they will 

enter jannah, Allaah says) They say, “None but a Jew or a Christian will enter Jannah.” This 
is their (false)  hope. Tell them, “Produce your proof (evidence that only you will enter Jannah) if you 
are truthful.”

112. Not at all (many others will also enter Jannah) ! In fact, the one who surrenders himself to
Allaah and does righteous acts (arty for Allaah's sake and in the manner showed by Muhammad & H ) 

shall find his reward with his Rabb. Neither will fear overtake such people, nor shall 
they grieve.

113. The Jews say, “The Christians have nothing (do not have a true religion) to stand on (by

saying this, the Jews deny Isa 5 W  ) , ”  while the Christians say, “The Jews have nothing (do not

have a true religion) to Stand On (by saying this, the Christians deny Moosa 8SfiSSE whereas they (both)

recite the Book (o f Allaah, the Torah and the Injeel. Whereas the Torah o f  the Jews mentioned the coming of Isa 

4MJSE, thelnjeel o f the Christians mentioned that Moasa4Mffl$Z was Allaah's true prophet). Those who have no 
knowledge (the Arab Mushrikeen and others) say exactly what they say (they soy to people following a 

religion that they have no true religion to stand on), Allaah will judge between them on the Day of 
Qiyaamah concerning the matters about which they differ (Allaah will then allow those following 

the truth to enter Jannah while the others will have to enter Jahannam].

114. Who can do greater wrong than the one who prevents the name of Allaah from 
being taken in the Masaajid (he prevents others from  salaah and from Dhikr) and who does all he 
can to destroy them? (There can be no worse evil This verse refers to the occasions when Baytul Maqdas was 
destroyed os well as the occasion when Rasulullaah iffiss and the Muslims were prevented from  visiting the Masjidul 

Haraam. Allaah then instructs the Muslims to take action against such wrongdoers so that in future) Such people 
may only enter them (the Masaajid) in fear (unable to repeat their wrong). For them shall be 
disgrace (humiliation) in this world and a terrible punishment in the Aakhirah.
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115. (When the Jews learnt that Allaah had changed the Qibla o f the Muslims from Baytul Maqdas to the Kabah and 

that a person on a conveyance outside a town can perform salaah facing any direction, they mocked the Muslims. In 

response to this, Allaah made it clear that) To Allaah belongs the East and the West (the entire world). 

Wherever you turn (in salaah by His command), you will find Allaah's presence there (you will be 

facing the Qibla that pleases Allaah). Undoubtedly Allaah (Allaah's mercy) is All Encompassing, (and 

He is) All Knowing.

116. They (the Jews, Christians and others) Say, “Allaah has takes a SOU.” Allaah is Pure (freefrom  

any defect and from wanting children) ! To Him belongs whatever is in the heavens and the earth
(because Allaah owns everything, no one can be a relative o f His). All are subservient to Him Alone (and 

they do as He commands).

117. (Allaah is) The Creator of the heavens and the earth (without copying a previous example). 

When He decides (to create or ordain) something, He merely says, “Be!” and it becomes
(whatHe wanted).

118. Those without knowledge (the Kuffaar) say (to Rasulullaah S2®J, “Why does Allaah not 
speak to us, or why do you not show us a sign (toprove that you are a prophet)?”  Those before 
them said exactly the same thing (to the prophets o f their times) .Their hearts are alike (filled with 

kufr and stubbornness). We have already expounded (made dear) the Aayaat for those who 
have conviction (in these Aayaat and who believe in them).

119. Undoubtedly We have sent you (O  Muhammad )  with the truth, as a carrier of 
good news (to those who believe you) and as a Warner (to those who refuse to believe you). You will not 
be questioned about the people of the Blaze (about those in the fire ofjahannam. Allaah shall not ask 

you why they did not believe because your duty is to give them the message and not to force them to believe).
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120. The Jews and the Christians will never be satisfied (pleased) with you until you 
follow their religion. Say, “ (True) Guidance (the true path) is only the guidance (the path) of 
Allaah (Islaam. A ll religions except Islaam are misguided). ” Without doubt, if you were ever to follow 
their wishes (their religions) after the knowledge (revelation) that has come to you, you will 
have no protecting friend nor any helper (to protect you) against (the punishment of) Allaah.

121. Those to whom We have given the Book and who recite it as it rightfully should
be (deserves to be) recited (as it was revealed) are the ones who believe in it (this uerse refers to a group 

of Christians from  Abyssinia who accepted Islaam at the hands o f  Rasulullaah ). Whoever denies it 
(Allaah’sBook by changing It) shall certainly be the losers (because they will suffer forever i nJahannam).

122. O Bani Israa'eel (children o f W e e / )! Remember My favour that I gave you (your 

forefathers) and that I preferred you (your forefathers) above the Universe (above the people o f their 

time).

123. Fear the day (ofQiyaamah) when one soul will not pay anything (in the least) towards (the 

damages of) another, no ransom will be taken, no intercession will be accepted (it will not be 

of any use to a Kaafir), and they will not be helped (the Kaafiroon will not be rescued from Allaah's 

punishment).

124. (Remember the time) When his Rabb (Allaah) tested Ibraheem with certain words
(commands) which he fulfilled. Allaah said, “I am going to make you a leader (an imaam) of 
people (to lead them in matters o f  D een). ” Ibraheem said, "And from my offspring (will You

not make them leaders as well) ?” Allaah replied, “My promise (o f leadership) will not extend to the 
oppressors (the Kaafiroon) . ”

125. (Remember also the time) When We made the House (the Kabah) a gathering place for 
people (throughout the world) and a place of safety (from injustice and attack and a place o f  peace). (O
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people) Take the Maqaam of Ibraheem (the stone on which Ibraheem stood white building the

Kabah) as a place of salaah fa place behind which you perform two Rakaahs ofsalaah after Tawaaf). We 
commanded Ibraheem and Ismaa'eel fsayingj, “Clean (remove idols from) My
house (the Kabah) for those who perform Tawaaf, those who stay in it, those who bow (in 

Ruku) and those who prostrate (referring to those who perform salaah there). ”

126. (Remember) When Ibraheem said, “O my Rabb! Make this fdZy of Makkah) a city
of safety (o f peace) and feed with fruit those inhabitants who believe in Allaah and the 
Last Day.” (Allaah accepted this prayer and made Makkah a place where no killing should take place, no plants 
should be uprooted and no animal hunted. Allaah also sau; to it that Makkah receives food and products from the entire

world.) Allaah said, “As for him who carries out kufr, I shall grant him enjoyment for a 
while, after which I will drive (compel) him into the punishment of the Fire (in theAakhirah). 

It is the worst of places to be. ”

127. (Remember) When Ibraheem and Ismaa'eel ttS Ic  were raising the
foundation of the House (the Kabah, and they prayed) “O our Rabb! Accept from US (the effort o f

building the Kabah). Indeed You are the All Hearing, the All Knowing (You hear our prayer and 

know our intentions andactions).”

128. (The two prayed further) “O our Rabb! Make us obedient to You and make from our 
descendants (progeny) a nation (a group) that is also obedient to You. Show us (teach us) our 
rites (the manner in which we should worship You) and accept OUr repentance (forgive our mistakes). 

Without doubt, You are the Most Pardoning, the Most Merciful.” (Although they were sinless, 
they asked for forgiveness because they were hum ble and this mas done to teach people to ask fo r forgiveness after every 
good act.)

129. O our Rabb! Send to them (to our descendants) a messenger from among them (who 

was Rasulullaah S i ) who will recite Your verses (o f  the Quraan) to them, teach them the Book
(the meanings and necessary explanations o f the Qur’aan) and wisdom (the Sunnat and the hidden mysteries and 

intricate allegories o f the Qur'aan) and purify them (from Shirk). Without doubt, You are the 
Mighty, the Wise.”
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130. Only the one who makes a fool of himself will turn away from the religion of 
Ibraheem (because it is foolish not to realise that one has been created to worshipAllaah and also foolish to

dislike a religion that should be one's natural choice). We undoubtedly chose him (Ibraheem $$$&£) in 
this world and he will be among the righteous in the Aakhirah (among those enjoying the

highest ranks).

131. When his (Ibraheem 'sj Rabb told him, “Surrender (your will and soul), ” he replied,
“I surrender (and deuote myself) to the Rabb of the universe.”

132. Ibraheem and Ya'qoob advised their sons about it (about following

Islaam, the religion o f Ibmheem j saying, “O my sons! Verily Allaah has chosen this Deen
(Islaam) for you, SO die only as Muslims. ” (In this manner, they instructed their sons to remain Muslims until 
their deaths.)

133. (When the Jews told Rasulullaah S i  that Ya'qoob advised h is sons to remain devoted to Judaism, Allaah

revealed the verse stating) Or were you (Jews) present when death presented itself before (when it 

came to) Ya'qoob ? (Were you there) When he asked his sons, “What will you worship
after my death?” They replied, “We will worship your Ilaah (Allaah) and the Ilaah of 
your forefathers Ibraheem , Ismaa'eel and Ishaaq , (we shall worship)

Him Who is Only One Ilaah. We surrenderto (obey and worship) Him only.”

134. They (Ibraheem Yu'qouh and their children) were a group (Ummahjnation) who have
passed on. To their benefit will be the actions they have earned (done) and to your 
benefit will be the actions that you earn (the actions that you do ). You will not be questioned 
about what they did.

135. They say, “Become Jews (said the Jews) or Christians (said the Christians) and you will be
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guided.” Tell them, “ (We wilt) Rather follow the religion of Ibraheem which is
not inclined towards any deviation (error) but is inclined to the straight way (the path o j 

Allaah). He was never from the Mushrikeen. ”

136. Say (OM u'm m een), “We have Imaan in Allaah, in what has been revealed to us and 
in what was revealed to Ibraheem , Ismaa'eel , Is'haaq , Ya'qoob
'SMSSSSSc and the descendants (of Ya'qoob who were prophets). And (we also have Imaan in)

whatever (Books and miracles) was granted to Moosa , Isa and what was
granted to all the prophets from their Rabb. We make no distinction between any of 
them (we do not believe in some prophets while rejecting others like the Jews and Christians do) and we are 
obedient to Allaah. ”

137. If they (the Jews and Christians) have Imaan just as you (Mu'mineen) have Imaan, then they 
are rightly guided. If they turn away, then they are determined to oppose you. Allaah 
shall be enough for you against themfAIJaah is Sufficient as pour Helper against their mischief their harm, 

their enmity and their obstinacy). He is AH Hearing, All Knowing. (It was not long after this verse was 

revealed that some o f the Jews o f  Madinah were exiled while others were executed.)

138. (Saya/so, 0  Mu'mineen) “Allaah has coloured (purified) US (with the naturalDeen oflslaam with which 

every child is bom ). Who (none) can colour (purify) better than Allaah? And we are His 
worshippers.”

139. (When the Jews told the Muslims in Madinah that prophets can be born only from the Bani Israa'eel and not from  

the Arabs, Allaah revealed the command stating) Say (to the Jews), “Do you argue (debate) with US about 
Allaah (about this choosing a prophet from the Arabs), when He is our Rabb and your Rabb (and 

therefore has the right to choose whoever He wills) and when OUT actions are for OUT benefit (making us 

worthy o f having a prophet from among us) and your actions are for your benefit and when we are 
sincerely His (sincerely devoted to His Deen)? "
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140. Or do you (Jews and Christians) say that Ibraheem Isma'eel
Is'haaq^M®^, Ya'qoob and their descendants (children) were Jews or Christians?
Say (to the Jews and Christians), “Have yOU more knowledge than Allaah (Who makes it clear that 

Ibraheem and the others were neither Jews nor Christians)?”  Who can be more unjust than the 
one who hides the statement (evidence) at Allaah that is with him? (None can be more unjust 
than the Jews who hide the part o f the Torah that states that Ibraheem SSSiSsE followed the straight way oflslaam. The 
Jews and the Christians also hide those verses that speak about the coming o f Rasulullaah & & . However, they should 

beware because) Allaah is not unaware of what you do.

4  I
141. They (Ibraheem ¥, Ya'qoob$&tii& and their children) were a group who have passed on.
To their benefit (for them) will be the acts they have earned (done) and to your benefit (for 

you) will be the acts that you earn. You will not be questioned about what they did.

142. (When Allaah changed the Qibla from Baytul Maqdas to theKabah, He informed Rasulullaah S i  that the Jews 

and the Mushrikeen will object to the change Referring to them, Allaah says,) Soon the foolish people will 
say, “What has caused them (the Muslims) to turn away from the Qibla towards which 
they were facing?” Say [0  Muhammad '£%£], “To Allaah belongs the East and the West
(Allaah therefore has the right to fix  the Qibla to any direction He pleases and none has the right to object). He guides 
whoever He wills to the straight path.”

143. Thus (just as Allaah has guided the Muslims to the straight path) We have made you (the Ummah o f 

Rasulullaah S ® )  such a group that is moderate in nature (free from excesses and shortcomings) so 
that you may be witnesses (on the Day o f Qtyaamah) over people and the messenger 
(Rasulullaah (S85! )  a witness Over you ( When the nations o f previous prophets will deny that their prophets 
preached the truth to them, the prophets will call for the Ummah o f Rasulullaah as witnesses fo r them. When the 
Ummah of Rasulullaah testify that the prophets were truthful, they will be asked how they know this when they were 
not present during the times o f the others. To this, the Ummah of Rasulullaah will say that Rasulullaah & I had 

informed them. Rasulullaah ®§S will then make it clear that his Ummah are truthful). And We changed the 
Qibla towards which you faced only so that We may distinguish the ones who will 
follow the Prophet from those who will turn back on their heels (and leave Islaam with

the excuse that Rasulullaah^^ is changing the Deen). Verily this (changing of the Qibla) is a difficult 
matter (for all) except those whom Allaah has guided. Allaah will not let your Imaan (the 

salaah you performed facing Baytul Maqdas) go to waste. Verily Allaah is Most Forgiving, Most 
Merciful unto mankind.
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144. Verily We see you (O  Muhammad S i )  frequently lifting your gaze towards the sky
(waiting fo r Allaah's command to change the Qibta back to the Kabah). We will most assuredly turn you 
towards a Qibla (o f  Ibraheem ) that pleases you. So turn your face (during salaah) 

towards the Masjidul Haraam (where the Kabah is situated and where fighting, the hunting o f animals, and 

the chopping off trees are prohibited. Wherever you may be (whether at home or travelling over land o r sea), 

turn your faces towards it (towards the Kabah when performing salaah). Most certainly those who 
have been given the Book (the Jews) know well that this command (changing the Qibla) is 
from their Rabb (because this was mentioned in the Torah along with the description o f Rasulullaah @£). And 
Allaah is not unmindful (unaware) of what they do.

145. Even if you have to present (bring) every kind of proof to those who have been 
given the Book (the Jews and the Christians), they will not turn towards your Qibla (because of 

stubbornness). You should also not turn towards their Qibla. In fact, they (the Jews and

Christians) will not even turn towards the Qibla of each other (the Qibla o f the Jews was the Rock of 

Baytul Maqdas while that o f the Christians was the eastern side o f Baytul Maqdas). Should you now follow 
their wishes after knowledge (revelation) has come to you, then surely you would be 
among the unjust ones.

146. Those who have been given the Book (the Jews and the Christians) recognise him
(Rasulullaah (SS together with his lineage, tribe, place o f birth, place o f residence, appearance, qualities and attributes) 
just as they recognise their very own sons (because the Torah and the Injeel had described him to them). 
Without doubt there (still) exists among them a group who knowingly hide the truth.

147. The truth is from your Rabb so never be among those who doubt (what has been 

revealed whether thePeople of the Book accept it or not).

148. Every nation has a direction towards which they turn (inprayer), so hasten towards
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good actions (salaah). Wherever you may be, Allaah shall collect you all together (on the

Day of Qiyaamah and reward you fo r your good acts). Surely Allaah has control of everything (it is 
therefore useless for people to quarrel over these matters because they lie in the hands o f Allaah and man has no say in 

them).

149. Wherever you may go (on journey), turn your face to the direction of the Masjidul 
Haraam. This is certainly the truth from your Rabb. Allaah is not unaware of what 
you do.

150. Wherever you may go (on a journey), turn your face to the direction of the Masjidul 
Haraam. Wherever you may be situated, turn your faces towards it so that people 
may not have an argument against you (so that the Jews do not say, “These Muslims oppose our religion, 
yet they face Baytul Maqdas like us”, and so that the Mushrikeen do not say, “These Muslims claim to follow the mays of 

Ibraheem yet they do not face his Qibla i.e. the Kabah"), except for those who are unjust (those who

are stubborn will still search fo r excuses to object). So do not fear them (their objections) but fear Me (by 

obeying M y commands). And (turn towards the Masjidul Haraam in salaah) SO that 1 may complete My 
favour (honour, blessings and guidance) upon you (by teaching you yourDeen) and SO that you may be 
rightly guided (to the truth).

151. In a similar manner (as part o f Our favour to you) We have (also) sent to you a Rasool 
(messenger) from among yourselves (Muhammad S I )  who recites to you Our verses (o f the 

Qufaan), purifies you (from Shirk), teaches you the Book (Quriaan) and wisdom (the teachings o f  the 

Quraan), and teaches you what you knew not (he perfects both your knowledge and your actions).

152. So think of Me (fay performing salaah, makingDhikr, abiding by the Qur'aan and in all other matters) and I 
Will think oil)OU(byrewardingyouandfulfillingyourneedsandblessingyouconstantly). Be grateful to Me 
(by obeying M e) and do not be ungrateful (by disobeying M e).

153. O you who have Imaan! Seek help (from Allaah) by means of sabr and salaah. Verily 
Allaah is with those who exercise sabr (and will readily assistthem, especially during Jihaad).
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154. And do not say about those who have been martyred in Allaah's way that they 
are dead. In reality, they are alive (because o f their patience in difficulty) but you do not realise it.
(Allaah preserves the souls o f martyrs as beautiful green birds who are allowed to fly wherever they wish in Jannah.)

155. Most definitely We will test you (to see whether you exercise sabr) with a (little) bit of fear, 
with hunger and with a shortage in wealth, life (the test is by way o f  illness, death, difficulties) and 
fruit (produce and products) . So give good news (o f  entering Jannah) to those who exercise sabr.

156. (Those who exercise sabr are) those who, when any difficulty befalls them (then instead o f 

complaining), say, Verily we belong to Allaah (and He therefore has the right to treat us as He pleases) and 
to Him shall we return (after death, when He will reward us fo r our sabr).’ (Rasulullaah (SSI has mentioned that 

when a person says this at the time o f  any difficulty, Allaah will reward him and replace his loss with something better.)

157. These (people who are patient in difficulties and who abstain from ingratitude) are the ones on whom 
the Combined (favours) and Special Mercies (Bounties) of Allaah descend and who are 
rightly guided.

158. Verily Safa and Marwah (two hills in Makkah) are among the landmarks (distinctive signs) of 
(theDeenof) Allaah. So whoever performs Hajj or Umrah to the House (Kabah), there shall 
be no sin upon him should he go to and fro between the two (even though it was a practice o f the 

Mushrikeen before the coming o f Rasulullaah 5SS ) .  Whoever performs a good act of his free will 
( voluntarily) , then surely Allaah is Most Grateful (and will reward him ), All Knowing.

159. Certainly those (Jews) who hide (from people) the clear things and guidance which
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We have revealed (such as the description of Rasulullaah in the Torah and changing o f the Qiblah), after
We had explained it to them in the Book (Torah) for the people; such people (those who hide 

these things) are cursed by Allaah and by all those who (are commanded to) curse (such as the angels, 

humans, Jinn, animals). (This applies to all such people) except those who repent, correct (the wrong they 

did) and clarify (whatthey hid).

^ 9 '

160. These are the ones whom I will forgive, for verily I am The Greatest Acceptor of 
repentance, The Most Merciful.

161. Verily those who practise kufr (do not believe in the truth) and who die as Kaafiroon, 
upon them is the curse of Allaah, the angels and the entire mankind (they deserve all these 

curses and will remain in Jahannam forever).

162. They will live forever in this (curse and the resultant punishment in the Aakhirah). Neither will 
their punishment be lessened (in the Aakhirah) nor will they be given any respite (to excuse 

themselves or to repent).

163. Your Ilaah is but One llaah. There is no other Uaah but Him, The 
Compassionate, The Most Merciful. (His decision is final)

164. Verily in the creation of the heavens and earth (and whatever wonders are in and lie between 

the two); in the changing of the night and the day (following each other and each one becom ing longer 

or shorter); in the huge ships which travel on the oceans carrying goods of benefit to 
man (without sinking despite their tremendous weight); in that water that Allaah showers from the 
heavens, bringing life (all types o f growth) to the earth after its death (after it was bare) and 
causing all types of creatures to spread out on earth (because most of creation are attracted to fertile 

areas); and in the varying (directions and temperature) of the winds; and the obedient clouds 
(that travel and shower rain only where Allaah commands) hanging between the earth and sky; (In all o f 

the above events) are signs for those who use their intelligence (to think deeply aboutthese signs).
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165. There are some people (theMushrikeen) who attribute equals (idols) to Allaah, having 
such love for them as they have for Allaah. However, the Mu'mineen have a much 
greater love (at all times) for Allaah (greater than their love fo r anything or anyone else like the prophets, saints, 

angels, Ulema, children, wealth, property, etc). If the unjust ones (the Mushrikeen) were to see the time 
fin the Aakhlrah) then they will see the punishment (in store fo r them) and (if the Mushrikeen were to 

realise in this world) that all power belongs only to Allaah and that Allaah is certainly 
Capable of giving the severest punishment (then they would not attribute equals to H im ).

166. (They would also not attribute equals to Allaah if they could see the time on the Day of Qiyaamah) When 
those who were followed (the misguided leaders) disassociate themselves from their 
followers (denyingthat they had misled them)', (when) they See the punishment and (when they see that) 

all ties between them are cut fond that they will be enemies o f each other).

167. The followers will (then) say, “If only we could return (to the world by some means or other), 

then we too will disassociate ourselves from them as they now do to us.” In a like 
manner (just as Allaah will show them their punishment and their disassociation from  each other on the Day o f 

Qiyaamah), Allaah will show them their (evil) actions which will be a cause of regret to 
them. They will never be able to escape from the Fire (ofJahannam after having entered it because 

of the shirk they committed).

168. O people, eat of the lawful (that which has been declared lawful by Allaah and that which is lawfully 

acquired) and pure (and wholesome) things of the earth, and do not follow in the footsteps of 
Shaytaan (by making the Halaal thing Haraam or the Haraam thing Halaal). Indeed, he is your open 
enemy.

169. He (Shaytaan) instructs you to commit only evil acts, acts of immodesty and to 
attribute to Allaah such things about which you have no knowledge (no knowledge that 
these matters are from Allaah, such astheth ings that people declare Haraam by themselves or when they change the text 

of what Allaah has revealed).
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170. And when it is said to them (the Kaafiroon and sinner^, “Follow that which Allaah has 
revealed, ” they say, “But we wish to follow that which we found our forefathers doing
(worshipping idols, regarding certain Halaal things to be forbidden, not marrying widows, e tc).”  What! (Will they 

follow their forefathers) even though they (their forefathers) understood nothing (about Deen) and 
were not rightly guided (to the truth)?

171. The comparison of those who commit kufr (and those calling them to Islaam) is like a 
person who calls something (like some animal) that can hear only a call and a sound (without 

understanding what is being said). Deaf, dumb and blind, they cannot understand (neither do they 

have knowledge nor do they want to hear what the knowledgeablepeople say).

172. O  you who have Imaan! Eat from the pure (and wholesome) things which We have 
provided for you and show gratitude (be obedient) to Allaah (for what He has provided and made 

lawful) if it is indeed Him Whom you worship.

173. Allaah has forbidden for you (to eat) Mayta (an animal which dies a natural death or which is not 

slaughtered or hunted in accordance with the Shariah), blood (thatflowsfrom the animats body), the meat of 
pigs (and alt other parts of its body), and (the meat of) those animals that were sacrificed with (the 

slaughterer taking) the name of another besides Allaah (such as the name o f  an idol, Jinn, saint, prophet, 

etc). As for him who is driven by necessity (to eattheseforbiddenfoodsforfearoflosinghis life), then 
(if he eats them) neither rebelliously (without enjoyment), nor transgressing the limits (without 

eating more than is necessary to keep him alive), there will be no Sin upon him. Verily Allaah is 
Most Forgiving, Most Merciful (towands His obedient servants and therefore makes His laws easy for 

them).

174. Verily those who hide (or make changes to) that book which Allaah has revealed,
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selling it lor a small price/referring to the Jewish Rabbis who hid from people the description of 
RasuIuIlaah&M in the Torah so that they would not lose the bribes, gifts and acknowledgements o f gratitude that people 

gave them); these people only fill their bellies with fire. Allaah will neither speak to 
them (with kindness and mercy) on the Day of Judgement (because He will be angry with them), nor will 
He purify them (from the filth o f their sins). They will receive a most painful punishment (that 

will penetrate their inner selves and from which there shall be no salvation) .

175. These are the ones who buy misguidance at the price of guidance, and 
punishment at the price of forgiveness. (Despite knowing about the terrible fire o f Jahannam, they 
happily opt fo r sin which leads them to Jahannam, as if they feel strong enough to bear the punishment. Allaah therefore 

asks,) How will they ever tolerate the fire? (whilst they happily opt fo r sin which leads them to the fire)

176. This (punishment) is because Allaah has certainly revealed the Book with the truth 
and those who disagree (create differences) about the Book are stubbornly (who have gone

astray) opposed (people, who have gone astray) . (Just as this verse applies to the Jews who disagreed with the Torah 

and accepted what they wanted while rejecting what they did not want, it also applies to the people who refuse to accept 
the Qur'aan as a Book from Allaah)

177. Righteousness is not that you turn your faces towards the east or west (during 

salaah), but (a person of) righteousness is that person who believes (in the validity of the beliefs) in 
Allaah, the Last Day (the Day ofQiyaamah), the angels, the Books, and the Ambiyaa (Allaah's 

prophets); and despite his love for wealth, he spends it on his relatives, orphans, poor 
people, travellers, beggars and to set slaves (and prisoners-of-war) free. (In addition to all o f this, the 

righteous person is) He (who) establishes salaah, gives zakaah, fulfils promises when 
making them (with Allaah and with people), exercises patience during hardships (such as poverty), 

adversities (such as illness and fear) and during times of war. These are the ones who are true 
fin their Imaan and in their claim to righteousness) and they are the ones who have Taqwa.
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178.0  you who have Imaan! Qisaas has been made obligatory (has been ordained) for you 
in the case of murder; a free man (will be executed) for (murdering) a free man, a slave for a 
slave and a woman for a woman. Whoever (heir) forgives his brother (the murderer) should 
demand (theDinah) with kindness (without harshness) and payment should be pleasant (without 

delay and in full). This (choice between Qisaas and Diyah) is a special consideration from your Rabb 
and a mercy (because the Jews were compelled to apply Qisaas when a murder was committed and the Christians 

were compelled to accept Diyah instead). So whoever Oversteps the limits (by killing the murderer) after 
this (after the murderer was forgiven) shall suffer a painful punishment (by being executed in this world 

and punished in theAakhirah).

179. For you, in Qisaas is (great) life, O  people of intelligence, so that you have Taqwa
(so that you may fear the punishment fo r murder and abstain from it and so that you enforce the law of Qisaas).

180. It has been made obligatory for you (to make) a bequest (in your will) that is just (not

more than one-third o f your wealth) in favour of your parents and close relatives when (the signs of) 

death appears before any of you and you are leaving wealth behind. This (law) is a duty 
upon those who have fear for Allaah. (This law was revealed because people used to make bequests for the 
rich and leave nothingfor their parents and relatives. However, this compulsion was later cancelled when Allaah revealed 
the laws that fix  the shares that parents and close relatives receive from the wealth o f  a dead person. Although a person 
should not make a bequest fo r an heir, if he does bequest less than a third fo r an heir, it will be given to the heir only if dll 
the other heirspermit it after (he person's death.)

181. So whoever changes it (the will) after hearing it, then the sin (o f changing the will) rests 
(solely) upon those who change it. Verily Allaah is All Hearing, All Knowing (Allaah hears 

the will that is made, knows about the changes made to it and knows the intentions o f  those who make the changes).

182. Whoever fears any favouritism or sin from the person making the will (such as a 

bequest that exceeds one-third or any other error in the will) and then makes peace (reaches a settlement) 

between them (between the one making the will and the others involved), Upon him is UO Sin (in fact, it is 

preferable fo r him to intervene). Verily Allaah is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful.
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183. O you who have Imaan! Fasting has been made obligatory for you just as it was 
made obligatory for those before you (the Jews and Christians), so that you may develop 
Taqwa (fasting saves apersonfrom sin because it develops self-restraint and drives away the passions that lead to sin).

184. Fast for a fixed number of days (in the month ofRamadhaan). Whoever among you is ill 
or on journey, then (he should make up fo r the missed fasts by fasting) the same number of days at 
another time. Those who are not capable (offasting, such as the very old or sickly), should pay the 
Fidya, (which is) to feed a poor person (two meals). Whoever does a good act of his own will, 
then surely this is better for him. It is better for you that you fast, if you but knew (the 

virtue, significance and benefits of fasting).

185. The month of Ramadhaan is the month in which the Qur'aan was revealed (from 

the Lowhul Mahfoodh to the sky above the earth on Laykstul Qadr) as a guidance for mankind, whose 
Aayaat of guidance are absolutely clear, and which distinguishes (between truth and 

falsehood). So whoever among you witnesses this month (is alive during this month and capable o f 

fasting) should fast in it, while those who are ill or on journey, then (they should make up fo r the 

missed fasts by fasting) the same number of days at another time. Allaah desires ease for you 
(by allowing travellers and the ill to fast at a later time) and does not desire hardship for you. And (Allaah 

desires) that you complete the period (o f fasting during Ramadhaan), so that you glorify Allaah 
for His guiding you and so that you show gratitude (to H im ).

186. And when My bondsmen ask you about Me, verily I am close by (so call only on M e ). I 

answer the prayer of the caller when he calls (whether he calls silently or audibly). So they 
should accept (My commandments and obey them) and (always) believe in Me so that they remain 
on the right (with valid beliefs).
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187. Permission has been granted for you to have sexual relations with your wives on 
the nights of the fasts (an act that was previously forbidden). They are clothing for you and you 
are clothing for them (showing attachment and intimacy). Allaah knows well that you have been 
unfaithful to yourselves (by committing the sexual act on the nights of your fasts), SO He turned to you 
(with mercy) and forgave you. So now you may have sexual relations with them and seek 
(through such relations) that which Allaah has destined for you (children and not merely carnal 

gratification). Eat and drink (throughout the night) until the white thread of (true) dawn becomes 
distinct to you from the black thread (the night). Then (when dawn is clearly visible, stop eating and) 

complete the fasts until nightfall (sunset). And do not have close relations with them 
(your wives) while you are in I'tikaaf in the Masjid. These (laws) are the limits that Allaah 
has set SO do not even come close to (breaking) them (let alone overstepping them). In this 
manner (just as He has explained all o f the above to you) Allaah explains His Aayaat to people so 
that they attain Taqwa.

188. Do not unlawfully eat the wealth of each other (by stealing, cheating, gambling, taking interest, 

committingfraud, etc) and (do not) take it (as bribes) to judges so that you may sinfully eat a bit of 
people's wealth while you are fully aware of it (do not bribe judges to judge in your favour so that youmay steal the wealth o f someone else, knowing that the wealth is not yours. You should also not give false evidence, take 

false oaths or make false claims to steal the property o f others) .

189. They ask you (O Muhammad &’M ) about the new moons (why it waxes and wanes), tell them 
that these are a means for people to determine time (months) and the Hajj. 
Righteousness is not that you enter your homes from the back, but (a person of) 

righteousness is the person who has Taqwa. Enter your homes from their (front) doors 
and fear Allaah SO that you may be successful. (This verse makes reference to the practice o f the early
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190. Fight in the way of Allaah (to advance and upliftAllaah'sDeen) those people who fight you,
but do not overstep the limits (children, women and the elderly people should not be intentionally killed). 

Verily Allaah does not like those who overstep the limits (by not abiding by the laws ofJihaad and

by fighting in theHaram ofMakkah).

191. Kill them (the Kaafiroon) wherever you find them, and drive them out of the places 
from which they drove you out. Corruption (part o f  which is Shirk, turning away from religion and 

causing others to do so) is certainly worse than killing. Do not fight them by the Masjidul 
Haraam unless they fight you in it. If they fight you, then kill them as well (even if it be in 

Makkah). In this manner are the Kaafiroon repaid.

U&l 0$
192. (However) If they stop (committing kufr and they become Muslims), then surely Allaah is Most 
Forgiving, Most Merciful (He will accept their repentance).

'i;

193. Continue fighting them until no corruption (especially no Shirk and turning others away from  

Islaam) exists and until religion (worship) is only for Allaah (until people worship Allaah only). 

Should they stop (being Kaafiroon), then let there be no attacks except against the 
oppressors.

194. A  sacred month for a sacred month (if the Kaafiroon fight you in such a month, you should fight 

them back when in the sacred month), and equal retaliation applies to Sacred things (the one who
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disrespects something sacred will be punished in proportion to the disrespect shownJ. So whoever does you 
wrong, act against him in the same manner as he had wronged you (to compensate fo r  

previous losses). Fear Allaah (when reacting) and know that verily Allaah is with those who 
fear Him (and shall assist the pious at all times).

195. Spend in the path (obedience) of Allaah (in worship and Jihaad) and do not throw your 
own hands (do not lead yourselues) into destruction (bp failing to spend in Allaah's way and bp failing to 

engage in Jihaad because this will weaken you and strengthen pour enemies). Do good, for Allaah certainly 
loves those who do good.

196. Complete the Hajj and Umrah for (the pleasure of) Allaah. If you are prevented (from 

doing so after entering into lhraam), then (arrange to slaughter) whatever animal is convenient (easp) 

tor you (from those animals that are permissible to slaughter). And do not shave your heads (to come out of 

lhraam) until the animal (to be slaughtered) has reached its place (where it has to be slaughtered). 

Whoever among you is sick or has an ailment (injurp, disease, etc) on the head, his Fidya 
shall be fasting (for three daps) or charity or slaughtering an animal. (However) Once you are 
in Safety (and are able to perform Hqjj o r Umrah without fear), then whoever has the benefit (the good 

fortune) of performing Umrah with Hajj (in one joumep) should slaughter whatever animal 
is convenient (as a form  ofthanksgiving after completing the Hajj). Whoever cannot find (or cannot afford) 

such an animal should fast for three days during the (daps of) Hajj (before the 1CT o f Dhul Hijjah) 

and seven (daps) after returning home. This completes ten (days o f fasting in total). This 
(privilege o f performing Umrah with Hajj) is for the person whose family is not present in the 
Masjidul Haraam (for a non-resident o f  Makkah). Fear Allaah and know that verily Allaah is 
severe in punishment.

197. (The time of) Hajj is the few known months (Shawwaal, DhulQa'dah and ten daps o f Dhul Hijjah).
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So whoever considers the Hajj obligatory (upon himself and enters the state oflhraam) on them 
(during these months) should not engage in any sexual relations (with his wife) nor commit any
act of sin (should not transgress any law o f  the Shari'ah) nor dispute (quarrel, fight, swear, abuse, be vulgar) 

during Hajj. Allaah knows whatever good deed you do. (Referring to people who took no 

provisions with them on their journey for Hajj and ended up begging from others, Allaah instructs) Take yOUT 

provisions along with you (for the journey), but (always remember that) the best of provisions is 
Taqwa (which includes refraining from begging). So fear Me O people of intelligence!

198. (Declaring the permissibility o f trade during Hajj, Allaah says) There shall be no sin upon you (no 

decrease in reward) should you seek the bounty (your livelihood) from your Rabb (one will not be 

sinful fo r engaging in trade during the days o f  Hajj), When you leave Arafaat, then remember Allaah 
at the Mash'arul Haraam ( “The Sacred Monument’’- referring to Muzdalifa). Remember Him as He 
had guided you (to the Deen o f  Islaam without any pagan traits and to understand the rites o f Hajj), for before 
this you were astray (unaware o f the Deen and the rites o f Hajj).

199. And proceed from the place where the people proceed from (from Arafaat, then on to 

Muzdalifa and back to Mina, previously the people used to go the Muzdalifa- Arafaat border, while only the Quraysh used 

to go to Arafaat) and beg forgiveness from Allaah (for your sins). Verily Allaah is Most 
Forgiving, Most Merciful. drafts1
200. Once you have completed your Hajj rites (duties), remember Allaah as you 
remember your forefathers, or (rather with) an even greater remembrance (referring to the 

enthusiasm with which the Arabs used to praise their forefathers in Mina during the days of ignorance). From among 
them there are those (theKaafiroon) who say, “O our Rabb, grant us in this world.” (They are 

then granted their needs in this world whereas) They shall have no share (o f good) in the Aakhirah.

201. (On the other hand) From among them there are also those (the Mu'mineen) who say, “O  
our Rabb, grant us (all that which is) good in this world, (all that which is) good in the Aakhirah 
and save us from the punishment of the fire (qfJaharmam). ”
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202. Such people (the Mu'mineen) shall receive a great share (o f good in both worlds) because of 
their actions. Allaah is Swift (quick) at reckoning (calling people to account fo r their actions in this 

world). (Muslims are therefore encouraged to pray fo r the good oftheAakhirah together with the good o f  this world and 
not to be concerned with the good o f  this world only.)

203. Carry out the Dhikr (remembrance) of Allaah during the limited days (10“', 11“, 12? and 

13“ ofDhulH ijjah). There shall be no sin on the person who chooses to hasten (to leave Mina) 

during the two days (by leaving Mina on the 12“ ofDhulH ijjah), nor will there be any sin on him 
who wishes to delay (by leaving Mina on the 13? o f  Dhul Hijjah). (Forgiveness shall be) for him who 
possesses Taqwa (throughout the Hag journey). Fear Allaah and understand that unto Him 
(before Him) shall you be gathered (on the Day of Qiyaamah when Allaah will reward and punish people 

according to their actions).

204. from mankind is he whose speech pleases you (O  Muhammad f i l )  in this worldly 
life and (claimingto be aMuslim) he calls Allaah to be witness over that which is in his heart,
yet he is the hardest of opponents (to you andto all Muslims). (This uerse refers toasweet-talking hypocrite 
by the name ofAkhnas bin Shareek who claimed to be a Muslim and professed to love Rasulullaah iSS and the Muslims. 
He even told Rasulullaah K S  that Allaah is a witness to what he said. He hated the Muslims so much that he even burnt 
the fields qfsomeMuslims and killed their animals, as is mentioned in the next verse.)

205. (However, his hypocrisy was clear because) When he turns away (from you, 0  Muhammad S8J he 
exerts himself to cause corruption (trouble and mischief) on earth and (among other things) to 
destroy crops and stock (cattle and other animals). Allaah dislikes corruption.

206. When he is told to fear Allaah (because of his behaviour), pride (arrogance and stubbornness) 

leads him to (commit more) sin (once hypocrites gain power, they resort to murder, rape and plunder). 

Jahannam will suffice for him (as punishment). It is a terrible resting (eul/Jplace indeed.

207. From mankind is he who would sell himself seeking Allaah's pleasure (such as
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Suhayb Rumi who migrated to Madinah after giving up everything he owned). Allaah is Most
Compassionate (Kind) towards His bondsmen (because He guides them to do what pleases Him, 

thereby allowing them to seek the everlastingJannah in exchange fo r the temporary life and wealth o f  this world).

208. O you who have Imaan! Enter into Islaam (submit to the Shariah)  completely
(wholeheartedly and willingly fulfilling by all the commands o f the Shari'ah) and do not follow in the 
footsteps of Shaytaan (who will tempt you to pick and choose only those aspects o f  Islaam that please you) for 
he is Certainly your open enemy (he tempts you to do baseless things and to engage in innovations).

209. So if you err (by not entering into Islaam completely) after the clear signs have come to you
(and proven to you that this is the true path to follow), then know that definitely Allaah is Most 
Powerful (and nothing can stop Him from taking you to task fo r your wrong doingsj, The Wise (He is neither 

impulsive nor unjust and all His commands are filled with wisdom whether man understands them or not).

210. Are they (the Kaafiroon and those who do not enter into Islaam completely) waiting for Allaah and 
the angels to come to them beneath the shadow of clouds and for matters (punishment) 

to be decided (before they decide to do what is right) ? All matters return to Allaah.

211. Ask the Bani Israa'eel how many a clear Aayah we have given them. Whoever 
chooses to change the favour of Allaah (change the favour o f being shown the various Aayaat into a 

punishment by failing to take lessons from them) after it had come to him, then Allaah is severe in 
punishment (Allaah will severely punish those who change His laws and are ungrateful fo r His favours to them).

212. The life of this world has been beautified for the Kaafiroon who mock those who
have Imaan (because the Kaafiroon feel that they have more wealth). But those With Taqwa Will be 
above them (the Kaafiroon) on the Day of Qiyaamah. Allaah provides for whom He
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desires without limits (Allaah will grant the Mu'mineen the best in the Aakhirah and can easily grant them more 

than theKaafiroon in this world as well).

213. Mankind was one community (they were all Mu'mineen when man first came to the world and after the 

flood during the time qfNooh  . However, they later divided when some became Kaafiroon). (Therefore)  Allaah
Sent (to them) the Ambiyaa US Carriers of good news (to the Mu’mineen that they are heading for Jannah) 

and as Warners (to theKaafiroon that they are heading for Jahannam) and (Allaah) sent with them (with the 

Prophets) the Books (divine scriptures) with the truth SO that (by the laws contained in the scriptures) He 
may judge between mankind concerning the matters (o f Deen) in which they differed. 
(However) Because of the animosity (hated) between them, those to whom it (the scripture) 

was given differed concerning it (concerning the Deen) after clear proofs (ofTowheed) had come 
to them. By His will, Allaah guided those who had Imaan to the truth of that 
concerning which they differed. (The M u’mineen should therefore not become despondent because o f  the 

abuseand mischief o f theKuffaar.) Allaah guides whoever He wills to the straight path (to the truth).

214. (Concerning the hardships that Muslims face in their lives, Allaah tells them) Do you think that you Will 
enter Jannah when there has not yet come to you the like of (those hardships such as poverty, 

famine, illness and fear which came to) the people before you (to the Mu'mineen during the periods o f previous 

Ambiyaa)? Suffering and hardship affected them and they were shaken until the Rasool 
and those with him who had Imaan said, “When will the help of Allaah come?” 
Surely, the help of Allaah is near. (Muslims are therefore required to exercise patience when facing hardship 

and when facing overwhelming odds against their enemies just as the previous nations did. This will certainly attract 
Allaah's assistance.)

215. They ask you (OMuhammad & t )  what (and on whom) they should Spend (their wealth)? Say, 
“The good (wealth) that you spend should be for (should be given to) parents, relatives,
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216. Warfare (Jihaadfor the pleasure of Allaah against the enemies oflslaam) has been made obligatory 
for you (when necessary) though you may dislike it (because of the hardship involved). It may be that 
you dislike something that i6 good for you and you may like something that is bad for
yOU. (Whereas Jihaad seems difficult, it leads to either martyrdom or victory coupled with booty, all o f which are good. 
On the other hand, although avoiding Jihaad seems good, it deprives one of tremendous rewards and eventually leads to 

the suppression of Muslimsand humiliation bytheKacflroon.) Allaah knows (what is good for you) and you do 
not know. (A  Muslim should therefore carry out Allaah's orders without hesitation because Allaah's laws are correct 
and one should not be misled by one’s own ideas, desires or assumptions.)

217. They question you (0  Muhammad &£&) about warfare in the sacred months (Dhul 

Qa'dah, DhulHijjah, Muharram andRajab). Say, “Warfare in these months is a grave matter (major 

sin), but to prevent (others) from Allaah's way (from Islaam), to disbelieve in Him, (to prevent 

people from) the Masjidul Haraam and to expel (drive out) its people from it fas the Mushrikeen 

did to Rasulullaah ‘BSS and the Sahabah f& J i& j) is a far greater sin in the sight of Allaah. 
Corruption (especially Shirk and causing mischief in religion) is Worse than killing.” They (the 

Kaaflroon) will continue fighting you until (with the intention that) they turn you away from your 
Deen if they can fby preventing others from accepting Islaam). Whoever turns away from his Deen 
(oflslaam) and then dies as a Kaafir, such people are the ones whose actions are lost in 
this world and in the Aakhirah. These are the dwellers of the fire where they shall live 
forever. (However, if people who left Islaam return to its fold and repent, Allaah will forgive them and reward them fo r  
their good actions)

218. Verily those who have Imaan, who migrate and who strive (exert themselves) in the 
way of Allaah (for Islaam), these have hope of Allaah's mercy (His rewards). Allaah is Most 
Forgiving, Most Merciful (Allaah will not deprive such people o f  the rewards they deserve).
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219. They question you about (the permissibility of) liquor and gambling. Say, “In both is 
great sin (because o f their ill effects) and some benefits (little) for man; but the sin is far 
greater than their usefulness.” And they ask you what (how much) they ought to spend.
Say, “ (Spend) That which is easy (extra wealth that exceeds your needs)." In this manner (as He has 

made the above clear to you) Allaah makes clear to you His revelation so that you may 
reflect...

220. ...about this world and the Aakhirah. And they question you concerning 
orphans (about caring for their wealth). Say, “To improve their lot is best (by investing their money 

profitably). (However) If yOU mix with them (if you combine their wealth with yours to share expenses), then 
they are your brothers (and there will be no problem with th is )." (However, do not forget that) Allaah 
knows him who makes mischief (who mixes the orphan’s wealth with his own fo r evil purposes) from 
him who improves (adds value to the orphan's possessions). If Allaah willed, He could have made 
matters difficult for you (by completely prohibiting the sharing o f  expenses with orphans). Allaah is 
Mighty (Able to do as He pleases), Wise (in all His orders). (While Allaah has the right to command man to do 
difficult duties, He guides man with simple rules because He is Merciful and Wise.)

221. (0  Muslims) Do not marry Mushrik (Kaafir) women until they have Imaan (until they 

become Muslims). A Mu'mln (believing) slave woman is undoubtedly better (to marry) than a 
(free) Mushrik (non-believing) woman even though she (the Mushrik woman) may be pleasing 
to you. And (O  Muslims) do not give your (Muslim) women in marriage to Mushrik (Kaafir) 

men until they have Imaan (until these men accept Islaam). A  Mu'min slave is better than a (free) 

Mushrik man even though he (the Mushrik) may be pleasing to you. They (the Kaafiroon and 

Mushrikeen) invite towards the Fire (o f Jahannam), while Allaah (through His Prophets) invites 
towards jannah and forgiveness by His order (Muslims should therefore obey Allaah’s orders and 
refrain from marrying non-Muslims because their speech and actions cause a Muslim to lose the dislike he has fo r kufr and 

shirk). He (Allaah) makes His revelation clear to mankind so that they take heed (accept His

advice).
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222. They ask you (0  Muhammad H ) concerning menstruation. Say, “It is impure so 
leave (intercourse with) women during (their period of) menstruation and do not go unto them
(do not have sexual relations with your wives) until they are cleansed (until the menstrual cycle is complete). 

So when they have cleansed themselves properly, then go unto them (enter them) from 
where Allaah has ordered you (from the vagina only). Verily Allaah loves those who repent 
excessively (even fo r sins committed unintentionally such as engaging in sexual intercourse without knowing that the 

wife is still menstruating) and those who stay pure (byabstainingfromsin)."

223. Your wives are your tilling fields (where your seeds are planted) so approach your tilling 
fields as you desire (from any direction as long as the husband enters the uagina only, so that children can be 

conceived). And send (good actions) ahead for yourselves (to theAakhirah). Fear Allaah and know 
that you will meet Him; and give good news to the Mu'mineen (that they will enter jannah).

224. Because of your oaths (thatsomeMushrikstookinAllaah's name notto do good acts), do not make 
Allaah (do not refer to Allaah as) an obstacle (that stands in your way when you want) to do righteous 
acts, to attain Taqwa and to make peace between people. Allaah is All Hearing, All 
Knowing. (This verse instructs Muslims not to take oaths not to do good acts and then refrain from doing the good act 
with the excuse that they had taken an oath in Allaah’s name not to do i t )

225. Allaah will not call you to account (punish you) for your futile (unintentional) oaths, 
but will call you to account far (breaking) those (oaths) which your hearts intend (intentionally 

takenoaths). Allaah is Most Forgiving, Most Forbearing (Most Tolerant and therefore you should repent) .

226. Those who take oaths (not to have sexual relations) with their wives (for four or more months) 

should wait for (those) four months (during which time the husband may either break this oath and pay 

Kaffaara or be dtuorced from her). Then if they retract (take back their oaths and pay the Kaffaara), then 
verily Allaah is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful.
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227. (However) If they (do not break their oaths and) resolve to divorce, then verily Allaah is All
Hearing, All Knowing (Allaah knows their intentions and they cannot then claim that they did not intend a 

divorce).

c
w

228. Divorced women should wait (should abstamfrom remarrying) for three (menstrual) courses 
(after divorce, called Iddah). It is not lawful for them to conceal (to keep secret) that which Allaah 
has created in their wombs if they (really) believe in Allaah and the Last Day (they should 

not keep their pregnancy a secret and should also not claim that they do not menstruate when they do). If their 
husbands desire reconciliation, they have the right to take them (their divorced wives) back 
(into their marriage) within this period (o f Iddah). And they (worrier]) have rights (that men aweto them) 

similar to those (that men have) over them (which should be fulfilled) in kindness. (However) men 
have a degree (o f responsibility and guardianship) above them (above women). Allaah is Mighty (over 

Hiscreation), Wise (in the laws He passes for people).

229. Divorce (after which a husband can take his wife back without contracting a new marriage) is (pronounced) 

twice (clearly) after which (the woman) is either retained in good faith (without harming her) or 
released (from marriage) in kindness. (After divorce) It is not permissible for you (husbands) to 
take (back) anything from what you have given them (your wives) except (in the case) where 
both fear that they will not be able to keep within the limits of (the limits set by) Allaah. If 
you fear that they will not be able to keep within the limits of Allaah, then there shall 
be no sin for either of them should the woman ransom herself (by paying her husband to 

divorce her. It is wrong fo r the husband to demand an amount more than the dowry he paid to her). These are the 
limits that Allaah has set, so do not overstep them (do not oppose or change these laws). Those 
who overstep the limits of Allaah are indeed the oppressors (wrongdoers).
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230. If he (the husband) had divorced her (the third time), then she is not lawful for him 
thereafter until she marries another husband. Then if he (the other husband) divorces her
(voluntarily after consummating the marriage), there shall be no Sin Upon either of the Couple (the 

woman and her first husband) should they return to each other (should they remarry after herlddah) if 
they think that they are able to abide by the limits set by Allaah. These are the limits 
of Allaah which He makes clear for those who have knowledge.

231. When you (husbands) divorce (your) wives and they reach their term (close to the end o f their 

Iddah), then (this is your final chance to either) keep them fas your uiiues) with kindness or (to) release 
them (from your marriage) with kindness (without making matters difficulty for them and without attaching 

unjust conditions). (However) Do not keep them (in your marriage) to hurt (harass) them, (thereby) 

overstepping the limits set by Allaah, for whoever does so has verily done a wrong to 
himself (because he will have to face the punishmentfor this). Do not make a joke of (do not treat lightly) 

Allaah's Aayaat (by mocking them and by disobeying Allaah's commands). Remember the favour of 
Allaah to you and the Book (Qutaan) and wisdom (laws o f  the Qur'aan and Ahaadeeth) which He 
has revealed to you, giving you advice through them (show your gratitude by obeying all His 

commands). Fear Allaah (in all matters) and know that surely Allaah is Aware of everything 
(and will call you to account fo r all your actions).

232. When you divorce (your) wives (once or twice) and they reach (the end of) their terms (their 

iddah), (then, 0  guardians of these women) do not prevent them from marrying their husbands
(who had divorced them) if it is agreed between them (between husband and wife) in good faith. This 
(order not to stop the marriage) is advice for him among you who believes in Allaah and the 
Last Day. This is purer for you and cleaner (so that no sin takes place). Allaah knows and you 
do not know (so obey all His orders without question because He knows what benefits or harms will reach you in the

future).
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233. Mothers should breastfeed their children for two whole years, (that is) for those 
who wish to complete the (period of) breastfeeding. The duty of feeding and clothing 
them (the nursing mothers) in a good manner (according to his means) rests with the one for whom 
the child was born (the father o f the child). No soul is burdened with more than it can bear. A  
mother should not be made to suffer because of her child (she may not be forced into 

breastfeeding if she does not want to) nor should the one for whom the child is born (the father be 

made to suffer) because of his child. The same (paying for the child's expenses) is compulsory for 
the heir (the close relatives o f the child if the father is not available). If the couple decide to wean the 
child by mutual consent and consultation (before two years), there shall be no sin on 
either of them. If you wish to have your children breastfed (by other women), there is no 
sin on you provided that you pay what you (have agreed to) pay (them) in a kind manner. 
Fear Allaah and know that most definitely He sees what you do (you can hide nothing from  

Him ).

234. Those of you who die, leaving their wives behind, then they (the Luiues) shall remain 
by themselves (in Iddah) for four months and ten days (if they are not pregnant). When they 
reach (the end of) their terms, there shall be no sin on you fpuisdians) should they, in 
decency, do with themselves as they please (such as accept proposals, etc). Allaah is Informed 
of what you do.

235. There is no sin on you for marriage proposals (that you make to women who are still passing 

their Iddah) should yOU make them subtly (indirectly, such as saying, “I  intend to marry at some time") Or 
conceal them within your hearts. Allaah knows well that you will speak of (about) 
these women, but do not secretly promise (to marry them) except by saying recognised 
words (making direct proposal). Do not resolve the marriage contract until the prescribed 
term has run its course (until the iddah is complete). Know well that verily Allaah knows what 
is in your hearts, SO fear Him (by abstaining from making unlawful intentions). Know (also) that 
Allaah is Forgiving, Tolerant (He does not hasten to punish).
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236. There is no sin on you if you divorce women while yet you have not touched 
them (not yet met with them in privacy) nor fixed a dowry for them. Provide for them, the rich 
man according to his means and the poor man according to his means. (Give them) A  
fair provision which is rightly due from those who do good.

237. If you divorce them before touching them and you have stipulated the dowry, 
then half of it (shall be due from the husband), unless the women (decide to forgo the entire amount) or 
those possessing the tie of marriage (the husbands) forgo it (forgo the concession and decide to pay the 

dowry in full). To forgo is nearer to piety. Do not forget kindness among yourself for verily 
Allaah sees all that you do (and will reward youfor every good ad).

238. Strictly guard your salaahs (perform them at their correct times), especially the middle one
(theAsrsalaah) and stand humbly (obediently and silently) before Allaah.

239. If you are in fear (in danger), then (you may perform salaah) while standing (walking) or riding 
(whether you are able to face Qibla or not) and when you return to safety, then remember Allaah
(perform salaah) as He had taught you that which you did not know (about the method and etiquette 

o f salaah).

240. Those of you who are about to die and leave their naves behind should bequeath 
to their wives a provision for a year without turning them out (o f their homes). (However) If 
they go out (o f their own accord) there is no sin for you in that which they do with 
themselves within their rights. Allaah is Mighty, the Wise. (The command to bequeath a year's
maintenance fo r the wife was cancelled when the laws qfinheritancestipulatedasharefor the wife o f the deceased)
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241. For the divorced woman a provision in kindness is obligatory on those (divorcing 

husbands) who possess Taqwa.

I &)2$aj&JSUjA &
w

242. In this manner fas His commands above have been made clear) does Allaah make His verses 
clear to you so that you may understand (andpractise them).

243. Have you seen those people (from the Bani Isma'eel) who fled their homes in the 
thousands out of fear of death (fearing that they will die in a plague). Allaah said to them, “Die!”
(so they all died) and then brought them all back to life (after 7 days because o f the du’aa o f their Prophet 

Hizqeel Verily Allaah is The One Who showers blessings on people but most
people are ungrateful (to Allaah and do not obey His command to fight in Jihaad for fear of death. In a like 

manner, they fail to obey Allaah's command to spend in charity fo r fear o f poverty and do not obey His command to be 

kind to others because o f  their pride) .

244. Fight in the way of Allaah (to uplift and defend the Deen qflslaam), and know that definitely 
Allaah is All Hearing, All Knowing.

245. Who is it that will lend to Allaah a good loan (by spending for the pleasure o f Allaah) so that 
Allaah may multiply it many times (by granting a reward that ranges from ten to seven hundred and many 

times more than the actual value o f the amount spent) ?  Allaah reduces (people's livelihood) and increases 
(it to test them) and to Him shall you all be returned. (A person can attain maximum reward fo r his charity 
by not expecting anything in return from the recipient, by not considering his charity to be a favour to the recipient and by 
not treating the recipient with contempt.)
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246. Did you not see when a group from the Bani Israa'eel after Moosa said to
their Nabi (Shamweel , “Appoint for us a king so that (under his leadership) we may fight
in Allaah's way.” He said, (insincerely) “Would you then refrain from fighting if it (fighting 

in Allaah's way) was made obligatory for you?” They replied, “Why should we not fight in 
Allaah's way when we have been exiled (driven out) from our homes and children?” So 
when fighting was ordained for them, all except a few turned away. Allaah is well 
Aware of the wrong doers.

247. Their Nabi said to them, “Allaah has appointed Taaloot as king over you.” They 
said, “How can he be given kingship over us when we are more deserving of kingship 
than he and he has not been given any wealth?” (They objected because Taaloot was neither from a 

family o f kings nor from a family o f prophets) He (the Nabi ) replied, “Verily Allaah has chosen
him over you (because kingship is not the exclusive right o f anyone) and increased him abundantly in 
wisdom and (physical) Stature (Taaloot was the most knowledgeable person among them and physically the most 

able). Allaah gives His rule to whoever He wills (Allaah causes the strong to become weak and vice 

versa). Allaah is All Embracing (his grace surrounds all), All Knowing."

248. Their Nabi said to them, “The sign of his kingship is that the trunk (Ark o f the 

Covenant) carried by angels shall come to you bearing tranquillity from your Rabb and 
remnants of that which was left by the family of Moosa W SJt and Haroon (such

as the sandals and staff o f Moosa , the turban ofHaaroon : a bit o f manna and some tablets o f the Torah). In
this there will surely be a sign (about the kingship o f Taaloot) for you if you (really) are 
Mu'mineen.”

249. When Taloot set out with the army (with 80,000from  Baytul Magdas in extreme heat), he said 
to them, “Surely Allaah shall test you with a river (the Jordan River, to see who will obey their king
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and who will not). Whoever drinks from it (to his hearts content) is not of me (not my faithful followers), 

and whoever does not taste (the water) except for a handful that he takes (and no more) is 
from me. So they (most o f them) drank from it (to their fill) except a few of them (who survived with 

a handful o f  water). When he (Taaloat) and the Mu'mineen (313) with him crossed the river, 
they (those who drank to their fill) said, “We have no strength today against Jaloot and his 
army.” Those who knew they would meet their Rabb said, “How many (how often has) a 
little group defeated a large group by the permission of Allaah? Allaah is with those 
who exercise Sabr (patience).”

250. When they went into the battlefield against Jaloot and his army they said, “O  
our Rabb, pour patience down on us, make our feet firm and help us against the 
nation of Kaafiroon.”

251. So they (theMu'mineen) defeated them (theKuffaar) by the order of Allaah. Dawood (who 

was a soldier in Taaloot's army) killed Jaloot (using a catapult and three stones) and Allaah granted him 
(Dawood kingship and wisdom, and taught him that which He willed (like the ability to

speak to birds). If Allaah had not repelled (driven back) some men by others, the earth would 
have been corrupted (because the Mu'mineen would have been killed and Masaajid destroyed). However, 
Allaah is the One Who showers grace on the universe.

252. These are the Aayaat (signs and amazing events) of Allaah which We recite to you (O
Muhammad &SH) with truth (allowing you to have the knowledge about them even though you were not present 

during those times). You are certainly from among the messengers (regardless o f what the non- 

Muslimssay).

253. We have given excellence to some of these Rusul over others. There are some to 
whom Allaah had spoken (directly, such as Moosa W E ), while others He had exalted in 
status (such as Muhammad who was a Prophet to all mankind). We gave clear proofs to Isa, the
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son of Maryam and supported him with the Ruhul Qudus (the pure spirit). If Allaah had 
so willed (He could have guided all o f them and) those who came after them would not have 
fought with one another after the clear proofs (ofTowheed andRisaalah andJibrail (as) to assist them) 

had come to them. However, they differed, some of them having Imaan while others 
did not. If Allaah had willed it, they would not have fought, but Allaah does what He
wills (He guides whoever He wills and allows others to stray. O f course, none o f His actions are ever devoid o f wisdom).

254.0  you who have Imaan! Spend of that (wealth) which We have provided for you (for 

now is the time to ad) before such a day (Qiyaamah) comes when there shall be no buying
(ransoming of souls), no friendship and no intercession (without Allaah's permission). The 
Kaaflroon are indeed the oppressors.

255. Allaah (is such that) besides Him there is no Ilaah, He is Ever Living, The 
Maintainer (o f everything). Neither drowsiness nor sleep overcomes Him. To Him 
belongs all that is in the skies and all within the earth. Who is there that can 
intercede before Him without His permission? (None can do this.) He knows what is before 
them (He knows what lies ahead fo r His creation) and what is behind them while they surround 
(possess) none of His knowledge except if He wills (except what He teaches them). His throne (His 

knowledge and His power) includes (extends Over) the heavens and the earth (and whatever is within 

them) and He never tires of caring for them. He is High (above His creation), The Tremendous 
(the Supreme).

256. There is no compulsion in Deen (no one can be forced to enter the fold oflslaam). The right 
direction (the truth) has already become distinct from the wrong (falsehood). So whoever 
rejects rebelliousness (Shajtan, idols) and believes in Allaah has grasped a strong 
handhold which will never break. Allaah is the All Hearing, All Knowing (Allaah knowsone's intentions and the condition o f one's heart. N o  one's treachery can he hidden from  H im ).
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257. Allaah is the Protecting Friend of those who have Imaan, bringing (resuming) 
them from the multitude of darkness (kufr, Shirk, falsehood) into the light (Islaam, the truth). As 
for those who commit kufr, their friends are the Shayaateen, who bring them out of 
the light (o f Imaan if they ever enter it) and (take them back) into the multitude of darkness (kufr, 

Shirk). These are the people of the Fire, where they shall live forever.

258. Have you not seen him (KingNimrooz) who argued with Ibraheem concerning
His Rabb because Allaah had given him kingship (his pride drove him to argue)? When 
Ibraheem said, “My Rabb gives life and causes death,” he (Nimmoz) said, “I (can 

also) give life and cause death! ” (So he called for two persons, had the one killed and let the other free.) 

(When) Ibraheem (realised that the king was a fool, he made himself clearer and he) Said, “Verily
Allaah causes the sun to rise from the East, so you bring it forth from the West!” Thus 
was the Kaafir silenced (stunned and confounded) Allaah does not guide oppressive people
(such as Nimrooz who do not want to see the truth) ,

259. Or (did you not see) the like of him (Uzayr ) who, on passing by a locality (Baytul 

Maqdas) that lay overturned on it roofs (had fallen to utter ruin), exclaimed (in a lamenting tone), 

“How shall Allaah restore life to this after its death (after its destruction)” ?  So Allaah 
(demonstrated His power to him and) caused him to die for a hundred years, then brought him 
back to life asking him, “How long have you remained (dead)?”  He replied, “I 
remained (dead) for a day or apart of a day.” (He said this because his soul was taken during the morning 

and it was towards sunset a hundred years later that he uias brought back to life.) Allaah said, “No, you have 
remained (dead) for a hundred years. Just look at your food and drink which have not 
rotted (despite the long period o f time). And look at your donkey! (So he looked at it and saw that its body 

had long decomposed and its bones lay scattered about.) And (We have done this) SO that We make you a 
Sign (a lesson) to mankind (to prove the possibility o f  resurrection). Look (also) at the bones, (and see)
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how We arrange them and cover them with flesh.” (SoAllaah put all the donkey's bones together, 

covered them with flesh and skin and brought the donkey back to life.) When the matter became apparent 
to him he said, “I know (I now have first-hand knowledge) that Allaah is Able to do all things. ”

260. (Remember the time) When Ibraheem said, “My Rabb show me how you give life
to the dead.” He (Allaah) asked, “Do you not believe (that I  have the power to do this)?”  (AUhoughAllaah 

knew that the belief o f Ibraheem was very strong, Allaah asked this question so that people may know the reason for

his request) He (Ibraheem M i BE J replied, “I certainly do, but (I am asking) to satisfy my heart (so 

that I  may have first-hand knowledge, so that my Imaan remains strong and so that there remains no room fo r doubt in my 

heart).”  Allaah said, “Take four birds, draw them to you (domesticate them and then cut each of them 

into many portions, mix their flesh, bones and feathers) and then place portions (c f  their bodies) On each of 
these mountains. Then call them and they will come swiftly to you. Know that Allaah is 
Mighty (Able to do anything), Wise. ”  (So Hadhrat Ibraheem did as Allaah told him. He cut the bodies o f a pigeon, a 

crow, apeacock and a fowl and placed different parts of each bird on different mountains. When he called fo r them, the parts 
of each bird rejoined with the other parts o f its body and formed a complete bird which flew to Ibraheem .)

261. The likeness of those who spend in the way (obedience) of Allaah is like a grain 
which grows seven ears, in every ear (there are) a hundred grains (like this, whatever a person 

spends will be multiplied seven hundred times). Allaah increases (more then seven hundred times to 7000 or 

even more) far those whom He wills. Allaah is All Embracing (His grace surrounds all), All 
Knowing (He knows who deserves more).

262. Those who spend in the path (obedience) of Allaah and then do not follow it up with 
reminders of their generosity (to make the recipient feel indebted to them) nor with (causing) hurt (to 

the recipient, such as making others know about it, taunting him or by taking work from him), their reward is 
(guaranteed and waiting fo r them) with their Rabb. No fear shall come upon them, nor shall 
they grieve (in theAakhirah).
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263. A  kind WOfd (to the person seeking help when you are unable to give help him) and forgiveness (if he is 

persistent or begging in an offensive manner) is better than charity followed by hurt. Allaah is
Independent (He does not need people's charity), Tolerant.

264.0  you who have Imaan! Do not make your charity worthless (do not destroy its reward) 

by reminders of your generosity or by (causingj hurt (to the recipient), like him who spends 
his wealth to show people and does not believe in Allaah and the Last Day. His 
likeness is like that of a smooth rock on which there is some sand, (when) Struck by a 
rainstorm, it is left bare (without any sand left on it). They (those who spend for show) have no control 
of anything they earn (they will see no rewardfortheir charity in the Aakh irah just as the rock is left without sand). 

Allaah does not guide a nation of Kaafiroon (because they do not want to be guided) .

265. The likeness of those who spend their wealth in search of Allaah's pleasure and
(who spend) because of the firmness of their souls (the conviction in their hearts that Allaah will reward 

them) is like a (fertile) garden on a hill. A  rainstorm strikes it, causing it to bring forth 
double its fruit. Even if a rainstorm does not come, then even a light drizzle (would 

suffice to cause its fruit to grow). Allaah sees all that you do. fTherefore, the person who spends in charity fo r  
Allaah's pleasure will earn tremendous rewards regardless o f whether he spends a large amount or a small amount.)

266. Would any of you like to own a garden (an orchard) containing all types of fruit for 
himself, with palm trees, vines and rivers flowing beneath? (Later) He then suffers old 
age while he (still) has weak (young; children (who cannot assist him) and a severe wind carrying 
fire strikes (his garden), burning it down (leaving him in desperate want when he most needs wealth to care
fo r his children. This example is like that of a person who spends in charity but aIso reminds others of his favours and 
causes them hurt. These evils destroy all his rewards and will leave him in desperate want o f rewords in theAakhirah when 

he will need them most). In this manner does Allaah make His Aayaat clear for you so that
you may ponder. (Ifaperson's intentions are incorrect, the results of his actions will be fruitless.)
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267. O  you who have Imaan! Spend (in obedience to Allaah) of the pure things (wealth) that 
you have earned and of that which We produce for you from the earth. Do not intend 
(to spend in charity) the inferior things which you would not yourselves take except with 
closed eyes (do not give what you would not like to receive from others). Know that verily Allaah is 
Independent (and not in need o f your charity. He accepts only that charity given with sincerity and lave), Worthy 
of praise (in all conditions).

268. Shaytaan promises (threatens) you with poverty (telling you that you will become poor if you 

spend in charity) and orders you to (do ads of) immodesty whereas (if you spend in charity) Allaah 
promises you forgiveness from Him and (tremendous) bounty (an increase in provision). Allaah 
is All Embracing (His mercy and bounty surround everything), All Knowing (He knows the intentions and 

actions that people make public and those that they keep secret).

269. He gives wisdom (the understanding ofDeen and beneficial knowledge that one practises) to whom 
He wills, and whoever is given wisdom has indeed received tremendous good (because it 

will lead him tosuccess). Only people with intelligence (understanding take heed.

270. Whatever charity you spend or oaths you vow, surely Allaah is Aware of them
(whether the charity is a little ora  great deal, whether the intentions are good or evil, whether the act is secret or public). 

The oppressors (those who are miserly and who spend their wealth against Allaah's orders) shall have no 
helper (againstAllaah'spunishment). (One should therefore ncttake vows in anyone’sname besidesAllaah’s.)

271. If you make your charity apparent (public), then this is good (if your intention is not to show 

off), but if you secretly give it to the poor, it will be better for you (and fo r the recipient because 

he will not be embarrassed) and it will remove some of your sins. Allaah is Informed of what
you do (regardless o f whether your actions are open or secret).
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272. Their guidance is not your duty (0  Muhammad KfP . you cannot force the Kacflroon to be 

Muslims), but Allaah guides whoever He wills (your duty is only to convey the message). Whatever 
good (wealth) you spend is for yourselves (you will benefit by earning rewards from Allaah). You 
should spend only in search of Allaah's pleasure (and fo r no other motives; non-Muslims should not 

be attracted to Islaam solely for monetary gain). Whatever good (wealth) you spend shall be repaid to 
you in full and you will not be oppressed (you will not be given a reward less than you deserve).

273. (Charity is) For the poor who are held back in the path of Allaah (they are unable to seek a 

living because o f their services to the Deen) and cannot travel in the land (for trade or work like the 

SahabahifS'^&s andAhlusSuffah). An ignorant person thinks that they (the poor) are wealthy 
because they refrain (from begging). You will recognise them by their signs (their humility and 

the signs o f  hardship). They do not persistently ask from people. (Because they do not ask from people 

atoll, it is obvious that they are not the ones who persistently ask from others) Whatever good (wealth) you 
spend, surely Allaah knows of it (He knows when, what, where and how you spend and will reward you 

accordingly).

—' ' ' . ’ ■ i f  9 -< S

274. Those who spend their wealth (for Allaah's pleasure) by night and day, secretly and 
openly, verily their reward is (guaranteed and kept safely) with their Rabb. No fear will come 
upon them neither shall they grieve (in theAakhirah).

275. Those who consume interest shall not stand up (on the Day o f  Qiyaamah) except like 
him whom the Shaytaan has driven mad by his touch. This (punishment) is because they
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say, “Trade is just like interest!” Allaah has permitted trade and forbidden interest.
(Referring to those who took interest before this verse u;as revealed, Allaah says) The One to whom the advice 
from his Rabb (to give up interest) had come and he refrained (from interest), then for him is 
that (amount) which has passed and his affair rests with Allaah (Allaah shall decide his affair). 

Those who return (to dealing in interest, regarding it to be Halaal like trade) are indeed the dwellers of 
the Fire where they shall live forever.

276. Allaah destroys interest (reduces its purchasing power and deprives it o f  blessings) and increases 
charity (by increasing its purchasing power and granting great rewards for it). Allaah does not like the 
ungrateful sinner (who does not thankAllaahfor His bounties).

277. Surely those who believe, do good deeds, establish salaah (regularly) and pay 
zakaah (without consuming interest), their reward is with their Rabb and no fear shall come 
upon them nor shall they grieve (in both worlds).

278.0  you who have Imaan! Fear Allaah and give up (write off) what interest is left (what is 

still due to you) if you (really) are Mu'mineen. (After learning about the prohibition o f interest, do not demand
any interest owing to you J

279. If you do not (avoid interest), then be warned of war from Allaah and His Rasool I S . 
If you repent then you may have (only) your principal amount (the amount that you lent). 

Oppress not and you shall not be oppressed.

280. If he (the debtor) is in financial difficulty, then allow him grace until a time of ease
(when he will be able to pay back easily). (However.; remember that) It is better for yOU to be charitable (by 

writing off the debt completely) if you only knew (the tremendous reward fo r this act). (Rasulullaah 2S8 has 
mentioned that on the Day of Qiyaamah Allaah will give shade to the person who allows a struggling debtor more time to 
pay or who writes o f the debt completely. Besides this shade that Allaah gives, there will be no other shade on the Day of 
Qiyaamah.)
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281. Fear the day (ofQiyaamah) when you (all) shall be returned to Allaah (for reckoning, then 
every soul will be repaid (each one should worry about one's own actions; in full and they shall not
be oppressed (neither will one be deprived o f any reward that one deserves nor will one be punished fo r any sin that 

one did not commit).

282.0  you who have Imaan! When you contract a debt for a fixed period (o f time) then 
write it down. Let a scribe (someone who can write) write down the transaction between you 
with fairness. No scribe should refuse to write (when he is asked to do so). As Allaah has 
taught him (to write), so should he write. Let him on whom the debt is (binding, i.e. the debtor) 

dictate (the terms o f  the contract). He should fear Allaah his Rabb and should not reduce 
anything of it (he should not understate the amount he is owing). If the one on whom the debt is 
(binding) is low in understanding, or weak (too young, too old or ill) or unable to dictate (because 

of a handicap or inability to speak the language), then his guardian should dictate (the contract) with 
fairness (with justice). Call to witness (the contract) two persons from your men. If there are 
not two men, then (it will suffice to use) one man and two women from those whom you 
approve as witnesses (people who are honest and trustworthy) so that if the one (woman) should err 
(forget), the other may remind her. The witnesses should not refuse (to state what they 

witnessed) when called (to do so). Do not be reluctant in record debts, be they small or 
large with (record of) their fixed terms (the date when the debt is due should be recorded). This (recording 

of debts) is more just in the sight of Allaah, stronger as evidence and the best way to 
avoid doubt between you; (it is therefore best to record all transactions) Unless it is a cash 
transaction (the goods o/) which you transfer amongst yourselves (on the spot). In that case 
(when the transaction is cash) there is no sin on you if you do not record it. Have witnesses
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when you sell to each other (this and the command to record transactions are not obligatory but preferable). 

Let no harm (difficulty) come to the scribe or to the witness. If you do (harm them), then it is 
indeed a grave sin on you (Similarly the scribe and the witness should also not cause harm to the creditor or to 

the debtor). Fear Allaah (by fulfilling His commands), Allaah shall teach you (what is good fo r you in all 

matters). Allaah is the Knower of all things.

283. If you are on a journey (and contract a debt) and cannot find a scribe (o r any means to record 

the debt), then something (may be) taken (by the creditor) as security (from the debtor). If any of you 
entrust another (with any trust), then let him who is trusted hand over what is entrusted to 
him (on demand) and let him fear Allaah (by fulfilling the right o f the creditor with truthfulness). Do not 
hide testimony (when you am called to deliver it) for whoever hides it has a sinful heart. Allaah 
knows well whatever you do.

284. To Allaah belongs whatever is in the heavens and whatever is in the earth. 
Whether you make known what is in your hearts or hide it, Allaah will bring you to 
account for it (will remind you of it on the Day of Qiyaamah). He forgives whoever He wills and 
punishes whoever He wills. Allaah has control over all things (ownership, knowledge and 

control o f  everything are inAllaah's hands).

285. The Rasool (MuhammadSKI) believed in that which has been revealed to him from 
his Rabb and (so do) the Mu'mineen. Each one believes in Allaah, His angels, His 
Books and His Rusul. (They say) “We make no distinction between one and another 
Messenger (we believe in every one o f them, unlike others like the Jews and the Christians who reject some 

Prophets),”  and they say, “We hear (Allaah'scommands) and we obey. (Weask) Your forgiveness,
(O ) our Rabb. To You is our return. ”
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286. Allaah does not place on a soul a responsibility (duty) except what is within its 
capability (Allaah shall therefore not take one to task fo r involuntary thoughts that enter one's mind). It (every soul) 

shall receive to its favour (credit) that (goad ads) which it had earned and to its harm 
shall be what (sinsj it had carried out. (SoyJ “O our Rabb, do not take us to task if we 
forget or make mistakes (do not punish us if we do wrong through forgetfulness or by mistake). Our Rabb, 
do not place such responsibilities (duties) on us as You had placed on those before us. 
Our Rabb, da not enforce (impose; on us that which we do not have the strength to bear. 
Overlook (oursinsj, forgive us and have mercy on us. You are our Protector so assist us 
against the nation of Kaafiroon.”
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Surah 3 Surah Aal Imraan

THE FAMILY OF IMRAAN

NAME OF THE SURAH: This Surah has been called Surah Aal Imraan 
(The Family of Imraan ) because verse 33 of this Surah makes mention of 

Imraan ‘M>W&'s family.

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH BAQARA  AND SURAH AAL IMRAAN

The two Surahs are linked in the following ways.

UWhile Surah Faatiha emphasised that only Allaah must be worshipped, Surah Baqara 
cautioned against worshipping the bull (and similar idols). Surah Aal Imraan further 
emphasises that even AUaah's pious servants like Isa and his mother Maryam
(R. A) also must not be worshipped.

•  Surah Baqara ends with the words “...so assist us against the nation of
Kaafiroon.” Surah Aal Imraan explains to the Muslims exacdy who is meant by “the 
nation of Kaafiroon.” It tells the Muslims that the true Kaafiroon are those 
Mushrikeen who call on other gods to assist them because they believe that these gods 
possess the knowledge of the unseen and have the power to come to their aid. This was 
the practice of the Christians who used to call for help from Isa and his mother 
Maryam (R. A ), both of whom were from the family of Imraan 3&K53&.

•  While Surah Baqara briefly discusses all the central themes of the Qur'aan, Surah Aal
Imraan focuses on four of the more important ones. These are:

•  Towheed: Included in this discussion is a refutation of the polytheistic beliefs held by the
Christians. Extra emphasis has been laid on rebutting the beliefs of the Mushrikeen.

•  Risaalah: This proves the truth of Rasulullaah prophethood.
•  JihaadinAllaah'sway.
•  Spending in AUaah's way.

SUMMARY OF TOPICS CONTAINED IN THE SURAH

The Surah discusses four themes viz. (1) Towheed, (2) Risaalah, (3) Jihaad and (4) Spending in 
AUaah's way. Together with these themes, the Surah also offers replies to all the doubts that the 
Mushrikeen had with regard to Towheed and Risaalah. Towheed is discussed from the beginning 
of the Surah until the verse “Would he instruct you to commit kufr after you had become 
Muslims?” (verse 80).

Thereafter, Risaalah is discussed from the verse “When Allaah took the pledge with the 
Ambiyaa...” (verse 81) until the words “...Whoever holds fast to Allaah has certainly 
been guided to the straight path” (verse 101).
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The verse “O you who have Imaan! Fear Allaah as He should be feared and do not die 
except as Muslims ...”  (verse 102) begins the discussion on Jihaad which terminates with the 
words “They shall suffer a painful punishment” (verse 188). This part of the Surah begins 
with encouragement towards Jihaad and then discusses spending in AUaah's path as well.

This part of the Surah also provides a detailed reply to a question that the Kuffaar raised. The 
Kuffaar queried that if Rasulullaah &IS was the true messenger of Allaah and if Islaam was the 
true religion, why did he suffer injuries in the battle of Uhud and why did the Muslims lose the 
battle? A  gist of this reply is that the Muslims were about to attain victory in the battle according to 
AUaah's promise but they slipped up by failing to obey Rasulullaah ’s order to guard the 
mountain pass. It was this that led to their temporary defeat.

The four themes are then repeated in the concluding verses of the Surah. The verse “To Allaah 
belongs the kingdom of the heavens and the earth and Allaah has control over all 
things” (verse 189) repeats the discussion on Towheed. Thereafter, the discussion on Risaalah 
reopens with the verse “Our Rabb, we have certainly heard the caller calling to Imaan, 
'Believe in your Rabb!' so we believed” (verse 193). The words “For those who migrate, 
who are driven out of their homes...” (verse 195) terminate the Surah with the theme of 
Jihaad and spending in AUaah's way.

SURAH AAL IMRAAN  IN A NUTSHELL

The final Prophet Rasulullaah & t£  has arrived. He should be followed and his message of 
Towheed should be accepted. Worship of Isa and his mother Maryam must be
stopped. People should join forces with the final Prophet $£? and wage Jihaad to combat the 
Mushrikeen so that the message of Islaam can be propagated.
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In the name of Alla ah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful.

1. Alif Laam Meem. (Allaah knows best the meaning of these letters)

2. Allaah (is He) besides whom there is no other llaah; (He is) The Living, The 
Maintained

3. He revealed the Book (the Qur aan) to you (O  Muhammad %Mi) with the truth, confirming 
that which was before it (the previous scriptures were in agreement with the fundamentals of our Islaam). 

And He (also) revealed the Torah and In jeel...

M A S
4. ...from before as a guidance to man (with truth and justice) and He revealed the Furqaan
(The Decider between right and wrong, referring to the Qur'aan). Verily those who disbelieve in the 
Aayaat of Allaah (those who misinterpret and do not believe un the Qur'aan) shall have a severe 
punishment. Allaah is Mighty, the Avenger (He has the might to punish those who disobey Him and 

those who corrupt valid beliefs) .

5. Definitely nothing in the heavens or the earth is hidden from Allaah (even for a second, 

be it large or small).
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6. He is the One who fashions (creates and shapes) you in the wombs as He pleases, (it stands 

to reason that something that is created cannot be worshipped.) There is no Ilaah but Him, The Mighty,
Hie Wise.

7. It was He (Allaah) who revealed to you (O Muhammad I S )  the book which contains 
'Muhkamaat' (clear and unambiguous) verses that are the mother (essence, core) of the Qur aan
and others that are 'Mutashaabihaat' (verses to which no specific or exact meaning can be given). As 
for those who have crookedness in their hearts, they pursue (try to interpret) the 
'Mutashaabihaat', thereby seeking to cause mischief (causing doubts in the minds o f the ignoranfj 

and seeking their interpretation. None knows their interpretation except Allaah. 
Those who are sound in knowledge (who are not proud and are content with their intellectual 

achievements and the strength o f  their Imaan) say, MWe believe in them (because our intellect falls short of 

understanding them). All (the Muhkamaat and the Mutashaabihaat) are from OUT Rabb.” None take 
heed besides men of understanding.

8. (Those who are sound in knowledge who are not proud and are content with their intellectual achievements and 

strength of Imaan pray to Allaah saying,) “Our Rabb, do not Cause OUT hearts to Stray after You 
have guided US. Grant US Your mercy (O  turner o f hearts, keep my heart steadfast on your deen) for 
verily You are the Great Giver” (o f all things).

9. “Our Rabb, surely You shall gather mankind together on a day (Qiyaamah) about 
which there is no doubt. Surely Allaah never fails to meet an appointment (never breaks a 

promise).”

10. Verily the riches and the progeny of the Kaafiroon shall not help them at all 
against (the punishment of) Allaah (as was soon in the Battle pfBadr when the Mushrikeen were killed despite their 

wealth and numbers). These people will be the fuel of the fire.
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11. (The ways of the Kaafiroon are unjust) Like the ways of the people of Fir'oun and those 
(Kaafiroon) before them. They falsified Our Aayaat, so Allaah seized (punished) them for 
their sins. Allaah is severe in punishment (none can escapeHispunishment).

12. Say to the Kaafiroon, “You shall be overpowered (by the Muslims in this world) and 
gathered in Jahannam fin theAakhirah) , which is the worst of beddings fplaces) .  ”

13. Indeed there was a sign for you in the two groups which met (during the Battle qfBadr). 

One group fought in the way of Allaah fin the obedience of Allaah, referring to the Muslim army led by 

Rasulullaah ) while the other was (thegroup of) Kuffaar, who saw them (theMuslims) as twice 
their number with their very eyes (Allaah made the Muslims apper to the Kuffar as twice their number). 

Allaah strengthens with His aid whoever He wills. Truly in this is a lesson for those 
with foresight (those who can see the truth) .

14. Beautified for mankind has been made the love of pleasures (that come) from 
women (there is no sin if this love is directed to one's lawful wife), children, large heaps of gold and 
silver, branded (pedigreed) horses, livestock and plantations. These are the luxuries of 
the worldly life (everlasting success is not acquired through luxuries) and with Allaah (in securing His 

pleasure) is a most excellent (place of) return (Jannah).

15. Say, “Shall I inform you of something better than that (better than the pleasures mentioned 

above)? For those who have Taqwa are gardens by their Rabb, beneath which rivers 
flow. There they shall live forever and (they shall also enjoy) purified (perfect) spouses and 
Allaah's pleasure (which is the greatest bounty). Allaah sees His bondsmen (and shall reward or 

punish them accordingly”  (Allaah knows every thing) .”
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16. (Those who have Taqwa are) Those who say, “O  our Rabb, we certainly have Imaan (a 

prerequisite for forgiveness) so forgive our sins and save us from the punishment of the fire
Jahannam).”

17. (The people o f Taqwa are) Those who exercise 6abr, the truthful (in speech, at heart and in Imaan), 

the obedient, the charitable and those who beg forgiveness in the early hours of the 
morning (theperiod before dawn, which is a time o f tranquillity when aMu'min's du'aa is accepted).

18. Allaah is Witness (He dearly proves to His creation) that there is no Ilaah but Him and the 
angels and men of knowledge (are also witnesses to this, as proven by their worship and glorification). 

(Allaah is always) Maintaining (His creation) with justice Wisdom and sound judgement). There is no 
Ilaah but Him, The Mighty, The Wise.

® .
u

19. Definitely the only Deen (religion) with Allaah (acceptable to Allaah) is Islaam (to hand over 

oneself totally to Allaah). Those who were given the Book from before (the Jews and the Christians) 

differed only after the knowledge (o f Towheed) came to them because of hatred among 
themselves (caused by their love for wealth, status and power). Whoever disbelieves in the 
revelations of Allaah, (he should rememberthat) verily Allaah is swift in taking account.

20. If they (the Kaafiroon) argue with you (O  Muhammad then tell them, “I have 
surrendered myself (completely) to the obedience of Allaah and (so have) those who follow 
me.” Say to those who have been given the Book (the Jews and the Christians) and to the 
unlettered ones (the Arab Mushrikeen who had not studied the previous scriptures), “Have you become 
Muslims (have you surrendered yourselves to the obedience o f Allaah)?”  If they accept Islaam, then 
surely they are rightly guided, and if they turn away, then your duty is only to convey 
(the message o f Islaam to them. Vbu will not be held responsible for their wrongdoing). Allaah sees His 
bondsmen (and will reward or punish them fo r what they do ).
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21. Surely those who disbelieve in the Aayaat of Allaah and who unjustly (without just 

reasons) slay and oppose) the Ambiyaa and slay (and oppose) those from mankind who 
command justice, give them the good news of a most painful punishment.

22. They are the ones whose actions (efforts) have been wasted in the world and in the 
Aakhirah. They shall have none to assist them (against Allaah's punishment or save them for

martyring43 Prophets and 170 pious persons in one day) .

23. Have you not seen (the time when) those (Jews) who had been given a portion (free of 

distortions) of the Book (the Torah) were called towards Allaah's book so that it may judge
(disputes) between them? (However, instead o f responding) A group of them then turned away in
opposition (in acceptingthe command o f  Allaah ’sBook because o f  selfish desires and vile opposition).

24. This (luming away) is because they say, “The Fire will touch us only for a limited 
number of days (we may therefore do as we please).”  The things that they fabricate (such as this 

belief o f spending only a short while in Jahannam) have deceived them in their religion (because o f  which 

they sin shamelessly and behave insolently).

25. How will it be (What will their condition be) when We gather them for a day about which 
there is no doubt (the Day o f  Qiyaamal , when every soul is repaid in full for what it earned
(regardless o f how little it may have been) an d  p e o p le  w ill  n o t b e  Oppressed (people will not be punished 

for sins they did not commit)?

26. Say, “O  Allaah, Owner of (all) kingdom, You bestow kingdom on whoever You 
please (to the Muslims) and snatch away kingdom from whoever You please (from the Romans, 

Persians, Jews). You grant honour to whoever You please and disgrace to whoever You 
please. In Your hand is all good (If evil does not exist with good, good cannot be recognised as good. Good is 

attributed to Allaah but not evil.). Verily You are Able to do all things. ”
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27. “You enter (change) the night into the day and enter (change) the day into the night
(Allaah controls all changes). You bring forth the living from the dead (such as a chicken from an egg or a 

Mu'min from a Kaafir) and the dead from the living (such as an egg from a hen o r a Kaafirfrom a Mu'min) 

and give sustenance to whoever You desire without count.” (Allaah giues unlimited material and 

spiritual sustenance to whoeuerHe wills.)

28. The Mu'mineen should not take the Kaafiroon as (dose) friends instead of (in place of 

fellow) Mu'mineen. Whoever does so has no connection with Allaah; (The Mu’mineen may not 

befriend the Kaafiroon) unless you (urgently) need to safeguard (yourselves) from them. Allaah 
warns you of Himself (to be aware His punishment). (Mu'mineen should therefore place their love, confidence 

and reliance in Him A lone). To Allaah is the return (ontheDayofQiyaamah when people will have to account 

fo r what they did in the world).

29. Say, “Whether you hide (from people) or reveal (to them) what is in your bosoms (in your 

hearts, such as your friendship with the Kaafiroon), Allaah knows it (nothing is hidden from  H im ). He knows 
what is in the heavens and what is in the earth, and Allaah is Able to do all things
(includingpunishing wrongdoers). "

30. On the day (ofQiyaamah) every soul shall find all the good which it had done present 
before it (when every person’s book o f deeds will be presented to him/her). (On that day) It will wish that 
there is a great distance between it and the evil which it perpetrated. Allaah warns 
you of Himself (To be aware o f His punishment). Allaah is Compassionate towards His 
bondsmen (and has therefore warned them about these events).
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31. Say (O  Muhammad S i  |, “If you love Allaah then follow me (Muhammad (SSSj, Allaah 
will then love you (He will reward you and grant you numerous material and spiritual blessings) and forgive 
your sins. Allaah is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful.”

32. Say, “Obey Allaah and the Rasool (Muhammad by practising the Sunnah). ” If they turn 
away, then (bear in mind that) surely Allaah does not like the Kaafiroon.

•j

33. Certainly Allaah selected Aadam $$$££ , Nooh &j$0& , the family of Ibraheem 5 W E  and the family of Imraan 5 W E  from the entire universe (by selecting Prophets from
amongthem). (The Imraan referred to here is the father of Maryarnti^sSffle.)

34. They were descendants of each other. Allaah is All Hearing, All Knowing.
(Therefore, all His actions are based on sound and thorough knowledge.)

35. (Remember the time) When the wife of Imraan (Hanna bint Faqudha conceived a child and) said, “O 
rny Rabb, I VOW to You (to dedicate to Your service) what (child) is in my belly to be free (from all 

worldly duties and dedicated only to Your service), SO accept (this vow) from me. Verily Only You are 
The All Seeing, The All Knowing (You know my intention and sincerity). "

36. When she delivered the child, she said (in sadness, “My Rabb, I have delivered a 
girl” out o f sorrow). Allaah knows best what she delivered (He knew best the value o f the baby girl). 

Male and female are not alike. (She said further,) “I shall name her Maryam and 1 seek 
Your protection for her and for her offspring from the accursed Shaytaan. ”

37. Her Rabb accepted her (accepted Maryam from her mother) with special acceptance,
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granted her an exceptional upbringing and placed her in the custody of 
Zakariyya^3iB&'. Whenever Zakariyya went into the chamber (her mom  where she

lived and worshipped Allaah), he found food by her fin eluding fruit that uias not in season). He said, “O 
Maryam, from where did you get this?” She replied, “It is from Allaah. Allaah 
provides for whom He pleases without count (without limit, in a manner that is beyond one's 

comprehension and imagination) . ”

38. At this point (when it occurred to him that just as Allaah can supply Maryam with fruit that are out o f season, He 

can give children to Zakariyya and his wife even though they had passed the age of bearing children)

Zakariyya prayed to his Rabb saying, “My Rabb, grant me pure (pious) children 
from Yourself (by Your grace). Without doubt You hear all prayers (andacceptthem).”

39. So the angels (Hadhrat Jibra’eel ) called to him while he stood praying in the 
chamber (theplace wherehe worshipped Allaah), “Allaah gives you the good news of Yahya who 
shall confirm the word from Allaah (willconfirm t h e p r o p h e t h o o d o f ) and (who shall be) a 
guide, chaste (completely without carnal passions) and a Nabi from the righteous.”

40. He said, “My Rabb, how can I have a son when old age has already reached me 
and my wife is barren (unable to bear children)?”  He (Allaah orjib ra 'ee l ) replied, “It (the

matter) shall be Such. Allaah does as He pleases (and none can deter H im ).”

41. He (Zakariyya ) said, “O my Rabb, fix a sign for me (by which I  may know that my wife has

conceived).”  Allaah said, “Your sign is that you shall be unable to talk to people for 
three days, except by indications (signs). Remember your Rabb abundantly (express 

gratitude to H im) and glorify Him (worship Him) by night and day.”

42. (Remember the time) When the angels said, “O Maryam, certainly Allaah has chosen
you (to bear a special child without any man even touching you), purified you (blessed you with noble qualities 

and a pure disposition) and preferred you above all the women of the world fno other woman in the 

world was blessed with these virtues). ”
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43. “O  Maryam, obey your Rabb, prostrate yourself and bow (in salaah) with those who 
bow. ”  (The various aspects o f worship mentioned here denote all types o f worship)

44. These are from the narrations of the unseen that We inspire you with (0  Muhammad 

). You were not present with them (with Zakariyya 5?3$s15i|$c and the other caretakers o f Baytul 

Maqdas) when they cast their pens (into the river to determine) who will be the guardian of 
Maryam. You were (also) not present with them when they disputed (about who should care for

her). (When every caretaker o f Baytul Maqdas wanted to care fo r Mary am because she was the daughter o f  their guide, they 

decided to throw their pens into the Jordan River and hand her to the custody o f the person whose pen did not sink to the 

bottom, It uias in this manner that Zakariyya became her guardian. Allaah makes it clear in this verse that

Rasulullaah could have had knowledge o f these happenings only by way erf divine revelation. This proves that he was
truly a Prophet erf Allaah.)

h r  * * * '

45. When the angels said, “O Maryam, indeed Allaah conveys to you the good news 
of a word (a child) from Him (Isa is referred to as Allaah's word because he was created directly by

Allaah's instruction o f “Be!” and not by the usual means o f conception). His name shall be A1 Maseeh "ithe 

blessed one”) Isa the son of Maryam. He shall be celebrated in this world and in the 
Aakhirah and he will be from among those brought close (toAllaah).”

46. “He shall speak to people from his cradle and when middle-aged, and he shall be 
among the pious.” (during his second coming)

i-f

47. She (Maryam) said, “O my Rabb, how can I bear a child when no man has touched 
me?” He (theangel) replied, “It (thematter) shall be such. Allaah creates whatever He wills
(and in whichever way He wills. N o  limits can be placed on His power). When He decides (to create) 

anything, He merely says, 'Be!' and it becomes (as He desires).”
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48. “He (Allaah) shall teach him (Isa) the book (the preuious scriptures as well as the Qur'aan and the 

Sunnah because he will return to the world before Qiyaamah), wisdom (o f things), the Torah and the 
Injeel.”

49. “ (Allaah will also make him) a Rasool to the Bani Israa'eel (and he shall tell them), 'Indeed I 
COme to yOU with a sign (a miracle) from your Rabb (toprove that 1 am Allaah's Rasool). (The miracle is 

that) I can fashion for you out of clay the likeness of a bird, then breath onto it and it 
becomes (a living) bird by the permission (order) of Allaah. (To prove the claim of Prophethood). I 
cure him who was born blind and the leper, and I raise the dead with the permission 
of Allaah. I can (also) inform you of what you eat and what you store in your homes. 
Surely inthisisa sign for you (that I  am truly Allaah's messenger by informing you o f  these events and others 

to occur) if you are Mu'mineen.”

50. “I (have come to) confirm the (general principles and injunctions o f  the) Torah that was before me, 
to make lawful for you some of that which was forbidden for you and I come to you 
with a sign from your Rabb. So (now that you have seen the miracles, you ought to) fear Allaah and 
obey me” (once you have seen the signs and now accept what ever Muhammad says,. ”

51. “Verily Allaah is my Rabb and your Rabb, so worship (only) Him (without ascribing 

partners to H im ). This (believing in Allaah, obeying His Rasool and thus gaining His pleasure) is the straight 
path.”
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52. When Isa sensed kufr (the Mention to cause enmity and harm) from them (the Jews), he
said, “Who shall be my helpers towards (spreading theDeen of) Allaah?” The Disciples (first 

two, then others folhwered) replied, “We shall be the helpers (o f the Deen of) Allaah. We believe 
in Allaah and you be the witness that we are indeed Muslims (subservient to Allaah).”

53. “Our Rabb, we believe in what You have revealed (theinjeel) and we have followed 
the Rasool (Isa ), so record us among those who have testified (to the truth o f Towheed

t  s *

54. They (the jews and all enemies o f islaam) planned and Allaah planned, and Allaah is the best 
of planners (Allaah's strategies are best and cannot be overpowered by anyone). (Consequently, when they decided 

to kill Isa , Allaah raised him to the heavens and made someone else who looked like him be killed in his place.)

55. When Allaah said, “O Isa, I shall take you away (from this world), raise you to Me (to the 

heavens), purify you from (the company of) those who disbelieve and make those who follow 
you above (superior to) those who disbelieve (the Jews) until the Day of Qiyaamah. Then to 
Me shall you all return and I shall judge between you concerning those things about 
which yOU differed.” (Rasulullaah (SSSiSSjlc has mentioned that Isa will return to the world before
Qiyaamah, when he will follow the Shari'ah o f Islaam, kill Dajjaal, destroy the cross, marry, lead the Muslims and then 
pass away.)

56. “As for the Kaafiroon, I shall punish them with a severe punishment in the world
and in the Aakhirah. They shall have no helpers (to assist them againstAllaah’spunishment). ”

57. “As for those who have Imaan and do righteous acts, they will be given their 
rewards in full. Allaah does not like the oppressors (the unjust)."

58. These (past narrations) are from the Aayaat and wise reminders that We recite to you (O
Muhammad you therefore have knowledge o f them even though you were not present there when they occurred).
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59. Verily the likeness (creation) of Isa [without a father) with Allaah is as the
likeness of Aadam (who was created with neither a father nor a mother). He (Allaah) created him
(Aadam J from clay then said to him, “Be! ” and he became (a living man). (Therefore, just

as none regard Aadam $&$$$& to be a god because he was bom without parents, so too Isa should a/so not be
regarded as a god j

60. This is the truth (without additions or deletions) from your Rabb so do not be of those who 
doubt.

61. Whoever disputes with you (0  Muhammad f i i i ) concerning this (concerning the birth and 

death o f Isa &&W&) after the knowledge (revelation) has come to you, then say to them, 
“Come! We shall call your sons and our sons, your wives and our wives, yourselves 
and ourselves. Then we shall (collectively) pray sincerely (to Allaah) and place Allaah's 
Curse On the liars.” (When Rasulullaah 288? invited a Christians delegation to Mubaahala, they declined 

because they realised that they stood no chance against a Prophet o f Allaah.)

62. Verily this (incident o f Isa os reported in the Quhaan) is certainly a true narrative. There
is no Ilaah but Allaah and surely Allaah Alone is The Mighty (and therefore has no need fo r  

childrenorpartners), The Wise.

@ 0 * ‘ \L

63. If they turn away (from imaan), then without doubt Allaah is Aware of those who 
cause corruption (and He shall punish them for their sins) .

64. Say, “O People of the Book! Come to (unite on) a word (a matter o f belief) that is common 
between us and You; that we worship none other but Allaah (we proclaim that we are Muslims
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and monotheists), that we do not ascribe any as equal (as partner) to Him and that we do not 
take each other as gods besides Allaah (uie do not worship any prophet, saint, scholar).”  If they 
turn away (refuse to accepttheproposal) then say, “Be witness that we are certainly Muslims
(we have surrendered ourselves toAllaah's commands). ”

65. 0  people of the book! Why do you argue about Ibraheem (claiming that he belonged to 

your religion) when the Torah and Injeel were revealed only after him (How could he then be a 

Jew or a Christian)? Do you not understand (that your claims are absurd and illogical)?

66. Behold! You are the ones who argued about matters about which you had 
knowledge about (concerning Moosa and Isa ) ,  so why do you now argue about
that which you have no knowledge (concerning Ibraheem s religion) ? Allaah knows
(everythingandthecreedihatlbraheerr^H^^followed) andyOU do n o t know .

67. I b r a h e e m w a s  neither a Jew nor a Christian, but he was Hanif (one inclined 

towards the truth and averse to all false creeds) and a Muslim (subservient to Allaah in all matters). He was 
never from the Mushrikeen.

a r a  6$!S &3115JS 5}
68. Verily those closest to Ibraheem (those who can most rightfully claim a relationship with him)

are the ones who followed him and this Nabi (Muhammad ®  ), as well as those who 
have Imaan (the Ummah of Ibraheem m m  and Muhammad (SSr are most like him). Allaah is the 
Protecting Friend of the Mu'mineen (when they fulfil His commands).

9 ✓

69. A  group of the Ahlul Kitaab yearn (have a strong desire) to lead you (Muslims) astray (but 

Allaah will protect the Muslims from the plots o f the Kuffaar). They lead only themselves astray (by falling 

deeper into kufr and accumulating sins to their names) but they do not realise it (do not yet understand).
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70. O people of the book! Why do you disbelieve the Aayaat (signs) of Allaah (as

contained in the Qur'aan)  whereas you testify (that they are true as recorded in your Torah andlnjeel)?

71 .0  people of the book! Why do you mix the truth with falsehood (Why do you conjuse and 

contaminate your scriptures by changing their words and meanings) and (why do you) knowingly hide the 
truth (about the prophethood o f  Muhammad as mentioned in your scriptures)?

72. A  group from the People of the Book say, “Believe in that which has been 
revealed to the Mu'mineen at the beginning of the day (and even pray with them) and reject it
at the end of the day SO that they (the Mu'mineen) may return (to their former religions).”  (Because 

the Arabs regarded the Ahlul Kitaab as teamed people, they tended to respect their opinions. The Jews therefore 
pretended to accept Istaam and then openly left the fold oflslaam so that people would think that some shortcoming of 
fe/aam caused them to do so. This, the Jews thought, would weaken the Muslims. However, theirplanfailed.)

73. (The Jews also said to each other) “Do not admit (your true beliefs) except before One who follows 
your religion (your fellow Jews).”  Tell them (0  Muhammad «S$S J, “Verily (true) guidance is the
guidance of Allaah.” (The Jews further said to each other, “Do not admit that Muhammad (»£§? is Allaah's 

Prophet Allaah prevents one from being misled by tricks and conspiracies) because Others (the Arabs) have 
been given what you (Jews) were given (before viz. a Prophet from among them) or because they 
(should not) have an argument against you by your Rabb (so the Muslims should not declare in the 

Aakhirah that the Jews did not follow Muhammad SiS? despite knowing that he was Allaah's Prophet).’ ’ Say, 
“Definitely bounty is in the hand of Allaah. He gives it to whoever He pleases (Allaah can 

make a Prophet come from whichever nation He pleases). Allaah (Allaah's bounty and knowledge) is All 
Surrounding, All Knowing (He knows who most deserves His favours).”

74. “He selects for His mercy (to give Prophethood, Imaan, Islaam to) whoever He pleases. 
Allaah is the Great Bestower of bounty. ”
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75. From the Ahlul Kitaab there is he who, if you trust him with a wealth of treasures, 
he will return it to you (because o f  his honesty). Then there is (also) he (from the Ahlul Kitaab) who, if 
you trust him with (even) a single Dinaar (gold coin), he will not return it to you unless you 
keep standing over him (unless you persistently demand your dues from him). This is because they 
say, “We have no obligation towards the unlettered people (towards the Arabs and all those who 

do not follow our religion).”  They lie about Allaah (by saying thatAllaak commanded them to act in this 

manner) knowingly (knowing that they are lying because Allaah has never permitted anyone to act treacherously in 

fulfilling the trusts o f others).

76. Yes (they certainly do have an obligation to be honest towards others)! He who fulfils his pledge (all his 

promises to Allaah and to people) and possesses Taqwa bstainsfrom corrupt thoughts, despicable actions and 

all evil), then (they should bear in mind that) surely Allaah loves those with Taqwa (and will reward 

them abundantly).

77. Verily those who (because o f their greed fo r wealth and fame) purchase a Small gain (o f this world) 

at the cost of (breaking) Allaah's covenant (with them) and (at the cost of breaking) their oaths (that 

they made to aiding every Prophet, because o f their greed for wealth and fame), such people have no portion 
(o f  good) in the Aakhirah. Allaah will neither speak to them (with compassion) nor look at 
them (with mercy) on the Day of Qiyaamah, and will not purify (forgive) them. They shall 
have a painful punishment.

78. Indeed among them (among the Ahlul Kitaab) isaparty who twist their tongues with the 
Book (When reciting the Torah) so that (by their false tone and faulty manner o f reading) you may regard it 
(the fabrications that they recite) as part of the Book when it is really not part of the Book. They 
say that it is from Allaah when it is not (at all) from Allaah and they knowingly lie about 
Allaah.

79. It is not possible that Allaah gives any human a Book, wisdom (a Shariah) and 
Nubuwwah Pmphethooc , and then he (the Prophet) says to the people, “Leave Allaah and
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worship me.” He (the prophet) would rather say, “Become the people of your Rabb
(devoted to Him only and calling others towards Him) because yOU are teaching the Book and 
because you are studying it (Become scholars, doctors, jurists, saints by studying and teaching the Quraan) . ”

80. And he (the Prophet) will not instruct you to take the angels and the Ambiyaa as 
gods. Would he instruct you to commit kufr after you had become Muslims? (It is clearly 

impossible fo r any Prophet to do this. Therefore, no Christian can claim thatJsa $$>$£& instructed them to worship him, 

his mother or J ibra 'eel$$$£fc.)

81 . (Remember the time) When Allaah took the pledge with (all) the Ambiyaa (saying) “ (Take hold 

of) Whatever I give you of the Book (divine scriptures) and wisdom, and then when there 
comes to you a Rasool (Muhammad S ) confirming what is with you, you must believe 
in him and you must assist him.” He (Allaah) said, “Do you agree and accept My 
pledge?” They replied, “We agree!” He said, “Then bear witness and I will be a 
Witness with you. ” (The Ambiyaa then also took the same pledge from their followers.)

82. So whoever (from the followers of the Prophets) turns back after this (pledge to believe in and to assist 

Rasulullaah &$&), then they are the disobedient ones.

>■' 9J 9 2
O&Z-ji

83. Do they (those who turn away from the pledge) seek a Deen besides the Deen of Allaah (the 

Deen o f Islaam) when all within the heavens and the earth willingly or unwillingly 
surrender to Him and (when it is) to Him (that) they will all be returned (for reckoning on the Day

afQiyaamah)?

84. Say, “We have Imaan in Allaah, in that which was revealed to us, what was 
revealed to Ibraheem , Ismaa'eel , Is'haaq M i t ' , Ya’qoob , the
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descendants (ofYa'qoob who were prophets), and that which was revealed to Moosa ,
to Isa and to all the Ambiyaa from their Rabb. We make no distinction
between any of them (between any o f  the Prophets by belieuing in some and rejecting others) and to Him 
have we surrendered (we obey all His commands).”

85. Whoever seeks a Deen besides Islaam (which is easy, complete, perfect, natural), it shall 
never be accepted from him and he will be among the losers in the Aakhirah (because he

will suffer punishment in Jahannamfor rejecting the natural Deen and for making an incorrect choice).

a s * *

86. How can Allaah guide people who commit kufr after (having) Imaan, (after) they 
testified that the Rasool (Muhammad ) is certainly true and (after) clear proofs (the 

Qur’aan and other miracles) had come to them? Allaah does not guide the oppressive ones
(such as these people who are proud, jealous and who lone wealth and status).

87. These are the ones whose punishment shall be that on them will be the curse of 
Allaah, the angels and mankind at large.

88. They will live forever in this (curse and the resultant punishment in the Aakhirah). The 
punishment shall not be lessened for them, neither shall they be granted respite (relief 

forevena little while).

89. (Such will be the lot o f all) Except those who (sincerely, repent (are remorseful and repent with a true 

heart) afterwards (after their wrong) and make amends (to rectify the wrong they did and do good ads). 

Surely Allaah is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful.

90. Verily those who commit kufr after (having) Imaan and then increase in kufr, their 
repentance shall never be accepted (when they are in the throes of death). These are indeed the 
Ones gone astray. (wandering in the valleys o f  deviation).
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91. Verily those who commit kufr and die as Kuffaar, the earth full of gold shall never 
be accepted from any of them if they ever wish to offer it as ransom (to save themselves from  

punishment on the Day o f Qiyaamah). For them shall be a painful punishment and they shall 
have no helpers (to save them from Allaah's punishment' withoutlmaan, noaction is acceptable).

92. You shall never reach (true, perfect) righteousness until you spend of that which you 
love. Whatever good (wealth) you spend, Allaah is certainly Aware of it (Allaah knows exactly

where, when, how and why you spend and He will reward you for it).

93. (Because the Jews regarded camel meat to be unlawful fo r themselves, they criticised the Muslims fo r eating camel 
meat, saying that the Muslims also ought to refrain from eating camel meat because this was forbidden in the Deen of 

Ibrdheem , whom the Muslims claimed to follow. Allaah refutes this criticism by saying,) All food was
lawful for the Bani Israa'eel except that which Israa'eel (Ya’qoob )  forbade for 
himself (such as camel meat, which he did because o f  a uow he had taken) before the Torah was revealed 
(this prohibition therefore could not have applied to Ibraheem because he lived long before Ya'qoob ).

Say, “Bring the Torah and read it to us if you are truthful (in your claim that camel meat was 

forbiddenforlbraheem . ”  (The Jews could not prove this from their Torahand did nottake up the challenge.)

94. Whoever invents a lie about Allaah after this (after it has been made clear that camel meat was 

not forbidden during the time of Ibraheem J, then these are indeed the unjust Ones (for lying

about Ibraheem ) .

95. Say, “Allaah has spoken the truth!” So follow the religion of Ibraheem, which is 
not inclined towards any deviation (error) but is inclined to the straight way (the path of 

Allaah). He (Ibraheem )  was never from the Mushrikeen (so abandon worshipping Uzar Isa

thepriestsandtherabbis).”
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96. Indeed the first house designated (appointed and set up) for man (as a direction to worship Allaah) 

was the one at Bakkah (Makkah) which is blessed and a guidance for the (people o f the) 

universe.

97. In it are clear signs; (amongthese is) the Maqaam (A  stone upon which Ibraheem used to

stand to build the Kaabah) of Ibraheem . Whoever enters it (the Haram of Makkah) shall be
safe. Hajj 'pilgrimage to show love for Allaah) to the House (theKabah) is a duty that people who 
are able to find a way there owe to Allaah (therefore Muslims who can afford to go to Makkah to perform  

Hajj have to do so). Whoever rejects (this obligation), then (it should be borne in mind that) Surely Allaah 
is Independent of the entire universe (Allaah does not need man's worship. Man benefits only himself by 

worshipping Allaah).

98. Say, “O Ahlul Kitaab! Why do you disbelieve in the Aayaat of Allaah when Allaah 
is Witness over what you do?” (He knows your evil thoughts and intentions and you know that He will punish 

you fo r your kufr.)

99. Say, “O Ahlul Kitaab! Why do you prevent the person with Imaan from the way of 
Allaah (from Islaam), seeking (to make it seem as if there is) some crookedness flaws, in it, when 
you are yourselves witnesses (to the truth o f Islaam)? Allaah is not unaware of what you do
(He is fully aware o f your treachery and will soon punish you fo r your wrongdoing). ”

100.0  you who have Imaan! If you obey a party from those who have been given the 
Book (the Jews and the Christians), they will turn you into Kaafiroon after your Imaan. (Muslims 

should therefore not be deceived by the mischief mongers who want them to discard Imaan.)

101. How can (it be possible that) you commit kufr when the (inspiring) verses of Allaah are 
recited to you and the Rasool (o f  mercy, kindness and guidance) is in your midst? Whoever 
holds fast to Allaah (the Qur'aan and Sunnah) has certainly been guided to the straight path
(o f guidance and salvation) .
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102.0  you who have Imaan! Fear Allaah (His punishment always) as He should be feared (by

obeying all His commands) and do not die except as Muslims (do not do anything that will remove you 

from the fold o f Islaam and dedicate your life and death solely for Islaam).

103. Holdfast onto the rope of Allaah (7s/aam and particularly the Qur'aan as understood by the sayings 

o f Rasulullaah WM and the pious predecessors] all of you together, and do not Separate (because 

Allaah's mercy lies in unity). Recall Allaah's favour to you (referringparticularly to the Ansaar ofMadinah) 

when you were enemies and He (Allaah) created love between your hearts. Then you 
became brothers by His grace. You were on the edge of an abyss (pit) of fire (ofJahannam 

because you were steeped in kufr and disobedience) and He rescued you from it (by making you Muslims). 

In this way, does Allaah explain His Aayaat to you so that you may be guided (you will

certainly be guided if you are steadfast on Islaam and leave the many destructive ways).

104. There should be a group from you (the Ulema and those adequately trained fo r this purpose) who 
invite towards (all that is) good, command (others to do) what is right (as accepted by all) and 
forbid (others from) evil fas perceived by all). These (people who do this) are indeed the successful 
ones (those who have reached their goal). (The good and evil mentioned in this verse refer to what the Shari'ah defines 

as good and evil.)

105. Do not be like those (Jews and Christians)  who Separated (into denominations because o f their 

desires) and disputed (about the basics and essential aspects of their religions) after clear signs had CODie 

to them. There shall be a terrible punishment for such people...

106. ...on the day (o f  Qiyaamah) when some faces will be illuminated (bright with joy because 

they belonged to the Ahlus Sunnah wal Jamaa'ah) while others shall be gloomy (depressed and scared
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because o f their kufr, hypocrisy and impiety). As for those whose faces shall be gloomy, it will be 
Said to them (to reprimand them), “Did yOU Commit kufr (Become apostates, hypocrites, unbelievers, 

innovators, sinners, transgressors) After Having Imaan? So taste the punishment because you 
committed kufr.”

©

107. As for those whose faces shall be illuminated, they will be in the mercy of 
Allaah (inJannah), where they shall live forever.

108. These are the Aayaat of Allaah that We recite to you in truth. Allaah has no
intention of oppressing (anyone in) the universe (Allaah will neither deprive anyone o f their rewards one 

deserves nor punish anyoneforasin not committed).

109. To Allaah alone belongs whatever is in the heavens and the earth and to Him 
alone will all matters return (He will judge all matters on theDayofQiyaamah).

110. You (the followers o f Muhammad ) are the best of all nations who have been raised
for (the benefit and salvation of) mankind. You command what is right, forbid from evil (kufr, 

shirk, wickedness, etc) and believe in Allaah (Umar said, “Act on this verse to be included in the

Ummah o f Muhammad ( S P . ”) . If the Ahlul Kitaab were to have Imaan, it shall be better for 
them. Some of them are Mu'mineen (they reform themselves and others) while most of them are 
disobedient (Kujfaar).

111. They (the Jews) will never be able to hurt you except for a little bit of harm (which they 

may cause with their statements and insults). If they fight you (in battle) they shall turn back and flee. 
Thereafter they shall have no assistance. (All praise be to Allaah.)
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112. Disgrace (humiliation) has been struck on them (on the Jews) wherever they may be 
found except (thatthe disgrace may be temporarily relieved) by a rope (treaty) from Allaah and a FOp£ 

from people (they will therefore be left in peace when they enter into a treaty with the Muslims). They return 
with (they deserve) the wrath of Allaah and homelessness has been struck on them. This 
(disgrace and homelessness) is because they used to reject the Aayaat of Allaah and 
wrongfully murder the Ambiyaa. This is because they were disobedient (to Allaah) and 
used to overstep the limits (that Allaah set).

113. They (the Ahlul Kitaab) are all not alike. From the Ahlul Kitaab is a group who are 
upright (steadfast on the truth). They recite the verses of Allaah in the hours of the night and 
prostrate (when performingsalaah).

114. They believe in Allaah and the Last Day, they command (others to do) what is right, 
forbid evil and hasten to do good deeds (are humble and obey). These (people) are from 
among the righteous ones. (At the same time, there are others from the Ahlul Kitaab who do not share these 
beliefs and are not among the righteous.)

115. Whatever good they do shall not be rejected (by Allaah. In fad, the Ahlul Kitaab who become 

Muslims will receive double reward). Allaah is Aware of those with Taqwa (and will reward them fo r the 

good they do).

116. Indeed neither the wealth nor the children of the Kuffaar shall benefit them 
against Allaah. These are the people of the fire (o f Jahannam) where they shall live 
forever.

117. The example of that (wealth) which they (the Kuffaar) spend in the life of this world (to
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oppose Islaam and the pious ones) is like an icy wind that strikes the crops of people who have 
wronged themselves (by committing kufrj, (completely) destroying it. (In this manner, the wealth o f  the 

Kuffaar will not benefit them at all in the Aakhirah.) Allaah did not wrong them (by depriving them of the 

benefit o f their wealth) but they wronged themselves (by rejecting Islaam).

118. O you who have Imaan! Do not take as confidants (as intimate friends with whom you share 

secrets) those besides your own (Muslims). These people (non-Muslim) will spare no pains to 
ruin you (materially and spiritually). They wish for that which causes you suffering. Enmity 
(jealousy, hatred) has been made clear from their tongues, but what (enmity, malice, rage) their 
hearts conceal is far worse.(enmity, malice, rage,hatred) Indeed We have made the Aayaat 
clear to you if you will (attemptto) understand.

119. You (Muslims) are the ones who love them (the Kuffaar because of your relationships with them) 

though they have no love for you (because they dislike your Deen) and (this is despite the fact that) you 
believe in all the Books (in all the previous divine scriptures theirs included - whereas they do not believe in 

your Qur'aan). When they meet you they say, “We have Imaan,” but when they are alone 
they bite their fingertips in rage (because of the spread o f Islaam and the brotherhood o f  the Muslims). Tell 
them, “Perish in your rage (because you will neuerhauethepleasureof seeing Islaam fa il)] Surely Allaah 
is Aware of what is within (yourj hearts (and Allaah has also informed the Mu'mineen about this).”

120. It upsets them if good (unity, victory, prosperity) comes to you (Muslims) and they rejoice if 
misfortune (hardship, difficulties) strikes you. If you exercise sabr and adopt Taqwa, their 
schemes cannot affect you in the least. Verily Allaah encompasses (has complete knowledge 

of) their actions (and will punish them accordingly and make their schemes fail).

121. (OMuhammad I Rememberthe time during the Battle qfUhud) When you set out from your family 
(from Madinah) in the morning to station (place) the Mu'mineen at their positions for 
battle. Allaah is All Hearing, All Knowing.
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122. When two groups from you (the Banu Haaritha and Banu Salma tribes) were on the verge of 
losing courage (and deserting the Muslims, Allaah is their Protecting Friend (Allaah kept them 

steadfast and they stayed on to fight with the Muslim army). In Allaah alone should the M u'mineen rely.

123. Allaah had undoubtedly assisted you (Muslims) at Badr when you were in a weak 
position (with a smaller army and few weapons). So fear Allaah to express gratitude to Him.

124. (O  Muhammad S  remember also the time) When you told the Mu'mineen, “Is it not 
sufficient for you that your Rabb reinforces (aids) you with three thousand angels,
(specially) dispatched (descending from the heauens to assist you against the enemy)?”

125. Certainly (this is sufficient)! (Furthermore) If you adopt Taqwa (patience, fortitude and abstainfrom 

disobedience and adopt piety) and if they (the enemy) attack you this instant, (then to remove your 

anxiety) your Rabb shall reinforce you with five thousand marked angels. (Allaah then sent 

five thousand mounted angels to assistthe Muslims in the battle, each angel wearing a turban.)

’m V ?

126. Allaah had granted this (assistance)  only so that it may be good news for you (Muslims, 

to remove your anxiety) and SO that your hearts may be comforted by it (and you may then be able to 

fight with greater courage, ease and tranquillity). Assistance is only from Allaah (and not from large armies 

and equipment), The Mighty, The Wise. (No one can totally comprehend the actions o f Allaah.)

127. (Allaah had granted this assistance fo r your confidence and courage and also so) That He may destroy a 
party of the Kaafiroon (when they are killed or captured in battle) or disgrace (humiliate and defeat) 

them (when they lose the battle despite being better equipped) SO they return as losers (defeated and 

humiliated).
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128. (When Rasulullaah cursed the Mushrikeen during the Battle o f Uhud because they had injured him, Allaah

said) You have no choice in the matter (o f punishing the Mushrikeen. Only Allaah decides if and when 

people ought to be punished). (If Allaah wills,) He shall grant them the ability to repent (and become 

Muslims) or He may punish them (if He chooses not to guide them to lslaam), for they are indeed 
Oppressors (oppressing themselues by not becoming Muslims).

129. To Allaah belongs what is in the heavens and whatever is on the earth (everythingisin 

His control and none can question H im ). He pardons whoever He wills and punishes whoever He 
wills. (He does what He wants.) Allaah is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful (no one can question Him).

130. O you who have Imaan! Do not consume interest, (it causes misfortune and miserliness/or 

there is no benefit in it) compounding (multiplying) it many times over. Fear Allaah (give up interest) 

so that you may be successful.

131. Fear (being punished in) the fire that has been prepared for the Kaafiroon (and which will 

also be home to those who consume interest) !

132. Obey Allaah and the Rasool so that mercy (salvation) is shown to you. (To obey 

Rasulullaah @1? is to obey Allaah because Allaah commands that Rasulullaah beobeyed.)

133. Hasten to the forgiveness (acts and codes o f morality) of your Rabb (by fulfilling His commands) 

and to that Jannah which has the vastness of the heavens and the earth (to give us humans 

an idea o f  the size) . It (Jannah) has been prepared for those with Taqwa. (Although Jannah is much
larger than the heavens and earth that we know\ the comparison is merely to give us an idea of its enormous size.)

134. (The people with Taqwa are) Those who spend (their wealth to please Allaah when they are) in ease 
and adversity (experiencing difficulty); (the people o f  Taqwa are also those) who Swallow (suppress) their 
anger and who forgive people (forgive those who wrong them and yet act pleasantly towards them). 

Allaah loves those who do good (and will therefore forgive them and reward them).
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135. (Those who do good are) Those who, if they carry out an open immoral act or oppress 
themselves (by committing any other sin), they think of Allaah and repent for their sins. Who 
can pardon sins besides Allaah? And (in addition to repenting) they do not intentionally 
continue (repeat) what (wrong) they do.

136. The reward for these people shall be forgiveness from their Rabb and Jannaat 
beneath which rivers flow, where they shall live forever. Excellent indeed is the 
reward for those who work (to please Allaah, who repent and do good actions).

137. (The stories o f the) Many practices (by which Allaah had dealt with the people) have passed before 
(have been related to you) you so travel on the earth and see what was the end of those who 
rejected (Imaan). (Muslims should therefore not be despondent and depressed about the hardship that the Kuffaar
give them because Allaah's assistance will soon come their way as happened in the past when the Kuffaar were destroyed 
by Allaahspunishment Allaah always allows the truth to prevail.)

138. This (Quriaan) is a discourse (lesson) for mankind, (a means of) guidance and a lesson 
for those with Taqwa (because those without Taqwa do not want to take heed).

139. Do not be weak (o r lose courage against your enemies) and do not grieve (over your losses) for 
you shall be elevated (triumphant and in a superior position over your enemies) if you are (iruej 
Mu 'mineen (steadfast in Imaan, obeying Rasulullaah and having full conviction).
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140. If you have been injured (in battle), then (bear in mind that) definitely the enemy have 
also been injured in the same way. These are the days that We cause to alternate 
between people (when each party has days o f victory and days o f defeat), SO that Allaah may (make 

people) know those who have (true) Imaan (and are not hypocrites) and so that He may make 
martyrs among you. (When Muslims are killed in battle, they are given the great opportunity o f receiving the 

honour o f martyrdom.) Allaah does not like the oppressors (espetiallythosewhoabandontheMuslimsat 

the time o f  battle).

141. (Referring to the Battle o f Uhud, Allaah sap that He alternates victory and defeat between nations) So that 
Allaah may purify the Mu'mineen (from their sins through suffering defeat) and destroy the 
Kaafiroon (when the Muslims defeat them).

142. Do you think that you will enter Jannah (through mere comfort and relaxation) when Allaah 
has not yet (made) known (to people) those of you who exert themselves (inJihaad, experiencing 

difficulty and hardship) and those who exercise sabr? (Those who sincerely exert themselves fo r Islaam and 

those who exercise sabr deserve Jannah because o f  their efforts. Such acts qualify them fo r entry into Jannah.)

143. (The Muslims who did not participate in the Battle o f Badr were eagerly awaiting another battle so that they may 

have the opportunity to become martyrs. With reference to this, Allaah says,) Indeed yOU used to wish for 
death (martyrdom) before meeting with it. Now you have seen it (death) before your own 
eyes (during the Battle o f  Uhud). (Rasululladh said that one should not pray to meet the enemy in battle, but 
should remain steadfast when the occasion o f battle arises.)

144. (When the Mushrikeen spread the rumour during the Battle o f  Uhud that Rasulullaah had been killed,

Allaah responded by saying,) Muhammad & & r is but a Rasool (o f  Allaah and not a god ). Indeed many 
Rusul have passed before him. If he passes away or is martyred, would you (Muslims) 

then turn back on your heels (and forsake Islaam on thefaslse witness o f the hypocrites)? He who turns 
back on his heels can never harm Allaah in the least (because he will be harming only himself). 

Allaah shall soon reward the grateful ones (so be firm and strive fo r His Deen).
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145. A  person (anyone) shall die only by the command of Allaah, (at a time that is) recorded
(in the Louihul Mahfoodl , fixed /and therefore can neither be earlier nor delayed). Whoever desires the 
reward of this world, We shall give him from it (he will get only what has already been destined fo r him 

and receive nothing in the Aakhirah). Whoever desires the reward of the Aakhirah, We shall 
grant him from it (together with what is destined for him to have in this world). We will SOOn reward the 
thankful ones (who express gratitude by recognising the bounties o f Allaah).

146. Many were the Prophets with wham large numbers of righteous (pious, religious) 

men fought. They never lost courage with all (the hardship and difficult) that afflicted them in 
the path of Allaah (even though they were hurt, faced enormous difficulties and their Prophets were killed), 

neither did they weaken (inimaan) or become helpless (they never gave up). Allaah loves the 
steadfast ones.

147. Their only cry (when faced with difficulties) was that they would say, “O our Rabb, 
forgive us our sins and our transgressions (shortcomings) in our affairs (because of which we are 

suffering). Keep our feet firm (so that we remain committed to our Creator) and help US against the 
nation of Kaafiroon.”

148. So [in response to their prayers and patience) Allaah granted them the reward of this world
(His assistance, honour and victory over their enemies) and an excellent reward in the Aakhirah. 
Allaah loves those who do good (and will reward them).

149. O you who have Imaan! If you obey the Kuffaar (take their advice), they will turn you 
back on your heels (turn you away from Islaam), causing you to return as losers (in both worlds).

150. Nevertheless, Allaah is your (only) Protecting Friend and He is the best of helpers
(you should therefore obey Him instead o f them).
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151. We shall soon cast fear (terror) into the hearts of the Kuffaar because they ascribe 
partners to Allaah (an ad) for which no justification has been revealed. Their abode
(Place in theAakhirah) is the Fire (ofJahannam), and it (Jahannam) is indeed an evil abode (place) 
for the oppressors (the wrongdoers).

152. Most assuredly Allaah fulfilled His promise to (assist) you (Muslims) when you killed 
them (the Mushrikeen) with His permission (And you continued to gain the upper hand in the Battle o f  Uhud 

because ofAllaah’s assistance) until (the time came when) you (some o f  the Sahabah l@E5@sS> who were ordered to 

guard a mountain pass) lost courage, disputed about the order (to guard the pass) and disobeyed 
(the order to guard the pass regardless o f what happens) after you Were shown what you liked (after you 

saui the other Muslims gathering the booty. When this happened, Allaah's assistance was withdrawn). Some of you 
sought the world (the booty) while some of you sought the Aakhirah (choosing to remain posted 

at the pass and giving their lives defending it). Then Allaah turned you away from them (gave pou an 

excuse to turn away from fighting the Mushrikeen, causing you to desert your posts at the pass) to test you (to test 

who will obey orders and remain on duty and who will not). Undoubtedly He (Allaah) has already 
pardoned you and verily Allaah is Most Kind towards the Mu'mineen. (Since Allaah had

forgiven the Sahabah forthis, it is not perm issible fo r anyone to criticise them fo r i t )

\it3&SSP!SSCSJ
153. (Remember the time) When you were rushing away (from the battlefield in confusion because the 

Kuffaar were saining the upper hand fo r a short while), not turning back for anyone as the Rasool 
was Calling to you from behind (calling you from the battlefield to regroup around him). Then He 
(Allaah) substituted (replaced your) one distress (o f facing defeat) with another (the rumour that 

Rasulullaah §§Hr mas killed) so that you may neither grieve over that which you missed (the 

booty) nor Over that which afflicted you (the pain and defeat). (Being afflicted by distress several times 

hardens one to it so that the hardship becomes easier each time.) Allaah Knows well whatyou do (is aware o f 

your conditions, intentions and deals with you accordingly).
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154. Then, after the distress, Allaah sent serenity (peace) down on you, (in the form of) a 
light sleep (a sign o f  victory) that overcame a party of you while another party (the hypocrites), 

concerned with themselves (concerned only with their own safety), thought of Allaah what was 
Untrue, a thought of ignorance (they believed that Allaah would not assist Rasulullaah (<S8) .  (Upset that 

their opinion to defend Modinah from within the city instead of marching to Uhud was not accepted) They (the 

hypocrites) said, “Do we (not) have any say in affairs (in the course o f action)?”  Tell them, “Every 
matter rests with Allaah (everything happens as Allaah w ills)!” They (the hypocrites) hide in their 
souls what they do not disclose to you (they hide their hatred fo r the Muslims and their kufr). They 
say, “If we had any say in the matter (if our opinion was taken) we would not be killed here (at 

Uhud) 1” Tell them, “Even if you were in your homes, those who were destined to be 
killed would have emerged towards their resting places (the places where they are destined to die 

because whatever Allaah decrees must come to pass)." (All this took place at Uhud) So that Allaah may test 
what (sincerity or hypocrisy) is within your hearts and purify that (incorrect conviction) which is 
within (or which may enter) your hearts. Allaah knows what is within the hearts. (Although 

Allaah knows what hearts conceal, He exposes it to people through trials and tests in this world.)

155. Those of you who fled on the day when the two masses (the Muslim and Mushrik armies) 

clashed (at Uhud) were caused to falter by Shaytaan because of some of the actions that 
they carried out (disobeying the order o f Rasulullaah S I  J. Without doubt Allaah has forgiven 
them (the Sahabah . Therefore none has the right to criticise them). Surely Allaah is Most
Forgiving, Most Forbearing.

156.0  you who have Imaan! Do not be like the Kuffaar (the Munmfiqeen) who say about 
their brothers when they travel in the land (and pass away) or are fighting soldiers (who lose
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their lives in Jihaad), “If they were with us, they would not have died nor been killed!” (Do not

speak like them because the only result o f their statement is) That Allaatl shall make this (statement) a 
source of regret in their hearts (when they realise the error o f the statement especially in the Aakhirah). 

Allaah gives life and death (this is a basic belief), and Allaah sees all that you do.” (We will 
receive what is due to us.)

157. Should you be martyred in the path of Allaah (in Jihaad) or die (while strivingforAllaah's 

Deen), then verily the forgiveness from Allaah and His mercy are better than all (the 

pleasures and wealth) that they (theMunaafiqeen) amass.

158. If you die or are martyred, then to Allaah shall you be gathered (in the Aakhirah where 

you will be rewarded fo r your good actions).

159. It is because of the mercy of Allaah that you (O Muhammad S H I ) are lenient (gentle, 

forgiving, soft-hearted) with them (with the Sahabah ) ,  If you had been ill-tempered and
hard-hearted, they would have all dispersed (run away) from you. So pardon them, seek 
forgiveness for them and consult with them in matters (Rasu lu llaah^S  therefore consulted with 

the Sahabah very often). When you have taken a firm decision (after consulting with the

knowledgeable ones), then place yOUT trust in Allaah (and not on your own resources and decision). 

Verily Allaah loves those who place their trust in Him (and will surely assistthem).

160. If Allaah helps you (os in the Battle o f  Badr), then none can overcome you, and if He 
leaves you without assistance (as in the Battle o f Uhud), then who is there to help you? Only 
in Allaah should the Mu'mineen trust.

161. (When Rasulullaah & 8 r  was accused of taking a shawl that belonged to the booty, Allaah revealed the verse
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stating,) It is not (possible)  for any Nabi to deceive (to be dishonest or hypocritical). He who deceives 
shall bring the object of his deceit (be held accountable for the item) on the Day of Judgement. 
Then every soul shall be repaid in full for what it had earned (in this world) and will not be 
oppressed (none shall be deprived o f any reward or be punished for what s/he did not do ).

162. Can the one (the Nabi) who follows (pursues) the pleasure of Allaah be like he who 
returns with (who deserves) Allaah's anger (because of his sins) and whose abode shall be 
Jahannam? It (Jahannam) is indeed the worst of abodes!>C
163. They (those who please Allaah and those who earn His anger) are different in rank with Allaah. 
Allaah sees whatever they do.

164. Allaah has certainly favoured the Mu'mineen by sending in their midst a Rasool 
(Rasulullaah S ) from among them who recites to them His verses (o f the Qur’aan), purifies 
them (from corrupt beliefs, Shirk, disobedience) and teaches them the Book (the valid meaning o f  the 

Qur'aan) and wisdom (theSunnah). There is no doubt that these people were in open error 
before this (misguided before the coming o f Rasulullaah ) .

165. (Why was it that) When a calamity befell you (the temporary defeat at Uhud when 70 Muslims were 

martyred), you (some Muslims) said, “Where has this come from? (How can we be defeated when we 

support the truth andAllaah’sprophet is with us?) ”  when you had already afflicted (a calamity) twice the 
magnitude (to the Mushrikeen during the Battle o f Badr)? Say (to those who ask this), “It is from 
yourselves (the defeat is because o f  your own doing when some of you disobeyed Rasulullaah 2P§S 's order to 

guard the mountain pass) ! ”  Verily Allaah is Able to do all things (He has control over everything. He 

chooses whom He wants to assist and whom He does not want to assist. He has control over everything).

166. Whatever (difficulties) afflicted (happened to) you on the day the two armies clashed (at
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167. ...and so that He may (makepeople) know who the hypocrites are. (Consequently, people 

knew who the hypocrites were when they deserted the Muslim army before the battle.) (The hypocrites are) Those to 
whom it was told (when they began leaving the Muslims army), “Come and fight in the way of 
Allaah or (a least) defend (yourselves and your city even as noncombatant members of the army) !” They 
replied, “If we knew (that) fighting (would be of any benefit against such adds), we would have 
definitely followed you.” That day they (the hypocrites) were closer to kufr than they were 
to Imaan. They spoke with their tongues what was not in their hearts (they claimed to have 

Imaan when they did not). Allaah knOWS well what they conceal (in their hearts that the Muslims should 

be defeated).

168. (The hypocrites are) Those who while sitting (idle, without participating in Jihaad) say about their 
brothers (who were martyred in Jihaad), “If they had followed us (and stayed behind), they would 
not have been killed.” Tell them, “Then ward off death from yourselves if you are 
indeed truthful (in your claim that staying at home and auoiding Jihaad will save you from death).”

1

169. Never consider those killed in Allaah's way (while striving to uplift, defend or maintain Allaah's 

Deen) to be dead. Indeed they are alive, (and are) being sustained by their Rabb (although we

are unable to perceiue this) .

-9 v t  * s  a s  9 * * * *  *  9 9 .1. 4 9 9 \ s  *  <

170. They are delighted with what their Rabb gives them from His bounty (favour). 

They rejoice for the sake (on behalf) of those coming after them who have not yet joined 
them fas martyrs in the Aakhirah), (delighted about the fact) that no fear shall overcome them, nor 
shall they grieve.

171. They (the martyrs) rejoice about the bounty from Allaah (His pleasure at their actions) and
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172. (For) Those who answered the call of Allaah and the Rasool ®  (by marching to fight the 

Mushrikeen again after the Battle ofUhud) after injury had afflicted them; for those of them (from 

this group) who do good and adapt Taqwa is a great reward.

173. (Thesemenare) Those (Sahabah who were told by people (ofMakkah), “Verily the
enemy (the Mushrikeen) has gathered fin great strength to fight) against you, SO fear them (and do not 

march to meet them ).”  (However, instead o f  being afraid) This only increased their Imaan and they 
said, “Allaah is Sufficient for us (all the Sahabah and others like them) and He is the Best
of Helpers.” (Allaah then instilled fear into the hearts o f the enemy and they did not have the courage to fight the 
Muslims. While the Muslims waited fo r the Mushrikeen, they engaged in some trade and earned handsomeprofits.)

174. So they (the Muslims) returned (home) with Allaah's bounty and grace (with the profits from  

the trade they carried out) without any harm touching them; and fin addition to this) they pursued 
the pleasure of Allaah fby obeying His commands). Allaah is the Possessor of great bounties
(and will shower these on thoseMuslims who obey H im ).

175. It was only Shaytaan who frightened (who attempted to make you Muslims scared) of his 
friends (theKuffaar). So do not fear them but fear (disobeying) Me if you are (true) Mu'mineen
(one fearing Allaah).

176. Let those who hasten into kufr not grieve you (do not let their kufr distress you). They can 
never harm fthe Deen of) Allaah in the least (but will harm only themselves). Allaah wishes to 
grant no portion for them in the Aakhirah fin Jannah) and they shall have a dreadful 
punishment.
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177. Verily those who purchase (take) kufr (unbelief) for Imaan can never harm (the D eer of) 

Allaah in the least (even if they have to join forces). They shall have a painful punishment.

178. Those who commit kufr should never think that the respite (the extra time to eam the 

pleasures o f  the world and their long Hues that) We give good for them. We grant them respite only 
so that they increase in sin (thereby deserving more punishment) and they shall suffer a most 
disgraceful punishment.

179. It is not for Allaah (not the intention of Allaah) to leave the Mu'mineen in the same 
condition that you (the masses) are (with Mu'mineen and Munaafiqeen being treated in the same manner) 

until He separates the impure (Munaafiqeen) from the pure (Mu'mineen). (Allaah therefore created 

tests such as the Battle of Uhud which made it clear who the Munaafiqeen were) Allaah does not inform you 
(common people) of the unseen (o f the identities of the Munaafiqeen), but Allaah chooses whom He 
pleases from His Rusul ( ‘o  pass on this information. Consequently, Allaah informed Rasulullaah (USUI? about 

the identities o f  every Munaafiq). So believe (and have conviction) in Allaah and His Rusul. If you 
have Imaan and adopt Taqwa ensuring that you abstain from hypocrisy), you shall have a grand 
reward.

180. Those who are miserly with what Allaah has given them from His bounty
(especially miserly in spendingforjihaad) should never think that this (miserliness) is best for them. 
Indeed it is worse for them. That (wealth, etc) with which they are miserly shall soon be 
tied to their necks (like a yoke) on the Day of Judgement. To Allaah belongs the 
inheritance of the heavens and the earth (because everything will be Ieft entirely to Him when 

Qiyaamah takes place) and Allaah is Informed of what you do (and will compensate you fo r whatever you 

spend fo r His pleasure).

181. Allaah had undoubtedly heard the statement of those (Jews) who said (out o f spiritual 

blindness and depravity), “Surely Allaah is poor and we are rich!” We shall soon record (in 

their book of Actions) what they say and (also record) their unjust killing of the Ambiya. We will
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tell them (when they are suffering their punishment in the Aakhirah), “Taste the punishment of the 
Blaze (Burn as you had burnt the hearts o/AIIaah'sfriends with your taunts and mockery) ! ”

4

182. (They will also be told) “This (punishment) is because of that (sins) which your own hands 
presented (which you carried out) and Allaah is no oppressor to His bondsmen (you are being 

punished because you deserve the punishment). ”

183. (The same Jews are) The ones who said (to Rasulullaah S ) , “Verily Allaah has taken a 
promise from us (in the Torah) that we should not believe in any Rasool until he brings us 
an offering (something to sacrifice for Allaah) that will be consumed by a fire (from the sky to indicate 

that it has been accepted).”  (O  Muhammad WHfe )  Tell them (these Jews), “Indeed many Rusul had 
come to you before me with clear signs (miracles) as well as with that which you speak 
of (the offering which was consumed by a fire from the sky). So (instead o f believing in them) why didyoukill 
them (these Prophets) if you are indeed truthful (in your claim that you will believe if you see the m iracle o f 

the fire consumingthe offering)?”

184. So if they (the Jews and other stubborn people) reject you (O  Muhammad ) then (do not lose 

hope and become despondent because) many Rusul before you were also rejected who (also suffered 

the same plight even though they) had come with clear signs (miracles), scriptures and the 
illuminated book.

185. Every soul shall taste death and it is only on the Day of Qiyaamah that you will 
be given your rewards in full (although partial rewards are received in this world and in the grave). 

Whoever is saved from the Fire (afjahannam) and entered into Jannah shall truly be 
successful. The life of this world is merely an enjoyment (place, wealth) of deception
(because after a limited period o f enjoyment, it will come to an end).
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186. Most assuredly you will face tests in your wealth and in your persons (health, fear, 

worries, difficulties involving close ones, etc). You will (also) definitely hear much painful abuse 
(including lies, propaganda, rumours) from those who have been given the Book before you (the 

Jews and the Christians) and from those who commit Shirk. If you are patient and adopt 
Taqwa (piety and fortitude), then surely these (qualities) are from the most resolute of matters 
(one should be conscious o f them at all times and combat evil with patience).

& sail}
187. (Do not forget the time) When Allaah took a pledge from those given the Book (from the 

scholars o f  the Jews and the Christians, saying), “You must definitely explain it (the divine Books) to 
mankind and not conceal (alter the meaning in) it.” They then threw it behind their backs
(failed to practise its commands) and Sold it for a cheap price (accepted bribes fo r issuing rulings that pleased 

people lnthis manner, they broke the pledge). Evil indeed was what (wealth and status) they bought.

188. Never think that those people (Kuffaar and sinful Muslims) are safe from punishment 
who boast about what (evil) they do and who enjoy to be praised for what they did not 
do. They shall suffer a painful punishment (do not think that they have escaped from the punishment).

189. To Allaah belongs the kingdom of the heavens and the earth (none can escape Him) 

and Allaah has control over all thingsfsopteaseHimj.

® u ’

190. Verily in the (perfect and wonderful) creation of the heavens and the earth (and whatever is 

within them) and in the alternation (changing by rotation, revolution, orbit movement) of the night and 
day are signs (that show Allaah's great power) for those who have intelligence (whocaretoponder).

191. (Those who have intelligence are) They who remember Allaah while standing, sitting and 
lying down (they do not forget Allaah at any time), and they think about the creation of the
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heavens and earth (so that they may be able to seeAllaah's greatness in this). (Then, amazed by Attack's creation, 

they say) “Our Rabb You have not created all this without a purpose! (These things certainly 

display Ybur power and greatness and have not been created in vain) We glorify Your purity (none can ever be 

equal to You) so save us from the punishment of the Fire (ofJahannam)”

192. (They pray further, saying) “OUT Rabb, indeed You have disgraced (and humiliated) One 
whom You enter in the Fire (to suffer there forever). There shall be none to help the 
oppressors (those who die as Kuffaar). ”

193. “Our Rabb, we have certainly heard the caller (Rasulullaah S  and the Qur'aan) calling 
(people) to Imaan (sayingj, 'Believe in your Rabb!' so we believed. Our Rabb! Pardon our 
sins, remove from us (forgive) our evil actions (so that no one knows about them) and grant us
death (so that we may be) with the righteous ones (in the Aakhirah). ”

194. “Our Rabb, grant us what (mercy, victory supremacy) You have promised us through 
Your Rusul and do not disgrace (humiliate) us on the Day of Judgement. Verily You do 
not break Your promise.” (Although Muslims know well that Allaah never breaks His promises, they pray with 
these words hoping that Allaah will make them worthy o f receiving what He has promised.)

195. Their Rabb responds to them (accepts their prayer saying), “Surely I shall not put to 
waste the action of any person (who acts) from you, (whether the person is) male or female. You
(males and females) are from each other (and deserve equal rewards). For those who migrate (leaving 

behind their homes, families and wealth), who are driven OUt of their homes (by oppression ,̂ who 
suffer pain in My cause (for My Deen), who fight (in Jihaad) and are killed, I shall most 
certainly remove from them (forgive) their evil actions and 1 will certainly enter them 
into Jannaat beneath which rivers flow.” (All o f this is) A reward from Allaah. With Allaah 
are the best (worthy and deserving) rewards.
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196. Let not the travelling about of the Kuffaar through the lands (without restriction to amass 

wealth) deceive you.

W

197. It (their moving about and whatever they gain by it) is but a small enjoyment (which will soon come to 

an end) and (ultimately) their final abode will be Jahannam. It is a terrible abode indeed
(which will he eternal) .

198. However, for those who fear their Rabb shall be Jannaat beneath which rivers 
flow, where they shall live forever. (This is the) Hospitality (what a host prepares fo r his guest) from 
Allaah and what Allaah has with Him is best for the righteous ones.

199. Without doubt there are those from the Ahlul Kitaab who believe in Allaah, in 
what has been revealed to you (Muslims) and what has been revealed to them (the Torah 

andlnjeel). They humble themselves before Allaah (accept Istaam and fulfil all its requisites) and 
do not purchase a small gain (the wealth o f this world) at the price of Allaah's verses (they do 

not hide the laws o f their scriptures to maintain their leadership). The reward of these people (which is 

doubled) is with their Rabb. Verily Allaah is swift at reckoning (the day is near and

accountability will beswift:),

i
200. O you who have Imaan! Exercise sabr (remain steadfast in obedience and refrain from  sins), 

compete in patience, continue doing good deeds (especially ensuring that the borders o f 

Muslim countries are well guarded) and fear Allaah so that you may be successful (in reaching 

your goa l).
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Surah 4  Surah Nisaa

WOMEN

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH NISAA  AND SURAH AALIM R AAN

These two Surahs are linked in two ways viz. (1) by name, and (2) by content.

1. By name The first five Surahs of the Qur'aan are linked by way of their names in the following
sentence: “0  Allaah, only You do we worship and only Your assistance do we seek (as in Surah 
Faatiha). We neither worship nor seek assistance from the bull (Baqara) like the Jews and the 
Mushrikeen did, nor from the family of Imraan (AaI Imraan) as the Christians did. And we
fulfil the rights of women (Nisaa). Therefore, Oh Allaah, send for us a table (Maa'idah) laden with 
Your bounties and mercy. ”

2. By content Surah Baqara consists of four basic themes, viz. Towheed, Risaalah, Jihaad and 
spending for the cause of Allaah. In addition to these, Surah Baqara also includes in themes such 
as administrative affairs and advice for personal reformation. Surah Baqara refutes Shirk from 
every angle, be it in beliefs or actions.

Surah Aal Imraan also replies to the arguments raised against Towheed and Risaalah. It also 
refutes polytheistic beliefs, in addition to encouraging Muslims to strive in Jihaad and to spend for 
Allaah'sDeen.

Thereafter Surah Nisaa serves to organise the individual and collective affairs of the Muslims. 
The Surah also highlights salaah as means to achieve the goal of social stability. Surah Nisaa may 
therefore be described as a detailed commentary of one of the subjects tackled in Surah Baqara 
viz. affairs of social administration.

A SUMMARY OF SURAH NISAA

This Surah may be divided into two sections. The first part discusses administrative laws related 
to public affairs and the second part discusses laws specifically addressed to rulers.

The first section starts at the beginning of the Surah and ends at verse 57, with the words 
“There they shall have purified spouses, and We shall enter them into abundant 
shade.” This section comprises of fourteen injunctions. These concern the management and 
organization of internal affairs, social reforms, justice in social interaction, observing the rights 
owed to others and behaving cordially with one and all.

The second section commences from verse 58 (“Verily Allaah instructs you to return 
trusts to their rightful owners and that you judge between people with justice”) and
ends with verse 126, concluding with the words “Allaah surrounds (has knowledge o f and is in control 

of) everything.”
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The first law presented in this part (in verse 58) is that of fulfilling the rights of others and passing 
judgement with justice and equity.

The above verse instructs rulers to secure people’s rights and to ensure that they resolve disputes 
with justice. At the same time, this verse also instructs people to be obedient to their leaders and 
to take their cases to people who can solve them with equity. The word “trusts” in the above 
verse is general and refers to all forms of responsibilities, obligations and duties and all those 
decisions that are based on justice and equity.

Addressing the general public, AUaah says in verse 59, “  If you dispute regarding any matter, 
then refer it to AUaah and the Rasool S  if you believe in Allaah and the Last Day.”
This verse commands Muslims to seek solutions to their disputes from the Qur'aan and the 
Ahadeeth. This should be their first recourse and not the last option after others have failed.

Together with the above aspects, each section also concludes with a reference to the focal topic of 
Towheed. While the first section makes only brief mention of Towheed, the second section deals 
with the topic at length.

The discussion relating to the general public offers guidance to prevent usurping the rights of 
others and to avoid oppression. The discussion of legislation also promotes the fulfilment of 
peoples' rights and prevention of oppression.

The opening of the Surah warns about the consequences to be faced in the Aakhirah so that 
people heed the laws that are explained later and act upon them. The Surah then explains three 
principles whereby people can be saved from punishment in the Aakhirah. These are (1) not to 
oppress others, (2) not to commit Shirk and (3) to behave correctly with one another.

The Qur'aan always mentions the ultimate consequences of obedience and that of disobedience. 
It is for this reason that Jannah is cited as the abode of the obedient Mu'mineen, while Jahannam 
is the plight of those who do not believe in Allaah's commands and who consider disobedience to 
Allaah's commands as legitimate. These are the Kuffaar who will be doomed for eternity to 
Jahannam.
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In the name of Allaah, the Compassionate, the Most Merciful.

1. O mankind! Fear your Rabb (who created you from non existence into existence and sustains you) who 
created you from a single soul (from Aadam created its spouse (Hawwa) from it,
and spread great numbers of men and women from the two (from Aadam and Hawwa). Fear 
that Allaah in Whom (in Whose name) you ask (for things and take promises) from each other and 
(fear breaking) family ties (live amicably). Verily Allaah is Watchful over you (He watches your 

actions and your behauiourtowards others).

2, Give the orphans (in your care) their wealth (when they reach the age of maturity and understanding) 

and do not exchange the bad for the good (do not take what is valuable from their wealth and replace it 

with something inferior). Do not devour their wealth (by including it) with your own. It is indeed a 
serious sin to do so.

3. If you fear that you will not be able to be just to the orphans (in your care and you also fear 
that you will be unable to be just between your eight, ten or more wives, as was common duringihe early days throughout 

the world), then marry two, three or four women with whom you are pleased (to haveasyour 

wives). (However) If you (still) fear that you will be unable to be just (between your wives in spending 

your money o r time on them), then (marry) just one, or (suffice with) those (slave women) who are in 
your possession (without marrying). In this way it is unlikely that you will be unjust.
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4. Give women (your wive their dowries with a good heart (in good faith). If they (your wives) 

give you a part of it (if they reduce the amount) of their own accord, then partake of it (you may 

accept the reduction) with welcome and happiness (you will not be sinning by accepting it).

5. Do not give the incompetent (dim witted) ones (those who are unable to care for their wealth) any 
wealth (o f theirs) which Allaah has made you guardians of (to protect and safeguard their wealth), 

but feed and clothe them from it (their funds) and speak kind (consoling) words to them
(when they demand to haue the wealth).

6. Test (train) the orphans (to see whether they can handle money responsibly) until they are capable 
of marriage (until they come o f age). If (after training and testing them) you notice that they 
understand, then hand over their wealth to them. Do not consume their wealth by 
over-spending (spending without need) and in haste, (fearing) that they will grow up (and you will 

have to hand it all over to them). Whoever (whichever guardian) is wealthy should refrain (from taking 

anythingfromtheorphan'swealthforcaringforhim) and whoever is poor may take from it (a wageforhis 

services) within reason. When you eventually hand over their wealth to them (to the orphans 

once they come of age), then have Witnesses Over them (to witness that the wealth has been handed over). 

Allaah is Sufficient to take account (o f everyperson'sactions).

&

7. For men (mature and immature) is a share of what (their) parents and relatives leave behind
(asinheritanceforthem), and for Women (mature and immature) is a share of what (their) parents and 
relatives leave behind; whether it (what they leave behind) is a little or a lot. This share is 
fixed (by Allaah and no person may deprive another of his/her rightful share).
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8. When relatives, orphans and needy (all o f  whom do not have a fixed share of the inheritance) 

present themselves at the distribution (o f the estate), then grant some of it to them fas a

gesture o f kindness with the permission o f all the heirs) and speak kindly to them.

9. Let those (who are distributing the estate e.g. guardian, trustee, executor) fear (for the welfare o f  the orphan 

heirs as) if they (themselves were to) leave behind them weak offspring about whom (about whose 

welfare) they are concerned. They should fear Allaah (in their behaviour) and speak justly.

10. Indeed those who unjustly eat (use) the wealth of orphans, they eat only fire in 
their bellies (because the end result o f  this will be their entry into Jahannam). Very soon they shall enter 
the Blaze (Jahannam)l

11. Allaah instructs you concerning your children. For a male is the share of two 
females (males inherit twice as much as their female counterparts). If the daughters (□/ the deceased) BIB 
more than two, they shall have (shall inherit) two-thirds of what the deceased leaves. If 
there is only one daughter (to inherit from her parent), she shall have (inherit) half (o f the estate). 

For each of the parents is a sixth of what the deceased leaves if he (or she) has children 
(male or female). If he (o r she) does not have any children and his parents are his only heirs, 
then the mother gets a third (o f  the estate. The rest goes to the husband and father). If he (the deceased) 

has brothers (two or more half o r full brothers or sisters), then his mother shall have a sixth (o f the 

estate) after (distributing) the bequests he (the deceased) made and (after settling his) his debts. (In 

cases o f  inheritance, grandparents take the place o f  parents and a son's son takes the place of a real son.) From yOUT

fathers and sons you do not know which of them is closer to you in benefit. (It is therefore
not possible fo r you to justly stipulate their shares. Allaah has fixed teem fo r you. Since Allaah is All Knowing, All-Wise, His 
wisdom in sharing the inheritance cannot be questioned.)
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12. You [husbands] shall inherit half of what your wives leave if they do not have 
children (sons, daughters or sons of their sons, even if these children are from other husbands). (However) If they 
(your wives) have children, then you shall inherit a quarter of what they leave after the 
bequests they made and (after settling their) debts. They (your wives) shall inherit a quarter of 
what you [husbands] leave if you have no children. (However) If you have children, then 
they shall inherit an eighth of what you leave after the bequests you make and (after 

settling your) debts. If a man or woman leaves (after death] neither any ascendants [parents or 

grandparents) nor descendants (children o r grandchildren), and s/he has a brother or a sister 
(uterine brother or sister -sharing one mother but different fathers), then each of them shall have a sixth 
(o f the estate). If they [the uterine brothers and sisters] are more, then they shall all be (equal) 

partners in a third (with females receiving as much as males) after the bequest that has been made 
and (after settling any) debts; (the bequest should be made) without causing any harm [it should 

therefore not exceed one-third o f  the estate). This instruction (to distribute inheritance according to the laws 

mentioned) is from Allaah and Allaah is All Knowing, Forbearing. (The details o f  inheritance are
found in the books o f Islaamic jurisprudence.)

13. These (laws concerning treatment o f  orphans and distributing inheritance) are the limits of Allaah that 

Allaah has set fo r people to follow). Whoever obeys Allaah and His Rasool i ^ ,  Allaah will 
enter him into Jannat beneath which rivers flow, where they shall live forever. That is 
the supreme success (a great ach ieuement).

14. Whoever disobeys Allaah and His Rasool S  and oversteps (trans gressess) His limits 
(later dying as a Kaafir), Allaah shall enter him into the Fire (cfJahannam) where he shall live 
forever. He shall suffer a disgracful punishment.
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15. As for those of your women who are guilty of indecent behaviour (fornication, adultery, 

lesbianism), Call four (male, sane, mature, free Muslim) witnesses against them. If they (the witnesses) 

testify against them, then imprison them in their homes until death claims them or 
Allaah creates a way for them (until Allaah fixes another punishment). (Subsequently, the punishment for 

fornication wasspedfied in the second verse of Surah 24.)

16. The two who do this (behave indecently by committing fornication or homosexuality) from among 
you should be punished (accordingtothediscretionofaMuslimjudge). If they repent and improve 
(their behaviour), then let them be (do not harass, taunt or criticise them after their punishment). Verily 
Allaah is Most Accepting of repentance, Most Merciful (so obey H im ).

17. Allaah accepts the repentance only of those who carry out evil because of 
foolishness (ignorance or naivety) and then (sincerely with remorse) repent soon (quickly) afterwards 
(before the pangs o f death grip them). These are the ones whom Allaah forgives. Allaah is All 
Knowing, The Wise.

18. Forgiveness is not for those who (continue to) commit evil acts (without repenting) and 
then, when death presents itself before any of them (and they can see the angels o f  death before 

them), he says, Wow I repent!'. Nor is it (forgiveness) for those who die as Kuffaar (and who 

repent in the Aakhirah. Such people will never be forgiven). We have prepared for such people a 
painful punishment.

19. O you who have Imaan! It is not permissible for you to forcefully inherit women
(as uias the practice before Istaam when the wives o f deceased people became the property o f their heirs). Do not 
hold them (your wives) back (in your marriage) with (no other reason but with) the intention of taking 
back (forcing them to give you back) some of that (dowry) which you gave them (in exchange fo r a 

divorce); except (you may accept payment fo r a diuoreej if they have carried out open (ads of)
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immorality adultery or gross rudeness to you). Live with them in kindness (treating them welt). If you 
dislike (anything in) them, then (be tolerant because) perhaps you dislike something whereas 
Allaah places abundant good in it. (Aspouse'sbadhabitsshouldnot prompt one to behave harshly.)

20. If you intend to change one wife for another when you have given one of them a 
fortune (a great deal), then do not take anything from it (from what you have given the first wife). 

Would you take it by slander (by falsely accusing her) and (by carrying out) a great sin? (This should 

never be.)

21. How can you take it (what you gave her in any manner whatsoever) when you have had 
intimate relations with each other (fulfilled your desires) and they (your wives) have taken a 
strong pledge from you (when you married them, you accepted Allaah's command to treat them well and to care 
fo r them. How can you now take their wealth with you when it is you who is breaking the pledge to live together?)

22. Do not marry those women whom your fathers married, except that (you will not be sinful 

fo r doing this during the period before you became a Muslim) which has passed (because you were then not bound 

by this law). Undoubtedly this is immoral (indecent), detestable (disgusting) and an evil path.

23. Forbidden for you are (it isHaraamfor you to marry) your mothers (and your grandmothers), your 
daughters (and granddaughters), your sisters (half and full), your father's (and grandfather’s) sisters, 
your mother's (and grandmother's) sisters, yOUT brother's daughters (and granddaughters), your 
sister's daughters (and granddaughters), your suckling mothers (those women who breastfed you 
before you turned two years o f age. A ll the daughters, granddaughters, sisters, aunts, mother and grandmothers o f the 

suckling mother may also not marry the child she breastfed.), your suckling sisters (those girls who were 

breastfed by the same woman who breastfed you), your mothers-iu-law and those Step-daughters of 
yours (girls who are born to your wife from another man) who are in your care and with whose 
mothers you have had intercourse (with whose mothers your marriage has been consummated). If you 
have not had intercourse with them (you have not consummated your marriage with the mothers o f  these
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step-daughters), then there is no sin on you (should you marry their daughters after divorcing the mothers) .  

(Also forbidden fo r you are) The wives of your sons who were born of yOU (the wives o f your biological 

sons. However, you may marry the ex-wives of your adopted sons.), and (alsoforbidden is) that you join (that you 

marry) two sisters (real sisters, half asters or suckling sisters), except what has passed (you will not be 

sinful fo r what you did before becoming a Muslim). (In a like manner, a man may not have o woman and her aunt in his 

marriage at the same time. H e may only have one in his marriage at a time.) Without doubt Allaah is Most
Forgiving, Most Merciful.

24. (Also forbidden fo r you to marry are) Married women except those (slave women and captiues) 

whom you own. Allaah has ordained (these laws) for you. Besides these (women mentioned 

above), all other women are lawful for you (to marry), (provided) that you seek (their hands in 

marriage) with your wealth (by paying the dowry) as properly married men (with the intention o f 

preserving your chastity) and not as fornicators (not merely to gratify your desires). Give the specified 
dowry to those (wives) from whom you derive benefit (with whom you have had intercourse). There 
is no sin fnoprassurej on you should you (husband and wife) agree on something else (a larger or 

smaller amount o f dowry without pressure from either party) after the specified amount (has been set). 

Verily Allaah is All Knowing, The Wise (He knows best what is beneficial or harmful fo r His creation) .

25. Those of you who do not have the means to marry free Mu'mln women, then (they 
should marry) one of your Mu'min slave girls. Allaah best knows (the condition of) your Imaan. 
Each of you (Mu'min slaves and free people) is equal to the next (in Imaan). So marry them (slave 

girls) with the permission of their masters and give them their dowries in a kind 
manner (without deducting anything o r delaying payment) (taking them) as (your) properly wedded (wives), 

not as adulteresses (with the intention o f committing acts o f indecency) or as women who maintain 
secretive relationships (with the intention o f maintaining love affairs). Once they (slave women) enter 
into marriage and then carry out immoral acts (adultery), they should be given half the 
punishment given to free (unmarried) women (the penalty for adulterous slave women is therefore fifty 

lashes). This (instruction to marry slave women when unable to marry free women) is for those of yOU who 
fear harm (coming to themselves by committing fornication). (However) It is best for you to be patient
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(and to refrain from marrying slave women because your children from her will then become slaves as well while your 

wife will still be obliged to serve her master). Allaah is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful (towards those who 

are patient).

26. Allaah wishes to explain to you 'thelawsofDeen, the benefits o f  obeying His commands and whatis 

lawful and prohibited), to guide you to (imitate) the (good) practices of those before you and to 
forgive you (by explaining what is lawful and prohibited). Allaah is All Knowing (about what you do), The 
Wise (Whose com muruls contain great wisdom and guidance).

27. Allaah wishes to turn towards you (to forgive) you whereas those who follow their 
desires (the non-Muslims and sinners who hanker after their lusts) wish only that you deviate (moveaway) 

tremendously (from the truth by comm itting sins and becomingjust like them).

28. Allaah wishes to unburden (lighten) you (by simplifying the laws o f the Shariah). Man has been 
created weak (and will therefore find it difficult to obey commands that are too difficult Therefore concessions have 

been made fo r every law).

29. O you who have Imaan, do not unjustly consume the (haraam) wealth of each other
(by stealing o r by other unacceptable means), but (you may exchange wealth with each other) by way of trade 
(conducted) with yOUT mutual consent. Do not kill yourselves (do not do anything that will lead to

forbidding you from acts that will lead to your destruction. The laws o f Allaah are fo r man’s betterment and well-being).

30. whoever will do this (whoever carries out the acts that Allaah forbids) rebelliously and unjustly 
(wrongfully), We shall soon enter him into the Fire (ofJahannam). This is all too easy (simple) 

for Allaah (W hoisintotalcontrol).

your destruction in this world o r in the Aakhirah). Indeed Allaah is Most Merciful towards you (by
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31. If you avoid the major sins that are forbidden from (those sins fo r which punishment, a penalty 

or a curse has been mentioned), We shall wipe OUt (forgive) your evil actions (minor sins) and enter 
you into a place of honour (Jannah).

32. Do not desire those things (religious or worldly uirtues and status ouer which you have no control) With 
which Allaah has favoured some of you over others (so as not to create jealousy and hatred between 

yourselves). For men shall be a portion (reward) of that which they earn (for the acts they carry out) 

and for women shall be a portion of that which they earn. Ask Allaah for his favours
(for your needs because He knows the status o f each person and what each one deserves). Indeed Allaah is the 
Knower of all things (He knows on whom to shower His favours and who asks H im forthem ).

33. For each (man and woman) We have appointed heirs for that (inheritance) which parents 
and relatives leave. Give their shares (o f inheritance) to those with whom you have made
a pledge (a pledge that they will receive a share o f  your estate. Such people may inherit if there are no heirs. They are 

also entitled to bequests made in their names from one-third o f the estate). Verily Allaah is Witness over 
everything (nothing is hidden from Allaah).

34. Men have charge over women (as their overseers, guardians, protectors) because of the virtue 
(distinction) Allaah has (in His wisdom) bestowed some of you over others and because of 
what they (men) spend (on women) from their wealth. So the righteous (good) women are 
obedient (to Allaah and to their husbands by protecting their chastity dignity and wealth) and, in (the) absence 
(of their husbands), are protective (oftheirchastityandthepropertyof their husbands) because of that (those 

rights o f women) which Allaah has protected (by instructing men to provide fo r Him and to treat their wives 

kindly. Therefore, just as Allaah has safeguarded her rights, she should fulfil the rights she owes to her husband). As for 
those (wives) whose disobedience you fear, advise them; (ijthisfails, then) separate your bed 
from theirs (within the same house) and (in extreme circumstances) rap them (gently without injuring them, 

without striking the face and without leaving any marks on the body). If they obey you, then do not look for 
a way against them (do not look for an excuse to oppress them or to wrongfully accuse them). Verily Allaah 
is Most High, The Greatest (Allaah has the power to take you to task fo r oppressing your wiues).
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35. If you fear that the couple may separate, then appoint (with their consent) a mediator 
from his family and a mediator from her family (because relatives generally have a more thorough 

knowledge o f the situation). If they (the mediators) both desire reconciliation, Allaah will create 
unity between the couple (if this is best fo r them). Verily Allaah is All Knowing, Informed (He

knows what is best fo r all and He knows what methods are best to resolve disputes).

36. Worship Allaah (and do good solely for His pleasure), ascribe none as partner to Him and 
show kindness to parents, relatives, orphans, the destitute, near (related) neighbours, 
distant (unrelated) neighbours, the companion by your side (spouses and close associates), 

travellers and those (slaves) in your possession. Verily Allaah does not like the one who 
is proud and boastful (Therefore, one should stay away from such people).

37. Those (Jems; who are miserly, who instruct others to be miserly and who conceal 
what Allaah had given them (knowledge about the truthfulness o f  Rasulullaah (iSS and spending wealth in 

thepath o f  Allaah) through His bounty (such people shall suffer terribly). We have prepared for the 
Kaafiroon a disgracing punishment.

38. (Such people are) Those who spend their wealth to show people and who neither 
believe in Allaah nor in the Last Day. The one whose friend is Shaytaan, (should bear in 

mindthat) he is the worst (most evil; of friends indeed (because he leads people only toJahannam).

39. What harm (loss) will it do them (theKuffaar) if they believe in Allaah and the Last Day 
and spend of that which Allaah had provided for them? (It will do them only good to do this,
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40. Undoubtedly Allaah is not unjust even to the extent of an atom's weight (Allaah will
neither decrease a person's reward to the extent o f an atom's weight nor punish him to this extent fo r a wrong he did not 

do). If it were a good act (the weight o f an atom), He shall multiply it (the reward) and grant a 
tremendous (manifold) reward from His side.

41. How will it be (the condition o f the Kuffaar on the Day o f  Qiyaamah) when We shall bring forth 
(summon) a witness from every nation (theAmbiyaa o f every community who will testify against the Kuffaar) 

and call you (O  Muhammad S j  to be a witness over all of them?

42. On that day (o f Qiyaamah), those who committed kufr and disobeyed the Rasool will 
wish that they were made level with the earth (that they were turned to dust). They will not be 
able to hide anything from Allaah (regardless o f the lies they will try to speak).

43. O you who have Imaan! Do not come near salaah when you are intoxicated (this 

leads to ignorance and the following o f whims and fancies) until you are (sober andj aware of what you are 
saying (in your salaah), and when you are impure (which leads to lust, then you cannot differentiate 

between truth and falsehood and do) not /approach salaah) until you take a bath, except for the 
traveller (who cannot use water or cannotfindany). If you are ill (and unable to use water while) on journey, 
returning from the toilet or from touching (cohabiting with) your wives, and you do not 
find any water, then perform Tayammum with clean soil, passing your hands over 
your faces and arms (to show complete humility). Verily Allaah is Most Pardoning, Most 
Forgiving (He dislikes that His servants should experience hardship).

44. Have you not seen those (the Jews) who have been given a portion of the Book (the 

Torah), who purchase misguidance (in exchange fo r guidance) and who want you to deviate 
(stray) from the path (oflslaam and become like them)?
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45. Allaah is well Aware of your enemies (and therefore warns you about them so that you may be on 

your guard against them). Allaah suffices as a Protecting Friend (Guardian o f  the Muslims) and 
Allaah suffices as a Helper (Muslims therefore need no one else to assist them against the harm and the 

schemes of their enemies).

46. Some of the Jews alter (distort) words (o f the Torah that describe Muhammad ( i H ) from their 
context and say (toRasulullaah ), “We hear (your command with our ears) and we disobey (with

our hearts)” , “Listen (hear) without being made to listen (to hear anything good)”  and 
“Raa'inaa” (this word has a good and an evil meaning, see verse 104 o f  Surah 2 ), twisting their tongues 
and mocking the Deen. If only they had said, “We hear and we obey!”, “Do listen!” 
and “Undhurna ( “Consider us,:, seeSurah2, verse 104),”  it would have been better for them and 
more proper. However, Allaah has cursed them because of their kufr, so only a few of 
them have Imaan (only those who became Muslims).

47.0  Ahlul Kitaab! Believe in what We have revealed (to Muhammad & $), which verifies 
what (revelation) is with you fin the Torah and lnjeel concerning Towheed, Risaalah, Qiyaamah, etc) before 
We disfigure faces (completely changing their appearance), turning them around (into animals), OT 

(before) We curse them as We had cursed the people of the Sabbath (see Surah 2, verse 65 and 

Surah 7, uerses 163-166). The decree of Allaah shall (certainly) come to pass (will be carried out).

48. Verily Allaah does not forgive that Shirk (and kufr) be committed, but may forgive 
all fsinsj besides this for whom He wills. Whoever commits Shirk has indeed invented 
a terrible sin.
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49. Have you not seen those who proclaim (praise) their purity (their piety) ?  Allaah 
purifies whoever He wills and does not oppress even (to the extent of) the string of a date 
seed (the fine thread found in the slit o f a date seed) .

50. See how they (the Kuffaar and Mushrikeen) invent lies about Allaah (and still call themselves the 

friendsqfAllaah). This suffices as (is) an open sin (which warrants their entry intoJahannam).

51. Have you not seen those (Jews) who have been given a portion of the Book (the Torah)? 

They believe in false gods (idols) and falsehood (Shaytaan) and say about those who 
commit kufr that they are more rightly guided than the Mu'mineen (they say that the Kuffaar 

are more rightly guided than the Mu'mineen).

52. These (Jews) are the ones whom Allaah has cursed (for worshipping idols, fo r altering their 

religion and fo r hiding the truth). You shall never find a helper (aid) for those whom Allaah has
Cursed (none shall be able to saue them fromAllaah's punishment and from humiliation in this world).

53. (Referring to the claim o f the Jews that Prophethood was only their legacy and could not fall to the lot o f  any other 

nation, Allaah says) Or do they have a share in the kingdom (o f Allaah) ?  In that case they 
would not give people even the slit (piece) found on a date seed (because of their m iserliness).

54. Or are they (the Jews) jealous of people (Rasulullaah S  and the Arabs) because of what
Allaah has given them of His bounty (Prophethood and the chief o f  Prophets from their lineage) ? 

Indeed We gave to the family of Ibraheem the Book (many divine scriptures) and
wisdom (Prophethood in their lineage) and We had given them a mighty kingdom (such as the 

kingdoms ofDawood W* and Sulay maan ( S M ) .
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55. Of them were those who believed in him (Muhammad S  J and those who turned 
away from him. Jahannam is sufficient as a smouldering inferno (as a blazing fire fo r ihose 

who reject theProphethoodof M u ham m ad & & ).

56. Indeed those who reject our Aayaat, We shall soon enter (cast; them into the (blazing) 

Fire. Whenever their skins melt (is burnt up in Jahannam), We shall exchange them for (replace 

them with) fresh skins so that they may taste the (full extent o f the continuous) punishment. 
Undoubtedly Allaah is Mighty (He has no difficulty in meting out such punishment), The Wise (He 
knows every whatpunishment person should receive and why.)

57. As for those who have Imaan and do righteous arts, We shall enter them into 
Jannaat beneath which rivers flow to live there forever and ever. There they shall 
have purified spouses (purified from physical and other impurities), and We shall enter them into 
abundant shade.

58. Verily Allaah instructs you to (willingly) return trusts (that others place in your care) to their 
rightful owners and that you judge between people with justice (without bribery or unjust 

leniency). Indeed Allaah offers you the best of advice. Surely Allaah is All Hearing, All 
Seeing (He knows what you keep secret and what you make public) .

59.0  you who have Imaan! Obey Allaah, obey the Rasool and those in command
among you (your leaders and authorities in all fields, such as the Imaams o f Jurisprudence in Fiqh). If you 
dispute regarding any matter, then refer it to Allaah (find the solution in the Quraan) and the 
Rasool or find the solution in the Sunnat) if you believe in Allaah and the Last Day. This is
best (for all) and gives the best result (because you will then not be basing your decisions on your personal

opinions).
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60. Have you seen those (hypocrites) who claim to believe in that which was revealed to 
you (Muhammad J and to those (Prophets) before you, yet they seek judgement from 
Shaytaan (from those who follow Shaytaan) when they have been instructed to reject him? 
Shaytaan desires only to lead them far astray.

61. When it is said to them, “Come to that which Allaah has revealed and to the 
Rasool (Resolve your disputes by the Qur'aan and the teachings o f Rasulullaah f£S<=l), ” you will see the
hypocrites turning completely away from you (because they want to fallow their desires).

62. How will it be (what will these hypocrites do) when a calamity (punishment) afflicts them
because of what their own hands do? (They will then be unable to escape punishment) Then they 
will come to you taking oaths (sayingj, “By Allaah! We only intended good and mutual 
harmony (by referring our disputes to others). ”

63. These (Munaafiqeen and Kuffaar) are the ones whose hearts Allaah knows (Allaah knows the 

hypocrisy, kufr, lies and excuses in their hearts). So do not bother with them (with what they tell you and how 

they treat you), (bid) advise them (to do what is right) and tell them things that may be effective 
(beneficial) for their souls.

64. We have sent every Rasool so that he should be obeyed by the order (permission) of 
Allaah. If only it were that when they (the hypocrites) oppress (wrong) their souls (by referring 

their disputes to others), where should come to you (O Muhammad ), seeking Allaah's 
forgiveness; and then the Rasool (Muhammad j seeks forgiveness on their behalf, 
they will then surely find that Allaah is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful (Allaah will forgive 

them if they obey Him and realise that the judgement o f Rasulullaah isabsolute).
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65. Never! By the oath of your Rabb, they cannot have Imaan until they make you (0 
Muhammad £ 8 S ) judge their disputes and (until) they do not find any dissatisfaction in 
that which you decide and (until) they accept (your decision) with complete submission
(with happiness).

66. If We were to command them to kill themselves or to abandon their homes (as We

had commanded theBani Israa’eel), they will not do SO, except for a few of them. (However) If they 
were to do what they were advised to do (to follow Rasulullaah ), it would be best for 
them and more strengthening (for their Imaan and Deen).

67. In that event (if they had done what We had advised them) We will surely have granted them a 
magnificent reward from Ourselves...

< 2

68__ and We would have undoubtedly guided them to the straight path (to become devout

Muslims).

69. Those who obey Allaah and the Rasool S  will be (in the Aakhirah) with those 
Ambiyaa (those who received divine revelation), Siddeeqeen (those who testify immediately to the truth), 

martyrs (those prepared to die fo r Allaah and for Rasulullaah *S<S?) and righteous ones (those who purify 

their bodies and souls) on whom Allaah has bestowed His bounties. These are indeed the 
best of companions. (Although all these people may not share the same stages ofjannah, they will be able to 
meet each other frequently.)

I
70. This (companionship o f the pious) is a favour from Allaah. Allaah suffices as the Knower
(of everything. He  knows who deserues which position in Jonnah).
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71. O  yOU who have Imaan! Take your precautions (your weapons and other means to guard 

yourselves against your enemies) and advance (in Jihaad againstthem) in groups or all together.

72. Indeed among you is he (the Munaafiq) who hesitates (toproceed in Jihaad). If a calamity
(such as defeat o r death) befalls you (Muslims while in Jihaad) he (the Munaafiq) says, “Allaah has surely 
been gracious to me in that I was not present with them. ”

73. (On the other hand) If a bounty (such as victory and booty) from Allaah comes to you (while in 

Jihaad), he (the Munaafiq) Will definitely say (regretfully because o f greed), as if there existed no 
love (friendship) between yourselves and him, “Oh dear! If only I had been with them, I 
would have attained great success!”

74. So those who sell the life of this world in exchange for the Aakhirah, should fight 
in Allaah's way. Whoever fights in Allaah's way and is killed (martyred) or attains victory 
(over the Kuffaar), soon We shall grant him a magnificent reward.

50

75. What excuse do you have not to fight in Allaah's way and in defence of the weak 
men, women and children who (trapped among the Kuffaar) cry out, “O our Rabb! Remove us 
from this town of oppressors, grant us a defender from Yourself and grant us a helper 
from Yourself”? (Jihaad is fought to elevate the Deen and to liberate oppressed Muslims.)
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76. The Mu'mineen fight in Allaah's way (for Allaah's pleasure) and the Kuffaar fight in the
way (for the pleasure) of Shaytaan. So (0  Muslims!) fight the allies (conspirators) of Shaytaan.
Indeed the scheme (plans, conspiracies, deceptions) of Shaytaan (against the Muslims) is ever weak.

77. Have you not seen those (Muslims who were being oppressed in Makkah) who were told (after they 

had asked Rasulullaah w ill permission to retaliate), “Restrain your hands (from fighting), establish 
salaah and (continuously) give zakaah”? Then when they were given the command to 
fight, suddenly a party from them feared (the punishment of) the enemy as they should fear 
(the punishment of) Allaah or an even greater fear. They said, “Our Rabb! Why have You 
given us the command to fight? Why did You not grant us respite (relief) for a little 
while?” Tell them, “The comfort (enjoyment) of this world is short. The Aakhirah is best 
for those who have Taqwa. You shall not be oppressed pronged; even to the extent of 
the string of a date seed. ” (You will not be punished even to the extent o f  the thread on a date seed fo r a sin you 
did not commit nor will you be deprived o f any rewards fo r a good act that equals th is small amount.)

78. Wherever you may be (whether fighting in Jihaad or sitting at home), death (is definite and) will find 
you even though you are in high (reinforced) towers (forts). If a good thing happens to them 
(the Jews), they say, “This is from Allaah!” (However) When some misfortune befalls them 
they say, “This is because of you (O  Muhammad ) ! ” Tell them, “Everything (good and 

bad) is from Allaah!” What is the matter (wrong) with these people that they do not seem 
to understand anything? (They do not understand that Allaah tries people with difficult circumstances to see 

whether they exercise patience or not)

79. Whatever good comes to you is from Allaah and whatever misfortune befalls you
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is from yourselves (because o f the evil that you do). We have sent you (0  Muhammad J as a 
Rasool to (all) the people (entire mankind). (Even if they choose to deny the message) Allaah suffices as 
a Witness (to the fact that you are His Rasool to the people).

80. Whoever obeys the Rasool (Muhammad (JSSfl) obeys Allaah (because Rasulullaah (US? 

conveys the message o f Allaah) and whoever turns away, (refusing to accept the message, then O  Muhammad 

i S i ,  you should not upset yourself because) We have not sent you as a watcher (guard; over them 
(you will not be questioned fo r their denial because your responsibility is merely to convey the message to the best o f your 

ability).

81. They (the Munaqfiqeen) say (to Rasulullaah J, “Obedience (to your commands is our task) ! ”  

However, when they leave your presence, a group of them plot at night (to do) other 
than that which you said. Allaah records the plotting they discuss. So ignore them 
and trust in Allaah (hand over your affairs to Allaah). Allaah suffices as Defender.

82. Do they not ponder over the Qur'aan? If it were from any other being besides 
Allaah, they would have certainly found many contradictions in it.

83. When (news of) any matter of peace or fear comes to them (the Munaafiqeen and ignorant 

Muslims), they (immediately) broadcast it (thereby causing harm to the Muslims). If they had (first) 

referred the matter to the Rasulullaah SHI and to those of them who have 
understanding (to the teamed Muslims with insight), it would surely be known to those of them 
who investigate (verify) the matter (they would know whether the matter needs to be publicised or not). If it 
were not for Allaah's grace and mercy (bounty) on you, you would surely follow 
Shaytaan except for a few (o f you) .

84. So fight in Allaah's way (O Muhammad i i  ! You are responsible only for yourself,
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and urge the Mu'mineen ofightinJihaaa . Allaah shall perhaps restrain the aggression of 
the Kuffaar. Allaah is indeed more Powerful in might and more Capable of punishing
(the unbelievers). (Allaah therefore instilled fear into the hearts o f the Kuffaar and they did not have the courage to fight 
the Muslims as referred to in verses 172-174qfSurah3)

85. Whoever intercedes (in good acts) in a beautiful manner (according to the laws of the Shari'ah) 

will receive a (great) share of (rewards for) it. (On the contrary,) Whoever intercedes in an evil
manner (disobeying the laws o f the Shari ah) will receive the sin (punishment) for it. Allaah has 
Control (power) Over all things (and can reward or punish as He pleases).

86. When you are greeted with a greeting, then reply with a better greeting, or (at least) 

return (the same greeting). Most surely Allaah takes account of everything (and will reward 

people fo r every good they do) .

87. There is no Ilaah but Allaah. He will most definitely gather all of you on a day (the 

Day o f  Qiyaamah) about which there is no doubt (there is no postponement, so do not have any doubt). 

Who is it (there is none) that speaks more truthfully than Allaah?

88. (When the Sahabah differed among themselves about what course o f  action to take regarding some

Munaafiqeen, Allaah revealed the following verse stating) What is the matter with you (Sahabah 

that you have divided into two groups with regard to the hypocrites when Allaah has 
cast them back (into kufr) because of what (sin and incorrect beliefs) they earned? Do you wish 
to guide him whom Allaah has sent astray? You shall never find a road (to guidance) for 
the one whom Allaah has sent astray.

89. They (the Munaafiqeen) wish that you should commit kufr as they have done, so that 
you may be the same (like them). So do not choose any of them as your friends (even if they
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claim to be Muslims) until they make Hijrah (forsake their homelands) in the path (for the pleasure) of 
Allaah (thereby prouing the sincerity of their Imaan). If they tuin away (from Maam and become apostates),

then grab hold of them and put them to death wherever you And them. Do not make 
any of them your friend or assistant...

90__ except those who seek the protection of a nation with whom you have a pact or
they come to you in a condition that their hearts forbid them from fighting you or 
from fighting their nation (in these circumstances you should not kill them). If Allaah willed, He 
would have given them power over you and they would have surely fought you. So if 
they keep away from you, do not fight you and offer you peace, then Allaah does not 
allow any path for you (to fight) against them (do not imprison o r kill them).

91. Soon you will find others (Munaaflqeen) who wish to remain safe from you (by claimingto 

be Muslims) and safe from their (Kuffaar) nation (by remaining as Kuffaar). Each time they are 
returned to lawlessness (each time they are asked to commit Shirk), they fall headlong into it. If 
they do not keep away from you, do not maintain the peace between you and do not 
restrain their hands (from harming you), then grab hold of them (imprison them) and put them 
to death wherever you find them. Against such people We have granted you a clear 
warrant (to fight them because o f their treachery and because they have clearly breached their pact with you) .

92. It is not for (not becoming of) a Mu'min to kill another Mu'min except (unless) by 
mistake. Whoever kills a Mu'min by mistake (unintentionally) has to set free a Mu'min
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slave and pay the Diyah to his (the deceaseds) family, unless they are charitable (by 

pardoning the amount). If he (the murdered person) is from a nation that are enemies to you, but 
he is a Mu'min, then a Mu'min slave is to be set free. (However) If he (the murdered person) is 
from a nation with whom you have a pact, the Diyah ( l 0,000 dirhams or1000dinars o r 100 camels 

or its equivalent) is to be paid to his family (to his heirs) and a Mu'min slave is to be set free. 
The one who flailed the Mu’min by mistake and) cannot find a slave (to free) should fast for two 
consecutive months. (You will receive) Forgiveness fromAllaah (if you repent sincerely,. Allaah 
is All Knowing, The Wise.

93. Whoever purposely murders (deliberatly) a Mu'min (regarding his act as a permissible act), his 
punishment shall be Jahannam where he shall live forever (as long as Allaah wills). Allaah 
shall be angry with him, curse him and prepare for him a dreadful (mighty) punishment.

94. O you who have Imaan! When you travel in Allaah's way, then verify (when people 

claim to be Muslims) and do not say to the one who makes his submission (to Islaam) 

apparent, “You are not a Mu'min!” (thereby) seeking the gains of this worldly life (to take 

his possessions as booty). With Allaah lies tremendous (abundant) booty (rewards much better that the 

wealth o f this world). You Were the Same (astheKuffaar, shedding innocent blood fo r worldly reasons) before, 
until Allaah bestowed His favour on you (and made you Muslims). So verify (investigate any 

person's submission to Islaam before disbelieving him) ! Indeed Allaah is Informed of what you do 
(Allaah can take you to task fo r being indiscriminate, fo r He knows your motives).

95. The Mu'mineen who sit back without excuse cannot be equal to those who strive 
in Allaah's way (for Allaah’s pleasure) with their wealth and their lives. Allaah has elevated 
the stages (status) of those who strive in His way with their wealth and lives over those 
who sit back. Allaah has promised the Most Beautiful (Jannah) for each of them (the 

Mu'mineen who strive as well as those who do not). (However,) Allaah has preferred (increased the rewards for) 

those who strive over those who sit back (without an excuse) by granting them a 
tremendous (mighty,!reward...
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96__ (in the form  of) many ranks (above the rest), forgiveness and mercy from Him. Allaah is
Most Forgiving, Most Merciful.

97. Indeed those whose lives the angels seize (take away) while they oppress (harm) 

themselves (by not making Hijrah when it became compulsory fo r them despite their ability to do so), they (the 

angels) say to them, “What was your condition?” They reply, “We were oppressed 
(helpless) on earth.” They (the angels) say, “Was Allaah's land not vast enough for you to 
make Hijrah in it?” The abode of such folk is Jahannam, and it is the worst of 
destinations (an evil place they have reached).

98. (Jahannam will be the abode o f  all such people) Except for those oppressed (helpless) men, 
women and children who were unable to devise a plan (do not have the means and strategy to 

make Hijrah) and do not know the road (to a better place).

99. These are the ones for whom it is hoped (likely) that Allaah forgives them. Allaah is 
Most Pardoning, Most Forgiving. (A  Muslim who cannot practise Islaam in his country should make Hijrah 

as soon as he is able ta )

100. He who makes Hijrah in Allaah's way (for Allaah’s pleasure) shall find on earth many 
places to emigrate to and abundance (offood  and other means). Whoever leaves his home to 
make Hijrah towards (a place where he can fulfil the commands of) Allaah and His Rasool and
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101. When you travel (more than 88km) on earth (for whatever purposes), there is no sin on you 
should you shorten (reduce) your salaah if you fear an attack from the Kuffaar. Indeed 
the Kuffaar are your open enemies.

102. When you (O  Muhammad ) are with them (present with the Muslims on the battlefield) and you
lead them in salaah, a group from them should stand with you (in salaah while another group 

faces the enemy) and keep their weapons (with them). Then when they have prostrated, they 
should fall behind (join) you (to face the enemy) and the second group, who have not yet 
performed salaah (but were until now facing the enemy), should come forward and perform 
salaah with you, taking their precautions (not to be hurt in doing so) and their weapons. The 
Kuffaar wish that you would neglect (be oblivious of) your weapons and equipment (when 

you perform salaah) so that they may launch (pounce) an all-out attack against you (and finish 

you off once and fo r all). There is no sin on you if you lay down your weapons because of 
destructive rains or if you fall ill (due to weakness). Take your precautions (always be on guard 

against your enemies and be prepared to fight th e m )! Indeed Allaah has prepared a humiliating 
punishment for the Kaafiroon (Muslimsshouldplan, be cautious and deligent).

103. When you have completed your salaah, remember Allaah standing, sitting and
(lying down) on your sides (in all conditions). When you are in safety (out of danger and away from the 

battlefield), then establish salaah (performing it properly with all its etiquettes). Indeed salaah has 
been made obligatory for the Mu'mineen at fixed hours (and can therefore not be broughtforward) .
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104. Do not weaken (lose courage or become lazy) in your pursuit of (searching for) the enemy. If
yOU are suffering (wounded or in pain), then (do not let this make you weary because) they tOO are 
suffering just as you suffer (yet this does not deter them from fighting you) and (in addition to this) you 
have such hopes in Allaah whereas they do not have (you can expect rewards from Allaah whereas 

they cannot). Allaah is All Knowing, The Wise (this guidance is full o f blessing and a great bounty).

105. (When the guilty party in a theft asked Rasulullaah to plead their case fo r them, he considered doing so
because the opposite party did not have sufficient evidence. It was then that Allaah revealed the verse stating,) 

Undoubtedly We have revealed to you (O Muhammad the Book (the Qur'aan) with the
truth SO that you may judge between people (the righteous from the evil and the Mu'min from the 

Kuffaar) by that which Allaah has shown you. Do not be an advocate for the treacherous 
ones (do not defend the guilty).

s> J, i

106. Seek forgiveness from Allaah (for considering to plead their case). Surely Allaah is Most 
Forgiving, Most Merciful.

107. Do not plead on behalf of those who are unfaithful to themselves (by doing wrong,

thereby subjecting themselves to punishment). Verily Allaah does not like him who is extremely 
deceiving and sinful.

108. They (the wrongdoers) try to hide from people (because they feel ashamed) but they cannot 
hide from Allaah Who is with them when they pass the night (deliberately) indulging in 
talks that Allaah dislikes. Allaah surrounds (is Aware of) all that they do.

109. Be warned that these (wrongdoers) are the very ones in whose defence you plead in
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this worldly life. So who will plead their case before Allaah on the Day of Qiyaamah 
and who will be their lawyer? (None shall be able to defend them on the Day o f Qiyaamah for Allaah has 
knowledge o f  everything.)

110. Whoever commits a (minor) sin or wrongs himself (by committing a major sin) and then 
seeks Allaah's forgiveness, he will surely find that Allaah is Most Forgiving, Most 
Merciful.

111. Whoever earns (commits) a sin, earns it only to his (own) detriment (for he will suffer the 

punishment for it). Allaah is All Knowing, The Wise.

112. Whoever commits a minor sin (a mistake) or a major sin and then casts the blame 
on (accuses) an innocent person, he has indeed burdened himself with a great slander 
and clear sin (forwhich he will suffer terrible punishment).

4

\SJSSS.

113. If it were not for the grace (favour) of Allaah upon you (OMuhammad and His
mercy, a party (group) of them (the thief and his dan) would have surely resolved to mislead
you (by lying about what had happened). They mislead none but themselves (because they are leading 

themselves toJahannam) and they cannot harm you in the least (becauseAllaah shall protect you from  

all wrong). Allaah has revealed to you the Book (the Qur'aan) and wisdom (the Sunnah) and 
taught you what you knew not. The grace (favours) of Allaah upon you has been 
tremendous indeed.

9
Q *J

114. There is no good in most of their secret consultations (discussions) except in (the 

consultations of) him who instructs (people to give) charity, (to do) a good deed or (to take part in)
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reconciliation between people. Whoever does this seeking Allaah's pleasure (and with 

no other motives), We shall soon grant him an immense reward.
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115. Whoever opposes the Rasool after the guidance (the truth oflslaam) has become 
manifest (dear) to him and follows a path other than that of the Mu'mineen, We shall 
allow him to do that which he is doing and then enter him into Jahannam. It is the 
worst of abodes .(Th is  verse makes it dear that those who oppose theljma (consensus) oftheUmmahare heading 

for Jahannam.)

9 *
®1 duCfi

116. Verily Allaah shall not forgive that Shirk be committed but will forgive all other 
sins for whom He wills. Whoever ascribes partners to Allaah (commitsShirk) has strayed 
far away (from the truth).

5/

117. They worship only females (because the idols o f the Mushrikeen o f Arabia had female names such as 

Laat, Manaat and Uzza) and Call Upon (worship) the rebellious Shaytaan (by doing whatever he tells 

them).

b

118. Allaah has cursed him (ShaytaanJ. He (Shaytaan) said (to Allaah when he was thrown out of 

Jannah), “I shall definitely take (claim for myself) a fixed share (o f wealth, deuotion, Ibaadah) from 
Your bondsmen. ”»o^;»ayi6iSI
119. (He said further) “I will surely lead them astray and certainly instil hopes (o f long lives 

and great wealth) within them. I shall definitely command (teach) them and (according to my

directions) they will cut the ears of animals (as the Arab Mushrikeen used to do). 1 will command
(teach) th em  and (accordingly) th ey  W ill c e rta in ly  ch an ge (alter the appearance of) Allaah's
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creation.” Whoever takes Shaytaan as his friend instead of Allaah has indeed 
incurred (earned) a manifest (clear) loss (because thisfriendship can lead him only to Jahannam).

120. He (Shaytaan) promises them (good results) and Creates hopes (vain desires o f  long life and great 

wealth) within them. (However) Shaytaan promises them only deception (because none o f these 

promises and hopes will materialise).

121. The abode of these people is Jahannam and they will not find an escape from it.

122. We will soon enter those who have Imaan and who carry out good actions into 
Jannaat beneath which rivers flow, where they shall live forever and ever. The 
promise of Allaah is true. Who can be more truthful in speech than Allaah? (So believe 

Allaah and ignore thefalseprom fees q f Shaytaan.)

123. This (promise ofJannah) is not (to be had merely) by your (Muslim's) desires or by the desires 
of the Ahlul Kitaab (Indeed, one has to qualify fo r it by having Imaan, doing good and refraining from  evil.) 

(Therefore,) Whoever commits an evil act will meet (receive) its punishment and will not 
find for himself any friend nor any assistant besides Allaah.

124. Whoever male or female does a good act as a Mu'min, these are the ones who 
shall enter Jannah and they will not be wronged the amount of the hollow in a date
Stone (a good act even as slight as this will not go unrewarded, neither will one be punished to this extent fo r a sin one 

did not do).

9  * *
£ ^ 0 * 3
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125. Who is better in Deen than he who submits himself before Allaah (as a Muslim, like 

theSahabah did), is himself righteous and follows the religion of Ibraheem which
is Haneef (not inclined towards any deviation but is inclined to the straight way which is the path o f  Allaah) ? Allaah 
chose Ibraheem for a (sincere; friend.

t
© &

\6

126. To Allaah belongs whatever is in the heavens and whatever is in the earth. 
Allaah surrounds (has knowledge o f  and is in control of) everything.

127. They (the Sahabah ; seek from you (O Muhammad H i J  a ruling that concerns
women. Tell them, “Allaah will give you a ruling concerning them and (concerning) that 
which is recited to you in the Book (the Quraan) with regard to those orphaned girls (in 

your care) to whom you do not give the right that is ordained for them (the right o f  inheritance), 

while you aspire to marry them (and do not allow them to marry others so that you may have their wealth fo r  

yourseives;. And (also recited to you in the Book are the injunctions concerning) the feeble (helpless) children 
and that you should deal justly with orphans. Indeed Allaah is Well Aware of 
whatever good you do.

128. If (judgingfrom his behaviour) a woman fears that her husband may ill-treat her or leave 
her, there shall be no sin on the couple should they make peace between themselves
(in an amicable and effective manner). Making peace is best (better than ill-treatment and divorce). (However,) 

Selfishness (coupled with greed) has been made present in the souls (o f men. Therefore, making 

peace may require sacrifices from both husband and wife). If you deal cordially (in a good manner) and 
adopt Taqwa, then (remember that) indeed Allaah is Informed of what you do (and He will

reward you for every good act).

129. You will never be able to maintain perfect justice (in sharing your love) between (your;
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wives however much you may desire to do SO (because no person has complete control over the 

inclinations o f the heart). However, do not ignore any of them totally, leaving her suspended
(leaving her like one who is neither married nor single because although legally married, she will be without affection like 

a single woman). If you make peace (by distributing your wealth and time equally between your wives) and 
adopt Taqwa, then surely Allaah is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful (He will forgive you for

your heart's additional inclination to one wife over another.)

130. If (after making every attempt to reconcile) the couple separate, Allaah will make each of 
them independent (o f  the other) through His generosity. Allaah is The Possessor of 
abundance, The Wise.

131. To Allaah belongs what is in the heavens and what is in the earth. We have 
undoubtedly instructed those to whom We had given the Book (the divine scriptures) before 
yOU (the Jews and the Christians), as well as yOUTSelveS (you Muslims), to fear Allaah. (We also told 

them and are telling you that) If you commit kufr, then (do not forget that) to Allaah belongs 
whatever is in the heavens and whatever is in the earth (Your kufr will therefore not harm Him and 

you also cannot escape His punishment). Allaah is Independent, Praiseworthy.

132. To Allaah belongs whatever is in the heavens and whatever is in the earth (He can

do everything fo r you). Allaah suffices as a Defender (you therefore need none other).

133. If Allaah wills, He may remove you (O  disobedient ones) and produce (replace you with) 

others. Allaah is easily Able to do that. (Allaah is not dependent on any person's worship and can easily 
replace nations with others.)

134. Whoever (by the actions he carries out) desires the reward of this world, (should remember that) 

with Allaah is the reward of this world and (the rewards of) the Aakhirah (one should therefore 

not be foolish to choose the rewards of this world and deprive oneself o f those o f  the Aakhirah). Allaah is All 
Hearing, All Seeing.
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135.0  you who have Imaan! Be firm in establishing justice and be witness (to the truth) 

for Allaah even if it (the evidence you deliver) is against yourselves, your parents and 
relatives (you must reveal the truth under all circumstances). Be he (the one against whom you testify) rich or 
poor, Allaah is closer to each of them (than you are and knows that your evidence against them is best for 

them because it will save them from worse punishment in the Aakhirah). So do not follow yOUT passions in 
enforcing justice (by favouring some people over others). If you distort your speech (change your 

evidence) or turn away (from presenting it), then indeed Allaah is Well Informed of what you
d o  (and will punish you for it).

136. O  you who have Imaan! Believe (keep your belief steadfast) in Allaah, His Rasool, the 
Book (the Quraan) that He revealed to His Rasool (Muhammad ) and the Book (all the

Books) that was revealed before (to other Rusul). Whoever disbelieves in Allaah, His 
Angels, His Books, His Rusul and the Last Day, then he has indeed wandered far
astray (regardless o f the claims he makes). (Belief in all o f the above constitute the pillars o f Imaan.)

137. Verily those (Jews) who believe (in Moosa then disbelieve (by worshippingthe calf),

then believe (by returning to their former beliefs), then disbelieve fin Isa and thereafter
increase in disbelief (by rejecting the Prophethood o f Muhammad J, it is not for Allaah to 
forgive them, nor to guide them to the (straight) path.

i 6 $ S $ 2 3 l
138. Give the hypocrites the good news of a painful punishment.
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139. (The hypocrites are) Those who take the Kuffaar as friends instead of the Mu'mineen. 
Do they (the hypocrites) seek honour from them (the Kuffaar) ? Indeed all honour belongs to 
Allaah only (andean be gained only by obeying Allaah's commands).

140. It has already been revealed to you in the Book (in the Qur’aan in verse 68 c f  Surah 6) that 
when you hear the Aayaat of Allaah being rejected (by the Kuffaar) and ridiculed, you should 
not sit with them until they engage in other talks (in some other conversation). Without doubt, in 
that case (if you remain with them when they ridicule Allaah's Aayaat), you will be just like them. Surely 
Allaah will gather the Munaafiqeen and the Kaafiroon all together in Jahannam.

141. They (the Munaafiqeen) wait in eager anticipation for misfortune to befall you. If you 
gain victory (and booty) from Allaah, they say, “Were we not with you (should we then therefore 

not receive some o f the booty) ? ”  (However,) If the Kaafiroon win a share (if the Kaafiroon are victorious in 

battle), they (theMunaafiqeen) say (to die Kuffaar), “Did we not have the upper hand over you (we 

could have assisted the Muslim army against you, but we did not) and (we) protected you from the 
Mu'mineen (causing you to win victory) ?” Allaah will judge between them on the Day of 
Judgement. Allaah shall never grant the Kuffaar victory over the Mu'mineen (through 

whichthey may annihilate Islaam).

142. Indeed the hypocrites (try to) deceive Allaah (by pretending to be Muslims) whereas He 
deceives them (by allowing them to maintain their fake identities as Muslims and then exposingthem and punishing 

them in the Aakhirah). When they stand up for salaah, they stand up lazily (reluctantly), (they 

perform salaah only) to show people and they remember Allaah only a little (they perform salaah 

very infrequently) .
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143. Swaying (wavering) between (imaan and kufr), they are neither towards these (the 

Mu'mineen) nor towards those (the Kuffaar). You shall never find a way (to guidance} for him 
whom Allaah has led astray (those whom Allaah has allowed to stray from the straight path because they 

refuse to acceptlmaan).

144. O  you who have Imaan! Choose not the Kaafiroon as friends in place of the 
Mu'mineen. Do you wish that Allaah establishes a clear proof against you (which will label

youahypocrite, thereby condemning you to Jahannam) ?

145. Most assuredly, the hypocrites shall be in the lowest depth of the Fire (o f Jahannam) 

and you will never find a helper for them (to save them from punishment).

®
146. (This shall be the destiny o f all Munaafiqeen) Except those who repent (sincerely from  hypocrisy), 

amend (their actions), trust firmly in Allaah and devote their religion (worship) solely for 
Allaah. These shall be among the Mu'mineen. Allaah shall soon grant the Mu'mineen 
great reward.

®

147. Why must Allaah punish you if you are grateful (for His favours to you) and have 
Imaan? Allaah is Most Appreciative (o f every good act and will reward you tremendously for it), All 
Knowing (allgood is known to Him).

148. Allaah does not like that evil should be expressed (spoken about) openly (by anyone) 

except by him who is oppressed (an oppressed person may speak about the oppression he suffered to warn 

others). Allaah is All Hearing, All Knowing (Heknowswhethertheevilofanyonewasexposedforagood 

reason o r not).
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149. If you do good openly or secretly or if you pardon evil, then indeed Allaah is 
Pardoning, All Powerful (Allaah pardons people even though He has all the power to punish them).

ISO. Indeed those who disbelieve in (reject) Allaah and His Rusul, who seek to draw a 
distinction between Allaah and His Rusul (by believinginAllaah and not in His Rusul), those who 
say, “We believe in some (Rusul, fo r  their selfishness motives) and disbelieve in some (astheyfeell 

like),”  and who seek to adopt a path between these (betweenimaanandkufr), . . .

151. ...such people are true (real) Kaafiroon. We have prepared for the Kaafiroon a 
disgraceful punishment.

152. Those (Muslims) who believe in Allaah and His Rusul and do not draw (make) a 
distinction between any of them (they believe in all Allaah's Prophets without exception), they are the 
ones to whom We shall soon give their rewards. Allaah is ever Most Forgiving, Most 
Merciful.

153. The Ahlul Kitaab Jews, ask you (0  Muhammad $ $ $ $ to reveal to them (to bring fo r them) 

a Book from the heavens (all at once as the Torah was revealed to M oosa) . Indeed they have asked 
even greater things of Moosa . (Among the things they asked Moosa was that) They said (to him), 

“Show Allaah to us before our eyes!” So a bolt of lightning seized them (70,000 o f them) 

because of their wrongdoing (their insolence). They then took to (the worship of) the calf after 
the clear signs (ofTowheed) had come to them. (However,) We forgave them for all of this 
(Instead o f  destroyingthem all) and granted Moosa clear authority (over them, because o f which he could 

order the execution o f those who worshipped the calf).

I
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154. We lifted Mount Toor above them (the jews, threatening to drop it on them) because (they 

refused to fulfil) their pact and (on another occasion̂  We told them, “Enter the gate (o f the town) 

bowing down!” (However, they entered the town dragging themselves on their buttocks). We also told 
them, “Do not overstep the limits of the Sabbath (by doing what We have forbidden you from  

doing) "and We took from them a firm pledge (which they failed to fulfil) .

155. (The jews are cursed) Because they broke their pledge, disbelieved in Allaah's 
Aayaat, unlawfully killed the Ambiya and said, “Our hearts are covered (in a veil so we 

cannot understand what you sayj.”  Not at all! Rather Allaah had placed a seal upon their 
hearts because of their (the Jew’s) kufr. As a result, there are very few of them (Jews) who 
have Imaan.

156. And (the Jews are also cursed) because of their kufr and their terrible slander (defaming) of 
Maryam (when they accused o f committing fornication).

157. And (they are also cursed) because they said, “Without doubt we have killed Maseeh 
Isa the son of Maryam, the Rasool of Allaah.” They never killed him, nor did they 
crucify him, but they were cast into doubt (when Allaah madethepeaplethinkthat another person was 

Isa, whom they had killed instead). Indeed those who dispute about him (who say that Isa was crucified) 

are definitely in doubt. The only knowledge they possess (aboutIsa) is guesswork (they 

have no accurate knowledge about his whereabouts). With certainty, they never killed him.

158. On the contrary, Allaah raised him towards Himself (in the heavens). Allaah is 
Mighty (Powerful to do whatever He wants), the Wise.
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159. Every person belonging to the Ahlul Kitaab (every Christian present when Isa will kill Dajjaal) 

shall certainly believe in him fka ) before his (theperson’s) death, and on the Day of 
Judgement, he (Isa ) shall be a witness against them (he will testify against the Jews who 

refused to acknowledge hisProphethood and against the Christians who regarded him asAllaah andAIIaah'sson).

160. Because of the wrongdoing of the Jews, We prohibited them from the pure 
things that were (previously) permissible for them (see Surah 6, verse 146). (This was) Because 
they excessively prevented (many others) from the path of Allaah...

161. ...because they accepted interest (usury) when they were prohibited from it and 
because they wrongfully ate (usurped) the wealth of others (using deceitful means). We have 
prepared an excruciating (extremely painful) punishment for the Kuffaar among them.

162. However, those (eg. Abdullaah bin Salaam W & ^ S & ) of them (those Jews) who are well- 
grounded in knowledge (who accept Islaam) and the Mu'mineen believe in what was 
revealed to you (O  Muhammad ) and what was revealed before you. They are the ones
who (regularly) establish salaah, pay zakaah and believe in Allaah and the Last Day. 
These are the ones to whom We shall soon grant an immense reward.

163. Indeed We have sent revelation to you (0  Muhammad just as We had sent 
revelation to Nooh and the Ambiyaa after him. And We have sent
revelation to Ibraheem Ismaa'eel Is'haaq Ya'qoob his
grandsons, Isa Ayyoob M ® ,  Yunus Haaroon and SulaymaanA CN E. And We gave Dawood the Zaboor.

164. And We have sent many more Rusul; the narratives of some We have revealed to 
you (O Rasulullaah (s&ISKJst) before and the narratives of others We have not revealed to you
(Only Allaah has knowledge o f  everything). Allaah specially (directly) spoke to Moosa .
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165. We have sent many Rusul who conveyed good news (totheMu'mineen) and warnings 
(to the Kuffaar) so that mankind may have no argument against Allaah after (the coming of) 

these Rusul (sothatpeople cannot say, “O  our Rabbi Why did You not send a messenger to us so that we could follow 

Your verses and become oftheM u'm ineen?” See Surah 20, verse 134 and Surah 28, verse 47). Allaah is Ever 
Mighty, The Wise.

166. Nevertheless, Allaah Himself testifies to (the truth of) that which He revealed to
you (O  Muhammad ). He revealed it with full knowledge (revealed the complete message) and
the angels also testify. (Even if the testimony o f the angels was not there,) Allaah is enough as a 
Witness.

167. Undoubtedly those who commit kufr (become unbelievers) and prevent (others) from 
the path of Allaah (from klaam) have strayed far away (from the truth).

168. Indeed those who commit kufr and oppress (hide the truth), Allaah will never forgive 
them nor guide them to any path...

169. ...except to the path of (thepath leading to) Jahannam, where they shall live forever. 
This is ever so easy for Allaah.

170. O (entire) Mankind! Indeed the Rasoal has come to you with the truth (Islaam) from 
your Rabb. So accept Imaan, it will be better for you. If you disbelieve, then (you will not 

be harming Allaah in the least because) verily to Allaah belongs whatever is in the heavens and 
earth. Allaah is ever All Knowing (about your conditions and actions), The Wise (knows what is best for 

His creation).
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171.0  People of the Book! Do not commit excesses in your religion and speak only 
the truth about Allaah. The Maseeh Isa the son of Maryam was but the Rasool of 
Allaah, His word (the word “Be!" that Allaah used to create him) that He cast (on) to Maryam and a 
spirit (soulj from Him (a soul created by H im ). So believe in Allaah and His Rusul and do not 
say, “Three” (do not say that there are three gods according to the belief o f  Trinity). It will be best for you to 
desist (from such beliefs). Allaah is The only One llaah. He is Pure from having children. To 
Him belongs what is in the heavens and what is in the earth (There is therefore no need for 

another llaah). Allaah is enough as a Defender (Protector).

172. Maseeh (Isa is never ashamed to be a slave of Allaah, neither are the
favoured angels. Whoever is ashamed of worshipping Him and is proud, Allaah shall 
SOOn gather them all to Him (on the Day ajQiyaamah when they have to account fo r their actions).

173. As for those who have Imaan and do righteous acts, He shall grant them their 
rewards in full and increase His bounty to them. As for those (such as the Christians) who 
are ashamed (o f worshipping Him) and are proud (rebellious), He shall inflict upon them an 
unbearable (painful) punishment and they will not find any friend nor any helper (to

preventthepunishment) besides Allaah.

174.0  (entire) Mankind, indeed a proof (Rasulullaah ) has come to you from your Rabb 
and We have revealed to you a clear light (the Qutaan).

175. As for those who believe in Allaah and hold firmly onto Him, He shall soon 
enter them into His mercy and bounty and guide them to the right path (thepath oflslaam

that leads) towards Him.
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176. They (the Sahabah ) seek a ruling (verdict) from you (0  Muhammad (SjftSU ). Say,
“Allaah shall issue a ruling (verdict) to you concerning the person who leaves neither 
ascendants (parents or grandparents) nor descendants (children or grandchildren). If a man passes 
away without any children, but has a sister, then she will inherit half of what he 
leaves. (If she dies) He will inherit all of her wealth if she has no children. If they (the heirs) 

are two (or more) sisters, then they will inherit two-thirds of what he leaves. If they (the 

heirs) are (a few) brothers and sisters, then the male will inherit the similar share of two 
females. Allaah explains to you (the laws ofShari'ah) so that you do not go astray. Allaah is 
the Knower of all things.
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Surah 5 Surah Maa'idah

THE SET TABLE

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH MAA 'IDAH  AND THE PRECEDING SURAHS

Surah Maa'idah is linked to the previous Surahs in the following three ways.

1. By name. This has already been mentioned in summary of the previous Surah.

2. Surah Baqara contains all the subjects that have been discussed in detail throughout the 
entire Qur'aan. It also includes matters like administrative affairs and advice for personal 
reformation. Surah Baqara refuted Shirk from every angle, be it in deeds or beliefs. It 
elucidates all of this with proofs that are both logical as well as substantiated by 
authentic references.

Thereafter, Surah Aal Imraan rejects polytheistic beliefs as well as warns against calling to 
others besides Allaah for assistance. It also dispels the doubis of the Ahlul Kitaab with regard 
to Towheed and Risaalah.

Surah Nisaa discusses public and administrative affairs and refutes certain beliefs and 
actions of the Mushrikeen.

Surah Maa'idah and the next Surah An'aam discuss in much detail the error of the deeds and 
actions of the Mushrikeen. It also emphasizes the details of Shirk of “tasarruf” . (This type of 
Shirk occurs when a person believes that a saint or another being besides Allaah possesses 
the ability to cause benefit or harm by some hidden means, without any agency.)

3. Allaah mentions in the last verse of Surah Nisaa, “Allaah explains to you so that you 
do not go astray”. With the intention that man does not go astray, Allaah has warned 
him in detail in Surah Maa'idah that he should guard against Shirk in his beliefs and 
actions.

Surah Maa'idah is divided into two sections. The first section starts at the beginning of the Surah 
and ends at verse 40, with the words, “Allaah has power over all things.” This section rejects 
Shirk associated with belief as well as Shirk associated with action.

After the first section, Allaah says in verse 41, “O  Rasool ! Let not those people depress
you who race towards kufr...” This verse consoles Rasulullaah by telling him not to 
grieve over the obstinate behaviour of the Mushrikeen, the Jews and the Munaafiqeen. This 
consolation ends with verse 66, where Allaah concludes with the words, “Among them (the 
Ahlul Kitaab) are those on the straight path (those who have accepted Islaam), while many 
of them carry out evil acts.”
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Thereafter Allaah rebukes the scholars among the Ahlul Kitaab who adulterated their divine 
scriptures and were guilty of Shirk in their actions and beliefs. They worshipped false gods and 
regarded the offerings made to them as permissible. In addition to this, they also taught these 
incorrect actions and beliefs to others, thereby leading them astray as well.

Once the Muslims have understood from the various verses that the Jews and the Christians will 
not accept the truth because of ulterior motives and that they will continue to propagate Shirk, 
Allaah commands the Muslims to shun these people. Allaah says in verse 51, “O you who have 
Imaan! Do not take the Jews and Christians as friends (confidants). They (all Kuffaar) 
are only the friends of each other (and cannot be your friends) ”  Allaah goes on to say that 
the person who does not shun their company will be regarded as one of them.

The actions of the Mushrikeen are then discussed from verse 87 where Allaah says, “O you who 
have Imaan! Do not forbid (declare as unlawful) the pure things that Allaah has 
permitted (made lawful) for you (by regarding something Halaal as Haraam) and do not 
overstep (do not exceed the limits o f the Shari'ah). Surely Allaah does not like those who
overstep (exceed limits).”  This discussion continues until the end of the Surah. Allaah 
emphasises in this section that people should continue to regard those things as forbidden which 
Allaah has prohibited and that they should stop believing what the others have only declared 
sinful. They should only eat those animals that have been sacrificed as offerings to Allaah and not 
those that are sacrificed in the name of other gods.

In the final verse, Allaah says, “To Allaah belongs the kingdom of the heavens and the 
earth and whatever is within them. He has power over all things.” This verse 
summarises the entire Surah because it emphasises that everything is owned by Allaah, and not 
by Isa , as the Christians claim. Since Allaah is in control of everything, none but He can
be worshipped.
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In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful.

1. O you who have Imaan (who recognise and submit to Allaah), fulfil your pledges (those promises 

and contracts that you make with Allaah as well as those that you make with people). Permitted for you (to eat) 

are livestock (cattle, camels, goats, sheep) except what has been recited to you (in the Quraan, such 

as verse 3  o f this Surah). (The hunting of) Game is (also) unlawful for you when you are in the state 
of Ihraam. Verily Allaah commands what He wills (He is A ll Wise, above questioning).

2. O you who have Imaan! Do not trivialise (do not show disrespect towards Allaah's 
landmarks (those things that have special significance in the SharTah) nor (show disrespect towards) the 
sacred months (by fighting in them), nor (towards) the sacrificial animal (by harming it), nor 
(towards) garlanded animals (those animals that are selected to be slaughtered for Hajj), nor (should you be 

disrespectful towards) those (people who are) proceeding towards the Sacred House (the Kabah), 

seeking the bounty from their Rabb and (His) pleasure. When you emerge from the 
state of Ihraam, then you may hunt (outside the boundaries o f the Hamm). Never let enmity for a 
nation who prevented you from the Masjidul Haraam provoke you to overstep the 
limits (o f civil behaviour). Assist each other in good works (virtue) and Taqwa (piety) and do 
not assist each other in sin and transgression (oppression and injustice;. Fear (the punishment of) 

Allaah! Most surely Allaah is severe in punishment.
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3. Forbidden for you (for you to eat) is Mayta (dead animal), blood (that flows from an animal’s body), 

the meat of pigs, (the meat of) those animals that were sacrificed with (the slaughterer taking) 

the name of another besides Allaah, those (animals) that were strangled to death (that 

suffocated to death or drowned), those that were beaten to death (died through injuries), those that 
fell to their deaths, those killed by collision (either by impact or after being gored by another animal) 

and those eaten by wild beasts; except that which you slaughter. (Therefore, if an animal 

suffers any o f the above injuries but dies on ly after being properly slaughtered, the animals meat will be Halaal.) (Also 

forbidden fo r you am) What (that animal which) has been slaughtered at the altars (in the name o f gods 

besides Allaah) and distribution by arrows (the Mushrikeen Arabs used to predict future events using special 

arrows and also used such arrows in a form o f  gambling). These are all acts of sin. This day the Kuffaar 
have lost hope of (Muslimsforsaking)  your Deen (and becoming despondent. This is because Islaam has now 

become strong). So do not fear them, but fear Me. Today I have perfected your Deen for 
you (leaving no room fo r additions or omissions), completed My bounty upon you (because Islaam is a 

complete and everlasting code o f  life) and chosen Islaam as your Deen. So whoever is forced (to 

eat these forbidden foods) because of starvation and is not inclined towards sin (he does not want 

to eat memlyfor enjoyment) ,  then (he may eat only what is necessary to keep him alive because) indeed Allaah
is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful.

4. They (the Muslims) ask you (0  Muhammad ) what is permissible (lawful) for them (from the 

various types o f  food ). Say, “Permitted (made lawful) for you are the pure (wholesome) things and 
the (game hunted by) hunting animals (dogs and birds) that you tamed and trained (to hunt 

according to the injunctions o f the Shari1 ah), teaching them what (the etiquette of hunting) Allaah had 
taught you. Eat of what they hunt for you (when they fulfil the conditions oftheShari'ah in hunting) and 
take the name of Allaah ( when releasing the hunting dog or bird). Fear (the reckoning of) Allaah! Verily 
Allaah is swift in reckoning (so do not transgress the limits) . ”

5. Today the pure (wholesome) things have been permitted (made lawful) for you. The food of 
those who have been given the Book (those true Jews and Christians who do not commit Shirk and who 

slaughter in the name o f  Allaah) is lawful for you and your food is lawful for them. So too (lawful
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{or you Muslims) are the chaste Mu'mineen women and the chaste women of those who 
have been given the Book before you (Jews and Christians) when you give them their 
dowries, on the condition that you marry lawfully without fornicating or fostering 
secretive relations. Whoever rejects Imaan has indeed destroyed his actions and will 
be among the losers in the Aakhirah (if he dies without imaan).

6. O you who have Imaan! When you stand up to perform salaah, wash your faces, 
your arms up to (and including) the elbows, pass wet hands over your heads and (wash) your 
feet up to (and including) your ankles. If you are impure (in need o f Ghusl), then purify 
yourselves well. If you are ill, on journey, returning from the toilet or from touching
(engaging in sexual relations with) yOUT wives, and yOU do not find any water (o r you are unable to use 

water fo r Wudhu or fo r Ghusl), then use clean soil to perform Tayammum, wiping your faces 
and arms (including elbows) with it (with the soil). Allaah does not want to place any difficulty
(hardship) on you (by forcing you to use water only), but wants to purify you (from dirt and from  sin, because 

He is Pure and hues purity) and (ujanis to) complete His favour to you (by teaching you the laws o f  the 

Shari1 ah) SO that you may be grateful (Remember the blessings and favours o f your Robb).

7. Remember the favour of Allaah on you (Islaam) and His pledge that He took from you 
when you said, “We hear and we obey (all Your commands)!” Fear Allaah! Verily Allaah 
knows (even) the secrets of the heart (such as one's sincerity or hypocrisy, pride or humility).

8. O you who have Imaan! (Always) Stand upright (steadfastly) for Allaah (by obeying alt His 

commands and defending His Deen), bearing testimony With justice (testify without shortcomings or 

excesses regardless o f whom the testimony may affect). Let not (your) hatred for a nation (people) 

provoke you to be unjust (towardsthem). Be just! It is closer to Taqwa. Fear (the punishment of) 

Allaah! Indeed Allaah is Informed of what you do (andHewillpunish you far behaving unjustly).
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9. Allaah has promised those who have Imaan and who do righteous acts that there 
shall be forgiveness (Jortheir shortcomings) and a great reward for them (Jannah).

10. Those who commit kufr disbelieve) and reject Our Aayaat (signs or Quraan) shall be the 
dwellers of the Blazing Fire (ofJahannam).

®L

ra
n

11 .0  you who have Imaan! Remember the favour of Allaah to you when a nation (the 

Quraysh o/Makkah and many other enemies) resolved to Stretch their hands against (Jay their hands 

on) you (to fight you) but He Withheld their hands from you (so that they were unable to cause you any 

harm). Fear Allaah (ensuring that your external and internal relationships with Allaah are flawless)! Only in 
Allaah should the Mu'mineen trust (Only to Him do they owe their loyalty).

12. Most certainly Allaah had taken a pledge from the Bani Israa'eel and We 
appointed among them twelve leaders (one to represent each o f the twelve tibes ). Allaah said, 
“Indeed I am with you (I shall assist y o u )! Without doubt, if you establish salaah, pay 
zakaah, believe in My Rusul, assist them and lend to Allaah a good loan (by sincerely 

spending your pure wealth fo r His pleasure), I will certainly cancel yOUT sins (because good cancels evil) 

and undoubtedly enter you into Jannaat beneath which rivers flow. Whoever of you 
commits kufr after this has indeed strayed from the straight path. ”

*9 9 ■S>9t\ J  y & t H ik 9 < 9\' *S> 9 ̂
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13. Because they (th e B a n iis ra a 'e e l) broke their pledge, We cursed them (e x p e lle d  th em  f r o m  th e  

fo ld  o f  O u r  m e rcy ) and made their hearts hard (so tha t th ey  w ere  una b le  t o  a ccep t Im a a n ). They 
changed words ( o f  th e  T ora h ) from their places (such as th e  d escrip tion  o f  Rasulullaah ) and 
forgot a great deal of the advice given to them (s o  th ey  d e r iv ed  n o  ben e fit f r o m  i t ). You (O  M us lim s !) 

shall continuously discover some sort of treachery from them (fro m  th e  je w s ) , except 
from a few of them (w h o  b e c o m e  M u s lim s ). Forgive them and overlook ( i f  y o u  a re  n o t in  a position to  

w a g eJ ih a a d ). Verily Allaah loves those who are good (th e  k in d  o n e s ).

14. We had (also) taken a pledge from those who say, “We are Christians!” (h e lp e rs  f r o m  

N azareth ) but they forgot a great portion of the advice given to them (in th e  In jee l, such  as the  

co m m a n d  to  b e lie v e  in M u h a m m a d & S ii-s  w hen h e a p p e a re d ). So We have Stirred Up enmity (m a lice ) and 
hatred (h os tility  and  d ispu te ) between them until the Day of Judgement. Soon (on th e  D a y  o f  

Q iy a a m a h ) Allaah shall inform them of what (turongsj they used to do (a n d  pun ish  th em  f o r  i t ) .

15. O People of the Book! Undoubtedly Our Rasool (M u h a m m a d  «SSs)  has come to you, 
exposing (ex p la in in g ) to you much of the Book (T ora h  and  In je e l) which you used to conceal 
and overlooking much ( o f  what y o u  co n ce a le d  s o  tha t y o u  a re deep ly  em b a rra ssed ). Without doubt 
there has come to you from Allaah a light (M u h a m m a d  H P  with th e  message o f  g u id a n ce ) and a 
clear Book (th e  Q u r 'a a n ). . .

16___by which Allaah guides to the paths of peace those who seek His pleasure, and
removes them from a multitude of darkness into light by His order; and guides them 
to the Straight path ( o f  e te rn a l sa lva tion ).

Mb*aw<p S&2335
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17. Indeed those people have committed kufr who say that Allaah certainly is 
Maseeh the son of Maryam (Isa ). Say, “If Allaah wishes to destroy Maseeh the 
son of Maryam, his mother and all ( l ife ) on earth, who will be able to offer them any 
protection from Allaah?” (N o n e  can o f fe r  any  p ro te c tio n  f r o m  A llaah. It  is th e re fo re  c lea r tha t Isa 

c a r n o t  b e  a g o d  as s o m e  C hris tians c la im  becau se  if  h e  w ere, h e  w ou ld  have  b een  a b le  to  p ro te c t  a t least h im se lf an d  his 

m o th e r  f r o m  d es tru c tion .) To Allaah belongs the kingdom of the heavens and the earth and 
whatever is between them. He creates what He wills (H e  c rea ted  Isa w ith ou t a  father,

H aw w a w ith ou t a m o th e r  a n d A a d a m  w ith ou t fa th e r  a n d  m o th e r ). Allaah has power over all things
( and eve ry th in g  is p ow erless  b e fo re  H im ) ,

18. The Jews and the Christians say, “We are ( l ik e ) the sons (ch ild ren ) of Allaah and His 
loved ones!” Say ( t o  th e m ),  “ ( I f  y o u r  c la im  is tru e ) Then why will He punish you for your sins fas
is th e  case w ith a ll o th e r  p e o p le )?  (L ik e  e v e ry o n e  e lse ,) You are only humans from those that He has 
created (a n d  n o th in g  m o r e ). He forgives whom He wills and punishes whom He wills. To 
Allaah belongs the kingdom of the heavens and the earth and what is between them,
and to Him is the return ( o f  eve ry  ind iv idual, w here  ea ch  o n e  w ill b e  tr ie d  a c c o rd in g to  on e 's  m e rit) . ”

19.0  Ahlul Kitaab! Indeed Our Rasool (M u h a m m a d  j has come to you, explaining to
you (th e  S h a r ia h  o f  Is la a m ) at a time when the succession of Rusul had been paused ( fo r  

ap p rox im a te ly  600 years a fte r  Isa ), so that you do not say, “There has neither come to us
a bearer of good news nor a wamer!” Undoubtedly there has come to you a bearer of 
good news and a wamer (in  th e  p e rs o n  o f  M u h a m m a d  You th e re fo re  h a v e  n o  ex cuse  n o t  t o  h a ve  Im a a n .)

Allaah has power over all things (H e  has n o  n e ed  f o r  y ou  an d  can easily c rea te  a n o th e r n a tion  to  a ccep t 

Is laam  i f  y o u  d o  n o t want to  b e lie v e .)

20. (R e m e m b e r  th e  t im e ) When Moosa told his people, “O my people, remember
Allaah's bounty on you when He raised Ambiyaa (Ib ra h im , Ism a il, Ishaag e tc ) among you and 
made (s o m e  o f ) you kings (U k e S u la y m a n ). He gave you what He did not give to anyone in the 
entire universe (th ings lik e  m a n n a  a n d  salwa an d  a host o f  o th e r  fa vou rs ) . ”
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21. “O my people, enter the holy land (your homeland} that Allaah has decreed for you
(that He has commanded you to enter) and do not turn back On your heels (by refusing to wageJihaadon 

the people living there because o f your cowardice , for then you will become losers.”

22. (Too cowardly to advance) They (the Jews) said, “O Moosa! Honestly, an extremely powerful 
nation live there. We shall certainly never enter it (the city) until they leave. If they leave 
the land, only then shall we enter.”

23. Two men from those who had fear (o f  Allaah in their hearts) and whom Allaah had 
favoured, said (to the other Jews) , “ (All you need to do is to) Enter upon them by the gate (o f the city) . 

When you enter by it then verily you shall be victorious (because Allaah’s help will be with you) ! 

Trust (Tawakul-do one’s utmost for any good course) in Allaah only if you are (true) Mu'mineen! ”

24. They (the others) said, “O Moosa, we shall never enter it (the city) as long as they are 
present there. So you and your Rabb both go ahead and fight. We shall remain sitting 
here.”

25. He (Moosa W i t ) prayed, “O my Rabb! Indeed I have control of only myself and my 
brother (Haaroon I  cannot force the others to obey), SO separate US from the sinful
(disobedient) people.”

26. (Allaah then declared) “Undoubtedly it (this holy land) is forbidden to them for forty years.
(In the meantime,) They will wander (lost and bewildered) O tl earth (in the Valley o f Teeh), So do not 
grieve over the disobedient nation.” (Consequently, they wandered in circles fo r forty years before their 
descendants were able to enter the holy land.)
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27. Recite to them (0 Muhammad %M&) the true incident of the two sons of Aadam
(called Haabeet and Qaabeel). When both of them presented a sacrifice (to settle a dispute], it was 
accepted from only one of them (from Haabeet), while that of the other (Qaabeel) was not 
accepted. He (Qaabeel) said, “I will surely kill you!” He (Haabeel) replied, “Allaah accepts 
(sacrifices) only from those ofTaqwa.”

28. (Haabeel continued to say) “The fact of the matter is that if you stretch out your hand to 
kill me, I will not stretch out mine to kill you. Verily I fear Allaah, the Rabb of the 
universe.” (Uthmaan bin Affaan used the same words when rebels laid siege to his home before
assassinatinghim.)

29. “ (instead o f harming you to defend myself,) I would rather that you take upon yourself my sin 
(the sin o f killing me) and your (other) sins and (as a result) you become one of the dwellers of the 
Fire (ofJahannam). Such is the punishment of the wrong-doers.”

30. So his (Qaabeel's) soul seduced (encouraged] him to kill his brother and he killed him, 
thereby becoming among the losers (both in this world things in oppression and by severing relationship 

and also in theAakhirah).

31 . (After killing his brother, Qaabeel did not know what to do with the corpse because no human had died previously.) 

Then Allaah sent a crow to dig (a hole in) the earth to show him how to conceal the 
corpse of his brother. (Seeing the crow dig a hole to bury a dead crow in it) He (Qaabeel) Cried OUt, 
“Woe unto me that I could not be like this crow and conceal the body of my brother!” 
So he became one of the remorseful ones (because he did not know something that a crow knew and 

because he did not know how to face his father).
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32. Because of this (incident;, We decreed (prescribed! for the Bani Israa'eel that whoever 
kills another for a reason other than (executing the murderer of) a soul or (other than executing 

someone who causes) corruption on the earth (such as those who ridicule theAmbiyaa), then it is as if 
he had killed all of mankind. Whoever preserves a life, it is as if he has preserved the 
lives of the entire mankind. Undoubtedly Our Rusul have come to them (to the Bani 

Israa'eel) with clear signs (miracles!. (However,) Many of them overstepped (by oppression, 
transgression, uiolance) the limits on earth thereafter (by rejecting theAmbiyaa and even assassinating many 

of them).

33. The only punishment for those who make war with (people who believe in) Allaah and 
who strive to spread corruption on earth (by robbing, murdering, criminal conspiracies, misleding 

propaganda) is that they be killed (if they killed others) or crucified (if they killed others and robbed them 

as well), or their hands and feet cut off from opposite sides (rights hands and left feet if they robbed 

people without killing anyone), OT that they be exiled from the land (if they terrorised people without 

killing or robbing anyone). Such shall be their humiliation in this world and in the Aakhirah 
they shall have a terrible punishment...

34___except those who repent before you overpower (arrest) them (they will not be punished in

the Aakhirah if their repentance is sincere and if they redress the wrong they may have done to others). Know that 
Allaah is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful.

35. O you who have Imaan! Fear (the punishment of) Allaah, seek a means (to draw close) 

towards Him (such as by obeying His commands! and strive (wage Jihaad! >n His way (for His pleasure) 

so that you may be successful.

36. Without doubt (euen) if the Kuffaar possessed all (the wealth) within the earth and as 
much more in addition to ransom themselves from the punishment of the Day of 
Qiyaamah, it will not be accepted from them. They shall have (to suffer) a painful 
punishment (salvation is not gained by wealth used fo r bribery and corruption!.
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37. They will try (long) to escape from the Fire (ofJahannam) but they will not be able to 
escape. They will have a permanent punishment.

38. As for the male and female thief, cut off their (right) hands as punishment for what
fsin o f stealing) they earn and as a lesson (to others) from Allaah (so that others are deterred from  

stealing). Allaah is Mighty, the Wise (punishment o f a few protects the majority).

39. Whoever (correctly and sincerely) repents after his wrong-doing and makes amends (such 

as returning the stolen goods), then surely Allaah shall accept his repentance (and will not punish 

him in theAakhirah if the repentance is firm, sincere and lasting). Verily Allaah is Most Forgiving, Most 
Merciful.

$ 9  S ’  9 <

40. Do you not know that to Allaah belongs the kingdom of the heavens and the 
earth? He punishes whoever He wills and pardons whoever He wills (None has the right to 

question His actions). Allaah has power overall things.

4 1 .0  Rasool S  Let not (the behaviour and actions of) those people depress (grieve) you who 
race towards kufr, (they are) from among those (Munaafiqeen) who say with their mouths, 
“We have Imaan! ” but their hearts do not contain Imaan. And (those who race towards kufr are 

also) from the Jews (from Banu Qurayzah), who attentively listen to lies (that their scholars tell them) 

and who attentively listen (spy) on behalf of another nation that have not come to you 
(to pass news to them) .  (When two married Jews com mitted adultery and were required to be stoned to death according
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to Jewish law, their tribe sent some Jews to Rasulullaah faS , hoping that he may pass a lighter sentence on them. 

Referring to this incident, Allaah says,) They (the Jews) change words (o f the Torah that pass the sentence of 

stoning to death) from their places (so that it may not apply to them) and say (to those stating the case to 

Rasulullaah &£&), “It you receive this (a sentence by which the couple will not be stoned) then accept it 
and if you do not receive it, then beware (and do not accept it ).”  Whoever Allaah desires 
[uianisj to test fby allowing him to be misled), you shall never be able to assist him against (the 

punishment of) Allaah. These are the ones whose hearts Allaah does not intend to purify 
(from kujr and sin). For them shall be humiliation in this world and an awful punishment in 
the Aakhirah.

42. (These Jews are) Eager listeners to lies and enthusiastic devourers of the unlawful
(such as interest, bribery, e t c )! If they come to you (O  Muhammad d»S8$; to settle a dispute, then judge 
between them or ignore them. If you ignore them, they cannot harm you in the least. 
(However,) If you (opt to) judge, then judge between them with justice (fulfil their rights). Verily 
Allaah loves the just ones.

43. How can they seek judgement from you (O  Muhammad Wsfi) when they have with 
them the Torah which contains Allaah's order (to stone married adulterers to death) and 
thereafter they turn away (refusing to accept your judgement which corresponds with the law o f the Torah) ?  

These people (certainly) do not believe (will not accept the law in their own scripture even though they profess 

that they belieue in the scripture).

44. We have certainly revealed the Torah in which there is guidance and light (details 

about the laws of Allaah). The Ambiyaa, who were obedient to Allaah, judged the Jews with
it (the Torah) and the people of Allaah (the pious ones) and the scholars (also judged with it) 

because they were instructed to preserve Allaah's Book and they were witnesses to 
it. So do not fear the people but fear Me and do not sell My verses for a small gain (do

not distort the verses o f the scriptures I  reveal fo r fear o f people and to make some money). Whoever does not
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45. We Commanded them (the Bani lsraa'eel) in it (theTorah), “A  life (o f the murderer will be taken) for 
a life (o f the one murdered), an eye (o f the attacker will be blinded) for an eye (o f the one whom he blinded), 

(similarly) a nose for a nose, an ear for an ear, a tooth for a tooth and Qisaas (just retaliation 

will be enforced) for (other types of) WOUnds (when the same wound can be inflicted. These laws apply in our 

Shari'ah os well). Whoever acts charitably (by forgiving the attacker and waiving the Qisaas), it will be 
expiation for him (it will be a means for his sins to be forgiven). Whoever does not judge by what 
Allaah has revealed, then they surely are oppressors (transgressors).

46. In their footsteps (in the footsteps o f the other Ambiyaa) We sent Isa the son of Maryam, 
confirming the (teachings o f the) Torah that was before him. We gave him the Injeel in 
which there is guidance (towards the truth) and light (the commands o f Allaah), confirming the 
Torah before him. It (the Injeel) was (also) a guidance and advice to those who adopted 
Taqwa (who feared Allaah).

47. (We had instructed them saying,) The people of the Injeel should judge (their disputes) in 
accordance with what Allaah has revealed in it (in the Injeel). Whoever does not judge by 
what Allaah has revealed, then they surely are sinners (because of their disobedience).

48. We have revealed the Book (the Qur'aan) to you (0  Muhammad ® ) with the truth to 
confirm the Books before it and as witness (custodian, protector) over them (to attest to the truth
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that they professed). So (0  Muhammad SSfJ judge between them (between people, even though they may 

not be Muslims) by that which Allaah has revealed (to you) and do not follow their wishes, 
leaving aside the truth that has come to you (al!Ambiyaai&®@£ are innocent). For each of you 
(nations o f  the various Prophets throughout time) We have fixed a Shari'ah and a set way (according to 

which your lives are led). If Allaah willed, He could have made you a single nation (following the 

same Shari'ah) but (He has not done so) so that He may test you with regard to that which He 
has given you (to see who are obedient and who are not). So hasten to (do) good works! To Allaah 
shall you all return (on the Day o f  Qiyaamah) and then He will inform you about that in 
which you used to differ (then each one will receive the rewards orpunishmentfor what they did).

49. And (O  Muhammad ) you should judge between them by that which Allaah has 
revealed to you and do not follow their whims. Beware of them lest they should divert
you (be careful that they do not turn you away) from some part of what Allaah has revealed to you. 
If they turn away (and refuse to accept your judgement), then (do not be too grieved because you should) 

know that Allaah merely wishes to punish them because of some of their sins. There 
are certainly many people who are sinners (who will not obey).

50. Is it the law of ignorance (the laws o f  others besides Allaah) that they seek? Who can be a 
better judge than Allaah for those who have conviction? (None can be a belter judge than Allaah 

because H e  is Most Wise, All-Knowing and MostMerciful.)

5 1 .0  you who have Imaan! Do not take the Jews and Christians as friends (confidants). 

They (all Kuffaar) are the friends only of each other (and cannot be your friends). Whoever of you 
befriends them, then he is surely from among them (because all the Kuffaar are one community). 

Verily Allaah does not guide a nation of wrong-doers (who befriend the Kuffaar).

52. You will see that those in whose hearts is a disease (hypocrisy and doubt) race to be 
with them (the Kuffaar) saying, “We fear that a change of fortune may overtake us (when we 

may need the assistance o f  the Kuffaar) !” Perhaps Allaah shall grant a victory (to the Muslims) or
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something else from His side (to expose the identities o f the hypocrites) after which they (the 

hypocrites) WOtlld begin to regret what (incorrect beliefs and thoughts) they hid within their 
hearts.

53. Then (on this occasion when the hypocrites are exposed) the Mu'mineen shall Say (to each other), 

“Are these the ones who took solemn oaths by Allaah that they were with you (that they 

were also Muslims like us) ?” Their actions are destroyed (have gone to waste because they will have no 

rewards in theAakhirah) and they have become losers (in both worlds).

54. O you who have Imaan! Whoever among you turns away from his religion (forsakes 

lslaam), then (Allaah has no need fo r such people because) Allaah can soon bring (create) another 
nation whom He loves and who love Him; who will be kind towards the Mu'mineen, 
stem towards the Kuffaar and who will strive in Allaah's way (to uplift lslaam) without 
fearing the criticism (condemnation, abuse) of those who criticise (unlike the Munaafiqeen who 

feared the criticism o f the Kuffaar). This (the qualities o f the people described above) is the grace (favour) of 
Allaah that He grants to whoever He desires. Allaah (the grace of Allaah) is All 
Surrounding, (Allaah is) All Knowing.

55. Your Protecting Friend is only Allaah, His Rasool H i  and the Mu'mineen who 
establish salaah, pay zakaah and who bow in Ruku.

56. Whoever befriends Allaah, His Rasool and the Mu'mineen (instead o f befriending the

Kuffaar), then indeed only the party of Allaah (those with Him) shall be victorious (in both 

worlds).
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57. O you who have Imaan! Do not take as friends those who make a mockery (ridicule) 

and made fun of (belittle) your Deen (whether they be) from those who have received the 
Book before you (the Jews and Christians) and (whethertheybefrom) the (other) Kuffaar (groups). Fear 
(thepunishment of) Allaah if you are (true) Mu'mineen.

58. When you call (people) towards salaah (when the Adhaan is called), they (the Kuffaar) mock 
and poke fun at it. That is because they are a nation who have no understanding.

59. Say, “O people of the Book! Do you hate us only because we believe in Allaah, in 
what has been revealed to us and in what has been revealed before (us to the previous 

Ambiyaa), and because most of you are (disobedient) sinners?” (If these be the reasons fo r hating us, 
they are no reasons atal! because these actions are good, as are those who carry them out.)

60. Say, “ (If you dislike us,) Shall I inform you of someone deserving worse punishment 
from Allaah? (They are) The ones whom Allaah has cursed, is angry with, some of whom 
He has transformed into monkeys and pigs and (those) who worship the Shaytaan (by

doing whatever he directs). These people are in the Worst of positions (heading towards Jahannam) 

and have strayed the most from the right (straight) path.” (Thepeople being referred to here are the 
Jews.)

61. When they (the Munaqfiqeen) come to you (0 Muhammad ), they say, “We have 
Imaan,” whereas they have already entered (your presence) with kufr (in their hearts) and have 
left (departed) with it (with kufr in their hearts). Allaah knows best what they hide.

62. You will see most of them (the Jews) rush into sin, transgression (violating Allaah's laws) 

and devouring the unlawful (doing that wh ich is Haraam, especially dealing with interest). Evil indeed is 
that which they do.
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63. Why do the pious ones (from among them) and (their) Rabbis (scholars) not prohibit them 
from their sinful speech and (from) devouring the unlawful? Evil indeed is that which 
they (the pious and Rabbis) carry out (by not prohibiting the people from doing wrong).

64. (WhenAllaahdoesnotgivethem enoughw ealth)The Jews say, “Allaah's hand is tied up!” (Rather) 

It is their hands that are tied up (because o f their proverbial stinginess) and they have been 
cursed (thrown far from Allaah’s mercy) because of what (lies and disrespectful things) they say. Indeed 
Allaah's hands are spread out wide (He is Most Generous), He spends as He pleases (He gives 

wealth to whoever He pleases). Verily that (Qur aon) which has been revealed to you from your 
Rabb shall be a cause for increasing the defiance and kufr of many of them (because of 

their spitefulness, they increase their mischief, transgression and sinful behaviour) . We have Cast enmity and 
hatred between them until the Day of Judgement (because o f which they will always be fighting). 

Whenever they light the flames of war (against the Muslims), Allaah extinguishes it (and they 

always fail to destroy lstaam). They spread corruption in the world and Allaah does not like 
those who spread corruption (and willpunish them fo r it).

65. If only the Ahlul Kitaab would believe fin Muhammad I S  and accept islaam) and adopt 
Taqwa, We shall remove their sins from them (forgive their sins) and enter them into 
Jannaat of bliss.

t
66. If only they would establish the (laws o f the) Torah, the Injeel and whatever has been 
revealed to them from their Rabb, they would eat from above them and from beneath 
their feet (they will receive an abundance o f sustenance). Among them (the Ahlul Kitaab) are those (like 

Najashi) on the straight path (those who have accepted Islaam), while many of them carry out evil 
acts.
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67. O Rasool ! Propagate (convey) what (everything that) has been revealed to you from 
your Rabb (and do not fear the reaction of the Kuffaar). If you do not do SO (if you hide something), then 
you have not conveyed Allaah's message (because hidingsome o f  it is as bad as hiding o f it all). Allaah 
shall protect you from the people (and they will be unable to kill you). Surely Allaah does not 
guide the nation ofKaafirOOn, Rasulullaaht*$M thereforecanveyedthecompletemessageoflslaam.)

68. Say, “O People of the Book, you are not on anything (not following any proper religion or path) 

until you establish the (injunctions of the) Torah, the Injeel and whatever has been 
revealed to you by your Rabb (included in these injunctions is following Rasulullaah QMO;).”  Verily that 
which has been revealed to you (0  Muhammad from your Rabb shall be a cause for 
increasing the defiance (sinful acts) and kufr of many of them. So do not grieve (do not be 

sorrowful or lose hope) over the nation of Kaafiroon (when they do not accept yourteachings).

69. Verily those who have Imaan (like the Muslims), the Jews, the Saabi'een [sou! worshippers) 

and the Christians who believe in Allaah (and message o f  R asu lu llaah^S ) and the Last Day 
and who do good deeds (are followers o f Muhammad & %) shall have no fear nor shall they 
grieve (intheAakhirah).

70. Most certainly We have taken a (firm) pledge from the Bani Israa'eel (that they should 

worship only Allaah and obey His Prophets) and We sent to them many Rusul. Each time a Rasool 
came to them with that which did not appeal to their desires, they rejected a group (Of

theRusul, such asJsa$®&J and killed a group of them (such asZakariyya $$$& &  and Yahya ) .

71. They (the Jews) assumed that there would be no trial (difficulties to test them) so they 
became blind and deaf (refusing to accept the truth). Then Allaah pardoned them (after they 

repented) but again many of them became blind and deaf (to the truth). Allaah sees what 
they do (and will punish them fo r it).
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72. Indeed those people have committed kufr who say that Allaah certainly is 
Maseeh the son of Maryam (Isa ). The Maseeh (Isa j  had told them, “O  Ban!
Israa'eel! Worship Allaah Who is my Rabb and your Rabb! Allaah has definitely 
forbidden Jannah for the one who attributes a partner to Allaah (commits Shirk) and his 
abode shall be the Fire (ofJahannam). The oppressors (Mushrikeen) will have no helpers” (to 
savethemfrom Allaah's punishment).

73. Those people (some Christians) have undoubtedly committed kufr who say that Allaah 
is surely the third of three (according to the belief o f  Trinity). There is no Ilaah but the One Ilaah 
(Allaah). If they do not give up what they say, a painful punishment shall certainly befall 
those of them who commit kuh: (and who die os Kuffaar).

74. Will they not rather turn (repent) to Allaah and (sincerely) seek forgiveness from Him? 
Allaah is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful (Allaah will certainly forgive them if they sincerely repent and 

accept Maam).

75. Maseeh the son of Maryam is but a Rasooi. Many Rusul have passed before him 
and his mother was extremely truthful (true in herlmaan, a saintly woman). Both of them used 
to eat food (and could therefore not have been gods because gods have no physical needs). See how We 
illustrate the proofs (evidence ofTowheed) for them, then see how they (still) turn back on 
their heels!

76. Say (to the Kuffaar), “Do you worship in place of Allaah such (gods) that can neither 
harm you nor benefit you whereas Allaah is All Hearing, All Knowing?”
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77. Say, “O  Ahlul Kitaab! Do not commit excesses (exceed the bounds) in your religion (do

not overstep the limits by regarding Isa as Allaah) and do not follow the wishes (baseless views) of a
nation (your forefathers) who were astray, who led many astray and who strayed from the 
straight path (ofTowheed).”

78. Those of the Bani Israa'eel who committed kufr were cursed on the tongues of 
Dawood and Isa the son of Maryam. That was because they were disobedient 
and they overstepped the limits (o f their religion).

©,

79. (Among the reasons for which they were cursed was that) They never prevented each Other (did not 

abstain) from the evil that they used to carry out. Evil indeed was that which they did (not 

preventing each other from sinful acts) . (Failing to stop evil when able to do so is a major sin.)

80. You will see many of them befriend the Kuffaar (theMushrikeen and other people opposed to 

lslaam). Evil indeed is that (sinandfalse beliefs) which their souls send ahead (totheAakhirah) for 
them; (it is because o f this) that Allaah became angry with them and they shall remain in 
punishment forever.

81. If they (the Ahlul Kitaab) had believed in Allaah, in the Nabi (Muhammad & § ) and what 
was revealed to him, they would never have taken them (the other Kuffaar) as friends. 
However, many of them are sinners (disobedient and will still not accept lslaam).
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82. You will definitely discover that the Jews and Mushrikeen are the staunchest (most 
bitter) enemies of the Mu'mineen. And you will surely find that those closest in 
affection to the Mu'mineen are those who say, “We are Christians (Christians who follow the 

true teachings of Isa ) ” This (affinity and affection) is because there are learned priests
(scholars) and monks among them and because they are not proud.

83. When they (a Christian delegation from  Abyssinia who came to Rasulullaah^^S) hear what has been 
revealed to the Rasool (when they heard Rasulullaah (SsP recite the Qufaan), you see their eyes
flow with tears because they recognise the truth (o f  what they hear). They say, “O our 
Rabb! We have Imaan (we believe as the Muslims do), so record us among those who testify”
(accept the huth oflslaam).

84. (In response to those who taunted them fo r accepting Islaam, they said) “How can we not believe in 
Allaah and the truth that has come to us (when it is so clear to us) and we desire that our 
Rabb includes us in the ranks of the righteous ones (inJannah)?”

85. So, because of their announcement (that they have accepted Islaam), Allaah shall reward 
them (in the Aakhirah) with Jannaat beneath which rivers flow, where they shall live 
forever. Such is the reward of those who do good.

86. As for those who commit kufr and deny Our Aayaat, they are the occupants of the 
Fire (ofjahannam).

87. O you who have Imaan! Do not forbid (declare as unlawful) the pure things that Allaah
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has permitted (made lawful) for you (by regarding something that is Halaal as Haraam) and do not 
overstep (do not exceed the limits of the Shari'ah). Surely Allaah does not like those who 
overstep (exceedlimits).

88. Eat from the lawful (Halaal) and pure sustenance that Allaah has provided for you 
and fear Allaah (by abstainingfram everythingHe has made unlawful) in Whom yOU believe.

®6j
89. Allaah will not call you to account for your futile (unintentional and foolish) oaths, but 
will call you to account for (breaking) those oaths that you take deliberately (resolve firmly). 

The Kaffaara for this (for breaking a deliberate oath) is to either feed ten poor persons with 
food of average quality with which you feed your families, or to clothe them (the ten poor 

persons with clothing that at least covers a major portion o f  the body), or to free a (Muslim or non-Muslim) slave. 
Whoever does not find this (is unable to carry out any of the above three options), should fast far 
three (consecutiuej days. This is the Kaffaara for your oaths when you take (break) them. 
Protect your oaths (take them fo r good reason only and do not break them) ! In this way Allaah 
explains His verses so that you may show gratitude (for the guidance He gives you;.

90. O you who have Imaan! Indeed liquor (wine, beer and other intoxicants), gambling, idols 
and (distribution by) arrows (see verse 3 o f this Surah) are filthy and evil acts of Shaytaan, so 
abstain from them so that you may be successful (gain salvation in both worlds).

® Q b
91. Shaytaan wants only to cast (breed) enmity and hatred between you by means of 
liquor (intoxicants) and gambling and wants to prevent you from the remembrance of 
Allaah and salaah (by involving you in these evils). So will you not abstain (from these evil which cause 

disputes between you) ?
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92. Obey Allaah and obey the Rasool fS i  and beware (o f sin even if you do not understand the 

evils o f i t )! If you turn away (from Allaah s obedience), then know that the responsibility of the 
Rasool is only the clear conveying (o f the message qflslaam. He is not expected to force people to 

accept Islaam).

93. There is no sin on those who have Imaan and who do righteous acts for what
(Haraam food and drink) they have eaten (or drunk in the past before these things were made Haraam) when 
they had adopted Taqwa (abstainedfrom other Haraam acts previously), had Imaan (were steadfast in 

their Imaan) and performed good actions, then again adopted Taqwa (by abstaining from the 

foodsanddrinkmadeHaraamlater) and had Imaan (belieuedintheprohibitionqftheHaraamfoodsanddrinks)} 

and again adopted Taqwa (remained steadfast in abstainingfrom everything Haraam) and performed 
good actions. Allaah loves those who do good (and will certainty reward them).

94.0  you who have Imaan! Allaah shall surely test you to some extent with regard to 
the (smaller) game that your hands and (the bigger game that) your spears get hold of, so that 
Allaah may (M others) know who are the ones who fear Him without seeing (Him) (This test 
occurs when Muslims are in the state o f Ihraam and are prohibited from hunting game. On such occasions, one cannot 

hunt even though the opportunities are abundant). There shall be a painful punishment for the one 
who oversteps the limits (o f the Shariah by hunting game while in the state o f Ihraam) after this (and after 

other instructions have come to him).

95. O  you who have Imaan! Do not hunt (kill) game while you are in the state of 
Ihraam. The penalty for the person (in ihraam) who purposely kills any game is (that he 

sacrifice) a domestic animal similar to the animal (which he) killed, (the type o f animal) to be 
decided by two just persons (who have the relevant knowledge) and brought as an offering to
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the Kabah (to be sacrificed within the Haram and its meat distributed among the poor), or (if the person does not 

want to slaughter such an animal, he should arrange that) pOOT people be fed (according to the value o f the killed 

animal) as Kaffaara or the equivalent of it in fasts (a fast should be observed fo r each poor person that 

could be fed) so that he may taste the consequences of his action. Allaah has forgiven 
what has passed (what a person did before becoming a Muslim), but whoever repeats (the sin), then 
Allaah shall take him to task. Allaah is Mighty, the One Who takes (sinners) to task.

96. Permitted for you (whether you are in the state oflhraam or not) is the prey of the sea (fish) and 
eating from it is a provision for you and for travellers. (However,) Prey of the land (hunting 

for animals) has been prohibited for you as long as you are in the state of Ihraam. Fear 
Allaah unto Whom you will be gathered.

97. Allaah has made the Kabah, the sacred house, as well as the sacred months, the 
sacrificial animal (slaughtered after Hof) or Umrah) and the garlands (placed around the necks of such 

animalsto signify that they are to be slaughtered in the Haram) a means by which (the physical and spiritual safety 

and well-being of) mankind is maintained. This is so that you may know that to Allaah 
belongs what is in the heavens and what is in the earth and that verily Allaah has 
knowledge of all things (the safety and benefit for mankind that Allaah has placed in all o f the above things tells 

us that He has perfect knowledge and control ofeuerything).

98. Know that undoubtedly Allaah is severe in punishment (when punishing His enemies) and 
that Allaah is indeed Most Forgiving, Most Merciful (towards His friends, especially when they 

unintentionally commit sins).

99. The Rasool (fcs® (Muhammad ) has only to convey (Allaah's messages to people, which he has 

done most devotedly. Hesnotexpectedtofbrcepeopletoacceptlm aan). (Furthermore) Allaah knows (all) what 
you make known and what you hide (and will reward or punish you accordingly).
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100. Say (0  Muhammad 2US ) ,  “The impure and the pure are not equal even though the 
abundance of the impure may attract (tempt and appeal to) you (to involve yourself with it). So 
(continuous}])) fear Allaah (by avoiding all evil), O people of intelligence, so that you may be 
successful (in both worlds).

101. O  you who have Imaan! Do not ask questions about those things that you 
dislike (for) when they are made known to you (they will be too difficult to carry out). If you ask 
such questions while the Qur'aan is being revealed (during the lifetime of Rasulullaah ), 

they will surely be made known to you (and you may regret asking). Allaah has forgiven it (the 

asking o f  such questions in the past, so do not repeat them). Allaah is Most Forgiving, Most Tolerant.

102. Indeed (a group of) people before you had asked (such questions q f their Prophets) and then 
they became Kaaf iroon (when they rejected the replies they received and did not practise what they were told).

103. Allaah did not introduce (asapartofreligion) the “Baheerah,” nor the “Saa'ibah,” nor 
the “Waseelah”, nor the “Haam,” (these were various types o f  animals, mostly camels, to whom the early 
Arabs gave these titles because o f certain reasons. People were prohibited from deriving benefit from them exceptunder 

certain special circumstances) but the Kuffaar had invented a lie about Allaah (by saying that Allaah 

had commanded that these animals be revered). (The fact o f the matter is that) Most of them (the Kuffaar) have 
no understanding (and blindly follow the customs and beliefs o f  their forefathers, which were based on their 

whims and desires).

104. When it is told to them (theKuffaar), “Come towards what Allaah has revealed and 
towards the Rasool S , ” they say, “What we found our forefathers practising is 
(enough) sufficient for us!” (Will they follow their forefathers) even though their forefathers did 
not understood anything (did not have the relevant knowledge) and were not rightly guided (had

no divine guidance) ?
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105 .0  you who have Imaan, take care of your own selves (guard your own lmaan also while 

advising others). He who has strayed (from the truth) cannot harm you when (as long as) you are 
rightly guided (obeying Alhah's commands). To Allaah shall you all return, when He will 
inform you of what you used to do (and reward or punish you).

106.0  you who have Imaan! When death draws (comes) near to any of you at the time 
of making a bequest (a will), there should be two just persons (present as witnesses to the will) 

from you (Muslims) or from another nation (non-Muslims) if you are on journey when the 
affliction of death befalls you. If you are in doubt (about the truthfulness o f  the two witnesses), 

then detain (take hold of) the two of them after salaah and they should swear by Allaah, 
“We are not taking any price (any worldly gain by lying or by receiving bribes) for it (for our oaths and our 

testimony) even though he (the deceased) may be a relative and we will not hide testimony, 
for then (if we stand to gain anything or if we hide testimony) we shall be from among the sinners. ”

107. If it is later discovered that the two of them were guilty of a sin (such as stealing 

something from the estate or concealing the truth), two other close relatives (o f the deceased) from 
among those people who were sinned against (against whom the first two witnesses had sinned by 

stealing inheritance from them) should replace them (as witnesseŝ . They (the two close relatives) must 
swear, “Indeed our testimony (that the property found in their possession belonged to the deceased) is 
truer than theirs (their lies) and we have not transgressed (we have not broken any laws o f  the 

Shan ah), for then (if we did transgress) we shall be from the oppressors (wrongdoers).”

108. In this way (by allowing the close relatives to testify) it is more likely that they (the first two
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witnesses) will testify properly (without lying) or (more likely that) they will fear that oaths (o f others) 

be repeated after they had taken their oaths (thereby exposing them as liars and making them 

transgressors). Fear Allaah and listen (to His commands with the intention o f practising) ! Allaah does 
not guide sinful (disobedient) people (because they do not want to be guided).

109. (Do natforget) The day (ofQiyaamah) when Allaah will gather the Rusul and ask, “What 
reply (response) did you receive (from the people when you called them to believe in Towheed) ?” They W ill 

submit, “We have no knowledge (about the beliefs they concealed in their hearts and about what they did 

after we left them). Most surely only You are the Knower of the unseen. ”

110. (Do natforget the Day of Qiyaamah) When Allaah will say, “O  Isa the son of Maryam! 
Remember My favour to you and to your mother when I assisted you by means of the 
Ruhul Qudus and you spoke to the people while in the cradle (as a little baby) and in 
manhood (when you returned to the world before Qiyaamah). (Remember) When I taught you the Book 
(previous scriptures), wisdom, the Torah and the Injeel. (Remember also) When you would create 
by my order blow into it and it would become a living the form of a bird from sand. 
And you would cure those born blind and the lepers by My order, bird by My order. 
(when you would) raise the dead (alive from their graves) by My order. And (remember) when I and 
Bani Israa'eel from (killing) you when you came to them with clear signs restrained the 
(miracles) and the Kaafiroon from them said, 'This (the miracles) is but obvious magic!'”

111. (Allaah will further tell Isa to remember) “When 1 inspired the (hearts o f the) Disciples with
the instruction to believe in Me and in My Rasool (Isa ;, they said, 'We believe 
and You be witness that we have certainly surrendered (ou rse lves  t o  th e  ob e d ie n ce  o f  A llaah ) .'”
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112. (Remember also the time) When the Disciples said, “O  Isa, son of Maryam! Is your 
Rabb able to send to us a set (fully laden) table (spread with food) continuously from the 
skies?” He (Isa replied, “Fear Allaah (and do not make such requests) if you are indeed
Mu' mineen (if you truly havelmaan, you need not ask for miracles) ! ”

113. They said, “We wish to eat from it, to put (thelmaan in) our hearts at ease, to know
(to have added conviction) that yOU have been truthful to US (in your claim to Prophethoad) and to be 
witnesses to it (to this wonderful event). ”

114. Isa the son of Maryam prayed, “O Allaah, our Rabb! Send down to us a set table 
(spread with food) from the heavens so that it may be a (day of) celebration for those of us 
present here and for those of us still to come (when they recall the day) and a sign from You (to
show Your power and prove the truthfulness o f my Prophethood). Provide for US, for You are the Best of 
providers (because You can provide without effort o r labour) . ”

115. Allaah said, “I shall certainly send it (thesettable) to you. (However) Whoever of you 
commits kufr after this (miracle), I will surely punish him in a manner (soseverely) as I have 
never before punished anyone so severly in the universe. ”

116. (Do not forget the time) When (on the Day o f Qiyaamah) Allaah shall say, “O Isa son of 
Maryam! Did you say to the people, Take myself and my mother both as Ilaah instead 
of Allaah?'” He (Isa J  will reply, “I express Your purity (You have no need for partners)! It
does not befit me to say what I have no right to say! If I had said so, You would 
certainly have knowledge of it (You certainly know that 1 did not say anything like it). You know what 
is in my heart and I do not know what is in Your knowledge. Most assuredly, You are 
the Knower of the unseen.”
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117. “I told them only what You had commanded me (to tell them, which is): ‘Worship 
Allaah, Who is my Rabb and your Rabbi’ I was a witness to them as long as I was with 
them. (However) When You took me away (raised me to the heavens), then You were watching 
over them (You have perfect knowledge about what they said and did after I  had left them). You are Witness 
over all things."

118. “If You punish them, then verily they are Your slaves (and You are at liberty to treat them as 

You please), and if You forgive them, then surely You are the Mighty, the Wise (and Your 

reason fo r doing so is filled with wisdom).”

119. Allaah will say, “This (Day of Qiyaamah) is the day when the truthfulness of the 
truthful ones shall profit them. They shall have fas a reward) Jannaat beneath which 
rivers flow, where they shall live forever and ever.” Allaah is pleased with them and 
they are pleased with Him (with the way in which He shall reward them). This (attainingAllaah'spleasure) 

is a magnificent achievement.

120. To Allaah belongs the kingdom of the heavens and the earth and whatever is 
within them. He has power over all things.

n
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Surah 6  Surah An'aam

LIVESTOCK
THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH AN 'AAM  AND SURAH M AA’IDAH

The link in name: “Allaah will continue to bless you with a table (Maa'idah) laden with His 
bounties on condition that you do not make offerings of animals (An'aam) and food to others and 
as long as you do not subscribe to those things that others besides Allaah have forbidden.”

The link in content: Surah An'aam is linked to Surah Maa'idah because it also refutes the 
beliefs and actions of the Mushrikeen in some detail. Whereas Surah Maa'idah at first refutes the 
actions of the Mushrikeen, Surah An'aam discusses this only after refuting Shirk in “tasarruf” . 
(This type of Shirk occurs when a person believes that a saint or another being besides Allaah 
possesses the ability to cause benefit or harm by some hidden means, without any agency).

A SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

Surah An'aam discusses detailed arguments against Shirk, presenting a gist of the 
argument afterwards.

from the beginning of the Surah up to verse 73, sixteen of the arguments against Shirk are 
mentioned. The arguments dearly establish that only Allaah can be relied on for assistance and 
that only He is in control of all things. With these arguments, the Surah makes it dear that all 
sacrificial offerings to beings besides Allaah are Haraam, be they by way of animals, foods grains, 
etc.

Surah An'aam makes mention of the strongest proofs that the Mushrikeen used to substantiate 
their beliefs. This is mentioned so that it becomes known that even their strongest argument is 
weak and unintelligible.

Among these arguments are various inddents of Ibraheem and another seventeen
Ambiyaa. All these Ambiyaa opposed Shirk, propagated Towheed and supplicated only to 
Allaah, knowing that only He can be of assistance.

Besides these arguments, the Surah also discusses three additional subjects. These are:

(1) Replies to seven doubts of the Mushrikeen. While some of these doubts have been 
mentioned in this Surah, others appear in other Surahs.

(2) Surah An'aam teaches seven methods of presenting the message of Towheed to people, 
thus negating Shirk. These are mentioned from verse 14 up to verse 58. All these methods of 
presentation also serve as proofs against Shirk, proving that only Allaah can be summoned in 
times of need and that only He possesses knowledge of the unseen.

(3) Seven reasons why the Mushrikeen refuse to accept the truth. These are mentioned from 
verse 53 up to verse 129. Each of these begin with the word “kadhaalik” (“Thus” or “In this 
manner”).

The Surah also mentions various aspeds like disobedience to parents, murder, infanticide, 
usurping the wealth of orphans, cheating in weights and measures, and many other vices and 
sins. This discussion terminates at verse 153 with the words, “These are the things which 
Allaah has commanded you so that you may adopt Taqwa. ”
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In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful.

1. All praise belongs to Allaah Who created the heavens and the earth and Who made 
multitudes (many forms) of darkness (evil) and a light (guidance). Then too the Kuffaar make 
equals with (ascribe partners to) their Rabb (by committing Shirk).

2. He is the One Who created you (your father Aadam f i W e ]  from clay and then fixed a 
term (after which you will die). The term (when you will be resurrected) is fixed with Him (in His 

knowledge), then too you Kuffaar, doubt (resurrection, little realising that the Being Who can create you from  

sand can certainly resurrect you again) !

3. He is Allaah (Who is The Only One deserving to be worshipped) in the heavens and in the earth. 
He knows your secrets and what you make known and He knows what you earn
( whatever actions you do, so act in accordance with the Shariah).

4. When any Aayah'verse or miracle) from the Aayaat (verses and miracles) of their Rabb comes 
to them (theKuffaar), they turn away from it (refusing to believe it).

5. Indeed they (HkeAadandThamud) have denied the truth when it came to them. Soon the 
news (the dreadful consequences) of what they mocked shall come to them (and they will regret what 

they) did).
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6. Have they (theKuffaar like the Aad and Thamud) not seen (as they passed the ruins o f past nations on their 

journeys) how many nations We have destroyed before them, whom We had established 
on earth as We have not established you (We had given them more might and resources than We have 

given you)? (Although) We sent to them abundant rains and made rivers flow beneath them
(because of which they were very prosperous), We then destroyed them (the offenders) because of their 
sins and created other nations after them.

7. If We reveal to you (0  Muhammad & £ )  a Book (divine scripture) on paper that they (people) 

can touch with their hands (as theKuffaar request to see), the Kuffaar will (reject it and) say, “This 
is nothing less than obvious magic. ”

8. They (theKuffaar also) Say, “Why is an angel not sent to him (to Muhammad to verify that he is

aprophet) ? ”  If We were to send an angel (as they request and if they still refuse to accept that he is aProphet) , 

the matter (o f their punishment) will be decided and then they (will be destroyed immediately and they) 

will not be granted respite (to repent).

9. If We Were to make him (the Prophet) an angel fas the Kuffaar request when they say that the Prophets 

are nothing more than human beings like themselves and should rather have been angels), We would surely 
make him (the angel in the form  of) a man (because humans cannot see an angel in his true form ) and then 
cast the same doubt on them in which they find themselves (they would then again say that the 

Prophet is merely a human being like themselves) .

10. (O  Muhammad K  ) Indeed Rusul before you were also mocked, then those who 
mocked were surrounded by (the punishment for) that which they used to mock.

11. Say, “Travel on the earth and (by seeing the ruins o f previous nations,) see what was the
outcome (theruins) of those who rejected (the message o f  their Prophets. In this manner you will leam from  

their experiences and will not repeat their mistakes). ”
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12. Say, “To whom belongs everything in the heavens and earth?” Say (in reply), “To 
Allaah!” He has made mercy (towards His creation) incumbent (binding, compulsory) upon 
Himself (because o f which He does not punish people immediately). He will certainly gather you all on 
the Day of Qiyaamah about which there is no doubt. Those who have cast (put; their 
souls to destruction (those who are destined to be destroyed) will not accept Imaan.

13. To Him belongs whatever lies still (rests) during the night and day (Allaah is the Creator 

and Master of everything). He is the All Hearing (hears everything in the noise o/the day andin the si/enceo/the 

night), All Knowing (knows and attends to the needs c f  all).

14. Say, “Should I take as a helper anyone else besides Allaah Who has created the 
heavens and the earth and Who feeds (all His creation) without Himself being fed (all need 

Him while H e needs none) ?” Say (O  Rasulullaah I S ), “Verily I have been commanded to be the 
first Muslim (to be the first to submit to Allaah's obedience) and not to be of the Mushrikeen.”

15. Say (O Rasulullaah IS®?;, “If I disobey My Rabb (by worshipping others), I (also) fear the 
punishment of a tremendous day (the Day of Qiyaamah because no one is above the diuine law).”

16. Allaah is indeed merciful to the one from whom punishment is averted (turned 

away). This (being saved from punishment) is clear (a great) SUCCeSS.

17. If Allaah afflicts (punishes) you with harm, there shall be none (not even a Prophet or saint; 

to remove it except Him. (On the other hand,) If He grants you good, then He has power 
over all things (and nonecan takethe good away from you).

18. He is Mighty (has complete control) over His bondmen and He is the Wise, the 
Informed.
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19. Say (O  Rasulullaah SUP J, “What thing offers the greatest testimony (to the truth of 

Rasulullaah/t^S andlslaam) ?” Say, “AllaaH (offers the greatest testimony)! He is the Witness between 
myself and yourselves. This Qur'aan has been revealed to me so that I may warn you 
with it as well as (to warn) those whom it reaches (after you). Do you (Mushrikeen) really bear 
witness that there are other gods with Allaah?” Say (to them 0  Rasulullaah I S ), “I bear no 
such witness.” Say, “He (Allaah) is but One Uaah and I am certainly (totally) innocent of 
that (the idols) which you associate with Him (I openly express my aversion to all types o f Shirk). ”

20. Those who have been given the Book (the Jews and Christians) recognise him
(Rasulu!laah*$M) like they recognise their own children (because of his description in their scriptures). 

Those who (because o f  their malice, pride, love fo r wealth, hue for power, hide the truth) have Cast their 
souls to destruction (they are destined to be destroyed) because they will not accept Imaan.

21. Who can be more unjust than he who invents lies against Allaah (by saying that Allaah 

has partners) and rejects His Aayaat? Surely, the unjust ones (the Kuffaar and Mushrikeen) shall 
never succeed.

22. (Do not forget) The day when We shall gather them all together and then ask those 
who committed Shirk (who ascribed partners to Allaah), “Where are the partners (idols, heroes) 

that yOU claimed (were equal to Allaah)?”

23. Their only ploy (excuse to evade punishment) then will be to swear, “By Allaah our Rabb, 
we never committed Shirk!”

24. See how they lie against themselves! That which they fabricated (their gods and heroes) 

shall be lost to them (in theAakhirah and unable to help them in the least).
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25. Among them (the Kuffaar) are those who listen attentively to you (O  Muhammad when 

you recite the Qur'aan). (However) We have placed a veil on their hearts lest they should 
understand, and in their ears is a deafness (so that they do not hear with the intention o f  accepting) . 

Even if they see every Aayah, they will not believe in it; to the point that the Kuffaar 
will (actually) come to debate (dispute) with you saying, “This (Quraan) is merely fables (false 

stories) of the old (ancient) people.”

26. They forbid (others) from it (from the Qur’aan and from following Rasulullaah ) and they 
themselves avoid it. They destroy only themselves (by doing this because they will suffer the 

punishmentfor it), but they take no notice of it (they do not understand their loss) .

27. If only you could see (the time) when they will be made to stand over the Fire (of 

Jahannam) and they will say, “O  dear! If only we could be returned (to the world), we would 
not reject the Aayaat of our Rabb and we would be from among the Mu'mineen!”

28. In fact, that (knowledge o f punishment fo r the Kuffaar) which they used to hide (from others) 

would become clear to them (on the Day of Qiyaamah). If they were to be sent back (to the 

world), they would (again; return to what had been prohibited to them (they would commit Shirk 

again) and they truly are liars (because they will not fulfil their promise to be Mu'mineen if ever they were 

returned to the world).

29. They (the Kuffaar) say, “This is merely our worldly life (to enjoy, so eat, drink and be merry) and 
we will not be raised (resurrected on theDay o f  Qiyaamah) . ”
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30. If only you could see (the time) when they will be made to stand (by force) before their 
Rabb. He will say, “Is this (resurrection) not the truth?” (Expecting mercy,) They will reply, 
“Indeed, by our Rabb!” He will tell them, “Taste the punishment because you 
committed kufr fin the world). ”

31. Undoubtedly those people are losers (ruined) who deny meeting with Allaah until, 
when the Hour (Qiyaamah) suddenly comes and they cry out, “O dear! How much do we 
regret our negligence (towards Allaah's commands) in the world!” They will bear the burden 
(responsibility) of their sins on their backs. Alas! Evil indeed is that which they bear
(because it will be the cause o f terrible punishmentfor them).

32. The life of the world (besides those things done to please Allaah) is but play (pastime) and sport 
and most certainly the home of the Aakhirah is best for those with Taqwa (those who 

realise that the Aakhirah istheirtruehome). Do you not understand?

33. fO Muhammad ) We know well that their talks (the rejection o f  the Kuffaar) grieve you.
Indeed they do not reject you (they do not regard you asa liar because they know that you are not one), but 
these oppressors deny the Aayaat of Allaah.

34. Without doubt, many Rusul before you were rejected (by their nations) but they bore 
the rejection with patience and they were harassed until Our assistance (unseen aid) 

reached them (Therefore, you should exercise patience until Our assistance reaches you). There is none to 
alter the words (decrees and promises) of Allaah. Some narratives of the Ambiyaa have 
certainly come to you (by which you may be encouraged and by which your heart may beput at ease) .

tan
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35. (0  Muhammad J If their turning away (from Islaam) is difficult for you (because o f your 

concern fo r them) then, if you are able to do so, search for a tunnel (shaft) into the earth or a 
ladder to the sky and bring forth a miracle for them (since you cannot do this, you will have to 

exercise patience until Allaah deals with them). If Allaah willed, He would have gathered them all 
upon guidance (but, He did not desire to do so). So do not be of the uninformed ones (and do not 

worry about them).

36. Only those who listen (to you with the intention o f believing) will accept (your cal! to Imaan. D o  not 

expect everyone to accept Imaan). As for the dead (those who do not listen with the intention o f accepting), 

Allaah shall raise them (after their deaths) and then they will be returned to Him (toaccountfor 

their deeds).

37. They (the Kuffaar) say, “Why does a sign (miracle) not come to him (RasuMaah ) from 
his Rabb?” Say, “Verily Allaah is able to send a sign (at any time), but most of them do 
not know (that seeing a miracle is not always good because they will be almost immediately destroyed if they refuse to 

believe the miracle). ”

- S  * 2 9  ul S

38. Every creature on the earth and every bird flying with its two wings are nations
(communities) like yourselves (because Allaah has also predestined their sustenance and their experiences). We 
have not omitted (torecord) anything in the Book (theLowhulMahfoodh). Then (after passing their 

lives in this world) they (ail creatures, birds, etc) shall be gathered to their Rabb (on the Day ofQiyaamah 

when even oppressive animals will be made topayfor their oppression).

39. Those who deny Our Aayaat are deaf and dumb (unable to hear and see the truth and lost) in a 
multitude of darkness. Allaah sends astray whom He wills and He shall place whom 
He wills on the straight path (Islaam).

40. Say (to the Mushrikeen), “Tell me, if Allaah's punishment has to strike you or if the 
Hour (Qiyaamah) has to dawn upon you, will you then call any (god to assist you) besides
Allaah if you are truthful?” (If you are truthful, will you admit that you can call on none but Allaah to assist 
you?)
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41. No, you will call only for Him (Allaah) and, if He wills, He will remove the calamity 
(misfortune) for which you call Him, after which you will forget those (idols and gods) whom 
you ascribe as partners (to Him).

42. Indeed We have sent (Ambiyaa) to the nations (communities) before you, then (when the 

people rejected the Ambiyaa and their message) We afflicted them with hardships (misery) and 
difficulties (pain) SO that they may humble themselves (and accept the message o f the prophets).

43. Why was it then that they did not show humility when Our punishment afflicted 
them? Instead, their hearts hardened (unable to submit to Imaan) and Shaytaan beautified
(made most tempting) their (evil) actions for them (ccjusmg them to lomnnt wore sins) .

44. When they forgot the advice given to them, We opened to them the doors to all 
(good) things. When the time came that they rejoiced over what was given to them, We 
suddenly gripped hold of them (punished them), leaving them despondent (having no hope of 

ever recovering the bounties they lost).

45. Thus the roots of the oppressive (wrongdoing) people were cut (none survived). All praise 
is for Allaah, the Rabb of the universe (Who assisted His Ambiyaa and those who followed them to 

remove the tyrants and oppressors).

46. Say, “Tell me, if Allaah snatches away your hearing and your sight and seals your 
hearts, which Ilaah besides Allaah can restore them to you?” See how We explain to 
them the Aayaat (provingthat Allaah is the One and Only Ilaah), still they turn away (refusingtosubmit).
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47. Say, “Tell me, if Allaah's punishment afflicts you suddenly or openly (when $ou are 

expecting it), will anyone besides the wrongdoers (unjust and transgressing) be destroyed (it will 

certainly be only the wrong-doers who will suffer) ?  ”

48. We have sent the Ambiyaa only as carriers (bearers) of good news (that the Mu’mineen will 

be successful) and as wamers (to warn people about the punishment in store fo r the Kuffaar). So whoever 
has Imaan and reforms (their beliefs and behaviour), no fear shall overcome them (on the Day of

Qiyaamah), nor shall they grieve (be sorrowful about their past).

49. As for those who reject Our Aayaat, punishment shall afflict them because they
Sill (disobeyed).

50. (O  Muhammad&%%!) Say (to the people), “I do not say to you that 1 possess the treasures of
Allaah (from which I  can give you whatever you want), nor do I have knowledge of the unseen 
(because only Allaah has this knowledge), nor have I told you that I am an angel (because all the Ambiyaa 

are humans). I follow only what has been revealed to me.” Say, “Can a blind person (a

Kaafir) be equal to the one who sees (to a M u m in) ? (NeverI) Do you not ponder (reflect about this 

and realise that you ought to bring Imaan into your hearts)? ”

®0
51. Use it (the Qutaan) to warn those who fear that they will be gathered before their 
Rabb without any helper (support) or intercessor (mediator fo r the wrongdoers), so that they 
may grow concerned (about their plight and forsake all sinsj.
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52 .(W hen some respectable Mushrikeen told Rasulullaah WfRfe that they will listen to him on condition that he removes 

the poor Sahabah from his gathering, Allaah instructed Rasulullaah saying,) Do not drive away
those (poor Sahabah ) who call (worship) their Rabb morning and evening, seeking 
His pleasure. You are not accountable (responsible) at all for them (for their inner condition), nor 
are they (just as they are not) at all accountable (responsible) for you; (there is therefore no reason) that 
(permits) you (to) drive them away and (and for you) become of the wrong-doers (by doing this).
(Since you have no knowledge o f the inner conditions o f their hearts, you have no reason to drive them out o f your 
gatherings.,)

53. In this manner (as these people do not wish to associate with those of lower social standing) We USe Some 
(people) to test others so that they (the upper class) say, “Are these (lower classes) the ones whom 
Allaah has blessed from among us (by guiding them tolslaam instead o f us) ? ”  Allaah knows well 
who the grateful ones are (and Allaah shall guide then to the straight path regardless o f their social standing).

54. When those who believe in Our Aayaat come to you, then say to them, “Peace be 
upon you. Your Rabb has made mercy (for you) compulsory upon Himself. The fact is 
that whichever one of you sins out of ignorance (all sins are committed out of ignorance because no 

person will sin if he really knows the punishment fo r the sin) and then repents and (makes) amends (for his 

sin), (he should remember that) Allaah is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful (Allaah will therefore forgive 

him ).”

55. In this manner (as We have clarified Aayaat before) We clarify Aayaat so that the path (way) of 
the criminals (sinners) may be made clear (and people may be able to stay away from thismisleadingpath).

✓  S ' ” 9-P.I *

56. Say (to the Kuffaar), “I have been prohibited (by revelation, wisdom and nature) from 
worshipping those (godsand idols) that you call upon (thatyou worship) besides Allaah.” Say, 
“1 do not follow your wishes (and will not worship what you want me to worship), for then 1 shall go 
astray and will not be of the rightly guided ones. ”
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57. (0  Muhammad S i ? ) Say (to the Kujjaar), “Verily I am on a clear proof (Towheed) from my 
Rabb, whereas you have rejected Him (by committing Shirk). I do not have (control of) that 
(punishment) which you seek to hasten. Decisions (to reward and to punish) rest only with
Allaah (and He will decide whether to and when to punish). He declares (describes) the truth and is the 
best of all those who make decisions. ”

58. Say, “If I had (control of) what (punishment) you seek to hasten, the matter would have 
been decided between us (because I  would have allowed the punishment to destroy you a long time ago to be 

rid of your harassment). (However) Allaah knOWS best who the Oppressors (unjust are (and He will 

punish them whenever He decides). ”

59. With Him are the keys (the knowledge) of the unseen, about which none besides Him 
has any knowledge (exclusive to Allaah). He knows what is on the land and within the 
oceans. He is (even) Aware of every leaf falling from a tree. Every grain in the darkness 
of the earth and every moist and dry thing is (recorded) in the clear Book (the Lowhul 

Mahfoodh).

* 2  I s s s  9 .1?

©
VI\r

60. He is the One Who raises your souls (from your bodies) by night (when you sleep), knows 
what you do by day and awakens you (after your sleep) to complete the fixed term (o f your 

life). Then (after you die) to Him is your return and He shall inform you of (hold you accountable) 

what you used to do.

61. He is Mighty (has control) over His bondsmen and sends guardians (angels) to you (some 

to protect you from calamities and others to record all your deeds) Until the time Comes when death 
overtakes any of you. Then Our messengers (the angels o f death) extract his soul without 
neglect (without neglecting their duty).
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62. Then they (the souls) are returned to Allaah, their True Master (when they will be judged). 

Lo! Judgement is His (exclusively) and He is the fastest of those who take reckoning
(without any difficultly).

63. Say, “Who shall rescue you from the darkness of the land and sea when (overcome 

with difficulty), humbly and secretly, you call (pray) to Him saying, 'Most surely if You save 
us from this (difficulty), we will definitely be of the grateful ones (the Mu’mineen.)”

64. Say, “Allaah shall rescue you from it (from the difficulty you find yourself in) and from every 
other difficulty, yet you ascribe partners to Him!”

65. Say, “He (A lla ah ) is Capable (a l lp o w e r fu l) of sending to you a punishment from above
(such as a hurricane) Or from beneath your feet (such as an earthquake), OT (He is also Capable of) mixing 
you into various groups and then letting you taste each others brutality (when you fight 

each other in war). ” See how We explain the Aayaat so that they understand (the coming of thepun ishment or the Quraan),

66. Your people deny this (Qur aan) when it is the truth. Tell them, “I have not been put
in charge of you (tofbrceyoutodoaslsayjustasthechoiceisyours, so too are the consequences).”

67. There is a fixed time (set) for every event and you shall soon come to know (when the 

time of your punishment arrives. My duty is only to warn you).

68. When you see those who engross themselves (by mocking and finding fault) with Our 
Aayaat (Our verses, laws, commands), then turn away from them until they engage in some 
other talk. Should Shaytaan cause you to forget (to leave their company), then after 
recalling (the command to leave them), do not sit with the unjust people (this is a principle rule).
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69. Those with Taqwa are not at all accountable for them (for those who mock and find fault with 

the Aayaat ofAllaah), but (it is their duty if they have the ability) to advise (those who finding fault) SO that they 
abstain (from their evil ways).

70. Leave those people alone who regard (what ought to be) their religion (Islaam) as a play 
and sport (who make a mockery o f  it) and whom the worldly life has deceived. Use it (the 

Qur aan) to advise (people) SO that a soul is not detained (held back to suffer punishment) because 
of its (evil) deeds. There shall neither be any helper nor intercessor for it (to save the soul 

from punishment) besides Allaah. Should it (the soul) offer every payment (to save itself from  

punishment in theAakhirah), it would not be accepted from it. These are the ones who have 
been detained because of their actions. They shall have a drink of boiling water and 
an unbearable punishment because they used to commit kufr.

71. Say, “Leaving Allaah, should we call (pray) to that (gods and idols) which can neither 
benefit US nor harm US and (should we) turn back an our heels (and became Mushrikeen again) 

after Allaah had guided us (to Islaam)? Should we be like he whom Shaytaan had 
deviated from the path in a forest, leaving him bewildered (contused and scared, unable to find 

his way) when he has companions calling him to guidance (to the right path, saying), 'Come to 
us!' ?” Say, “Verily only the guidance of Allaah is (true) guidance and we have been 
commanded to surrender (ourselves) to the Rabb of the universe,...

72. ...to establish salaah and to adopt Taqwa. He is the One to Whom you will be 
gathered (for accountability on the Day ofQiyaamah).”
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73. He is truly the One Who created the heavens and the earth. (Do not forget) The day 
when He shall say, “Be!” and it will be (the Day o f  Qiyaomah, after which He will command people to 

rise from their graves and they will rise). His Speech is the truth and kingdom (o f  everything) shall be 
His on the day when the trumpet is blown. He is the Knower of the unseen and the 
visible and He is the Wise, the Informed.

74. (Keep in mind the time) When Ibraheem told his father Aazar, “Do you take idols 
(which you yourself make) as your gods? I see that you and your people are certainly in 
manifest (clear) error.”

75. In this manner (as We showed Ibraheem the error o f  the ways of his people) We showed
Ibraheem the kingdoms of the heavens and the earth so that (by witnessingAllaah's

power,) he could become of those convinced (about the Onenessand greatness o f  Allaahand pass it on to 

others).

76. When the night covered him, he saw a star. He said (to those who worshipped the stars), 

“Can this be my Rabb?” But when it set (disappeared) he said, “I do not like things that
set (because a Rabb cannot be absent when one needs Him ) . ”

77. When he saw the moon shining, he said, “Can this be my Rabb?” But when it set, 
he said (to the people), “If my Rabb does not guide me I shall surely become of those who 
have gone astray. ” (By saying this, he indicated to the people that they were astray and in need of guidance.)

78. When he saw the sun shining he said, “Can this (then) be my Rabb? This is the 
greater (than the stars and the moonj ! ”  But when it set he said, “O my people, indeed I am 
innocent of the things that you ascribe (as partners toAllaah) . ”
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79. “Verily, I have turned my face (my devotion and worship) to only that Being Who created 
the heavens and the earth, as a Haneef (one who does not incline towards any deuiation but inclines to 

the straight uiay, which is the path Allaah sanctions) and I am not from the Mushrikeen.”

80. His people debated with him. He said, “Do you debate with me concerning (the 

Oneness of) Allaah, when He has guided me (to the truth)? I do not fear what (idols) you 
ascribe as partner to Him, (because they can do me no harm) unless my Rabb wills something
(to harm me, fo r then it most certainly/ wilt). The knowledge of my Rabb surrounds everything (He 

knows everything). Will yOU not take heed (and havelmaan)?”

81. “How can I fear that which you associate as partners (to Allaah, which can neither do good 

nctharm) whenyoudo not fear (the punishment that will afflict you because of the fact) that you ascribe 
such partners to Allaah, regarding whom He has not revealed any permission 
(authority) to you (to worship them)? So which of the two groups (you or we) are more worthy of 
Safety (from punishment) if you have knowledge?” (If you haue any knowledge, you would know that we are 

safe from Allaah'spunishment because o f our beliefs. You should therefore be following us.)

82. Those who have Imaan and do not mix their Imaan with wrong-doing (all types of 

Shirk), only such people will have safety (from punishment and from worries) and only they are 
rightly guided.

83. This IS Our (strong) argument (to prove Towheed) that We gave to Ibraheem (to use)

against his nation. We raise the stages of whoever We wish (in respect o f their knowledge and 

wisdom). Verily your Rabb is the Wise, All Knowing.

84. We gifted him (Ibraheem ) with (a son) Is'haaq and (a grandson) Ya'qoob
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both of whom We guided. We guided Nooh before (lbraheem W S E ) and 
from his progeny (we guided) Dawood Sulaymaan Ayyoob Yusuf
&&&&, Moosa and Haroon In this manner fas We rewarded the others) We
reward those who do good.51

®

85. And (We also guided and rewarded) Zakariyya Yahya Isa and Ilyaas
all of whom were from the righteous (servants o f Allaah).

86. And (We also guided and rewarded) Ismaa'eel Yasa Yunus and Loot
Each of them We favoured above the (people o f  the) universe (by making them all

Ambiyaa).

87. And from their forefathers, progeny and brothers (were many whom We guided and favoured 

by making them Ambiyaa as well). We chose them and guided them to the straight path.

©i

88. This (Deen oflslaam to which Allaah guided them) is Allaah's guidance by which He guides 
whom He wills from His bondsmen. If (it is assumed that they commit Shirk, then all their 
actions will be destroyed (because Shirk cannot be tolerated).

89. These (Ambiyaa) are the ones to whom We have granted the Book (the various divine 

scriptures), wisdom and Prophethood. If the people of the present times reject this (what 

was given to the Prophets), then (it will not harm us at all because) We shall entrust it to (other) people 
who will not reject it.

£
90. These (Prophets) are the people whom Allaah has guided, so follow their guidance
(teachings). Say, “I do not ask you payment for it (for the Quraan. I f  you reject it, the loss is your own while 

I  have nothing to lose). It is but a reminder for the (people o f the) universe.”
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91. They (the Jews) have not recognised (the power and worth of) Allaah as they should have 
done when they said, “Allaah has not revealed anything to any human being.” Say (to 
them), “Then who has revealed the Book that Moosa SSMSHS brought as a light and 
guidance for people? You placed (compiled) it in various pages that you showed (to others) , 

but much of it you hid away (from people). You were taught such things that neither you 
nor your forefathers had knowledge of.” Say (to them), “Allaah (revealed all o f th is )!” and 
then leave them to play their (foolish) games (after you have preached the message to them, leave them to 

do as they please because your duty has been done) .

92. This (Qur’aan) is the Book that We have revealed (to you, O  Muhammad S i ), which is 
most blessed, which confirms that (the scriptures) which was before it so that you may 
warn the people of “The Mother of all Villages” (Makkah) and those around it (therestafthe 

world). Those who are convinced of the Aakhirah believe in it (the Qur’aan) and are 
particular about (performing) their salaah (regularly, fo r they anxiously awaitthe life after death).

93. Who can be more unjust than he who invents lies about Allaah and says, 
“Revelation comes to me (Jam a Jh-ophet o f Allaah),”  when no revelation comes to him at all 
(he is not a Prophet) ? And (who can be more unjust than) he (who) says, “1 shall soon reveal the same 
as that (Qur’aan) which Allaah has revealed.” If only you could see the unjust ones in 
the pains (agonies and pangs) of death, with the angels (o f death) stretching out their arms (to 

receive their souls saying), “Deliver (give) up your souls! Today you shall suffer a humiliating 
punishment because you used to speak lies about Allaah (by ascribing partners to H im) and 
because you were too arrogant (proud) to accept the Aayaat of Allaah. ”
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94. (The Kuffaar will be told on the Day of Qiyaamah) “Undoubtedly you have come to Us alone 
(without your wealth and families) as We created you the first time (at birth) and you have left 
behind your backs (in the world) what (bounties and luxuries) We had blessed you with. We do 
not see (with you) your intercessors (your gods and idols) whom you claimed had a share in
you (in your worship). Indeed your relations (bond o f friendship and idolisabon) have been cut off 
and what you claimed (that your idols will intercede fo r you) has been lost to you. ”

95. Undoubtedly Allaah is the One Who splits the seed and the date stone (causing them 

to sprout). He extracts (brings forth) the living from the dead (such as a chicken from an egg or a Mu'min 

fromaKagfir) and the dead from the living (such as an egg from a hen or a Kaafirfrom a Mu'm in). This is 
Allaah! So where are you wandering (going) astray?

96. He causes the dawn to break, made the night a (time of) rest and fixed orbits for the 
sun and the moon (according to which they travel). This is the arrangement of The Mighty, The 
All Knowing.

97. It is He Who made the stars so that you may be guided by them (so that you are able to 

find your route when you travel) in the darkness of the land and (especially in) the ocean. Indeed 
We have explained the Aayaat (signs) for the knowledgeable ones (so that they may recognise 

Allaah).

98. It is He Who created you from a single soul (Aadam J, after which (He places you 

in) a place where you will stay (for a longer period - Jannah or Jahannam) and a place where you 
are kept in trust (for a shorter period - the world/the grave). Indeed We have clearly clarified the 
Aayaat for people who have intelligence (who use their intelligence to ponder and think about Allaah's 

Aayaat).

99. It is He (Allaah) Who sends rain (water) from the sky, then by it (by the rain) He extracts
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(from the ground.) the sprout of everything (every plant), thereafter extracting greens (green stalks) 

from this (sprout). Then from these (green stalks) We bring forth grains that are stacked one 
on top of another (with everyone o f these grans having the ability to grow into a complete plant bearing many 

more grains). From the spadix (a small stalk with little flowers enclosed in a leafy covering called a spathe) of the 
date palm, We extract branches that hang low (heavy because they are laden with dates) and (We 

also germinate) orchards of grapes, olives and pomegranates, some of which are alike (in 

growth and looks), while others are not alike. Look at its fruit as it grows and ripens (as it 

develops from something worthless into something valuable). Indeed there are Aayaat in this for the 
people who have Imaan.

100. Yet (despite witnessingthesesigns ofAllaah'spowerandgreatness) they regard the Jinn as partners 
to Allaah whereas He had created them (How can creation be worshipped instead o f the Creator?). 

And (in addition to this) they invent sons and daughters for Him without knowledge (out of 

ignorance). He is Pure from these things and Exalted above (far superior to] what they 
ascribe.

101. He created (from nothing) the heavens and the earth (without an existing model). How can 
He have children when He has no wife? He created everything and has knowledge of 
everything.

102. This Allaah is your Rabb! There is no llaah but Him, the Creator of all things, so 
worship Him (for He Alone is worthy of worship). He is Watchful (guardian) over all things.

103. Visions (o f people in this world) cannot grasp Him, but He can grasp (is Aware of) all (thatthe) 

visions (o f people see). He is the (Knower o f all that is) Most Subtle (andean therefore net be seen in this 

world), the Informed.

104. The means (ujaysJ of insight (with which man can understand Allaah's power) have undoubtedly 
arrived from your Rabb. Whoever Will (use them to) see (the truth, to recognise Allaah and to bring 

Imaan), it shall be for himself (for his own benefit) and whoever (has a heart that) is blind, it shall 
only be to his detriment (loss). I (Rasulullaah &S3S?) am not a watcher (guard) over you.
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105. In this manner (as We have explained everything else to you) We have explained the Aayaat
(from all angles) SO that (amazed by the detail) they (the Kuffaar) say, “You (must) have studied (learnt it 

from someone else),”  and (We have clarified everything to you) SO that We may make it clear to those 
who have knowledge (those who have understanding).

106. (Regardless o f  what others say,) Follow the revelation that your Rabb has sent to you.
(Remain steadfast on the most important belief o f this revelation which is the fact that) There is no Uaah but 
Him. And (when doing this,) ignore the Mushrikeen (because they will try to distract you from your 

objectives and because o f their rejecting altitude).

107. If Allaah had willed, they (the Mushrikeen) would not have ascribed partners (to

Allaah). (However, their persistent Shirk should not grieve you, 0  Muhammad because) We have not made
you a watcher (guard) over them and you are not responsible for them (your only responsibility 

is to convey the message oflslaam to them) .

108. Do not insult (abuse, swear) those whom they (the Mushrikeen) worship instead of 
Allaah, for then they shall insult (speak HI of) Allaah out of enmity and without 
knowledge (without realisingthe consequences of their actions). In this manner fas W ehavemadethegodsof 

these people seem great to them) We have beautified (decorated) the actions of every nation for 
them (because o f which they continue doing what they do ). Then (after death) they shall return to their 
Rabb and He Will inform them of what they used to do (and either reward or punish them).

109. They (the Kuffaar o f  Makkah) swear earnest oaths by Allaah that if an Aayah (a miracle that

they desire, like turning Mount Safa into gold) comes to them from Allaah, they will definitely
accept Imaan. Say, “Aayaat (miracles) are only with Allaah (a Nabi can only display a miracle when 

Allaah wills). ”  How do you know (O  Rasulullaah (Sis, how can you be sure) if they will accept Imaan 
when an Aayah (miracle) comes to them? (Only Allaah knows whether they will acceptlslaam by witnessing 
a miracle. It is therefore only He Who can decide whether they should be shown a miracle o r not)
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110. We shall overturn their hearts (so that they do no accept the truth) and their eyes (so that they 

do notsee the truth) just as they did not have Imaan the first time (because they did not believe the first 

time) and (We shall) leave them wandering blind (astray) in their stubbornness (in their

arrogance).

111. Undoubtedly if We send the angels down to them (the Mushrikeen) or if the dead 
speak to them (as they requested) or if We gather everything (including Jannah and Jahannam) 

before them (to see fo r themselues), they are unlikely to accept Imaan (despite all these miracles) 

except if Allaah wills (they will become Mu'mineen only if Allaah wills). However, most of them 
behave ignorantly (by demanding to see miracles, knowing well that they have no interest in accepting Imaan but 

are only offering dishonestexeuses),

112. In a like manner (just as these people are your enemies, O Muhammad ) We have appointed 
for every Nabi enemies (forces o f  evil) who are Shayaateen from among humans and Jinn. 
Some of them (the Jinn Shayaateen) whisper to others (to the human Shayaateen) things that seem 
good but (are intended to) deceive. If your Rabb wills, they will not do SO (However, Allaah allows 

this to take place for good reason). So leave them (to their falsehood) and whatever they dream up (do 

not concern yourself with them because Allaah will deal with them as and when He wills).

113. (They whisper to each other) So that the hearts of those who disbelieve in the Aakhirah 
are inclined to it (to what they say), so that they grow fond of it (inclined to glib talk) and so that 
they may engage in (continue doing) those (evil) things (like following deceiving speech and worldly lusts) 

that they do (tocausefurtherharmtotheProphets, their followers and their religion).

114. (0  Muhammad say to the AhlulKitaab, why) Should I seek another judge besides Allaah
(to judge between myself and yourselves) when He has revealed the Book (the Quraan) to you in
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detail (distinctly making it clear to you that I  am His Nabi because no man can ever compile such a masterpiece) ? 

Those to whom We have given the Book (the Jews and the Christians) know that it (theQur'aan) is 
revealed with the truth from their Rabb, so do not ever become of the doubtful ones.

115. The words of your Rabb (detailing laws and other matters) have been completed (perfected) 

in truth and justice (the truth is guarded). There is none to alter His words and He is the All 
Hearing, the All Knowing.

116. If you follow the majority on earth (the Kuffaar) they will deviate you (mislead) from 
Allaah's path (from Islaam). All they follow are their guesses (their own ideas and concepts) and 
lies (their beliefs have no substance).

117. Undoubtedly your Rabb knows best who has strayed from His path and He 
knows best who are the rightly guided ones (Heistherefore bestabletojudgebetweenpeople).

118. Eat from (the meat of) that (animal) an which the name of Allaah was taken (when it was 

slaughtered) if you (truly) believe in His Aayaat (order and command).

119. What is the matter with you that you do not eat from that (meat) on which Allaah's 
name was taken (when the animal was slaughtered) when He has explained to you (in many verses 

such as verse 145 o f  this Surah) what is forbidden (for you to eat) (these things are Haraam) except for 
that (situation inj which you are forced to eat (them to avoid starving to death). There are certainly 
many who, because of their (carnal) desires, lead others astray without knowledge
(without any reliable assurance to rely on), (However; they will not be able to escape without punishment because)

Undoubtedly your Rabb knows best those who over step the limits (just as He know who the 

wrong doers are).
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120. Give up open (exposed) and secret (hidden) sins. Certainly those who commit a sin 
will soon receive (in theAakhirah) the punishment for what they do.

121. Do not eat from (the meat off that (animal) on which Allaah's name was not taken (when 

it was slaughtered). This (eating such meat) is undoubtedly a sin. Without doubt, the Shayaateen 
whisper evil into the hearts of their friends (theKuffaar) so that they dispute with you. If 
you follow them, you shall certainly be among the (associates of the) Mushrikeen.

122. Is he who was dead (as a Kaafir), then We granted to him life (guided him to Islaam) and 
gave him a light (Imaan) by which he may walk among people (not) better than someone 
(a Kaafir) like him who is in a multitude of darkness (Itufr and sin) from which he will not 
come out (who will die as a Kaafir) ? In this manner (as We have beautified Imaan fo r the Mu'mineen) We 
have beautified (decorated) for the Kaafiroon (those captivated by satanic seduction) the actions that 
they do.

-  i '@U
123. Thus (just as We have made the sinners, the prominent people ofMakkah and the ringleaders, not too have)

We made the prominent ones in every town the sinners so that they may plot there (to
stop others from accepting Imaan and to involve them in sin). They plot against only themselves (because 

they will be punished for it) but they do not realise (understand) this.

124. When an Aayah (sign, verse, miracle) comes to them (fop roue thatRasulullaah ©Hi is Allaah's true 

Prophet) they (the Kuffaar) say, “We will not accept Imaan until we are given what was 
given to the Rusul of Allaah (unless revelation comes directly to us or we are given a complete scripture) ! ”  

Allaah knows best where He wishes to place His message (Allaah knows who qualifies to be His 

Rasool and where to send him). Soon disgrace (humiliation) and a frightful (severe) punishment 
shall strike the sinful ones because of their plotting (their evil plans and cunning devices).
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125. Whoever Allaah wishes to guide, He expands(opensj his bosom (kept) for Islaam (by

placing the light oflmaan into it). (On the other hand,) Whoever He desires (wills) to send astray, He 
narrows (by means o f evil) and constricts his bosom (by means o f such sinful ideas so that it cannot accept 

Imaan) as if he is (a person who is) climbing into the sky (having great difficulty breathing because o f  a lack 

of oxygen). In this manner (os such a person experienced great difficulty) Allaah places impurity 
(punishment, His curse or Shayaateen) on those who do not have Imaan.

126. This (path o f Muhammad ) is the straight path of your Rabb (submission to Allaah and

rejected false interpretation). We have certainly clarified the Aayaat for those who will pay 
attention to the advice (thosewhoobservetheAayaat).

127. Theirs shall be an abode of peace by their Rabb (in Jannah) and He is their 
Protecting (helping) Friend because of the (good) works that they carried out (in the world).

128. (Do not forget) The day when We shall gather them all (all men and Jinn and then say), “O 
assembly of Jinn! You certainly took a large group of humans (as your followers by misleading 

them ).”  Then their human friends will say, “O our Rabb, we derived benefit from each 
other and (ultimately) we reached the fixed term (death and Qiyaamah) that You had fixed for 
us.” He (Allaah) shall (tell the angels to) say, “Your abode will be the Fire, where you (the 

polytheists) shall live forever, except those whom Allaah wills (that they should leave Jahannam 

after a while because o f their Imaan. Such people will eventually enter Jannah). Certainly your Rabb is The 
Wise, The All Knowing.”

129. In a like manner (as We have made some humans the friends of some evil Jinn) We make Some of
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the oppressors companions of others because of the (evil) deeds that they perpetrate
(sinners committing the same sin will suffer the same punishment in the Aakhirahj.

130. (Allaah will ask on the Day o f Qiyaamah,) “O assembly of Jinn and mankind! Have Rusul 
from among you not come to you relating My Aayaat to you and warning you about 
the meeting of this day?” They will say, “We testify against ourselves (the Rusul had 

certainly come to us, but we rejected their message) !” The life (comfort and luxuries) of the world had 
fooled them (to forget about the Aakhimh) and (after first denying that they committed kufr in the world) they 
(will eventually have to) testify against themselves (on the Day o f  Qiyaamah) that they certainly 
were Kaafiroon.

©.

131. This (system o f sending Ambiyaa to every nation to explain Towheed) is because your Rabb does 
not unjustly destroy towns while their inhabitants are unaware (o f the message o f their Rabb). 
(Allaah ensures that people are first warned about the consequences of rejectinglmaan before being punished)

132. For each (person) there are ranks (degrees o f  reward and punishment which they will attain) by 
virtue of their actions. Your Rabb is not unaware of what they do (and will place every person 

on the ranks/he most deserves).

133. Your Rabb is Independent (o f His creation when you disobey H IM  and yet is the), The Merciful. 
If He wills He may remove you (if you refuse to obey the message oflmaan) and replace you with 
whoever He pleases (so long as they are loyal and obedient) just as He had created you from the
progeny of another nation (and allowed you to replace them) .

134. Without a trace of doubt, what you have been promised (Qiyaamah and punishment for 

arts) will certainly come to pass (will happen) and you cannot escape (theDivineseizure).
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135. Say, “O my people, continue practising as you are (in your place), indeed I am (also) 

practising (as 1 have been doing all along). Soon you will come to know in whose favour (ours or 

yours) shall be the ultimate result (destination) in the Home (oftheAakhirah). Undoubtedly, 
wrong-doers (theKuffaar) will never be successful (and will be destroyed in theAakhirah). ”

© &
136. A  portion of their crops and animals that Allaah created, they (the Kuf/aar ofMakkah) 

Set aside for Allaah saying, “This is for Allaah” (to be given to the poor because it uios not o f good  

qualify), according to their estimation (totheir idea), “and this is for our partners” (dedicated 

to their idols). So what becomes for their partners (the share o f the idols that happens to fall in Allaah’s 

portion) does not reach Allaah (because they would immediately remoue it) whereas what becomes 
Allaah 's (and happens to fall in the share o f the idols) reaches their partners (they leave it in the share o f their 

idols without transferring it to Allaah’s share). Evil indeed is that which they decide (judge).

137. In this manner (as We haue beautified this sinful distribution fo r them so) their partners have 
beautified the murder of their children for many of the Mushrikeen 'leading them to bury 

their daughters alive or to sacrifice their sons in the name o f idols) to destroy them and to confuse (obscure) 

their religion for them. If Allaah wills, they would not do so (but He allows them to continue for 

wisereasonsbestknowntoAllaah). So leave them to their devices.

138. They (the Mushrikeen ofMakkah) say of their assumption (without any proof fo r  it from Allaah), 

“These are livestock and crops that are prohibited. Only those people whom we 
approve of may eat from it.” And (there are also those) livestock whose backs have been
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forbidden (by them when they declared that none may use these animals fo r riding or fo r carrying bads) and 
those upon whom they do not take Allaah's name (when slaughtering them); (all this they do) as a 
slander against Allaah (because they say thatAllaah had commanded it). He will soon punish them 
(intheAakhirah) for what (lies) they fabricate.

139. (In addition to all o f this) They (the Mushrikeen also) say, “Whatever is within the bellies of 
these animals are reserved strictly for our males and forbidden to our wives. If it (the 
unborn animal) is stillborn, then (only) they (males and females) are partners (in sharing it).”  He 
(Allaah) shall soon punish them for what they speak. Undoubtedly He is The Wise, The 
All Knowing.

140. Those people are losers (in both worlds) who foolishly murder their children without 
knowledge (understanding) and who forbid (make Haraam) what Allaah has provided for 
them, inventing lies about Allaah (by saying thatAllaah had commanded them to do this). They have 
surely gone astray and are not rightly guided.

141. He (Allaah) is the One Who created orchards (gardens) that are trellised (having trees or 

vines that are support), those that are not trellised (having trees that can stand by themselves), date 
palms, plantations of various foods and (He also created) olives and pomegranates that 
are similar and different (in taste, texture, growth, colour, etc). Eat horn its fruit when it grows 
and give its due (Zakaah on produce, called Ushr) on the day of harvesting. Do not waste (do mot 

be extravagant), far verily Allaah does not like those who waste.

y $ •»
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142. from the livestock are those (animals fit) for loading (because o f their size) and those for 
lying on the ground (those that cannot carry loads and are better used fo r food ). Eat from what Allaah 
has provided for you and do not follow the footsteps of Shaytaan (by making foods Halaal and 

Haraam according to your desires). Indeed he is your open enemy (Do not allow him to deceive you into 

eating what is unclean and unlawful).

143. (Allaah has created) Eight couples (from among the livestock). Two (male and female) are from 
sheep and two from goats. Say (to those Mushrikeen who prohibit the eating or riding o f male animals 

sometimes and females at other times, saying that Allaah had commanded it), “Has Allaah forbidden both 
males (male sheep and male goat) or both females (female sheep and female goat), or that which is 
contained in the bellies of both females (which couldeither bem aleor female)?”  Inform me with 
proof if you are indeed truthful. (This verse asks the Mushrikeen that if being male makes an animal 
forbidden, why are all males not forbidden? On the other hand, if being female makes an animal forbidden, whyareall 
females not forbidden? Otherwise, if being unborn makes an animal forbidden, then both male and female ought to be 
forbidden. There is therefore no grounds fo r man to make animals forbidden. How can the Mushrikeen then declare 
things to be Halaal or Haraam? Only Allaah has the right to declare anything Halaal or Haraam.)

144. (Allaah has also created) Two (a male and female) from camels and two from camels. Say (to 

the Mushrikeen), “  Has Allaah forbidden both males (from cattle and from camels) or both females, 
or the child that is contained in the bellies of both females? Were you present when 
Allaah commanded you to do this (to declare certain animals forbidden) ? ”  Who can be more 
unjust than he who invents (forges) a lie about Allaah (by saying that Allaah commanded this) to 
lead people astray without any knowledge. Verily Allaah does not guide unjust 
(wrongdoing) people.

145. Say (O  Muhammad S  J, “In the revelation that has come to me, I do not find 
anything forbidden (Haraam) to be eaten by one who wishes to eat it except Mayta (dead
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animal), flowing blood, the flesh of swine which is an impurity indeed, or (I find forbidden) 

the sin of (eating from ) that animal sacrificed in the name of another besides Allaah.
(Besides these mentioned here, there are other foods that are also Haraam to eat.) As for him who is driven by 
necessity (to eat these forbidden foods fo r fear o f losing his life), then (if he eats them) neither rebelliously 
(without taking enjoyment and without eating unnecessarily), nor transgressing the limits (without eating 

more than is necessary to keep him alive), then verily your Rabb is Most Forgiving, Most 
Merciful.”

^  9 -6  I <

146. We forbade every clawed undivided animal (animals with feet) for the Jews (to eat). 

From among cattle and goats, We forbade for them the fat of the two, excluding what 
(fat) is carried by the back, the entrails and what is attached to the bones. This was the 
punishment We gave them for their rebellion (their insolence and arrogance). We are 
undoubtedly truthful (in the information We give and in the promises We make).

147. So if they reject you (O  Muhammad & &  and speak lies about the message you gave them), then tell 
them that your Rabb is the possessor of all-embracing mercy (His punishment will therefore 

not strike immediately and He is always prepared to forgive) and (if you choose not to accept Imaan, then remember 

that) His punishment will not be turned away from the sinful people.

148. Soon those who commit Shirk will say, “If Allaah willed, neither we nor our 
forefathers would have committed Shirk, and we would not have forbidden anything 
(any animal).”  In the same manner (as they argue now), those before them had rejected (Imaan) 

until they tasted Our punishment. Say, “Have you any knowledge (to prove that Allaah is 

pleased with your Shirk) that you may produce for us? You follow only guesses and all you do 
is lie.”

149. Say, “Only Allaah has the (perfect and final) argument that reaches (people and can 

convince them) and if He wills He will guide you all.” (Truth and o f falsehood have been laid out before 

mankind to choose either.)
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150. Say, “Bring your witnesses who will testify that indeed Allaah forbade these
(animals that you have forbidden). ” If they fshamelessly) testify, then you do not testify with them 
(because their testimony is false). Do not follow the wishes of those who reject Our Aayaat 
(order), those who do not believe in the Aakhirah and who associate (others) as equals 
with their Rabb.

151. Say, “Draw closer, I shall recite to you the things that your Rabb has forbidden 
for you. (These are) That you do not ascribe any partner to Him and that you be kind to 
your parents. (Allaah has also commanded) That you do not kill (abort) your children for fear of 
poverty (fearingthatyou will become poor by prauidingfor them). We provide for yOUand for them as 
well (even though you may be poor). And (Allaah commands) that you do not draw near to immoral 
(indecent) acts that may be open and secret (such as secretly looking at or meeting with a member o f  the 

opposite sex o r the free intermingling o f sexes). And (Allaah commands further) that yOU do not murder a 
soul which Allaah has forbidden except with a right (that permits you to kill him. Those who may be 

lawfully executed are married adulterers, murderers and male Murtaddeen). These are the things which 
Allaah has (emphatically) commanded you so that you may understand fobeyj.

152. And approach fuse or invest) the wealth of the orphan fwho is in your care) only in a 
favourable (fair or profitable) manner until he reaches maturity. And fin addition to all these commands) 

give full measure and weight in fairness (when you trade with people). We do not place on a soul 
a responsibility unless it is within its capability (all these commands are therefore within the capability of 

every person). Adopt justice when you speak (passjudgement) even though it be your relative (for 

whom or against whom you judge) and fulfil the pledge of Allaah (to warship Him Alone). These are the 
things which Allaah has (solemnly) commanded you so that you may take heed freceiue aduicej.
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153. And (tell them, O  Muhammad iSSi;) “This (obeying all these commands) is indeed my straight 
path, so follow it. Do not follow other paths, for they will deviate you from Allaah's 
path (from Islaam). These are the things which Allaah has /solemnly) commanded so that 
you may adopt Taqwa. ”

154. Then (after mentioning these commands, We inform you further that) We gave Moosa the
Book (Torah) as a Completion (o f  Allaah's favour) to those who did good (acts). It (the Torah) 

contained the details of everything (they needed to know about their religion) and was a guidance 
and a mercy so that they (theBanilsraa’eel) became convinced of meeting their Rabb.

155. This Book (the Qur’aan) that We have revealed is blessed (its brilliance is self-evident), SO 

fallow it (constantly) and adopt Taqwa so that mercy may be shown to you.

156. And (We have revealed the Quraan) so that you do not say, “A  Book was revealed only to 
the two groups before us (the Jews and Christians) and we were unaware of their studies. ”

157. Or (The Qur’aan was revealed) so that you do not say, “If a Book was revealed to us, we 
would have been more rightly guided than them (than the Jews and Christians).”  Indeed a 
proof (argument), guidance and mercy has reached you from your Rabb (complete Deen has 

come to y o u )! Who is more unjust than he who rejects Allaah's Aayaat and prevents 
(others) from (accepting) them? Soon We shall severely punish those who prevent (others) 

from Our Aayaat because of their prevention (act o f turning away).
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158. They (the Kuffaarseem to) wait only for the angels (o f  death) to come to them (to remove their 

souls) or for (the punishment of) your Rabb to come or for some of your Rabb's signs (o f

Qiyaamah) to appear. (They seem to be waiting for these to happen before they accept Imaan. However, they fail to 

realise that) The day when one of your Rabb's (major) signs (o f Qiyaamah) will appear (thatiswhen 

the sun will rise in the West), Then Itnaan of a person will not benefit him (will not be accepted) if he 
did not have Imaan previously (before this sign) or if he did not do any good (act) in his 
Imaan (but only evil. This means that if a person did have Imaan but committed only evil acts, his repentance will not be 

accepted once die sun rises from the West). Say, “Keep waiting (for these events to take place) ! We are also 
waiting.”

159. Indeed you (O  Muhammad (S S )  have nothing to do with those (Jews and Christians) who 
caused divisions (sects) in their religion (by accepting parts o f it and rejecting parts) and have spl it 
into groups (denominations. Therefore, do not worry too much about them). Their matter rests with 
Allaah. Thereafter (in theAakhirah) He will inform them of what (evil) they used to do (and 

pun ish them accordingly) .

160. Whoever brings a good act (anries out an accepted ad) will receive ten times as much (in 

reward, and even m ore). (On the other hand,) Whoever carries out a sin will be punished only as 
much (as the extent o f the sin) and will not be oppressed (thepunishmentforanysin will not be multiplied).

161. Say, “Certainly my Rabb has guided me to the straight path (way). This (Deen o f

Islaam) is the secure Deen that is the Deen of Ibraheem which is Haneef (not

inclined towards any deviation but is inclined to the straight way, which is the path Allaah sanctions with zeal and force). 

He (Ibraheem ) was never from the Mushrikeen. ”

162. Say, ‘Truly my salaah, all my acts of worship, my life and my death are for 
Allaah, the Rabb of the universe.”
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163. (Also say, OMuhammad U S i J “He (Allaah) has no partner. With this (Towheed) have I been 
commanded (to uphold) and I am the first of the Muslims.” (Rasulullaah was the first Muslim, 
will be the first to rise from the grave on the Day o f Qiyaamah, the first to cross the Bridge ofSiraat and the first to enter 
Jannah.)

164. Say, “Should I seek a Rabb besides Allaah when He is the Rabb (the only one worthy 

of worship) of everything?” Whatever (sin) a soul earns shall be to its detriment and none 
will bear the burden (the sins) of another. Then (eventually) you shall return to your Rabb 
and He will Inform you of the things concerning which you differed (argued).

165. He is the One Who placed you as successors (o f each other, to implement Allaah's laws) on 
earth and elevated (raised) some of you above others in ranks to test you (by your talents, 

morals, qualities, wealth) in what He has given yOU (so that it may be dear who are the obedient ones, and who 

the disobedient ones). Verily your Rabb is Swift in punishing (the disobedient) and indeed He is 
the Most Forgiving, Most Merciful (towards the obedient).
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Surah 7 Surah A'raaf

THE HIGH WALL

THE LINK BETWEEN S U R A H  A R A A F  AND S U R A H  A N 'A A M

Surah A'raaf is linked to Surah A n ’aam in the following five ways.

1. Bv Name: “By abstaining from ascribing partners to Allaah with regard to your crops and 
your animals (An'aam), Allaah will save you not only from Jahannam, but also from the 
barrier between Jannah and Jahannam (a place called A'raaf)

2. Both the Surahs present a detailed discussion that refutes Shirk in deeds and Shirk in beliefs, 
using various types of proofs. In addition to this, Surah A'raaf tells man that, since the belief 
in Towheed has been clearly established, the message should be taken to everyone without 
feeling any “difficulty” in one's heart (as indicated in verse 2).

3. To refute Shirk, Surah An'aam presented a detailed account of the incident of 
IbraheermMtS^ while only briefly referring to the other Ambiyaa. On the other hand, Surah 
A'raaf discusses these Ambiyaa in greater detail.

4. While Surah An'aam furnished many details about the prohibitions introduced by man, 
Surah A'raaf mentions one of the most important of these i.e. performing Tawaaf of the 
Kabah naked. The Mushrikeen considering this to be an act that will draw them closer to 
Allaah. The Surah describes this to be Haraam and a grave sin.

5. Surah An'aam proves the abomination of the various types of Shirk beyond doubt. Surah 
A'raaf further instructs that the belief in Towheed should be propagated in earnestness and 
that one should with stand the ensuing opposition with perseverance.

A SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

This Surah makes the following three assertions.

1. Towheed should be propagated in earnestness and the resultant difficulties should be borne 
with patience and should not be allowed to disillusion one.

2. The laws revealed by Allaah must be obeyed and people should not formulate their own 
laws as a result of Shaytaan's manipulation. This is declared from verse 3, where Allaah says, 
“Follow what has been revealed to you from your Rabb and do not leave Him 
aside to follow other friends.”

3. The third assertion made in this Surah is that only  Allaah can be one's Helper and only  He 
has complete control over all matters. He has not granted any other being control over any of 
these matters. This assertion begins with verse 54.

In verses 57 and 58, Allaah gives examples of the Mu'min and the Kaafir. Allaah says that the
heart of the Mu'min is like fertile soil that flourishes and comes alive when the rains of Allaah's
verses are showered on it. On the other hand, the heart of the Kaafir is like a barren and dry land
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that does not benefit from the rain. Instead of being guided and inspired by AUaah's verses, the 
diseases of enmity and kufr only increase in the Kaafir's heart.

These three assertions are then discussed further in the incidents of six Ambiyaa. The episode of 
Nooh tiMBSSU begins with verse 59, where Allaah says, “Undoubtedly We sent Nooh 
to his nation...” It terminates with verse 64, concluding with the words, “Without doubt they 
were a blind nation. ”

The second incident is that of Hood which begins with verse 65 and ends with the words,
“...and We cut off the roots of those who rejected Our Aayaat and who did not have 
Imaan” [verse 72],

The narrative of Saalih commences immediately thereafter (verse 73) and continues until 
the end of verse 79.

Allaah then discusses the episode of Loo t. This narrative begins with the words, “We sent 
Loot$$t$33c (as a messenger and) he told his people” [verse 80]. The story terminates with 
the words, "We showered on them a (frightful) rain fa shower of stones). See what was the 
plight (end) of the sinners” [verse 84]. This incident relates mainly to the second assertion viz. 
that man should practise the injunctions commanded by Allaah. Men must regard what Allaah 
ordained as Haraam to be Haraam, and what He ordained as Halaal to be Halaal and should 
never fabricate their own injunctions. The people of Loot were so immersed in sin that the
evil of sin and the forbidden nature of Haraam deeds left their hearts. They therefore did not treat 
as Haraam those deeds that Allaah had ordained to be Haraam.

The fifth narrative concerns Shu'ayb The story commences with verse 85, where Allaah
says, “To Madyan We sent their brother Shu'ayb...” like the others, this incident is also 
discussed in some detail and it ends at verse 93, with the words, “Why should 1 (now) grieve 
over a nation of Kaafiroon?”

The sixth story is that of Moosa The narrative begins with the words, “Then after them
(after the Ambiyaa mentioned earlier) We sent Moosa with Our Aayaat to Fir'oun 
and his chieftains (ministers)...”  [verse 103]. This lengthy account ends with the words, 
“...so We sent to them a punishment (a plague) from the skies because of their 
wrongdoing” (verse 162).

The incident of Moosa depicts the first assertion because he withstood numerous trials 
and adversities as he propagated the message of Towheed. The incident consists of eight 
consecutive episodes, each portrays a difficult part of his life.
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In the name of Allaah, the Compassionate, the Most Merciful.

1. Alif Laatn Meem Saad (Only Allaah knows the correct meaning o f  these letters).

2. This is a Book that has been revealed to you (0  Muhammad S ), so let there be no 
difficulty (doubt) in your heart about it (you should not think that it would be difficult to preach it to people 

because they may refect i t ) ( i t  has been revealed to you) so that you may warn with it (warn people about the 

consequences o f rejecting Imaan), and it is advice to the Mu'mineen.

3. (0  mankind!) Follow what has been revealed to you from your Rabb and do not leave 
Him aside to follow other friends (who are unable to deliver their promises). Little is the advice 
that you accept.

4. How many towns did We not destroy when Our punishment came to them at night 
or while they were asleep during the afternoon?

5. When Our punishment came to them, their only call was, “We were certainly 
oppressors! ” (However, this admission came too late and they died as Kuffaar.)

6. (On the Day o f  Qiyaamah) We shall definitely question those (nations; to whom Ambiyaa 
were sent (about their attitude towards the Ambiyaa and about their actions) and We will SUTely question
the Ambiyaa (whether they conveyed the complete message to their nations).
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7. We will (then) Certainly relate to them (their actions in the world) with (perfect) knowledge (so
that they may admit to it). We were (certainly) not absent (from their Hues and haueperfect knowledge o f what 
both theAmbiyaa and their nations did, regardless of whether their actions were public or secret. People can therefore not 

lietoAllaah.).

8. The weighing (o f good and bad actions) on that day (ofQiyaamah) is the truth (and will be absolutely

they will be the successful ones (who will attain salvation).

9. As for those whose scales are light (lacking good actions and heavy with sins), they are the ones 
who have lost their souls (to destruction) because they were unjust towards (they rejected and 

denied) Our Aayaat.

10. (0  mankind!) We have certainly granted you a place to live on earth and in it We 
created for you the means for your existence. (Unfortunately, despite all these favours) Little is 
the gratitude that you show (to Us).

11. Undoubtedly We created you (the father Aadam , then fashioned you and then
We told the angels, “Make Sajdah to Aadam!” They (all) made Sajdah except Iblees
(Shaytaan, who then lived with the angels). He was not from those who made Sajdah.

12. He (Allaah) said (to Iblees), “What stopped you that you could not make Sajdah when I 
commanded you?” He replied, “I am better than he (Aadam j! You have created 
me from fire and created him from clay.” (While Iblees argued that fire is better than sand because fire 
bums upwards and sand falls down, he failed to realise that sand extinguishesfiie and that it is constructive whereas fire is 
destructive.)

just) ! As for those whose scales are heavy (with good actions done with sincerity, love and devotion).
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13. He (Alkah) said (tolblees), “Go down from here (from the heavens)! It is not for you (it is wrong 

for you) to be arrogant here! Go away, for you are surely from the disgraced (dishonest) 

ones!”

14. He (lblees) asked, “Give me time (to live) until the day when they (creation) will be 
resurrected (raised form  their graves) . ”

15. He (Alloah granted the request and) replied, “Indeed you are of those who have been given 
time.”

16. He (lblees) said, “I swear that because You have sent me astray 1 will definitely 
waylay (wait in ambush for) them (mankind) on Your straight path (Islaam).”  (I shall do everything to stop 
them from Islaam.)

17. “ (To mislead them,) I will then approach (ambush and confuse) them from the front, from 
their backs, from their right and their left (in every possible manner and method) and You will 
not find most of them to be grateful (most of them will follow me and notYourDeen o f Islaam).”

18. He (AUaah) said (to lblees), “Get away from here disgraced (wretched) and banished 
(rejected). Whoever of them (mankind) will follow you, I shall fill Jahannam with all of 
you.”

19. (Allaah said) “O Aadam, you and your wife may live in Jannah. The two of you may 
eat from whatever you wish, but do not approach this tree, for then (if you eat from it) you 
will be of the wrong-doers (you will suffer a loss). ”

20. So Shaytaan whispered to the two of them to expose (reveal) the private parts of
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their bodies that were concealed from each other. He said, “Your Rabb has 
prohibited you from this tree only so that you do not become two angels and so that 
you two do not become Immortal.”

21. He took an oath before them saying, “I swear that I am definitely one (sincere friend) 

who is giving you good advice (asincerefriend)V’

/rfco:
22. So with dishonesty (by taking a false oath), he brought about their fall (from esteem in 

innocence). When they tasted from the tree, their private parts became exposed (and they 

became aware o f  their physical bodies) and they started gathering the leaves of Jannah over 
themselves (to cover their private ports). Their Rabb questioned them (saying), “Did I not forbid 
you from that tree and warn you that Shaytaan is your open enemy?”

23. They both said, “O our Rabb! We have oppressed our souls (done a wrong) and if You 
do not forgive us and show mercy to us, we will surely be of the losers (ruined). ”

24. (Addressing Aadam his wife and their unborn progeny,) He (Allaah) said, “Go down all of you
as enemies to each other (for the Heavens cannot be a battlefield against Satan). On earth you shall 
have a place to live and a place to gain benefit for a while (for as tong as you live). ”

25. He (Allaah) said (further), “There (on earth) you shall live, you shall die and from there
you shall be removed (to be resurrected on the Day o f Qiyaamah) . ”

26. O children of Aadam! We have indeed sent clothing down to you (made the raw

materials fo r you and taught you how to make it) SO that yOU may conceal the private parts of yOUT
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bodies, and (We have sent it to you) as a means of beautification. (However, besides physical clothing, 

We have also sent for you spiritual clothing, so remember that) The clothing of Taqwa is best (because it 

offers you protection from all evil). This (clothing) is from the Aayaat of Allaah so that you may 
take heed (so that you may think about it and realise Allaah's great powers and His favours to you).

27. O children of Aadam! Never let Shaytaan mislead (tempt) you as he (did when he) 

removed your parents (Aadam and Hawwa) from Jannah, tearing off (stripping) from them 
their clothing to expose to them their private parts. Surely he (Shaytaan) and his kind
(the Jinn) see you in a way that you do not see them (because they are invisible to the human eye). 

Indeed We have made the Shayaateen friends of those who do not have Imaan (so these

Shayaateen eventually control their lives. Man should always be on guard against Shaytaan's tricks at all times.)

28. When they (the Kuffaar) commit an immoral (evil) act, they say, “We found our 
forefathers on this (doing or believing this) and Allaah has commanded us with it.” Say, 
“Surely Allaah does not command immoral (evil) behaviour (like making tawaf naked)! Do 
you speak such things against Allaah for which you have no proof?”

29. Say, “ (Far from commanding immoral behaviour) My Rabb has commanded me with justice 
(that I  should be just in all laws o f  the Shariah) and that yOU Straighten your sights (devote yourself to 

Allaah) at the time of every prostration (salaah) and call to Him Worship Him with total 

submission), sincerely devoting your worship to Him (without committing Shirk). As He created 
yOU initially (withoutanything), SO will you return (toAllaahontheDayofQiyaamah).”

30. While there is a group that He (Allaah) has guided, there is another group that 
deserves to go astray (because o f  their wrong behaviour despite having seen the truth). Instead of 
Allaah, they take the Shayaateen as (their) friends (by adopting their preposterous beliefs, atheistic
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ideals, polytheistic creeds and baseless speculation) and think that they are rightly guided.

31. O  children of Aadam! Adopt your (clothing of) beauty (dress well) at every place of 
salaah (whenever you perform salaah). Eat, drink (what is Halaal without being greedy) but do not waste 
(do not be extravagant) for indeed He (Allaah) does not like those who waste.

32. Say, “Who has forbidden the (objects of) beauty that Allaah has brought forth for His 
bondsmen and the pure foods (gratitude for bounties leads to Allaah)?”  Say, “These (things o f beauty 

and pure foods) are for the Mu'mineen in the worldly life (and non-Mu'mineen also share it with them) 

and (these things will be) completely for them on the day of Qiyaamah (when the non-Mu'mineen 

will have no share).”  Thus do We explain the Aayaat for those who have knowledge (those who 

express gratitude to Allaah fo r all His favours) .

33. Say, “My Rabb has forbidden open and secret immorality, sin, wrongful 
rebellion, associating partners with Allaah when He has not revealed any permission 
for it (whatsoever) and that you say things against Him for which you have no proof (such as 

saying that Allaah had commanded acts that He did not order) . ”

34. There is a fixed term (a specific time) for every nation (after which they will be no more). When 
(the end of) their term arrives, they will neither be able to delay it a moment nor advance 
it.

35. O  children of Aadam! When Rusul from (among human beings like) yourselves come to 
you relating to you My Aayaat, then whoever adopts Taqwa and rectifies (their behaviour), 

there will be no fear on them (in theAakhirah), nor shall they grieve (in both worlds).

©
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36. Those who reject Our Aayaat and behave arrogantly towards them (refuse to accept 

them), these are the residents of the Fire (o f  Jahannam), where they shall live forever (Hell 

also is eternal).

37. Who can be more unjust than he who invents lies against Allaah or rejects His 
Aayaat? These are the ones whose share of the Book (theLowhulMahfoodh) shall find them
(they shall continue receiving their sustenance and cither things that they are destined to receive in this world) Until the
time comes when Our messengers (the angels o f death) will lift their souls saying, “Where 
are those (gods) whom you called upon (worshipped) besides Allaah?” They will admit, 
“They (our gods) have been lost to US (they cannot help us at all),”  and (on this occasion o f death) they 
will testify against themselves (they will admit) that they really (without doubt) were Kaafiroon.

38. He (Allaah) will say (tathem on the Day o f Qiyaamah), “Enter into the Fire among the nations 
of Jinn and man who passed before you. ” Each time a nation will enter (Jahannam), they 
will curse their sister nation (the nation before them whose evil ways they followed, leading them to ruin). 

(This will continue) Until, they are all gathered in Jahannam, the latter (those who followed the 

previous nation) will say regarding the former (the nation who were followed), “O our Rabbi These 
are the people who led us astray, so double their punishment of the Fire.” He (Allaah) 

shall reply, “For each (o f  you) there shall be double punishment, but you do not know

39. The former (those who misled) will (then) tell the latter (thefollowers), “You were no better
than us (because you chose yourcoursejustas we did), so taste the punishment for your actions.”
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40. Indeed (for) those who reject our Aayaat and behave arrogantly towards them 
(refusing to believe them), the doors of the heavens will not be Opened for them (their souls will not 

be allowed into the heavens after death) and they will not enter Jannah until a camel enters 
through the eye of a needle (it will be impossiblefor them to enter Jannah). Thus do We punish the 
Criminals (whoareguiltyofkufr).

41. They will have Jahannam for a bed and a canopy (ofJahannam) on top of them (as well). 

In this manner (by surrounding them with the Fire o f Jahannam do We punish the oppressors (bynot 

giving them any relief from punishment).

42. As for those who have Imaan and who do righteous (virtuous) acts - (whichisnot difficult at 

all because) We do not place on a soul a responsibility unless it is within its capability - 
(then) these (people who have Imaan and who do righteous acts) shall be the dwellers of Jannah, 
where they shall live forever (Jannah is eternal).

43. We shall remove ill feelings (towards each other) from their chests (hearts). With rivers 
flowing beneath them (in Jannah), they will say, “All praise is for Allaah, Who has 
guided us to this (guided us to adopt the beliefs and acts that earned us this reward). We would never have 
been rightly guided had Allaah not guided us. Most certainly, the Rusul of our Rabb 
came with the truth (which we can dearly witness n o w )." It shall be announced, “This is the 
Jannah that you have been made to inherit (as descendants ofAadam ) because of the 
(good) actions that you carried out. ”

44. The people of Jannah will call to the people of the Fire (Jahannam) saying, “We have 
found the promise (o f rewards) of Our Rabb to be true. Have you found the promise (of 

punishment) of your Rabb to be true?” They (the people ofJahannam) will reply, “Yes!” Then an 
announcer shall announce between them (for both groups to hear) that the curse of Allaah is 
on the oppressors (wrongdoers) who are...
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45. ...those who prevent (others) from the path of Allaah (from islaam), who seek (to make it 

seem as if there is) crookedness in it fin Islaam) and who rej ect the Aakhirah.

46. Between them (thepeople ofJannah and the people ofJahannam) is a barrier. On the high wall 
(between Jannah and Jahannam, calledA'raaf) there will be many people (who will be unable to enter either 

place because their good acts and sins are equal) who will recognise each of them by their signs (they

will recognise the people ofJannah by the joy on their faces and the people ofJahannam by the horror on their faces).

They (the people ofA'raafl will call to the people of Jannah saying, “Peace be upon you!” 
They will not have entered Jannah (because they lacksuffiecient good actions), but they will yearn
to (Allaah will have mercy on them and enterthem into Jannah).

47. When their eyes will be turned towards the people of the Fire they (the people ofA'raaf) 

will say, “O our Rabb! Do not place us with the oppressive people (the people o f 

Jahannam)]”

48. The people of A'raaf will call to many people (o f Jahannam) whom they would 
recognise by their signs (marks) saying, “Your masses (large number of followers and great wealth) 

and your pride were of no avail to you. ”

49. (Fbinting to the people ofJannah who were poor and weak in the world, the people ofA'raaf will tell the people of 

Jahannam,) “Were these the people regarding whom you swore (worried) that Allaah will 
not have mercy on them?” (These were really the fortunate ones because it was told to them) “Enter 
Jannah! No fear shall come upon you nor shall you grieve (o r be sad).”
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50. The people of the Fire will call to the people of Jannah saying, “Pour some water 
on us or (give us) something (some food or drink) thatyou have been provided with.” They (the 

peop leof Jannah) will reply, “Allaah has forbidden these for the Kaafiroon...”

51. “...those who treated their religion as a sport and game fshow and entertainment) and 
whom the worldly life had deceived (into forgetting about the Aakhirah).”  Today We shall forget 
them (leave them in Johann am without hearing their pleas) just as they forgot the meeting of this day 
(ofQiyaamah) and because they used to reject (deny) Our Aayaat.

52. Undoubtedly We granted them a Book (the Qur’aan) in which we explained to them 
with (perfect) knowledge (what We told them), and (which was) a guidance (for man's success) and a 
mercy for people who have Imaan.

53. They are waiting only for its outcome (for the fulfilment o f  the warnings mentioned in the Qur’aan). 

The day when its outcome (the Day ofQiyaamah) will appear, those who previously forgot 
(those who did not accept Imaan) will say, “Surely the Rusul of our Rabb have brought the 
truth! Are there any intercessors who will intercede for us, or can we be returned (to the 

world) to perform (good) actions contrary to what (evil) we used to perform (so that we may 

accept Imaan instead o f practising Shirk)?”  They have destroyed their (own) souls and what (gods) 

they used to invent will be lost to them.

54. Undoubtedly your Rabb is Allaah, Who has created the heavens and the earth in 
Six days (even though He could have created it all in a second) and then turned (focussed) His attention 
in the Throne. He covers the day with the night, (each one) hurrying to follow the other. 
The sun, moon and the stars are all subjugated (made to be obedient) by His command 
(power). Behold! (all) Creation and command (authority; belong to Him. Blessed is Allaah, 
the Rabb of the (entire; universe.
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55. Call (pray only to) your Rabb in humility (with sincerity) and in secrecy (withoutshow). Verily, 
He does not like those who overstep the limits (who do things that are against the Shariah).

S* St it

56. Do not cause corruption on earth after it has been set in order (do not introduce customs 

and manners o f kufr into Islaam and do not pollute and spoil the earth thatAllaah has created perfectly) and Call (pray 

to) Him in fear (o f  His punishment) and hope (for His mercy). Undoubtedly, the mercy of your 
Rabb is close to those who do good.

^9 ^  W ^ ̂  ̂ -a

57. It is He (Allaah) Who sends the winds ahead of His mercy (before the rains) as a carrier of 
good news (indicating to people that rain is about to fall. The winds then continue to blow) until, when they 
carry heavy clouds (afterprecipitation), We lead them to a dead (dry) piece of ground and 
then shower rains on it, bringing forth by it (by the rain) all kinds of fruit. In this manner 
We shall bring forth the dead (from their graves) so that you may take heed (observe and accept 

Imaan),

58. The vegetation of fertile ground springs forth (abundantly) by the order of its Rabb, 
whereas only scarce vegetation issues forth from infertile ground (after much difficulty). 
(The example o f fertile ground represents the Mu'min whose heart is receptive, spiritually alive and therefore receives 

guidance, whereas the Kaafir is not receptive and therefore deprives himself o f guidance.) Thus do We explain 
the Aayaat for people who are grateful.

59. Undoubtedly We sent Nooh to his nation and he told them, “O my people, 
worship only Allaah. There is no Ilaah for you besides Him. I fear the punishment of a 
great (mighty) day (theDay ofQiyaamah) tor you (if you continue committing Shirk).”
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60. The leaders of his people said (to him ), “We see that you are obviously deviated
(misled),”

61. He (Nooh ) said, “O my people! There is no deviation with me. On the
contrary, I am a Rasool from the Rabb of the universe.”

62. “I convey to you the messages (divine guidance and knowledge) of my Rabb, advise you 
and I know things from Allaah about which you have no knowledge. ”

63. "Are you surprised (wandering) that a reminder (advice) from your Rabb should come 
to you through a man from among you, so that he may warn you (o f Allaah’s punishment for 

kufr), so that you may fear (His punishment) and so that mercy may be shown to you?”

64. They rejected him, and (when Allaah sent a flood to punish them) We rescued him and those 
with him in the ark, while We drowned those who rejected (and lied about) Our verses. 
Without doubt they (the majority o f them) were a blind nation.

65. To the nation of Aad We sent their brother Hood (as a Prophet). He told them,
“O my people! Worship only Allaah. There is no Uaah for you besides Him. Do you 
not fear (hispunishment) ?

® i

66. The leaders of his nation who disbelieved (and who worshipped idols) said, "Indeed we 
see you (drowning) in foolishness (with no wisdom) and we surely consider you to be among 
the liars.”
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67. He said, "0  my people! There is no foolishness with me. On the contrary, I am a 
Rasool from the Rabb of the universe.”

68. “I convey to you the messages of my Rabb and I am a trustworthy advisor to you (I
shall certainly not betray you) . ”

69. “Or are you surprised (wandering) that a reminder (advice) from your Rabb has come 
to you through (by) a man from among you so that he may warn you? Recall the time 
when He (Allaah) made you successors after the nation of Nooh &&&& and increased 
you considerably in stature (better strength and size). Call to mind the bounties of Allaah so 
that you may be successful.”

70. They replied, “Have you come to us so that we worship only Allaah and leave 
what our forefathers used to worship? Bring what (punishment) you have promised (with 

wh ich you have threatened) US if you are of the truthful!"

9j>
*4

71. He said to them, “The punishment and anger of your Rabb has already come 
upon you. Do you debate with me about names (idols) that you and your forefathers 
have named and for which Allaah has revealed no warrant (authority) ? Keep waiting (for 
Allaah'& punishment) and I shall wait with you (for the punishment fo r the annoyance, rebellion and 

disobedience) . ”

©i

72. So (whenAI!aah'spunishmentcameintheformofaseuerewindstormthatlastedfor7nightsandeightdays) We 
saved him and those who were with him by Our mercy and We cut off the roots of 
(completely destroyed) those who rejected Our Aayaat and who did not have Imaan.
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73. To the nation of Thamud We sent their brother Saalih (as a Prophet). He said, “O my 
people! Worship only Allaah. There is no Ilaah for you besides Him. An Aayah (the 
miracle o f  the pregnant camel that came out o f a rock) has already reached you from your Rabb. This 
camel of Allaah is an Aayah for you (proving to you that l  am Allaah's Rasool), so leave it to graze 
in Allaah's land and do not touch it with evil (do not harm it), for then a painful 
punishment will seize you.”

74. Remember (the time) when Allaah made you successors after the Aad and stationed 
you (gave you a good places) on earth. You build palaces on the gentle portions of it /such as 

plains and gentle slopes) and carve homes out of the mountains. Remember Allaah's 
bounties and do not spread corruption (kufrand Shirk) on earth.”

75. The arrogant (proud) leaders of his nation said to those weak (poor) ones who had 
Imaan, “Are you convinced that Saalih has been sent by his Rabb /as a Prophet) ?” They 
replied, “We certainly believe in what he has been sent with.”

7 6. Those who were arrogant said, “We absolutely reject that which you believe in. ”

77. So they stabbed (hamstrung) the camel, defying (turning away from) the command of their 
Rabb and said, “O Saalih! Bring upon us that (punishment) which you threaten us with if 
you are really from the Ambiyaa. ”
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79. Saalih turned away from them and faddressing the dead nation) said, “O my
people! I conveyed to you the message of my Rabb and advised you, but you seemed 
not to like advisors. ”

80. We sent Loot fas a Messenger and) he told his people, “Do you commit such a
terrible (shameful) act (o f  homosexuality) that none in the universe (neither man nor Jinn) had ever 
committed before you?”

81. “You approach (make advances to) men with lust instead of marrying women! No, you 
really are people who overstep the limits (o f morality and humanity). ”

82. The only reply that his people could give him was, “Remove them fLoat&fflfS&Z and his 

followers) from our town. They are people who wish to be pure. ”

83. So (when Allaah’s punishment arrived and their cities were turned upside down and stones rained on them) We 
rescued him (Loot ) and his family except his wife. She was of those who
remained behind (to be killed in the punishment).

84. We showered on them a (frightful) rain (a shower o f stones). See what was the plight (end) of 
the sinners.
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85. To Madyan We sent their brother Shu' ayb (qs a prophet who loos "Khateebul Ambiyaa" an

orator Prophet). He said, “O my people! Worship only Allaah. There is no Uaah for you 
besides Him.” An Aayah (miracle) has already come to you from your Rabb to prove that I 

am Allaah's Prophet), SO (obey my message to you from  Allaah to) give full weight and full measure (when 

you trade). Do not decrease the things of people (by weighing or measuring less and still charging the full 

price) and do not spread corruption (bribery and fraud) on earth after it has been set in 
order. This is best for you if you are Mu'mineen.”

86. “Do not sit by every road to threaten (people), to prevent from Allaah's path (from 

Allaah sDeen) he who has Imaan, seeking (an opportunity to make it seem as if it has) crookedness in 
it. Remember (the time) when you were few (in number), then Allaah increased you (made you 

strong). See what was the (end) result of those who spread corruption (and take a lesson from  

this).”

87. “If a group of you believe in what I have been sent with and a group do not 
believe, then be patient until Allaah decides between us (by rewarding those who are right and 

punishing those who are not). He is the Best of Deciders (He decides justly after everything is said and 

done).”

88. The proud leaders of his nation said, “O Shu'ayb! We will surely expel you (drive you 

out) and those who have Imaan with you from our town unless you return to our 
religion.” He replied, “ (Should we return to your religion) Even though we dislike to do SO (We

shall therefore never do s o )? ”

89. “We would surely be forging a lie against Allaah if we were to return to your 
religion after Allaah had rescued US from it (because this would mean that Allaah prefers us to follow
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your false religion). It is not (proper) tor US that we return (to y our religion), except if OUT Rabb 
Allaah wills. (It is a different matter if Allaah had predestined that we should return to your religion fo r reasons He 

knows best) The knowledge of our Rabb surrounds (covers) everything and in Him alone 
do we trust (we trust that Allaah will keep us steadfast on His true Deen and not cause us to deviate). (However; when 

Shu'ayb realised that his people would not listen to him, he prayed) O OUT Rabb! Decide between
us and our people with the truth, for You are the best of deciders (let it be known who is on the 

right and who is not).”

90. The Kuffaar leaders of his nation said (to each other), “If you follow Shu'ayb, you will 
definitely be from the losers (become financially p o o r).”

91. So (fire from a cloud, a shrill scream from above and) an earthquake (from beneath) seized them (the 

Kuffaar of his nation) and they lay in the morning face down in their homes (dead).

92. (After their destruction) It seemed as if those who denied Shu'ayb % never existed in
their homes. Those who denied Shu'ayb were the losers (and not those who followed

him, as the evil leaders claimed).

93. So (after they had all been destroyed) he (Shu'ayfa ) turned away from them and said (to
the dead), “O my people! Verily I conveyed to you the messages of my Rabb and I 
advised you. Why should I (now) grieve over a nation of Kaafiroon?"

94. Whenever We sent any Nabi to a town (and they refected his message), We seized its 
inhabitants with hardships (such as famine and misery) and difficulties (distress) so that they 
become humble (and then accept Imaan).

■>A\

95. Thereafter We exchanged the bad conditions for good conditions until they 
prospered and said (ungratefully and withouttakingalesson), “Indeed bad and good conditions
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affected OUT forefathers as well (these conditions are bound to take place and are not related to our actions. 

We may therefore continue behaving as we do ). ” Then We seized (punished) them Suddenly while they 
did not realise (that punishment was coming their way).

96. If the inhabitants of the fuanousj towns believe and adopt Taqwa, We will open to 
them multitudes of blessings from the heavens (such as rain) and the earth (such as abundant 

crops and minerals). However, they denied (the message o f  the Ambiyaa), SO We seized (punished) 

them on account of what (evil actions) they earned.

97. Are the (Kuffaar) inhabitants of the towns secure against (have they becomefeariess of) Our 
punishment afflicting them at night when they are asleep?

98. Or are they secure against Our punishment afflicting them during midmorning 
while they are playing (whether for pleasure or for physicaldevelopment)?

99. Are they secure (have becomefeariess) from Allaah's plan (punishment) ? Only those at a 
loss feel secure from Allaah's plan.

X <>9 *  9 *-fsf

100. Did it (the incidents o f the past destroyed nations) not inform those who inherited (lived on) the 
earth after them that if We wish We could destroy them fas well) because of their (evil) 

actions? (However,) We have sealed their hearts so they do not hear (any incident with the 

intention of learning a lesson).

101. These were the towns (villages and localities), the stories of which We have narrated to
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you. Undoubtedly, their Rusul came to them with clear signs (miracles to prove that they were 

Alhah’s messengers) but they were unlikely to believe in the things that they had rejected 
previously. In this manner does Allaah place a seal on the hearts of the Kaafiroon (so

that they are unable to accept the truth because o f  their evil ways).

102. We found that most of them (most people) did not fulfil their pledge (the pledge that 

mankind made with Allaah before coming to this world that they would regard only Him as their Rabb) and We 
found most of them to be disobedient (to Allaah's commands).

103. Then after them (after theAmbiyaa mentioned earlier) We sent Moosa with Our
Aayaat (nine miracles as mentioned in the forthcoming verses) to Fir'oun and his chieftains (ministers), 

but they were unjust towards them (they rejected these miracles). See what was the result of 
those who spread corruption (they were destroyed by Allaah's punishment).

104. Moosa said, “O Fir'oun! Indeed I am a Rasool from the Rabb of the
universe.”

105. “It is only right that I attribute the truth only to Allaah. I have come to you with 
a clear sign (miracle) from your Rabb (to prove that I  am His messenger), so send the Bani 
Israa'eel with me (after releasing them from forced labour and slavery).”

106. He (Fir'oun) said, “If you have come with some sign (a miracle to prove that you are a prophet), 

then show it to us if you are from the truthful ones (true in your claim that you are the Rasool of 

A lla ah )”

107. So he (Moosa ) threw down his staff (the first miracle) and it suddenly became a
(terrifying and huge) serpent in no uncertain terms (running with mouth open towards Firoun).

ĵ ŝcgsis^ \r
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109. (Echoing Fir'ouns feelings because they were too proud to accept the miracles,) The chieftains (ministers) 

from Fir'oun's nation said, “He is truly an intelligent (skilful) magician.”

110. “He intends to remove you from your land, so what do you instruct (us to do with 

h im )?”

111. They replied, “Detain him and his brother while you dispatch callers 
throughout the towns... ”

112. “...who will bring to you every learned (cleverexpert) magician

113. (When) The magicians (were gathered together, they) came to Fir'oun and asked, “Will we 
receive some (grand) prize if we are victorious ( o v e r M o o s a ) ? ”

114. He (Fir'oun) replied, “Certainly! And (in addition to that) you will (also) be of those 
brought close (to me in my grand court). ”

115. They (the magicians) said, “O Moosa! Either you throw (your staff first), or we will be the 
Ones to throw (our ropes and staffs first). ”

116. He i ) said, “You throw (first). ” When they threw, they mesmerised the
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people's eyes (made the people think that the ropes and staffs were snakes), frightened them and 
displayed wonderful magic (agreat illusion).

0.
®

117. We inspired (strengthened) Moosa saying, “ (Noicj Throw your staff!” Then suddenly it
(the snake which was once Moosa’s staff) began to swallow their deceiving (unreal, imaginary) things 
(the “snakes’  that the magicians made people imagine were there).

©

118. So the truth was established and what (vain magic) they practised was dismissed
(gone).i

119. On that occasion they (the followers o/fii'oun] were defeated and they became the 
disgraced (humiliated) ones (whereas they always behaved proudly).

120. The magicians were thrown into prostration (in humility and submission because o f the grand

miracle o f  Moasa, which they realised could have come only from Allaah).

121. They said, “We believe in the Rabb of the universe...”

*  i u, y

122. “...the Rabb of Moosa and Haroon $$$$£ (contrary to whatFIr’oun wanted them to

believe, that he was their "High Lord”) . ”

123. Fir'oun exclaimed (to deceive the masses and to conceal his defeat, “Do you believe in Him 
before I have permitted you (to believe) ? This must certainly be a grand scheme that you 
all have devised in the city to remove its inhabitants from it (so that you could rule it). Soon 
yOU shall come to know (how 1 shall punish you forthis) ! ”
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12 4. “I will certainly cut off your hands and your feet from alternate sides (right hands and 

left feet) and crucify every one of you.”

125. They (the magicians) said, “Indeed we shall return to our Rabb fafter our deaths, when we 

shall be rewarded) . ”

126. “You are taking revenge against us merely because we believed in the Aayaat 
(miracles) of our Rabb when it came to us. O  our Rabb! Grant us fortitude (patience and 

perseruerance) and give US death as Muslims (as people who submit themselves to You).”

127. The chieftains from the nation of Fir'oun said (to Fir’oun), “Will you leave Moosa 
and his people to spread corruption in the land (by turning people against you) and to discard 
you and your gods?” (While regarding Fir’oun to be their highest god, the people o f Egypt also worshipped idols) 

He (Rrioun) replied, “We shall now kill (all) their sons and allow their daughters to live
fas we had been doingpreviously) . (Despite what they do) We S till have power Over them. ”

128. fWhen the Bani Israa'eel complained to Moosa about Fir’oun’s oppression against them) Moosa
said to his people, “Seek help from Allaah (Who is more powerful than Fir’oun) and be 

patient. Surely the earth belongs to Allaah. He gives it fits ownership) as inheritance to 
whichever of His bondsmen He desires. The final outcome (ultimate good) shall be in 
favour of those with Taqwa (they shall be successful in theAakhirah).'”

129. They (the Bani Israa’eel) said, “We were tormented (oppressed) before you came to us
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and after that as well.” He replied, “Soon your Rabb shall destroy your enemy and 
make you (their) successors on earth. Then (by giving you freedom and power) He shall see how
you behave (whetheryou behaveastrueMu'mineen or not).”

130. Without doubt We afflicted (punished) the people of Fir'oun with droughts (the third 

miracle) and shortages in their produce (the fourth miracle) so that they take heed (realise that 

they are suffering because o f their kufr and therefore accept Imaan).

131. When favourable (comfortable) conditions prevailed they (failed to thank Allaah and) said, 
“This is what we deserve (are worthy o f ) "  However, when adverse conditions afflicted 
them, they would attribute the misfortune to Moosa and to those with him
(saying that it is because o f their evil presence that these difficulties exist). Behold! Their misfortune (ill omen) 

is with Allaah (in Allaah's control), but mast of them do not know it (they think that it is because o f 

other reasons).

132. They (theKuffaar) said (toMooso®S0p), “Whatever Aayah (miracle) you bring before us 
to bewitch us, we still do not want to believe in you.”

133. So (to punish them) We sent to them the flood (the fifth miracle, which flooded their homes), the 
(plagues of) locusts (which ate up all their food and crops - the sixth miracle), the ticks (which infested their homes 

-the seventh miracle), the frogs (which they found everywhere, even in their utensils-the eighth miracle) and the 
blood (all their water turned to blood -the ninth miracle) as detailed Aayaat (signs to persuade them to mend 

their ways). However, they were an arrogant and a sinful nation (their sins increased and they did 

not learn their lesson) .

134. Whenever a punishment afflicted (came to) them they said, “O  Moosa! Pray for us 
to your Rabb by the pledge that He had made with you (the pledge that He would remove the
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punishment iif we accepted Im am ). We swear that if you remove the punishment from us, we 
would certainly believe (totally) in you and send the Bani Israa'eel with you.”

135. (However, each time) When We removed the punishment from them up to the period 
appointed for them to reach (the period appointed for their destruction or the time between each 

punishment), they Suddenly violated (broke their promise to accept Imaan),

136. So We took revenge on them (punished them) and drowned them in the (Red) sea 
because they rejected Our Aayaat and were negligent (the first son o f every person was killed 

whilst they were busy with the funeral, M oosa$$*$& : took the Bani Israel out).

137. So We made those who were considered weak (the Bani Israa'eel who were enslaved) the 
inheritors of the Eastern parts and the Western parts of the land that We had blessed
(the land o f Shaam). The excellent decision of your Rabb (to grant this land to the Bani Israa'eel) was 
thus fulfilled to the Bani Israa'eel because of their patience. We destroyed what 
Fir'oun and his people did and whatever they built.

138. We took Bani Israa'eel across the sea and they came across a nation who were 
devoted to their idols. They (the Bani Israa'eel) said, “O Moosa! Make for us a god like how 
they have gods.” He (Moosa ) replied (in amazement), “You are truly an ignorant nation (by

choosing to worship useless idols when Allaah has saved you from  your enemy) ! ”

139. (Moosa m m  further said to them,) “Undoubtedly these people are destroyed in their 
practices and what they do is all useless (not only is their worship useless to them, but it will earn them 

punishment as well)*”
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140. He (Moosa f̂iffifcI said, “Should I seek for you another Ilaah besides Allaah, when 
He has favoured you above the (people of) universe (during pour time) ?”  (This is sheer ignorance and 
rebellion.)

141. (O  Bani Israa'eel, remember the time) When We saved you from the people of Fir'oun who 
used to inflict on you the severest punishment. (Part o f  this punishment mas that) They would 
slaughter (all) your sons and leave your women alive. There was a great test (o f your 

patience) in this from your Rabb.

142. We made an appointment with Moosa %£$$$£■ for thirty nights (at Mount Toor), then 
ended it with (another) ten (nights) to complete (totally) his Rabb's term of forty nights (during 

which time Allaah spoke to Moosa and gave him the Torah). Moosa said to his brother
Haroon fas he left fo r  Mount Toor), “Take my place as leader of my people. Keep the
(affairs o f the people in) order and do not (ever) follow the path of those who cause 
corruption.”

143. When Moosa arrived for Our appointment and His Rabb had spoken to
him (directly), he said, “O my Rabb, show me (Yourself so) that I may see You.” (seeingAllaah is 

not impossible) Allaah replied, “You can never see me (in this world), but look at the 
mountain. If it remains in its place (after a tiny fraction o f  My illumination reaches it) then you may 
(have the ability to) see me.” (However,) When his Rabb manifested His illumination to the 
mountain, he made it crash to pieces, and (seeing the marvellous spectacle) Moosa S W E  fell 
unconscious. When he recovered he said, “ I declare Your purity (You are too Pure to be seen 

by the eyes af this world) ! I repent (for askingfor something that I  had not been commanded to ask) and 1 am the 
first of the Mu'mineen (o f  my time) . ”

144. He (Allaah) said, “O Moosa! Indeed I have selected you from the people (o f your time)
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for My message (to be M y messenger) and for My speech (to be the fortunate one with whom I  speak 

directly). So take what (favours) I have given you and be of the grateful ones (who are thankful fo r  

Allaah's blessings). ”

145. We wrote for him ( M o o s a ) on the tablets (oftheTorah) every type of advice and 
details of everything (that man needs to know). (We told him) "Hold fast to it (to the teachings of the 

Torah) and command your people to hold on to the excellent commandments it 
contains. I shall soon show you the abode of the disobedient ones (the lands once occupied

by Kuffaar nations that you will soon occupy). ”

146.1 shall soon turn those people away from My Aayaat who are unjustly proud on 
earth. (As a result o f this,) If they see every (type of) Aayah, they will not believe it. If they see 
the path of guidance, they will not adopt it as their path, but if they see the path of 
misguidance they will adopt it as their path (which is distorted because o f constant denial o f truth). 

This is because they reject Our Aayaat and disregard them.

147. Those who reject Our Aayaat and the meeting of (Allaah in) the Aakhirah, their 
actions are wasted (in the Aakhirah they will haueno rewards fo r their good actions). (Howeuer, no injustice will 

be shown to them because) They will be punished only for the (sinful) actions that they carried
out (and no more). (The Kuffaar will receive the rewards fo r their good actions only in this world and not in the 
Aakhirah.)

148. After him (after his departure to Mount Toor) the people of Moosa made from their
jewellery a calf (crafted by Saamiri) that was (merely) a body fa torso) which made (meaningless 

mooing) sounds (because Saamiri put in it some sand taken from the footprint qfJibra'eel as mentioned in

verse 96 o f Surah 20). Could they not see that it could not speak to them, nor guide them 
aright? They took it (the calf) to be their Ilaah and did (themselves) a great wrong.
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149. When they regretted (worshipping the calf) and realised that they were (really) astray, 
they said, “If our Rabb does not show mercy to us and forgive us, we will certainly be 
of the losers (destroyed in both worlds). ”

150. When Moosa returned to his people in anger (because of the polytheistic in act) and
grief (because o f what they had done in his absence), he said, “Evil indeed is the way in which you 
people followed me after my departure! Do you seek to hurry the order of your Rabb (to 

punish you) ? ”  (In his angerj He (Moosa ) threw down the tablets (of the Torah) and seized his
brother's (Haamon ) head (hair and beard), pulling him towards him. Haroon 5 W &
said, “O my mother's son! (a term used to arouse love and kindness) Verily the people regarded me 
to be weak (overpowered me) and nearly killed me. So let not the enemies laugh at me (by 

your treating me in this manner) and do not count me among the wrongdoers (because I  did not worship 

the calf with them). ”

151. He (Moosa ) said, “O my Rabb! Forgive me and my brother and enter us in 
Your mercy. Surely You are the Most Merciful of those who show mercy. ”

152. Verily those who took the calf (for their llaah) will surely be struck by the wrath
(punishment) of their Rabb and humiliation (disgrace) in the worldly life (those who worshipped the 

calf were thereafter executed). In this manner do We punish those who invent lies (by regarding 

others asAltaah's equals).

153. As for those who sin and then (sincerely) repent afterwards (after committing the sin) and 
accept Imaan, surely your Rabb is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful (He willforgivethem).
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154. When the anger of Moosa subsided, he took hold of the tablets (o f the Torah

that he had thrown down in anger). Written in its script was guidance and mercy for those who 
fear (thepunishmentpf) their Rabb.

155. Moosa chose from his people seventy persons for Our appointment. (He
took these people to Mount Toor with him when the Bani Israa'eel doubted that the Torah was really from Allaah and 
wanted to hear Allaah command them directly. However, when Allaah spoke to them, they again doubted and asked to 

see Allaah. Allaah then killed them all when an earthquake shook the mountain.) When the earthquake 
struck them, he (Moosa) said, “My Rabb! If You wished You could have destroyed them 
and me from before (if You wanted to destroy them, You could have tailed them before we came here However, I 
am certain that You wished only to teach them a lesson. So do revive them, so that the Bani Israa'eel do not accuse me of 

killing them). Will You (You will surely not) destroy us (me) because of what the foolish ones 
among US do (because the Bani Israa'eel will certainly kill me for this) ? (I am sure that) This is but a test 
from You by means of which You send astray whoever You please and guide whoever 
You please. You are our Protecting Friend so forgive us and have mercy on us. 
Undoubtedly You are the best of forgivers.” (Allaah then revived the seventy men.)

156. “Write (allot) good for us in this world and in the Aakhirah. We have certainly 
turned to You (in repentance).”  Allaah said, “With My punishment I afflict whoever I 
please whereas My mercy encompasses (surrounds) everything. I shall soon (in the Aakhirah) 

ordain it (My mercy) for those who adopt Taqwa, who pay zakaah, who believe in My 
Aayaat...” (Quraan)

157. “...and who follow the Rasool (who is also) the untutored Nabi (Muhammad (HP, about)
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whom they find (his name and description) written in the Torah and the Injeel (both o f which they 

have) with them. He (Muhammad i i j  instructs them to do good, prevents (forbids) them 
from evil, permits pure things for them (which was forbidden in the previous religions), forbids 
them from impure things (such as carrion, blood, etc) and removes from them the burden and 
shackles (the stern laws) that were (binding) Upon them (such as cutting off the portion o f a garment that is 

impure). So the successful ones are certainly those who believe in him, honour him, 
assist him and follow the light (the Qur'aan) revealed with him. ”

158. (O  Muhammad &2&!) Say, “O people! Indeed to all of you (to the entire mankind until the Day o f 

Qiyaamah) I am the Rasool of that Allaah to Whom belongs the kingdom of the heavens 
and the earth. There is no Ilaah besides Him and it is He Who gives life and death. So 
believe in Allaah and His Rasool (who isj the untutored Nabi who believes in Allaah 
and His words (the Qur'aan;. Follow him so that you may be rightly guided (because there is no 

salvation withoutImaan and belief in the Risaalah ofRasulullaah ) .  ”

159. From the people of Moosa there is a group that guide (others) to the truth (to
Islaam) and practise justice accordingly (according to the teachings oflslaam).

160. We divided them (the BanUsraa'eel) into twelve tribes, (who behaved as) separate nations 
(each having their own leader so that they could govern their own avoirs;. When Moosa requested
water for his people, We sent revelation to him saying, “Strike the rock with your 
staff!” So (when he struck the rockj twelve springs gushed forth from it and each tribe knew 
their place of drinking. We shaded them with the clouds (as they wandered lost) and sent to 
them Manna and Salwa (to eat). (Allaah instructed them,) “Eat from the pure things that We 
have provided for you.” They did not oppress Us but oppressed their own souls 
(because oftheir wrongdoing they sufferall the consequences).
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161. (Remember the time) When it was told to them (the Bani Israa'eel), “Live in this town 
(Areeha), eat from wherever you wish, say, 'Forgive our sins!' and enter the gate (o f the 

town) bowing down (prostrating in submission to Allaah). (When you do this,) We will forgive yOUT sins. ” 
Soon We shall grant an increase (in reward and forgiveness) to those who do good.

162. So the oppressors from among them changed the words to what was not told to 
them (they changed the word “Hitta” meaning “forgiveness” to “Hinta”, meaning “wheat”)  SO We sent to them 
a punishment (a plague) from the skies because of their wrongdoing (their treachery and 

haughtiness).

163. Ask them about the village (Aila-Elat) that was at the seaside; (ask them about the time) 

when they (the Jewish people o f the village) failed to honour the Sabbath (they were prohibited from  

fishing on Saturdays, but failed to abide by the prohibition, as was mentioned ahead). (Ask them about the time) When 
their fish would be (so abundant that they were actually) visible from the surface (o f  the water) on 
Saturdays, but would not come fin such targe numbers) on other days. In this manner did 
We test them because of their disobedience. (The temptation to fish on Saturdays tested their will

power to abide by Allaah's command. As a result, the community divided into three groups. One group violated the 
prohibition, a second refrained from fishing and also tried to stop the first group, whereas a third group refrained from  
fishingthemselves butdid not slop the first group)

164. When a party of them (the third group) said (to the second group), “Why do you advise 
people (the first group) whom Allaah shall destroy or afflict with a severe punishment?” 
They (the second group) replied, “  (We are trying to stop them) To be absolved (excused) of guilt before
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your Rabb (so thatAtlaah does not ask us why we did not make an effort to stop them from sinning) and SO that 
they may abstain (from fish ingand be saved from  punishment).”

u

®6M9s
165. When they (the first group) forgot (ignored) the advice given to them (by the second group), 

We saved those who used to forbid evil (the second group) and We seized those who did 
wrong (the first group) with a terrible punishment because of their disobedience. (Because 
they disliked violatingAllaah's command, the third group were also saved from punishment)

166. When they transgressed (overstepped the limits of) that which they were prohibited 
from (doing), We told them, “Become humiliated monkeys!” (They were then transformed into
mon/ceys and lived like monkeys for three days before dying.)

167. (Do not forget the time) When your Rabb declared that until the day of Qiyaamah He 
will definitely (repeatedly) raise against them (theBanilsraa'eel) such people who will inflict 
them with severe punishment fas a result, there have been many figures in history who were responsible for 

humiliating the Jews in many ways). Certainly your Rabb is Swift in punishing (the wrongdoers) and 
(at the same time) He is undoubtedly the Most Forgiving, the Most Merciful (towards the 

Mu'mineen).

168. We divided them (the Bani Israa'eel) into various (many) groups on earth (so that they may be 

humiliated by political subjugation). Some of them are pious while others are besides this (Kuffaar 

and sinners). We tested them with good conditions (prosperity) and bad conditions (hardship) 

so that they may return (to being obedienttoAllaah).
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169. After them followed an evil generation who inherited the Book (the Torah from their 

forefathers). They grabbed the (lawful and unlawful) goods of this lowly thing (this world) and 
claimed, “We shall be forgiven (for all our wrongdoing).”  If the same kind of (unlawful) goods 
came to them (a second time), they seized it as well (even though then knew that then were guilty o f a sin 

the first time. They therefore persisted in sin, an act fo r which the Torah did not promise forgiueness). Was the 
pledge of the Book (Torah) not taken from them that they will attribute only the truth to 
Allaah? And did they not learn what was contained in the Book (Torah. How can then then 

claim that then will be forgiven despite sinning so persistently?) The home of the Aakhirah is best for 
those who adopt Taqwa (haue fear and wisdom). Do yOU not understand? (One who understands will 
opt fo r the life o f  theAakhirah instead o f  the life o f  this world)

170. As for those (Jews) who hold fast to (observe) the Book (the Torah, because o f which then 

become Muslims) and establish salaah, most assuredly We will not destroy the reward of 
those who improve (who do good).

171. (Remember the time) When We Uprooted the mountain (Mount Toor and suspended it) above 
them (the Bani Israa'eel) as if it were a canopy and they thought that it would fall on them.
(When the Jews broke their promise to fulfil the commands contained in the Torah, Allaah suspended the Mount Toor 
above their heads and threatened to drop it on them if they did not obey the commands o f  the Torah.) (We said to them) 

“Hold fast on to what We have given you (the Torah) and remember what is in it so that 
you may adopt Taqwa. ”

172. (Remember also the time before man was sent to earth) When your Rabb extracted (took) from the 
backs (loins) of the children of Aadam (their descendants) and (after proving to them that He is their 

Rabb) called them to witness over themselves saying, “Am I not your Rabb?” They 
replied, “Certainly! We testify to it.” (This ujos done) So that they do not say on the day of 
Qiyaamah, “Indeed we were unaware (heedless) of this (Towheed). ”  (Thispledge that mankind made 
withAllaah is referred to as the Pledge o f  A list)

173. Or (another reason fo r this is that it should not be) that yOU Say (on the Day of Qiyaamah), “Oil!
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forefathers committed Shirk from before and we were merely the descendants after 
them (we were therefore only following their example). Will yOU destroy US for what was done by 
those who practised falsehood (for what our forefather had been doing) ? ”  (This excuse will be useless
because every indiuidua/ had already undertaken that s/he would recognise Allaah as The One and Only llaah.)

174. In this manner (as We have explained thusfar) do We explain the Aayaat (facts) so that they
return (toobedience).

©I

175 . (O  Muhammad &8%) Recite to them (the Jews) the incident of the one to whom We gave 
Our verses (a Jewish scholar called Batam bin Baa'oora), but he withdrew from them (discarded the 

teachings o f the Torah). So Shaytaan pursued him and he became of those gone astray. (When

Bal’am was bribed to curse Moasa he obliged but the ill effects o f all his curses fell instead on him and his
people.)

%

©a*
176. If We wished, we could have raised him (in status) by these verses (if he practisedwhatthe 

verses o f  the Torah taught), but he clung to the ground (the material gains o f this world) and followed 
his passions (lured by a woman). His example is like that of a dog. If you place a load on it, 
it will pant with its tongue out and if you leave it alone, it will (still) pant with its tongue 
out fin every situation, the stance o f a dog is one of humiliation). Such is the example of those who 
reject Our Aayaat. So narrate the stories (parables) so that they (constantly) ponder (overthese

stories and accept Imaan).

177. Evil indeed is the example of people who reject Our Aayaat and who oppress 
their own souls (by sinning and committing kufr).

178. Only the one whom Allaah guides is (truly) rightly guided. As for those whom 
Allaah sends astray, they are the losers (in both worlds Knowledge without Taqwa leads to error).
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179. Without doubt, We have created a large number of Jinn and mankind for 
Jahannam. They have hearts with which they cannot understand (the truth), eyes with 
which they cannot see (the truth) and ears with which they cannot hear (the truth), (in fad,) 

They are like animals, but even more astray (while animals realise that they should stay away from  

harm, the Kuffaar rush headlong into Jahannam because o f  their behaviour). These are the indifferent 
(heedless) ones.

180. Allaah has the most beautiful names, so call Him by (any o r all of) them and leave 
(ignore) those who show disrespect towards His names. They shall soon be punished 
for their actions.

181. From those whom We have created are a nation (the Muslims) who guide (others) to 
the truth and practise justice (equity and truthfulness) accordingly (according to the principles of 

Islaam).

182. As for those who reject Our Aayaat, We shall gradually grant them respite (u>e 

shall postpone their punishment) in a manner (sosubtle) that they do not realise (itforWeseizethemlittle 

by little).

183. We shall give them time (to do as they haue been doing, thereby warranting greater punishment fo r  

themselves). Verily My plan is powerful (nonehasthepowertopreventit).

184. Do they (theMushrikeen ofMakkah) not ponder (about the life o f  Muhammad and his message and

realise) that their companion (Muhammad is not insane? (The flawless character of 

Rasulu llaah^^ that the people ofMakkah knew very well made it abundantly clear to them that he could never have 

been a madman. They called him an insane person only because they had nothing else to say against him.) He is but 
a clear (plain) Warner.
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185. Have they not reflected upon the kingdom of the heavens and the earth and 
whatever else Allaah has created (thereby realising that the Creator o f it all must be the One and Only 

Ilaah)? And (have they not pondered about the fact) that perhaps their term (o f life) is soon to expire 
(after which they will have to face Allaah) ? What speech will they believe in after this (Qur'aan)? (If 
they cannot believe in the Qur'aan despite its miraculous nature, there is nothing else that they will believe in.)

186. There is no guide for the one whom Allaah sends astray and He will leave them
to wander blind (confused) in their rebellion. (Pride usually causes one to reject the truth, leaving one 
wondering astray.}

187. They ask you (O  Muhammad K ) about Qiyaamah, when will it occur? Say, “The 
knowledge of this is with my Rabb (only Allaah knows when it will occur). Only He will make it 
appear in its time. It (the occurrence o f  Qiyaamah) will be weighty on the heavens and the 
earth and will appear suddenly.” They ask you as if you have perfect knowledge of it. 
Say, “The knowledge of this is only with Allaah, but most people do not know. ” (We are 

aware o f only the signs o f  Qiyaamah, as mentioned by Rasulullaah *)$&.)

188. Say (O M u h a m m o d S ij, “I have no power to effect any good, nor any harm to myself, 
except that (much good or harm) which Allaah wills. If (only) I had knowledge of the unseen, I 
would have accumulated an abundance of good and no evil would have afflicted me. 
However, I am only a Warner and a carrier of good news for the Mu'mineen.”

189. It is He Who created you from a single soul (Aadam j and made a spouse 
(HaimwJ from there SO that he could And comfort with her. (From Aadam and Hauiwa,

many generations followed. Among these generations there were many couples as well. Referring to a single couple as an 

example among the many couples, Allaah says,) So when he (the husband) covered her (his wife), she 
(conceived and) bore a light weight (a child), which she carried (in her wornb). When it (the unborn 

child) became heavy (and was dose to being delivered), they both prayed to Allaah their Rabb 
saying, “If You grant us a healthy child, we will definitely be of the grateful ones. ”
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190. (However,) When He granted them a healthy child, they both attributed partners to 
Allaah (commited Shirk] in that (the child) which He had granted them (by said that a certain saint, idol, 

treatment, etc had granted them the child). Allaah is Exalted above all (gods) that they ascribe to 
Him.

191. Do they (the Mushrikeen) ascribe as partners to Allaah such things that cannot 
create anything, but were themselves created (that which is created cannot be the Creator). . .

192. ...and who are not able to assist them (the Mushrikeen), nor able to assist 
themselves? (Let alone assisting theMushrikeen, an idol is unable even to chase away a fly sitting on it.)

193. If you call them (the idols) to guidance (to guide you) they cannot comply with you 
(because they can neither hear not speak), it is the same to you whether you call them or you 
remain silent (in every event, the idols will be unable to respond,).

194. Verily those that you call to (worship; besides Allaah are slaves like yourselves, so 
call them and let them answer if you are truthful. (It is obvious that they will be unable to hear, let 
aloneanswer. It is therefore clear that worshipping them isjutile.)

195. Do they (the false gods) have legs with which they can walk? Or do they have hands 
with which they can hold? Or do they have eyes with which they can see, or ears with 
which they can hear? Say (to theMushrikeen, OMuhammad&&), “Call your partners (gods) and 
then (try to) plot against me and do not spare me (Ihavenofearforyourgods).”

196. Verily my Protecting (Helping) Friend is Allaah, Who has revealed the Book (the 

Qur’aan) and Who assists (andproteds the righteous.
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197. Those (gods) whom you call upon (worship) besides Him (Allaah) are unable to help 
you and cannot even help themselves (so why worship them?).

198. If you call them towards guidance, they cannot hear. (Because o f the manner in which the 

idols are carved,) You will think that they are looking at you, but they cannot see (for they are 

lifeless).

199. Adopt forgiveness (overlook the harm that your enemies do to you), instruct (order others to do) 

what is right and ignore (shun; the ignorant ones (because it isfutile to argue with them).

200. Should Shaytaan provoke (incite) you (to do evil), then seek protection from (in) 

Allaah. Verily He is the All Hearing, the All Knowing.

201. Indeed when the temptation (to do evil) from Shaytaan reaches those who fear 
Allaah, they remember (Allaah and engage in Dhikr, thinking about His punishment and recalling the rewards 

for abstaining from sin) and their eyes instantly open (they realise Shaytaan's plot and ignore the 

temptation).

202. They (the Shayaateen) pull their brothers (the Kuffaar) (further) into deviation (evil and sin) 

after which they stop at nothing (to do evil).

203. (O  Muhammad &&) Whenever you do not bring them (the people ofMakkah) a sign (a miracle 

that they demand) they say, “Why do you not choose (to do) this (miracle) ?” Say, “I follow only
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what is revealed to me from my Rabb (/ have no power to perform any miracle I  desire).”  This 
(Qur’aan) is (a collection of) insights from your Rabb (thatprove Towheed), guidance and mercy for 
people who have Imaan o accept the Qur aan and do not await other miracles).

204. When the Qur'aan is recited, then listen attentively to it (stop talking) and remain 
Silent (let one read and others listen, as in Salaatj SO that mercy may be shown to you.

205. Remember your Rabb in your heart in the morning and evening with humility 
(with compassion) and fear, and in a manner that is not noisy; and do not be among those 
who are neglectful (heedless o f Allaah'sDhikr).

206. Verily those who are present by your Rabb (the angels) are not too proud to worship 
Him. They praise His purity and prostrate to Him (you should therefore try to be like them). (One
who recites or hears this verse being recited should perform Sajdah.)
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Surah 8 Surah Anfaal

THE SPOILS OF WAR

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH ANFAAL AND THE PRECEDING SURAHS

Surah Anfaal is linked to the preceding Surahs in the following two ways.

1. By Name “The Kuffaar and Mushrikeen will fight you when you propagate the message 
of Towheed. When you conquer them in these battles, you will receive booty (Anfaal). 
This booty should then be distributed according to AUaah's injunctions and not 
according to your own whims.”

2. By Content Surahs Maa'idah, An'aam and A'raaf all refuted Shirk with detailed proofs. 
Surah A'raaf warns that one will be faced with numerous Irials and difficulties when 
propagating the message of Towheed, which is the opposite of all forms of Shirk. It warns 
that the Kuffaar and the Mushrikeen will leave no stone unturned to oppose this message of 
Towheed from reaching the masses.

Thereafter, Surah Anfaal, and the subsequent Surah Taubah, commands the Mu'mineen 
saying, “Fight them until no corruption (kufr) exists and all religion (worship) is 
lor Allaah” [verse 39], The Surah thus commands that Jihaad be waged against the 
Kuffaar so that Islaam reigns supreme and so that the Kuffaar are weakened in their effort 
against the Muslims.

A SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

Surah Anfaal may be divided into two parts. The first part commences at the beginning, and 
terminates at the end of verse 40 where Allaah says, “What a terrific Friend and what a 
terrific Helper! ” The second part commences from verse 41 and continues until the end of the 
Surah. Both parts of the Surah discuss the distribution of booty, as well as providing details about 
Jihaad.

THE FIRST PART

The heading to this part is mentioned in verse 1, when Allaah says, “The spoils of war are for 
Allaah and His messenger. ” This part of the Surah instructs that the booty and the method of 
distribution are both the rights of Allaah and should be attended to as detailed by AUaah's Rasool 
@58. The Surah then proceeds to furnish seven reasons for the above decree. The gist of these 
reasons is that the Muslims would not have attained victory without Allaah's assistance. 
Therefore, the booty they received was purely by Allaah's grace and should naturally be 
distributed according to His command.
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In addition to these reasons, this part also mentions five laws concerning Jihaad. Together with 
these injunctions of Jihaad, the first part of this Surah contains many reproaches, warnings, glad 
tidings and replies to objections.

THE SECOND PART

This part commences from verse 41 and terminates at the end of the Surah. This part also 
includes the two topics discussed in the first part viz. booty and Jihaad. The first part included 
seven reasons for distributing the booty according to Allaah's decree and the five laws of Jihaad, 
the second part also includes the same content but in the opposite order viz. First the five reasons 
are given and then the seven laws.

Among the verses detailing the laws of Jihaad is verse 61 in which Allaah says, “If they (your 
enemy) are inclined towards making peace, then you should also incline yourselves
to it (by concluding a peace treaty with them) and trust in Allaah”. In such circumstances, 
Muslims should also enter into a pact because their objective is to propagate Allaah's Deen and 
not to spill blood.

After discussing the above, the Surah goes on to encourage the Muslims towards Jihaad and 
Hijrah from verse 72, where Allaah says, “Without doubt those who had Imaan, who made 
Hijrah (migrated for Allaah's pleasure) and who strove in Allaah's way with their wealth 
and their lives...” These verses convey glad tidings to those who engage in Jihaad and who 
make Hijrah.
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In the name of Allaah, the Compassionate, the Most Merciful.

1. They ask you (0  Muhammad W®?) about the spoils of war (about who will receive what portion of the 

spoik after the Battle ofBadr). Say, “The spoils of war are for Allaah and His Rasool (for them to 

distribute it justly among the soldiers). So fear Allaah (deal justly), correct your mutual relations and 
obey Allaah and His Rasool K  (the Shariah) if you are (true) Mu'mineen. ”

2. The Mu'mineen are those whose hearts tremble (vibrate out o f  respect) when Allaah is 
mentioned, whose (strength of) Imaan increases when His Aayaat are recited to them
and (asaresuh,they are those) who trust only in their Rabb (andlistentoobey).

b
®

3. They (the Mu’mineen) are those who establish salaah (perform it with all its etiquette) and who 
spend (for His pleasure) from what We have provided for them.

4. These are the true Mu'mineen (about whose Imaan there can be no doubt). For them shall be 
elevated ranks by their Rabb (inJannah), forgiveness and bountiful sustenance (provisions 
o f honour).

5> * * 9 \

® o ,

5. (Although the distribution of the spoils of war may not appeal to every person, it is in the best interest o f all concerned. 
There are many such situations that are in the best interest o f  all, yet they do not appear so to everyone. One such situation 
was the Battle of Badr; which proved the strength of the Muslims and struck fear in the hearts of the Kuffaar, although
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many Muslims were initially opposed to the decision to fight. Referring to this, Allaah says that the distribution o f the spoils 

o f war is) Just as your Rabb took you (0  Muhammad S ) from your home (Madinah) with the 
truth (with good cause to fight the battle) while there was certainly a group of the Mu'mineen 
who were unhappy (to fight the Kuffaar because they were not prepared for battle). (The Muslims under the 

leadership o f Rasulullaah initially left Madinah to capture a hade caravan o f  the Quraysh heading for Makkah. 
However, when the caravan heard about the plan o f the Muslims, they notified the people o f Makkah, who prepared an 
army to defend the caravan. In the meantime, the caravan changed route and managed to escape unharmed When the 
Makkan army was informed that the caravan no longer needed defence, they resolved to fight the Muslims and marched 
to face the Muslims at a place called Badr.)

6. They (some Sahabah ) differed with you (O  Rasulullaah ® l r )  regarding the truth (the

necessity to fight) after it was made clear to them (that they had to face the enemy in battle), as if they 
were being driven towards death while they looked on (as if they were looking at their deaths 

approaching). (The few Sahabah who felt that the Muslims should not engage in battle did not argue
adamantly in favour o f their opinion, but merely voiced their concern that they were unprepared for battle because they 
had left Madinah with the intention only o f capturing a trade caravan. However, because o f their importent position o f 

being companions o f  Rasulullaah ISHS, they were expected to have a high degree of trust in Allaah. It is fo r this reason 
that Allaah chides them in the above verses.)

7. (Remember the time) When Allaah promised you (Muslims) that one of the two groups (either 

the caravan or the Mushrikeen army) will certainly be yours and you wished that the one 
without strength (the caravan) be yours (rather than fighting a heavily armed army). (On the contrary,) 

Allaah desired that the truth (ofislaam) be established (be recognised) as the truth (so that the 

Kuffaar would know that the Muslims are a force to be reckoned with) by His decree (as He had predestined) and 
that the roots of the Kaafiroon be cut.

8. (Allaah desired) That the truth (Islaam) be established (be recognised and firmly rooted) as the 
truth and that falsehood (kufr) be established (be known) as falsehood, even though the 
disobedient ones (the Mushrikeen) detest it. (BecauseAllaah had destined that the Muslims should defeat the 
Mushrikeen in battle to prove their strength, the battle had to take place even though some people preferred not to fight. 
What Allaah decides must prevail because His decisions are most wise.)

9 . ( 0  Muhammad ® i r , remember also the time before the Battle o f Badr) When you sought (implored) help 
from your Rabb and He accepted your du'aa saying, “I shall strengthen (reinforce) you 
with a thousand angels who will appear one after another (to help you fight the Mushrikeen).”  
(To encourage the Muslims, Allaah later sent another two thousand angels and then another two thousand)
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10. Allaah had granted it (this help) as good (encouraging) news so that your hearts may be 
contented by it (although the Kifffaar seemed to have everything to their advantage). Help is only from 
Allaah. Verily Allaah is Mighty, the Wise.

11. (When the two armies met at Badr, theMushrikeen camped at a place where there was sufficient water and where the 
ground was firm. On the other hand, the camp o f the Muslims had no water and was covered with loose sand which made 

it difficult for them to move. To give courage to theMu'mineen, Allaah again calls them to remember the time) When fin 

thethickof battle) slumber was made to envelop you as a means of serenity from Him (so that 

you do not panic) and He sent rain to you from the skies to purify you (so that you could perform  

wudhu fo r salaah), to dispel the evil thoughts cast by Shaytaan (who told the Mu'mlneen that If they 
were on the right, they would not have been in a position where there was no water for them to drink or clean themselves 

with), to strengthen your hearts and to make your feet firm (with the rain, the ground in the Muslim 

camp became firm while the ground in theMushrikeen camp became muddy and unstable) .

fyszyj&gtXd&i &
12. (You should also take courage from the time) Whenyour Rabb commanded the angels saying, 
“Indeed I am with you, so (fully) strengthen the Mu'mineen (assist them in battle). I soon shall 
cast terror into the hearts of the Kuffaar, so strike their necks and their every 
fingertip.” (The Muslim soldiers then saw that the head of an enemy soldier would fall to the ground before their 

swords could strike his neck because the angels struck first.)

13. This (death and defeat o f the Mushrikeen) was because they opposed Allaah and His 
Rasool. Whoever opposes Allaah and His Rasool, then (they should bear in mind that) 

certainly Allaah is severe in punishment (thisisarule).

14. This (defeat and death are the punishment, O  Kuffaar) SO taste it (in this world already) ! (In addition to this) 

The Kaafiroon shall have (shall also suffer) the punishment of the Fire (o f  Jahannam in the 

Aakhirah).
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15. O  you who have Imaan! When you meet the Kuffaar in battle, do not turn your
backs to them (do not desert the battlefield, especially if the enemy are less than twice your number).

''Z. X £ 'bfif • "  j  SX"

16. On such a day (o f  battle), whoever will turn his back to them with a reason other 
than altering the course of battle (such as pretending to flee so that the enemy follows them into an 

ambush) or (flees with a reason other than) retreating to (join with) another group (o f Muslim soldiers so that 

their combined force cart fighttke enemy), then indeed he shall return with Allaah's anger and his 
abode shall be Jahannam (because deserting the battlefield is a major sin). What an evil place to 
return to!

17. You (Muslims) did not kill them (the Mushtikeen by your own strength) but it was Allaah Who 
killed them and you (O  Rasulullaah )  did not throw (the handful of sand into the eyes o f the 

Mushrikeen to temporarily blind all o f them) when you threw, but it was (actually) Allaah Who threw
(because if it were not fo r Allaah placing the power into the handful of sand, it would not have had the desired effect). 

(However, Allaah allowed the Mu'mineen to fight the Mushrikeen despite having the power to do it by Himself) So that 
He may grant the Mu'mineen a grand reward from Himself (the spoils o f war in this world and 

greater rewards in the Aakhirah). Verily Allaah is All Hearing (listens to your prayers), All Knowing (of 

your situation).

18. So it was (everything has happened as it has been explained). (In addition to this) Indeed it is Allaah 
Who weakens the plots (evil intentions) of the Kaafiroon (thereby allowing the Mu'mineen to achieve 

victory).

19. (Referring to the prayer o f the Mushrikeen before the Battle ofBadr when they asked Allaah to destroy the party that 

was on falsehood, Allaah says to them,) If you require a decision (to know whether it is you o r the Mu'mineen 

who are on the truth), then indeed a decision has already come to you (when you saw that the
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Mushrikeen army were defeated and their leaders killed whereas Rasulullaah WOfe remained safe and unhurt). 

However, if you refrain (from kufr and from fighting the Mu'mineen), it will be best for yOU. 

(However,) If you repeat (your aggression against the Mu'mineen), We shall also repeat (the help that We 

gave them) and then your armies will be of no help to you even though they be many (in
number and weapons). Verily Allaah is with the Mu'mineen (and will always assist them as long as they 

are sincere).

20. O you who have Imaan! Obey Allaah and His Rasool and do not turn away from
him (do not oppose him by listeningto evil ones) while you are listening (to the Qut’aan and other advice).

©

21. Do not be like those (theMunaqfiqeen andKuffaar) who say, “We hear!” but they do not 
hear (with the intention o f  accepting what they hear).

22. Certainly the worst creatures in the sight of Allaah are the deaf (to the truth) and 
dumb (do not want to speak the truth) who do not understand (despite being blessed with ears, tongues and 

intelligence).

> 1 ,9 ^  »I t  ?  9

23. If Allaah knew of some (little) good in them (the Kuffaar), He would have definitely 
allowed them to hear (and accept the truth). If (assuming that) He had allowed them to hear
(knowing that there is no good in them), they would Certainly (shall) turn away, unwilling (to accept 

because they have lost their inner hearts which leadpeople to accept).

24.0  you who have Imaan! Respond (quickly) to Allaah and His Rasool when they call 
you towards that (the injunctions o f the Deen) which will give you life (an eternal life of happiness in the 

Aakhirah). Know that Allaah comes between a man and his heart (because of which no person 

can have Imaan without Allaah's permission) and that you shall be gathered before Him (on the Day qf 

Qiyaamah, when you will have to account for your actions).
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25. Beware of a trial (punishment) that will affect not only the oppressive ones (wrongdoers)

from yOU (but will affect the righteous as well because they did not make an effort to stop the others from sin despite

havingthe ability to do so) l Know that surely Allaah is severe in punishment.

26. (0  Muslims!) Remember the time when you were few (in number in Makkah) and regarded 
as weak on earth (because o f which you were oppressed). You feared that people would wipe you 
out, then Allaah granted you a station (tn Madina , strengthened you with His 
assistance (when the angels assisted you during the Battle o f  Badr) and sustained you with pure 
things (spoils o f war) so that you could be (remain) grateful.

27. O you who have Imaan! Do not betray (disobey) Allaah and the Rasool and do 
not knowingly betray your mutual trusts (by revealing each other's secrets, breaking promises, etc).

28. Know that verily your wealth and your children are a test (that distract you from  

concentrating your efforts towards the Aakhirah and tempt you to betray others) and that indeed a grand 
reward is with Allaah (in the Aakhirah fo r those who do not allow these tests to distract them from fulfilling their 

obligations towards theDeen).

29. O you who have Imaan! If you fear Allaah (fie pious), He will grant you a criterion (a
standard by which you can differentiate between right and wrong and a means by which you may save yourself from that 

which you fear), will cancel (forgive) your sins and forgive you. Allaah is extremely 
Bountiful.

30. (0  Muhammad & M l  Remember the time) When the Kuffaar schemed against you to 
imprison you, kill you or exile you (drive you out o f Makkah). They plan and Allaah plans. 
Allaah is the best of planners (His plan always comes to pass regardless o f what others may plan). (When the 

Kuffaar decided that a person from every tribe should participate in killing Rasulullaah (US®!? at n ight so that the blame
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cannot be pinned on a single person o r tribe, Allaah informed Rasulullaah feUd about their plan and com manded him to 
leave MakkahforMadinah. This he did without the Mushrikeen causing him any ham .)

aasiiu
©

31. When Our verses (o f the Quhaan) are recited to them (the Kuffaar), they say, “We have 
heard! We could say the same things if we wished to. These are no more than the 
fables of the old people.”

32. (T h e re  was a  t im e ) When they (th e  M u sh rik een  o f  M a k k a h  fo o lis h ly ) Said, “O Allaah! If this (Quhaan) 

really is the truth from You, then shower on us stones from the skies, or afflict us with 
a painful punishment.”

33. (However; Allaah did not do as they asked because) Allaah shall not punish them while you (O  

Muhammad ISSI) are among them (because punishment affects all present and a Nabi can never be made to 

suffer punishment) and Allaah will not punish them while fas longas) they (somepeople amongthem) 

seek forgiveness.

34. What do they (the Mushrikeen o f  Makkah) have that Allaah should not punish them 
(severely) when they prevent (others) from the Masjidul Haraam whereas they are not its 
guardians? Its guardians are only those who possess Taqwa (total unconscious o f  Allaah), but 
most of them do not know (that they are not supposed to be the guardians o f  the Kabah).

35. Their prayer by the House (Kabah) is merely whistling and clapping (this was what the 

Mushrikeen o f  Makkah regarded as worship during the days o f ignorance and to disturb the true worshipers). 

(Addressing them, Allaah says,) “So taste the punishment (defeat and death during the Battle o f Badr) 

because you committed kufr! ”
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36. Verily the Kuffaar spend their wealth to prevent (others) from Allaah's path (Islaam). 

They will soon spend their wealth (to fight the Muslims, as the Mushrikeen did fo r the Battle o f  Badr), 

then this wealth shall be a source of regret for them (because they will not achieve what they intend 

to) after which they will be defeated (as a punishment in this world, while Islaam will continue to spread). 

(In addition to this worldly punishment,) The Kuffaar shall be gathered towards Jahannam (in the 

Aakhirah)...

37. ...so that Allaah may separate the impure ones (the Kuffaar) from the pure (the 

Mu'mineen). And He will combine the impure ones and pile them on top of each other, 
then place them all in Jahannam. These are the losers.

38. Tell the Kuffaar that if they desist (stop practising kufr, arrogance and accept Islaam), they will be 
forgiven for the past (sins they had committed). However, if they continue (practising kufr and 

opposing the Muslims), then the procedure of the previous nations (the manner in which We destroyed 

theKuffaarofthepast) have passed (beforethem,sothatthey may learn a lesson from these).

39. Fight them until no corruption (kufr) exists and all religion (worship,) is for Allaah. If 
they desist (stop practising kufr and accept islaam), then indeed Allaah is Watchful over what 
they do (and mill ren.ard them for the good they do ).

© o li
40. (On the other hand) If they tum away (and refuse to accept Islaam), then know that Allaah is 
your Protecting (Helping) Friend (and will assist you against them). What a terrific (good) friend and 
what a terrific (good) Helper!
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41. Know that from whatever spoils of war you acquire (after fighting a battle with the enemy), a 
fifth of it shall be for Allaah (to be spent on the recipients that He stipulates), His Rasool (to spend on 

Baitullaah and other Masjids), the relatives (of Rasululhah , the poor, the orphans and the 
travellers (who have been stranded without any means with them. The remaining four fifths will be distributed among 

the Muslims soldiers who participated in the battle) ', (distributing the spoils of war in this manner should not be at all 

difficult fo r you) if you believe in Allaah and in what We had sent down (angels and signs ofAllaah's 

power) to Our slave (Muhammad (§§§£) on the day of the distinction (between truth and falsehood), 

(which was) the day when the two parties (Mu’mineen and Mushrlkeen armies) clashed (at Badr). 
(Parting with one-fifth o f  the spoils to please Allaah would not be difficult fo r  the Muslim soldiers when they understand 

that they would have never been able to win the battle without Allaah's help). Allaah has power Over 
everything (He can make a small and ill-equipped army defeat a larger, heavily-armed army).

42. (The day o f the distinction was the day) When you (the Muslim army) were on the near side (close to 

Madinah) and they (the Mushrlkeen army) were at the far side (further away) while the caravan (o f 

the Mushrikeen) Was below you (travelling along the coast). If you (Muslims and Mushrikeen) had 
promised (arranged a date) to meet each other (in battle), you would have differed with 
regard to the appointment. However, (without the prior knowledge o f either army) Allaah decides 
a matter that was (destined) to take place so that he who was to be destroyed may be 
destroyed after a clear proof (after witnessing Allaah assisted theMu'mineen to win victory despite all odds 

being against them) and so that he who was to live may live after (witnessing) a clear proof 
(thereby giving him a chance to accept Imaan). Without doubt Allaah is All Hearing (He heard the du'aa 

o f the Muslims before the battle), All Knowing (He knows the outcome o f everything).

43. (0  Muhammad dSSi, remember the time) When Allaah showed you in your dream that they
(the Mushrikeen) were few in number (thereby giving encouragement to the Mu'mineen). If He had 
showed you that they were many in number, you (theMu'mineen) would have lost courage 
and disputed about the issue (about whether to fight or not). However Allaah saved you (from 

losing courage and from disputing among yourselves). Undoubtedly He has (profound) knowledge of 
what is in the hearts (o f  all).
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44. And when you (Muslims) clashed with them (the Mushrikeen), (Allaah made them appear as) 

reduce their number in your eyes (so that you may not lose courage by seeing an army much larger than your 

own) and He reduced their numbers in your eyes (to encourage the Sahabah to fight) so
that Allaah may conclude a matter that was (destined) to happen. All matters return only 
to Allaah (Whose decision will always prevail) . (Because it was destined that the Mushrikeen should be defeated at the 

hands o f the Muslims, Allaah made it appear to the Mushrikeen that the Muslims were fewer than they actually were, so that 
the Mushrikeen would advance with all fervour to be defeated. However, once the battle had begun, Allaah made it appear 
to the Mushrikeen that the Muslims were many more, causing them to lose courage and to fight in a less fierce manner)

45. O you who have Imaan! When you lock in combat with an army (o f  the enemy), then 
be steadfast (for the pleasure o f Allaah) and think of (remember) Allaah abundantly (make tin ua 

salaat, zikr to Allaah fo r assistancej SO that you may be successful (agai nstthe enemy) .

46. Obey (the commands of) Allaah and His Rasool and do not fall into dispute (quarrels) 

with each other, for then you will become cowardly (weak) and your strength will be 
lost. Exercise sabr, for verily Allaah is with those who exercise sabr.

47. Do not be like those (Mushrikeen ofMakkah) who left their homes arrogantly (proudly) and 
to show people (boasting that they would not return home without defending the Muslim army at Badr) and 
who prevent (others) from Allaah's path (fromlslaam). Allaah surrounds all that they do (He

knows all that they do and will punish them fo r their wrongdoing).

48. (Remember the time) When Shaytaan (Iblees in the guise o f a leader o f an Arab tribe) beautified 
(decorated) their actions for them (the Mushrikeen ofMakkah) and told them (encouraged them to fight 

the Muslims), “None from man can overpower you today when I am by your side.” But 
when the two (Muslim and Mushrikeen) armies faced each other, he (Iblees) turned on his 
heels (ran away) and said, “1 have nothing to do with you! Without doubt I can see what 
you cannot see (lean see the angels coming down to assist the Muslims). I am truly afraid of Allaah, 
and Allaah is severe in punishment. ”
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49. (Remember also the time) When ihe hypocrites and those in whose hearts there is a 
disease said, “Their religion (Islaam) has deceived these people (the Muslims because they dared 

face a large and powerful army despite their lack of n umbers and resources) . ”  (However; these hypocrites and others like 

them do not realise that) Whoever trusts in (relies on the help of) Allaah (despite lacking the means), then 
indeed Allaah is Mighty (Capable o f granting them victory), Wise (in all matters).

50. If only you could see how the angels (o f death) take the souls of the Kuffaar, hitting 
their faces and backs saying, “Taste (a sample of) the punishment of the Blaze (the Fire o f

Jahannamjl”

51. “This (punishment) is because of what your own hands have sent forward (to theAakhirah 

by committing sins). Allaah Certainly does not Oppress His bondsmen (and will therefore never 

punish apersonfor something s/he did not do) . ”

52. (The ways of these Kuffaar are just) Like the ways of the people of Fir'oun and those before 
them. They rejected (denied) the Aayaat of Allaah, so Allaah seized (punished) them 
because of their sins (and not because of any injustice). Verily Allaah is Powerful (can do whatever 

He pleases), severe in punishment.

53. This (punishment) is because Allaah will not change (will not take away) any favour that He 
gave to a nation until they change what is within themselves (until they corrupt their beliefs and 

actions, thereby inviting Allaah's punishment, which will cause them to lose all their bounties .̂ Indeed Allaah is 
All Hearing, All Knowing (He knows the thoughts and actions of every person) .
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54. (The wavs o f these Kujjaar are just) Like the ways of the people of Fir'oun and those before 
them. They rejected the Aayaat of their Rabb, so We destroyed them because of their 
sins and We drowned the people of Fir'oun. They were all oppressors (especially towards 

themselves because their oppression led to their own punishment).

55. (The Jewish Banu Qurayzah tribe ofMadinah had entered into a treaty with the Muslims promising that they will not 
assist an enemy against the Muslims, but they broke the treaty by assistingthe Mushrikeen ofMakkah to fight the Muslims. 

Referring to this Jewish tribe, Allaah says,) Without doubt the worst of creatures in Allaah's sight 
are those who commit kufr and will therefore not have Imaan.

56. These are the ones with whom you (O  Muhammad & £ £ ) had taken a pledge, then they 
break it at every opportunity without any fear (for going against their word).

©<

57. So if you (Muslims) ever encounter them (theKuffaar) in battle, then use them (defeat them 

so severely as) to disperse (to strike fear into the hearts of) those behind them so that they may 
learn a lesson (from the defeat o f  the others and not dare fight you).

58. Should you ever really fear (any) betrayal from any nation (with whom you have made a 

pledge), then throw back (cancel) the treaty that you have contracted with them (in a manner 

that they and you are) on an equal footing (in a manner that they as well as you know that no treaty now exists It is 

therefore necessary to first inform the opposite party that you intend cancelling the treaty). Verily Allaah does 
not like those who betray (those who break their treaties without first notifying the apposite party o f their 

intentions).

59. The Kuffaar should never think that they have gone ahead (and escaped Allaah’s 

punishment). They are definitely unable to escape (disgrace and punishment).
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60. Prepare (to use in battle) against them (the Kuffaar) whatever forces of strength (weapons) 

you can muster (collect), as well as trained horses (and military equipment) with which you 
may strike fear into Allaah's enemies, your enemies and others besides them (such as 

theMunaafiqeen). You do not know them (your other enemies who hide their enmity fo r you) but Allaah 
knows them. Whatever you may spend in Allaah's way (the reward fo r it) will be given to 
you in full and you will not be oppressed (you will not be given less than you deserve. In fad, the reward 

forJihaad is greatly multiplied).

61. If they (your enemy) are inclined towards milking peace, then you should also incline 
yourselves to it (by concluding a peace beaty with them) and trust in Allaah. Without doubt, He 
is All Hearing (listening to the clauses of your treaties), All Knowing (knows exactly what is in the hearts o f the 

parties drawing up the treaty).

62. If they intend to betray you (by entering into a treaty), then Allaah is enough for you (and 

will prated you from their evil). It is He Who strengthened you (O  Muhammad iS iS ) with His 
assistance and with the Mu'mineen...

63. ...and created the bond of love (harmonyj between their hearts. If you had spent 
whatever (wealth and resources) is in the earth, you will not have been able to create that 
bond of love between their hearts, but Allaah created that bond between them. 
Verily He is Mighty (can do whatever He wants), the Wise (in creating the bond o f love between people).

64. O Nabi Allaah and those Mu'mineen who have followed you are enough for
you (tofightoffany enemy attack).

65.0  Nabi encourage the Mu'mineen to fight (the enemy in Jihaad)! If there are twenty
of you (Muslims) who exercise sabr, they will defeat two hundred (o f the enemy in battle).
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(Similarly,) If there are a hundred of you, they will defeat a thousand of the Kuffaar 
because they are people who do not understand. (The command to the early Muslims was that they 
were not to flee the battlefield euen though the enemy outnumbered them ten to one. However, this command was 
cancelled by the next verse which reduced the odds to two to one.)

66. Now Allaah has lightened your burden (load) as He knows that there is weakness 
within you. So if there are a hundred of you who exercise sabr, they will overcome 
two hundred (o f the enemy in battle). (Similarly,) If there are a thousand of you, they will 
overcome two thousand (o f the enemy) by the order of Allaah. Allaah is with those who 
exercise sabr (who are firm-footed and He will assist them through all difficulties).

67. (When the Muslims freed the captives o f  Badrfor ransom, Allaah revealed the verse saying,) It is not for a 
Nabi (not becoming o f a Nabi) that he takes prisoners until he has thoroughly beaten (the 

enemy) in the land. (However, since this was not yet achieved during the early daps ofblaam after the Battle ofBadr, 

it was not appropriate fo r the Muslims to release the enemy prisoners.) You desire the things (wealth) of this 
world (for yourselves by accepting the ransom) while Allaah desires the Aakhirah (for you). Allaah 
is Mighty, the Wise (what He desires for you is best).

68. If it were not for an order that Allaah had already been preordained (written before that 

some o f  the prisoners were to become Muslims), a great punishment would have afflicted you on 
account of what (ransom) you took (in exchange fo r the freedom of the prisoners).

69. So partake of (enjoy) the spoils (ransom) you have received (regarding it to be) lawful and 
pure (for you). Fear Allaah (and sincerely seek forgiveness from Him) ! Verily Allaah is Most 
Forgiving, Most Merciful (and will therefore forgive your shortcomings).

70. O Nabi K ! Tell the prisoners in your hands (in your custody), “If Allaah is aware of 
any good (Imaan) in your hearts (because of which you would soon become Muslims), He shall grant 
you better than that (ransom) which was taken from you, and will forgive you. Allaah is 
Most Forgiving, Most Merciful.
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71. If they (the prisoners) intend to betray you (0  Muhammad J, then they have already 
betrayed Allaah before (the Battle o f  Badr by committing kufr), after which Allaah gave (you) 

control over them (because o f which you were at liberty to execute them. They can therefore expect the same if 

they decide to betray you and attack you again). Allaah is All Knowing, the Wise. (Therefore, none can 

hope tohide their intentionsfrom Allaah.)

72. Without doubt those who had Imaan, who made Hijrah (migrated for Allaahs pleasure) 

and who strove in Allaah's way with their wealth and their lives (theMuhaajireen), as well 
as those who granted shelter (tothem) and assisted (theAnsaar), they are all guardians (heirs 

and helpers) of each other. As for those who had Imaan but did not make Hijrah, you do 
not have any guardianship over them (you cannot inherit from them norgiue them a share o f the spoils of 

war) until they make Hijrah. (However,) If they seek your assistance in Deen (against the 

Kuffaar), then it will be obligatory upon you to assist them (against any enemy), except 
against a nation with whom you have entered into a (peace) treaty (You cannot assist them to 

fight such a nation). Allaah sees all that you do.

73. As for the Kuffaar, they are guardians (heirs and allies) of each other. If you do not do
SO (do not act as guardians to other Muslims and do not disassociate yourselves from theKuffaar), there shall be 
trouble and widespread corruption on earth (because the Kuffaar will be powerful and the Muslims 

will be weak).

74. Those who had Imaan, who made Hijrah (for Allaah's pleasure) and who strove in 
Allaah's way (theMuhaajireen), as well as those who granted shelter (tothem ) and assisted 
(them, referring to theAnsaar), these are the true Mu'mineen. For them shall be forgiveness 
and bountiful sustenance (in jannah).

75. As for those who had Imaan afterwards (aftertheearliestMuhmjireenandAnsaar), who made 
Hijrah and strove with you (with the Sahobah iS W s i  j, they are from you. Those who are 
relatives are closer to each Other in Allaah's Book (and will therefore inherit from each other before 

anyoneelse). Undoubtedly (Only) Allaah knows everything (He knows who deserves what).
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Surah 9  Surah Taubah

REPENTANCE

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH TAUBAH AND SURAH ANFAAL

By wav of name The link is understood by way of name: “Announce Jihaad against the 
Kuffaar, after which the spoils of war (Anfaal) should be distributed according to 
Allaah's injunctions. However, if the Kuffaar repent (make Tauba) and accept 
Islaam, they will be regarded as your brethren and cannot be fought.” This is 
mentioned in verse 11, where Allaah says, “So if they repent (from kufr by accepting Islaam), 
establish salaah and pay Zakaah (follow the Shari'ah), they are your brothers in Deen.”

By wav of content Surah Anfaal briefly discusses some laws of Jihaad and also provides the 
details of distributing the spoils of war, emphasising that this should be done in accordance with 
Allaah's injunctions. The Surah also specifies the recipients of this wealth. Surah Taubah repeats 
the announcement to wage Jihaad and also explains to the Muslims exactly who they should 
fight.

Surah Taubah commands Muslims to fight those people who make offerings to false gods, people 
who forbid things that Allaah has permitted, people who do not regard Allaah's prohibitions as 
prohibitions, and people who believe that the Ambiyaa and other saints possess knowledge of 
the unseen and can assist them in difficulties.

Since the objective of Surah Taubah is to announce the command of Jihaad, the Surah contains 
extensive details pertaining to the laws of Jihaad.

A SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

Surah Taubah may also be divided into two parts. The first part commences at the beginning of 
the Surah and ends with the words, “Their evil actions have been beautified for them (so 
that they think that they are doing good). Allaah does not guide people who do not have
Imaan (as long as they have no desire for Imaan).”  [verse37]

The second part begins with verse 38, where Allaah says, “O you who have Imaan! Why is it 
that when you are told, “Go forth in Allaah's path,” you drop heavily to the ground 
(seeming reluctant to participate) ? Do you prefer the life of this world to the (great rewards 
in store in the) Aakhirah (for those who fight in Jihaad) ? The pleasure of this worldly life is 
but little (insignificant) compared to the (comfort and pleasures o f the) Aakhirah. ”  This part 
terminates with the words “...so that they may warn their people (who had been engaged in 
Jihaad) when they return to them so that they may beware (of sin )?”  [verse 122]

The various aspects of the Surah are then repeated from verse 123 until the end of the Surah.
The first part of the Surah makes mention of:
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®  The exemption from any obligation towards all those Mushrikeen who fail to uphold their 
treaties.

®  The declaration of Jihaad against all Mushrikeen.

®  Replies to four doubts raised concerning fighting the Mushrikeen. These are mentioned 
because they present an obstacle to Jihaad.

®  The reasons for fighting the Mushrikeen.

The second part of the Surah reproaches the Munaafiqeen and encourages the Mu'mineen to 
fight in Jihaad. Together with encouragement to fight the Mushrikeen, the second part also 
commands the Mu'mineen not to pray for those people who have died as Kuffaar, even though 
they may be relatives. This is contained in verse 113, where Allaah says, “It is not (permissible) 
for the Nabi (US, nor (is it permissible for) the Mu'mineen to (ever) seek forgiveness for 
the Mushrikeen, even if they be their relatives, after it has become clem to them 
(when these Mushrikeen died without Imaan) that they (the Mushrikeen) are to be residents 
of the Blaze (Jahannam).”

This part of the Surah speaks extensively of the Tabook expedition. Concerning this battle, the 
Surah mentions three groups of the Sahabah SSSSSssS and four groups of Munaafiqeen. The 
three groups of Sahabah are:

1. Those Muhaajireen and Ansaar who participated in the expedition to Tabook.

2. The five sincere Sahabah who failed to participate in Jihaad. They tied
themselves to pillars and sincerely repented. Allaah accepted their repentance and 
forgave them.

3. The three sincere Sahabah who, on account of complacency, failed to join the
Tabook expedition. They did not make any excuses, but admitted the truth to 
Rasulullaah As a lesson, they were boycotted for fifty days, after which they were 
pardoned.

The Surah classifies the Munaafiqeen into the following four categories:

®  Those Munaafiqeen who did not participate in the Jihaad expeditions. They would present 
various types of false excuses to Rasulullaah.

®  Those Munaafiqeen who did not participated in Jihaad and also plotted against the 
Muslims.They built the “Masjid of harm” with the sole intention of harming Islaam and the 
Muslims.They are referred to in verses 107 to 110.

®  Those Munaafiqeen who participated in Jihaad only to cause harm and discord between the 
Muslims. They are mentioned in verses 65 and 66.

®  Those Munaafiqeen who plotted to assassinate Rasulullaah after his return from Tabook. 
Allaah warned Rasulullaah about their devious scheme by divine revelation.
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1. (The declaration is hereby made that) Allaah and His Rasool & SS  absolve (free) themselves of 
all obligations towards those Mushrikeen with whom you (Muslims) have made a treaty
(without specifying a term). (The same applied to those Mushrikeen who had not made any peace treaty at all with the 

Muslims before the Conquest ofMakkah.)

2. (As for these two groups o f Mushrikeen, Allaah commanded) So travel in the land for four months 
(after which you haue only two alternatives: accept Islaam or leave Makkah) and know that you can never 
escape from Allaah (wherever you may go), and that Allaah shall certainly disgrace the 
Kaafiroon (in theAakhiraat).

3. The proclamation from Allaah and His Rasool S  on the day of the greater Hajj 
(the five days of Hajj) is that verily Allaah and His Rasool ( H i  have absolved (freed) 

themselves of all obligations towards the Mushrikeen (therefore, all previous treaties were 

cancelled). If you repent (from kufr and accept Islaam), it will be best for you. (However,) If you turn 
away (from Islaam) then know that you definitely cannot escape (the punishment of) Allaah. 
And give the Kuffaar the good news of a painful punishment (in both worlds).

4. (The above applied to all the Mushrikeen tribes) Except those Mushrikeen with whom you have a 
treaty (up to a specified term), who have not let you down in the least (have not broken any conditions 

o f the treaty), nor have they assisted any others (your enemies) against you. So fulfil their 
treaty with them for their stipulated term (the term specified in the treaty). Verily Allaah loves 
those who adopt Taqwa (who fulfil their pledges).
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5. (Referring to those Mushrikeen who had broken the treaty they made with the Muslims, Altaah says) When the 
Sacred Months (o f shelter and protection) have passed, then fight the Mushrikeen wherever 
you may find them. Seize them, besiege them (surround their strongholds until they surrender) and 
lay in ambush (wait) for them at every opportunity (andplacepossible). (However,) If they repent 
(from kufrby acceptingislaam), establish salaah, and pay Zakaah, then leave their path free (do 

not harm them). Surely Allaah is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful (towards those who repent).

6. (After the period o f grace given to the Mushrikeen,) If any of the Mushrikeen seek protection from 
yOU (pleads to be left in safety to decide whether he wants to accept Islaam), then grant him protection 
until he hears the word (speech) of Allaah (the Qur'aan and proofs ofTowheed), then deliver him 
to his place of safety (to make up his mind and continue living because there is no compulsion in D een). This 
is because they are a people who do not understand (Islaam and therefore need explanations).

7. How can there be (there cannot be) a treaty with Allaah and His Rasool £S2S for the 
Mushrikeen (who have rejected Allaah and Rasulullaah ), except for those with whom you 
have entered into a treaty near the Masjidul Haraam (the Quraysh, with whom the Treaty of 

Hudaybiyyah uias signed before the Conquest o f Makkah) ? So as long as they remain true to you, 
remain true to them. Verily Allaah loves those who adopt Taqwa. (The Muslims abided by the 

conditions o f the treaty, wh He the Mushrikeen did not.)

n s  *9 L y

8. How can there be a treaty (between the Muslims and the Mushrikeen) when they (the Mushrikeen) 

are such that they do not have regard for (they do not respect) any (family) relations (they have) 

with you when they overpower you, nor do they show regard for any treaty? They 
please you with their mouths (by speaking sweetly), while their hearts refuse (to honour any 

treaty). (The fact is that) Most of them are sinners (and will not abide by any treaty).

9. They have purchased a small (worldly) gain in exchange for Allaah's Aayaat, so (by 

doing this) they forbid (others) from His path (Islaam). Evil indeed are the actions they do
(especial/y  the action of notfulfillingtheir pact) .
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10. They do not honour any 'amih relations, nor any pact with the Mu'mineen. These 
are the ones who transgress (socialetiquette).

11. So if they repent (from kufr by accepting islaam), establish salaah and pay Zakaah (follow the 

Shari'ah), they are your brothers in Deen. We explain the Aayaat for people who possess 
knowledge.

12. If they break their promises after entering into a treaty and condemn your Deen, 
then fight the leaders of kufr. Indeed they are such that they have no (regard fo r the) 

promises (they make) SO that (because o f  this disregard fo r promises) they (would not) refrain (from 

betraying others).

13. Will you not fight a nation (the Mushrikeen o f  Makkah) that breaks its promises (oaths and 

treaties), resolves to drive out the Rasool S i  (from his hometown o f  Makkah) and started (the fight) 

against you the first time around (by attacking your allies, thereby breaking the Treaty o f Hudaybiyyah). 

Do you fear them? Allaah is more worthy of being feared, (and You must rather fear H im) if you 
are Mu'mineen. (True Mu'mineen know that no one can harm them withoutAllaah's must)

14. Fight them! Allaah will punish them at your hands (when they are killed), will humiliate 
them (when they are imprisoned and defeated), will assist you against them (make you dormant), will 
heal the (pain and sorrow in the) hearts of the Mu'mineen (who suffered at the hands o f  the Kujfaar). . .

15. ...and remove the fury of their hearts (which was built when theKuffaar broke the treaty). Allaah
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accepts the repentance (from kufr) of whoever He wills (thereby allowing the Kuffaar to become 

Muslims). Allaah is All Knowing (He knows the deeds and ideas o f all), the Wise (His decisions are based on 

wisdom and knowledge).

16. Do you (Muslims) think that you will be left to be (will not be tested), whereas Allaah has
not yet (made) known those of you who exert themselves (sincerely fo r the upliftmentof theDeen) 

and who do not take as friends anyone besides Allaah, His Rasool and the 
Mu'mineen? (It is on the occasion ofJihaad that Muslims are put to the test to distinguish the sincere ones from  the 

rest) Allaah is Informed of what you do (and will reward or punish you accordingly).

17. It is not (appropriate) for the Mushrikeen that they attend (orcarefor) Allaah's Masaajid 
when they testify to the kufr within themselves. They are the ones whose actions are 
wasted (because they will not be rewarded in theAakhirah) and they shall live forever in the Fire (of 

Jahannam).

18. Only those should attend (and care for) Allaah's places of worship who believe in 
Allaah and the Last Day, who establish salaah, who pay Zakaah and who fear Allaah 
only (who are clean from all impurities). It is they who are expected to be rightly guided.

19. Do you consider the giving of water to the pilgrims and attending (and caring for) the 
Masjidul Haraam to be equal to the person who believes in Allaah and the Last Day 
and who exerts himself in Allaah's path? They can never be equal according to Allaah
(because the one who has Imaan and who exerts himself fo r Allaah's pleasure is definitely superior)! Allaah does 
not guide the oppressive ones (who oppress themselves by refusing to listen to the truth).
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20. Those who have Imaan, who make Hijrah (for Allaah's pleasure) and exert themselves 
in Allaah's path (to uplift the Deen) with their wealth and their lives are superior in rank 
according to Allaah. These are the successful ones (for they have reached their goal).

21. Their Rabb gives them the good news of His mercy, pleasure and such Jannaat 
where they shall have everlasting bounties (permanent comforts).

22. They will live there forever (because jannah is everlasting). Undoubtedly with Allaah is a 
great (best) reward.

23. O you who have Imaan! Do not take your fathers and your brothers as (dose) 

friends if they prefer kufr to Imaan. Whoever of you will befriend them, then these are 
the oppressors (because they will be harming themselues and their Deen and will be reluctant to strive inJihaad).

24. Say, “If your fathers, your sons, your brothers, your spouses, your families, your 
wealth that you have earned, your businesses in which you fear a loss, and your 
home that you love so dearly are more beloved to you than Allaah, His Rasool 
and exerting yourselves (striving) in His path; then wait for Allaah's order (punishment) to 
come. Allaah does not guide the sinful ones.” (If these things prevent you from  obeying Allaah and 

Rasu lu llaah^^ and from exerting yourselvesfor Deen when it is obligatory, then Allaah's punishment is imminent.)
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25. Without doubt Allaah has assisted you on numerous occasions, as well as on the 
day of Hunayn when your superior numbers impressed you, but these were of no avail
to you (because the enemy took you completely by surprise). The earth became narrow for you 
despite its vastness /you could find any place to hide) and you turned away in flight (leaving

Rasulullaah ),

26. Allaah then caused His tranquillity (special peace) to descend on His Rasool iSH and 
on the Mu'mineen (and they all reorganised themselves around Rasulullaah SIS? and defeated the enemy). (In 

addition to this,) Allaah (also) sent an army (o f  angels) that you could not see and punished 
those who did not have Imaan (when they were killed and taken prisoner). Such is the 
punishment of the Kaafiroon (rejecters).

27. Thereafter Allaah accepted the repentance of those (Kuffaar) whom He willed (when 

they becameMuslims). Allaah is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful (towardsthose who acceptIslaam).

28. O you who have Imaan! Verily the Mushrikeen are (spiritually) impure (because they 

practise Shirk) and should not approach the Masjidul Haraam (should not enter the Haram) after 
this year (9 A .H .), If you fear poverty (because they will not be there to trade with you), then SOOn 
Allaah shall make you wealthy by His grace if He wills (the Muslims soon became independent o f 

the Kuffaar and prospered greatly). Surely Allaah is All Knowing (He knows the dangers you face by having 

the Kuffaar in your midst), The Wise (this command o f Allaah as well as all His other commands are full o f wisdom).

29. Fight those from the ones who have been given the Book (the Jews and Christians) who 
do not believe in Allaah and the Last Day, who do not accept as unlawful those things 
that Allaah and His Rasool K  have declared unlawful (such as liquor, pork, interest, etc), and 
who do not accept the true Deen (o f  Islaam). Fight them until they pay the Jizya (protection 

and shelter tax) with their own hands in humiliation (bowing under Muslim rule).
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30. The Jews say, “Uzair is the son of Allaah!” and the Christians say, “Maseeh 
is the son of Allaah!” These are mere words from their mouths (that have no 

substantiation). They (blindly) imitate the statements of those who committed kufr before 
them. May Allaah destroy them! Where are they wandering astray?

31. They take their rabbis and their monks as gods besides Allaah (by accepting what they 

declare as Halaal o r Haraam), and Maseeh the son of Maryam as well. However, they were 
commanded (in the Torah and the lnjeel) to worship only the One Ilaah (Allaah). There is no 
Ilaah besides Him. He is Pure from all that they ascribe as partners to Him.

©I

32. They try to blow out the light of Allaah (Islaam) with their mouths (with their efforts and 

statements), but Allaah refuses (to tolerate anything) except that His light be completed (be
exposed to all and remain in existence) even though the Kaafiroon detest it.

33. It is He (Allaah) Who sent His Rasool WS with guidance (Quraan and Sunnat) and the 
true religion (o f Islaam) so that He may make it overcome all other religions even though 
the Mushrikeen detest it.

34. O  you who have Imaan! Verily many of the priests and monks (whom the Ahlul Kitaab 

regard as their divinely appointed religious leaders) falsely (unlawfully) devour (consume) the wealth of 
people and forbid (others) from the path of Allaah (Islaam). Verily those who hoard (amass)
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35. (Thispunishment shall be meted to them on) The day when it (their gold and silver) will be heated in 
the fire of Jahannam and their foreheads, their sides and their backs will be branded 
(burnt) with it (because they turned their backs and they sides when you were asked to spend your wealth fo r Allaah's 

pleasure). (It will then be told to them) “This is what you used to hoard for yourselves, so taste
(the punishment for) what you hoarded. ”

36. Indeed the number of months (in a year) according to Allaah is twelve months (as 

specified) in the Book of Allaah (the Lowhul Mahfoodh), (on) the day He created the heavens 
and the earth. Of these, four are sacred (Dhul Qadah, Dhul Hijjah, Muharram and Rajab are sacred 

because no fighting should take place during these months). This is the straight Deen, SO do not 
oppress (wrong) yourselves in these months (by committing sins). Fight all the Mushrikeen (in 

every country) just as they fight all of you (wherever you may be), and know that indeed Allaah 
is with those who possess Taqwa (and will assistthem against their enemies).

37. (DuringthePeriodaflgnarance, when the Mushrikeen were engaged in a battle and when any o f the Sacred Months 
approached, they used to say falsely that the coming month will be one o f the non-Sacred Months so that they could 
continue fighting. In this manner, the calendar was distorted. Referring to this practice o f theirs, Allaah says,) 

Postponing (the Sacred Months) is only an increase in kufr by which the Kuffaar go (further) 

astray. During some years they (theKuffaar) declare these months to be lawful (non-sacred) 

while during other years they declare them to be sacred so as to complete the count 
of the months that Allaah had made sacred (so that there remains four Scared Months in every year). 

(By doing this,) They make lawful what Allaah had forbidden (fighting during the sacred Months). 

Their evil actions have been beautified for them (so that they think that they are doing good). 

Allaah does not guide people who do not have Imaan (as long as they have no desire fo r Imaan).
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38. (When Rasulullaah called the Muslims to prepare fo r the Battle of Tabook, some of them were reluctant to respond 
because the heat was intense during that time o f the gear and the journey ahead was very long. Referring to this, Allaah

says, O you who have Imaan! Why is it that when you are told, “Go forth in Allaah's 
path, ” you drop heavily to the ground (seeming reluctant to participate) ?  Do you prefer the life 
of this world to the (great rewards in store in the) Aakhirah (for those who fight in Jihaad) ? The 
pleasure of this worldly life is but little (insignificant) compared to the (comfort and pleasures o f 

the) Aakhirah.

39. If you do not go forth, Allaah shall punish you severely and replace you with 
another nation (who will readily fight in Allaah's path). (By refusing to fight in Allaah's path) You will not be 
able to harm Allaah in the least (because you will be depriving only yourselves o f reward). Allaah has 
power Over all things (and does not need anyone's help).

40. If you do not assist him (Rasulullaah ) , then indeed Allaah had assisted him when 
the Kuffaar drove him out (ofMakkah). He was the second of the two (the other being his bosom 

friend Abu Bakr when they were (hiding from the Kuffaar) in the cave (outside Makkah) and he
(Rasulullaah &Hr) told his companion (Abu Bakr’'£$$& (& ) (when the Kuffaar were on the verge o f  capturing 

them)u Do not grieve (do not fear fo r my safety). Verily Allaah is with US (and He will protect us from the 

Kuffaar).”  So Allaah caused His tranquillity Serenity, mercy and peace) to descend on him, 
assisted him (on various occasions) with an army (o f angels and other creation) that you had not 
seen. And (Allaah) placed the word of the Kuffaar (the call to Shirk) at the very bottom while 
the word of Allaah (the Kalimah) is right at the top. Allaah is Mighty, The Wise. (Therefore, if 

any person refuses to assist Rasulullaah and Islaam, h is assistance is not needed because Allaah shall assist them as
He did before.)

41. Proceed (in the path o f  Allaah) when light or heavy (happily or reluctantly, rich or poor, in good  

conditions and adverse conditions), and exert yourselves (makejihaadforthe welfare oftheDeen) with your
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but knew.
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42. Had the gains been near at hand (easy to get) and (had) the journey (been) an easy one, 
they (the Munaafiqeer]) would have definitely followed you fin battle, 0  Muhammad & $ £ ). 

However, the journey appeared too long for them (as a result, they stayed behind in Madinah and did 

not join die expedition). They will soon swear by Allaah (when you return to Madinah), “If we were 
able to, we would have left with you.” They destroy themselves (by swearing false oaths). 

Allaah knows that they really are liars fand will therefore punish them).

43. Allaah has forgiven you fO Rasulullaah & ^ s fo r  excusing some permanently from marching into battle). 

Why did you excuse them before the true ones (those with genuine excuses) became clear 
before you and (until) you became aware of the liars (those who made up excuses) ?

44. Those who believe in Allaah and the Last Day will not request you to excuse them 
from striving with their wealth and lives in Allaah's path (because they sincerely want to strive 

and weep in sorrow when they do not have the means for Jihaad). Allaah is well aware of those who 
possess Taqwa (and will reward them accordingly).

45. Only those who do not believe in Allaah and the Last Day will request you to 
excuse them (from Jihaad). Their hearts have doubts (about Islaam), so they will remain 
tossing about in their (many) doubts (makingevery efforttoauoidJihaad).
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46. If they intended to proceed with you, they would have surely made some 
preparations, but Allaah disliked that they proceed (should join you) so He held them 
back (causing them to make excuses) and (when they asked to be excused) they were told, “Stay with 
those (women, children and invalids) who remain behind!”

47. (Allaah had destined that these people should not join the Muslim army because) Had they proceeded 
with you, they would have added nothing but conflict (to the Muslim ranks) and would have 
hurried to and fra among you, seeking to cause trouble (by carrying tales and spreading false 

information). (However, you should still be careful because) Among you are those who spy for them. 
Allaah is well aware of the oppressors (those who try to cause trouble amcmgpeaple).

48. Indeed they (the Munaafiqeen) sought to cause trouble (for you, O  Rasulullaah from 
before (when you arrived in Madinah) and used to overturn (upset and distort) matters for you until 
the truth arrived (Allaah's assistance atBadr) and Allaah's order (Islaam) appeared (to predominate) 

to their disappointment.

49. Among them (the Munacfiqeen) is he who says, “Excuse me (from fighting) and do not 
expose me to temptation (because Judda bin Qais will be unable to control himself when he sees their 

women).”  Behold! In temptation did he (already) fall (by being reluctant to fight) ! Verily 
Jahannam shall surround the Kaafiroon (and they wilt be unabletoescape).

50. If any good comes your way, it displeases them. However, when any calamity 
(difficulty) befalls you (in the path qf Allaah), they say, “We had already taken control of our
a f f a i r s  (taken precautions by remaining behind) before (this calamity. We have therefore saved ourselves from it).”  

They then turn away, happy (with themselves and with the suffering o f the Muslims).
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51. Tell them, "Only that which Allaah had destined (written) for us will affect us (will 

happen to us). He is our Protecting friend and the Mu'mineen should trust only in Him (in
all circumstances). ”

52. Tell (them), “Are you waiting for only one of two good (outcomes) to come our way (we

may either be martyred or victorious in battle, both o f which are good fo r us) ? fOn the other hand) We are Waiting 
for Allaah to afflict you with a punishment (that comes directly) from Himself (such as an 

earthquake) or at OUT hands (when Allaah allows us to kill you in battle). So wait (for either form  of 

punishment)! Indeed we are waiting (for the result) with you.

53. Say (to the Munaafiqeen), “Spend happily (willingly) or reluctantly (for good causes). It will 
never be accepted from you (because you do not have Imaan). Indeed you have been 
disobedient people. ”

54. The only thing that prevents their spending (ads o f charity) from being accepted is 
that they disbelieve in Allaah and His Rasool iSSSi, that they perform their salaah 
lazily and spend only reluctantly in charity (regarding the charity to be a tax, which is a sign pfkufr).

©

55. So (O  Muhammad U S )  do not let their (large amounts of) wealth and children impress (or 

oueraiuej you. Allaah intends to punish them with these (punish them by means o f their wealth and 

children) in this worldly life and (Allaah intends) that their souls depart (from this world) while 
they are Kaafiroon. (Wealth and children therefore become a major cause of difficulty, anxiety and cause of 
destruction for people when Allaah uses them asaform ofpunishment.)

56. They (the Munaafiqeen) swear by Allaah that they are definitely from among you (that

they are also Muslims like you). They are not (at all) with you, but they are people in fear (too
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suffered at the hands o f  the Muslims).
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57. (In fact, they are so terrified that) If they find any place of safety, a cave or any place to enter
(to hide themselves), they would hurry to it in great haste. (However, since they cannot hide themselves 
anywhere, they continue pretendingto be Muslims.)

58. Among them (Munaefiqeen) are (also) those who mock you concerning (the distribution of) 

charity. If they are given (a share) from it, they are pleased and if they are not given, they 
become annoyed.

59. If only they were pleased with what Allaah and His Rasool H i  gave them (from the 

spoils of war and other revenue) and said, “Allaah is enough for us. Soon Allaah shall grant us 
from His grace and His Rasool &S& will (grant us) as well (from other sources). We are 
Certainly Optimistic (hopeful) about Allaah.” (Muslims want to rwewe Alkiah's nearness and pleasure)

60. Alms (zakaah) are only for the poor (who have nothing or very little), the destitute (people whose 

total wealth is less than the value ofNisaab), the Orphans, those appointed to collect them (zakaah), 

those whose hearts have to be reconciled (a group that existed only during the time o f  Rasulullaah 

(*$£), for (the freedom of) slaves, for those (genuinely) in debt (who are not merely stalling payment), for 
(those striving in) the path of Allaah (and have no means) and for the traveller (who has no means). 

This is ordered (as obligatory) by Allaah. Allaah is All Knowing, The Wise (Allaah knows best 

who should receive zakaah and it is therefore not permissible for man to decide that any other group of persons besides the 

abovegroupsshould receive zakaah).

61. Among them (the Munaafiqeen) there are those who hurt the Rasool I S  (with the things they 

say and when they are cautioned against doing so, they reply by) saying, “He is but all ears (he hears and
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accepts everything we say and will therefore not be hurt by our statements)!” Tell them, “He is all ears of 
good for you (he knows that you are lying but tells you noth ing so that you are not embarrassed). ” He believes 
in Allaah, believes in the Mu'mineen (when they tell him something) and is a mercy to those of 
you who have Imaan. There is a painful punishment for those who harass the Rasool
(theMunafiqeen should leave others and please Allaah and His Rasul ).

62. (0  Mu'mineen) They (the Munacflqeen) swear (false oaths) by Allaah for you to please you. 
(However, they fail to realise that) Allaah and His Rasool S  are more worthy of pleasing if 
they (really) are Mu'mineen.

63. Do they not know that whoever opposes Allaah and His Rasool shall have the
fire of Jahannam (as his punishment), where he shall live forever? (Jahannam is eternal) That is 
the extreme disgrace.

64. The hypocrites fear that a Surah (o f the Quraan) will be revealed against them, 
informing them (and all the Muslims) of what (hypocrisy and malice) is in their hearts. Tell them, 
“Mock (as you please)!” Surely Allaah will expose (reveal) that which you fear most (thereby 

causing you to be humiliated).

65. If you have to ask them (the Munaafigeen about the reason fo r their mockery) they will (brush it off 

and falsely) say, “We were only talking and joking (to pass time without intending any harm).”  

Say, “Were you mocking Allaah, His Aayaat and His Rasool t iS I? ”  (Regardless o f what 
excuse they give, their action cannot be condoned and constitutes the gravest o f sins.)

\L

3
66. “Do not make excuses. You have surely committed kufr (by mocking Allaah, 

Rasulullaah^M or Allaah's Aayaat) after (your claim to) having Imaan. If We forgive a party of you 
(because o f  their sincere repentance), We shall certainly punish another party because they had 
been culprits (wrongdoers, sinners).”
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67. The hypocrite men and women are from each another (they are all alike in disbelieve and 

misdeeds). They command (others to do) evil, prevent good and withhold (hold back) their 
hands (from spending in charity). They forget Allaah, and He does not bother with them (He

does not botherto shower His special mercy on them). Indeed the hypocrites are the sinners (guilty o f  the 

worst crime ofkujr).

68. Allaah promises the fire of Jahannam for the hypocrite men, the hypocrite 
women and the Kuffaar. They shall live there forever. It is sufficient (as punishment) for 
them. Allaah has cursed them and they shall suffer an everlasting punishment.

69. (OMunaafiqeen, you are) Just like those before you. They were more powerful than you 
and possessed more wealth and children than you. They enjoyed their share (o f this 

world) and you enjoyed your share just as those before you enjoyed theirs, (in addition to 

this) You indulged (in evil and mocking Allaah's Deen) just as those who indulged. It was they 
whose actions were destroyed in this world and in the Aakhirah (because they will not have 

any rewards in the Aakhirah fo r any o f  their good acts). It is they who are the losers. (Therefore, O  
Munaafiqeen, your lot will be the same.)

70. Did the news of those before them not reach them, (the news of) the nation of 
N o o h K P , the Aad, the Thamud, the people of Ibraheem the inhabitants of
Madyan and the overturned cities (o f the people o f Loot $&$$£) ? Their Rusul came to them 
with clear proofs (evidence). It is not for Allaah to oppress them (by punishing them fo r no 

reason), but they oppressed (wronged) themselves (byinvitingAllaahspunishmentuponthemselves).
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71. The Mu'mineen men and the Mu'mineen women are supporters (helpers, protectors) of 
each other. They command (others and each other to do) good, prevent evil, establish salaah, 
pay zakaah and obey Allaah and His Rasool ! H .  These are the ones on whom Allaah 
shall soon shower mercy. Verily Allaah is Mighty, The Wise.

72. Allaah promises the Mu'mineen men and the Mu'mineen women Jannaat 
beneath which rivers flow, where they shall live forever. And (in addition to this, Allaah also 

promises them) magnificent mansions in eternal Jannaat. The pleasure (good) of Allaah is 
greatest (greater than any other bounty)! This is the ultimate success.

9S’ \

73.0  Nabi Strive (andfight as circumstances allow) against the Kuffaar and the hypocrites
and be stern with them (for their reformation). Their abode is Jahannam. What an evil place 
to return to (intheAakhirah) !

74. They (the Munaafiqeen) swear by Allaah that they never said (what was reported about them that 

they mocked Allaah and RasuMaah i i j .  They definitely uttered the word of kufr. They 
committed kufr after (their claim of) being Muslims and resolved (to do) that which they 
could not accomplish (when they failed in their plot to assassinate Rasulullaah on the return journey from

Tabook). They sought revenge only because Allaah and His Rasool had made them
wealthy out of their grace (by giving them a share o f the spoils o f war.They therefore had no cause to act the 

way they did because they had always benefited from Rasulullaah iSSUf ). If they repent (and become true 

Mu'mineen), it would be better far them. (However,) If they tum back (and refuse to be true 

Mu'mineen), Allaah shall inflict a painful punishment on them in this world and in the 
Aakhirah. There shall be no friend for them on earth, nor any helper (to save them from

Allaah’s punishment).
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75. Among them (like Thaleba bin Hatib Ansari) are those who make the pledge with Allaah 
saying, “If He grants us (wealth) from His bounty, we will definitely give charity and we 
will certainly be of the pious ones.”

76. However, when Allaah grants them (wealth) from His bounty, they are miserly and 
turn away in disregard (failing to keep their promise).

77. So Allaah made the hypocrisy in their hearts their fate (entrenched it in their heart) until 
the Day when they will meet Him because they had broken the pledge they made with 
Him and because they used to lie.

78. Do they (theMunaafiqeen) not know that Allaah knows the secrets of their hearts and 
their secret meetings and that verily Allaah is the Knower of the unseen (and will punish
them fo r their wrongs. ?)

79. Allaah shall mock (punish the mockery of) those (Munaafiqeen) who mock the Mu'mineen 
because of their charity when they spend of their own will and (who mock) those who 
find Only their efforts (to spend, referring to those who offer their labour in the path o f Allaah). For them 
will be a painful punishment.

80. (O  Muhammad Seek forgiveness for them (the Munaafiqeen) or do not seek
forgiveness for them. (It makes no difference whether you seek forgiveness fo r them or not because) Even if 
you seek forgiveness for them seventy times, Allaah will never forgive them. That is 
because they disbelieved in Allaah and His Rasool &$. Allaah does not guide the 
disobedient ones (because they have no desire to be guided).
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81. Those who remained behind (did not join) the Rasool of Allaah (who stayed behind in 

Madinah when Rasuluilaah marched with the Muslim army to Tabook) are pleased with their sitting 
behind him. They detest striving in Allaah's path with their wealth and their lives, 
saying (to others and to each other), “Do not proceed in the heat!” Tell them, “The fire of 
Jahannam is much more intense in heat (69 times more intense than the jire o f  this world).”  If only 
they understood. (If they understood that the heat o f Jahannam is unbearable and everlasting, they would not fear 
the temporary heat of this world which is bearable.)

82. Let them laugh for awhile (in this world) and (then) cry more (in the Aakhirah) in 
compensation (aspunishment) for the (evil) deeds that they carry out.

83. If Allaah returns you (O  Muhammad from Tabook and) to a group of them (theMunaafiqeen

who did not march with you) and they seek permission to proceed (with you in Jihaad on another 

occasion), then tell them, “You shall never proceed with me ever, nor will you ever light 
an enemy with me! You were pleased to remain behind the first time, so now you 
remain with those (women, children and inuaiidsj who remain behind!”

84. (When Rasuluilaah §1311? tuas about to perform the funeral prayer o f the leader o f  the Munaaflqeen, Allaah 

addressed him saying,) Do not ever perform (thefuneral) salaah for any of them who die and do 
not stand over their graves (to bury them or to visit their graves). Undoubtedly they disbelieved 
in Allaah and His Rasool iiSSI and died as disobedient people (asKuffaar).

85. Their wealth and their children should not impress you. Allaah intends to punish 
them with these (punish them by means o f their own wealth and children) in this worldly life and (Allaah 

intends) that their souls depart (from this world) while they are Kaafiroon. (Wealth and children 

therefore become a major cause o f difficulty fo r people when Allaah uses them as a form  of punishment.)
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86. Whenever a Surah is revealed saying, “Believe in Allaah and strive with His 
Rasool ”, the wealthy ones from them (the Munaafiqeen) seek exemption from you (from

fighting) saying, “Leave (Allow) us to be with those who remain behind.”

88. However, the Rasool H i  and those who have Imaan strive with their wealth and 
their lives (to protect the Been for Allaah's pleasure). For these people shall be all goodness (in both 

worlds) and they will be the successful ones (reachingthegoal).

89. Allaah has prepared for them such Jannaat beneath which rivers flow, where they 
shall live forever. This is the ultimate success.

90. For those villagers who make excuses came (to Rasulullaah S )  to seek exemption
(permission to be excusedfrom fighting in Jihaad.) And those who lied to Allaah and His Rasool H i  
(lied about their Imaan) remain behind (without joining the Muslim army), a painful punishment shall 
soon afflict those of them who do not have Imaan.

91. There shall be no sin (for not fighting in Jihaad) on the weak (elderly), the ill (such as the blind and 

paralysed) and those who do not find the means to spend, if they wish Allaah and His 
Rasool H i  well (if they are sincere and true in their loyalty to Allaah and to Rasulullaah H i ) . There is no 
blame on those who do good (such as these people because their situations are beyond their control). 

Allaah is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful.

87. They are pleased to be with those (women, children and invalids) who remain in their 
homes. Their hearts have been sealed (because of hypocrisy, avoiding Jihaad and disobeying 

Rasulullaah&Or), so they cannot understand.
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92. And neither (will there be any sin) on those who, when they come to you (Rasulullaah K j  to 
provide transport for them (to proceed in Jihaad), you tell them, “I do not have any 
transport for you.” They then turn away with their eyes flowing with tears, 
despondent that they could not find anything to spend (inAllaah'spath).

93. Blame is only on those who seek exemption (from Jihaad) when they are wealthy. 
They are pleased to be with those who remain behind. Allaah has placed a seal on 
their hearts, so they have no knowledge (o f what is good fo r them and what is not) .

94. They (theMunaqfiqeen) will make excuses to you (O  Rasulullaah ds§ when you return to 
them (in Madinah after returning from Tabook). Tell them, “Do not make excuses; we shall never 
believe you. Allaah has already informed us about your condition (that you are hypocrites). 

Soon Allaah and His Rasool S  will see your actions. Then fin the Aakhirah) you will be 
returned to the Knower of the unseen and the seen (that is Allaah), and He will inform you 
of the things that you did (and will punish you fo r the u;rorig you did fo r He knows the hidden intentions of 

every person).”

95. When you (0  Rasulullaah &&) return to them (the Munaaflqeen) shortly fin Madinah) they will 
Swear before you by Allaah (that they had valid reasons fo r not accompanying you), SO that you may 
leave them alone (and do not admonish them). Pay no attention to them! They (their beliefs and 

actions) are impure! Their abode shall be Jahannam as a punishment for what (evil deeds) 

they earned.
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96. They swear (oaths) before you (O  Rasulullaah so that you may be pleased with 
them. (However,) Even if you are pleased with them, Allaah is certainly not pleased with 
the disobedient ones (Muslims should therefore not maintain close ties with such people).

97. The villagers (because o f their hardened nature and beingfarfrom gatherings where knowledge is imparted) 

are extremely staunch in (committed to) kuft and hypocrisy and are more likely to be 
ignorant of the limits (oftheShcafah) that Allaah has revealed to His Rasool {®P. Allaah 
is All Knowing, The Wise.

98. Among the villagers (the desert Arabs) are those who consider what they spend (charity

and contributions to Jihaad) as a tax (a toll, a burden) and they await the ill-fortunes of fate to 
befall you (Muslims). May ill fortune befall them! Allaah is All Hearing, All Knowing (He

knows who deserves ill-fortune and when it will befall them).

99. Among the villagers there are also those who believe in Allaah and the Last Day. 
They consider what they spend as a means of gaining nearness to Allaah and (a means 

being included in) the prayers (du'aa) of the Rasool m .  Behold! It (their spending fo r the pleasure of 

Allaah) will be a means of gaining nearness (and du'aa) for them. Allaah will soon enter 
them in His mercy. Undoubtedly Allaah is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful.

100. Allaah is pleased with the first to lead the way from the Muhaajireen, the 
Ansaar, and those who followed them with sincerity and they are pleased with Him. 
He has prepared for them such Jannaat beneath which rivers flow, in which they 
shall live forever. This is the ultimate success. (This verse clearly illustrates the great status o f  the 

Sahabah (&&&?£> and it will therefore be wrong to revile them.)
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101. Among the villagers around you (around Madinah) are hypocrites and from the 
people of Madinah (there are hypocrites) as well. They persist in hypocrisy (and do not want to 

refrain from it). You (O  Rasulullaah ) do not know them, but We know them (because only Allaah

knows everything). We shall soon punish them twice (in this world and in the grave), after which 
they will be returned to a monstrous punishment (inJahannam).

102. There are Others who admit their sins (acknowledge that they were wrong in not accompanying 

Rasulullaah S  to Tabook). They have mixed their actions, some being good (the previous 

expeditions that they joined), while others are evil (the expedition that they missed without valid reasons). 

Allaah wall soon accept their repentance (and forgive them). Allaah is certainly Most 
Forgiving, Most Merciful.

103. (O  Rasulullaah S f j  Take charity from their wealth by which you may purify and 
cleanse them, and pray for them. Indeed your prayer for them is a source of comfort
(and peace) for (all of) them (because they know that your du'aa is accepted). Allaah is All Hearing, All 
Knowing (accepts with mercy and compassion)?

104. Do they not know that surely Allaah accepts (sincere) repentance from His 
bondsmen, accepts charity (given fo r His pleasure) and that indeed He is Most Pardoning, 
the Most Merciful (accepts with Mercy and Compassion).

105. Say, “Keep acting (pretending as you please).”  Allaah, His Rasool %  and the 
Mu'mineen will soon see your (evil) actions (when these are exposed). You will shortly be 
returned to the Knower of the unseen and the seen (returned to Allaah in theAakhirah) when He 
will inform you of what you used to do (and punish you fo r your sins).
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106. There ate some (sincere Sahabah m m *  who did not join Rasulullaah to Tabook despite their

ability to do so)  whose matter (whose forgiveness) has been postponed (or (the arrival of) the order 
of Allaah. He will either punish them or accept their repentance. Allaah is All 
Knowing, The Wise. (This verse refers to three sincere Sahabah who did not present false excuses to
Rasulullaah to justify their failure to join him to Tabook. They truly regretted this and sought Allaah's forgiveness. 
Their forgiveness was announced only fifty days later, during which period the other Muslims were commanded not to 
associate with them.)

107. (Under orders from a Christian called Abu Aamir who previously lived in Madinah, a group o f  Munacftqeen 
erected a building in Quba to gather other Munaqfi qeen and weapons so that they could assist a Roman army planning to 
attack Madinah. They called the building a Masjid so that suspicion would not be raised, claiming that the existing Masjid 
in Quba was too far fo r many old and sickly people and not large enough fo r the community o f  Quba. Referring to this 

plan o f  theirs, Allaah revealed the following verses.) (Among the Munaafiqeen are) Those who built a Masjid 
to harm (islaam and the Muslims), for (the promotion of) kufr, to create disunity between the 
Mu'mineen, and to prepare for him (Abu Aamir) who fought against Allaah and His 
Rasool (iS® before (in the battles that the Mushrikeen fought against theMuslims) . (When asked about the reason 

for erecting the building) They will most certainly swear (with vigour),“We only intended good.” 
Allaah testifies (is a Witness) that they are definitely liars. (Rasulullaah then instructed some 

Sahabah ̂ & ^ s S >  to demolish this “Masjid”, which they did.)

108. (These Munaafiqeen asked Rasulullaah l!SS to perform  one salaah in their "Masjicf” 
so that others may follow. However, before Rasulullaah ® i i  could do so, Allaah commanded him with the following 

tuonisj Never ever stand in it (in this “Masjid”) 1 Surely the Masjid that was established on 
Taqwa from the first day (referring to the Masjid that Rasulullaah built in Quba) is worthier for you
to stand in. In it fin the Masjid founded on Taqwa) are men who love to be extremely pure. 
Allaah loves those who are exceptionally pure (those who love both external and internal purity).

109. Is he who (firmly) established his foundation on Taqwa from Allaah and His 
pleasure better or fisj he (better) who established his foundation on a collapsing edge (o f 

a precipice), so he tumbles with it into the Fire of Jahannam? Allaah does not guide 
oppressive (wrong-doingand unjust) people.
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110. The foundation (the building) that they established will always be a source of doubt

humiliation). However, (it is best fo r them) if their hearts are split into pieces (if they die, because 

death will end the humiliation o f this world). Allaah is All Knowing, The Wise (He knows how hypocrisy can

be rooted out) .

111. Indeed Allaah has purchased from the Mu'mineen their lives and wealth so that 
they may have Jannah (in exchange). They fight in Allaah's path (in Jihaad far Allaah’s pleasure) ,  

killing (their enemies) and being killed. This (promise o f  Jannah fo r those who sacrifice their Hues and wealth 

fo r Allaah’s Deen) is Allaah's promise that is binding in the Torah, the Injeel and the 
Qur'aan. Who (none) fulfils their promise better than Allaah? So rejoice with your 
bargain that you have made (because Allaah shall grant you much more in exchange fo r uery little). This 
(submitting to Allaah) is the supreme success.

112. (The true Mu'mineen are) Those who repent, those who worship (Allaah only), those who 
praise (Allaah), those who fast (and abstain from worldly indulgences), those who bow (in Ruku), 

those who prostrate (in Sajdah), those who command (others to do) goad, those who forbid 
(others from) evil (firstly by setting a good example) and those who maintain (do not overstep) the limits 
set by Allaah. Convey the good news (o f an everlasting Jannah) to the Mu'mineen (who have given

their hues and their wealth to Allaah),

113. It is not (permissible) for the Nabi 6 i ,  nor (is it permissible for) the Mu'mineen to (ever) 

seek forgiveness for the Mushrikeen, even if they be their relatives, after it has 
become (extremely) clear to them (when these Mushrikeen died withoutlmaan) that they (theMushrikeen) 

are to be residents of the Blaze (Jahannam).

(regret and hypocrisy) in their hearts (as long as they live because they achieved nothing from it besides
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114. Ibraheem ‘feS'SSit sought forgiveness for his father only because of a promise that
he (Ibraheem j  had made to him (when he said to his father that he would seek forgiveness fo r him,

hoping that this would encourage his father to accept Imaan). (However,) When it became (very) clear to 
him (Ibraheem $£%$&) that his father was Allaah's (open) enemy (when his father died without 

Imaan), he absolved himself f  completely) from him (freed hinselffrom his obligation to seek forgiveness for

his father). Indeed Ibraheem was extremely soft-hearted and tolerant.

115. Allaah will (definitely) not cause people to stray (from the straight path oflslaam) after He 
has guided them (to it) until He explains to them the things that they should abstain 
from (completely. However, when they do not abstain from these things, they stray from Islaam). Allaah has 
knowledge of all things.

116. To Allaah belongs the kingdoms of the heavens and the earth (andHe therefore has the 

right to do as He pleases). He gives life fas well as guidance) and causes death. You have no 
Protecting Friend, nor any ally besides Allaah (so tum to Him only).

117. Allaah has certainly turned in mercy towards the Nabi and towards the 
Muhaajireen and the Ansaar who followed him in the hour of difficulty (toTabook) after 
the hearts of some of them were almost shaken (causing them to hesitate). Without doubt, He 
is Most Compassionate and Most Merciful towards them (by blessing them with steadfastness

anddevation).

118. And Allaah (has also turned in mercy towards) the three (Sahaaba t namely Murara bin Rabee

Kdb bin Maalik and Hilaal bin Umayyah iSSklJfilSsj whose matter (forgiveness fo r not

marching to Tabook) was postponed (forfifty days) until the earth narrowed for them despite its 
vastness (and they could find noplaceto  hide themselves), their own souls narrowed for them (they
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became frustrated with themselves) and they were convinced that there was no safety from 
Allaah except (in turning) towards Him. Then Allaah turned towards them fin mercy) so 
that they (could) turn to Him (in repentance). Indeed Allaah is Most Pardoning, Most 
Merciful (to those with Imaan and who repent sincerely).

119. O yOU who have Imaan! Fear (the punishment of) Allaah (by doing good and abstaining from sin) 

and stay (associate) with the truthful.

120. It is not (appropriate) for the people of Madinah and those villagers (the desert Arabs) 

around them to remain behind (when) the Rasool of Allaah (proceeds inJihaad) or to prefer 
their lives over his. This (act o f remaining behind when Rasulullaah S§Sl!l proceeds in Jihaad) is (not 

appropriate) because (the reward of) a good deed will be recorded for them fin their favour) for 
every bit of thirst, tiredness and hunger that afflicts them in the path of Allaah; as 
Well as (the reward o f a good deed will be recorded in their favour) for every Step that they take by 
which the Kuffaar are angered and (the reward o f a good deed will be recorded in their favour for) 

anything that they take from the Kuffaar (in battle). Certainly, Allaah does not put the 
reward of the righteous ones to waste.

121. Every small and large amount they spend in Allaah's way (forAllaah's pleasure while in 

Jihaad) and every valley that they cross (while marching in Jihaad) will be recorded for them so 
that Allaah rewards them (with benefits that are) better than that faction; which they do.

122. It is not fcorrect) for the Mu'mineento proceed (inJihaad) all together (simultaneously when 

a is not Fardh fo r all to participate). Why does a small group from every large party not proceed
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to attain a deep understanding of Deen (which isFardhKifaayah) so that they may warn their 
people (who had been engaged in Jihaad) when they return to them so that they may beware (of

s in )?

12 3 .0  you who have Imaan! Fight those Kuffaar who are near you (those Humg nearest to you 

and then those nearestto them and so forth) and let them feel your sternness. Know that indeed 
Allaah is with those who have Taqwa (Aliaah will grant you dominance over the Kuffaar in proportion to 

yourTaqwa).

** *  ?  , 9 * *  9 '  9 9  •£ 9 I 99 ? , S l * ’Z

124. When a Surah is revealed, some of them (the Munaafiqeen) say (mockingly), “Which of 
you does this (Surah) increase in Imaan?” As for those who have Imaan, it increases 
them in Imaan and they are pleased about it.

*9. i 9 9 "\9A»\ " 9

125. As for those in whose hearts there is a disease (hypocrisy ,̂ it adds impurity upon
their impurity (because they now reject another portion o f the Qur'aan) and they (eventually) die as 
Kaafiroon.

126. Do they not see that they are afflicted with a calamity (such as starvation, famine or 

diseases) once or twice every year (because o f  their evil ways), but they neither repent (and stop their 

evil ways), nor do they take heed fleam from their difficulty) ?

127. Whenever a Surah is revealed, they (theMunaafiqeen) look at each other (asking by signsj 

“Can anyone see you?” Then (noticing that no one can see them leaving the gathering o f Rasulullaah $£8:) 

they turn away (and leave the Masjid). Allaah has turned their hearts away because they are 
people who have no understanding (because of ignorance and foolishness).
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^ 9  Z <f. 9 9 '

128. Undoubtedly a Rasool i i  from yourselves has come to you (someone whose lineage, 

morals, manners and integrity you know well). The difficulties that afflict you are very distressing 
to him. He is anxious for (good to come to) you and extremely forgiving and merciful (gentle 

and land) towards the Mu'mineen.

129. If they turn away, then say, “Allaah is sufficient for me (even if the whale world turns 

against m e). There is none worthy of worship but Him. On Him only do I rely and He is 
the Rabb of the glorious Throne. ” (I therefore do net fear you if you turn against me. However, you have to 
worry about your own condition if you refuse to accept Imaan.)
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Surah 10  Surah Yunus

YUNUS M m
THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH YUNUS  AND SURAH TAUBAH

Like all the previous Surahs, Surah Yunus and Surah Taubah are also linked in the following two 
ways.

By Name: Verse 5 of Surah Taubah mentions, “If they repent (from kufr by accepting Islaam), 
establish salaah, and pay Zakaah, then leave their path free (do not harm them).”  Verse 
98 of Surah Yunus says, “There has been no nation who accepted Imaan (just before 
Allaah's punishment struck them), then their Imaan profited them (beca use they were saved 
from Allaah's punishment), except the nation of Yunus When they accepted
Imaan, We turned away from them a punishment of disgrace in this worldly life and 
We granted them enj oyment for a while (for as long as they lived afterwards). ”

Bv Content: This link may be discussed in the following two ways:

A. The Qur'aan refutes Shirk by emphasising two facts viz. (1) There is no Helper, nor Controller 
besides Allaah and (2) No intercessor can overpower Allaah's decree. While the previous Surahs 
proved the first fact using extensive proofs and details, Surah Yunus proves the second. The 
Surah impresses upon man that none can veto Allaah's decree, nor convince Him of anything.

B. Surah Baqara makes special mention of the following themes:

Towheed. Risaalah.
Jihaad. Spending in Allaah's way.
Matters pertaining to administration and reformation.

Surah Aal Imraan tackles a part of Towheed (refutation of Shirk in beliefs) and also discusses 
Risaalah, Jihaad and spending in charity.

Surah Nisaa provides the details about administration and reformation, including laws 
pertaining to the general public, as well as legislation to be implemented by Muslim leaders.

Surah Maa’idah and Surah Anfaal clarify the two facets of Towheed viz. the refutation of Shirk in 
beliefs and Shirk in actions. While Surah Maa'idah concentrates on explaining the falsehood of 
Shirk, Surah Anfaal places greater emphasis on logical proofs.

Surah A'raaf then continues to ponder various proofs to refute the two types of Shirk, using the 
detailed stories of several Am  b iyaa.

Surah Anfaal and Surah Tauba discuss Jihaad in great detail. All these Surahs, discuss the
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themes introduced in Surah Baqara. The only exception is the second facet of Towheed, viz. the 
fact that no intercessor can overpower AUaah's decree. Surah Yunus establishes this fact and 
presents numerous logical proofs that Allaah is the King of kings and The Supreme Controller 
and Master of all affairs.

The Surah proves that no exalted angel, no apostle and no saint can alter AUaah's decisions. This 
theme is discussed throughout this Surah and continues until Surah Kahaf.

A SUMMARY OF S U R A H  Y U N U S

The central theme of this Surah (viz. the fact that no intercessor can overpower Allaah's decree) is 
stated in the following three verses of the Surah:

1. It is stated briefly in verse 3, where Allaah says, “There shall be intercessors only after 
His permission.” No being, irrespective of his/her rank can intercede without Allaah's 
permission.

2. It is stated in passing in verse 18, which reads, ..they say, These are our intercessors 
with Allaah.”

3. It is discussed in some detail in verses 104 to 107, where Allaah commands Rasulullaah (3® 
saying, “Say, 'O people! If you are in doubt about my Deen, then (I would like to 
make it clear that) I do not worship what (idols and gods) you worship besides 
Allaah'... (untilthe words) ...and He is the Most Forgiving, the Most Merciful.”

This Surah contains eleven proofs to substantiate that there can be no intercessors besides Allah 
in between, the gist of certain proofs are also mentioned in three places, amidst a host of 
reproaches, warnings, glad tidings and objections. The central theme of this Surah is the fact that 
no intercessor can overpower A llaah 's decree.
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In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful.

1, Alif Laam Raa (Only Allaah knows the meaning q f these letters). These are the verses of the wise 
Book (the Qur'aan, which is filled with wisdom).

2. Are people surprised that We sent revelation to a man (RasuMaah S ) from among 
them (commanding him) that, “Wam people (about the evil consequences ofkujr) and give good news 
to the Mu'mineen that there shall surely be a great position for them near their Rabb
(in Jannah)” ?  The Kaafiroon (unable to offer a reasonable explanation) say, “Indeed this 
(Rasulullaah&Sfe) is obviously a magician.”

3. Undoubtedly your Rabb is Allaah Who created the heavens and the earth in six 
days (each day being equal to 6000 years) and then turned His attention to the Throne. He plans 
every matter. There shall be intercessors only after His permission (none will be able to 

intercede on the Day o f  Qiyaamah without Allaah's permission). That Allaah is yOUT Rabb, SO worship 
(Only) Him. Do you not take heed (wilt you not listen to sound advice) ?

4. To Him shall all of you return (after death). Allaah's promise is true. Without doubt, 
He has created creation (everything), then He will repeat it (create them again after their deaths) to
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reward with justice those who have Imaan and who carry out good deeds. As for 
those who commit kufr, they shall have (in Jahannam) a drink of boiling water and a 
painful punishment because they committed kufr.

5. Allaah is the One Who created the sun as a (bright) light, the moon as a (gentle) glow 
and has appointed stages (phases of waxing and waning) for it fthe moon) so that you may know 
the count of the years (by the passing o f months) and calculation (o f time). Allaah has created 
these only for the truth (for a purpose and not fo r nothing). He explains the Aayaat for people of 
knowledge (people who ponder about these Aayaat and team lessons from them).

6. Indeed in the changing of the night and the day and in whatever Allaah has created 
in the heavens and the earth are Aayaat (signs ofAllaah's greatness and Oneness) for people who 
have Taqwa.

7. Indeed those who do not wish to meet Us, who are pleased and contented with the
life of the world (because they do not believe in theAakhirah and have no concern for the Aakhirah) and who 
are indifferent towards Our Aayaat...

8. ...these are the ones whose abode (final resting place) shall be the Fire (o f Jahannam) 

because of what they earn (because o f their incorrect beliefs and their sins).

9. Surely those who have Imaan and do good deeds, their Rabb shall guide them 
because of their Imaan. They shall have rivers flowing beneath them in the Jannaat of 
bliss.

t
®
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10. (The beginning of) Their prayer there (in Jannah) shall be, “O Allaah! You are Pure!” (They 

will be glorifying Allaah all the time and there will be no need to ask Allaah fo r anything because they will have everything 

they desire without having to ask), their greeting will be Salaam (Allaah will greet them with the words of 

Salaam, as will the angels and other Mu'mineen) and the end of their prayer shall be, “All praise 
belongs to Allaah, the Rabb of the universe.” (These words will flow from the bottom o f their hearts 

because o f their sincere gratitude to Allaah.)

11. If Allaah rushes (sends quickly) evil to people as they want good to rush (come quickly) 

their way, their term (o f  punishment) would have expired for them (they would have been destroyed 

long ago by Allaah’s punishment because o f  their sins). We shall leave those who do not Wish to meet 
Us to wander blindly (confused) in their disobedience (unable to see thetruth).

12. When any hardship afflicts man (aKaafir), he prays to Us (to remove the hardship, whether he 

is) lying down, sitting or standing. (However,) When We remove the hardship from him, 
he continues (committing kufr) as if he had never prayed to Us for the (removal o f the) hardship 
that afflicted him. In this manner (just as it appeals to the Kaafir to pray to Allaah only during times of 

hardship, similarly) the (evil) actions of those who overstep the limits (set by Allaah) are made 
appealing to them (causing them to fall deeper into sin).

13. Without doubt, We destroyed many generations before you when they oppressed
(committed Shirk). Their Rusul came to them with clear signs (to prove their Prophethood), but 
they were (still) not prepared to accept Imaan. Thus do We punish the criminal ones (the 

Kuffaar in one way or the other).

14. Thereafter (after these people were destroyed) We made you successors on earth after them
to see how you behave (to see whether you would learn from their wrongs or would you too do what they did).
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15. When Our verses (o f the Qur'aan) are recited to them, those who do not wish to meet 
Us say, “Bring us another Qur'aan besides this one or alter it (so that our idols are not 

condemned in i t ) . "  Tell them, “It is not (permissible) for me to alter it of my own accord. I 
follow only what has been revealed to me (fromAllaah) .  If I disobey my Rabb (by altering the 

Qur’aan) I fear (that I  shall have to suffer) the punishment of a momentous day (the Day o f 

Qiyaamah).”

16. Say (to the Kuffaar, 0  Hasulullaah IS i  J, “If Allaah willed, I would not have recited it (the 

Qur’aan) to you, nor Would He have informed you about it (However, thatfactihat I  have brought the 

Qur’aan to you proves that Allaah wants me to convey it to you). I have already lived a great portion of 
my life among you (during which time I  have not been able to tell you anything similar to the Qur’aan. It is 

therefore clearthatthe Qur’aan is not my speech, but the revealed ward o f Allaah). Do yOU not Understand?”

17. Who can be more unjust than he who invents lies against Allaah (by claiming that Allaah 

has partners) or rejects His Aayaat (despite their clarity) ? The fact is that the sinful ones (the 

Mushrikeen) will never be successful.

18. They worship besides Allaah what (gods) does not harm them (if they do not worship them) 

nor benefits them (if they worship them), and they say, “These are our intercessors with 
Allaah. ” Say, “Are you informing Allaah of what He does not know in the heavens and 
in the earth (thatHe has partners about whom He has no knowledge)?  He is Pure and High above what 
(partners) they ascribe to him. ”

19. Mankind was but a single nation (the people were Muslims during the time ofAadam and

after [he flood during the time o f Nof.’h , afterwards they differed (when some o f them resorted to kufr
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and Shirk). If it were not for a decision that issued forth from your Rabb (that they are to be 

punished at a later time or only in the Aakhimh), the matter would have been decided between 
them concerning that about which they differed. (If the time for their punishment had not been
already set for a future date, the Kuffaar would haue already learnt that they are wrong when Allaah's punishment 
destroys them and leaves the Mu'mineen unharmed.)

20. They (the Mushrikeen of Makkah) say, “Why is an Aayah (a miracle that we wish to specify) not 
revealed to him (RasuMaah H j  from his Rabb?” Tell them, “The knowledge of the 
unseen is only with Allaah (only Allaah knows whether He will fulfil your request fo r a miracle or not). So 
wait! Indeed I am waiting with you (because the day ofthefmalfate is not in this world). ”

21. When We let people taste (Our) mercy after a difficulty (seven years o f famine) has 
afflicted them, they suddenly have a plan (a plot) against Our Aayaat (they refect OurAayaat 

and mock them). Say, “Allaah is swifter in planning ( in faking you to task/or what you do). Indeed 
Our messenger angels record whatever you plan (nathinggaes unnoticed). ”

22. It is He Who allows you to travel (peacefully) on land and sea, until the time comes 
when you are in a ship and it sails with them (the people on board, propelled) by a pleasant 
wind. They are happy in it until a strong wind (suddenly) strikes them and the waves 
come to them from every side. They think that they are surrounded (will be drowned) and 
they pray to Allaah with sincere faith in Him. (They say in their prayer,) “ (0  Allaah!) If You 
rescue us from this, we will certainly be from among the grateful ones (the Mu'mineen). ”

23. (However,) When He rescues them (and allows them to reach the shore safely), they suddenly
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(without stopping to think) start causing corruption (engaging in sin) on earth (once again) without 
just cause. O people! Your corruption (Shirk, sin and oppression) is to your own detriment 
(because you will suffer the consequences in this world and especially in the Aakhirah). You enj oy the pleasures 
of this world (for a short while), then (when you die) you shall return to Us and We will inform 
yOU of what you used to do (and punish you fo r your sins).

24. The example of the worldly life is like the water that We send from the sky, with 
which mingles (nourishes) the plants of the earth that man and animals eat. (This process 

continues) Until the earth reflects her splendour (flourishes with vegetation), becomes 
beautified, and her inhabitants think that they are her masters (can harvest the crops 

whenever they please). Then Our command (Our punishment in the form of a disaster) comes to her 
(strikes the crops) by night or by day, turning her (the crop) into a pile of reaped harvest (useless 

to man), as if it had not even existed before. Thus do We explain the Aayaat for those 
who ponder (reject).

25. (By inviting people to Islaam) Allaah calls (them) towards the Home of Peace (Jannah, a place 

free from  sorrow, calamities, losses or troubles). He guides whom He wills to the straight path (o f 

Islaam).

26. For those who do righteous deeds shall be The Best (part o f Jannah) and more (seeing 

Allaah Himself). Neither darkness (gloom and worry) nor any disgrace will cross their faces (in the 

Aakhirah). These are the inhabitants of Jannah, where they will live forever (Jannah is eternal).

27. As for those who earn evil acts, the punishment for evil will be the like of it (their 

punishm entw illnotbeanym orefand  their faces will be covered in disgrace. There shall be no
protector for them from (the punishment of) Allaah. (Their faces will be so gloomy that) It will be as if 
their faces are covered by a part of an extremely dark night. These are the inhabitants 
of the Fire, in which they shall live forever (Jahannum is eternal).
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28. (Do not forget) The day when We will gather them all together and We shall then tell 
those who committed Shirk, “You and your partners (your gods) remain where you are
(so that you may account fo r your behaviour in the world) !” We will then Separate them and their 
partners (their gods) will say, “You never did worship US (because the object of worship istopleasethe 

one being worshipped and instead o f pleasing us, you have caused moreprobiemsfor us here in the Aakhirah) ! ”

29. {Given the power o f  speech, their gods will say further,) “Allaah suffices 3S Witness between US 

and you. The fact of the matter is that we were unaware of your worship. ” (By worshippingus, you were pleasing only the Shayaateen and doing us no good at all.)

30. At that instance (time) every soul will (carefully) analyse what it had done before (in this 

world). They (all o f creation) will be returned to Allaah their True Master and whatever
(partnerstoAllaah) they invented will be lost to them (unabletoassistthematall).

31. Say (to the Mushrikeen), “Who provides for you (rain) from the sky and (produce from) the 
earth? Or (ask them) who is in control (owner) of the ears and eyes? Or who extracts the 
living from the dead and the dead from the living? And who plans all matters?” They 
will shortly reply, “Allaah!” Tell them, “Do you then not fear (that He will take you to task for 

committing Shirk despite your knowledge o f His power) ? ”

32. That Allaah is your True Rabb! After (besides) the truth (Islaam) there is only deviation
(being led astray and no third option). So to where are you wandering off? (You are either following the 

truth or wandering blindly astray.)
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33. Thus the decree of your Rabb is justified (truthful) against the disobedient ones (the

Kuffaar) that they will definitely not have Imaan. (Allaah assures RasulullaahH  that he should not 

blame himself if the Kuffaar do not accept his message because Allaah had already known from the beginning o f time that 
these people will nothavelmaan.)

34. Say, “Are there any of your partners who can create (something) from nothing (without 

any raw materials) and then create it again (a second time after it has been destroyed) ?” Say, “Allaah 
creates from nothing and then creates (a second time). So to where are you wandering 
astray?” (How can you worship gods whose powers cannot compare with Attaah's powers?)

35. Say (totheMushrikeen), “Are any of your partners (gods) capable of guiding towards the 
truth?” Say, “Allaah guides to the truth! So is He (Allaah) Who guides to the truth more 
worthy of following or he (your gods) who cannot find guidance unless he is shown the 
way? So what is the matter with you? How do you judge?” (How can you worship something that 
does not deserve to be worshipped?)

36. Most of them (Mushrikeen) follow only assumptions (assuming that what their forefathers 

worshipped was true). Indeed (mere) assumption is of no significance against the truth. 
Without doubt Allaah has perfect knowledge of what you do.

37. This Qur'aan is not such that it could be produced without Allaah (none besides Allaah 

could have produced it). However, it confirms those (divine scriptures) that came before it and it 
is a detailed explanation of that which has been decreed fit explains the necessary injunctions o f 

the Sharfah). There is no doubt in it, (and it proceeds) from the Rabb of the universe.

38. Do they (the Mushrikeen) say that he (Rasulullaah WsH) fabricated it (the Qur'aan) ? Tell them, 
“Then produce even a single Surah like any in it fin the Qur'aan something that can match the 

eloquence, the beauty, the style and the prophecies o f the Qur'aan) and (you are also at liberty to) Call whoever 
you can f to assist you) besides Allaah if you are truthful. (Accept this challenge if you feel that you are
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truthful in your claim that Muhammad (SsSfl mas the author o f the Quraan. If your claim is correct, you will easily be able 

to compose something equal if not superior because Muhammad was not an educated person while you are well-

versed in and eloquent speakers o f Arabic).

39. However, they deny that (Qutaan), the knowledge of which they could not 
encompass (they have not even given proper thought to what the Qur’aan tells them) and the Outcome of 
which has not yet come to them (they have not yet witnessed the outcome o f the warnings that the Qur'aan 

sounds because if they have to witness the punishment that the Quraan warns them about, they will certainly believe it). 

In this manner (just as these people reject without proper studying and research, so too) did those before 
them reject (their Ambiyaa). So (wait and) see what will be the plight of the oppressors (those

who reject the Ambiyaa and the divine scriptures).

i

*

40. Among them (the people o f Makkah) is he who believes in it (the Qufaan) and he who does 
not believe in it (and will never believe). Your Rabb is best aware of those who spread 
corruption (who spread evil and comm it Shirk and He will deal with them accordingly at the proper time).

41. If they reject you (ORasuM aah <§§£ , then say (to them), “My actions are mine (andlw ill 

account for them if I  convey a wrong message) and your actions are yours (only you will have to account for 

them fo r I  have conveyed the message o f  truth). You are absolved from what I do and I am absolved
from what you do (I will not have to answerfor what you d o ).”

42. Among them (the people o f Makkah) are those who listen intently to you (ORasulullaah 

when you recite the Qur'aan). Can you make the deaf (those who do not want to listen with the intention o f 

accepting) hear when they cannot even understand?

43. Among them is he who looks at you. Can you show the way to the blind (those who do

not want to see the truth) w h en  th ey  Cannot See? (You cannot influence those who have damaged their faculties 

of understanding by kufr and constantsin.)
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44. Undoubtedly Allaah does not oppress people in the least, but people oppress
their own selves (by destroying their ability lo accept the truth arid' thereby earning Allaah'spun ishme.nl).

45. (On) The Day (o f  Qiyaamah) when We will gather them (all the people), it will seem (to them) 

as if they had stayed (in this world or in the grave for) Only a moment of a day (because the Day o f 

Qiyaamah will be so long and so difficult, people will forget the time they spent in the world and in the grave). (When 

people will be raised on the Day o f  Qiyaamah,) They will recognise each other (but will be unable to help 

each other at all). Truly those people are at a loss who reject meeting with Allaah (on the Day 

o f Qiyaamah) and they will not be rightly guided.

46. If We were to show you (O Rasulullaah S j  a part of what (punishment)  We have promised 
them (if We punish them during your lifetime), Or (if) We Were to claim yOUT SOul (beforepunishing them 

or without punishing them), then (in every event) their return shall be to Us. Then (in all circumstances) 

Allaah is Witness over what they do. (Therefore, whether wrongdoers are punished or not in this world, 
they will have to return to Allaah on the Day o f Qiyaamah. He will then take them to task fo r their wrongdoing because no 
act o f theirs escapes His attention.)

47. For every nation there was a Rasool (who brought the message ofTowheed to them). So when 
their Rasool came to them (and they rejected his message), their matter was decided with 
justice (they were punished because of their own wrongdoing after sufficient warnings had been given to them) and 
they were not oppressed (there wasalwaysagood reason fortheirpunishment).

48. They (theKuffaar) say (toRasulullaah & £ ) ,  “When will this promise (punishment) materialise 
(come) if you are truthful?”

49. Say (to them, 0  Rasulullaah W ) ,  “I do not possess the power to harm or to benefit 
myself, except what Allaah wills (benefit or harm can come to me only if Allaah wills Since 1 am unable to 

benefit o r harm myself without Allaah's command, how can I  possibly harm others without His command? Punishment 

will come your way only when Allaah wills). There is an appointed term for every nation (after which
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Allaah's punishment will strike them). When their term arrives they cannot postpone (delay) it for 
even a little while, nor can they bring it forward. ”

50. Say, “Tell me. If His punishment comes to you at night or during the day, then 
what was it that the sinful ones wanted to hurry?” (What was the need to keep asking for punishment 
when it was meant to come? Instead o f asking fo r it, the Kuffaar ought to seek Allaah's protectionfrom it.)

51. Will it be that you believe in it (in the punishment or in Allaah only) when it occurs (when the 

punishment arrives) ?  (If people accept Imaan only when Allaah's punishment arriues, their Imactn will not be accepted 

and it will he said to them, “ (Do you accept Imaan only) Now, when (before this) yOU wanted to hurry it 
(you kept asking when the punishment would come to frustrate th eN a b i& M )  ? ”

52. Then (when the dead are raised on the Day o f  Qiyaamah) it will be told to those who oppress (to 

those who died as Kuffaar), “Taste the everlasting punishment (which you previously rejected) ! You 
will be punished only for what (evil) you used to earn. ”

53. They (the Kuffaar) ask yOU (O  Rasulullaah (S^J, “Is it (resurrection and punishment) really the 
truth?” Tell them, “Yes! (Iswear) By my Rabb! It is the truth! And you will not be able to 
escape (it when it occurs). ”

54. If every oppressive soul (Kaafir) possessed whatever (wealth) is in the earth, it would 
offer it in ransom (to save itself from Allaah's punishment in the Aakhirah). They (the Kuffaar leaders who 

misled their followers) will hide their remorse (regret from their followers)  when they see the 
punishment (so that their followers do not mock them). (On the Day o f Qiyaamah) Judgement will be 
passed between them (all o f creation) with justice and they will not be oppressed.

55. Behold! To Allaah belongs whatever is in the heavens and the earth (He therefore has 

the power to do as He pleases). Behold! Indeed the promise of Allaah (that He will resurrect people) is
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true, but most of them do not know (u n d ers ta n d ).

56. He gives life and death and to Him shall you return (o n  th e D a y o fQ iy a a m a h ).

5 7 .0  people! Indeed Advice (th e  Q u tia a n ) has come to you from your Rabb, a Cure for 
what (e v il qualities, d o u b t and  w ron g  beliefs) is in the breasts (h e a rts ), ( i t is a lso a m ean s o f ) Guidance 
and Mercy to the Mu'mineen ( fo r  hu m a n  p e r fe c t io n ).

58. Say, “About the grace of Allaah (Is laam ) and His mercy (th e  O u r1 a m ) ,  about this you 
should rejoice (these  th ings are w orth  re jo ic in g  a b ou t w ith g ra t itu d e )! It is better than what (w ea lth  an d  

p ro p e r ly ) they (th e K u ffa a r ) accumulate.”

59. Say, “Tell me about the sustenance ( fo o d ) that Allaah has provided for you, some 
of which you make Haraam ( o f  y o u r  ow n  a c c o rd ), and others Halaal.” Say, “Has Allaah 
permitted you ( to  m a k e  th ese  th ings H a laa l o r  H a ra a m ) or are you inventing lies about Allaah (by

fa lse ly  c la im in g  tha t A llaah  had  co m m a n d e d  y o u  t o  regard  th ese  th ings as H alaa l o r  H a ra a m ) ?”

60. What do those who invent lies about Allaah (th e M u s h r ik e e n  w ho say th a t A lla a h  has pa rtn e rs ) 

think about the Day of Qiyaamah (D o  they  th in k  tha t it  w ill n o t c o m e  o r  tha t they  w ill n o t b e  qu es tion e d  

th en ) ? Undoubtedly Allaah is Most Gracious to people (b ecause  H e  g ives  th em  tim e  to  re p e n t an d  

d oes  n o t pu n ish  th em  im m ed ia te ly ) but most of them are ungrateful (they  d o  n o t ap p recia te  th is p e r io d  o f  

g ra ce  and  fa il  t o  r e p e n t).

61. We are Witnesses to whatever condition you ( 0  Rasulullaah S S ] are in, to whatever
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portion of the Qur'aan you are reciting and to every action that you ( 0  p e o p le ) may be 
doing even while you are engaged in it. Not an atom's weight in the earth and in the 
sky escapes the knowledge of your Rabb. And there is nothing smaller or larger than 
this that is not (re co rd e d ) in the clear Book ( th e L o w h u lM a h fo o d h ).

62. Behold! Verily for the friends of Allaah there shall be no fear (a b o u t th e  fu tu re ), nor 
shall they grieve (a b o u t th e ir  pas t o r  b e  sad w hen  lea v in g  th is w orld ) .

63. (T h e  fr ien d s  q fA lia a h  are ) Those who have Imaan and who adopt Taqwa (they  d o  w hat A lla a h

commands and refrain from what H e prohibits).

<4

64. For them shall be good news (tid ings) in the life of this world (th e  g o o d  new s at th e  t im e  o f  

death tha t they  w ill b e  taken to  Jannah ) and in the Aakhirah (w hen  th ey  w ill en te r  J a n n a h ), There is 
nothing that can change the words (d e crees  an d  p rom ise s ) of Allaah. This (success o f  A llaah 's  

fr ien d s ) is the greatest success.

65. (O  Rasulu llaah ) Let not their speech (th e  insults and  m ock e ry  o f  th e  K u ffaa r) grieve you. (T h e ir  

w ords ca n n o t d is h on o u r  y o u  b ecau se ) All honour belongs to Allaah (a n d  A lla a h  w ill g ra n t y o u  g rea t 

h o n o u r ) . He is All Hearing, All Knowing (H e  know s what th ey  te ll y o u  a n d  w ill pu n ish  th em  f o r  i t ) .

66. Behold! Verily only to Allaah belongs whatever is in the heavens and whatever is 
in the earth (w h e th e r seen  o r  u n s e e n ). Who do those people follow who call upon (w h o  w orsh ip ) 

partners (g o d s ) besides Allaah? They follow only assumptions and they lie (they assume that 

th e ir  g o d s  w ill in te rc e d e fo r  th em  o n  th e  D a y  o f  Q iyaam ah and  l ie  to  o th e rs  a b o u t this).

67. Allaah is He Who made the night so that you may rest (g e tp e a c e  in it) and the day as a
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means of seeing (s o  tha t m an  m ay con d u ct his daily affairs). Indeed in this (in  th e  creation  o f  th e  n igh t and day) 

are Aayaat (signs displaying A lla a h 'sg rea lp ow er) for those who listen (w ith th e in te n tio n o fa cce p tin g th e tru th ).

68. They ( th e K u ffa a r ) say, “Allaah has taken a son.” He is Pure! He is Independent (n o t  in

n e ed  o f  a  son  o r  an y on e  e lse  to  assist H im ) . To Him belongs whatever is in the heavens and 
whatever is in the earth (s o  why sh ou ld  h e  req u ire  ch ild re n ). You have no proof for this (th e  c la im  

that A lla a h  has a s o n ) . Do you say about Allaah what you do not know (s o m e th in g  a b o u t w hich y o u  

have  n o  p r o o f ) ?

b
ojd&H u^sai 15&1

69. Say, “Surely those who invent lies about Allaah will not succeed.”

70. (O K u ffa a r lY o u  can en jo y  on ly  a b r ie f  p e r io d  o f ) Enjoyment in this world. Thereafter your return 
will be to Us (a fte r  y o u r  d ea th ) and then We will let you taste a dreadful punishment 
because you used to commit kufr.

71 WO Rasulu llaah S8S) Recite to them the incident of Nooh (T e ll th em  o f  th e  tim e ) When
he said to his people, “O  my people! If my stay (a m o n g y o u ) and my reminders of Allaah's 
Aayaat are difficult upon you (unpleasant to y ou  and y ou  wish to  g e t r id  o f  m e ) , then only in Allaah 
do I trust. So you and your partners (m a y  a ll jo in  fo rc e s  and ) decide your affair (d e c id e  w hat y o u  

w ant to  d o  a b o u t m e ) . Then do not let your affair (y o u r  d e c is ion ) be a secret, pass your sentence 
on me (do to  m e  w hat y o u  h a ve  de c id ed ) and do not grant me any respite (any  re lie f because I  am  n o t at 

a ll a fra id  o f  y o u ) . ”

72. “If you turn away (re fuse to  a ccep t m y  m essa g e ), then (r e m e m b e r  tha t) I have never asked any 
reward from you (so you ca n n o t c la tm  tha t y ou  h a v e  re je cted  m y  m essage because y o u  w ere  u n a b le  t o  g iv e  m e  

w hat I  had  asked f o r ) .  My reward shall be from Allaah and I have been commanded to be 
from those who submit (o n ly t o H im ) . ”
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73. They (th e  p e o p le  o f N o o h  rejected him, so We rescued him and those (M u 'm in e e n )

with him in the ark (w h en  th e  f lo o d  ca m e ) and made them successors (they  su cce ed e d  th e  o th e rs  as 

ow ners  o f  th e ir  p r o p e r ty ) . And We drowned those who rejected Our Aayaat. So see what was 
the plight of those who were warned (a b o u t th e  c on s eq u en ce s  o fk u fr  b u t still d id  n o t a ccep t Im aan ) !

74. We sent after him (N o o h  $ £ % $ $ £ ) many Rusul to their nations. They (th e R u s u !) came to 
them ( t o  th e ir  na tions ) with (m a n y ) clear signs (m ira c les  to  p ro v e  th a t they  rea lly  w ere p ro p h e ts ), but the 
people were unlikely to believe what they had already rejected earlier (b e fo re  th e  P rop h e ts  

ca m e  to  th e m ). In this manner (as We had sea led  th e  hearts o f  these p e o p le , s o  to o ) do We Seal the hearts 
of those who transgress (those w ho ov e rs tep  th e  lim its  that A llaah  has s e t).  (B eca u se  o f  th e ir  ku fr a n d  constan t 

sin, th e  hearts o f  su ch  p e o p le  b e c o m e  hard  an d  fa il t o  resp on d  to  th e  tru th .)

75. Then We sent after them (a fte r  th ese  R u su l) Moosa and Haaroon with
clear signs (m ira c les  to  p r o v e  that they  w ere  A llaah 's  P rop h e ts ) to Fir'oun and his ministers (ch ie fs ). 

However, they were arrogant (Rising to  a ccep t th e  tru th ) and were a nation of sinners (w h o  

op p ressed  o th e rs ).

7 6. When the truth came to them from Us (w h en  they  saw th e  m irac les  a fM o o s a  a fth e s ta ffa n d

s h in in g h a n d ), they said, “This is obviously magic!”

77. Moosa said, “Do you say with regard to the truth when it comes to you, 'Is 
this magic?' (D o  y ou  n o t rea lise tha t w h en ) Magicians (try  to  d o  so m e th  ing  ex trao rd ina ry  to  p ro v e  tha t they  a re  

Prop h e ts , th ey ) are never successful (in th e ir  a ttem pt. I  a m  th e re fo re  certa in ly  a tru e  P ro p h e t  o f  A lla a h  because I  

h a ve  successfu lly  show n y ou  m ira c les  to  p ro v e  th a t1 am  A llaah 's  P r o p h e t ) . ”

78. They (Fir'oun and  his m in isters ) said, “Have you come to us to turn us away from that 
(r e lig io n ) which we found our forefathers following so that the two of you (M o o s a  and
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Haaroon) may attain importance (leadership and fame) on earth? We shall never believe you
two (and what you say). ”

79. (To challenge Moosa $8X0$) Fir'oun said, “Bring every learned magician (from every part of 

Egypt) tome.”

80. Then, when the magicians came (to challenge Moosa $$$&&■ and asked him whether he would like to 

begin the contest), Moosa told them, “Throw that (sticks and ropes) which you throw (to
commence your magic). ”

81. When they threw (their sticks and ropes which seemed to turn into snakes) Moosa M i l t  told them, 
“What you have displayed is magic (and not what I  had shown to Fir’oun). Allaah shall soon 
eliminate it (destroy its effect). Surely Allaah does not allow the actions of mischief- 
makers to materialise (to have significant results).”

I\r
82. Allaah establishes (confirms) the truth with His words (His decrees and promises) even 
though the wrong-doers (theKuffaar) detest it.

83. Only a few people from his nation believed in Moosa M i E ,  fearing that Fir'oun 
and his ministers would put them to trial (would torture them to make them forsake the religion of 

M ooso$8®®«£;. Undoubtedly Fir'oun was in a position of superiority (high-handed) in the 
land (o f Egypt), and he was certainly one of the transgressors ( high handed by claiming that he was 

Allaah).

84. (Encouraging his people to be strong against Fir'oun's tyranny,) Moosa said, “O  my people! If
you believe in Allaah, then rely on Him only (for He will assist you against your enemies), if you are
(really people who are) subservient (toH im ).”
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85. They said, “We rely on Allaah only. O our Rabb! Do not make us a test for the 
oppressive ones (letthem not overpower us and therefore thinkthatthey are on the right path while we are not).

86. “And (0  our Rabb) rescue us with Your mercy from the (tyranny and slavery of) those who do 
not have Imaan.”

87. We sent revelation (orders) to Moasa and his brother (Haaroon saying to

them), “Establish homes for your people in Egypt (make separate colonies, so when calamitiesfall, you 

will not be effected at once), make your homes places of worship, establish salaah (despite Fir'oun 

preventing you from salaah) and give good news (glad tidings) to the Mu'mineen (that We shall soon assist 

them against their enemies and willenterthem i ntoJannah intheAakhirah).”

88. Moosa said, “O our Rabb! Indeed you have granted splendour (luxuries, riches) 

and wealth to Fir'oun and his ministers in this worldly life. O our Rabb! This (wealth they 

use) to lead (others; astray from Your path (from Towheed). O our Rabb! Destroy their wealth 
(so that they cannotuseitforevil purposes) and harden their hearts so that they do not have Imaan 
until they witness a painful punishment (a time when having Imaan will be futile since it will there be too  

late),”  (Haaroon also Joined Moosa In this du’aa by saying “Aameen”.)

89. He (Allaah) said, “The prayer that the two of you have made has been accepted. So 
remain upright (steadfast on your call) and never follow the path of those without 
knowledge.” (Do not follow those who fail to understand that We have sound reasons for not punishing people 
immediately.)
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90. (After escaping from Egypt) We made the Bani Israa'eel cross the sea (Red Sea) while Fir'oun 
and his army (doggedly) chased them out of defiance and tyranny. (They continued to give chase 

and even entered the pathways Allaah created for the Bani Israa'eel in the sea) Until (the time came when the pathways 

in the sea closed and) Fir'oun began to drown (when), he said, “I believe that there is no Ilaah 
but Him in Whom the Bani Israa'eel believe, and I am from those who surrender.”

91. (It was then said to him) “ (Do you believe only) Now, when (all the while) you were disobedient 
before (this incident that is claiming your life) and were among those who caused corruption (by

misleading and oppressing others) ? ”

92. (He was further told) “Today We shall preserve (save) you with your body to be an Aayah
(a sign and a lesson) for those after you (people who choose your course). (Unfortunately) There are 
certainly (still) many people who are negligent of Our Aayaat (and fail to learn lessons from

93. Indeed We settled the Bani Israa'eel in a pleasant (desirable) abode (place) and 
provided them with pure things (to eat). They did not differ (concerning the principles and 

injunctions o f their religion) Until knowledge (o f  the various injunctions) Came to them. Surely yOUT 
Rabb shall decide between them on the Day of Judgement about that which they 
differed (division will always remain).

94. If you are in (any) doubt about what We have revealed (about the truth of the incidents 

mentioned in the Qur'aan), then ask those who were reciting the Book (the Torah) before you
(they will confirm that these incidents are true because they had been told the same). Undoubtedly the truth 
has came to you from your Rabb, so never be of the doubtful ones.

95. And never be of those who deny Allaah's Aayaat, for then you will be of the (ultimate) 

losers (who will lose the rewards o f both worlds).
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96. Without doubt those against whom the word of your Rabb (decision of kufr) has 
passed will not accept Imaan...

97. ...even though every Aayah comes to them, until they see the agonising (painful) 

punishment (However, then it will be too late).

98. There has been no nation who accepted Imaan (just before Allaah's punishment struck them), 

where their Imaan profited them (because they were saved from Allaah's punishment), except the 
nation of Yunus When they accepted Imaan, We turned away from them a
punishment of disgrace in this worldly life and We granted them enjoyment for a 
while (for as long as they lived afterwards).

99. (O  Muhammad I S  J If your Rabb willed, all those on earth would surely have Imaan
(However, He knows best why H e does not allow everyone to have Imaan). Will you force people (to accept 

Imaan, stopping at nothing) until they become Mu'mineen? (Your call is only to preach and not to force 

people. Therefore, do not grieve when they reject Imaan because it is no fault o f yours.)

100. No soul can have Imaan without Allaah's order (will and grace). Allaah has set 
impurity (kufr and the resultant punishment) upon those who do not (want to) understand (Allaah's 

Aayaat).

101. Say, “Look at (carefully observe) whatever is in the heavens and the earth (look at all the

signs o f Allaah's greatness and try to recognise H im ). (However,) Auyaat (signs) and warnings are of no 
use to those people who do not have Imaan (those whom Allaah knows will die as Kuffaar).

102. Are they (the Kuffaar) waiting only for the times (the punishment) that came to those 
(Kuffaar) before them (before accepting Imaan) ? Say, “You wait (for such a time when it will be too late to 

accept Imaan). I shall be of those who wait with you (for the final decision betweentruth and falsehood).”
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103. Then (when Our punishment arrives,) We rescue Our Rusul and the Mu'mineen likewise
(also). It is Our bounden duty (guarantee) to rescue the Mu'mineen (from punishment when they 

conform to the Shari'ah).

104. Say, “O  people! If you are in doubt about my Deen, then (1 would like to make it clear that) 

I do not worship what (idols and gods) you worship besides Allaah. However, I worship 
that Allaah Who shall take your lives. I have been commanded to be (to remain) one of 
the Mu'mineen...

105... .and (I have been commanded with the words) 'Focus your attention towards the Deen in 
such a way that you turn away from all other religions (and their practices), never be among 
flie Mushrikeen...

106___and, besides Allaah, do not call on (do not worship) any being who cannot benefit
nor harm you (do not worship or pray to them because they cannot harm or benefit you). If you do SO, then 
you will surely be of the oppressors (wrong-doers).'”

107. If Allaah afflicts you with (any) harm, none can remove it besides Him. (On the other 

hand,) If He intends (any) good for you, then none can prevent His grace (none can stop the 

good from reaching you). He bestows His grace on those of His bondsmen (servants) whom He 
pleases and He is the Most Forgiving, the Most Merciful (in both worlds).
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108. Say (0  Muhammad ), “O people! Certainly the truth has come to you from your 
Rabb. So whoever will be guided shall receive guidance only for himself (for his own 

benefit). (However,) Whoever will go astray shall go astray only to his own detriment
(because he will haue to suffer the consequences o f  his incorrect choice). I am not a guardian over you (lam  

not answerable fo r what you d o ).”

109 . ( 0  Rasuluilaah dS8£ ) Follow what has been revealed to you and exercise sabr (do not melt 

in sorrow) Until Allaah passes decision (until Allaah manifests His decision either to guide the Kuffaar to 

Islaam or to punish them). He isthe Best of the deciders (therefore, His decision will always be the best).
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Surah 11 Surah H ood

HOOD

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH H O OD  AND SURAH YUNUS

By Name: “When you explain the message of Towheed as it was proven in Surah Yunus, you will 
become a target of abuse, just as Hood who was abused when he preached the same message.”

Bv Content: This link may be understood by the following three explanations.

1. Allaah says at the end of Surah Yunus, “Follow what has been revealed to you...” 
Surah H ood  begins by explaining exactly what has to be followed i.e. the “Book, the 
verses of which have been consolidated (excellently structured, comprehensive 
and eloquent) and then explained (to make its meaning clear to man. It comes) from 
The Wise, The Informed.”

2. While Surah Yunus establishes that no intercessor can overcome Allaah's decision, 
Surah H ood  goes on to explain that only Allaah should be summoned when in any 
need or difficultly.

3. Just as Surah Ylinus mentioned logical proofs for Towheed, so too does Surah H ood  
mentions proofs that are quoted from authentic sources. Therefore, once this 
Surah has proven Towheed by logic and quotations, it may be said that 
the concept has been thoroughly established. It is only obstinacy that now 
prevents the Mushrikeen from accepting it.

A SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

The opening verses of the Surah (until verse 24) contain the following four important messages:

1. Summon Allaah only.
2. Only Allaah has knowledge of the unseen.
3. There must be no negligence in propagating the revelation.
4. Although the manifesto is clear, the rejecters will not accept it because of their obstinacy.

Interspersed among these four pertinent messages. The beginning of the Surah contains in
addition numerous warnings, objections and also glad tidings

Thereafter, Allaah mentions seven narratives that confirm Allaah’s first three messages, followed
by a verse, which confirms the fourth message.

In the first narrative, Nooh declared the first message by telling his people, “I am one
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who clearly warns you that you should worship only Allaah. ” [verses 25,26]

In the second incident, Hood &H3S8= also confirmed the first message, when he told his nation, 
“O my people! Worship (Only) Allaah. There is no Ilaah but Him.” The same message 
was given by Saalih to his people in the third incident.

The fourth incident refers to Ibraheem who confirms the second message by making it 
clear that no person (not even the angels or the Ambiyaa) have knowledge of the unseen. Neither 
did Ibraheem know the angels who invited him, nor did the angels know that he left to prepare a 
meal for them. Ibraheem wife, Sara also had no knowledge of the fact that she was
preparing meals for angels who do not eat.

The fifth story about Loot also proves that the Ambiyaa do not have knowledge of the 
unseen because Loot did not recognise who the angels were, thus causing grief to himself.
Allaah says about this in verse 77, “When Our messenger angels came to Loot he
became distressed because of their presence and his heart tightened. He said, This 
is a day of misfortune.'”

The sixth incident referring to Shu'ayb also emphasizes the first message of calling Allaah
only as is seen in his statement to his people, when he said, “O my people! Worship (Only) 
Allaah. There is no Ilaah for you besides Him.” [verse 84]

The seventh and final narrative concerns Moosa The incident reinforces the third
message because it depicts how Moosa endured various trials and difficulties while
propagating his message and never wavered from his responsibility.

Confirming the fourth message, Allaah declares, “So do not be in doubt about what (idols 
and false gods) these people worship (worshipping their gods will certainly earn themAUaah's 
punishment). They merely worship as their forefathers worshipped before.” [verse 109]
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In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful.

1. Alif LaamRaa (Only Allaah knows the correct meaning of these letters). This is a Book, the verses of 
which have been consolidated (are excellently structured and are comprehensive and eloquent) and 
then explained (to make its meaning clear to man. It comes) from The Wise, The Informed (The One 

who is All- Aware).

2. (The message that this Qufaan bears is that you should) Worship only Allaah. Indeed I 
!'Rasulu Haa am One who warns you (about Allaah's punishment if you commit kufr and sir and (lam )

a carrier (bearer) of good news (that you will have Jannah for Imaan and good deeds).

3. (The message o f the Qu/aan is also that you should) Seek forgiveness from your Rabb and then 
turn to Him (obey all His commands). He will then grant you enjoyment (a comfortable life and 

sufficientsustenance) until an appointed hour (when you will die) and (Allaah will also) grant His grace 
(favours and rewards) to every graceful person (who favours and assists others). If you turn away (from 

Islaam), then I truly fear the punishment of a serious day for you (which iscertain, definite).

4. To Allaah shall you be returned (after death). He has power over all things (and has the 

ability to take you to task for all the wrong you do).

5. Behold! Verily they (some people) turn their chests so that they may hide from Him.
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Behold! (Even) When they wear their clothes (thinking that they are hiding themselvesfrom Allaah), He 
knows what they hide as well as what they disclose. Undoubtedly, He has knowledge 
of the secrets of their (inner) hearts (theirthoughts and intentions).

6. The responsibility of sustaining every creature on earth rests with Allaah. He 
knows the place where they will stay (for a longer period in Jannah orJahannam) and the place 
where they will be kept in trust (for a shorter period in the worldjthe grave). Everything is (recorded) 

in the Clear Book (the “LowhulMahfoodh”).

7. It is He (Allaah) Who created the heavens and the earth in six days when His throne 
was upon water, to test which of you carries out better actions (Allaah created these things so 

that by seeing them, man can recognise Allaah's power and oneness and by using them, man can be thankful to Him. 

While many passed the test by recognising Him and thanking Him, others did not). Surely if you say, “Indeed 
you will be resurrected (brought back to life) after death,” those who commit kufr will 
definitely reply, “This (Qur'aan which speaks about resurrection) is obviously magic (because it is most

8. Indeed, if We have to postpone the punishment from them for a little while, they 
will certainly say (mockingly), “What holds it back?” Behold! The day when it will afflict 
them, it will not be turned away from them and (the punishment for) their mockery will 
surround them (destroy them from all sides).

9. Undoubtedly, if We allow man to taste of Our mercy (a favour such as wealth or good health)

convincing)."

and then snatch it away from him, he will certainly be despondent (disappointed) and 
ungrateful (failing to realise that it was Allaah Who granted him the favour in the first place).
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10. (On the contrary) If We allow him to taste any bounty after hardship had afflicted him, 
he will Certainly say, “All difficulties have left me!” (Instead o f being grateful to Allaah and fulfilling 

Allaah's commands,) He then becomes boastful and arrogant (thinking that the bounty was earned 

through his own resourcefulness and effort).

11. (This is the behaviour o f all) Except those who exercise sabr (patience) and who do good 
acts. For them shall be forgiveness and an immense reward (because they are always grateful to

Allaah and are patient).

12. (0  Rasulullaah S i® ) Could it be (It should not be) that you ignore (preaching) some of the 
commands that have been revealed to you (fearing that the Mushrikeen will mock them), nor (should 

it be) that your heart grieves because they (the Mushrikeen) say, “Why is a treasure not sent 
down to him or why does an angel not accompany him (to prove that he isaNabi) ? ”  You are
but one who warns (people about the consequences o f kufr and sin. It is not your duty to force people to accept 

Imaan, You should therefore not grieve when they refuse to accept). Allaah has control over all things 
(Allaah decides whether people should have Imaan or not).

13. Or do they (the Kuffaar) say, “He (Rasulullaah fl® J  has fabricated (forged) it (the Qur'aan).”  

Say, “Produce (bringforth) ten 'fabricated1 (in your words) Surahs like any in it (in the Qur'aan) 

and, besides Allaah, call whoever you can (to assist you) if you are truthful (in your claim). ”  (If 
theQur'aan hadbeen “fabricated" as the Kuffaar claim, then let alone one Surah, theyshauldcertainlybeabletoproduce 
ten Surahs similar to those o f  the Qur'aan because there had been many Arabic speakers who were masters o f  the 
language.)

14. If they do not respond to you (if they are unable to produce anything similar to the Surahs o f  the 

Qur’aan), then be assured (know) that this (Qur’aan) has been revealed by Allaah's
knowledge (and power without any contribution by anyone else), and that there is no llaah but 
Allaah (because no other being can assist you to produce anything to match the Qur'aan). So will you not 
surrender (obey this proof and accept Islaam since the truth o f the Qur’aan and the Prophethood o f Rasulullaah 81® 

have been proven to you)?
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15. Whoever desires the life of this world and its splendour (luxurious without a concern fo r the 

Aakhirah which they do not believe in), We shall grant them the full rewards for their (good) deeds 
in this very world and they Will not be wronged (they will not be given less than they deserve).

16. They are the ones who shall have only (nothing but) the Fire for themselves in the 
Aakhirah. Whatever (good actions) they did in the world will be lost to them (in the Aakhirah) 

and all their (good) deeds will be in vain (because they will see no rewards for these in the Aakhirah where

they; will require them most This is because they craved only fo r worldly possessions) •

17. Can (the one who is like this, be equal to) the one who is (steadfast) on the clear proof (the QuTaan) 

from his Rabb, which is followed (the truth o f which is confirmed) by a witness from Him 
(Jibra'eel who brought the Qur'aan from Allaah, as well as the fact that no human can produce anything like it)

and (the truth o f which was confirmed) before it by the Book of Moosa < ® ! S (the Torah), which 
Was a guide (which led people) and was a mercy to people (The Torah mentioned the coming o f 

Rasulullaah @ lr  and the Qur’aan). These people (who are steadfast on the teachings o f the Qur’aan truly) 

believe in it. Whoever rejects it from the groups (ofKufjaar), then the Fire (ofJahannam) is 
his promised abode. So do not be in doubt about it. It is indeed the truth from your 
Rabb, but most people do not know (believe).

18. Who can be more unjust than he who invents lies against Allaah (by saying that Allaah 

has children and partners)? These people will be presented before their Rabb, and the 
witnesses (the recording angels, their limbs and the earth) will say, “These are the ones who 
attributed lies to their Rabb.” Behold! The curse of Allaah is on the liars (the Mushrikeen 

who are unjust).

19. (The liars are) Those who prevented (others) from Allaah's path (Islaam), sought (ways to make 

it seem as if there is; crookedness in it (in Islaam), and who rejected (denied the existence of) the 
Aakhirah.
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20. Such people are not likely to escape (Allaah's punishment) on earth, and besides 
Allaah they shall not have any helpers (to save them from Aliadh's punishment). Their 
punishment will be doubled (because in addition to their own rejection, they also convinced others to reject). 

They have neither the ability to hear (the truth), nor can they see (the truth because they do not 

want to hear or see it) .

21. These are the ones who have (utterly) ruined (lost) themselves (by adopting the path to 

Jahannam) and whatever (gods) they fabricated (made themselves) will be lost to them (will be 

unable to assist them in theAakhirah) .

22. Without doubt, they will be the worst losers in the Aakhirah!

23. Surely those who have Imaan, who do righteous acts and who humble 
themselves before their Rabb (fulfil all His commands and worship Him only), these are the 
residents of Jannah, where they shall live forever.

24. The example of the two groups (those who have Imaan and those who do not believe) is like that 
of the (person who is) blind and deaf and he (compared to the person) who can see and hear. Can
the two be equal? (Seeing the stark difference between the Mu'min and Kaafir) Will you (still) not take 
heed (will you not ponder and accept Islaam) ?

25. Indeed We sent Nooh (as a Rasool) to his nation. (He told them) “Undoubtedly I
am one who clearly warns you... "(openly)
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27. The disbelieving leaders (chiefs) of his nation said, We consider you to be a mere 
human like ourselves and we see that only those people follow you who are of low 
class and who are simple minded. We see no superiority in you over us (we therefore see no 

reason why we should follow you). Infact, we deem (think) you to be (all) liars (and will therefore not follow  

you ).”  (Like many nations, the people o f Nooh$$$$$z failed to realise that a Nabi has to be a human being, Angels are 

unable to be effective as Ambiyaa because they do not have the same needs as humans have and can therefore not 
identify with humans. Nevertheless, even ifAllaah did send angels as Ambiyaa to humans, stubborn people would have 
rejected them on the grounds that they are not human.)

28. Nooh 58$&&& replied, “O my people! Tell me. If I am on (If I  have) a (very clear) proof 
from my Rabb (a miracle which proves that I  am Allaah's Nabi) and He has granted me a mercy 
(prophethood) from Himself that is unclear to you (because you are adamant that a Nabi has to be an 

angel), can we force it onto you when you disapprove of it?” (The duty o f a Nabi is only to convey 

the message to people and not to force them. People are required to accept his message willingly.)

29. “O  my people! I do not ask you for any wealth. My reward is with my Rabb, and I 
cannot discard (drive away) those who have Imaan (Nooh said this when thepeople expressed

that they would follow him only if he disassociated himself from his followers who werepoor). Surely, they (thepoor 

Mu'mineen) will meet their Rabb (after death when they will be able to complain toAllaah about those who 

discarded them). However, I deem (see) you to be foolish (ignorant) people (people who make foolish 

statements, who speak withoutproof).”

30. “O my people! Who will assist me (in any way) against (the punishment of) Allaah if I 
(totally) discard them (the poor Mu'mineen)? Wlllyou not take heed (ponder overthesituation)?”
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31. “I do not say to you that I possess the treasures of Allaah (1 can neither produce miracles 

nor punishment as and when I please), not do I have knowledge of the unseen (which noNabi has), nor 
do 1 say that I am an angel fas you claim I  should be) and I cannot say concerning those 
whom you look down upon that Allaah will never grant them good. Allaah knows 
best what is in their hearts (Allaah will elevate their status in the Aakhirah because o f their Imaan). In that 
case (if I  say these things), I will certainly be of the (worst) wrongdoers.”

32. They (thepeople) said, “O Nooh! You have disputed with us and disputed to a great 
extent (after 950 years o f  preaching). So bring forth what (punishment) you promise us if you are 
of the truthful ones.”

33. He said, “Only Allaah will bring it (the punishment) if He wills, and (when it comes) you 
will be unable to escape.”

®Q
34. “My advice to you shall not benefit you if I intend to guide you while Allaah 
intends to send you astray (allows you to stray). He is your Rabb vho controls your affair. and to 
Him shall you be returned (for reckon ing after death). ”  (The Kuffaar ofMakkah also made similar objections 

and therefore received the same replies.)

35. Or (besides these objections,) do they (the Kuffaar of Makkah) say that he (Rasulullaah fiSSff 

fabricated (forged) it (the Quraan) ? Say (to them 0  Rasulullaah , “If I had fabricated it (the 

stories in the Quraan), then the crime is mine and (you are absolved from it just as) I am absolved of 
the Crime that you carry out (your crime o f rejecting Allaah's word and saying that it is m ine).”

36. It was revealed to Nooh “None of your people shall ever have Imaan (in
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future) but those who already have Imaan, so do not be grieved by what (Shirk) they do. ”

37. “Build an ark before Us (under our guidance and protection) and by Our revelation (commands) 

and do not address Me regarding the oppressors (do not intercede on behalf o f any o f the

Mushrikeen). They shall certainly be drowned (in the flood that is to come) . ”

38. (Complying with Allaah's command,) He (Naoh $&$$$%■) continued to build the ark. Whenever 
the leaders of his people passed by him, they mocked him (among other insults, they told him 

that he was foolish to build an ark when there was no water about). He (Nooh $&&$£) said, “If you mock US, 
then we shall also (have an opportunity to) mock you just as you do to us.

39. “Soon (when Allaah's punishment comes) you shall come to know who will be afflicted by a 
humiliating (degrading) punishment (in this world) and to whom shall an eternal 
punishment come (in theAakhira .”

40. (Events continued in this manner) Until (the time when) Our command Came (for the punishment to 

commence) and water began to gush from the (fountain from the) earth fas a sign to Nooh  56®W *  that 

the flood was imminent). We said (to Nooh $$£&), “Load (embark) on the ark a pair (male and female) 

from every (species) and your family; except those against whom the decision (to be

punished) has been passed (his wife and one o f his sons); and (also load on the ark) whoever has Imaan 
(all the Mu'mineen). ” With him, there were only a few (people) who had Imaan. (Various reports cite 
different numbers, rangingfrom six to eighty-two.)

41. He (Nooh '&$$&£) said, “Embark on it! With the name of Allaah shall it travel and 
anchor. Surely my Rabb is the Most Forgiving, the Most Merciful. ”
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42. And it (the ark) travelled (without danger and fear) with them amid waves that were like 
mountains (in size). Nooh 3 W E  called unto his (Kaafir) son who was detached (stood apart 

from them outside the ark) saying, “O my son! Board with us and do not be of the Kaafiroon!”

43. He replied, “I shall shortly take refuge (shelter) on a mountain that will rescue (save) 

me from the water.” Nooh said, “Today none can rescue (another) from the
command (punishment) of Allaah except him on whom Allaah has (special) mercy.” Then a 
wave separated (forever) the two (Nooh and his son, and he (the son) became of those who
were drowned.

44. (After all the Kuffaar were drowned) The order was issued (from Allaah), “O Earth! Swallow 
your water and O sky! Stop (raining,)!” The water subsided, the decision (to destroy the people 

of Nooh $&$§£) was over and the ark settled on Mount Judi. It was announced, “May the
(tremendously) oppressive nation be distanced (far removed from Allaah's mercy).”

45. Nooh called to his Rabb saying (asking about what he fcnouisj, “O my Rabb! Surely my
son (who was drowned) is from my family and indeed Your promise (to rescue my family from the 

flood) is true, (Why mas he then not blessed withlmaan and not saued from the flood?) (However,) You are the 
Best of Judges (there must therefore be good reason why You allowed him to drown).”

46. Allaah said, “O Nooh! Indeed he was not from your family (he was not destined to be a 

Mu'min like the others and therefore could not be sauedj. His actions were certainly incorrect (he 

committed kufr and rejectedImaan), so do not ask Me about that which you have no knowledge
(do not ask me to save him when you have no knowledge about his inner condition). I advise you not to be of 
the ignorant (those who make requests about another which they do not have knowledge). ”
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47. (Realising that he was wrong to ask about his son) Nooh said, M0  my Rabb! I seek Your
protection from asking You about things about which I have no knowledge. If You do 
not forgive me and have mercy on me, I will be of the losers. ”

48. It was commanded, “O  Nooh! Disembark (from the ark) with peace from Us and 
blessings upon you and upon those parties with you (they and their progeny will benefit who accept 

Imaan). And there shall be many parties (ofKuffaar) to whom We will grant enjoyment (in 

this world) and then subject them to a torturous (painful) punishment (intheAakhirah).”

49. This story (o f Nooh is from the accounts (knowledge) of the unseen that We
inspire you with (O  Rasulullaah i i j .  You and your people were unlikely to have 
knowledge about this before (the coming o f  the Oufoan). So be Steadfast (continue preaching Islaam

outcome will be in favour of those who have Taqwa.

50. To the (nation of) Aad We sent their brother Hood (asaN abi). He said, “O my
people! Worship (Only) Allaah. There is no Ilaah besides Him. You people are only 
lying (when you attribute partners to Allaah) . ”

51. “O my people! I do not ask you for any reward for (preaching) this (message of Towheed to 

you). My reward is the responsibility of that Being Who created me. Do you not
understand (that there must be truth in my message if lam  exerting myself so greatly without any ulterior motives) ? ”

and patiently bear the harassment and tortures o f the Kuffaar just as Nooh had d on e )! Indeed the final

52. “O my people! Seek forgiveness from your Rabb, then turn to Him (fulfil His 

commands). He will then send abundant rains to you and add strength to your strength. 
And do not turn (constantly) away as wrongdoers (asMushrikeen).”
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53. They replied, “O Hood! You have not brought forth a proof (a miracle to prove that you are a 
Nabi). We will not leave our gods merely on your word (withoutproof), nor shall we believe
in you (withoutproof).”

54. “All we have to say is that one of our gods has afflicted (smitten) you with evil (made 

you insane).”  He said, “I call Allaah to Witness and you (also) to witness that I am 
absolved (free) of (I do not worship) the partners that you have...

55. ...apart from Allaah. So all of you may plot against me and do not grant me any 
respite.”

56. “Undoubtedly I rely only (solely and totally) on Allaah, Who is my Rabb and your Rabb.
He has (full) Control of the forelocks of every creature (complete control o f them. You can therefore 

do me no harm without His permission). Indeed, my Rabb is on the Straight path (thepath of truth and 

justice so walk on it and you will meet Allaah). ”

57. “So if you turn away, then (know that) I have certainly conveyed to you that (message o f 

Towheed) with which I have been sent to you. My Rabb (does not need you to worship Him because 

H e) can substitute you with another nation (who will be obedient to Him) and (by not worshipping 

Him) you will not be able to harm Him in the least. Without doubt, my Rabb is Aware 
of all things.”

58. When Our order (punishment) came, We saved (completely) Hood and those with
him by Our mercy. We (safely) rescued him from a severe punishment (a severe windstorm that 

lasted for 7 nights and 8 days).
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59. This was the Aad! They rejected the Aayaat (signs) of their Rabb, disobeyed His
Rusul (disobeying one Rasool is equal to disobeying all the Rusul because they all conveyed the message o f  Towheed) , 

and (instead o f following the Rusul, they) followed the instruction of every obstinate tyrant.

60. Curse (being far from Allaah's mercy) was made to follow them in this world and in the 
Aakhirah as well. Behold! The Aad disbelieved in their Rabb. Behold! May the Aad, 
the people of Hood be distanced (from Allaah's mercy)]

61. To the (nation of) Thamud We sent their brother Saalih 3 W E  (as a N a b i. He said, “O  
my people! Worship (Only) Allaah. There is no llaah for you besides Him. He created 
you from the earth and settled you on it. So seek forgiveness from Him, then turn to 
Him. Undoubtedly, my Rabb is Near, Responsive (sympathetic).”

62. They said, “O Saalih! Certainly we entertained high hopes in you before (before you 

started preaching Towheed to us, we thought that you would be one o f  our leaders or a saint because of your wisdom and 

intellect). Do you forbid us from worshipping what our forefathers worshipped? Surely 
we are in such doubt about what you call us towards that it has cast us into 
uncertainty.”

63. He said, “O my people! Tell me. If I am upon a clear proof from my Rabb (which 

proves that I  am a Nabi) and He has granted me a mercy (Prophethood) from Himself, who will 
assist me against (the punishment of) Allaah if I disobey Him (by doing what pleases you and not 

conveying the message of Towheed that He has commanded me to con vey )?  (By discouraging me from doing what I 

have been commanded to do and asking me to follow you) You only increase me in loss (increase my 

misfortune because this will attractAllaah's punishment).”

tp 9 £
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64. “O my people! This (camel which emerged from the mountain) is Allaah's Camel (whichHehassent) 

as an Aayah (miracle) for you (to proue to you that I  am Allaah's Nabi). So leave it to graze in 
Allaah's land and do not touch it with evil intent, for then a near (swift) punishment 
shall afflict you.”

65. However, they killed it (hamstrung, the pregnant she camel), to which he (Saalih $$&&&■) said, 
“Enjoy yourselves in your homes for three days (after which Allaah's punishment will destroy you). 

This is a promise that will not prove false. ”

66. When Our order (punishment) came, We saved Saalih and those who had
Imaan with him by Our mercy and (We also saved them) from the humiliation of that day
(being the victim o f Allaah’s punishment is humiliating). Indeed your Rabb is Powerful, the Mighty.

67. A  (terrible) scream (from the sky) seized (killed) the oppressors and they were left lying 
face down in their homes...

68. ...as if they had never existed there. Behold! The Thamud disbelieved in (denied) 

their Rabb. Behold! May the Thamud be distanced (from Allaah's mercy).

69. Indeed Our messenger angels came to Ibraheem with good news (that he will 

father a son and have grandsons afterwards) and greeted him with (the words of) Salaam. He Said, 
“Salaam (Peace be on you to o ),”  and did not hesitate to bring a roasted calf (to entertain them). 
(However, they did not partake o f the meal because angels do not eat.)

70. When he noticed that their hands were not reaching towards it (to eat), he grew 
fearful of them (thinking that they had come to harm him). They said, “Donotfear. We (are angels who) 

have been sent to (destroy) the nation of Loot5fS$$3£.”
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71. His wife (Sarah), standing by, laughed (with happiness) as We conveyed to her the good 
news (that she would be giving birth to a son by the name) of I s l i a a q ^ i ^  (not lsmaee , and (that

she will have a grandson by the name of) Ya'qoob after Is'haaq m m .

72. She said (in astonishment), “Oh dear! Shall I bear a child when I am an old woman (o f 

over 80 years) and my husband here is an old man (o f over 100 years) ? This is indeed a strange 
event!”

73. They (the angels) said, “Are you surprised (luondwin̂ J &t the eommuud (and powsr) of 
Allaah (Who can do anything) ? May Allaah's mercy and blessings be on you, O members of 
the household (oflbmheem %$%&&). Verily He is Worthy of all praise, The Exalted.”

h

©
74. When the fear left Ibraheem and the good news reached him, he pleaded 
with Us regarding the nation of Loot $&$$$££■ (he debated that the angels should not destroy a city when

there areMu'mineen in it).

75. Surely Ibraheem was forbearing (tolerant), compassionate and repentant (to
Allaah).

76. (However, when the debate grew too long, the angels said) “O IbraheeihSkiiSSi refrain (turned away) 

from it (stop debating). Without doubt the command of your Rabb has come (and it shall take 

place). There shall surely come to them a punishment that cannot be turned away.” (O f

course, the Mu'mineen and Loot will be saved.)

77. When Our messenger angels came to Loot he became distressed because 
of their presence and his heart tightened (because the angels appeared as handsome young men,

feared that his people would want to commit sodomy with them). He Said, “This is a day of 
misfortune.”
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78. (As he feared,) His people came running to him (to see his guests). (This was nothing new because) 

Before this they had always engaged in evil deeds (sodomy and other evil acts). He 
said, “0  my people! These daughters of mine (the women o f  our tribes) are purer for you (to 

marry and satisfy yourselves with), SO fear Allaah and do not disgrace (degrade) me in front of my 
guests. Is there not a (single) righteous man among you (who can convince the others)?”

79. They replied, “You know very well that we have no interest in your daughters (the 
women). You are also well aware of our intentions (desires)."

80. He said, “If only 1 had some might (strength) against you or (if only) I could seek 
protection from a strong pillar (a powerful tribe). ”

81. The angels said, “O  Loot! We are the messengers of your Rabb. They will never be 
able to reach (harm) you. So leave (the cities) with your family during a portion of the 
night, and none should turn to look back; excepting your wife, (do not take her with you 

because) she will be afflicted with the same punishment that shall afflict them (she had 

informed the people about the coming o f  their guests). The morning has been fixed for the 
punishment. Is the morning not soon enough?”

82. When Our order (punishment) came, We made the upper portion of the land the 
lower portion (the cities were lifted and then thrown upside down) and We rained down on the land 
continuously falling stones of pottery clay...

83. ...that were marked by your Rabb (every store bore the name o f  the person it was meant to strike). 

These (destroyed cities) are not far from the oppressors (from the Mushrikeen ofMakkah, who passed by 

them when they travelled toShaam).
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84. To (thepeople living in the town of) Madyan We Sent their brother Shu'ayb (os aNabi).

He said, “O my people! Worship (Only) Allaah. There is no Ilaah for you besides Him. 
Do not reduce (articles) in weight and measure (do not underweigh and undermeasure when trading). 

Indeed I see you in fortunate (prosperous) circumstances but (if you continue doing wrong) I fear 
tor you the punishment of a day that will surround all (when everyone will be destroyed) .  ”

85. “O my people! Weigh and measure in full with justice, do not decrease for people 
their things (do not give them less than they pay for) and do not spread corruption on earth (by

committing kufr, Shirk and oppressingpeople). ”

86. “That which Allaah leaves with you (after you have given others what is due to them) is better 
for yOU (than the excess that you wrongfully take from them) if yOU are Mu'mineen. (I can only advise you for) 

I am not a warder (guard) over you (and cannot force you to listen). ”

87. They said, “O Shu'ayb! Does your salaah (prayers) instruct you (to tell us) that we leave 
what our forefathers worshipped or (does It instruct you to tell us that we should leave) doing as we 
please with our wealth? Surely you are (more) tolerant and sensible (than this) . ”

88. Shu'ayb said, “O  my people! Tell me. If I am on a clear proof from my Rabb
(which proves that I  am His Nabi) and He provides a bountiful provision for me, (then how can I  stop 

preaching Towheed to you?). I do not wish to oppose you in a manner that I do the same 
things that I forbid you from doing (I shall therefore never instruct you to do anything that I  am not willing to 

do myself. S o  accept what I tell you without fear). I only wish (for your) reformation as far as I am able 
(to make it possible). My ability is only from Allaah. Only on Him do I rely and only to Him 
do I turn.”
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89. “O my people! Let not your opposition for me (refusal to accept guidance) cause the same 
punishment to afflict you as afflicted the nation of Nooh or the nation of Hood

or the nation of Saalih And the nation of Loot were not far off from you
(in memory and location). ”

90. “Seek forgiveness from your Rabb then turn to Him. Indeed my Rabb is Most 
Merciful, Most Loving (to His repentance servant) . ”

91. (Having no argument against him,) They (scornfully) said, “O Shu'ayb! We do not understand 
much of what you say, and we consider you to be a weakling among us. If it were not 
for your tribe (who are there to protect you), we would have certainly stoned you. You are not 
deserving of (any) honour (respect) in our opinion.”

92. He (Shu'ayb ) said, “O my people! Is my tribe more deserving of honour to you
than Allaah Whom you have cast behind your backs (you have regard for me only because of the 

tribe I  belong to rather than because of the fact that I  am AIlaah'sNabi) ? Verily my Rabb surrounds all that 
you do (He knows all that you do and will take you to task fo r it for you can never escape His grasp). ”

93. “O  my people! Carry out your actions as you are (presently doing). I too am carrying 
out my actions. Soon you shall come to know to whom (you or me) such a punishment 
came that will disgrace him, and (soon you shall come to know) who is a liar. Keep waiting (to
see which o f us is right). Indeed I am waiting with you (for the divine decision)."
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94. When Our command (punishment) came, We rescued (saved) Shu'ayb W S E  and those 
who had Imaan with him by Our mercy. A  scream seized (killed) the oppressors and 
they lay face down in their homes...

95. ...as if they never existed (lived) there. Behold! May (the people of) Madyan be 
distanced (fromAllaah's mercy) just as the Thamud were distanced (cursed).

96. Verily We sent Moosa with Our Aayaat (miracles) and a clear proof...

97 to Fir'oun and his ministers. However, (instead o f following Moosa they followed
the orders of Fir'oun, and the orders of Fir'oun were improper (which led them to their 

destruction in both worlds) .

98. He (Fir'oun) will lead his people on the Day of Qiyaamah and (since they will follow him as 

they did in this world, he will) enter them into the Fire (ofjahannam, just as they followed him into the cold 

water that drowned them). It is an evil place indeed where they shall be entered.

99. Curse (beingfar fromAllaah's mercy) has been made to follow them (Fir’oun and others like him) in 
this world and in the Aakhirah as well. It will be an evil prize (punishment) that they will 
receive.

100. This (incident o f Moosa and Fir’oun) is from the narratives of the cities that We relate to 
you (0  Muhammad). Some of them are still standing, while others have been harvested
(have been destroyed).
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101. We did not oppress (wrong) them (the destroyed people) but they oppressed themselves
(by inviting Allaah's punishment when they committed Shirk). Their gods which they Called Upon 
(worshipped) besides Allaah were of no benefit to them at all when the command
(punishment) of your Rabb came. (On the contrary,) They (their false gods) only increased them in 
destruction (because they were punished according to the extent to which they worshipped these gods).

102. Such is the grasp (punishment) of your Rabb when He seized a town that is 
oppressive (that commits Shirk). Indeed His grasp (punishment) is painful and severe.

103. Surely in them (in the narratives mentioned) are signs (lessons) for him who fears the 
punishment of the Aakhirah. That (Day of Qiyaamah) shall be a day when people will be 
gathered (on the Plain o f Reckoning to account fo r their actions) and that will be the day when all will 
be present (no one will be able to absent h imself).

104. We shall postpone it (Qiyaamah) only for a specified time (so that it occurs only when Allaah

has destined it to be),

105. When that day (o f  Qiyaamah) will dawn, a soul will speak only with Allaah’s 
permission. Some of them (creation) will be unfortunate, while others will be fortunate.

106. As for those who will be unfortunate, they will certainly be in the Fire, where 
they will scream and shout (withsounds resemblingthebrayingqfadonkey).

107. They will live there forever as long as the skies and the earth exist (until eternity), 

except as your Rabb wills (if Allaah wills that the period be shortened, He may shorten it fo r  whom He wills. 
However, Allaah will not allowt a Kaafir to emerge from Jahannam because eternal punishment has been promised for 

him). Undoubtedly your Rabb can perfectly accomplish whatever He wills.
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108. As for those who will be fortunate, they will certainly be in Jannah, where they 
will live forever, as long as the skies and the earth exist, except as your Rabb wills (if
Allaah w ills that the period be shortened, He mail shorten itfor whom H e wills. However, Allaah willnotwillthataMu'min 

should emerge from Jannah because eternal happiness has been promised fo r him ). This prize (reward) will 
never end.

t 9g***94 09*9 + &
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109. So do not be in doubt about what (idols and fake gods) these people worship
(worshipping their gods will certainly earn them Allaah’s punishment). They merely worship as their 
forefathers worshipped before fond will therefore suffer the same fate as their forefathers). Verily We 
shall grant them their full share (o f punishment) without deduction (reprieve or pardon).

110. Indeed We had granted Moosa the Book (Torah), after which differences
arose about it (causing people to reject it). If it were not for a word (decision) that proceeded 
(clime) from yOUT Rabb (that they will be punished in the Aakhirah), the decision (that they should be 

punished in this world) would have been passed between them. They are in such (so many) 

doubt about it that they have been cast into uncertainty (andcannotdeterminefactfromfallacy 

or the truth from falsehood).

111. Without doubt your Rabb will certainly grant the full recompense (rewards or 

punishment) for the actions of every person there may be. Indeed He is Informed of 
whatever they do.

112. So remain steadfast (determined and constant) as you have been commanded and (the 

same applies to) those who repent with you (the Mu'mineen should also remain steadfast), and do not 
transgress the limits. Surely He sees what you do.

113. And do not incline towards (do not associate with and do not imitate) those who do wrong (the
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114. Establish salaah at the two ends of the day (with Fajr salaah and Zuhr salaah at the one end and 

Asrsalaah and Maghrib salaah at the other) and during portions of the night (the Isha salaah). Verily 
good deeds (such as the five Fardh salaah) wipe out evil acts. This is advice to those who will 
take heed (remember).

115. Exercise sabr (patience) for undoubtedly Allaah does not put to waste (reduce) the 
reward of those who do good.

116. Besides a few of them whom We had rescued (savedfrom punishment), why were there 
no more men of understanding from the nations of the past who would prevent (others 

from) Corruption (kufr and Shirk) in the land? (However, instead o f preventing others from kufr) The 
oppressors followed (indulged in) the luxuries they enjoyed and (just as the masses who) were 
criminals (they also did what the others did). (Had people prevented others from kufr, they would have all been 

saved from Allaah's punishment which comes when good souls are outnumbered).

117. It is not (the nature) of your Rabb to destroy cities unjustly when their inhabitants 
engaged in reformation (Allaah does not destroy people when they are Mu'mineen, actively reforming 

themselves and others and making an effort to spread their Deen) .

118. If your Rabb had willed, He would have made all people a single nation (all 

practising the correct Deen. However, He did not intend this fo r reasons best known to H im ). (Therefore,) They will 
always be disputing...

119. ...except those on whom your Rabb has mercy (such people will conscientiously follow the
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teachings oftheAmbiyaa without question). (Do notgrieue about this because) Allaah had Created them for 
this. (They are meant to dispute in this world because} The decree of your Rabb shall certainly be 
fulfilled: (the decree being) “I will definitely fill Jahannam with multitudes of man and 
Jinn.” (Therefore, there will always be people who deserve to enter Jahannam.)

120. (0 Rasulullaah WS&) We (consoled) narrate to you (informed you about) all the narratives of 
the Rusul so that your heart may be strengthened (consoled) by them (so that you may take 

courage from them). In these (narratives) the truth (the true state o f affairs) has come to you, as well 
as advice and a reminder for the Mu'mineen.

-«19l * * ‘ %
121. Tell those who do not have Imaan, “Continue performing acts as you are (doing). 
We are also performing (ourdeeds).”

122. “Wait (for your punishment) 1 We are also waiting (to see your fate).”

123. To Allaah belongs the unseen things of the heavens and the earth and to Him 
Alone will all matters return (in the Aakhirah when He will take people to task fo r what they did). So 
worship (Only) Him and rely on Him only. (And do not forget that) Your Rabb is not unaware of 
what you do.
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Surah 12 Surah Yusuf

YUSUF

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH YUSUF  AND SURAH H O O D

By Name: “The message of Towheed established in Surah H ood  (that only Allaah should be 
worshipped) is so important that Yusuf $$$$£& never forgot it even while in jail. When the two 
prisoners asked him for the interpretation of their dreams, he first impressed upon their minds 
that they should worship only Allaah because they have no proof to worship another.

Surah H ood  establishes as its second message that only Allaah is the Knower of the unseen and 
that He is the Supreme Master and Controller of the universe. Surah Yusuf now provides a 
detailed incident that proves this point.

The primary theme of Surah H ood  was to establish the first message (that only Allaah should be 
worshipped) and the second message is really a proof for this. Since every assertion is accorded 
credibility on the strength of its proof, this proof is extensively explained in Surah Yusuf. When it is 
conclusively established that only Allaah has knowledge of the unseen and that only He is the 
Master and Controller of everything, it follows that only He should be worshipped.

Surah H ood  established that no pious person has knowledge of the unseen, nor could he have 
control over affairs. Surah Yusuf cites the episode of Ya'qoob Who was a Prophet; his 
father was a Prophet, his grandfather was a Prophet and his son was also a Prophet. Despite 
being so fortunate, he still had no knowledge of the unseen, nor did he have any control over 
matters. Neither did he know what had become of his son, nor could he change the course of 
events that so grieved him.

GIST OF THE SURAH

Surah Yusuf makes the following four declarations.

1. Only Allaah has knowledge of the unseen and He has not conferred this privilege on any 
other.

2. Only Allaah is the Supreme Master and Controller of everything and He has not granted 
others the capability to do anything more than what He permits.

3. Rasulullaah is Allaah's true messenger on whom revelation descends.
4. Difficulties will also afflict Rasulullaah(S8§£, just as they afflicted the Ambiyaa before him, but 

these will soon give way to success and victory.
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In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful.

1. Alif Laam Hua (Only Allaah knows the correct meaning o f these letters). These ate the verses of the 
dear Book (theQufaan).

2. Undoubtedly We have revealed it (the Qur’aan) as an Arabic (dear) Qur aan so that you
(O  people ofMakkah to whom the Qur'aan was first recited) may understand.

3. We narrate to you a most beautiful story in this Qur'aan that We reveal to you. 
Before this you were of the unwary (those who did not know about this story).

4. When (as a child) Yusuf said to his father (Ya’q a a b $ $ “O  my (beloved) father! Indeed I 
have seen (in a dream) eleven stars, the sun and the moon all bowing before me.” (Thestars
symbolised his eleven brothers, the sun his father and the moon his mother. This meant that a time would come when 

Yusuf $ $ $ $ £  would be exalted to ah igh position and all his family mem bers would have to respect him.)

5. His father said, “O  my (beloved) son! Do not relate this dream to your brothers, 
otherwise they will plot against you. Undoubtedly Shaytaan is an open enemy to man
(do not tell them because Shaytaan may make them jealous o f you when they learn the interpretation o f your dream and 

he may temptthem to harm you). ”
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6. “In this manner (as He has shown you this wonderful dream) has your Rabb chosen you, taught 
you the interpretation of dreams and (gracefully) completed His bounty on you (by making 

you a Nabi) and on the family of Ya'qoob just as He had completed it upon your
two forefathers Ibraheem and Isliaaq Indeed your Rabb is All Knowing
(aboutthe talents and capacities o f all), The Wise.”

7. In the story of Yusuf 3 W E  and his brothers are certainly many Aayaat (lessons) for 
those who have questions (those who desire to learn).

8. (We now draw your attention to the time) When the (step-) brothers (o f Yusuf j said (to each other), 

“Verily Yusuf and his (real) brother (Bin Yaameen) are more beloved to our father than us, 
even though we are a large (strong) group. Indeed our father is certainly mistaken/because we are more useful to him), "

%*■

9. (Continuing their discussion, someone said) “Kill Yusuf Or throw (abandon) him in Some (distant) 

land, after which the attention of your father will be reserved for you only. Thereafter
you can be righteous people (you can repent for our action and make amends) . ”

10. One of them (the eldest Juda) said, “Do not kill Yusuf. If you really intend doing 
something (you should rather) throw him in a dark well so that some travellers may (find him 

there and) take him away. ” (Accepting his idea, they devised apian to get Yusuf $ $ $ & ■  away from his father.)

11. (KnowingthattheirfatherdidnottrustthemalonewithYiisuf They said, “O  Our Father! What
is the matter with you that you do not trust us (at all) with Yusuf whereas we are his 
well-wishers?”
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12. “Send him (out) with us tomorrow so that he may eat and play with us. (Do not worry 

because) We shall take good care of him.”

13. He (Ya’qoob said, “Indeed it grieves me that he should go with you (because!

cannot bear to be separated from him ). (In addition to this,) I fear that you would neglect him (leave him by 

himself) and then a wolf would eat him up. ”

14. They replied, “If a wolf should eat him up while we are a strong group (there to protect 

him), then surely we would be losers (it is not possible fo r a wolf to eat him while we are all there with him) . ”  
(Unable to refuse, Ya'qoob permitted them to take Y u s u f^ ffS ^  along with them.)

15. When they took him (Yusuf $$&(&) and together resolved (agreed) to throw him into a 
dark well, We sent revelation to him (as he sat on a rock in the well) that you (he) will certainly 
remind them of this matter (sometime in the future) when they will not realise (who you are).

16. (Leaving Yusuf in the well) They (the brothers) Came weeping (pretending to weep) to their
father that night.

17. They said, “O  our father! We went racing and left Yusuf (alone) with our goods, 
when a wolf ate him up. (Sensing that Ya'qoob did not believe them, they added,) But you will not 
believe us even though we are truthful.”

18. (In an effort to substantiate their story, they dipped the shirt o f Yusuf in the blood of a sheep they had

slaughtered. Referring to this, Allaah says,) They came with false blood on his shirt. (Noticing that the 

bloodstained shirt was not tom, Ya'qoob realised that the brothers were lying. Therefore,) He Said, “But your
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souls have made up this matter (tale) for you. However, I shall exercise patience 
without any complaint, and I shall seek Allaah's assistance against what you have 
devised.”

19. (Soon after 3 days) Some travellers arrived (near the well) and they sent their person who 
fetches water (to the well). He lowered his bucket (into the well) and (seeing Yusuf hanging

onto the bucket, he) exclaimed, “What luck! There is a boy here!” They hid him (among their 

goods so that no one would lay claim to him) as trading Stock (intending to sell him as a slave), and Allaah 
had perfect knowledge of what they did. (When the brothers discovered that the travellers had removed 

Yusuf $£$$$&■ from  the welt, they told the travellers that he was their escaped slave and that they were willingtosellhim.)

20. They (the brothers) sold him (to the travellers) for the meagre price of a few (18) Dirhams 
and they showed no interest in him (saying that they no longer needed him). (The travellers proceeded to 

Egypt, where they sold Yusu/$S*«@c to one o f the king's ministers.)

21. The person (minister) from Egypt who bought Yusuf told his wife (Zulaykha or

Ra'eel), “Take proper care of him. Perchance he may be of use to us or we may take
(adopt) him as a son. ” In this manner fas We had rescued him from death and from the well) We settled 
Yusuf in that land (in a city) so that We may teach him the interpretation of dreams. 
Allaah is Predominant over (is the guardian of) His affairs, but most people do not know
(the secrets o f  Divine planning) .

22. When he came of age, We granted him wisdom (a keen sense o f  judgement) and 
knowledge. Thus do We reward those who do good.
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23. (Taken aback by his stunning beauty) The woman in whose house he was (Zutaykha) attempted 
to seduce him (to lure him) against his will. She locked the doors (o f the room) and said, 
“Come to me.” He said, “I seek refuge with Allaah! Indeed my caretaker (your husband or 

Allaah) has treated me honourably (how can I  ever betray him by doing what you ask o f m e). Oppressors 
(adulterers) will definitely not succeed.”

24. She was determined to achieve her objectives from him, and he also would have 
intended the same had he not seen the proof of his Rabb (had he not been a Nabi). In this 
manner (Our fate had decreed the matter) so that We averted evil and immorality from him. 
Indeed he was from Our sincere bondsmen (theAmbiyaa).

25. They both raced for the door (as he attempted to escape) and (in trying to catch him, she grabbed his 

shirt from the back, but he broke lose and) she tore his shirt from the back. Then fas they both arrived at 

thedoor) they encountered her master (her husband) at the door. (To shift the blame to Yusuf %£&%&) 

She said, “The only penalty for him who intended evil with your wife (who tried to seduce 

your wife) is that he be imprisoned, or some other torturous (painful) punishment.”

®3j$&
26. (Defending himself,) Yusuf 46WW* said, “It was she who tried to seduce me against my 
will.” A  witness from her family fan infant or a wise man present there at the time miraculously spoke) 

testified by saying, “If his shirt is torn from the front, then she is truthful and he is 
from the liars.

27. However, if his shirt is torn from the back, then she is lying and he is from the 
truthful.”

28. When he (the husband) saw that his (Yusuf shirt was tom from the back, he
(realised that his wife was guilty and) said, “This is definitely from the trickery of you (women). 

Your trickery is indeed very dangerous.”
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29. “O  Yusuf! Overlook this (do not mention it to anyone). (O  woman!) Seek forgiveness for your 
sin. You were truly of the sinners.”

®i$f(p=lX
30. fHowever; the news o f  this event did somehow get out and) Some women of the town Said, “The 
minister's wife attempts to seduce her slave against his will. Love has certainly 
overwhelmed her. In our opinion, she is certainly in manifest error (for falling in love with a 

slave).”

31. When she heard of their plot (their backbiting), she (decided to convince them that her attraction fo r  

Yusuf $ & & &  was not unfounded, so she) sent for them and prepared a meeting place for them, 
setting cushions there. She gave each of them a knife and fas they were busy cutting their fruit, 

Zulaykha) then told Yusuf, “Come out before them!” When they saw him, they were 
taken aback fby his beauty) and (being astonished at seeing his extreme handsomeness, they) cut their 
hands (repeatedly) and exclaimed, “Allaah is Pure! This cannot be a human (because no 

human can possibly be so handsome)! He must surely be a noble angel!”

32. She (Zulaykha) said, “This is what you were criticising me for. Indeed I attempted to 
seduce him against his will, but he escaped. If he does not do as I command him, he 
shall certainly be imprisoned and he will definitely become of those (who are) 

humiliated.”

33. Yusuf prayed, “O my Rabb! The prison is dearer to me than that (adultery)

towards which these women call me. If You do not turn their plot away from me, I (fearthat 

as a human being 1) may incline towards them and become of the ignorant (by doing whatthey want).”
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34. So his Rabb accepted his prayer (to preserve his chastity) and turned their plot (guile) 

away from him. Undoubtedly, He is the All Hearing, All Knowing.

35. Then, after reviewing the evidence (proving Y u s u f s i n n o c e n c e ) ,  it occurred to them
(the ministers) that they should imprison him for a while (to silence the rumours that had been 

spreading).

36. Two youths entered the prison with him. (One was the king’s baker and the other served drinks to 
the king. They were both imprisoned because one of them attempted to poison the king and blamed the other. Realising 

that Yusufd&ffl&H was a noble man who understood the interpretation o f dreams) One of them (the one who serued 

drinks) said, “Indeed I see myself (in a dream) squeezing wine.” The other (the baker) said, “I 
see myself carrying bread on my head, from which birds are eating.” (They requested; 

“Inform us of the interpretation. We truly deem (see) you to be of the righteous.”

37. (Seizing the opportunity to teach them about Towheed,) Yusuf replied, “I shall inform you
of the interpretation before the food provided for you arrives. This is from the 
knowledge that my Rabb has taught me. I have discarded the religion of those people 
who do not believe in Allaah and who reject the Aakhirah. ”

38. “I have adopted the religion of my forefathers (who are) Ibraheem Is'haaq
and Ya'qoob It is not (correct) for us to ascribe any partners to Allaah. This

(understanding o f  Towheed) is from the favours upon US and upon all people, but most people 
are ungrateful (and refuse to accept it) . ”
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40. “Besides Him, you worship only names that you and your forefathers have named 
without any revealed authority from Allaah. Decisions rest only with Allaah (This is the 

rule). He has commanded that only He be worshipped. This is the right Deen, but most 
people (theKuffaar) do not know it.”

41. “O my two prison companions! As for one of you, he will serve wine to his master
(as he had been doing because he is innocent o f  the alleged crime). As for the other (the baker), he will be 
crucified and birds will eat from his head (after his death). The decision has been passed 
regarding the matter you have inquired from me. ”

42. He (Yusuf told the one whom he anticipated (expected) would be freed,
“Mention me to your master (tell the king about me being imprisoned fo r something 1 did not d o ).”  

However, Shaytaan caused him to forget mentioning him (Yusuf $£$$£) to his master, 
and he (Yusuf $£W&) remained in prison for a few more years.

43. (One day) The king said (to his ministers), “I see (in a dream) seven fat cows being eaten by seven 
thin cows and seven green ears of com and others that are dry. O my ministers! Furnish 
(give me) an interpretation for my dream if you are indeed able to interpret dreams.”

44. (Unable to understand the meaning o f the dream) They replied, “These are only confused 
dreams (nightmares;. We have no knowledge concerning the interpretation of confused 
dreams.”
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45. The released of the two convicts (the person who served drinks to the king), recalling (Yusuf 

after a considerable period, said, “I shall inform you of the interpretation, so 
send me (to the prison to fetch Yusuf . ”

46. (Arriving at the prison, the person said) “O  Yusuf! O most truthful! Inform us about seven fat 
cows being eaten by seven thin cows and seven green ears of corn and others that are 
dry, so that I may return to the people and they can be enlightened (about the meaning of this 

dream). ”

47. He (Yusuf replied, “You will farm for seven consecutive years (symbolised by the

seven fat cows and the seven green ears of com ). Leave whatever crops you harvest in their ears,
except what you require for eating (use only what is necessary and store the rest). ”

48. “Thereafter seven difficult years (o f drought) will follow (symbolised by the seven thin cows and 

the seven dry ears of com ) that you will consume (which the people shall eat) all you would have 
stored for them (for the years o f  drought) except (besideŝ  the little that you leave (the left-overs).”

49. “Thereafter a year will follow in which abundant rains will fall for the people and 
they will distil (squeeze) juices (because there will besom  uch produce). ”

50. (When the king was informed about the interpretation, he was extremely pleased and) The king said, 
“Bring him to me.” When the messenger came to Yusuf he told him, “Return
to your master and ask him what is the condition of the women who cut (repeatly) their
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hands. Indeed my Rabb is well aware of their plot.” (itauf wanted the king to clear his name with 

the public before coming out o f prison.)

51. The king (called fo r the women and) asked, “What is your tale (version) when you attempted 
to seduce Yusuf against his will?” They replied, “Allaah is Pure! We do not know of any 
evil in him (he is innocent).”  The wife of the minister (Zulaykha) said, “The truth is now out. I 
attempted to seduce him against his will and he is of the truthful (he did not try to seduce me) . ”

52. (When Yusuf was informed about the admission, he said)  “This (declaration o f my innocence) was
(done) so that he (the minister) may know that I did not betray him in his absence (by trying to 

seduce his wife), and (so that he and all the people may know that) without doubt, Allaah does not 
promote the plot of betrayers.” (Truth prevails eventually.)

53. (Although innocent, Yusuf said out of humility,) “I do not absolve myself (o f  all fault). Surely
the soul insistently commands (a person to do) evil, except (the souls o f those people) on whom 
Allaah showers mercy (people such as the Ambiyaa). Undoubtedly my Rabb is Most 
Forgiving, Most Merciful.”

54. The king said, “Bring him (Yusuf to me so that I may keep him exclusively
for myself (to be one of my special ministers). ”  When he (the king) spoke to him (Yusuf $$%>&£), he (the 

king) said, “Verily today you are a man of honour and trustworthiness with us. ”

55. (The king then asked Yusuf about the preparations he needed to make for the years o f drought Yusuf

advised him that the people should consume only what was necessary in the first seven years. He told the king 
that the rest o f  the crops should be preserved in their ears so that they are not eaten by vermin and would will be good  
enough to eat during the seven years o f drought. H e also told the king that the drought will affect the neighbouring districts 
as well and that Egypt should assist those who came fo r provisions. He added that those coming fo r provisions could be 
asked to pay a nominal amount so that it could bolster the state treasury, while also assisting the other people. The question 

then arose about who would administer the financial affairs of the state during this period. It was then that) He (Yusuf 

said, “Appoint me fas the minister) over the treasures (finances and resources) of the land. 
Indeed I am protective (trustworthy) and knowledgeable (I have the necessary skills fo r the post).”
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56. In this manner (as We had rescued him from the prison), We granted authority (power) to Yusuf 
in the land. He could live wherever he willed (instead o f being confined to a prison cell). We 

shower Our mercy upon whoever We wish, and We do not put to waste (spoil) the 
reward of those who do good (one who does good will certainly receive his/her rewards in fu ll).

57. Undoubtedly, the reward of the Aakhirah is best for those who have Imaan and 
who adopt Taqwa ( life o f  virtue and goodness).

58. (Eventually, when the drought began taking ils toll, people from the outlying areas began to come to Egypt in search 

of food. Among those who came from Can'aan were the brothers o f Yusuf $&$$$*&.) Yusuf ®#tS3*k's brothers 
came (to Egypt) and entered into his presence (to buy food ). He recognised them, but they 
did not recognise him. (Pretending not to recognise them, Yusuf asked them about themselves and
they told him that their father did not allow one o f their brothers to accompany them because the father feared that he 
would also lose him just as he had lost his other son previously.)

59. (Yusuf really wanted to meet his brother Bin Yaameen, so) When he prepared their
provisions (after entertaining them and giving them whatthey needed) he said, “Bring your brother (Bin 

Yaameen) to me from your father (when you return fo r more provisions so that I  may be sure that the extra load 

of provisions that you are taking is really meant fo r him ). Do you not See that I grant measure in full 
and that I am the best of hosts?”

60. “ (However,) If you do not bring him to me (itwouldmeanthatyouarelyingandtakinganextraloadfor 

nothing. Therefore,) you will (then) have no measure (o f provisions) from me (for him ), nor shall you 
draw close (to me to receive anything). ”

61. They said, “We shall try to persuade his father (to part) from him. (We are not merely 

making vain claims,) We will really do SO.”
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62. (To ensure that they would not fail to return a second time because o f lack o f money) He (Yusu)$&f£Wz) said to 
his attendants, “Place their funds (with which they had paid for the food) back into their 
carriages (bass) so that they recognise it when they return to their families and so that 
they may come back (happily). ”

63. When they (the brothers) returned to their father they said, “O our father! A  measure
(offood) shall be denied to US (if we do not present Bin Yaameen to the minister), SO Send OUT brother 
with US SO that we may bring (extra) grains. (Knowing that their father would not trust them with him, they 

added) We shall certainly guard him well.”

64. He (Ya'qoob said, “Should 1 trust you with him as 1 trusted you with his
brother (Yusuf) before (so that you can do the same to him as you did to Yusuf) ? (Howeuer, if you have to take him 

along to secure our food, then I  am convinced that) Allaah (and not you brothers) is the best Protector and 
He is the Most Merciful of those who show mercy. ”

65. When they opened their provisions and found their funds returned to them, they 
said, “O  our father! What more can we want? Here are our funds returned to us (we can

now easily afford to return for more food ). We shall bring (food) for our family, protect our brother
and have an extra camel load (which the minister would not give us withoutseeingBin Yaameen fo r himself). 

This measure (ofgrains that we have at present) is inadequate (and we will have to return fo r m ore )."

66. He (ya'ijoob®8®J said, “[shall never send him with you until you give me a solemn 
oath from Allaah that you will definitely return him to me unless you are surrounded
(unless circumstances are beyond your control and you have to resist external factors strongly but place your trust in 
Allaah).”  When they gave him the oath he said, “Allaah is Watchful over what we say (so

do not break your oaths). ”
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67. (Sending BinYaameen with them,) He (Ya 'qoob$$$$fc said, “O my sons! Do not enter (the at#  all 

o f you together) through one gate, but enter from different gates (so that no harm comes to all o f you 

at once, so that you are not afflicted with the evil-eye when people's attention is drawn to you and so that no suspicions are 

raised about your arrival). (This precaution is merely an effort to avert harm from you, but the fact is that) I Cannot be 
of any benefit to you against (the will of) Allaah (IfAllaah wills harm to come your way, the precaution will 

be o f no use to you). Decisions rest with Allaah. Only on Him do I rely, and all those who 
pin (put; their reliance (trust) should rely only on Him. ”

68. When they entered as their father had instructed them (through different gates), it (this 

precaution) could not be of any benefit to them against (the will of) Allaah. However, it (the 

precaution) was a need in the heart of Ya'qoob (a demand o f the love he had fo r them) that he
fulfilled. Indeed he was knowledgeable of that which We taught him (He knew that the 

means and precautions that man adopts are not responsible for the outcome of events, all matters rest in Allaah's control), 

hut most people do not know (they regard the means and precautions to be directly responsible fo r the 

manner in which events take place).

69. When they entered in the presence of Yusuf he made his (real) brother (Bin

Yaameen) stay with him saying, “I am indeed your brother (Yusuf), so do not worry about 
what (their ill-treatment of frowning and taunting) they (our brothers) do (because I  shall try to keep you here with

70. (Asa plan to keep his brother in Egypt) When he (Yusuf <%$£%&) prepared their provisions for 
them (the brothers), he placed a (golden) drinking cup in his brother's (Bin Yaameen's) carriage 
(bag). Thereafter (as the brothers started to leave) an announcer (a messenger addressing the caravan o f the 

brothers) announced, “O caravan! Verily you are thieves!”

71. Advancing towards them (towards the messenger/announcerand those with him), they (the brothers) 

said, “What have you lost (what has been stolen)?”
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72. They (the messengerlannouncer) replied, “We have lost the drinking cup of the king. 
There shall be camel's load (o f provisions as a reward) (or whoever brings it forth (finds it), and I 
stand guarantee for (the payment of) this (reward).”

73. They (the brothers) said, “By Allaah! You are well aware of the fact that we have not 
came to cause mischief (trouble) in the land, nor are we thieves. ”

74. They (the announcer and those with him) asked (the brothers), “What will be the penalty for 
(stealing) it if you are lying (about being innocent and are really guilty o f the theft) ? ”

75. They (the brothers) replied, “ (According to the law o f our land,) The penalty is that the very 
person in whose carriage (bag) it is found will be the repayment for it (he will be detained as 

payment fo r the stolen article). This is how we punish oppressors (wrong-doers in our land).”

76. He (Yusuf&WZ) began with their satchels (began searching the bagss o f the step-brothers) before 
(searching) the satchel of his (real) brother and then (finding the cup in Bin Yaameen's satchel) 

removed the cup from his (real) brother's satchel. Thus did We inspire a plan for Yusuf 
(to keep his brother in Egypt). He could not have kept back his brother (with him) according to
the law of the king (o f Egypt because the Egyptian law ruled differently), except if Allaah willed 
(Nothing can be done unless Allaah wills it Therefore, Yusuf was able to detain his brother only by Allaah’s will).

We elevate the ranks (in knowledge) of whoever We will (despite his vast knowledge, Yusuf $ $ W$De still 

needed Allaah to inspire him with this plan). Above every knowledgeable person is one who is
more knowledgeable. (N o human can claim to be the most knowledgeable. Even the knowledge o f the most 
knowledgeable person is negligible compared toAlladh’s knowledge.)

J3f

77. (In their anger,) They (the brothers) said, “If he has stolen then surely his brother before 
him (Yusu/) must have also stolen.” Yusuf concealed this (accusation) in his heart and did
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not disclose it to them (he did not refute what they said). He said (to himself), “You are worse off
(because you stole a son from his father). (Nevertheless) AllaaH knows best what yOU Speak (and He will 

take you to task fo r it).”

78. They submitted, “O minister! (Azziz i.e. Yousuf) He (Bin Yaameen) has an extremely old 
father (who would be devastated at the loss o f his son especially after he had already lost another son previously), SO 
take one of us in his place. Verily we deem you to be of the kind ones (who will grant our 

request).”

79. He (Yusuf said, “May Allaah protect us from (the injustice of) taking anyone (as
prisoner) besides the one with whom we found our article. If we do so, then we would 
certainly be of the oppressors.” (unjust ones)

80. When they (the brothers) grew despondent of (last hope o f  con vincing) him (Yusuf , to do as

they requested), they stood aside to consult (with each other about what to do ). The eldest of them 
said, “Do you not know that your father had taken from you a solemn oath from 
Allaah, and (don't you remember that) before (this) you had failed in your duty towards Yusuf? 
Now I shall never leave this land (to return home) until my father permits me or (until) 

Allaah decides my matter (by either taking my life o r returning my two lost brothers). He (Allaah) is the 
best of deciders (judges).”

81. (The eldest brother smd to the others) “Return to your father and say, 'O our father! Indeed 
your son has stolen. We are testifying only to what we know (to what we have seen i.e. that the 

cup was found in his satchel), and we have no knowledge of the unseen (we do not know whether it was 

really he who stole it).’”

82. “ (To confirm what we are telling you) You may ask the (people o f  the) town (Egypt) in which we
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were and the (people of the) caravan whom we accompanied back. (They will all testify that) We 
are really truthful.'”

83. (Because the brothers had a record o f lying,) Ya'qoob said, “But your souls have made
up this matter (tale) for you. However, I will exercise patience without any complaint 
(for patience is better). Perchance Allaah will bring them all (Yusuf, Bin Yaameen and the eldest son) to 
me. Without doubt, He is the All Knowing, The Wise.”

84. He turned away from them and said, “O my grief for Yusuf!” His eyes had turned 
white (blind) with sorrow (because of excessive crying) and he was suppressing it (his sorrow) all 
the time.

85. His sons said, “By Allaah! You keep mentioning Yusuf until you waste away 
(becomefrail) or become totally destroyed. ”

86. He replied, “I complain of my sorrow and my grief only to Allaah (because you would 

not understand). (/ have hope that they will be returned to me because) I have been granted such 
knowledge from Allaah that you do not know about. ” (Here Ya'qoob referred to his deep

knowledge ofAllaah's mercy, his knowledge o f  the dream that Yusuf saw as a child and perhaps some inspiration
that Allaah had given him.)

87. “O my sons! Go and search for Yusuf and his brother. And do not become 
despondent of Allaah's mercy (His mercy will ensure that you achieve your objective). Indeed Only the 
nation that commits kufr grows despondent (loses hope) of Allaah's mercy. ”
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88. When they (the brothers) entered in the presence of Yusuf they said, “0
minister! (Azziz) Calamity (sever hunger) has befallen us and our family. We have come 
with a sum (o f money) that is (so inferior that it is) worthy of being returned, so grant us the full 
measure (despite the inferior quality o f  the payment) and be charitable towards us. Indeed Allaah 
rewards the charitable ones.”

89. (Taking pity on them, Yusuf decided that it was time to reveal his identity to them. Therefore,) He Said,
“Do you know what you did to Yusuf and his brother when you had no knowledge (that 

you will one day be reminded o f  what you did) ?  ”

90. (While they did have a sneaking suspicion all along that the minister could be Yusuf because o f his looks

and noble character, they brushed aside the suspicion, regarding it to be absurd. However, when Yusuf 

confirmed their suspicion by telling them something that none but they and Yusuf $ $ $ $ *  could have known,) They 
exclaimed, “Are you really Yusuf!” He replied, “I am Yusuf and this (pointing to Bin 

Yaameen) is my brother. Allaah has indeed favoured us (by reuniting us). The fact is that 
whoever adopts Taqwa and exercises sabr, then Allaah surely does not put to waste 
(destroy) the reward of those who do good (Allaah rewards them even in this world).”

91. They said, “By Allaah! Allaah has certainly preferred (selected) you above us (by

granting you this high position) and (regretting their past, they added) we were really among the wrong 
doers (by behavingas we did). ”

92. He said, “There shall be no blame on you today (no revenge will be taken).

May Allaah forgive you. He is the Most Merciful of those who show mercy. ”

93. He said, “Take this shirt of mine, place it on my father's face and he will regain his 
sight. And (after doingthis) bring your entire family to me.”
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94. When the caravan (with the brothers) left (Egypt), their father said (to those at home in Can'aan), 

“Verily, if it were not (for fear) that you would say I am senile, ( I  would sap that) I smell the 
fragrance of Yusuf. ”

95. They (those with him) said, “By Allaah! You are in your (same) old misconception (you are 

imagining).”

96. (Howeuerj When the carrier of good news arrived and placed the shirt on his face, 
he regained his sight. (Toremindthemafwhathehadalwaysbeentellingthem) He said, “Did Inottell 
you that I have such knowledge from Allaah that you do not know?”

97. They (the brothers) said, “O our father! Seek forgiveness (from Allaah on our behalf) for our 
sins. Indeed we were wrongdoers.”

98. He said, “I shall shortly seek forgiveness for you from my Rabb (during the early hours of 

the morning when du'aas are accepted). Verily He is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful.” (The entire 
family then left Can'aan and proceeded to Egypt.)

99. When they (am'ued in Egypt and) entered the presence of Yusuf, he made his parents 
stay with him and (welcoming the family toEgypt, Yusuf $$$&} said, “Enter Egypt (and live here) in 
safety (without missing Can'aan and without fear o f starvation) if Allaah wills.”

100. He seated his parents on a (high) throne and they all (his parents and brothers) bowed
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down before him (this form o f  showing respect was allowed in those times but is Haraam in our Shariah). He 
said, “O my beloved father! This is the (realisation of the) interpretation of my past dream. 
Allaah has surely made it come true. He had truly been kind to me when He removed 
me from the prison and brought you from the countryside (o f Cariaan) after Shaytaan 
had caused trouble between my brothers and me. Verily my Rabb subtly (quietly) plans 
what He wills. Verily He is All Knowing, The Wise.” (The family then lived in Egypt, where Ya'qoob 

passed away.)

101. (Towards the end of his life, Yusuf prayed,) “O my Rabb! Indeed You have granted me a
part of kingship and taught me the interpretation of dreams. O Creator of the 
heavens and the earth! You are my Protecting Friend in this world and in the 
Aakhirah. Grant me death in a state of obedience (to Your commands) and include me 
among Your pious bondsmen (theAmbiyaa in the Aakhirah).”

102. This narrative (o f Yusuf &&$&) is from the accounts of the unseen with which We 
inspire you (0  Muhammad &S). You were not with them (the brothers o/Yusu/^SS^J when they 
collectively resolved their affair (to get rid o f Yusuf $$8& & ) and when they platted (about how 

they would do it). (The fact thatRasulullaah 88S? knew the details o f this story without learning about diem from anyone 
proued that he was Allaah s Rasool to whom Allaah sent revelation.)

103. (However, despite the many factors proving that Rasulullaah was Allaah's Rasool) Most people will not 
accept Imaan even though they eagerly desire it.

104. You (0  Rasu/u//aah i i j  do not ask from them (the people) a reward (money) far it (for the 

Qur'aan). It (the Quraan) is but advice for the universe.

105. There are numerous Aayaat in the heavens and the earth by which they (the Kuffaar) 

pass, yet they ignore them (despite seeing all Allaah's great and wondrous creation, they do not ponder over 

them and fail to realise that Allaah created them).
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106. Most of them (the Kuffaar) believe in Allaah (admit that He is their Creator) in such a manner 
that they Still ascribe partners to Him (despite believing in Allaah, they still worship idols and other gods, 

attributing to them the power to share control o f the universe with Allaah) .

107. (Despite rejecting Imaan Do they (the Kuffaar) feel secure against a calamity (misfortune) 

from Allaah's punishment befalling them or (do they feel secure) against the Hour (Qiyaamah) 

coming to them suddenly without them realising it (without them preparing fo r it) ?  (Whether 
Allaah's punishmentstrikes them in this world or in theAakhirah, the Kuffaar ought to realise that there is no time fo r them 
to contin ue as they are. They will soon have to mend their ways before it is too late.)

108. Say (to the people, ORasulullaah!)Wfcj, “This is my way; I call towards (the worship and love of) 

Allaah with insight (with a deep understanding o f  the reasons and proofs for my beliefs), as well as those 
who follow me (they also call towards Allaah with insight, wisdom, foresight and conviction) .  (After understanding 

these reasons and proofs, I  to declare that) Allaah is Pure (free from having equals), and (by declaring this) l am 
not from the Mushrikeen.”

109. All the Ambiyaa that We sent before you (O  Rasulullaah @S1 were men (neither angels nor 

women) from various cities (because the habits of people from cities are more refined than those from rural areas 

and they have more exposure to people) to whom We had sent revelation. Have they not 
travelled in the lands and (by seeing the ruins o f previous civilisations) seen what was the outcome 
(the end) of those before them (how they were destroyed because they rejected Imaan)? Indeed the 
home of the Aakhirah is best for those who adopt Taqwa. Do you not understand ('this,
and therefore chose the life oftheAakhirah instead)?

110. (When they are not punished immediately, the Kuffaar should not think that they have escaped punishment 
because Allaah allows them periods o f  grace. The same happened to the Kuffaar o f the past In fad, the punishment was

delayed) Until the time came when (euenj the Rusul grew despondent (last hope) and 
thought that they had enred in their understanding (that they had completely miscalculated the time 

that Allaah's punishment would come to the Kuffaar). Then (at this desperate point) Our assistance came to 
them (and the Kuffaar were destroyed) and We rescued whom We willed (the Mu'mineen). Our 
punishment is never turned away from the criminal (sinful) nation.
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111. In their narratives (the stories o f  theAmbtyaa) there is certainly a lesson for people of 
intelligence /understanding). It (this Quriaan) is not a fabricated (false) tale, but a confirmation 
of all the scriptures before it, a detailed explanation of all things (that man needs to know 

about his religion), a guidance and a mercy for those who have Imaan.
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Surah 13 Surah Ra'ad

RA’AD

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH RA 'AD  AND SURAH YUSUF

By Name: The concept of Towheed is so important that Nabi Yusuf SKtSPc even preached it to 
his two fellow inmates in prison before interpreting their dreams. At the same time, the angel Ra'd 
and all the other angels tremble in awe of AUaah and glorify His praises at all times. They always 
attest to His Purity from partners, thereby adhering to Towheed and abstaining from Shirk.

A SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

This Surah proves that only Allaah has knowledge of the unseen and that only He can be called 
upon when in need. It also proves that no other being besides Allaah is all-seeing, all-Knowing 
and that no other wields supremacy over the creation besides Allaah. The Surah proves these 
facts using eleven proofs.
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In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful.

1. Alif Laam Meem Raa (Only Allaah knows the correct meaning o f  these letters). These are the verses 
of the Book (the Qur’aan). Whatever has been revealed to you [OMutamodlSj from your 
Rabb is the truth, but most people do not have Imaan (they do not believe that it is the truth from  

Allaah).

2. It is Allaah who raised the skies without any pillar that you see (no pillars are visible 

because there are none), then turned His attention to the Throne and subjugated (controlled) 

the sun and the moon. Each (thesun and the moon) runs to its appointed term (they follow their 

courses in space and will do so as long as Allaah wills). He plans affairs and explains the Aayaat in 
detail so that you may be convinced of meeting your Rabb.

3. It is He Who spread the earth and placed mountains and rivers in it. He creates 
pairs from every type of fruit (and from  everything else) and cavers the day with the night. 
Indeed there are Aayaat (signs) in this for those people who ponder (reflect to understand 

Tauheed).

4. On the earth there are neighbouring tracts of land (that haue opposing characteristics despite 

being next to each other), orchards of grapes, plantations and date palms, some of which 
grow in clusters while others do not (they stand alone). All (the grapes, plantations and date palms) are
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irrigated by one (the same) water (pet the results are so diverse). (In addition to the uarious types and 

appearances o f these plants) We accord distinction (excellence) to one over the other in eating (in 

texture, taste and nutritional value). Verily in this are Aayaat (signs) for those who understand (bp

which they can recognise Allaah).

5. If you fO  Muhammad are astonished (by the manner in which the Kuffaar reject you and what you tell

them), then (even more) astonishing is their statement: “When we become sand, will we 
be created again? ”  (This statement is astonishing because they fail to understand that if Allaah has created the 
amazing things mentioned above, it will not be difficult at all for Him to resurrect people on the Day of Qiyaamah.)

These are the ones who disbelieve in their Rabb. They are the ones who shall have 
yokes on their necks (in theAakhirah) and they shall be the inmates (prisoners) of Jahannam, 
where they shall live forever.

6. (Referring to the Kuffaar mockingly asking fo r Allaah's punishment, Allaah says) They want to hurry evil 
(punishment) before the good, whereas the incidents of punishment (that came to previous 

nations) have passed before them (and they do realise its devastating effects) (Their demands are therefore 

absurd). (However,) Your Rabb is certainly forgiving towards His bondsmen despite their 
oppression (and does not punish them immediately). And (at the same time) your Rabb is severe in 
punishment (and when His punishment arrives, it cannot be turned away).

7. The Kuffaar say, “Why is some Aayah (a miracle o f our choice) not sent to him
(R a s u lu l la a h ifrom his Rabb?” You (O  Muhammad i£$hr) are but a Warner (and therefore do not 

have the ability to perform miracles as and when you please). (Your coming as a Rasool is nothing new because) Every 
nation has a guide (and it has always been the case that the Ambiyaa displayed the miracles that Allaah

chose. These miracles that the people requested effectively proved the hood o f the Ambiyaa U was therefore
futile to demand specific miracles. This makes it clear that the demands o f the Kuffaar were merely made to discredit the 

Ambiyaa $ $ $ & £  and not because they really wanted to believe in them after seeing the miracles).

8. Allaah knows what every female bears (He knows the gender, the appearance, the temperament and 

the future o f the unborn child) and (He knows) the shortages and excesses in the womb (He knows 

whether the mother will carry her child fo r the full term and what the child lacks or has an excuse in the womb). 

Everything is perfectly stipulated (proportioned) with Him (nothing can exceed or be less than the 

period and specifications He sets).
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9. He is the (Only) Knower of the unseen and the seen. He is the Great, The Lofty (High

above all creation. None can therefore be equal to Him) .

10. Whoever whispers, speaks loudly, is hidden in the night, or is walking about during 
the day, they are all alike (toAllaah because He knows their precise words and actions and activities at all times).

11. For everyone there are followers (guardian angels) in front of him and following behind 
him, protecting him (from harm) by Allaah's order. Undoubtedly Allaah does not change 
the condition of a nation (the difficulties they face) until they change the condition within 
themselves (by behaving like proper Mu'mineen. This is the rule). (In a like manner, Allaah will take away His 

favours from people and place hardships on them only when they start behaving wrongly). When Allaah intends 
evil (misfortune) to befall a nation, there is none to turn it away it. They (on whom the evil 

befalls) will have no helper besides Allaah (If the majority are good, the nation as a whole will be good).

12. He (Allaah) is the One Who shows you the lightning that you fear (when on a journey) and 
have hopes in (when you need rain), and He creates the heavy clouds. (Just as man hopes fo r Divine 
mercy, he should also be cautious aboutAllaah’s wrath.)

13. Ra'd (the angel who gathers the clouds) praises Him together with glorifying Him, and the 
angels also do SO out of their fear for Him. (Referring to the chief o f a tribe who mocked Allaah when 

one o f the Sahabah came to him with the message o f Islaam, Allaah says) Allaah sends the bolts of 
lightning to strike whoever He wills while they are disputing about Allaah. Allaah is 
fiercely Powerful. (The bolt o f lightning killed the chief where he stood.)
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14. The true call (theKalimah “Laa llaaha fflal Laah”)  is only for Him. Those to whom they call 
(pray) besides Him (their idols and other gods) do not respond to their pleas at all; except (that it 

may be said that their response is) like the person who stretches out his hands towards water so 
that it may reach his mouth whereas it will never reach. The call (prayers) of the 
Kaafiroon (totheirgods is wasted (becausetheyseena result).

15. To Allaah do all within the heavens and the earth prostrate willingly or 
unwillingly (such as the Munaafiqeen), as well as their shadows (that also prostrate to Allaah) in the 
mornings and evening (shadows are more prominent during these times). (One who recites or hears this uerse 

being recited should perform Sajdah.)

16. Say, “Who is the Rabb of the heavens and the earth?” Say, “Allaah!” Say, “ (After 

admitting this,) Do you still take helpers (gods) besides Allaah who have no ability to help, 
nor to harm themselves.” Say, “Is he who sees equal to the blind? (The Kaafir and Muslim 

cannot be the same) Or is a multitude of darkness (kufr) equal to light (Imaan) ? Or do they (the 

Mushrikeen) ascribe such partners to Allaah who create like He creates, thereby causing 
the creation to be alike to them?” Say, “Allaah is the Creator of everything and He is 
the One, The Omnipotent. ” (None can create like Allaah creates. There can therefore be no confusion about
who Allaah is because the other gods cannot equal Him at all)

17. Allaah sends down rain from the sky causing the valleys to flow according to 
their capacity and (causing the flowing waters to carry debris (foam and dirt) that floats on 
its surface. And from that (precious metals) which you cast into fire (forpurification) seeking (to 

make) adornments (jewellery) and other items of worth, comes similar debris (impurities;. 

Thus does Allaah cite examples of the truth (the water and purified metals) and falsehood (the 

debris). As for the debris (falsehood), it disappears in vain. As for the things that benefit 
man (the truth, as symbolised by the water and precious metal), they remain On the earth. In this 
manner Allaah cites examples. (Although falsehood seems to prevail over the truth at times like the debris 
stays above the water and precious metal, it soon disappears. However, truth lasts forever.)
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18. The most beautiful place (Jarmah) is for those who respond to their Rabb (who fulfil His 

commands). As for those who do not respond to Him, if they possessed whatever is on 
earth and as much more in addition, they will certainly (try to) use it to ransom their 
souls (from the punishment ofJahannam). For them shall be a terrible reckoning (they will have to 

account for every little thing without anything being foigiuen) and their abode shall be Jahannam. What 
an evil abode indeed.

19. Can the person (a Mu'min) who knows that whatever is revealed to you (0  

Muhammad&&'§) from your Rabb is the truth, be like him who is blind (a Kaafir)? Only the 
people of intelligence (understanding) take heed.

20. (The people o f intelligence are) Those who fulfil the pledge taken with Allaah (the Pledge of 

“Aalistu") and who do not break the pledge.

21. (They are) Those who join that (family ties) which Allaah has commanded that it be 
joined, who fear their Rabb and dread a terrible reckoning.

22. (They are) Those who exercise sabr (patience) seeking the pleasure of their Rabb, who 
establish Salaah, spend secretly and openly from that (wealth) which We have provided 
and who repel evil with good (they repel the harassment of others with tolerance and repent fo r their sin with 

good acts). These are the ones who shall enjoy the favourable outcome of the Aakhirah
(Jannah) .

23. (This favourable outcome shall be) Eternal Jannaat in which they will enter together with 
all those of their forefathers, spouses and progeny who are worthy (o f entering Jannah
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because they have Imaan) (The family o f “the people o f intelligence" will enter Jannah with them and share the same 
rank o f  Jannah even though their actions are not o f the same level. This will be done to honour these “people o f 

intelligence”) .  And (in addition to this, they will also be honoured when) the angels shall come to them 
from every door (every door o f  their palaces in Jannah) . . .

24. (The angels will say) “Salaam (Peace) be On you for the sabr that you exercised (in this world). 

How blissful is the outcome of the Aakhirah!”

25. (On the other hand,) Those who break Allaah's pledge (the Pledge ofAlist) after confirming 
it, who sever (break) that (family ties) which Allaah commanded to be joined and spread 
corruption on earth, for them shall be a curse (they will be distancedfrom Allaah’s mercy) and for 
them shall be a terrible outcome (Jahannam).

26. Allaah increases sustenance for whoever He pleases and reduces (sustenance for 

whoever He pleases). They (theKuffaar) rejoice (boast) about (their wealth and positions in) the life of this 
world whereas the life of this world is a worthless article in comparison with the 
Aakhirah (therefore, despite their boasting, they have nothing if they do not earn the pleasures aftheAakhirah).

27. The Kuffaar say, “Why is a sign (a miracle o f our choice) not sent to him (Rasulullaah (StSij 

from his Rabb?” Say, “Allaah sends astray whom He wills (regardless o f whether they see 

miracles or not. Your request fo r miracles will therefore not benefit you at all) and guides towards Him 
whoever turns to Him (whoever desires to be guided).”

28. (The guided ones are) Those who have Imaan and whose hearts are (totally) contented with 
the Dhikr (remembrance) of Allaah (These people therefore do not demand miracles from Rasulullaah 

because they are content with their Imaan). Behold! Hearts are contented with the Dhikr of Allaah.
(Contentment of the heart is one o f  the greatest benefits of Dhikr, which removes distress and restlessness from the heart)

29. Good fortune (being blessed) and a grand abode (Jannah) shall be for those who have 
Imaan and who do good actions.
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30. In a like manner (just as We have sent other Ambiyaa to this world) have We sent you (O
Muhammad H i j  among a nation before whom many nations have passed, so that you 
may recite to them that (Qur'aan) which We have revealed to you, while they do not (they 

refuseto) believe in Ar Rahmaan ( “The Mast Merciful"). Say (tothem ), “He is my Rabb. There is 
no Ilaah but Him. Only on Him do I rely and to Him do I turn.”

31. If the Qur'aan was such that mountains are displaced by it, or the earth is split 
asunder (totally) by it, or the dead are made to speak (perfectly) by it (then too the Kuffaar will not 
believe. Regardless o f the miracles they see, the Kuffaar w illnot accept Imaan because they have no desire fo r lmaan. 

Their requestsfor such miracles were only to frustrate Rasulultaah MSSj. However, all matters rest with 
Allaah (only He can make miracles happen and only He can guide people). (So that the Mu’mineen should not lose 

hope when Allaah does not show the Kuffaar the miraclesthey request, Allaah says,) Do those who have lmaan 
not know that if Allaah willed, He would have guided all of mankind (tolslaam) ? (However, 
Allaah did not will this to happen fo r reasons best known to H im) (Since they will not acceptlmaan, one may wonder then 

why are they not punished. Answering this question, Allaah says,) Because of their evil actions, Some 
calamity will always afflict the Kuffaar (from time to time), or descend close to their homes 
(to instil fear in their hearts, this process will continue) until Allaatl's promise comes (until they are finally 

punished in theAakhirah). Undoubtedly Allaah does not break His promise.

32. (Assuring Rasulultaah MSS that he was not the only Rasool to meet with opposition and mockery, Allaah says,) 

Numerous Rusul before you were mocked at, but I granted respite to Kuffaar and 
then (when they failed to mend their ways,) 1 Seized (punished) them. How (severe) was My 
punishment (whenitcameaftersometime) ?

33. Can He (Allaah) Who is aware of the actions of every soul (be like him who is not aware) ? 

(Although the Kuffaar have been shown that Only Allaah is worthy o f  bang worshipped) Yet they ascribe
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partners to Allaah. Say, “Name them (those whom you regard as Allaahs partners). Are you (do you 

really believe that these gods areAllaah's partners) informing Allaah of Something that He has no 
knowledge of on earth (Since if is not possible that Allaah does not know about anything on earth, this means 

that the partners you name do not exist), or (if you really do not believe that they areAllaah's'partners, iswhatyousay) 

merely apparent words (meaningthattheydonoteuenexistinyourm inds)?”  However, the plot (c:inl) 

of the Kuffaar has been made appealing to them (because o f which they continue committing kufr 

despite what you tell them) and (in addition to rejecting Imaan) they (even) prevent (others) from the path 
(pflslaam). (After conveying the message to them, you can do nothing further for them because) There is no guide 
for him whom Allaah has sent astray (allowed to stray because he had handicapped his spiritual senses by 

incessant sinning and kufr) .

34. (Because o f their stubbornness,) They shall suffer punishment in this world, and the 
punishment of the Aakhirah is worse. There shall be no saviour for (to defend) them 
from (the punishment of) Allaah.

35. The description of the Jannah that is promised for the (very) pious (is that it has) rivers 
flowing beneath it while its fruits and shade will be permanent. This is the outcome 
(the position in the Aakhirah) of those who adopt Taqwa, while the outcome of the Kuffaar 
shall be the Fire.

36. Those whom We have given the Book (the Jews and the Christians) rejoice at what has 
been revealed to you (0  Muhammad and they become Muslims), while there are some from 
the (enemy; groups (o f Kuffaar) who reject a part of it. Say, “I have been commanded to 
worship only Allaah and not to ascribe partners to Him. To Him do I call (worship) and 
to Him will I return (after death). ”

37. Thus We have revealed it (theQur’aan) as a special Arabic command (which suits the people 

and times it was revealed for, just as the previous scriptures suited the people and times they were revealed fo r ). Surely 
if you follow their wishes (if you follow their religions) after knowledge (ofTowheed) has come to 
you, you shall have no helper nor saviour (defender) against (the punishment of) Allaah.
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38. Verily, We have sent many Rusul before you and We granted them wives and 
progenies (they were not angels but human beings with families). A  Rasool is not capable of 
producing a sign (miracle) without Allaah's order. Every period (o f time) had written 
Commands (which suited the people o f  the time. Therefore, people should not object to the Short ah o f  Rasulullaah 

W&Sf!? merely because it is different from those o f the previous Ambiyaa ) .

39. Allaah erases (from a Short ah) whatever (laws o f a previous Shartah) He wills and keeps in
place ( whatever laws He wills, so that it may apply to them as well). With Him is the Mother (Original) of 
Books (theLowhulMahfoodh, in which nothing is ever changed).

40. If We were to show you (O  Rasulullaah S j  a part of what (punishment) We have promised 
them (if We punish them during your lifetime), or (if) We were to claim your soul (beforepunishing them 

or without punishing them), then (in either event, you should not worry because) propagation (oftheD een) is 
your responsibility and reckoning is Ours (you should fulfil your duty and We will fulfil Ours).

41. Do they (the Kuffaar, the disbelievers) not see that We have been reducing the land (that they 

control) from its borders (by handing it over to the Muslims as they conquests continue). Allaah 
commands (His creation) and there is none to avert (prevent) His command (for this judgement is 

final). He is Swift in reckoning (calling people to account fortheir actions).

42. Those before them also planned (’against the Ambiyaa % ) ,  but to Allaah does all 
planning belong (His plans will always dominate). He knows what every soul earns (and give them 

what they deserve), and the Kaafiroon will soon come to know to whom belongs the
(favourable) outcome of the Aakhirah. (They will then realise that the Mu'mineen are the successful ones 
despite everything they did to harm them.)

43. The Kuffaar say (to Rasulullaah , “You are not a Rasool. ” Say, “Allaah is sufficient
as witness between us (He testifies that I  am indeed a Rasool), and so are those who possess the 
knowledge of the Book (therefore what you say is o f no consequence). ”
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Surah 14  Surah Ibraheem

IBRAHEEM m m

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH IBRAHEEM AND THE PREVIOUS SURAHS

The Link By Name It has already been mentioned that Nabi Yusuf even preached
Towheed in prison and the angels, including the angel Ra'd constantly hymn Allaah's purity from 
all partners. Now mention will be made of Allaah's friend, Ibraheem who was prepared to
sacrifice his family upon Allaah's command. He left them on a waterless, barren desert having 
complete trust that Allaah has knowledge of everything and that He shall assist them.

He then made a lengthy du'aa to Allaah saying, “O my Rabb! Make this city peaceful and 
safeguard my children and myself from worshipping idols”... (until the words) ...“All 
praise be to Allaah, Who has gifted (blessed) me with (my sons) Isma'eel and 
Is'haaq despite (my) old age. Undoubtedly, my Rabb hears all prayers.” [verses 
35 to 39]

The Link By Content While the previous Surahs proved the belief in Towheed beyond doubt, 
Surah Ra'd added further proofs so that no doubts remain about the issue. However, many 
rejecters still remain adamant because of their obstinacy. Surah Ibraheem mentions certain 
incidents of this world and of the Aakh irah (pertaining to the consequences and favours related to 
people's actions) because some people are impressed and convinced by hearing good news, 
while others are influenced by hearing warnings.

A SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

Allaah introduces the Surah by saying, “This is a Book that We revealed to you (0  
Muhammad U S ) to remove people from a multitude of darkness (kufr, Shirk, sin), 
taking them towards light...” i.e. the light of Imaan and Towheed. This is achieved by 
elucidating the proofs and arguments presented by the Qur'aan. Thereafter, the Surah presents 
three logical proofs of Towheed.

The objective of Surah Ibraheem is to guide people to the straight path by means of the narratives 
of the Ambiyaa#^®^ and by reminding people of the days when Allaah punished certain 
disobedient nations. Allaah refers to the central theme of the Surah in the concluding verse when 
He says, “This (Qur'aan) is a message for people so that they are warned by it and so 
that they may know (by the proofs and examples it contains) that He (Allaah) is but One 
Uaah, and so that the intelligent ones take heed (listen, learn and prepare for Aakhirah).”
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In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful.

1. Alif Laam Raa (Allaah Alone knows the meaning o f these letters). This is a Book (Quraan) that We 
revealed to you (O  Muhammad && to remove people from a multitude of darkness (kufr, 

Shirk, sin), taking them towards light (imaan/islaam), by the command of your Rabb (and 

leading them) to the path of The Mighty, The One Worthy of praise (the path qflslaam).

2. Allaah is He to Whom belongs all that is within the heavens and the earth. 
Destruction be to the Kuffaar (which will come to them) by way of a severe punishment.

3. (The Kuffaar are) Those who prefer (solely) the life of this world to the Aakhirah, who 
(always) forbid (others) from Allaah's path (Islaam) and who seek (mays to make it seem as if there is) 

crookedness in it. These people are far astray fhauing no hope of return to the straight path).

4. We sent every Rasool with the language of his nation so that he may clearly 
explain to them (TowheedandtheinjunctionsoftheirDeeninamannerthattheycan understand). Then (even 

after the Rasool explains to them) Allaah allows whoever He wills to stray (totally) and guides 
(perfectly) whoever He wills. He is The Mighty, The Wise (He knows why He does this).
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5. Indeed we sent Moosa with Our (nine) Aayaat (see verses 107,108,130 and 133 o f Surah 7. We 

instructed him saying,), “Remove your people (theBaniIsraa'eel) from the multitude of darkness, 
take them into the light (Imaan) and remind them of the days of Allaah (the favours and

punishment that Allaah gave various nations). Verily there are Aayaat in this for every person who 
exercises extreme sabr and gratitude.” (Reminded about Allaah's punishment, the people will fulfil His 
commands and stay away from what He prohibits. Reminded about His favours, they will express gratitude to Him.)

6. (Remember the time) When (acting on Allaah's command to remind the Bani Israa'eel about Allaah's favours,) 

Moosa told his people, “Recall Allaah's bounties on you when He rescued you
from the people of Fir'oun, who were inflicting a severe punishment on you by 
slaughtering (most of) your sons and keeping your daughters alive (to serve them). In this 
was a great trial (test of your imaan) from your Rabb.”

7. (Remember also) When your Rabb announced, “If you show gratitude (for the favours 1 grant 

you), then I will definitely grant you (many) more (physical, spiritual and worldly favours), and if you 
are ungrateful, then (I shall punish youandrememberthat) indeed My punishment is severe.”

8. Moosa said, “If you people and all the people on the earth are ungrateful (to 

Allaah), then (this will not harm Allaah in the least because) verily Allaah is Independent (He does not need 

the gratitude or worship o f anyone), Worthy of all praise,” (He deserves praise even if a person does not praise 

Him By expressing gratitude and worshipping Allaah, people do themselves a favour and are not doing Allaah a favour.)

9. Have (reports of) the incidents of those before you not come to you? (Namely,) The 
incidents (history) of the nation of Nooh the Aad, the Thamud, and those after
them? Only Allaah knows them (only He knows the many nations that came after these people). Their 
Rusul came to them with clear signs (to prove that they were Rusul), but they placed their 
hands in their mouths (in an attempt to suppress their unwarranted anger) and Said, “Verily we do 
not believe in what you have been sent with. We are so much in doubt about that
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10. Their Rusul said, “Are you in (any) doubt about Allaah, Who is the Creator of the 
heavens and the earth? (How can you doubt His existence when everything around you indicates His 

presence?) He calls you to (worship Him so that He may) forgive (all) your sins and grant you 
respite (relief from punishment) Until the appointed term (until the time of your death).”  They Said, 
“You are but mere humans like ourselves (so why should we follow you?). You intend (always) to 
prevent us from what our forefathers used to worship. So (if you want us to follow you, you 

should) produce a clear proof (a miracle o f our choice to convince us that you really are messengers o f  Allaah) ! ”

11. Their Rusul told them, “We are but humans like yourselves, but (this does not prevent us 

from being Rusul because) Allaah favours whoever He wills from His bondsmen (and chooses 

them to be Rusul). (As fo r your request fo r a miracle,) We are unable to produce a proof (miracle) for you 
without Allaah's order. (He will allow us to show miracles if and when H e pleases However, if you still choose to 

oppose us, we do not fear you because) Only On Allaah should the Mu'mineen rely (Allaah will protect 

us from y o u )."

12. “Why should we not rely (only) on Allaah when He has guided us to our paths (He has
shown us the ways in which we can prosper and benefit Therefore, we owe everything we have to Him and we will 

continue to trust in H im) ? We shall definitely exercise patience through the difficulties that 
you cause us. Only in Allaah should those who have trust place (all) their trust. ”

13. (After years o f trying to convince the people,) The Kuffaar (finally) Said to their Rusul, “We shall 
certainly drive you out of our land, unless you return (completely) to our religion (because 

we are not prepared to follow your re lig ion)." (At that stage) Their Rabb sent revelation to them (to the 

Rusul, saying), “We shall surely destroy the oppressors (theKuffaar)...”
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14. “...and We shall definitely make you occupy the land after them. This (promise) is 
for him who fears standing before Me (on the Day ofQiyaamah) and who fears My warning (o j

punishment).”

15. (When the Rusul warned the Kuffaar that Allaah's punishment would soon destroy them if they did not accept

punishment came to them,) every obstinate tyrant (Kaaflr) lost (everything good in both the worlds).

16. Before him (waitingforiheKaafirin theAakhirah) is Jahannam, where he will be given (oozing) 

pus to drink.

17. He will drink it (because o f his extreme thirst) insips (not all at once because o f its terrible taste and odour) 

and it will not go dowm his throat. (The causes of) Death will come to him from all sides, 
but he will not die (because there is no death in theAakhirah). (This will not be the end because) Before him 
(still to come) will be (even more) severe punishment (from head to toe).

18. The example of the (good) actions of those who do not believe in their Rabb is like that 
of ashes that are blown away by a wind on a stormy day. They have absolutely no control 
of what (actions) they earn (Just as none can gather together the ashes once they are scattered, so too the Kuffaar will 
not have any good ads to show on the Day o f Qiyaarmh because there will be no rewards for them there Their rewards will 

have been already given to them in this world). Ulis is a distant (far) deviation (framthestmightpath).

19. Do you not see that Allaah has created the heavens and the earth with the truth 
(wisdom) ? If He wills, He could remove you and bring (create) a new creation.

ImaanJ They (the Kuffaar foolishly) Sought (asked for) the decision (punishment) and (when the
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21. They (all o f creation) will enter the presence of Allaah (on the Day o f Qiyaamah). Then the 
weak (poor and uninfluential) ones will say to the proud ones (the influential ones who misled them in the 

world), “Indeed we were your followers (who followed you in the disobedience o f Allaah), SO (because of 

our loyalty to you) are you able to avert (remove) some of Allaah's punishment from us?” 
They (the leaders) will reply, “ (How can we help you when we cannot help ourselves, However,) If Allaah 
guides us (to a way out o f the punishment), we would guide you (out as well. It makes no 
difference (now) whether we vent (express) our anxiety (pain) or we exercise patience 
(whatever we do will not help us). We have no escape.” (Nothing can help us now.)

22. When judgement will take place (and the sinners have entered Jahannam), Shaytaan will say
(to those with him in Jahannam), “Allaah had certainly made a true promise to you (that you will be 

resurrected and called to account fo r your actions). I  also made promises to yOU (that these things will not 

happen), but I broke them (lfailed you). The only control that I exercised over you was that 
I invited you (but I  did not force you to do wrong), and you responded to me. So do not blame 
me, but blame yourselves. I cannot be a helper to you (against Allaah's punishment), nor can 
you be helpers to me. I am absolved of (free o f  responsibility for) your action of ascribing me 
as a partner (to Allaah by obeying me instead o f H im) from before (in the world). There shall be a 
torturous (painful) punishment for the oppressors (theKuffaar).”

23. Those who have Imaan and do good deeds will be entered into Jannaat beneath 
which rivers flow. There they shall live forever by the order of their Rabb. Their 
greeting there shall be 'Salaam'. (They will greet each other with the words o f Salaam and the angels and 

Allaah will also greet them with these words of peace.)
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24. Do you not see (reflect upon) how Allaah gives the example of the pure word (the 

Kalimah) as a pure tree (such as the date palm), the roots of which are set firm and the 
branches of which reach into the sky (it is firm beneath and above the ground) .

25. It bears fruit every season by the command of its Rabb. Allaah gives examples 
for people SO that they may reflect (ponder and understand). (Like this tree, the Kalimah is firm in the
heart o f a Mu'm in and the good actions that it produces reach the heavens and earn great rewards and blessings.)

2 6. And the example of the evil word (the statements o f kufr) is like that of a miserable tree 
(such as wild weeds) that is uprooted from the ground, having no stability. (Like this unstable 

plant, the beliefs and statements o f the Kuffaar are extremely weak even though they appear to be strong. They give no 
benefit and are soon destroyed.)

*, •*

27. Allaah keeps those who have Imaan steadfast by a firm word (the Kalimah) in this 
world and in the Aakhirah (especially in the grave when it allows a person to correctly answer the questions 

asked there) and He allows the oppressors (the Kuffaar) to stray (they will therefore be unable to reply to 

the questions in the grave and will suffer punishment in the grave and in Jahannam). Allaah does as He 
pleases (He has perfect knowledge o f everything and none can question what He does) .

y

28. Have you not seen those (Kuffaar and Mushrikeen) who changed the bounty of Allaah 
into ingratitude (thereby earning Allaah's punishment) and conveyed (led) their nation to the 
Home of Destruction...

29 to Jahannam, where they shall enter. What an evil place to be!

30. They ascribed (many) partners to Allaah to lead (others) astray from His path (from 

Islaam). Say (to them), “Enjoy (yourselves in this world fo r a little w hile)! Your (final) destination shall 
(definitely) be the Fire!”
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31. Tell My bondsmen who have Imaan that they should establish salaah and spend 
of what We have provided for them secretly and (but mostly) openly before a day (the Day of 

Qiyaamah) arrives when there shall be no trade, nor any friendship. (Then it will be too late to do 
good actions and neither money nor friends will be able to assist one.)

32. Allaah is He Who created the heavens and the earth and sends rain from the sky, 
thereby extracting fruits as sustenance for you. He placed the ships at your service 
so that they may travel (and transport you and your goods) over the oceans by His command 
and He subjugated (controls) the rivers for you (so that you are able to sail on them as well).

$
33. He (also) placed the sun and the moon at your service, the two being constantly in 
motion (giuing you light to travel by day and by night as well as numerous other benefits). He also placed the 
day and the night at your service (each one giuing you many benefits).

34. And (in addition to all o f this) He grants you whatever you ask of Him. If you try (repeatedly) 

to count Allaah's bounties, you will never be able to do so. Indeed, man is extremely 
unjust and very ungrateful (because he fails to obey Allaah despite all that Allaah does fo r him).

wans# vwswjsa;
35. (Remember the time) When Ibraheem said (when he left his wife Haajira and son Isma'eel in

Makkah), “O  my Rabb! Make this city peaceful and safeguard my children and myself 
from worshipping idols.” (Allaah accepted his du'aa by declaring Makkah a sacred place where no person 
should be lei lied.)

36. “O my Rabb! Indeed these idols have misled many people. So whoever will
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follow me (by believing in Tawheeti , then he is certainly from me (from among the followers o f my 

religion). And whoever will disobey me, then (I pray that you give him the ability to obey me because) 

surely You are Most Forgiving, Most Merciful.”

37. “O our Rabb! I have settled some of my children (Isma’ee1) in a valley that cannot be 
cultivated, close to Your sacred house (the Kabah). O our Rabb! (l have left them here) So that 
they establish salaah, so cause (them) the hearts of some people to be inclined 
towards them (so that people may love them and settle with them). And provide for them fruits 
(referring to all types ofprovisions) for their sustenance so that they may be grateful.” (As a result of 
this du'aa, despite being a place where crops do not generally grow, Makkah receives food  and manufactured articles from  
all overthe world, especially from Taa'if apiece of fertile land which Allaah took from Shaam and placed next to Makkah.)

38. “O our Rabb! Indeed You know what we conceal and what we disclose (so forgive us 

fo r all the mistakes we make). Nothing in the heavens and the earth is hidden from Allaah. ”

©

39. “All praise be to Allaah, Who has gifted (blessed) me with (my sons) Isma'eel S W t  
and Is'haaq despite (my) old age. Undoubtedly, my Rabb hears all prayers.”

40. “O my Rabb! Make me one who establishes salaah, and my progeny as well. O my 
Rabb! Accept my prayer. ”

41. “O our Rabb! Forgive me, my parents and the Mu'mineen on the day when 
reckoning shall commence (theDayofQiyaamah).”

42. Never think that Allaah is unaware of what the oppressors do. (Allaah does not punish
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them immediately because) He is only granting them respite until a day (the Day o f  Qiyaamah) 

when gazes (ofpeople) will be fixed upwards (because o f their intense fright).

43. (On that day) They will be running (towards the Plain o f Resurrection) with their heads fixed 
upwards (in astonishment and fright), their gazes never returning to them. And their hearts 
will be empty (confused and withoutfeeling because o f the intense fear).

44. Warn people of a day when punishment will afflict them, and the oppressors will 
say, “O our Rabb! Grant us respite (a little relief) for a short while. We shall accept Your 
call and follow (in every way) the Rusul. ” (Their plea will be rejected and it will be sad to them) “Did you 
not swear on oath before this (in the world) that you shall never be displaced (from the world)?”

45. (Jt will be sad further) “You lived in the homes of those who oppressed themselves and it
was (madevery) clear to you how We dealt with them (you saw that they were destroyed, yet you did as they 

did). And We even cited (gave) examples for you (so that you may mend your ways, but you failed to listen)”

46. They plotted their plots, but their plots rest with Allaah (He knows what they plot and 

makes their plots fail), even though (theirplots seem so powerful that) mountains Could be displaced 
by their plots.

47. Never think that Allaah will break His promise to His Rusul (He promises them His help

and His help shall come to them). Indeed Allaah is Mighty, Able to take vengeance (on behalf o f

whoever He wills from whoever He wills).

48. (Do not forget) The day (o f Qiyaamah) when the earth will be changed (completely) into 
another earth, and the skies (will also be changed. People will then be called to account fo r their actions as 

they stand on an earth completely different from the earth we know). They will then present themselves 
before Allaah, the One, the Most Powerful.
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49. On that day you will see the criminals (Kuffaar) shackled (bound) together in chains.

50. Their garments will be of tar (which smells terribly and bums easily) and the Fire will cover 
their faces.

51. (They will present themselves before Allaah) So that Allaah may repay every SOUl for what (gpod 

or evil) it had earned. Indeed Allaah is swift in reckoning.

52. This (Q u r 'a a n ) is a message for people so that they are warned by it and so that they 
may know (b y  th e  p ro o fs  and  exa m p les  it  con ta in s ) that He (A lla a h ) is but One Ilaah, and so that the 
intelligent ones take heed (listen, tea m  and  p re p a re  f o r  th e  A a k h ira h ).
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Surah 15  Surah Hijr

HIJR

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH HIJR AND SURAH IBRAHEEM

By Name: The message delivered in Surah Ibraheem by means of various proofs and incidents 
of previous nations must be accepted by the believers. If one does not accept them, one will be 
punished and will then regret like the people of Hijr who were punished and regretful when they 
refused to accept the same message.

By Content: Surah Ibraheem warned people about the consequences of rejecting Towheed. 
Surah Hijr describes what happened to the previous nations when they rejected the message of 
Towheed that their Ambiyaa brought to them.

A SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

The Surah contains two logical proofs for Towheed (one brief and the other detailed). To warn 
people about the worldly consequences of disobedience, five examples are cited (three 
concerning previous nations and two concerning the Mushrikeen of Makkah). The Surah also 
consoles Rasulullaah on five occasions.

The Surah is introduced with the words, “These are the verses of the Book and the clear 
Qur'aan.” This verse encourages people to study the Surah further. Allaah then proceeds to 
mention the objective of the Surah when He says, “Many a time the Kuffaar will wish that 
they were Muslims” [verse 2]. Allaah warns people not to behave like the disobedient nations 
of the past because they will then regret just like the previous nations who regretted their kufr and 
wished that they were also Muslims.

“There was an appointed term (fixed) for (the destruction of) every town that We 
destroyed” [verse 4], Allaah granted temporarily postpone the punishment of all those who 
rejected Towheed. Eventually, when they exceeded all bounds, the time came for them to be 
punished. Allaah says, “No nation can hasten their term (bring the date o f their destruction 
forward), nor can they delay it.” [verse5]

Allaah then replies to the objection raised by the Mushrikeen who said that Rasulullaah was
insane and who in addition asked for an angel to descend from the heavens to confirm his 
Prophethood. Allaah says, “We send the angels only with the decision (the command to 
punish), and then (when they arrive with AHaah'spunishment) they (theKuffaar) will not be 
granted respite” [verse 8]. Allaah tells people that the angels do not descend upon the request 
of any person, but they follow AHaah's commands in this regard.
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Allaah then says in verse 9, “Without doubt We have revealed the Reminder (the 
Qur'aan)...”  In a like manner, Allaah also revealed the previous scriptures. Allaah wishes to warn 
people that if they reject the Qur'aan, they will suffer the same fate as the previous nations who 
rejected their scriptures. With regard to the Qur'aan Allaah says, .and We shall certainly be
its protectors.”

Thereafter, Allaah warns those who mock and threaten the Ambiyaa beginning with verse 
10 where He says, “Undoubtedly we have sent messengers before you to the previous 
groups.”

Further on, Allaah reproaches the Kuffaar when He says, “If We open to them a door of the 
sky and they (repeatedly) climb it during the (entire) day fin perfect light), they will (reject 
this miracle and) say, 'Our eyes have merely been mesmerised. Indeed we are a 
bewitched people'” [verses 14 and 15]. Allaah tells them that they should not ask for angels to 
descend because their obstinacy is such that they will not believe in something even more 
extraordinary.

Allaah also speaks about the destruction of three nations:

1. The nation of Loot which begins from verse 57 where Allaah says, “Ibraheem
said (to the angels), “What business do you have, O messengers?”

2. The nation of Shu'ayb $$$%$■  beginning with the words, “Without doubt, the 
people of Aykah were oppressors...” [verse 78] and

3. The nation of Saalih which is recounted from verse 80 where Allaah says, “The
people of Hijr rejected the Ambiyaa. ”
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In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful.

1. Alif Laam Raa Only Allaah knows the meaning o f these letters,. These are the verses of the Book
and the clear Qur'aan (w h os e  p r in c ip le s  are clear, w hose low s a re  exp la in ed  an d  w hose na rra tions a re  tru th fu l}.

®L
7 9  \  9  J> 9 2  9 ♦ ̂  X<jp

2. Many a time (on the Day o f Qiyaamah when they will see the success o f the Muslims,) the Kuffaar will 
wish that they were Muslims.

3. (Since the Kuffaar refuse to listen to the message qflslaamj Leave them to eat, to enjoy and let their 
hopes (o f  long lives and much wealth) make them negligent (oflm aan). Soon they will come to
know  (th e  e r ro r  o f  th e ir  ways).

Sti>J’ lSS£''s',9S 2  9 2

9

69.
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4. There was an appointed term (fixed) for (the destruction of) every town that We destroyed
(from which they have no escape).

5. No nation can hasten their term (bring the date o f their destruction forward), nor can they delay
it. (The time of their period o f prosperity and their downfall, like our birth and death, has already been decided)

6. They (the Kuffaar o f  Makkah) said, “O  you upon whom the Qur'aan has been revealed 
(M uham m adU M ) 1 You are certainly insane!”
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7. "Why do you not come with angels (to verify that you are a Rasool) if you are truthful (in your

claim that you are a Rasool and that the Quraan isfromAllaah) ?”

8. (Allaah warns the Kuffaar not to ask fo r angels to come to earth because) We send the angels only with 
the decision (the command to punish), and then (when they arrive with Allaah's punishment) they (the 

Kuffaar) will not be granted respite (for that is the laststage).

9. Without doubt only We have revealed the Reminder (the Qur’aan) and (by various means) 

We shall certainly be its protectors (ensuring that it remains unchanged throughout time).

10. (Consoling Rasulul 'laah 098 not to worry about the mockery o f the Kuffaar, Allaah says,) Undoubtedly We 
have sent Rusul before you to the previous groups (past nations).

11. (However, instead o f following the Rusul) They (the people) ridiculed (and denied) every one of the 
Rusul that came to them.

12. In a like manner fas We had caused the mocking of the past nations to enter their hearts, so too) do We 
make it (the mocking o f the Kuffaar o f Makkah) enter into the hearts of the sinners (as a result o f which, 

their hearts cannot accept the light oflmaan).

13. (Because o f their mockery) They do not believe in it (the Qur’aan) even though the ways (the 

destination) of the previous people have passed (even though they know that the previous nations were 

destroyedfor rejecting the revelation that their Ambiyaa brought to them).

14. (In fact, the Kuffaar are so stubborn that even) If We open to them a door of the sky and they 
frepeatedly) climb through it during the (entire) day (in perfect light)...
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15. ...they will (reject this miracle and) say, "Our eyes have merely been mesmerised
(spellbound). Indeed we are a bewitched (spellbound) people.” (This is exactly what they would say 
about any other miracle that aNabi shows them. It is fo r this reason thatAllaah did not show the Kuffaar the miracles they 

had asked oftheAmbiyaa J

16. Verily We have placed stars in the sky and decorated it for spectators.

17. And We have safeguarded it (the sky) from every accursed (rejected) Shaytaan (who

cannot reach it).

18. (The sky is protected from every Shaytaan) Except the one who steals a hearing (manages to 

overhear something from the angels). A clear (shiningjflame (a star) pursues him (which either kills him or 

drives him insane). (When the Shayaatee n try to listen to the angels discussing future events, the angels throw stars at 
them. However, some manage to pass on to other Shayaateen what they have heard before the star strikes them. The 
Shayaateen then pass this information on to human fortune-tellers mixed with hundreds o f  lies. When people discover 
that some o f the predictions o f these fortune-tellers come true, they become devoted to them, forgetting the hundreds of 
untruths that they had also predicted.)

19. We have spread out the earth, placed mountains on it (to stabilise it) and placed on it 
(cause to grow) a measured (specified) amount of everything.

20. We have placed the amenities (resources) of life on earth for you (everything that man 

requires to survive) and We have created those things (plants and creatures) for which you do not 
provide.

21. We have with Us the treasures of all things (rain, mineral wealth, food, spiritual guidance, etc) 

and We send them down only in stipulated quantities fas the need arises, according to Allaah's

wisdom).
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22. We send the winds that fill the clouds with water, then send water from the sky 
which We give you to drink. You do not have the ability to store it (man cannotstore rain water 
in as large a quantity as Allaah does when He stores water in lakes, dams, rivers and in underground reservoirs of 

groundwater where massive quantities of water are stored fo r people to use wheneverthey need to) .

i l l S* * ^

23. Without doubt, it is We Who give life and (cause) death, and We will be the
successors (only Allaah will beAliue after everything is destroyed on the Day ofQiyaamah what the records o f man 

remain with Allaah)

2 4. Indeed, We know those of you who are first (those who inhabited the earth during the early days, 

the early Muslims and also those who stand in the front rows during congregational salaah in theMasjid) and those of 
you who follow after (those who have lived afterwards, the later Muslims and those who occupy the back rows in 

theMasjid) .

25. Certainly your Rabb Alone shall gather (resurrect) all of them (on the Day o f  Qiyaamah). 

Verily He is The Wise, The All Knowing.

Si
26. Indeed we created man (Aadam out of, melodious sand extracted from
moistened clay. (The various verses o f  the Qur’aan individually refer to uurious stages in man's creation. The fact is 
that water mas mbced with soil, turning it into clay. Then this clay was left until it began to decompose and become dark in 
colour. Thereafterthe mould o f Aadam was cast with this. When the clay dried and set, it became like potted clay
that has a melodioussound when struck.)

27. And the Jinn (the first Jinn) We created before (man) out of Fire (mixed with air) derived 
from a scorching wind (asmokeless type o f fire).

28. (Remember the time) When your Rabb said to the angels (among whom was Iblees), “I am 
creating a human (Aadam SEMHJiS out of melodious sand extracted from moistened clay.”

29. “So when I have completed (creating) him and blown into him a spirit from Me
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(created by M e ), then (oh, angels) prostrate before him” fas a symbol your obedience to m e).

30. (Consequently,) Every one of the angels prostrated (before Aadam j ...

31 except Iblees. He refused to be among those who prostrated.

32. Allaah said, “O Iblees! What is the matter with you that you are not among those 
(angels) who have prostrated?”

33. He replied, “I am not one to prostrate before a human that You created out of 
melodious sand extracted from moistened clay.”

34. Allaah said, “Go from here (Jannah), for you are indeed an outcast.”

35. “You shall be accursed until the day of Qiyaamah. ”

36. He (Iblees) said, “Grant me respite (postpone your punishment) until the day (o f Qiyaamah) 

when they (mankind) will be resurrected.”

37. (Accepting his request,) Allaah said, “Youare of those granted respite...

38... .until an appointed time (when the trumpet will be blown to sound the arrivved o f  Qiyaamah) . ”
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39. He (Iblees) said, “My Rabb! Because You have sent me astray, I will certainly 
beautify things (have them with the attribution o f  evil) for them (mankind) on earth and lead them 
all astray (usingall the devious means at my disposal).”

40. “ (Ishall mislead all) Except those bondsmen of Yours who are chosen (whom You have chosen 

to save from my guile and treachery). ”

41. Allaah said, “This (being chosen because of doing good and refraining from evil) is the (absolute) 

straight path that leads to Me. ”

42. (Allaah told Iblees further) “Indeed you will have no power (control) over My (chosen) 

bondsmen, except (that your control will be limited to) those deviant ones who follow you
(because of ignorance and foolishness) .  ”

43. “Verily Jahannam is their promised abode (eventually hom e). ”

44. “It (Jahannam) has seven doors. Each door shall have a stipulated share of them.”

r

&

45. Those who adopt (proper) Taqwa will definitely be (enjoying themselves) in Jannaat and 
springs (in theAakhirah).

46. (Angels will welcome them to Jannah saying,/ “Enter it (Jannah) With peace and Safety (Here you will 

have no worries, fears, hardsh ip, injuries or losses) . ”
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47. We shall remove any ill-feelings (hatred and animosity towards other Muslims) that may be in
their breasts. As brothers (with love and affection for each other) they (the people ofjannah) will be 
seated on couches, facing each other (asequals).

48. No difficulty (pain) shall afflict them there (in Jannah), neither will they be removed 
from there (they will liue in Jannah forever).

49. (Allaah announces) Inform My bondsmen that I am certainly the Most Forgiving, the 
Most Merciful (I shall forgive all sins when My bondsman repents sincerely)...

50. ...and (inform them also) that (they should not let Shaytaan deceive them into thinking that they can continue 

sinning and repent later because) My punishment is definitely a most painful punishment (and 

they should never risk suffering My punishment).

51. And inform them (also) of Ibraheem guests (the angels who visited Ibraheem in

h umanform to inform him about the birth o f his son Is'haaq and to warn him that they were going to destroy the

people ofLoot$&$8$&).

52. When they entered his presence, they greeted with Salaam. (However, when 

fbraheem$$*f&k served them some food, they did not eat Sensing that they had come to punish someone,) He 
(ibraheem $ & W fc ) said, “We are afraid of you.”

53. (Reassuring him,) They said, “Do not be afraid. Indeed, we wish to convey to you the 
good news of (the birth of) a knowledgeable (Luise) child (by the name of Is'haaq who will be

bom to your wife).”

54. (Surprised at the news,) He (Ibraheem % & W fc) said, “Do you give me this good news when 
old-age has afflicted me (How can I  father a child when I  am such an old man) ?  What then is this very
good news that you are delivering (please repeat what you said because it seems too astonish ing) ?  ”
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55. They said, “We convey to you the fveiyjgood news of a reality, so do not become of 
the despondent ones (Never lose hope in Allaah's power because nothing is impossible fo r Allaahj.”

56. He (Ibraheem said, “(1 cannot lose hope because) Only the deviant Ones he Kuffaar are
despondent of Allaah's mercy.”

57. Ibraheem said (to the angels), “What business do you have, O messengers (Why

have you been sent to earth) ? ”

58. They said, “We have been sent to (destroy) a sinful nation.

59. (We shall destroy all o f  them) Except the family of Loot (because they are Mu'mineen). We
shall surely rescue all of them (all the members o f his fam ily )...

60___except his wife (who does not havelmaan). We have decided (Allaah has decreed) that she be
left behind (to be destroyed along with the sinners). ”

61. (After leaving Ibraheem the angels proceeded to inform Loot about their duty.) When the
messengers came to the family of Loot...

62... .he said (to the messenger angels), “Indeed you are unfamiliar people. ”
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63. They said, “No (we are not human beings). In fact we (are angels who) have brought to you
Something (the punishment) which they (your people) USedtO doubt (that it would ever come to them ).”

64. “ (To reassure him, they added,) We have brought the truth to you and we are certainly from 
the truthful ones (you should therefore do exactly as we say). ”

65. “So leave (the town) with your family during a portion (the last part) of the night, follow 
On their heels (to ensure that all o f them are with you) and let none of yOU turn around (tolookatwhat 

is to become of the others). Then proceed to where you have been commanded (togotoShaam ).”

66. We informed him of Our decision that the roots of these people shall be severed 
by the morning (they will all be destroyed without trace by the morning).

67. (As the angels were talking to Loot $$& $& ,) The people of the town came rejoicing (they rushed 
happily to where Loot stood with the angels because they Intended to commit sodomy with the angels whom
they mis-tookto be merely handsome men).

68. (Gauging their intention) L o o t S K  said, “These (surely)pre my guests, so do not disgrace
me (infrontofthem by makingyour intentions known to them )...

69 Fear (the punishment of) Allaah and do not humiliate me. ”

70. They (the people) replied, “Have we not forbidden you from (associating with anyone in) the
World (had you done what we told you, you would not be faced with this situation o f  being humiliated) ? ”
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72. By your life! They (the people o f Loot ) were blinded in their intoxication (their

intense desires made them oblivious o f  all good advice). (Nevertheless, they were unable to harm the angels at all.)

73. So (Allaah's punishment finally came to them when) a scream seized them at sunrise (Jibra'eel

74. (Thereafter,) We turned them upside down (Jibra'eel lifted their towns into the sky and then

dropped them upside down) and showered clay pebbles on them (each pebble was marked with the name 

of the person it was meant to strike).

75. Indeed in this are Aayaat for those who have (correcijforesight (by this they can understand 

the severe consequences o f  disobeying theAmbiyaa $ $ $ & ) .

76. These towns are along an accessible thoroughfare (the rui ns o f these towns fell on the road that 
the people o f  Makkah used when travelling to Shaam, making it easy fo r them to learn a lesson and thus believe in

Rasulullaah (SfiM).

77. There is certainly a sign in this for the Mu'mineen.

78. Without doubt, the people of Aykah (the nation o f Shu’ayb were oppressors
(because they rejected the message of Shu ayb cheated people in business, robbed people and committed

Shirk).
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79. So We extracted vengeance from them (by punishing them). Indeed the two of them (the 

ruins of the cities o f the people o f Loot $&&&■ and the city o f the people o f  Shu'ayh people) are along an
accessible (openj thoroughfare (a well travelled road that the people ofMakkah used en route to Shaam).

%
80. The people of Hijr (the Thamud) rejected the Ambiyaa (although Saalih was the only Nabi

who came to the Thamud, the verse mentions that they rejected all the Ambiyaa , This is so because rejecting the

message o f  one Nabi is tantamount to rejecting all the Ambiyaa since all their messages were the same).

81. Our Aayaat (such as the camel emerging from a mountain) came to them, yet they ignored 
these (turned there faces away).

82. They used to carve homes out of the mountains with peace (without any difficulty).

83. (However, despite their ingenuity and strength, Allaah'spunishment destroyed them when) A scream seized 
them during the morning (this scream ofJibrateel was so terrifying that it killed them).

84. Whatever they earned was of no benefit to them (because it neither saved them from Allaah's 

pun ishment in this world nor will it save them in the Aakhirah) .

85. We have created the heavens, the earth and whatever is between them with the 
truth (with wisdom and for a purpose). Indeed Qiyaamah is approaching (when people will be punished 

for their wrongs), SO pardon (the wrongs they do against you) with a most graceful pardon (without

revenge and reproach).

86. Verily your Rabb is the (on lyj Great Creator, the All Knowing.
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87. Verily We have granted you (0  Muhammad seven verses that are often repeated

boL/nties that are eternal, which are o f immense benefit to a person in his world and will earn him/her magnificent rewards 
in theAakhirah. The harassment o f the Kuffaar should therefore not be a source of grief.)

88. (Since you have these bemendous bounties, you should) N ev e r  foCUS yOUT eyes  Oil th e  en joym en t

that We have granted to the various groups of the Kuffaar, do not grieve over them
(over the fact that they do not accept Imaan. If they refuse to accept after you have made an effort to give them the 

message, do not bother with them), and (focussing your attention on those who have accepted, you should) lower 
yOUT W ings for the Mu'mineen (be gentle and forgiving towards them when making an effort to make them 

successful Muslims).

89. Say (to the Kuffaar), “Indeed I am but a clear Warner (All I  can do is warn you about the punishment 

you will suffer fo r rejecting Imaan. I have no power to make you accept) . ”

91___ (who are) Those who divided the scriptures (revealed to their Ambiyoo into various
portions (by accepting certain pxjrtions and rejecting others in a mocking manner).

92. By your Rabb! We will definitely question each one of them (on the Day o f Qiyaama)

(Surah Faatiha, which people recite very often, especially in salaah), and the Glorious Qur'aan. (These are

90. (Beware that We do not send Our punishment to you) As We had sent to the dividers...

93... .about what they used to do (in the world) .
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94. (0  Muhammad Clearly announce what (the message) you have been commanded 
with and ignore the Mushrikeen (do not worry about their disbelievers because it will not be able to stop 

Islaam).

95. We are enough for you against those who ridicule... (mock)

96___And those who ascribe another Ilaah to Allaah. Soon they will come to know
(the error o f their ways when Allaah's punishment strikes them) !

97. We know very well that your bosom (your heart) is tightened (distressed, hurt) by what 
they say (their taunts and ridicule).

98. So (to combat the effects o f this distress and hurt, you should) glorify the praises of your Rabb, be 
among those who prostrate (those who perform salaah). . .

99. ...and worship your Rabb until the certainty (death) comes to you. (When a person
dedicates himself to Allaah's worship and is concerned about theAakhirah, he will not be greatly distressed by the troubles 
and worries o f this world.)
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Surah 16  Surah Nahl

THE BEE

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH NAHL  AND SURAH HIJR

By Name: Man should learn from the frightening punishment that afflicted the people of Hijr 
(Thamud) in this very world on account of their obstinacy and rejection of the truth. If one cannot 
learn a lesson from this incident, one should then contemplate the condition of the bee.

This little insect sucks nectar from various flowers and fruit and produces honey that is 
unmatched by any other creature. After gathering the nectar from far distant places, it never loses 
the way to its comb. Allaah's great power can be seen in this little creature, thereby teaching 
people the lesson of Towheed.

By Content: After Surah Ibraheem explains the proofs and certain incidents about Towheed, 
Surah Hijr warns that this message must be accepted before one is confronted by punishment 
and forced to regret. Surah Nahl then tells man that if he still refuses to accept and calls for Allaah's 
punishment by adamantly committing kufr, he should not be hasty for the punishment will 
certainly arrive (verse 1).

A SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

Allaah begins the Surah by sounding a warning to the Kuffaar, by telling them that His 
punishment shall shortly afflict them. Allaah says, “Allaah's command (Allaah's punishment is 
so close to the Kuffaar that it may be said that it) has arrived, so do not try to hurry it (by 
constantly asking when itwillcome).”  Immediately after the revelation of this verse, theMakkans 
were afflicted with a severe drought. This punishment is referred to in verse 112, where Allaah 
says, “Allaah gives the example of a town that was peaceful and tranquil...”

The first part of the Surah begins with the verse “Allaah's command has arrived, so do not 
seek to hasten it.” This informs the Kuffaar that the punishment that they sought was now in 
their midst. The Surah presents more than ten proofs to refute Shirk. Towheed is also mentioned 
deariy in the following three places of this Surah:

“By His command He (Allaah) sends the angels with revelation to those bondsmen of His whom 
He desires (to the Ambiyaa , telling them), 'Warn (the people) that (they should not
worship others because) there is no Ilaah (none who deserves worship) but Myself, so fear Me.'” 
[verse 2]

“Your Ilaah is but One Ilaah. ” [verse 22 ]

“Allaah says, 'Do not take (worship) two deities. He is but One Ilaah, so fear Me only.'” [verse 51]
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In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful.

1. Allaah's command (Allaah's punishment is so close to the Kuffaar that it may be said that it) has arrived, 
so do not try to hurry it (by constantly as king when it will com e). He (Allaah) is Pure and Exalted 
above what (gods) they (the Kuffaar) associate as partners to Him (none can therefore be equal to 

H im ).

2. By His command He (Allaah) sends the angels with revelation to those bondsmen of 
His whom He desires (to the Ambiyaa , telling them), “Warn (thepeople) that (they should not

worshipothers because) there is no Ilaah (none who deserues worship) but Myself, so fear Me.”

3. (A logical proof fo r this belief that only Allaah deserves to be worshipped is that) He created the heavens 
and the earth with truth (with wisdom and fo r a purpose). He is Exalted above the partners that 
they (theKuffaar) associate with Him.

4. He created man from a drop of fluid (and then developed him intoanaduk)yet(despiteknowingthis) 

man is suddenly an open enemy (who contests the fact that Allaah can resurrect him on the Day o f 

Qiyaamah).

5. He (Allaah) also created livestock. In them is warmth for you (when you use their skins fo r  

clothing), many other benefits (such astransport and labour) and you even eat (som e)o f them.

6. In them is beauty (a source o f pleasure) for you when you return them (to their enclosures) in
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the evenings and when you send them out (to graze) in the morning (the owner of livestock is

pleased when he sees his animals proceed to and from the pastures, producing and reproducing profitably).

7. And they carry your burdens (your goods and yourselves) to such destinations that you 
could not reach (by yourselves) without great difficulty to yourselves. Without doubt your 
Rabb is the Most Pardoning, Most Merciful (by prouiding these animals fo r you) .

8. (Allaah has created) Horses, mules and donkeys for riding and adornment. And (in addition 

to all o f this) He creates such things about which you have no knowledge (such as modem

means of transport which the people o f earlier times did not know) ,

9. On Allaah (and on no one else) is (the responsibility to leadpeople to) the Straight path (lslaam) while 
there are those (ways and people) who deviate from it. If He nulls He could guide (to lslaam) 

all of you collectively (However, He does not will this for reasons He knows best) .

10. Allaah is the One Who sends rain for you from the sky, which provides (drinking) 

water and vegetation on which you graze your animals.

11. With it (the rain), Allaah grows for you plantations, olives, dates, grapes and all 
types of fruit. Undoubtedly there is an Aayah (displaying Allaah spower) in this for those who 
reflect (who observe andponder) .

12. He placed the night and the day at your service (so that you may use each o f them fo r your 

benefit), and the sun and the moon as well (each of which benefit mankind to a great extent). The stars 
are also kept in servitude by His command. Indeed there are Aayaat in this for people 
of understanding.

V
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13. And (also at your service are) the things that He has created for you on the earth, having 
various colours (o f different varieties and uses,). Surely there is an Aayah in this for people who 
take heed.

14. It is He Who subjugated the ocean (placed it at your service) so that you may eat fresh 
meat (fish) from it and extract jewels (pearls) that you wear (asjewellery). You see the ships 
cleaving their way on it (the ocean) so that (by travelling over the sea) you may seek (benefits) from 
His bounty and so that you may show gratitude to Him (for this great bounty).

15. He cast (placed) mountains on the earth so that it (the earth) does not shake with you 
and (He placed) rivers and roads (pathways) on earth so that you may find your way (to your

destinations).

16. And (Allaah created fo r man) many landmarks (such as mountains, trees and other clearly distinguishable 
land features by which man can find his way and recognise his location. Without them, everyplace will look the same) 

and (at sea where there are no marks and during the night when they are not visible) they (travellers) are guided 
by the stars.

17. Is he who cannot create like Him Who can create? (It is obvious that the gods o f the Kuffaar 
who cannot create anything can never be compared to Allaah Who has created everything. After understanding this,) 

Will you not take (p rop e r)h eed  (and resolve to worsh ip only Allaah)?

18. If you attempt to count (all) Allaah's bounties, you will never be able to do so 
(because they are so many). Verily Allaah is the Most Forgiving, the Most Merciful.

19. (No person should think that he can escape answering to Allaah fo r his actions because) Allaah knows what
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you keep (completely)secret and what you make public.

20. Those (gods; that you call upon (worship) besides Allaah cannot create anything (at 

all), but have been created (by Allaah. It is therefore Allaah Who deserves to be worshipped and net anyone 

else).

Y

21. They (the idols af the Mushrikeen) are dead without any life. (Even if the Mushrikeen worship living 

creatures, these gods have been created by Allaah and) They do not even know when they will be 
raised (they have no knowledge o f the unseen and therefore can not be equal to Allaah at all).

I

22. Your Ilaah is but One Uaah (none can match His attributes and cannot be equal to H im ). (However,) 

The hearts of those who disbelieve in the Aakhirah are (totally) reluctant (to accept Towheed) 

and they are (extremely) haughty (too proud to accept that they haveto worship Allaah).

23. (Such people will never be able to escape from Allaah because) Without any doubt Allaah luiOWS 
what they keep (completely) secret and what they make public. Indeed He does not love 
the proud ones (andwillpunishthemfortheirpride) .

24. When they (the Mushrikeen) are asked (by people wanting to know about Islaam), “What has your 
Rabb revealed (to M u h a m m a d ^ ^ ) ? ”  they reply, “Tales of the ancient people.” (Although the 

Mushrikeen qfMakkah knew that the Qur'aan must be from Allaah, they made statements like this to discourage others 
from  draining close to Islaam.)

25. (The result o f their behaviour is) That they will carry their entire burdens (o f sin) on the Day of 
Qiyaamah together with some of the burdens (o f sin) of those whom they mislead (totally) 

without knowledge (they will be held responsible fo r the wrongs that they led others to carry out, just as those 

people will also be punished fo r their sins). Evil indeed is the burden that they bear (because it will land 

theminJahannam).
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26. Those (Kuffaar) before them certainly plotted (against the Ambiyaa but Allaah
demolished their building (the structure o f their plots) from the foundation, causing the roof
to (completely) cave in on them from above (Allaah made their plots unsuccessful). And (in addition to 

this,) punishment came to them from a source they did not perceive (itstruckthemcompletely 

unawares).

27. (Furthermore, in theAakhirah) Then He shall humiliate them on the Day of Qiyaamah and 
ask, “Where are those partners of Mine (your gods) that you used to argue about (with the 

Mu'mineen with such force)?”  (They will have no answer to give because their gods will be unable to assist them. Seeing this 

predicament o f the Kaafuvon,) Those who are granted knowledge (the Ambiyaa 5KSSS& and Mu'mineen) 

will say, “Today humiliation and misfortune are certainly the lot of the Kaafiroon! ”

28. (These Kaafiroon are) Those whose souls were claimed by the angels while they 
oppressed themselves (by committing kufr). Then (at the time o f death), they proposed a truce
(with the angels saying,) “We never committed any evil (kufr and Shirk) ! ”  (The angels o f death replied,) 

“No (you are certainly lying) ! Allaah is well aware of what yOU USed to do (He knows the evil you 

carried out and will punish you for it). ”

29. (They will therefore be told on the Day o f Qiyaamah,) “Enter the doors of Jahannam to live there 
forever. Evil indeed is the abode of the proud ones (those who were tooproud to accept imaan) ! ”

H s i  £9 Xtf\s s  i  s

30. (When) Those who adopt Taqwa (who abstain from kufr and Shirk) are asked, “What has your 
Rabb revealed (to Muhammad S )  ? ”  They reply (very differently from the Mushrikeen and say), “ (Our 

Rabb has revealed) Extreme good.” There shall be (all types of) goodness (already in this world) far
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31. They will enter Jannaat of eternity beneath which rivers flow. There they shall 
have whatever they desire (without even asking fo r it). In this manner does Allaah reward 
those who adopt Taqwa.

32. (The people o f Taqwa are) Those whose souls the angels claim while they are pure. They
(the angels will) say (to them on the Day ofQiyaamah), “Peace be upon you. Enter Jannah because 
of the (good) deeds that you performed. ”

33. Are they (the Kuffaar) waiting for the angels (o f death) to come to them or for the order
(punishment) of their Rabb to come (to them before they accept Imaan) ? Those before them 
behaved in the same way (they also refused to accept Imaan until it was too late). Allaah did not 
Wrong them (because He had sent theAmbiyaa (SMsSSSIfc to convey the message o f  Imaan to them) but they 
wronged themselves (by refusing to accept guidance).

34. So they received the punishment of their evil acts and (the evil consequences of) their 
mockery surrounded them.

35. Those who commit Shirk say, “If Allaah willed, then neither we nor our 
forefathers would have worshipped anything besides Him, and we would never have 
forbidden anything (any animal) without Him (withoutHiscommand. They failed to realise that Allaah 

does not force people to do anything, but gives them a choice). Those before them behaved in the same 
manner (They also said the same things and rejected their Rusul). (However, it is not the duty of the Rusul to force 

people to accept Imaan because) The responsibility of the Rusul is only clear propagation (after 

which people have the choice to either accept Imaan or not to accept).
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36. Indeed We have sent a Rasool among every nation (who told them) to “Worship 
Allaah and shun the Shaytaan (idols and false gods). ”  (From among the people to whom the Rusul came,) 

There were those of them whom Allaah had guided and those for whom deviation had 
been decreed (who were destined to die as Kuffaar). So travel in the land and see what was the
fdisastrousj end of those who (totally) rejected (the Rusul).

37. (0  Muhammad W )  If you desire that they (the Kuffaar) should be guided (to Islaam), then 
(there is nothing you can do about it if Allaah does not guide them because] Allaah surely does not guide 
those whom He has sent astray (who have been destined to die as Kuffaar), and they shall have no 
helpers (to save them from His punishment).

38. They (the Kuffaar) swear their most solemn oaths by Allaah that Allaah will never 
resurrect the dead. No (Allaah shall certainly resurrect them) ! It (resurrection) is indeed a resolute 
promise that Allaah has made, but most people do not know.

39. (Resurrection shall take place) So that Allaah may make clear to them (to the Kuffaar) the 
matters in which they differed (with the Mu'mineen) and so that the Kuffaar may come to 
know that they were liars (in their statements when they rejected the message oftheAmbtyaa ),

0

&.
II

40. (Resurrection and all other matters are extremely simple fo r Us because) When We intend anything, all 
We have to do is say, “Be!” and it becomes (whatever We had intended it to be).

41. As for those who make Hijrah for (the pleasure of) Allaah after being oppressed, We
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shall certainly settle them in a pleasant abode on earth. (O f course,) The reward of the 
Aakhirah Jannah, is greater, if only they knew (if people knew the rewards fo r making Hijrah, none 

would hesitate to do so) .

42. Those (who make Hijrah are the ones) who exercise sabr and who (firmly) rely only on their
Rabb (to see to their well-being and to the well-being o f their families). (When people rely on Allaah, He provides for 
them from  sources they least expect)

43. Before you (O  Muhammad S j  We sent only men (not angels) as Ambiyaa, sending 
revelation to them. So (O  people o f Makkah) ask the people of knowledge (those who understood 

the Torah and Injeel as they were revealed) if you do not know (that a Nabi sent to mankind has to be a man).

44. (We sent these messengers) With (very) clear evidence (to prove Towheed and their Prophethood) and 
with (divine) books. We have revealed the Reminder (theQur'aan) to you (O M uham m ad& M ) so 
that you may explain (easily and properly) to the people what (injunctions o f the Shariah) has been 
revealed to them, and so that they may reflect (think about it carefully) .

45. Do those who plot evil schemes (against Islaam and the Muslims) feel (absolutely) assured that 
Allaah will not plunge them into the earth or afflict them with a punishment from a 
source they do not perceive?

46. Or (do they feel assured) that He will not seize them (while they are engaged) in their (day-to-day) 

activities, after which they will have no escape?

47. Or (do they feel assured) that He will not seize them with a gradual depletion (causing their 

condition to deteriorate gradually until there is nothing left o f them) ? Without doubt yOUT Rabb is Most 
Pardoning, Most Merciful (He does not punish people immediately, but allows them time to repent) .

48. Do they not see the things that Allaah has created, the shadows of which sway to
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the right and the left fas the sun moues across the sky), prostrating (submitting) to Allaah in
humility? (Every creature worships Allaah.)

49. To Allaah's command, all within the heavens and the earth prostrate (submit), 

including all creatures and angels, and they are not proud (they do not consider it below their 

dignity tosubmittoAllaah. Infact, they regard it as an honour).

50. They (the angels) fear the authority of their Rabb and do (precisely) as they are 
commanded. (One who recites or hears this verse being recited should perform Sajdah.)

51. Allaah says, “Do not take (morshipl two deities. He is but One Ilaah, so fear Me 
only.”

52. To Him belongs whatever is in the heavens and the earth and obedience is always
fo r  Him (only He should be obeyed at all times). Do yOU fe a r  any Other b es id es  Allaah? (You have no 

reason to.)

53. Every bounty that you possess is from Allaah. Thereafter, (afterrealisingthis) when any 
difficulty afflicts you, you must appeal only to Him (to assist you. You must do this because you 

know that no one else will be able to assist you) .

Si

54. (However,) When He removes the difficulty from you, suddenly (immediately) a group 
from you ascribes partners to their Rabb...

® 0 i-isj

55. ...SO as to reject the favours granted to them (AIthoughtheyprayedtoAllaahwhenindifficulty,as
soon asthey were saved, they ignored His favour o f saving them and continued praying to their other gods, os if they had
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assisted them). Enjoy yourselves. Soon you will come to learn (the error o f your ways when Allaah's

punishment strikes).

56. And they (theMushrikeen) set aside a portion of what (the food) We provide for them to 
those (gods) who (whose divinity) they do not know. (As mentioned in verse 136 o f  Surah 6, where Allaah 
says, "A portion of their crops and animals that Allaah created, they set aside for Allaah saying, "This Is for 
Allaah ,” according to their estimation, “and this Is for our partners.") By Allaah! You (OMushrikeen) 

shall certainly be questioned (on the Dap o f Qiyaamah) about what (ties and practices) you 
fabricate.

57. They (theMushrikeen likeBanu Khuraiza) ascribe daughters to Allaah (by saying that the angels are 

Allaah's daughters). Allaah is Pure (from needing family) ! Yet they (choose to) have for themselves 
what they desire (sons). (Allaah highlights the selfishness o f the Mushrikeen who loved to have sons fo r 
themselves, yet they ascribe daughters to Allaah.)

5 8. (Describing the dislike that the Mushrikeen had fo r daughters during the Period o f Ignorance, Allaah says,) When 
any of them is given the good news of a daughter (being bom to him), his face darkens
(sorrowfully out of misery) and he suppresses his fury (anger and disappointment).

5 9. He hides from the people because of the terrible news that he received (he is ashamed 

to face others because they will ridicule him). (He then asks himself) Must he keep her with disgrace or 
bury her in the sand? Evil indeed is the decision that they (theMushrikeen) make (when they 

decide to attribute daughters to Allaah whereas they themselves ha ue such a great dislike for daughters) !

60. Evil is the condition (the qualities) of those (Mushrikeen) who are not convinced of the 
Aakhirah (because they dislike daughters, whom the entire society needs), while Allaah's are the most 
sublime attributes (which none can match) and He is the Mighty, the Wise.
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61. If Allaah were to take people to task for their injustice (Shirk, sin), He would not 
have left a single creature (alive) on earth (because the punishment affecting the people would have also 

killed everything else), but He grants them (people) respite (time to mend their ways) until an 
appointed term. (However,) When their term expires, they will not be able to delay it for 
a moment, nor bring it forward.

62. They assign to Allaah what they dislike (daughter), while their tongues (foolishly) 

make the false claims that they shall receive goodness (Jannah in theAakhirah). Without 
doubt they shall have the Fire (ofJahannam and not Jannah in theAakhirah), and they will be the 
first to be condemned (to Jahannamforiheir false beliefs).

63. By Allaah! We have definitely sent Ambiyaa to the nations before you (to guide them) 

but Shaytaan beautified their actions for them (made their evil actions appealing to them so that they 

reject the message o f  the Ambiyaa uifio told them to forsake these actions). So he (Shaytaan) shall take
charge of their affairs today (in this world) and they will have a painful punishment (in the

Aakhirah).

64. We have sent the Book (the Qur’aan) to you (0  Muhammad so that you may 
explain (clearly and completely) to them (to the people) that about which they differ (the matters o f 

Deen;, and (WesenttheQur'aan) as guidance and a mercy for the Mu'mineen.

65. Allaah sends rain from the sky, by which He revives the earth after its death (after it 

has become dry and empty). There is Certainly an Aayah in this (which proves the reality o f  resurrection) 

for those who listen (with the intention o f accepting).

66. There is certainly a lesson for you in livestock (signs that point towards Allaah’s greatness and 

Towheed). From what is in their bellies between excrementf/ifthj and blood, We give you 
pure milk to drink that is easily consumed. (Although the stomach o f animals is an impure environment 
having blood and excreta always present, Allaah has the immense power to create pure and palatable milk there)

67. From the fruits of the date palm (dates) and vines (grapes), you make (things as diverse as)
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intoxicants (like wine) and good (Halaal and wholesome) food (such as vinegar and raisins). Indeed 
there is an Aayah (message) in this for those who understand (those who understand thatAllaah’s 

bounties like grapes should not be used to make Haraam things like wine).

68. Your Rabb inspired the bee (saying), “Build homes (hives) in the mountains, in the 
trees and in the buildings they (men) erect..

69. “...Then eat from every type of fruit (and flower) and travel through the pathways of 
your Rabb (in the air) that have been made easy (for you to travel on. Allaah has created pathways in the 
air fo r bees to fly in on so that they can always find their way back to their awn hives regardless o f  how far they travel to 

gather nectar).”  A drink (honey) of varying colours (sometimes dark in colour, sometimes light changing 

according to season and the age o f  the bee) emerges from its belly, in which lies a cure for man 
(from many illnesses). Indeed in this is an Aayah (a sign o f Allaah's great power) for those who 
(sincerely) ponder.

70. Allaah created you and will then claim your souls (when the time for your death arrives). 

There are those of you who will be returned to a worthless (unproductive) age (o f senility) so 
that he knows nothing after once possessing (a vast amount of) knowledge. Undoubtedly 
Allaah is All Knowing, All Powerful. (According to the Ahadeeth, those who learn and teach theAhadeeth 

as well as those who regularly recite the Qur'aan will, Insha Allaah, not suffer from senility.)

71. Allaah has given some of you preference over others in sustenance (Allaah has given 

some people more wealth and provisions than others. Therefore, none should feel proud about what he has been given 

just as none should be jealous o f what has been given to others). Now those who have been granted 
preference (owners o f  slaves) will not give their provision (possessions; to their slaves so as to 
make them all equal. (Masters and slaves are not equal in terms o f material wealth because the slave and all his 
possessions actually belong to the master. In a like manner, Allaah's creation cannot be equal to Him because He owns 
them and whatever they have. It is therefore foolish to attribute partners to Him. Despite understanding this example,) 

Will they (the Mushrikeen) still refute (denyj Allaah's favour (by worshipping others instead o f  Him when 

He has given them all they have)?
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72. Allaah has made spouses for you from yourselves (from the human race fo r human s and from  

the jinn fo r the jin n ) and, from these spouses, (Allaah has) created sons and grandsons. And (in
addition to these favours) He has provided for you pure foods (o f  various types and flavours) to eat. 
Will they (the Kuffaar) believe in falsehood (idols and other gods) and (by doing this) show 
ingratitude to Allaah's favour? (Although they ought to worship Allaah to thank Him fo r everything He has 
given them, they foolishly worship other gods that do notgive them anything.)

73. They (the Mushrikeen) worship besides Allaah things that have no control over (cannot 

provide) any sustenance for them from the skies (they cannot make rainfall), nor from the earth
(they cannot make anything grow from the soil) and they (their gods) do not (even) have the ability (to 

provide anything even though they may try everything in their power).

74. So do not mention comparisons/any equal) of Allaah (by saying that certain idols or others have 

powers similar to Allaah). Allaah knows and you do not know (therefore accept what Allaah says) .

75. Allaah gives the example of (two persons, the one being) a slave in bondage who has no 
power to do anything (because everything has to be done with the permission of his master . Another (the 

second person) is one (a free person to) whom Allaah has granted a good provision and he 
spends from it secretly and openly (as he pleases without needing permission from anyone. The slave 

symbolises the gods that the Mushrikeen worship, who have no power to do anything without Allaah's will. Allaah's 

example is like the second person because He is at liberty to do as He pleases). Can the two be equal? (Certainly 

not.) All praise be to Allaah (because He deserves all types o f praise), but most people (the Kuffaar) do 
not know.

76. And Allaah (also) gives the example of (another) two persons. The one is (deaf and) 

dumb, cannot do anything (because he can neither understand anything nor be made to understand anything) 

and is (therefore) a burden to his guardian. Wherever he is sent (to do anything), he does not 
bring any good (results. In fact, he causes more harm. This is the example o f  a Kaafir). Can he be equal to 
the one who (is perfectly able, teamed and who) enjoins justice and is on the straight path (on
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Islaam) ? (The two can never be equal just as the gods of the Kuffaar cannot be equal toAllaah.)

77. To Allaah belongs the unseen affairs of the heavens and the earth (Only He has 

knowledge o f  everything unseen). The affair of Qiyaamah (together with resurrecting all o f creation is regarded 

as an awesome event, yet it is so easy for Allaah that it) is just like the blink of an eye or even quicker 
(because all Allaah does to bring something into being is to say, “Bel”. In fact, Allaah does not even have to say this). (This 

is nothingstrange because) Verily Allaah has power over all things.

78. Allaah removed you from the wombs of your mothers when you knew nothing fas
little babies), and famong the many other faculties, He) blessed you with ears, eyes and hearts so 
that you may be grateful (to Him and fulfil all His commands).

*  •> J>

79. Have they not seen the birds subjugated (suspended) in mid-air? Only Allaah 
suspends them in the air (without Whom, they would fall to the ground like all other creatures). Indeed 
there are Aayaat in this for the people who have Imaan.

80. And Allaah has granted you an abode (aplace to rest and to live) in your homes and made 
homes (tents) for you from the hides of animals, which you find light (to cany) when you 
travel and when you pitch camp fon a journey). There are household articles (such as mats, 

blankets, water bags) and other things of benefit (derived) from their wool, their fur and their 
hair (which are o f use to you) for a period (for as long as you live or as long as they last).

81. (Further enumerating the many favours He has blessed man with, Allaah says,) Of the (many) things that
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Allaah has created, He has (also) made those things that provide shade (such as trees, rocks, 

mountains). He has also made for you places of safety in the mountains (caves, caverns) and 
made coats for you that protect you from the heat and coats (o f  armour) that protect you 
in battle (Allaah made the raw materials necessary fo r these things and it was He who inspired man to make them). 

In this manner (as He has blessed you with all these favours) does He Complete (perfect) His 
bounty on you (in this world) SO that you may submit (to Him and fulfil all His commands).

82. If they (the Kuffaar) turn away (refuse to accept Imaan), then (0  Muhammad do not worry because)

yOUT Only responsibility is clear propagation (to give them the message clearly after which you cannot 

force them to accept).

83. They (the Kuffaar) recognise (acknowledge) Allaah's favour (to them), yet they refute it (by

worshipping other gods as if those gods had given them what they have). (This behaviour makes it apparent that) Most
of them are ungrateful (to Allaah).

84. (Do not forget) The day (o f Qiyaamah) when We shall raise a witness faNnbij from every 
nation (who will testify about the behaviour of his nation), then the Kuffaar will not be granted 
permission (to make excuses fo r their behaviour), nor will they be allowed to please Allaah (by
repenting or doing something good to make amends because it will then be too late. The time fo r making amends and 

seeking forgiveness is restricted to this world) .

85. When the oppressors (the Kuffaar and sinners) see the punishment (ofJahannam andare made to 

enter it,) it (the punishment) will not be lightened (in any way) for them, nor will they be granted 
reprieve (no bail will be accepted nor will any leniency be shown then).

86. When the Mushrikeen will see their partners (the idols and gods they regarded as Allaah's 

partners), they will exclaim, “O  our Rabb! These are our partners that we used to 
worship instead of You. ” Then the word will be flung back to them (when these gods will deny 

that they were worshipped and say): “You are definitely liars!” (Idols will deny being worshipped because 

being lifeless, they had no idea that they were worshipped. As fo r living beings who were regarded as gods, they will deny 
being worshipped because the object o f worship is to please the one being worshipped and instead o f pleasing the ones 
being worshipped, the worshippers will have caused more problems fo r them, especially in theAakhirah. Therefore, since 
the object o f worship is lost, it is as if no worship tookplace at all. See also verse 28 o f Surah 10 and verse 82 o f Surah 19.)
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87. They (theKuffaar) will offer their submission to Allaah on that day (but it will be too late) 

and whatever (gads and beliefs) they used to fabricate will be lost to them (their gods will be 

unable to intercede on their behalf as they had anticipated in this world) .

88. For those who commit kufr and who prevent (others) from Allaah's path, We shall 
add punishment to their punishment because of the corruption that they caused
(together with suffering fo r their own wrongdoing, they will also suffer fo r the wrongdoing o f those whom they 

encouraged to do wrong).

89. (Do not also forget) The day when We shall raise against every nation a witness from 
their midst (theAmbiyaa o f every nation who will testify against the Kuffaar o f their nations), and We
shall make you (O  Muhammad &8&) witness over them (to testify in favour o f theAmbiyaa that

they did fulfil their responsibilities). We have revealed the Book (the Qur“aan) to you that explains 
all things to you (including the fact that all the Ambiyaa$$$$fie fulfilled their duties) and which is (a means 

of) guidance, a mercy and good news (offorgiveness, reward andJannah) for those who submit 
(theMuslims).

90. Verily Allaah instructs (people to carry out) justice, Ihsaan (to do everything to the best o f ones 

ability and to do everything with the consciousness that Allaah is watching), and giving (charity) to relatives. 
And Allaah forbids immoral behaviour, evil and oppression. He advises you so that 
yOU may take heed (and thereby save ourselves from ruin and Jahannam).

91. Fulfil Allaah's pledge (the Pledge cfA list and all pledges with people that Allaah requires you to fulfil) 

once you make the pledge. Do not break your vows (oaths) after solemnising them, 
(especially) when you have already made Allaah a Witness upon yourselves (by swearing the 

oaths in His name). Indeed Allaah knows what you do (so you cannot deceiveHim).
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92. Do not be (foolish) like the woman who shredded her spun yam to threads after 
strengthening it (she shredded it after all her effort o f  spinning it. Just as this uerse refers to breaking vows after 

solemnising them, it also refers to abandoning an act like salaah or Ha)) without completing It). (Referring to the practice 
o f certain Arab tribes who used to break the treaties they had made with small tribes so that they could enter into treaties 

with larger tribes, Allaah says,) You make your VOWS (treaties solemnised with uows) a means of causing 
corruption between you because a nation is larger in number than another. The fact 
of the matter is that Allaah only tests you by it (by these vows to see who will abide by them and who 

wilt not). And, on the Day of Judgement, He will certainly make clear to you the matters 
about which you differed (and then the sinners will be punished far their sins).

93. If Allaah willed, He would have made you a single nation but He sends astray 
whoever He wills and guides whoever He wills (for reasons that conform with His perfect wisdom and 

knowledge). (Whereas those gone astray do not always suffer punishment in this world, they should not think that they 

will escape punishment in theAakhirah as well because then) You will definitely be questioned about 
what (euer) yOU do (andyauwillbepunishedforthewrangyoudid).

94. (Warning Muslims that they should not take oaths with the intention o f breaking them because this will cause others 

to do the same even though they had not intended to do so, Allaah says,) Do not make your OatllS a means 
of causing corruption between you (causing others to break their oaths like you), so as to make a 
foot slip (make someone do wrong) after it had gained stability (when they had not intended to do so), 

and so as to make you taste the punishment of preventing (others) from Allaah's path 
(preventing them from  obeying Allaah's commands). Yours shall be an intense punishment (if you do

this).

95. Do not purchase a small sum (the pleasures o f this world) at the cost of (breaking) Allaah's 
pledge (the Pledge ofAlist and all pledges with all others that Allaah requires you to fulfil). What Allaah has (in 

jannah) is better for you if you but knew (this).

96. What (pleasures and wealth) is with you (in this world) shall come to an end and what is with 
Allaah (the pleasures o f  theAakhirah) will last forever. We shall most definitely reward those 
who are exercise sabr (are steadfast in all conditions) for the good deeds that they do.
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97. As for that male or female who does good and is a Mu'min, We will certainly grant 
them a good (peaceful and contented) life (in this world) and most surely reward them (in the 

Aakhirah as well) for the good that they do.

98. When you recite the Qur'aan, then (first) seek Allaah's protection from the 
accursed Shaytaan (by reciting “A  Oodhu Billaahi Minash ShaytaanirRajeem" before commencing the recital) .

99. Indeed he (Shaytaan) has no control over those who have Imaan and who rely solely 
on their Rabb (because Allaah protects these people).

w

l
100. His control is only over those who befriend him (by doing as he says) and those who 
are Mushrikeen.

101. When We replace a verse (o f  the Qur'aan) with another (for good reason), and Allaah 
knows best what He reveals (anynewuerse), they (theKuffaar) Say, “You (O  Muhammad surely)

are but a forger (a lia r)!” However, most of them have no knowledge (they do not know that 

Allaah replaces commands with only what is better for people) .

102. Say, “The Ruhul Qudus has revealed it with truth from your Rabb to make the 
Mu' mineen steadfast (in their Imaan), and as (a means of) guidance and good news for the 
Muslims.”

103. Indeed We know well that they (theKuffaar) say, “A  human (a Christian) teaches him
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(Rasulullaah W j . ”  The language of the person to whom they refer is Ajami (non-Arabic), 

while this (Quraan) is in the clear Arabic language (How is it possible fo r a person whose language is 

not Arabic to speak such Arabic that even the most eloquentArabs are unable to match it?).

104. Verily Allaah will not guide those who do not believe in His Aayaat (because they do 

not want to be guided). They shall suffer a tormenting (pain fulj punishment..

105. Those who do not believe in Allaah's Aayaat merely invent lies (about the Qutaan by 

saying that it is not from Allaah and they lie about Allaah by saying that He has partners). These are the true (in 

reality) liars (and not those like Rasulullaah whom they label as liars) !

106. Except far the person who is forced (to make statements o f kufr for fear of lasing his life) but 
whose heart is (still) content with Imaan, those who disbelieve in Allaah after having 
Imaan and who open their hearts to kufr (are happy to be Kuffaar, they) will have Allaah's 
wrath on them and they shall suffer a terrible punishment.

107. This (punishment) is because they prefer the life of this world to the Aakhirah. 
Allaah certainly does not guide those who commit kufr (who make this world their goal).

108. These are the ones on whose hearts, ears and eyes Allaah has set a seal (which 

prevents them from understanding, hearing and seeing the truth). These are the negligent ones (who are 

oblivious of the truth) .

109. Without doubt, they will be the losers in the Aakhirah.
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110. Your Rabb shall be Most Forgiving and Most Merciful after all towards those 
who make Hijrah after being tried (after being tortured by the Mushrikeen and forced to make statements 

ofKufr) and then (still) strive in His way and exercise sabr.

111. (Remember) The day (o f  Qiyaamah) when every person shall argue for (the benefit of) his 
soul (without caring fo r others) and every soul shall be rewarded in full for its actions and 
they will not be oppressed (no one will be punished fo r a sin s/he did not commit nor deprived o f any reward

that s/he deserves) .

112. Allaah gives the example of a town that was peaceful and tranquil (the residents 

experienced no fear and had no reason to be displeased). Their provision came to them in abundance 
from every avenue (without them having to leave), but (instead of thanking Allaah) they were 
ungrateful for Allaah's bounty so, because of their actions, Allaah caused them to 
taste the garments of hunger and fea t(fo raw h ile ).

113. Indeed Rusul came to them from among themselves (from amongtheirawn kind), but 
they rejected them, because of which punishment (fear and starvation) afflicted them 
while they remained oppressive (without intending to mend their ways).

114. So eat from the pure and lawful things that Allaah has provided for you (and not 

from Haraam) and be grateful for Allaah's bounty if it is only He Whom you worship.

115. Allaah has forbidden for you (to eat) Mayta (an animal which dies a natural death or which is not 

slaughtered or hunted in accordance with the Shari'ah), blood (that flows from the animats body), the meat of 
pigs (and all other parts o f its body), and (the meat of) those animals that were sacrificed with (the 

slaughterer taking) the name of another besides Allaah (such as the name o f an idol, Jinn, saint, Prophet, 

etc). As for him who is driven by/dire) necessity (to eat these forbidden foods fo r fear o f losing his life), 

then (he may eat them provided that he eats) neither rebelliously (not out o f disobedience), nor 
transgressing the limits (without eating more than is necessary to keep him alive). (Allaah allows this 

concession because) Verily Allaah is the Most Forgiving, the Most Merciful (and has therefore 

madetheUeen very practical.).
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116. With regard to the false claims your tongues make (a b o u t certa in  fo o d s  and  a n im a ls ), do 
not say (a cco rd in g  to  y o u r  des ires ), “This is Halaal” and “This is Haraam,” so as to invent 
lies against Allaah (b y  m a k in g  it  seem  as ifA IIa a h  has m a d e these th ings H a la a l o r  H a ra a m ). Indeed those 
who invent lies against Allaah will never be successful (w ill n e v e r  p ro s p e r ).

117. (T h e y  sha ll h a v e ) A paltry asset (a  little  e n jo y m e n t in  th is w orld  becau se  regard less o f  how  m u ch  they  have, 

it  is te m p ora ry  and  w ill b e  le f t  b e h in d ). And ( in  th e  A a k h ira h ) they shall suffer a torturous 
punishment.

118. We have forbidden for the Jews the things that We have related to you before fin 
verse 146 o f  Surah 6 ).  We did not oppress them, but they oppressed themselves (by doing those 

things th a t inv ited  A llaah 's  p u n is h m en t when they  w ere w arned  a b o u t it ) .

119. Verily your Rabb is certainly Most Forgiving and Most Merciful towards those 
who commit evil out of ignorance (ig n o ra n t o f  th e  tru e  c on s eq u en ce s  o f  th e  s in ) and then (sincere ly )  

repent afterwards and make amends ( f o r  th e ir  w ro n g ).

120. Ibraheem was certainly a great leader, obedient and Haneef (one in c lin ed

tow ards th e  tru th  an d  averse t o  a ll fa lse c ree d s ). He was (d e fin ite ly ) not from the Mushrikeen.

121. He was grateful for Allaah's favours. Allaah chose him ( t o  b e  a  R a s o o l an d  a specia l fr ie n d ) 

and guided him to the straight path.

122. We granted him good in this world (h e  is p ra ised  an d  respected  by  p e o p le  o f  a ll re lig ion s ) and he 
shall be from the righteous in the Aakhirah.
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123. Then We sent revelation to you ( 0  M u h a m m a d  instructing  y o u  t o ) : “Follow the 
religion of Ibraheem that is Haneef ( in c lin e d  tow ards th e  tru th  an d  averse to  a ll fa ls e  c re e d s ). He 
(Jbraheem  $£$§<&) was (d e fin ite ly ) not from the Mushrikeen. ” (T h es e  w ords a re repea ted  to  em pha sise the  

fa c t  that Ib ra h e e m  was n e ith e ra J e w  n o r  a  C hristian  as th e  Jew s and  Christians c la im e d )

124. Reverence of the Sabbath (Sa tu rdays) was ordained only for those (Jew s) who 
differed about it (w h en  s o m e  o f  th em  h e ld  th e  day sa cred  w hile o th ers  d id  n o t ) . Undoubtedly your Rabb 
will decide between them on the Day of Qiyaamah concerning the matters about 
which they differed.

125. Call ( th e p e o p le ) to the path of your Rabb (Is laam ) noth wisdom and beautiful counsel
(p ro v id in g  en co u ra g e m e n t instead o f  ca us in g  resen tm en t) and debate (w ith proo/) with them (th e K u ffa a r ) in a 
manner that is best (w ith ou t d riv in g  th em  fu r th e r  away f r o m  Is la a m ). Indeed your Rabb knows best 
who strays from His path and He knows best who are the rightly guided ones (Y o u  have  

n o  such  kn ow led ge  an d  are th e re fo re  b o u n d  to  ca ll e v e ry o n e  t o  Is la a m ).

126. When you claim retribution ( f o r  a w ron g  d o n e  to  y o u ), then avenge yourself in 
proportion to the aggression (w ron g ) done against you (and n o t  any  m o re ). But if you 
exercise patience (w ith ou t tak ing  re v e n g e ), then this is definitely best for the patient ones
(because this w ill so ften  th e  h e a rt o f  y o u r  o p p o n e n t an d  a ttract h im  tow ards y o u ).

127. Be patient! Your patience is only from Allaah (o n ly  A llaah  ca n  g iv e  y o u  th e  ability  to  exerc ise  

p a t ie n c e ). Do not grieve over them (th e  K u ffaa r w hen th ey  re fuse  to  a ccep t Is laam ) and do not be 
saddened by their plotting (aga inst y o u  becau se  A lla a h  w ill se e  to  th e m ).

vr
128. Undoubtedly Allaah is with those who adopt Taqwa and with those who adopt 
the path of (uirtuejgood (A lla ah  shall assist th em  against a ll th e ir  e n e m ie s ).
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Surah 17 Surah Bani Israa'eel

BANIISRAAEEL

THE UNK BETWEEN SURAH BANI ISRAA'EEL AND SURAH NAHL

By Name: The fad that Allaah is the Controller and Helper can be appiedated from the manner in 
which the bee (Nahl) makes honey by Allaah's inspiration. Non-acceptance of this will attradthe same 
plight and punishment suffered by the Bani Israa'eel when Ihey were arrogant and caused corruption on 
earth.

By Content: Surah Nahl mentions how the Mushrikeen requested Allaah's punishment. When the 
Mushrikeen of Makkah dared RasuMaah &&s to afflict a punishment upon them, Allaah responded by 
afflidingthem with a severe drought. This is mentioned in verse 112, where Allaah says, “Allaah gives 
the example of a town that was peaceful and tranquil..

However, this punishment was not intended to annihilate them. Allaah later removed the drought, 
giving them the opportunity to appredate His favour on them and to repent However, instead of 
deriving a lesson from Ihe punishment, they continued wilh their arrogant ways and requested a miracle 
to prove Raarlullaah^i'sfruth.

With regard to this Allaah says, “The Kuffaar say, 'Why is some Aayah fa miracle o f our choice) not 
sentto him (Rasulullaah from his Rabb?'” [Surah Ra'dverse 7]

Surah Bani Israa'eel now discusses one of the greatest miracles viz. the Mfraaj. The message is dear: 
Any nation that refuses to believe in a mirade when they ask for one is always destroyed, just as the 
Thamud were destroyed after refusing to believe in the miraculous camel.

ASUMMARTOFTHESUMH

This Surah discusses the Mi'raaj, which serves as a proof of Towheed. The verses of the Surah 
explain that mirades are meant to warn people that they will be destroyed if they reject them.

The central theme of Ihe Surah is Touiheed, for which the mirade of Mfraaj took place, is discussed in 
detail in the conducting verses of the Surah, where Allaah says, “Say, 'Call Allaah or call Ar 
Rahmaan. By whichever name (from his 99 names) you call to Him, (it makes no difference 
because) to Him alone belongs the most beautiful names'.” He may be called by any name, as 
long as none other is summoned.

Allaah then teaches people how to pray to Him. He says, “Do not recite (the Qur’aan) loudly in your 
salaah (so that you do not disturb others and not to cause the Mushrikeen to mock you), nor softly [so 
that yourfollowers are able to hear and learn), but seek a path in between these (two extremes)
The reason for calling to Allaah only is then given when Allaah says, “Say, 'All praise is for Allaah, 
Who has not taken a child (has neither sons nor daughters), has no partner in kingdom and is 
not so weak lhat He requires an assistant. Declare His greatness in abundance.” Only 
Allaah can be worshipped and relied on for help because only He has the above attributes.
This Surah contains ten verses pertaining to Towheed and five that concern miracles.
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9

In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful.

1. Pure is that Being Who transported His slave (Rasu lu llaah (SS; by night from Masjidul 
Haraam ( in  M a k k a h ) to Masjidul Aqsa fin J e ru s a le m ), the vicinity fuienityjof which We have 
blessed (th e  area was th e  p la ce  o f  w orsh ip  o f  a il th e  A m b iyaa , m a n y  o f  w h om  a re  b u r ie d  th ere ; it is reve red  by  M u s lim s  

as w ell as o th e rs  and  th e  area  is w e ll irr iga ted  a n d  fe r t i le ) , toshowhim OUT Aayaat. Undoubtedly, He is 
the All Hearing, the All Seeing. (T h is  ve rse  speaks o f  th e  m ira cu lou s  jo u rn e y  o f  Rasulu llaah f r o m  the

M a s jid u l H a raa m  to  M a s jid u l A qsa , a jo u rn e y  re fe rre d  t o  as “Israa”. H e  was ta ken  th e re  o n  an a n im a l k n ow n  as B u ra aq  

w hich uras a lo n g  w hite an im a l th a t was la rger than a d on k ey  b u t sm a lle r  than  a m u le . It  tra ve lled  ex tre m e ly  fast because  

every  step  o f  B u ra a q  rea ch ed  as fa r  as th e  eyes ca n  see. A t  M a s jid u l Aqsa, Rasulullaah led  a ll th e  A m b iy a a

in  salaah. Therea fter, h e  a;as raised u p  to  th e  heavens, a jo u rn e y  know n  as “M ira a j ’’. H e  was m e t b y  seve ra l 

A m biyaa$hf$S$&  in th e  seven  heavens, a ll o f  w h om  w e lco m e d  h im . H e  mas a lso show n Jannah  and  Jahann am  and  

m a n y  w ond ers  o f  A llaah 's  crea tion . H e  s p o k e  to  A lla a h  th e re  a n d  th e  f iv e  Fardh  salaah w ere  g iv en  t o  h im  as a g if t  to  the  

U m m a h . H e  mas th en  re tu rned  to M a k k a h . A l l  th is transp ired  in less than a s in g le  n ig h t an d  Rasulu llaah mas taken to

a ll these destina tions in his phys ica l b od y  a n d  in  a con sc iou s  state.)

2. We granted Moosa 5 W E  the Book (the Torah)  and made it a (m ea n s  o f ) guidance for the 
Bani Israa'eel (in s tru c tin g th e m ) “Do not take another besides Me as a helper.”

3. O  the progeny of those whom We boarded (o n  th e  a rk ) with Nooh 1 He was
indeed a grateful slave. (S o  b e c o m e  like  h im  and  th a n k A lla a h fo ra lIH e  has g iv en  y o u .)

4. We announced to the Bani Israa'eel in the Book (T o ra h ), “You will certainly cause 
(m u ch ) corruption on earth twice and you will certainly engage in great tyranny (against
other people}.*9 (This verse could refer to several incidents in the history of the Bani Israa'eel, all o f which fit the description 

given here. The same applies to the forthcoming uerses. Please refer to the detailed books o f Tafseer fo r the details.)
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5. “When the promise of the first of the two (p e r io d s  o f  c o r ru p t io n ) comes, (th en  as p u n is h m en t f o r  

th is) We will send against you such slaves of Ours (y o u r  en em ies ) who will be great 
warmongers, and they will barge into homes (k illin g  and  des troy in g  w ha teve r they  can  w ith ou t any 

c o n ce rn  f o r  y o u ). This is a promise that will be fulfilled.”

6. (A lla a h  to ld  th em  fu rth e r,) “Thereafter We will restore your authority over them (o v e r  y o u r  

e n e m ie s ), reinforce you with wealth and children, and greatly multiply your numbers ('so
that you may haue a large and powerful army) . ”

7. “If you do good (o b e y  M y  co m m a n d s ), you will be doing good for yourselves and if you do 
evil, it will be to your detriment (b ecause  y o u  w ill su ffe r th e  p u n is h m en t f o r  i t ) . When the second
promise (p u n ish m en t) will come (W e  w ill again a llow  y o u r  en em ies ) to distort your faces ( to  d isgrace  

y o u ), to enter the Masjid (M a s fid u lA qs a  as they entered the first time (w ith o u ta n y  res p ec t), and 
to destroy everything they are able to." (T h e  p o w e r  o f  th e  B a n i Is raee l w ill b e  destroyed  fo re v e r .)

8. (A lla ah  a lso to ld  th em ,) “The time is near when your Rabb will have mercy on you (a fte r th e  

se co n d  p u n is h m e n t). However, if you repeat (y o u r  e v il actionŝ  We shall repeat (th e  u;ay in w hich  you  

w ere tre a te d ). We have made Jahannam a prison for the Kaafiroon.”

K
©

9. Surely this Qur'aan leads to a path that is straight Oust and uprigh t) and it conveys the 
good news to the Mu'mineen who do good deeds that they shall have a great reward.

10 and ( i t  a lso te lls  th em ) that We have prepared a painful punishment for those who do
not believe in the Aakhirah.
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11. (W h en  ex p e r ie n c in g  hardsh ip ,) Mail prays f Of evil (d ea th ) just a$ fe rven tly  as) he prays for good 
(w h en  h e  wants s o m e th in g  g o o d ) . Man (in  gen e ra l) was always hasty (h e  is p r o n e  to  d o  th ings w ith ou t th in k in g  

a b o u tth e  c o n s e q u e n ce s ).

12. We have made the night and the day two signs (tha t d em on s tra te  O u r  m ig h t ). We have 
darkened the sign of the night (a llow in g  y ou  t o  rest pea ce fu lly ) and made the sign of the day 
bright so that you may seek Allaah's bounty (en g a g e  in  ea rn in g  y o u r  l iv e lih o o d  during the daylight) 

and (b y  th e  passing  o f  days y o u  m ay ) know the COUnt of years and (s o  that y o u  m ay  k n ow  how  to  m ake o th e r  

types o f ) calculation (such  as ca lcu la tin g  weeks, m onths, years and  gen e ra tion s  and  o th e r  p e r io d s ). We have 
explained everything ( to  y o u ) in (d is tinct) detail.

13. We have bound every person's (re co rd  o f ) actions on his neck (w h e re v e r  a m an  m ay be, his

ev e ry  act is re c o rd e d ). (E ven tu a lly  w hen  he  dies, th is re co rd  is c losed  u n til fin a lly ) On the Day of Qiyaamah 
We shall take out for him a book (th is re co rd  con ta in in g  a ll h is actions h e  ca rr ied  o u t  in th is w orld ) that he 
will see opened before him.

14. (It will then he said to him) “Read your book. Today you are enough (quite capable) to take 
S to c k  of yourself (you can see your actions for yourself and you need no one else to question you ).”

• 9 $ /  S  * * *  1 *

15. Whoever is rightly guided is guided for his own benefit (b ecause  he  w ill e n jo y  th e  fru its  o f  it) 

and whoever has strayed (f ro m  th e  tru th ) has gone astray only to his own detriment ( to  his

ow n  loss because h e  a lon e  w ill su ffe r th e  p u n is h m en t f o r  his w ro n g d o in g ). No soul shall bear the burden of 
another (ea ch  person w ill su ffe r p u n is h m en t f o r  th e  sins s/he c o m m itte d  an d  n o t  f o r  th e  sins that o th e rs  c o m m it ) .  

(H ow ev er, n o  p e rs o n  su ffers p u n is h m en t w ith ou t p r io r  w arn ing  b ecau se ) We shall never punish (a n y o n e ) 

until We send a messenger ( w ho in fo rm s  h im  a b o u t th e  c on s eq u en ce s  o f  his a c tio n s ).
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16. When We intend to destroy any town, We command (th ro u g h  O u r  A m b iy a a  those
of them who lead a life of luxury ( t o  su b m it to  A lla a h  and  to  fu lf il th e injunctions o f D e e n ) .  (Fa iling  to  heed  

th e  c o m m a n d ,) They then sin in the town (a n d  in flu e n ce  th e  p o o r e r  p e o p le  t o  d o  th e  sa m e ), because of 
which Our decree (p u n ish m e n t) becomes justified against them and We completely 
annihilate (d es troy ) them.

17. How many generations have We destroyed after Nooh Your Rabb suffices
as the Knower and Seer of the sins of His slaves. (H e  know s th e  w rong  they  d o  an d  exactly  why they

deserve punishment.)

18. Whoever desires the pleasures of this world, We shall speedily grant (h im /her) 

whatever We will (not necessarily  w hat s/he wills) for whoever We will (a n d  n o t  f o r  e v e ry o n e  w h o  w ills it) 

in this very world, and then We will appoint Jahannam for him. He will enter it 
admonished (c o n d e m n e d ) and rejected.

19. (O n  th e  o th e r  h an d ,) Whoever desires the Aakhirah and exerts (s trives ) himself for it as he 
ought to and is a Mu'min, then such are the people whose deeds will be appreciated
(b y  A lla a h  an d  H e  w ill rew ard th em  abundantly) .

20. We grant to all ( to  b o th  g ro u p s ), to these (those w ho desire  th e  A a k h ira h ) and to those (th o se  w ho  

desire th e  w orld ) from the grace (b o u n ty ) of your Rabb (in  th is w o r ld ). The grace (b o u n ty ) of your 
Rabb is not restricted (A llaah  g ives  t o  e v e ry o n e  w ithou t H is  treasures b e in g  d e p le te d ).

©

21. See how We have favoured (p re fe rred ) some over others (b y  g iv in g  s o m e  m o re  a n d  o th e rs  less ). 
Without doubt the Aakhirah is greater (than th is  w orld ) in ranks (status) and greater in 
favours, ( I t is th e re fo re  those with g rea te r status and  g rea te r fa vou rs  in  th e  A akh irah  w ho w ill tru ly  b e  fo rtu n a te , n o t  

those w ho have  m o re  status and wealth in this w orld .)

22. Do not take on (b e lie v e  in ) any Ilaah together with Allaah, for then you will be 
reproached (c o n d e m n e d  to  Ja h a n n a m ) and without help (aga inst A llaah 's  p u n is h m e n t).

Y£
Y
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23. Your Rabb has commanded that you worship only Him and that you treat your 
parents kindly. If any one of the two (of your parents), or both of them reaches old age with
you, (especially) then do not even tell them “Oof!” (or anything else that may cause them hurt) and do 
not rebuke them (even though they may be at fault). (Always) Speak gently to them. (Never raise your

voice when speaking to them, speak with respect and never speak to them harshly.)

24. Lower for them the wings of humility (always be humble and soft-hearted towards them) out of 
compassion (kindness) and say, “O my Rabb! Show mercy to them (my parents) as they had
(been merciful towards me when they) raised me when I was young.” (Just as parents are merciful towards 
their children when their children are little and depend on them, the children should also show mercy towards their 
parents when their parents grow old and depend on them.)

25. Your Rabb knows best what is in your fcoufsjhearts. (He knows your intentions when you care 

for you parents). If you are righteous (obedient to Allaah and your parents) then surely He is Most 
Forgiving to those who turn to Him (Allaah will forgive those who sincerely repent for their sins).

26. Give the relative his right (maintain good relations with relatives), as well as (give the rights to) the 
poor and the traveller (assist them in their need). And do not be extravagant (do not be wasteful).

27. Without doubt, the extravagant ones (those who waste) are the brothers of the 
Shayaateen (because they behave just like the Shayaateen). And Shaytaan Iblees) was ever 
ungrateful to his Rabb. (Whereas Allaah gave Iblees the bounty o f intelligence, he was ungrateful by using it to 
disobey Allaah's command. Muslims should avoid behaving in this manner. They should therefore use the bounty o f 
wealth in ways that please Allaah and not against His commands.)

28. Should you have to avoid them (your relatives, the poor o r travellers because you have nothing to give 

them) Seek mercy (kindness) from yOUT Rabb that yOU expect (to receive at some time, so that you will
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be able to help them), then speak to them with gentle words (explaining to them kindly why you are 

unable to assist and that you will try to do so as soon as you can).

29. Do not keep your hand fastened to your neck (do not be stingy with your wealth), nor 
spread it wide open (do not spend so excessively that you are left in poverty), otherwise you will be 
reproached and empty handed. (Moderation in spending is therefore essential.)

30. Verily your Rabb increases and decreases the provisions of whoever He wills. 
Indeed He is Informed and Watching over His slaves (and therefore knows who is most deserving).

31. Do not kill your children out of fear of poverty (by aborting unborn children fearing that you will 

be unable to support them). We (alone) shall provide for them and for you (you therefore need not fear 

for their provisions). Killing them is indeed a grave sin.

32. And do not even draw (gojnear to fornication (do not indulge in anything that may lead to it). It 
is truly an indecent (shameless) act and the worst of ways (because it leads to immorality and 

illegitimate children in society and also leads to Jahannam) .

33. And do not kill a soul that Allaah has forbidden except with a warrant (such as a 

penalty fo r a crime). Whoever is killed unjustly, then verily We have granted authority to 
his heir (to have the murderer executed), SO let him not transgress in execution (by executing 

someone else, executing without sufficient evidence or harming the murderer before his execution). Indeed he (the 

heirofthemurderedperson) shall be assisted (by Allaah when he does not transgress).

34. And approach not the wealth of the orphan only in a manner that is best until he 
comes of age (Never misuse the wealth o f orphans in your care while they are underage and unable to use their
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money. However, when they come of age and are capable of managing their own finances, their wealth should be given to 

them). And fulfil the pledge (pledges made with people as well as pledges made with Allaah). Certainly, 
questioning shall take place (on the Day ofQiyaamah) with regard to pledges (andpeople will be 

taken to task fo r breaking their pledges).

35. Measure in full when you measure (goods for people) and weigh with proper scales (so

that others are not cheated). This is best and better in the final outcome (because it leads to mutual 

trust and rules out disputes).

36. And do not pursue what you have no knowledge about (do not comment on subjects you 

have no knowledge about or speak about something that has not been verified). Indeed questioning (on the Day 

ofQiyaamah) shall take place with regard to (what) the ears (heard;, (what) the eyes (sawj and 
(what thoughts and wrong beliefs) the hearts (harboured).

37. And do not walk haughtily (proudly; on earth (strutting with your heads in the air). You can 
certainly not tear the earth open (with your strutting;, nor can you reach the height of the 
mountains (by lifting your heads in the air. This proud manner of walking is therefore futile because you cannot 

achieue anything by it).

38. The evil of all of these (acts mentioned above) is detestable (cause dispieasure;tO your Rabb
(soavoidthem).

39. These (advice and guidance; are from the matters of wisdom that your Rabb has 
revealed to you (0  Muhammad S ) .  Do not ascribe to Allaah any other Ilaah, for then 
you will be cast into Jahannam, reproached (condemned) and rejected.

40. (Referring to the belief o f  the Mushrikeen that the angels areAllaah's daughters, Allaah says,) Has your Rabb 
chosen sons only for you (because you love to have sons) and taken the angels as His 
daughters? You are surely making a preposterous statement (a huge blunder by choosing for 

Allaah what you dislike fo r yourselves although you regardHim to be your Rabb).
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41. Verily We have explained (matters in many different ways) in the Qur'aan so that they (the 

Mushrikeen) may take heed (think and become Muslims). However, it (the explanations given in the Qur’aan) 

only increased their resentment (for the truth because they refuse to shift their positions and do not want to 

accept the truth).

42. Say, “If there were other Aaliha (other deities controlling affairs with Allaah as they (the 

Mushrikeen) claim, then they (the other deities) must have surely sought an inroad to attack 
the Owner of the Arsh (o f Allaah).”  (If they had found a route to Allaah and to rule with Him, there would 

certainly be disputes because no two can think alike. Had such disputes arisen, the system o f the universe would not have 
functioned so perfectly as we see it because while one god would want something, another would want something else 
and two opposing events cannot take place sim ultaneously. I f  ever there were to be a fight between the gods, the most 
powerful would have defeated the others, meaning that He is the One Supreme.)

43. Allaah is Pure, Exalted and extremely high above what they say (no god o f the

Mushrikeen can ever matchAllaah in any attribute) .

44. The seven heavens and earth together with whatever is within them (all o f creation) 

glorify Him. There is nothing that does not glorify His praises, but you do not 
understand their glorification (even matter that seems inanimate to us humans glorifies Allaah without us 

realisingit). Undoubtedly He is Most Forbearing, Most Forgiving.

45. When you (0 Muhammad 'S^ ) recite the Qur'aan, We place a veiling barrier between 
yourself and those who do not believe in the Aakhirah (so that they can cause you no harm).

46. And We place a veil on their hearts lest they should understand it (the Qur’aan), and
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a prop in their ears (so that they do not accept the Qutaan to befromAltaah). (This is because) When you 
mention only (the attributes of) your Rabb in the Qur'aan (without mentioning any attributes o f the gods 

that the Mushrikeen worship), they turn on their heels in aversion (in resentment).

47. (0  RasuMaah &SH;!) We know best what they (the Kuffaar) listen to when they attentively 
listen to you (only so that they can mock you) and (We know best what they discuss) when they whisper 
(conspire) in secrecy saying (to those who follow RasuMaah W & ),  “You are merely following a 
bewitched man (affected by magic). ”

a

48. Look how they call you names (such as a bewitched man, a poet, a magician, etc) ! (The fact o f the 

matter is that) They (and not you) have gone astray (aremisled) and will not find the way (backtothe 

truth. Therefore, to substantiate their false positions, they use every means to discredit Rasulullaah @8?).

49. They (the Kuffaar mockingly) say, “Is it that when we turn into bones and pieces (when our 

bodies decompose after death), we will be resurrected (raised)as a new creation?”

50. Say (tothem ), “You may (even) become stones or iron...

51___or any other creation that seems appealing in your hearts (even if you wish to turn into

things that seem lifeless, more lifeless than decomposed bone and flesh, Allaah will still resurrect you after death).”

Soon they will say, “Who will resurrect us?” Say, “He Who created you the first time
(from nothing can certainly create you again from your decomposed matter).”  They will then nod their 
heads to you saying, “When will it (resurrection) be?” Say, “It will probably occur very 
shortly ftherefore you have very little time to prepare). ”

& & & & I
52. The day when He will call you (from your graves when an angel will blow the trumpet), you shall 
respond by praising Him and (because o f your fear and the great length of the Day of Qiyaamah) yOU will
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think that you Stayed only for a little while (in  the world and in your graves).

53. Tell My bondsmen (servants) that they should speak what is good (to  Muslim and Kaafir 

alike). Undoubtedly Shaytaan will (make every attempt to) create friction (trouble) between 
them (especially by what they will say to each other). Indeed Shaytaan is an open enemy to man (and 

will spare no effort to lead man tajahannam by causing them to fight each other).

54. Your Rabb knows you best. (Because H e knows you best) He may show mercy towards 
you if He wills (if you deserve H is mercy) and if He wills He may punish you (if you deserve

punishment). We have not Sent yOU ( 0  M u h a m m a d as a warder (a  guard) Over them. (S in ce  

even Rasulullaah was no warder to force people to do anything, we common people are certainly no better. We
should therefore always speak kindly to others and not be harsh with them even though they do wrong.)

55. Your Rabb knows best who is in the heavens and the earth (and therefore knows best who 

deserves what). (In accordance with this knowledge,) We have favoured some Ambiyaa above others 
(knowing who deserves more honour. Consequently We made Ibraheem Our friend, Muhammad the best

and most beloved) and granted Dawood the Zaboor.

56. Say (totheM ushrikeen), “Call on those that you consider (as gods) besides Allaah (when 

you are in difficulty). (When you do this, you will discover that) They are unable to remove difficulties 
from you, nor can they shift (it away from you). ”

57. Those (go d s ) that the Mushrikeen call upon (whom they worship, such as JVabi Isa and the

angels) also seek a means to approach their Rabb, (u ym g w ith each other to see) who of them 
shall be closest and they (also) aspire for His mercy while fearing His punishment (How 

can they be worshipped when they themselves worship Allaah?). (Therefore, worship Allaah Only and forsake all gods 

because) The punishment of your Rabb (for those who commit Shirk) is frightening indeed.
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58. We shall destroy every town before the Day of Qiyaamah (thereby punishingiheKuffaar) or 
(if not, We shall) severely punish it (punish the Kujfaar o f these towns in the Aakhirah). This has been 
recorded in the Book (the “LowhulMahfoodh”) .

59. The only factor that prevented Us from sending Aayaat (miracles that people requested) 

was that the former people had rejected them, (We therefore did not allow people to see miracles 
when We knew that they would reject them because punishment immediately overtakes people who reject miracles that 

they themselves ask fo r) . We granted the (pregnant) camel (that came out from a rock) to the (nation of) 

Thamud as an eye-opener (by which they could believe thatSaalih E wasAIlaah'sNabi), but they
treated it unjustly (they still did not believe him and killed the camel. Thereafter, they were all destroyed). We 
send Aayaat only as warnings (to convince people to acceptlmaan).

60. ( 0  Rasulullaah remember the time) When We told you that (th e  knowledge of) yOUT Rabb 
surrounds people (Allaah knows the past, present and future behaviour o f people). We Only made the 
sight (ofJannah,Jahannam and everything else in the heavens) that We showed you (during your journey of 

M i’raaj) and the accursed tree (Zaqqoom) mentioned in the Qur'aan (in Surah 37, uerses 62-66 and 

Surah 56, verses 52 ,53 ) as trials for the people (to see which of them will believe you and who will not. There 

were therefore those who did not believe that Rasulullaah went on Mi'raaj and those who a rgued  that a tree cannot

grow in the fire o f Jahannam). We (continuously) warn them (against kufr), but it (the warnings) only 
increases their rebellion (inso/ence,) tremendously (and  then they even start mocking).

61. (Remember the time) When We (created Aadam  © e  and) told the angels, “Prostrate to 
Aadam!” they all prostrated except Iblees. He said, “Should I prostrate to one whom 
You have created from mud (urhen Jhaue been created from fire, which is superior to mud) ? ”

62. He (Iblees) said, “Are You telling me that this is the being whom You have
(mostjhonoured above me (I cannot accept this) ?  If You grant me (a respite (time to live) until 
the Day of Qiyaamah, 1 will surely gain control of his (A ad am  s) progeny (and lead

them astray) except for a few individuals (Whom You protect from me).  ”
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63. (Accepting his request fo r life until QiyaamahJ He Allaah) said, “Go (from here) !  Whoever of them 
(mankind) will follow you, then Jahannam will definitely be ample punishment for 
them.”

64. “Fool (misled) as many of them as you can with your voice (with m use and everything else that 

calls them to sin), attack them with your cavalry and infantry (with all your might), be a partner 
in their wealth (by causing them to indulge in stealing, interest and other sins o f wealth and by causing them to 

spend fo r ulterior motives) and (be a partner in their) children (by causing them to have illegitimate children and by 

using their children to lead them astray) and promise them (long lives and that there will be no resurrection).”  

The promises that Shaytaan makes are only deceptive (a delusion to mislead you, so do not fall fo r

them).

65. (Allaah told Iblees further) “Indeed you will have no control over My (chosen) bondsmen 
(becauselshallprotectthemfrom your gu ile )."  Your Rabb suffices as a Protector (with Allaah asProtector, 

no one else’s  needed).

66. Your Rabb is He Who causes fdriuesjthe ships to move with you so that you may 
seek from His bounty (sustenance). Indeed He is Most Merciful to you (by creating all the means 

oflivelihoodfor you).

67. When any adversity afflicts you at sea, all those (gods) that you call (to fo r help) 

besides Him are lost to you (on this occasion, and then you call to Allaah fo r help). (However,) When He 
rescues you (from drowning and brings you safely) to land, you turn away (from worshipping Him and 

againstartworshippingyourfalsegods). Man was ever ungrateful (for Allaah’s favours to him).

68. Do you feel secure (fearless) against Him causing you to sink in the end of earth? Or 
(do you feel secure against Him) unleashing a storm that rains stones on you, after which you 
shall not find a protector (to save you from it) ?
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69. Or do you feel secure against Him returning you (to the sea ) and then sending a 
severe windstorm to (against) you (which will sink your vessels) ?  Then you will be drowned 
because of your kufr (not because o f  any injustice from Us) and you will not find any avenger (to 

pursue) against Us (because there will be no wrong to redress and none has power against Us).

70. It is indeed true that We have granted honour to the children of Aadam (by

granting him superior intelligence, an eloquent tongue, a beautiful appearance and much more). (In addition to all the 

favours We have blessed man with,) We carried him O i l  land on animals and other means of transport) and 
sea (on sea-faring vessels), provided him with pure sustenance and granted him great 
Superiority over many of Our creation. (W hereas  the best o f mankind are better than the best o f other 
creation, there are many who are worse thanAllaah's other creation.)

71. (Do not forget) The day when We will call every person by his Imaam (by hisNabi and his 

record of deeds). As for those who will be given their books (the records of their deeds) in their 
right hands, they will be the ones who will read their books and will not be oppressed 
in the least (they will not be deprived o f the reward o f any good ad ).

72. Whoever is blind (to the way to guidance and salvation) in this world will be blind in the 
Aakhirah (unable to see the waytoJannah) and will be even more astray (in theAakhirah because unlike 

the situation in this world where there is a  possibility o f repenting, there will be no chance fo r repentance in theAakhirah).

7 3 . (Referring to the request o f the Mushrikeen that Rasulullaah ® § ?  should remove some poor Sahabah SEKSSSs’ from  

his company before they could associate with him, Allaah says,) They had almost come close to turning 
you (O Rasulullaah away from that which We have revealed to you (not to drive the sincere 

Muslims away from your company) so that you may attribute something different to Us. (Had you 

done what they requested and driven the poor Muslims away,) They (the Mushrikeen) would sure! then have 
taken you as a friend.
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74. If We had not kept you firm (by saving you from wrongdoing), you could have (possibly) 

inclined slightly towards them (because o f their persistence and convincing manners).

75. In that case (had you acceded to their requests,) We would have let you taste double 
punishment in this life and after death. Then you would not have found any assistant 
for you (to help you) against Us.

76. They (the Mushrikeen o f Makkah) were close to uprooting (forcefully expelling) you from this 
land (Makkah) to remove you from it (However, Allaah commanded Rasulullaah to leave by himself.) If 
this had happened (if they had forcefully driven Rasulullaah ( U S  away from Makkah), only a few of them 
would have remained behind you (hecauseAllaah'spunishmentwouldhavedestroyedthem).

77. This (practice o f destroying those who forcefully expelted their Rusul) W 3 S  OllT practice with Our 
Rusul that We sent before you. You will not find any change in Our practices (h o u r  ways 

and methods of working).

78. Establish salaah from the decline of the sun (after midday or after sunset) until the 
darkness of the night (referringtoiheZuhr,Asr, Maghrib and Ishasalaal ,  as well as the Fajr Salaah. 
Indeed the Fajr salaah is attended (by the angels) . (Rasulullaah @ 8  said that the angels o f the day and the 
night alternate each day. They all gather during the time of the Fajr and A sr salaahs. When the angels who were with man 
during the night ascend to Allaah, H e asks them in what condition they had left H is slaves. They reply that they left them 
while they were performing salaah and they found them the day before while performing salaah. [Bukhari])

79. In a portion of the night perform the Tahajjud salaah that is an extra (salaah) for 
you. Soon your Rabb will accord to you (O M uham m ad& M ) the “Maqaam Mahmood” (The

Maqaam Mahmood is an exalted position that only Rasulullaah will occupy on the Day o f Qiyaamah. Th is position

will be the envy o f all creation. It will allow him to intercede on behalf o f the entire creation).
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80. (When making Hijrah toMadinah, Rasulullaah mas commanded to) Say, “O my Rabb! Allow me
to enter a pleasant (righteous) place (Mad'mah), allow me to leave (Makkah) pleasantly and 
grant me such authority from Yourself that is coupled with (Your) assistance (s o  that I  may 

be able to overcome all my enemies). ”

81. Say, “The truth (Imaan, Islaam) has arrived and falsehood (kufr, Shirk) has disappeared. 
Indeed, falsehood was bound to disappear. ”  (Rasulullaah recited this verse as he broke the idols
in theKabah after conquering Makkah.)

82. We have revealed such a Qur'aan that is a cure (from physical and spiritual diseases) and 
mercy for the Mu'mineen. (However,) It only increases the loss of the oppressors (the 

Kuffaar are plunged further into kufr each time they hear the Qur'aan because they reject everything they hear).

83. When We grant favours to man (the Kaaflr), he turns away (from thanking Us) and, 
changing direction, he goes far. And when hardship (poverty, illness) afflicts him, he 
becomes despondent (loses hope because he has no faith in Allaah).

k &j y - w v r - v *  w  ^  A V  (>  '  to' w  ^

84. Say, “Every person (Muslim and Kaaflr) practises in his own way (manner). Your Rabb 
knows best who is the most rightly guided (and  H e will reward or punish accordingly). ”

85. They (the Jews) ask you (O Muhammad W^) about the Soul (What is it?). (Without giving a detailed 

reply to the question, Allaah commands Rasulullaah to) Say, “It is from the Command of my Rabb
(It is from among Allaah's creation).”  You have been granted only a little bit of knowledge. (The 

knowledge o f mankind and that o f Rasulullaah (H IS  is extremely little compared to the knowledge o f Allaah, Whereas man 
cannot even understand the reality o f the soul that is within him, how can he hope to understandAllaah as H e really is?)

k V
8 6 .  (Making it clear that everything, even divine revelation is a bounty from Allaah which only H e can preserve, Allaah

says,) If We wish, We could certainly snatch away whatever We have revealed to you (O 
Rasulullaah after which you will not find a helper against Us (to retrieve i t ) . . .
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87. ...unless (Allaoh chooses not to take it away, fo r this wilt then be) with the mercy of your Rabb. 
Indeed His grace (bounties] on you has been tremendous.

88. Say, “If mankind and the Jinn combine to (try to) produce something similar to this 
Qur aan, they would not be able to produce anything like it even if they assistant 
each other.”

89. Verily We have fully explained every type of subject matter to mankind in this 
Qur aan. However, most people (theKuffaar) have chosen not to accept (remain ungrateful).

&

90. They (theKuffaar) say (to Rasululhah (H i , “We shall never believe in you until you cause 
a spring (fountain)to gush forth for us from the earth...

91__ “Or (until) you have a special orchard of dates and grapes, amid which you cause
rivers to flow strongly. ”

92___“Or (until) you drop the sky upon us in fragments (pieces)as you claim (will happen to us

if we reject), or (unfi/] you bring (Allaah and the) angels before our very eyes (to prove that you are a true 

N a b i)”

93__“Or (until) you have a house of gold or you ascend to the sky. And we will never be
convinced of your ascension until you send to us a (divine) book that we can read. ” Say, 
“My Rabb is Pure! I am but a human (mortal) and a Rasool (How can you expect me to do all o f  this 

by myself? Only Allaah can make this happen if He wills). ”
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94. The only factor that prevented people from accepting Imaan when guidance 
came to them was that they said, “Has Allaah sent a human as a Rasool?” (All the 

Ambiyaa were humans because they preached to humans.)

95. Say (in reply to them), “If there were angels walking (very) peacefully on earth, We 
would have sent to them an angel from the skies as a Rasool (However, since there are humans 

on earth, We havesentahuman because he can best relate to them). ”

96. Say (O  Rasulullaah O S  , “Allaah is enough as Witness between myself and you (it is 

enough for Him to know that I  am true). Verily He is Informed (aware) and Watchful of His slaves. ”

97. He is rightly guided whom Allaah guides (grants understanding). You shall never find 
any allies (helpers) besides Allaah for (the guidance of) those whom He sends astray. On the 
Day of Qiyaamah We shall raise them (thosegone astray) on their faces, (and they will be) blind, 
dumb and deaf. Their abode shall be Jahannam. Each time it (the intensity o f the fire) abates 
(lessens), We will increase its intensity (so that their punishment should not be lessened).

98. This is their punishment because they rejected (deniedjOur Aayaat and said (with 

ridicule), “Will we be resurrected as a new creation when we have become bones and 
fragments (broken pieces)?”

99. Do they not see that the same Allaah Who created the heavens and the earth is 
Capable of creating the likes of them (who are much smaller than the heavens and earth) ? He has 
appointed for them a term (the time of their deaths and Qiyaamah) about which there is no 
doubt. The oppressors (Kuffaar) refuse to do anything but commit kufr (thereby continuously

showing ingratitude to Allaah) .
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100. Say, “If you people were in control of the treasures of my Rabb's mercy (sustenance 

and good ), you would holdback (from giving anything to anyone) for fear of spending (lest you be left 

with nothing) .(This is because)  Man was ever miserly. ”

101. Indeed We granted Moosa nine clear Aayaat (to prove to the people that he was
Allaah's Rasool. These were his staff, his sh in ing hand, the drought which effected the people o f  Fir’oun, shortages in their 

produce, the flood, the locusts, the ticks, the frogs and The blood [see verses 107 to 133 o f Surah 7 ]), SO ask the 
Bani Israa'eel when he came to them and Fir'oun said to him, “O Moosa! I really think 
that you are bewitched (and therefore have a disturbed mind). ”

102. He (Moosa replied, “You know very well that only the Rabb of the heavens
and the earth revealed these (Aayaat) as eye-openers (for you and your people to realise that He is 

Allaah). And, O Fir'oun, I really think that you will be destroyed (if you do not mend your ways). ”

©

103. So he (Fir’oun) intended to annihilate them (Moosa Haaroon and the Bani

Israa'eel) from the face of the earth, but We drowned him and all those with him.

104. Thereafter (after Fir’oun and his army were drowned), We said to the Bani Israa'eel, “Live 
(peacefully) in the land. When the promise of the Aakhirah (Qiyaamah) comes, We shall 
gather you all together (However, theMu'm ineen will soon be separated from the Kuffaarand each will head for 

their different destinations). ”

105. (Just as Moosa was given manjj miracles, Rasulullaah (JKS ujas given the greatest and everlasting

miracle, which is the Qur’aan.) We have revealed it (the Qur'aan) with the truth, and with the truth 
did it come. We have sent you (O  Muhammad & t£ ) only as a carrier (bea rer)o i good news (o f

JannahfortheMu'mineen) and a W arner (to the Kuffaar that they will enter Jahannam).
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106. We have divided the Qur'aan Onto Surahs and verses) so that you (0  Muhammad& £ )  may 
recite it steadily /at intervals) to the people (so that they may understand and learn it) and We have 
revealed it gradually (over aperiod o f  approximately 22years, 2  months, 22days).

107. (However, despite the kuth of the Qur'aan and the fact that it has been revealed and structured to facilitate easy 

understanding, many people still refuse to believe in it You cannot force them to believe Therefore,) Say (to them), 

“Believe it or do not believe (but prepare to face the consequences). Verily, those who were 
granted knowledge before this (the Jews and Christians before the coming o f Rasulullaah iSS? believe that 

the Qur’aan is from and Allaah and they revere it so much that they) fall prostrate on their chins (faces) 

when it is recited to them...

108. ...and they say, 'Pure is our Rabb (He never breaks promises) ! Without doubt, the 
promise of our Rabb has surely come to pass (Allaah promised us in our scriptures that He would 

reveal the Qur'aan to Muhammad 4<§SI? and He has done this).'”

109. They fall weeping (excessively) on their chins and it (the Qur'aan) increases their 
humility (theirsubmissiontoAllaah). (One who recites or hearsthis verse being recited should perform Sqjdah.)

110. Say, “Call Allaah or call Ar Rahmaan. By whichever name (from his 99 names) you 
call to Him, (H makes no difference because) to Him belongs the most beautiful names. Do not 
recite (the Qur’aan) loudly in your salaah (so that you do not disturb others and not to cause the Mushrikeen 

to mock you), nor softly /so that your followers are able to hear and learn), but Seek a path in between 
these (twoextremes).”  111

111. Say, “All praise is for Allaah, Who has not taken a child (has neither sons nor daughters), 

has no partner in kingdom and is not so weak that He requires an assistant. Declare 
His greatness in abundance.”
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Surah 18  Surah Kahaf

THE CAVE
The Surah is called Surah Kahaf because it contains the detailed incident of the people of the 
Kahaf (cave).

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH KAHAF  AND THE PRECEDING SURAHS

It has been mentioned in the discussion of S urah Faatiha that in terms of subject matter, the entire 
Qur'aan can be divided into four parts, each one beginning with the words “Al'hamdu Lillaah” 
(“All praises are for AUaah” ).

The first part begins with Surah Faatiha (Surah 1) and terminates at the end of Surah Maa'idah 
(Surah 5). This part primarily discusses the fact that AUaah is the Creator of everything. The 
second part commences with Surah Anaam  (Surah 6) and ends with the conclusion of Surah 
Bani Israa’eel (Surah 17). The focal issue discussed in this part is that fact that, after creating 
creation, AUaah nurtures, sustains and tends to the needs of all His creation, gradually perfecting 
their characteristics and development. None other is capable of this feat.

Surah Kahaf begins the third part of the Qur'aan. This part focuses on the authoritative power of 
AUaah, emphasising that He is the Master and ControUer of everything. Everything happens by 
His decree and He has not vested this power on any other being. Everything proceeds from Him 
and aU wUl return to Him.

A SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

To ascertain whether RasuluUaah was a true Nabi, the Kuffaar posed three questions to him.
The three questions were:

1. What happened to the youngsters that went missing in times bygone (referring to the people 
of the cave)? This question is answered from verse 9 to verse 26 of Surah Kahaf.

2. TeU us about the person in bygone times who traveUed to the east and the west (referring to 
Dhul Qamayn) ? This question is answered from verse 83 to verse 98 of S urah Kahaf.

3. What is the reality of the soul? This question is answered in verse 85 of S  urah Bani Israa'eel.

The detailed story of Moosa and Khidr is also mentioned in this Surah, highlighting the 
fact that only AUaah has knowledge of the unseen and that only He is in control of affairs in the 
universe. The story is mentioned from verse 60 to verse 82 of the Surah.
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In the name of Allaah, The Most Compassionate, The Most Merciful.

©

1. All praise belong to Allaah, Who has revealed the Book (the Qur'aan) to His slave
(Muhommadi^J and has not placed any miss guidance (error, inconsistencies) in it.

n
©

2. He has made the Book clear (accurate in every way, does not contain any confusion in words or meaning; 
is neither excessive nor deficient in any u>ay; it confirms all the previous scriptures; it sees to the welfare o f  man and guides 

him towards everything that will correct and improve his existence) SO as to warn (the Kuffaar) of a severe 
punishment and to convey good news to the Mu'mineen who do good works that they 
shall have an excellent reward (Jannah)...

3___in which (Jannah) they will live forever.

4. And (Allaah has made the Qur'aan upright) so that it may warn those who say that Allaah has 
taken a child (warn them about the disastrous consequences of their beliefs that awaits them in the Aakhirah).

5. Neither they, nor their forefathers (whom they claim to follow in faith) have any knowledge 
(and therefore say that Allaah has children). Grave is the statement that emerges from their
mouths (because it will lead them to Jahannam) They speak only lies, (for they ignore reason and wisdom).

6. It should not be that you (O Muhammad &&) destroy yourself in grief (sorrow) after them 
(after their rejection) because they do not believe in this communication (Qur'aan). (It is not in
your hands to ensure that they believe.)
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7. Verily We have placed everything on earth as an adornment to test which of them
(after seeing all these beautiful things) will Carry OUt the best actions (instead o f  hankering after the things of 

the world).

8. (However appealing these things appear, they will all come to an end when) We shall certainly turn 
everything on earth into an open plain (on theDayofQiyaamah).

9. Do you think that the people of the cave and the Raqeem were wonders from Our
Aayaat? (According to some commentators, the word “Raqeem” refers to a stone tablet on which the incident o f the 
people o f the cave ij;as inscribed together with their names. According to others, i: luas the name of their dog, while others 
say that it was the name o f  the place where they lived.)

10. (Remember the time) When the youths (fearing that the king would kill them for believing in AllaahJ took 
refuge in the cave saying, “O our Rabb! Bestow on us (special) mercy from Yourself and 
make (it) easy for us (tofind) a suitable solution to our plight.”

11. So We cast a veil on their ears for many years in the cave (so that they heard nothing at all

while they slept in the cave).

&ir
12. Thereafter (after309 years) We raised them (from their sleep) so that We may know which 
of the two groups will be able to specify (remember) correctly for how long they had 
remained (asleep in the cave) . (When they awoke, some o f them said that they had slept fo r a day or a part o f  a day 

while others said that Allaah knew best how long they remained asleep. It was the second group that held the correct 
opinion.)

13. We narrate to you their story in perfect truth. They were a few youths who 
believed in their Rabb (during a time when others worshipped idols) and We increased them in 
guidance (strengthened theirImaan and understanding).
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14. We strengthened their hearts (their Imaan and resolve) when they stood up (before the kacftr 

king) and said, “Our Rabb is the Rabb of the heavens and the earth. We will never 
accept another as llaah besides Him, for then we will have definitely uttered sheer 
transgression (blasphemy and words devoid o f reason). ”

15. “These are our people who have taken others as Aaliha (objects o f worship) besides 
Him (Allaah). Why do they not present a clear proof for it (to prove that their gods deserve to be 

worshipped) ? Who can be more unjust (sinful) than he who invents a lie against Allaah (by

saying that others besides Him deserve to be worshipped)?”

16. (However, when they realised that they had to leave their town to escape persecution, they said to each other,)

“When you have separated yourselves (moved away) from them (the people o f the town) and 
what (idols) they worship besides Allaah, then seek refuge in the cave. (Do not worry about 

what you will live on) May your Rabb shower His mercy upon you and make your objectives 
easy to reach. ” (When they reached the cave, Allaah made all o f them sleep fo r309 years.)

17. (If you had seen their cave) You will See that (the situation of the cave was such that) when the Sun 
rose, it would pass by their cave on the right and, when it would set, it would pass by 
on the left, while they were in a spacious (inner) portion of the cave, fin this manner, their 

bodies did not receive direct sunlight which would have disturbed them.) These are from Allaah's Aayaat. 
The person whom Allaah guides (granis understanding) is rightly guided (because only Allaah can 

guide a person). As for him whom Allaah (because o f His great wisdom) sends astray, you shall not 
find for him any guiding friend.
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18. (Had you seen themj  You would have thought that they were awake though they were
as leep . (Allaah made them appear as if they were awake. Had they appeared to be asleep, passers-by would have 

taken advantage o f their helpless situation and harm them in some way). And (so that their bodies would not 

decompose or become stiff,) We used to turn them over on their right and left sides, while 
their dog stretched out his paws (and lay) at the threshold (at the entrance o f the cave to protect 

them). If you were to observe them closely, you would surely have turned away and fled 
from them, and you would have been filled with awe (terror because the scene was a frightening |'| ^  

one. Allaah made it appear frightening to discourage anyone from disturbingthem).

19. (As they slept soundly) In this manner, We woke them up so that they could question 
each other. One of them said, “How long have you remained (asleep in the cave) ?” They 
replied, “We remained here for a day or a part of a day. (They said this because they had fallen 

asleep in the morning and had woken up in the evening309 years later) Others said, “Your Rabb knows 
best how long you stayed. Send someone to the town with this silver (coins]. Let him 
then see which food is purest (not dedicated to idols) so that he can bring you some 
provisions from there. However, he should be subtle (cautious) in his approach and 
never inform anyone about you (because the people would then learn about our whereabouts and persecute 
us further)

. 2 } 

a

a*

20. Surely, if they (the people o f the town) become aware of your presence, they will 
certainly stone you or (force you to) return you to their religion (idol-worship), after which 
you shall never again be successful. (When the person went with the money to the town, the people were 
astonished to see him dressed in such ancient clothing and to see the ancient coins he carried. By then all the people o f the 
town as well as the king wereMu'mineen and when they learnt the story from the person, they were pleased to know that 
they were the same people who had disappeared so many centuries ago. The story was a great lesson for these people.)

21. In this manner (as We bad awoken them,) We made them (their story) known (to people) so that 
the people might know that Allaah's promise (o f  resurrection) is true and that there is no
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doubt about (the coming of) Qiyaamah (because Allaah can raise all o f creation in body and soul just as He had 

raised these men). (Remember the time) When (the people o f the cave passed away after a short while and) the
people (o f the town) disputed about (what to do to remember) them and said, “Build a structure 
over them (seal the caue to be a grave fo r them). (In reply to another dispute that arose about the people o f the cave, 

the people said) Their Rabb knOWS them best (it is therefore futile to argue about them) . ”  (When another 

dispute arose about what sort o f  structure to build at the entrance o f the cave,) Those who proved dominant 
in their affairs said, “We shall definitely build a Masjid over them (so that people may always 

know that the people of the cave worshipped Allaah. In this manner, people will not succumb to worshipping the people of 

the cave),”

t p i

©  1 l

22. Some people said, “They (the men in the cave) were three, their dog being the fourth.” 
Others said, “They were five, their dog being the sixth.” They are merely guessing. 
Others say, “They were seven and their dog was the eighth.” Say, “My Rabb knows 
best what their number was and (besides Allaah) only a few people know them (only a few

know precisely how many people they were. HadhratAbdullaah hir; Ahbaas hus mentioned that he is o f those

few who know the correct number. He then said that they were seven and their dog was the eighth). So do not fall 
into debate regarding them (because it makes no difference to yourlmaan), except for superficial 
discussion (if someone asks about them, merely tell them what the Qur'aan says without involving yourself in deep 

discussion that may cause disputes to arise). And do not even ask anyone about them (because the 
lesson drauinfrom the incident isclear. You need not know more becausethis will distract you from the lesson anddilute 

your energies).”

23. Never (ever) say about (doing) anything, “I will certainly do so tomorrow”

24. ...unless you add, “Inshaa Allaah” ( “By Allaah's will”. You should therefore say, “I  will do this 

tomorrow Inshaa Allaah.”) .  Remember your Rabb when you forget (to remember Him. You should 

therefore add “Inshaa Allaah” as soon as you remember to do so) and (O  Muhammad ( § 8 )  say, “I have the 
hope that my Rabb will guide me to that (revelation and miracles) which leads (people) closer
to it (closer to believing that I  am Allaah's Rasool). ”  (Therefore, Allaah revealed to Rasulullaah the stories even 

more astonishing than that o f  the people o f  the cave and about people who lived long before them. These stories are such 

that Rasulullaah would never have known about them without divine revelation, proving that he was Allaah's 

Rasool. In addition to this, Allaah also made Rasulullaah perform many miracles, the greatest o f which is the 
Qur'aan. These amply prove that he is Allaah's Rasool.)

25. They (the people of the cave) remained in their cave for three hundred years and (others)
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add another nine (making it a total o f309 years). (Some commentators state that the period they slept was 300 
years according to the solar calendar and 309 years according to the lunar calendar, which is shorter.)

26. Say, “ (Differingabouttheperiod will not benefit us) Allaah knows best how long they stayed (in 

the cave, so refer the matter to Him) . He has knowledge of the unseen things within the heavens 
and the earth. How well doesHesee and hear! (There is nothing that He cannot see o r hear.) They 
(those in the heavens and earth) have no helper besides Him, and none can be partner in His 
command (None sharespower with H im ).”

27. Recite (to people) what (revelation) has been revealed to you from the Book of your 
Rabb (the Qur'aan). There is none who can alter His words (Allaah's words in the Qur’aan and His 

promises) and (if you do try to alter His words,) you will certainly not find another place of refuge
(a shelter to save you from His punishment) besides with Him (only He can saue you from anything).

28. (ORasuMaah Restrain (keep) yourself with (in the company of) those who, seeking His 
pleasure, call to (worship) their Rabb morning and evening (even though they are poor and o f low

social standing) . (Even though the wealthy Kuffaar insist that you drive these Mu'mineen away so that they can draw 

close to you,) Do not shift your attention from them (the poor Mu'mineen) with the intention of 
acquiring the adornment of this worldly life (with the intention that if the wealthy Kuffaar accept 

Islaam, the status and financial strength oflslaam will grow). (Therefore, j Do not obey him (these wealthy Kuffaar) 

whose heart We have made heedless of Our remembrance, who pursues his (own) 

passions and whose (every) affair entails transgressing (by not living within the laws o f  Allaah).

29. Speak the truth that comes from your Rabb. Whoever is willing, should accept 
Imaan (and be successful in both worlds) and whoever is willing should commit kufr (and thus
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suffer eternal punishment). We have surely prepared for the oppressors (the Kuffaar) a Fire, the 
walls of which will surround them (completely, making it impossible to escape). If they plead for 
help, they will be helped with water that is like the residue (remains) of burnt oil (boiling 

and black), which will scorch their faces. A  terrible drink indeed (which will be o f no help at all to 

them )! It (Jahannam) is the worst of resting places (because it offers no rest at all).

30. As for those who have Imaan and who do good actions, We shall certainly not put 
to waste the rewards of those whose actions are good (We shall therefore rewardtheminjullfor the 

good they do).

31. For these people (who have Imaan and who do good) shall be eternal Jannaat beneath 
which rivers flow. There they will be adorned with gold bangles, they will wear green 
garments (made) of fine silk and raw silk and they will recline on couches. (Jannah is) A  
fine reward indeed, and the best of resting-places!

1

32. Relate to them the example of two men (one a Mu'min and the other a Kaafir). We had 
granted (to) one of them (the Kaafir) two orchards of grapes (two vineyards) surrounded by 
date palms and (in addition to this, We had also) grown a plantation (o f crops) between the two.

33. Both orchards bore fruit and We did not withhold anything from him. We even 
caused a river to gush forth between the two (so that irrigation was easy for him).

34. He also had (an abundance) of fruit (other types o f  wealth). While speaking (boasting) to his 
companion (the M u’min), he (the Kaafir) said, “I have more wealth than you and my people 
are dominant (my family and!are more influential in society and have a largerfollowing). ”

1
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35. (Accompanied by hisMu'min companion,) He (the Kaafir) entered his orchard as an oppressor 
(wrongdoer) Unto himself (bp committing kufr; he oppressed himself bp inuiting Allaah's anger) and Said, “I 
do not suppose (think; that this garden will ever be destroyed.” (penshj

36. “And I do not suppose (think) that Qiyaamah will ever arrive. If I should ever be 
returned to my Rabb ifQiyaamah ever comes) I shall certainly find a better place of return (if
Allaah has given this to me in this world, 1 can expect only better in theAakhirah if it ever does com e).9*

37. As they spoke, his companion (fcMu'minJ told him, “Do you disbelieve in Him Who 
has created you (pour father Aadam from sand, then (the red o f mankind) from a drop (o f

sperm) and then (properly) peifected (pour development until H e grew) you US U mm?”

38. “But (ifpou refuse to believe, I  am content to assert that) He is my Rabb and I shall not ascribe 
anyone as partner to Him. ”

39. “When you enter your garden, why do you rather not say, 'Maashaa Allaah La 
Quwwata illaa billaah' ( “Only what Allaah wills shall happen and all might is with Allaah’’ 
. Allaah giues and takes as and when He pleases. Bp saying this, you will be acknowledging that all that you have is from  

Allaah and that you should be praising Him instead o f boasting) ? If you think that (you are closer to Allaah 

because o f pour wealth and that I  am not because) I have less wealth and fewer children than you... ”

40. “...then (remember that the things o f this world are temporary and) the time is close when My 
Rabb shall grant me better than your orchard (either in this world or in the Aakhirah) and (the 

possibility is great that mp Rabb map) send to yOUT garden a Calamity (a thunderbolt and hot wind) from 
the sky (which will burn everything) turning it into an empty (barren) plain... ”

41. “...or (the possibility is just as great that) its water would sink into the depths of the earth
(causing euerytbing to dry up bp the morning), after which you will be unable to even look for it (you 

will be unable to get any water to revive your orchards) . ”
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42. So his fruit (all his wealth) was engulfed (destroyed by a disaster) and he began to wring his 
hands (in sorrow) for what he had invested in it. They (the vineyards) had collapsed on their 
trellises and he said, “If only I had not ascribed any partner to my Rabb!”

43. He had no troops (no power, family or friends) to assist him against (the punishment of) Allaah, 
neither could he avenge (save) himself.

t
© 6

w

44. At times like this (as well as on the Day o f  Qiyaamah), assistance (power) is only from Allaah,
the True (Ilaah). He is the best for reward (for none can reward as He does and His rewards are everlasting) 

and the best in the end.

------------ *-

45. Relate to them the example of this worldly life which is like the rain that We send 
from the sky, with which the plants of the earth mingle (causing them to flourish). Thereafter
(the time comes when) they (the once flourishing plants dry up or are destroyed in some way, only to) become 
debris (broken bits and pieces), to be Carried (dispersed) by the Winds (after which there is no sign that they 

ever existedj. Allaah always has control (power) over everything (He can create and destroy as and 

when He pleases).

46. Wealth and sons are merely adornments (temporary possessions) of this worldly life (that 

will not last forever). The lasting good deeds (all good actions that one does in this world, the rewards o f which 

are everlasting) are best in the sight of your Rabb in terms of reward and best in terms of 
expectations (because the expected rewards in theAakhirah are guaranteed by Allaah). (The rewards o f  certain 
good deeds continue accumulating even after a person dies because people continue to benefit from these deeds e.g. 
having a well dug to provide, teaching people things o f benefit and building homes fo r the poor.)
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47. (Do not forget) The day (ofQh/aamah) when We will cause the mountains to fly (when the earth 

will quake, after which will be reduced to dust), when you will see the earth as an open plain (with 

everything on it destroyed) and We shall resurrect them (Mu'mineen and Kuffaar alike), not leaving 
out any of them (so that everyone will have to present himselflherself in Allaah's Court).

48. They will be presented before your Rabb in rows. (The Kuffaar will then be told,) “We have 
certainly brought you as We have created you the first time (alone and without anything). 

However, (although you knew that We had the power to create you initially,) you thought that We Would 
never fix an appointment for you (when you will be resurrected and questioned) . ”

49 The book (every person's record o f  actions) shall be placed (given to them) and you will see the 
sinners (those whose records will be given in their left hands) afraid of what is contained in them 
(because it will condemn them tojahannam). They will say, “We are destroyed! What kind of book 
is that (it is so thorough that) it does not leave anything (any intention o r action) small or large 
unrecorded?” They will find their actions (which they carried out in the world) present (written in 

their records) and your Rabb shall not oppress anyone (no one will one be punished for a sin one did not

commit nor deprived o f reward for a good act carried out).

50. (Remember the time) When We told the angels, “Prostrate before Aadam,” they all 
prostrated except for Iblees. He was from the Jinn and disobeyed the command of 
his Rabb. (O  mankind) Do you take him (Iblees) and his progeny (the Shayaateen) as friends 
besides Me, whereas they are your enemies. Evil indeed is the substitution (exchange) 

of the Oppressors (they are extremely foolish to take their enemies as friends instead o f their real Friend).

51.1 did not require them (iblees and the Shayaateen) to be present at the creation of the 
heavens and the earth (to assist Me), nor (did I require their presence) at their own creation (Icreated 

them and everything else without their help. How can they then be regarded as My partners?). I cannot take as 
assistants those who lead others astray. (Let alone considering even pious people to be Allaah's 
assistants, it is extremely foolish to think that evil beings like the Shayaateen could ever be Allaah's assistants.)

52. (Remember) The day (o f Qiyaamah) when He (Allaah) will say (totheMushrikeen), “Call those
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(gods)  whom you regarded to be My partners (to assist you nou They will then call them, 
but they (thegods) will not respond to them (because they will be unable to do anything) and We shall 
place a barrier between them (between theMushrikeen and their gods. With the barrier in place, they will be 

even more convinced that they can expect absolutely no assistancefrom theirgods).

K
Y

t
53. (On theDay cfQiyaamah when) The sinful ones will see the Fire (ofJahannam in front o f them), (and 

although) they will be certain that they will fall into it, they (despite their desperate efforts) will 
not find anyone to rescue them from it. (OntheDay o f Qiyaamah, the Kuffaar and Mushrikeen will have 

complete conviction o f  their pending doom and will therefore try every thing to save themselves. However, their efforts 
will be in vain.)

54. We have undoubtedly explained all types of examples in the Qur'aan for (the benefit 

of) people (so that they may understand things better). (However, despite the detailed explanation, the Kuffaar refuse 

to accept because) Man has always been the worst disputant (he quarrels anymore than, others qf 

Allaah's creation).

55. After the arrival of guidance (through theAmbiyaa and divine scriptures) the only thing
that prevented people from accepting Imaan and seeking forgiveness from their 
Rabb (for kufr) was that (they were waiting to see whether) the treatment (punishment) of the previous 
people comes to them or that (they were waiting to see whether some other type of) punishment 
appears in front of them. (The Kuffaar foolishly waited to see whether the promise o f punishment would arrive 

before accepting Imaan. They failed to realise that once Allaah's punishment arriued, it will be too late to seekforgiveness.)

56. We sent the Ambiyaa only as carriers (hearers) of good news (to the Mu'mineen) and as 
Warners (to the Kuffaar). The Kuffaar use falsehood (baseless and absurd arguments) to dispute in 
order to eradicate (remove) the truth and they make a mockery of My Aayaat and the 
warnings that have been given to them.

57. Who can be more unjust (wrong) than he who has been advised with the Aayaat of 
his Rabb, but (instead of heeding the advice contained in the Aayaat, he) ignores them and has (even)
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forgotten what (sinsj he has sent forth (to the Aakh irah) ?  (Therefore, such people do not bother about the 

consequences o f  their sins and do not seek forgiveness.) We have Certainly placed a veil On their 
hearts lest they should understand it (the Qur'aan) and placed a prop in their ears (so that 

they cannot listen with the intention o f accepting). (Therefore,) Even if you call them to guidance they 
shall (not accept and) never be guided aright (correctly).

58. Your Rabb is the Most Forgiving, Full of mercy (because o f which He does not punish them 

immediately). If He were to take them to task for their (evil) deeds, He would have speedily
(immediately) afflicted them With punishment (because they certainly deserved it). However, they 
have been promised a term (a specific time when they will receive their punishment, which is either in this 

world o r in the Aakhirah) from which they will not find any sanctuary (a safe place where they can be

protected from Allaah's punishment) .

59. These are the towns that We have destroyed when they were unjust (by committing 

kufr) . We had stipulated a term for their destruction (just as We do with all theKuffaar. Therefore they 

should therefore not think that they will not be punishedjust because thepunishment has not yet arriued).

(Bukhari narrates that when Moosa once delivered a sermon to the Bani Israa'eel, they were very moved by it

After the sermon, someone asked him whether there mas anyone more knowledgeable than Nabi Moosa on
earth. He replied that there was none. Since he did not reply "Allaah knows best, ” Allaah reproached him and informed 
him that another servant o f Allah’s, who is at “the confluence (meeting) o f two sens” mas more knowledgeable than 

himself. Moosa $ $ $ &  expressed the desire to meet this person and asked Allaah how he would recognise him. Allaah 

told Moosa to carry a fish with him in a basket The fish would be given life at the place where he would meet this
knowlageble person. So Moosa SSSSsKHIS set out with the fish and his servant whose name was Yusha bin Noon 

H e instructed Yusha$$&S& to inform him when the fish came to life. Yusha ‘S&S'SSsE told him that this was a very ample 
task and well withinhis ability. The two then left on their journey to find the man whose name uias Khidr. The rest o f the 
story is narrated in the forthcoming verses.)

60. (Remember the time) When Moosa said to the youngster (Yusha bin Noon ), “l shall
continue to walk until I reach the confluence (meeting) of two seas (the place where two seas 

meet) or until I pass a long period (in search o f Khidr). ”

61. So when they reached the confluence of the two (and lay down to rest in the shade o f a 

boulder), they both forgot (to keep watch over) their fish and (coming to life, it escaped from the basket and) 

it tunnelled its path into the ocean. (Yusha happened to see this but decided to inform Moosa
only after he awoke. However, when Moosa $& (8$e woke up, Yushn forgot to tell him about it and they 

proceededfurther.)
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63. He (Yusha replied, “Did I not tell you that when we sought shelter (rested) by
the boulder I forgot (to watch) the fish? It was certainly Shaytaan that made me forget to 
mention it (to you). (The fish came to life and) It made its way into the sea in an extremely 
marvellous way.”

64. Moosa said, “That (coming alive of the fish) was the very thing we were seeking
(because it marked the place where we will meet Khidr)l ” So they retraced their Steps (back to the boulder).

65. Then (when they reached the place) they found a slave of Ours (Khidr) whom We had granted 
mercy especially from Ourselves (made him a chosen servant o f  Ours) and to whom We had 
given Our special knowledge (informed him o f certain aspects o f the unseen).

66. Moosa said to him (Khidr), “May I follow you on condition (with the understanding)

that you teach me some of the special knowledge that has been taught (specially) to 
you?”

67. He (Khidr) replied, “You will surely not be able to bear (bepatient) with me. ”

©

68. “How can you possibly bear with (endure) something, the knowledge of which you 
have not encompassed (about which you do not have thorough knowledge) ? ”

©

69. Moosa replied, “Inshaa Allaah ( “lfAllaah wills”) ,  you shall find me to be patient
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and I shall not disobey any command of yours.”

i
ri

70. He (Kbidr) said, “If you must follow me, then do not ask me about anything until I 
make mention of it myself (you must waitfor my explanation).”

71. So they proceeded until (when they needed to cross a river) they boarded a boat (belonging to 

some poor people who offered to transport them free o f charge) and fas they disembarked after crossing) he (Khidr) 

made a hole in it (by removing a few planks). (Surprised at this,) Moosa exclaimed, “Have
you made a hole to drown the people of the boat? You have certainly perpetrated 
(commited) a grave (wrongful) act.”

72. He (Khidr) said, “Did I not say that you will be unable to bear with me?”

73. (Realising that he was not supposed to question Khidr,) Moosa S&KtSJSc said, “Do not take me to 
task far what I have forgotten and do not be harsh with me in (such; matters. ”

74. So they proceeded (further on foot) until they met a boy whom he (Khidr) killed. (Shocked 

at the gruesome ad,) Moosa burst out, “Have you killed an innocent soul that has
not taken another soul (and therefore does not deserue to be killed in retaliation) ? You have now surely 
perpetrated (done) a great wrong. ”

75. He (Khidr) said, “Did I not tell you that you (surely) will not be able to bear with me?”

76. Moosa said, “If I question you about anything after this, then you need not 
remain with me. You have received (enough) excuse frasonsj from me (topa rtfrom m e)."
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77. So they proceeded until they came across the people of a town from whom they 
asked for food (because it was customary for people in those times to host travellers), but the people 
refused to host them (despite knowing that the two had nothing to eat). They then found a wall in the 
town that was near the point of (near) collapse and he (Khidr, miraculously) straightened it
(single-handedly). MoOSa®!>a$«k said, “If you Wished, (you could have been as insensitive as the people o f 

the town and)  you could have taken (adequate)  payment for this (instead o f  doing it as a favour) . ”  (This 

was now the third and final time that Moosa questioned.)

78. He (Khidr) said, “This is the parting between US (because you agreed that we part if you raised 

another objection). I shall inform you of the interpretation (reality) of the incidents which 
you could not bear with patience. ”

79. “As for the boat (which I  damaged), it belonged to a few poor persons who worked by
the sea (whose livelihood depended on their boat). I wished to damage (spoil) it (their boat because) there 
was a king ahead of them who forcefully seized possession of every boat.” (However, he 

would not seize their boat when he noticed that it was damaged. Thereafter, the poor persons could easily repair their boat 
and use it again instead of losing it altogether j

80. “As for the boy (whom I  killed), both his parents were Mu'mlneen and we feared that 
he would (become a Kaafir when he grew up and) embroil (subdue) them (his parents) in rebellion 
(disobediencetoAllaah'scommands) and kufr.”

81. “ (His parents would not miss him too much because) we intended that (after tailing him) their Rabb 
(would) replace for them (as compensation) children who are better than he (the boy) in purity 
and affection (children who will be Mu'mineen and who would care for the physical and spiritual well-being o f their 

parents).”
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82. “As for the wall (which I  straightened}, it belonged to two orphaned boys in the town. 
Beneath it was their treasure (which their father had buried there and built the wall to mark the spot) and 
their father was a pious person. Your Rabb intended that (when) they come of age and 
(learn about their treasure, they would be able to find the spot because o f the wall and then) excavate their 
treasure, (Had the wall fallen, they would never have been able to trace the whereabouts o f their treasure.) This is 
the mercy of your Rabb (towards the children o f pious M u mineen). I did not carry out these 
actions of my own accord (1 was following the instructions ofAllaah). This is the interpretation (the 

unseen background) of the things that you could not bear (to see) with patience. ”

83. They (the Jews) ask you (O  Muhammad about Dhul Qarnayn ( “The one who possesses two 

horns or two centuries”. Dhul Qarnayn was not Alexander The Great. Refer to commentaries o f the Quraan fo r details). 

Tell them, “I shall shortly tell you something about him (whenAllaah sends revelation to me) . ”

84. We certainly granted him authority (kingship) on earth and gave him the means to 
do all things (that he needed to do ).

85. So he set out on aroad...

86___until he reached the place where the sun sets (in afar westerly direction). He found it
(the sun appearing as if it were) setting in a black spring (the ocean, which appeared black because o f its 

vastness), where he found a nation (ofKuffaar living there). We told him (via the Nabi with him), “O 
Dhul Qamayn! Either you punish them (fight them fo r not accepting lmaan when the message had 

already reached them previously) or you adopt a (very) kind attitude towards them (by inviting them to 

lmaan a second time before waging Jihaad). ”

87. He (Dhul Qamayn) said, “ (I shall adopt a kind attitude towards them. However,) As for him who
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Oppresses (himself by remaining as a Kaafir), we shall SOOn (severely) punish him (in some manner) 

after which he will (after his death) certainly be returned to his Rabb, Who will punish him 
most severely.”

88. “As for him who accepts Imaan and does good actions, he shall have a most 
beautiful reward (Jannah). And (in addition to this) we will instruct him with lenient (easy) 

Words (kindlty request him to do only that which is easy fo r h im ).”

89. He then set out on aroad (towardstheEast)...

90. ...until he reached the place where the sun rose (in a far easterly direction), he found it 
rising over a nation to whom We had not given any shelter against it. (They lived as animals
do - without building homes and probably without clothing as w ell) (Although the Qur'aan makes no further mention of 
his encounter with these people, Dhul Qamayn also invited them to Towheed as he had done with the people in the west.)

91. This is how it (his extensive travels) was. We surely had knowledge of everything that he 
possessed (Therefore, whatever We narrate to you is the absolute truth and not mere tales).

92. He then set out on aroad...

93. ...until he reached (□ place situated) between two (huge) mountains where he found a 
nation who could barely understand anything (because they were terrified o f the Ya’joo j and Ma'jooj).

94. They (the people living there) submitted, “O Dhul Qarnain! The Ya'jooj and Ma'jooj 
Spread corruption (carnage and robbery) On earth (and we desperately need protection against them), SO  is
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it possible that we collect some money for you (to pay you) so that you may erect a 
barrier between us and them?”

95. He (Dhul Qamayn) replied, “ (You need not pay me because) The authority (wealth and power) that 
my Rabb has vested in me is better (than anything you wish to pay m e), SO (all I  require from you is that 

you) assist me with strength (manpower) and I shall erect a fortified wall between you and 
them.”

®

96. (Commencing with the construction, Dhul Qamayn instructed the people,) “Bring me some pieces of 
iron.” (The iron was used as bricks, while wood and coal were used as mortar.) When these (the iron pieces) 

were levelled (stacked high) between the cliffs (and the valley was barricaded), he commanded, 
“Blow (set the coal and wood alight) ! ”  When it (the mortar) was made into fire (the iron melted and the 

pieces joined together to form a solid iron wall), (while this was sufficient in itself, Dhul Qamain fortified it further. 

Instructing the people,) he Said, “Bring me molten copper to pour over it. ”  (When the molten copper 
was poured over the iron wall, it filled all the gaps and covered the wall, making it smooth without any handholds.)

97. (Becauseof the height, strength and smoothness o f the wall) They (theYa'jooj andMa'jooj) were not able to 
climb over it, neither were they able to make a hole in it (atthattime).

98. (Acknowledging that all accomplishments are possible only with Allaah's help,) He (Dhul Qamayn) said, 
“This (accomplishment) is a mercy (favour) from my Rabb. When the promise of my Rabb 
will come (when the Ya'jooj and Ma'jooj are destined to break free just before Qiyaamah), He will shatter it 
(the wall) to pieces. The promise of my Rabb is ever true. ”

99. On that day (before Qiyaamah) We will leave the criminals (the Ya'joqj and Ma'jooj) to flood 
(mingle with) each Other (because o f their large numbers), (and not long afterwards) the trumpet will be 
blown (to sound the advent o f  Qiyaamah) and We Will gather them all (all o f  creation fo r reckoning).

i®
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100. On that day (ofQiyaamah) We will present Jahannam before the Kaafiroon.

101. (The Kaafiroon are) Those whose eyes (in the world) were veiled from My remembrance
(because o f  which they never thought afAIIaah) and they were Unable to hear (the truth and accept).

102. Do the Kaafiroon think that they can exclude Me to take My slaves (such as the angels 

or Prophets) us assistants (as godsj? Without doubt, We have prepared Jahannam as a 
reception (or the Kaafiroon.

k
103. Say, “Should we inform you of those who are the worst losers in terms of their 
actions?”

104. They are those whose efforts (good acts) are destroyed in this worldly life (not accepted 

by Allaah because they do not have Imaan or because their intentions are incorrect) while they think that they 
are (definedy) carrying out good acts (and that they will be rewarded) .

105. These are the ones who reject the Aayaat of their Rabb and meeting with Him (on

theDayofQiyaamah). So their (goodj acts are wasted (completely spoiled) and no weight (value) will 
be attached to them on the Day of Judgement (because o f which they will receive no rewards).

106. This Jahannam will be their punishment because of their kufr and because they 
ridiculed (marked) My Aayaat and My Rasool.

107. As for those who have Imaan and who do good acts, (definetly) Jannaatul Firdous
(the highest levels qfJannah) shall definitely be their reception (where they shall be entertained) .
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108. They will live there (inJannah) forever and will never want to leave it.

109. Say, “If the ocean was ink for the words (attributes, excellent conditions, powers) of my Rabb 
(to be written), the ocean (o f ink) would be finished (departed) before the words of my Rabb 
can end (before all can be written), even if We supplement it (the ocean o f ink) with a like amount
of ink (with another ocean o f i n k ) ( S e e  also verse 27 o f Surah 31.)

110. (0  Muhammad) Say (to the people,), “I am but a human being (a mortal) like yourselves 
(neither an angel nor divine being). Revelation comes to me that your Ilaah is but One Ilaah
(Allaah, so worship no one else). So whoever expects (hopes) to meet his Rabb (on the Dag of 

Qigaamah) should perform good actions and not make anyone a partner (shareholder) in the 
worship of his Rabb,” (He should not worship angone but Allaah and when worshippingAUaah, he should not 
intend to please angone but Allaah.)
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Surah 19  Surah Maryam

MARYAM

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH MARYAM  AND SURAH KAHAF

Surah Kahaf replies to four doubts of the Mushrikeen and Surah Maryam replies to the rest of 
doubts. It may be said that Surah Maryam is a conclusion to Surah Kahaf.

A SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

Surah Maryam refutes several incorrect beliefs of the Kuffaar. Among these are the following.

1. Some Jews believed that Zakariyya $& & &  had control over the affairs of the universe 
because he managed to father a son in extreme old age. This belief is refuted in the opening 
verses of the Surah in which AUaah explains that it was Allaah Who granted Zakariyya his 
son after he made du'aa to Allaah to grant him a son.

2. Some Christians believed that Maryam (R.A) was superhuman because she used to
receive fruit that was not in season. They also believed the same about Isa because of the
miraculous feats that he performed such as raising the dead, curing lepers and blind people and 
creating living birds from sand. Because of this, some Christians believed that the mother and son 
possessed supernatural powers and worshipped them. Allaah refutes this in verses 16 to 36 
where He makes it clear that Maryam (R.A) was also subservient to Allaah and that Isa$®®3j£ 
openly declared to the people that Allaah is his Rabb and theirs.

3. Another incorrect belief that some Jews, Christians and Mushrikeen entertained was
that Ibraheem could alleviate their difficulties. Verses 41 to 49 refute this belief by making
it clear that Ibraheem $&$$$& disassociated himself from all gods besides Allaah and announced 
that they were all helpless and should be shunned.

4. Allaah also mentions three other Ambiyaa JBsSBPo whom some people regarded as
deities, viz. Moosa , Ismaa'eel and Idrees . Allaah declares that all these
Ambiyaa were sons of their forefathers and because they were all dependent on Allaah, 
they cannot be worshipped.

5. Some people called the angels Allaah's daughters and deputies. This is refuted by the 
declaration of the angels, where they say, “We descend only by the command of your 
Rabb. To Him belongs whatever is before us, whatever is behind us and whatever is 
between the two. Your Rabb never forgets. ”  [verse 64]
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In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful.

1. Kaaf Haa Yaa Ayn Saad (only Allaah knows the meaning o f these letters).

2. (This Surah makes) Mention of the mercy of your Rabb towards His slave (the Nabi) 

Zakariyya.

3. (Mention is made o f the time) When he (Zakariyya secretly made du'aa (in a low tone at night)

to his Rabb.

4. He said (in his du’aa), “O my Rabb! My bones have weakened (aged) and my hair has 
turned white because of old age. I have never (before) been unfortunate (unsuccessful) in 
my du'aa to You (I therefore haue great hope that this du'aa will also be accepted).”

5. “1 fear for my relatives after me (I fear that they may forsake the Deen after 1 die). My wife is 
barren (unable to bear children), SO  grant me an heir (a son to help me in propagating the D e e n )...”

6. “...who can inherit (my knowledge) from me and inherit from the family of Ya'qoob (so

that he can guide my people if they stray from their D e en ). And, O my Rabb, make him beloved unto 
You (by making him a person who practises the knowledge o f Deen that he possesses). ”
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7. (In reply to his du'aa, Allaah sent an angel to him who said,) “O Zakariyya, We Convey to yOU the good 
news of (the birth of) a son called Yahya. We have never named anyone like this before
him. ”  (His name and his character were unique.)

8. He (Zakariyya $&%$$&) said, “O  my Rabb! How will I have a son when my wife is barren
(unabletabearchildrenattheageof98) and I have reached the pinnacle of old age (at 120 years)?”

9. He (theangel) said, “So it shall be (what Allaah wills will com eto pass even though it seems astonishing). 

Your Rabb declares ‘It will be easy for Me. Indeed I have created you before whereas 
you were nothing (in a like manner, I  can create anything even though the means are unavailable.) ’ ”

10. He (Zakariyya said, “O my Rabb! Appoint a sign for me (by which I may know that my 

wife has conceived).”  He said, “Your sign shall be that you will be unable to speak to 
people for three nights, even though you will be healthy (your inability to speak will not be

because o f any disease) , w

11. So (the day finally came when) he (Zakariyya came to his people from the sanctuary
(the place where he engaged in lbaadah) and ( unable to speak to them, he) gestured to them, “Engage in 
glorifying your Rabb morning and evening (as you normally do. However, additional thanks will now

have to be expressed to Allaah because o f the successor to be bom ). ”

12. (Subsequently, Yahya was bom. When he came o f age, Allaah commanded him saying,) O  Yahya!
Hold fast on to the scripture (diligently practise the injunctions o f the Torah). ”  We granted him (Yahya 

$%$&&) wisdom (understanding ofDeen and deep Insight) in childhood...

J5*(5S*$S&G36««S3
13___and (We granted him the quality of) Compassion (towards others) from Ourselves and purity
(because o f which he never com mitted any sins). He was abstinent indeed. (He refrainedjrom all sins)
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14. He was kind to his parents and was neither rebellious (not arrogant towards his parents) 

nor disobedient (towardsAllaah).

t t J  J  9 ?  *  * 9 * * * \ f S 9 *  *  * &
i

i

15. Peace be on him on the day he was bom on the day that he passed away and on 
the day when he will be resurrected. (May he enjoy peace on all these days which is the most traumatic in a 

persons life.)

16. Mention Maryam (the mother o f Isa Sfei’iS&fc) in the Book (the Quriaan). (Mention the time) When 
she drew away from her family to go to a place far to the east (to take a bath o f  purity) .

17. She screened Medjherself from the people (so that none may see her), when We sent Our 
angel (J ibra 'ee/M l'J  to her, who assumed the appearance of a perfect man before her.

18. (Startled by his sudden appearance,) She said, “I seek Ar Rahmaan's protection from you, if
you fear (IfyoufearAllaah, you would leave me in peace because He will punish you for harming m e). ”

®lffltâ câ p«3wSCM6
19. He (Jibra'eel said, “I am but a messenger of your Rabb (and my task is) to convey
to you the good news of a pure son (that is to be bom  to you ).”

20. She responded, “How can I have a son when no man has touched me (I have never 

been married) and I have never been adulterous (How will I  conceive a child when I  have never had 

intimate relations with a man either lawfully or unlawfully) ? ”

21. He said, “It shall be SO (the command of your Rabb will come to pass even though the means are not 

present). Your Rabb says, 'It (giving her a child without a father) is simple for Me. And (We intend giving
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her this child in a miraculous manner) SO that We make him (the child) an Aayah for people (by which 

they can realise Our power) and a mercy from Us (towards those who willfollow him as their Nabi). This is a 
decided (decreed) matter.'”

22. So she conceived him (Isa $& ® 8£ ) and (when it was time to deliver the child, she) withdrew with 
him to a distant place. (She travelled approximately 8km from home to BaytulLahm [Bethlehem], fearing the 

people's angry reaction to her pregnancy without being married.)

She said, “Oh! If only I had died before this and had been completely forgotten fin that 
way, I  would not have to suffer the difficulty o f being here all alone without any provisions and I  would not have to worry 

aboutthe insults o f  people when they see me with a baby).”

24. (At that moment,) He (Jibrdee!$$%%%■) called to her from below (from a place where he could not see 

her) saying, “Do not grieve (about your lack o f provisions). Your Rabb has created a stream 
(spring) beneath you fso that you can easily have water) . ”

25. “ (Allaah has also arranged food. A ll you need to do is to lightly) Shake the trunk of the date palm 
towards you, causing fresh ripened (nutritious) dates to fall on you. ”

26. “So eat, drink and cool your eyes (be happy with your child and the thought that he will be one o f

Allaah's chosen servants). (As far as your concern about what to tell people, Allaah will see to that as well. Therefore,)

Should you see any person (who questions you about the child) then say, 'I have vowed to fast 
for Ar Rahmaan, so 1 cannot speak to anyone today (because the fasting during their times entailed

23. The labour pains brought her to the trunk of a date palm (from which she took support).

not speaking as well as not eating).’ ”

27. (Taking courage from the words ofJibra'eel SSiSSfH: and after regaining her strength with the dates and water, she
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decided to return home. Consequently,) She brought the child before her people. They 
exclaimed, “O Maryam! You have surely perpetrated a grave (sinful) act (offornication).”

28. “O sister of Haaroon! Your father was never an evil (wicked) person, neither was 
your mother adulterous (unchaste. How then are you such ?). ”

29. (Adhering to the instructions ofJibra'eel , she did not answer and) She pointed towards the
child (indicating to them that they should speak to the child). They said, “How can we speak to one 
who is still a baby in a cradle?”

y
©

30. He (the child who was Isa $$%$$£) said, “1 am a slave of Allaah (contrary to the beliefs o f the 

Christians who claim that he is Allaah orAllaah's son). Allaah gave me a Scripture (the Injeel) and made 
me a Nabi (contrary to the beliefs oftheJews who claim that he was not a N a b i)...”

3 1. “Allaah has blessed me wherever I may be (so that I  may always be o f benefit to people) and 
has commanded me to perform salaah and to pay zakaah (when I  return to the world before 

Qiyaamah) as long as I remain alive.”

&

32. “Allaah has also made me kind to my mother (because/have no father) and has not made 
me a tyrant (arrogant;and a wretched (unfortunate)person.”

ISi r ' J S ’J l  * 9 "  ■> j> \  S H -

33. “Peace be on me on the day I was born, on the day death comes to me (afterI return to 

this world before Qiyaamah), and the day when I shall be resurrected (because these are the most 

traumatic times in a person’s life. ”

34. This is Isa the son of Maryam. (We have spoken) The truth about which they (the 

Christians) have doubts (because the Christians claim that Isa wasAllaah'sson).
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35. It is not (necessary) for Allaah to take a son. He is Pure (He does not need children) ! When 
He decides (to do) anything, all He has to say is “Be!” and it conies into being.

36. (Assert your Imaan in Allaah, as Isa told the people when He said,) “Without doubt Allaah is
my Rabb and your Rabb (also), so worship Him. This is the straight path (o f Towheed and 

Islaam) . ”

37. However (despite this clear statement o f Isa the groups (among the Christians) began
disputing (arguing) among themselves (some saying that Isa is Allaah and others saying that he is

one o f three gods). Woe be to the Kuffaar on the occasion of a momentous (mighty) day (the 

Day ofQiyaamah when they will be punished fo r their corrupt beliefs).

38. How well will they hear and see on the day when they will come to Us! (Unlike the 
condition o f the Kuffaar in this world when they fail to see and hear the truth, they will clearly see and hear the truth on the 

Day ofQiyaamah when it will be too late) However, the oppressors (Kuffaar) are in open (abuious) 

error today (whileinthisworld).

39. Warn them of the day of remorse (theDayofQiyaamah when people will regret the wrong they did in 

this world), when judgement shall be passed (condemning them to Jahannam). Yet (today) they are 
negligent and do not want to accept Imaan.

40. Without a shadow of doubt, We will inherit (be the eventual owners of) the earth and 
whoever is on it (on the Day o f  Qiyaamah when all creation will be no more) and they (creation) Will 
return only to Us (they will go nowhere else and will have to answerto Us) .

41. Mention Ibraheem in the scripture (the Qur’aan). He was undoubtedly a Siddeeq
(extremely true in hislmaan), a (truthful) Nabi.
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42. (Mention the time) When he told his father (Aazar), “O my father! Why do you worship 
things (idols) that cannot hear, cannot see and cannot be of any assistance to you?”

43. “O  my father! Such knowledge (ofNabuwwah) has come to me that has not come to 
you, SO follow me and I shall show you the straight path (the path of Towheed that leads to eternal 

salvation).”

44. “O my father! Do not worship (serve) Shaytaan (because the object o f worship is to please the one 

being worsh ipped and worshipping idols pleases only Shaytaan, worshipping idols is equal to worshipping Shaytaan) .

45. “O  my father! Indeed 1 fear that (because o f your idol-worship) a punishment would afflict 
you from Ar Rahmaan, after which you would be a friend (companion) of Shaytaan fin
Jahannam).”

46. His father retorted, “Do you dislike (renounce and turn away from ) my gods, O  Ibraheem? 
If you do not stop (opposing them), I shall stone you. (It is best that you) Leave me forever.”

47. (Greeting his father as he left,) Ibraheem said, “Peace be on you. (Because Ibraheem 

thought that Allaah would still guide his father, he added,) I shall shortly seek forgiveness from my 
Rabb on your behalf. He has always been compassionate (kind) towards me.”

48. “I shall separate myself from you (idol-worshippers) and from that (the idols) which you 
worship instead of Allaah (I shall physically separate from you just as I  am spiritually separated from you) . 

Then (being away from you people and being able to peacefully worship Allaah,) I shall call to (worship) my

Indeed Shaytaan was ever disobedient to Ar Rahmaan fond therefore deserves no reverence at 

o i l ) ”
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Rabb. I am hopeful that I shall not be deprived (o f reward and acceptance) in my call (my

worship and du'aa) to my Rabb.”

49. When he (Ibraheem $&!$&) departed (withdrew) from them (and proceeded ta hue in Shaam) and 
refrained from what they worshipped instead of Allaah, We gifted him with (a son) 

Is'haaq and (a grandson) Ya'qoob. We made each one of them a Nabi.

SO. And We bestowed on (gave to) them a portion of Our mercy (various bounties; and made 
for them (in their honour) tongues of high truthfulness. (We made it such that future generations will 

always praise them).

51. Mention Moosa iSttlt in the scripture (the Qur’aan). He was surely chosen (selected) 

and was a Rasool, a Nabi.

52. We called him from the right side of Mount Toor (to formally declare him a Rasool as he returned 

to Egypt from Madyan) and We brought him close in communion (spoke directly to him).

b j j

53. From Our mercy We gifted him with his brother Haaroon as a N ab i.

54. Mention Ismaa'eel in the scripture (the Qur'aan). Verily he was true to his promise
and he was a Rasool, a Nabi. (This denotes the superiority of Ismaa'eel overls'haaq, who was only a Nabi 
andnotaRasool.)

55. (Besides being steadfast with salaah and ZakaahJ He (also) Used to instruct his family to perform
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salaah and to pay zakaah and he was beloved to his Rabb.

56. Mention Idrees 5 W E  in the scripture (the Qur’aan). He was certainly a Siddeeq
(extremelytrue inhislmaan), aNabi.

57. We elevated him to a high rank (o f excellent attributes).

58. These (Ambiyaa mentioned above from Zakariyya $£>&)&■ until Idrees m m >  are the ones
whom Allaah has favoured from the progeny of Aadam and from the progeny of 
those whom We carried with Nooh (on the ark). And (some o f  them such as /smaa'ee/®®^ and 

Is’h a a q m m  were) from the progeny of Ibraheem and (others likeMaasa , Haaroon m m ,

Zakariyya and Isa were from the progeny of) Israa'eel (Ya'qoobmsm) and (others were from

the progeny of) those whom We guided and selected. When the Aayaat of their Rabb are 
recited, they fall down weeping in prostration. (It is therefore befitting o f anyone who reveres them to 

behave in the same manner.)  (One who recites o r hears this verse being rented shouldperform Sajdah)

59. They (these Ambiyaa m m )  were followed by such evil successors who destroyed 
Salaah (by either rejecting the command or by neglecting its performance) and pursued their (evil) 

passions (did as they pleased). Soon they shall meet devastation (intheAakhirah)...

60. ...except he who repents (from kufr and sin) and who carries out good acts. These 
people will enter Jannah and will not be oppressed in the least (noonew illbepurtshedfora  

sin one did not commit nor deprived o f  any reward that one deserves).

61. Theirs shall be eternal Jannaat that Ar Rahmaan has promised His bondsmen in 
the unseen (which they cannot see). Undoubtedly, His promise shall come to pass (for nothing 

can prevent it from occurring).
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62. There (in Jannah) they will not hear any futile (useless) talk; (they will hear) Only (wards of) 

peace (greetings o f  Salaam and talk that will increase their peace and comfort). They shall have their 
sustenance (provision) there morning and evening (at all times, as and when they please).

63. This is the Jannah that Our bondsmen with Taqwa shall inherit (shall acquire).

64. (When Rasulullaah requested Jibra'ee to visit him more often, Allaah instructed J ib ra 'e e f^ ^ S r

to reply by saying,) “We (angels) descend (from the heavens) only by the command of your Rabb (we 

cannot come and go when we please). To Him belongs (He has control of) whatever is before US 

(whatever times and places lay ahead o f us), whatever is behind US (whatever times and places we haue passed 

by) and whatever is between the two. Your Rabb never forgets (and will send to you all the 

revelation that you are due to receive). ”

65. (Allaah is) The Rabb of the heavens, the earth and whatever is between the two, so 
worship Him and be steadfast in His worship (service). Do you know of any that (deserve 

to) share His name? (There is none who has the attributes to be worthy o f  being called Allaah.)

66. Man (theKuffaar) says, “Shall I be resurrected alive after I have (completely) died?”

67. Does man not recall (remember) that We created him before when he was nothing?
(In a like manner, We shall create him again after he has died.)

68. By your Rabb! We will certainly gather them (mankind) and the Shayaateen (on the Day 

ofQiyaamah). We shall then present them before Jahannam (hobbling) on their knees.
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69. Then We will definitely separate from every group those who were most 
rebellious (arrogant) against Ar Rahmaan so that they can suffer the worst punishment).

70. Then (after separating them,) We will (make others) know best who most deserve to enter
(Jahannam).

71. Every one of you shall pass by it (everyone shall pass overJahannam os they cross the bridge ofSiraat 

that spans Jahannam). This is a decreed command (proclaimed decree) of your Rabb (every person will 
have to pass over the bridge o f Siraat. Those headed fo r Jannah will pass over it speedily and enter Jannah while the 

others will fall off and land in Jahannam).

72. Then We shall rescue (save) those with Taqwa and We will leave the oppressors (the 

Kuffaar and sinners) in it (Jahannam) on their knees.

73. When Our clear Aayaat are recited to them (to the Mu'mineen and the Kuffaar), those who 
commit kufr ask those who have Imaan, “Which of the two groups (you or us) has a 
better (social and financial) standing and which has a finer (larger, stronger and better looking) 

assembly (army, group of supporters)?”  (Because the Kuffaar have more wealth, larger numbers and greater 
influence in society, they assume that they are the beloved ofAllaah.)

74. (Alladh replies to this assumption by telling them,) How many generations did We destroy before 
them, who were better off than them in terms of resources and appearance? (Their great 
wealth and resources meant nothing to Allaah. Neither were they beloved to Allaah, nor were they saved from His 
punishment.)
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75. (Allaah gives a second reply to their assumption by instructing Rasulullaah to} Say, “Allaah shall 
grant respite (temporary relief} to those who are astray (He willgrantthem more bounties o f this world) 

until they (increase in kufr and sin and eventually) witness (receive) what (punishment) has been 
promised to them, which shall either be punishment (in this world) or (on the Day of) 

Qiyaamah (which will herald the beginning o f  their punishment in the Aakhirah). Then they (the Kuffaar) will 
know who has the worst standing and who has the weakest army. ”

76. Allaah will increase the guidance (insight) of those who are rightly guided (who 

understand).The lasting good acts (all good acts in general, but especially those acts benefit and rewards o f 
which continue after the death ofthedoer, such asdigginga well o r borehole from which people continue to get water 

even after the sponsors death) are best in the sight of your Rabb in terms of reward and best in 
terms of consequences (because they produce the best results).

77. Have you seen him who rejects Our Aayaat and says, “I shall certainly be granted
(abundant) wealth and children fin the Aakhirah just as I  have them in this world)

78. Has he peeked into the unseen or has he made a pact with Ar Rahmaan ("because of 

which heseemsso convinced.)?

79. Never! We shall shortly record what he says and continue (constantly) to intensify 
the punishment for him (in the Aakhirah).

80. (On the Day of Qiyaamah) We shall inherit (every thing) from him (We shall take back) all that 
(wealth and children which) he speaks (boasts) about and he will come to Us all alone (without 

anything in his possession).

81. Leaving Allaah, they (the Mushrikeen) adopt many Aaliha (gods) so that these may be a 
means of strength for them (they believe that these Aaliha will be able to intercede for them before Allaah).
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82. This will never be! (Far from  interceding fo r them,) They (their Aaliha) will soon reject their
worship (will claim that the Mushrikeen never worshipped them) and (their Aaliha will) become their 
adversaries. (Idols will deny being worshipped because being lifeless, they had no idea that they were worshipped 
As far living beings who were regarded as gods, they will deny being worshipped because the abject afwarsh ip is to please 
the one being worshipped and instead o f pleasing the ones being worshipped the worshippers will haue caused more 
problemsfor them, especially in the Aakhirah. Therefore, since the object o f worship is lost, it is as if no worship took place 
at all. See also verse 28 o f  Surah 10 and verse 86 o f  Surah 16.)

83. Have you not seen that We have set (let loose) the Shayaateen after (upon) the 
Kaafiroon, who instigate (tempt) them tremendously (to commit sin)?

z-

84. So do not be hasty (by asking Allaah to send His punishment) against them (theKuffaar). We are 
meticulously keeping records of them (and they will be taken to task fo r everything they did when the 

timearrives).

85. (Do not forget) The day (qfQiyaamah) when We shall gather those with Taqwa unto Ar 
Rahmaan as (inuited) guests.

86. And We will drag the criminals (the Kuffaarand sinners) to Jahannam, thirsty.

87. Only those who receive permission (power) from Ar Rahmaan will have the ability 
to intercede (on behalf o f others).

88. They (theKuffaar) say, "Ar Rahmaan has taken a child.”

89. (By saying this,) You have certainly said a grave thing.

N
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90. (Thisstatement issograve that) The heavens may split asunder because of it, the earth may 
be cleaved open and the mountains may crash to pieces.

91. (All this will happen) Because they ascribed children to Ar Rahmaan.

92. It is not befitting of Ar Rahmaan to take children (because He has no need fo r children when 

everything belongs to H im ).

93. (On the Day o f  Qiyaamah and in this world) Everything within the heavens and the earth shall 
come to Ar Rahmaan as slaves (humbly and in submission).

94. Allaah has counted them all and numbered them all precisely (therefore, none o f  them 

can ever hidefrom Him  and absent himself o r herself on the Day of Qiyaamah).

95. Each one of them will come to Him all alone on the Day of Qiyaamah (without any

wealth to offer as ransom and without any friend, assistant or lawyer to save him from punishment).

96. As for those who have Imaan and do good acts, Ar Rahmaan will soon authorise 
(give) love for (to) them. (Allaah guides them to perform good deeds and to possess excellent conduct because of 
wh ich He loves them and the people love them and speak favourably about them.)

97.(0 Muhammad) We have made the Qur'aan easy (very light and comfortable) on your tongue 
so that with it you may convey (the very) good news (ofjannah) to those with Taqwa and 
Warn the quarrelsome people (that they will be punished if they do not stop arguing about the fundamental 

aspects of Islaam).

98. How many were the generations that We destroyed before them (who also refused to give 

up their quarrels)! Do you see any of them or do you hear any whisper (feeble sounds) from 
them? (They were destroyed so effectively that there remains no trace o f  them.)
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Surah 2 0  Surah TaaHaa

TAAHAA

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH TAAHAA AND SURAH MARYAM

By Name: The narration about Maryam (R.A) proves that she was not a deity. Surah TaaHaa 
emphasises this point when Allaah tells Moosa “Verily I am Allaah. There is no Uaah
but Me, so worship Me and establish salaah for My remembrance.” [verse 14]

By Content: Surah Kahaf and Surah Maryam refute various incorrect beliefs of the Mushrikeen 
about Towheed. Surah TaaHaa stresses that this message should now be propagated openly and 
earnestly and the resultant difficulties must be borne with courage just as Moosa $$$$&■  endured 
many hardships and tribulations when he preached Towheed to Fir’oun.

A  SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

Surah TaaHaa contains two central themes, viz. (1) Towheed, (2) encouragement for Muslims to 
brave the difficulties that will come their way when they preach Towheed.

Within the theme of Towheed, the Surah emphasises the fact that only Allaah has knowledge of 
the unseen and that only He can be relied on for assistance. Among the many verses that assert 
this belief is verse 98, which states, “Your Uaah is only Allaah, besides Whom there is no 
other Uaah. His knowledge encompasses everything.”

To kindle the spirit of courage and sacrifice in people so that they may bravely bear the difficulties 
that befall those who propagate Towheed, the story of Moosa is mentioned in great detail.
The story emphasises the resolve and zeal with which a person should propagate Towheed. 
Among the many verses providing such encouragement is verse 130, which states, “So 
patiently endure what they (the Kuffaar) say and glorify the praises of your Rabb before 
the rising of the sun and before it sets.”
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In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful.

1. TaaHaa (only Allaah knows the best correct meaning o f these letters).

2. We have not revealed the Qur aan to you to cause you difficulty (you should therefore not 

make its teachings difficult fo r  yourself) .

3. However, it (theQuraan) is advice for him who fears (thepunishmentofAllaah).

4. (The Qur'aan is) A revelation from Him Who created the earth and the lofty skies.

5. Ar Rahmaan is firmly in control of the Throne. (None has any share in His kingdom.)

6. To Him belongs whatever is in the heavens, whatever is on the earth, whatever is 
between the two, and whatever is beneath the clay.

7. Even if you speak loudly, (it makes no difference to Him because) He knows what is whispered 
and all that is even more hidden (such as the unspoken thoughts and desires o f the heart).
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8. Allaah is such that there is no Ilaah but He. His (ForHim  alone) are the most beautiful 
names.

9. Has not the story of Moosa W 8 K  reached you?

10. (Remember the time in his life) When (as he proceeded from Madyan to Egypt and was last,) he Saw (what 

appeared to be) a fire and said to his wife, “Wait (here )! I perceive a fire. Pterchance (perhaps) I 
may (be able to) bring you a brand (o f fire) from there (to give us some light and heat), or I may find 
some guide at the fire. ”

11. When he came to (near) the (light that appeared to be a) fire, it was announced, “O Moosa! ”

12. “I am indeed your Rabb, so remove your shoes for you are on the holy plain of 
Tuwa.”

© l

13. “[have chosen you (tobeaRasool), so listen attentively to what is being revealed.”

14. “Verily I am Allaah. There is no Ilaah but Me, so worship Me and establish salaah 
for My remembrance. ”

15. “Qiyaamah is undoubtedly coming. I shall conceal (the time when) it (will come. Qiyaamah 

will have to come) so that every soul can be granted retribution (rewarded or punished) for its 
efforts.”
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® ,

16. “The person who does not believe in it and who follows his carnal passions 
should never prevent (stop) you from it (from believing in Qiyaamah and from performing salaah), 

causing you to be destroyed (for being a Kaafir and a sinner). ”

17. “What is that in your right hand, O Moosa?” (This made him fully aware o f  it.)

18. He (MoosaM^J replied, “It is my staff. I (occasionally) lean on it, I (sometimes) use it to 
beat down leaves for my goats (to graze on) and (besides this) I have many other uses for it. ”

©,

19. Allaah said, “Throw it down, O Moosa.”

20. So he threw it down, and suddenly it was a slithering (living, moving) snake.

® i

21. Allaah said, “Grab hold of it and do not be afraid. We shall soon return it to its 
former (original) state.” (When Moosa grabbed hold of the snake, it became a staff once again.)

22. (Addressing Moosa forth er, Allaah said,) “Thrust yOUT (right) hand into yOUT Side (beneath

your left armpit), it shall emerge shining (bright) without any defects (without any disease) as a 
second Aayah (a second miracle which you may show to people to prove that you are My Rasool) . ”

23. “ (We have demonstrated these miracles to you) So that We may show you some of Our 
magnificent (great) Aayaat (so that you can be convinced o f  M y power and preach it to others).”
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24. “Go to Fir'oun (and preach Tawheed to him and his people). He is indeed rebellious. ”

25. (Realising that the task was a great oneJ  Moosa said, “O my Rabb! Expand (broaden) my 
chest (to be able to bear Your message and to haue the courage to propagate it). . . ”

i
v

26. “...make my task (ofpropagation) easy...”

27. “...and untie the knot (unclear speech that may come) on my tongue (during the heat o f the

m om en t)...”

28. “...so that they (the people I  speak to) may understand my speech.”

29. “Appoint for me an assistant (helper) from my family... ”

30. “... (namely) my brother Haaroon. ”

31. “Strengthen me with him (by my side) ...”

32. “...and make him a partner to my task (ofpropagation)...”
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33. "...so that we may (together) glorify You abundantly...”

34. “...and remember You in abundance (because it is easier to achieve something when the 

responsibility is shared). ”

35. “Undoubtedly You are Ever Watchful over US (over our external and internal conditions) . ”

©I

36. Allaah said, “You have been granted your request O Moosa (We shall make your task easy 

and appointHaaroon $& W & asaN abi to assist you). ”

37. “ (We will favour you today just as) We had already showered (many) favours upon you on 
another occasion... ”

y
®c&uaaacBwBi

38. “...when (you were bom and) We inspired your mother with that with which she was 
inspired.”

39. “ (Our inspiration to her was) That (We said), 'Place him (the infant Moosa) in abox (basket) and then 
cast the box into the river (Nile, because Fir'oun's soldiers were ordered to kill all little boys born to the Bani 

Israa'eel). The river will wash him on to the bank when My (open) enemy and his (Mossa’sJ 

enemy (Fir’oun) will take possession of him.' (AddressingMoosa further, Allaah said,) I had cast on 
(enveloped) you (with) love from Me (enveloped you with love so that Fir’oun and whoever else saw you began 

loving you) so that you may grow up under My supervision (care and protection )." (Fir'oun's wife the 

queen then persuaded him to allow her to keep the child as her own son. See verse 6-12 o f Surah 28.)
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40. (This was during the time) “When your sister arrived walking (at the palace ofFir'oun) and (after 

seeing that the little baby Moasa SSMSSifUc refused to drink milk from any nursing mother, she pretended to be a bystander 

and) she said, 'Should I not show you someone who can (definitely) care for him?' (Desperate 

to find someone, Firiouris wife allowed Moosa sister to indicate Moosa $5W«k’s mother. The child naturally

took to the mother to the relief o f  the queen.) So (in this manner) We returned you to your mother so 
that her eyes may be cooled (so that she may be pleased) and she may not grieve (ouer her 

separation from her son). Then (when you grew up) you (mistakenly) killed a person (see verses 15-21 o f 

Surah 28) and We saved you from grief (by giving you safety in Madyan) and tried you with many 
trials (from which I  had provided relief). You stayed several (ten) years with the people of 
Madyan (among whom you married) and then, O Moosa, you have arrived (here) on an 
appointed time (atthe age when I  wish to formally proclaim yourRisaalah) . ”

41. “I have (specially) chosen you for Myself (to be My Rasool). ”

42. “You and your brother should go (to R r ’oun and his people) with My Aayaat (miracles; and 
should not be lax (forgetful) in My remembrance.”

43. “Proceed, the two of you, to Fir'oun. Indeed he is rebellious.”

44. “Speak to him in gentle (kind) words, perchance he may take heed or fear (M e ).”

45. They said, “O our Rabb! We truly fear that he would be defiant or rebel against us. ”

46. Allaah said, “Have no fear, for verily I am with you, hearing and seeing (I am with you 

toprotectyou wherever you are).”
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47. “Go to him and say, W e are indeed two Rasools of our Rabb, so send the Bani 
Israa'eel with us (to Shaam) and do not torture them. We have come to you with a sure 
Aayah (miracle) from your Rabb (which proves that we are Ambtyaa ). May peace be on those 
who follow the guidance (uiho accept totally the message we have brought).'”

48. “It has been revealed to us that punishment shall (definitely) be for those who
(constantly) falsify and turn away (from our message).'”

49. (As commanded, Moosa and Haaroon took the message to Fir'oun. However, he rejected their

message.) Fir'oun said, “Then who is the Rabb of you two, O Moosa?”

50. He (Moosa $$&&£) replied, “Our Rabb is He Who granted each thing its (appropriate) 

form and then guided it (showed it what it ought to be doing and how to Hue).”

51. Fir'oun said, “Then what about the previous generations (who rejected the message o f  their 

Ambiyaa . Were they also punished as you say)? ”

52. Moosa said, “The knowledge of them is with my Rabb in the Book (theLowhul 

Mahfoodh). My Rabb does not err, nor does He forget.” (He knows whether a nation deserves 

punishment in this world before their punishment in theAakhirah. While many nations were punished in this world, the 
punishmentforothershasbeenpostponedfortheAakhirah.)

53. “ (My Rabb is) He Who made the earth a bedding (a place o f  comfort) for you, made roads
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for you (through mountain ranges and other terrain) and sent water from the sky.” Then We 
extracted (brought forth)by this (rain) various kinds of plants for you.

54. Eat and graze your animals fon that which We have provided). There are certainly Aayaat
(denoting Allaah's might and power) in this for the intelligent (those who can think clearly).

55. We have created you (your father Aadam from it (the earth), shall return you to it
(when you are buried), and will extract (restore) you from it a second time (when you will all come out 

from your graves on the Day of Qiyaamah).

56. Verily We showed Fir'oun all Our Aayaat, yet he (repeatedly) rejected and refused (to
accept our guidance) .

57. (Referring to the miracles that Moosa 1= showed him,) He (Fir'oun,) said, “Have you come to US

to remove us from our land with your magic (sorcery), O Moosa?”

58. (Intending to host a contest between Moosa and all the accomplished magicians of Egypt, Fir’oun said to

Moosa j  “So (in reply to your feats) we will certainly present the same kind of magic
before you, so arrange an appointment between us that neither us nor you will 
violate. Fix an Open plain for this (corrtestsothatpeoplemaywitnessit).”

59. Moosa said, “Your appointment (for the contest) shall be on the day of
adornment (a day o f festivity to celebrate Firoun’s birth day), and the people should be gathered at 
midmorning (to be spectators).”

I'i'Jl i 'o f  s ' I S  2

60. Then Fir'oun went back (to consult with his ministers), mustered his resources (had all the 

magicians summoned) and returned (to face Moosa on the appointed day after extensive preparation,
somesoy after a year o f  preparation).
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61. Moosa told them (the magicians), "Woe be to you! Do not invent lies against 
Allaah (by claiming that others are His partners), for then He will destroy yOU with a (severe) 

punishment. Whoever has invented lies (committed Shirk) has certainly (definitely) lost fin both 

worlds and will never achieve the good). ”

62. (Hearing this warning from Moosa They (the magicians) contested (quarrelled on) the issue
between themselves and then secretly convened (to decide what to do next).

63. (Finally coming to a decision,) They said, “These (Moosa and Haaroon $^£&) are but two
magicians who want to remove you from your land with their magic and destroy your 
excellent ways.”

64. “So assemble your plans and present yourselves in rows. The one who is 
Victorious (today is truly successful).”

65. They said, “O Moosa! Either you throw (your staff), or should we be the first to throw
(our ropes and staffs), n

66. He (Moosa $$%%&) replied, “You rather throw (first).”  Then (when they threw) their ropes 
and their staffs (they) suddenly seemed to appear like slithering (living) snakes to him
(Moosa m m )  O il account of their magic, (The magicians merely made everyone think that there were 

snakes whereas these were only illusions.)

67. So Moosa sensed a bit of fear in his heart (fearing that the people may become confused

andthinkthatthe magicians are also capable o f perform ing miracles like himself).

68. We said, “Do not fear! You shall definitely remain high (be victorious over them ).”
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69. “Throw down what is in your right hand and it will devour (swallow) what they have 
faked. They have merely faked the plot of a magician, and a magician will never 
Succeed (prosper against the truth) wherever he goes.” (As instructed, Moosa SKtSSt threw down his staff 

which ate up all the snakes o f  the magicians.)

70. So (s e e in g th a tth e sn a k e o fM o os a m m  was not a fake like theirs,) the magicians Were (astoundedand 

realising that he must surely be Allaah's Rasool, they were) cast into prostration (forced to prostrate) saying, 
“We believe in the Rabb of Haaroon and Moosa.”

71. Fir'oun said, “Do you believe in Moosa before I have permitted you (to do so) ? He 
(Moosa ‘S&SsJSiE) must surely be your superior (your chief) who has taught you magic. I shall 
certainly cut off your hands and your legs on opposite sides and will surely crucify 
you fmerri/es/yjon the trunks of date palms. Then you will learn which of us (myself or the 

Rabb o f  Moosa is more severe in punishment and whose punishment is more
lingering (lasting).”

72. They (the magicians) replied, “We shall never prefer you to the clear signs that have 
come to us and to the One Who has created us. So do as you decide. You can make a 
decision only in this worldly life (you can end our Hues only in this world and haue no control ouer our Hues 

intheAakhirah, whenAllaah will grant us Jannah).”

73. “We have verily believed in our Rabb so that He may forgive us for our sins and 
for the magic that you have forced (compelled) us to practise. Allaah is Best and 
Eternal.”

74. Indeed whoever comes to his Rabb as a criminal (K b#  or sinnerj, then he shall have 
Jahannam where he shall neither live (□ life afoomfort) nor die (because there is no death in theAakhirah).
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75. As for him who comes to his Rabb as a Mu'min, having performed good acts (for

Allaah's pleasure) , then these people will have the lofty ranks (high places inJannah).

76. (Their reward will be) The eternal Jannaat beneath which rivers flow. There they shall 
live forever. This is the reward for those who are pure (who purify their inner selves from ail types of 

euil).

77. We certainly sent revelation to Moosa fsaying), “Leave (Egypt) with My
bondsmen (theBanilsraa’eei) during the night, then (when they reach the sea, strike your staff on the sea 

to) make for them a dry road in the sea. Neither should you fear anyone pursuing you, 
nor should you have any other fear.” (Consequently, when Moosa Struck the sea with his staff and
Allaah opened twelve roads within theseaforthem to cross, Fir'oun decided to give chase.)

b *  Ul'Jl «■  id 9 9 ' W f  ? * * * •

78. So Fir'oun followed them with his army (into the sea) and there (gigantic walls o f water) of 
the sea covered them (drowning them all).

79. Fir'oun misled (deceived) his nation and did not guide them.

80.0  Bani Israa'eel! We have certainly rescued (saved) you from your enemy, made an 
appointment (promise) with you (with your Nabi fo r your benefit) at the right side of Mount Toor
(where We gave Moosa the Torah) and Sent for you Manna and Salwa (when you were wandering

lost in the Valley ofTeeh).
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81 . (0 Bani Israa'eel!) Eat from the pure things that We have provided for you and do not 
transgress (exceed) the limits (by disobeying the commands o f  the One Who gave you all these favours), for
then My anger (punishment) shall descend on you. The one upon whom My anger 
descends has certainly fallen (from My esteem and into the fire ofJahannam).

82. I am certainly the Most Forgiving towards the one who repents (from kufr and sin), 

accepts Imaan, does good acts (deeds) and is thereafter rightly guided (remains steadfast on

Imaan and contin ues to ca rry  out good actions until death),

83. (In his eagerness to receive the Torah from Allaah at Mount Toor, Moosa hurried ahead o f some people who 

were supposed to accompany him there, causing them to remain behind with the rest o f the people who eventually were 

involved in worshipping the calf. It was with reference to this that Allaah asked him,) “What has made yOU 

hasten ahead of your people, O Moosa?”

84. He replied, “They are on my track (following behind m e). 1 have hastened to You, O my 
Rabb, SO that You may be pleased (with my promptness and eagerness).”

85. He (Allaah) said, “Indeed, We have tested (tempted)your people after you (had left) and 
Saamiri has led them astray (by making the golden calf and encouragingthem to worship it).”

86. So (upon hearing this news,) Moosa returned to his people in anger and remorse.
He said, “O my people! Has your Rabb not made you a fair promise (that He will send you a 

Book containing the injunctions o f your Deen) ? Has too much time elapsed for you (causing jiou to think 

that you will never receive the Book and that you may as well worship something else) or did you wish that the 
anger of your Rabb should descend on you, because of which you broke the promise 
(you) made with me (the promise not to do anything against the Shari'ah while I  am away and to obey 

Haaroor$S$$&IcJ ? ”

87. They (the Bani Israa'eel) said, “We have not broken the promise (we) made with you of
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our own accord, but we were laden with the burdens of a nation (we were carrying jewellery 

belonging to the people ofFir’oun, which they lent to us) and we Cast it off (threw it to smelt in afire). In this 
way (with all the gold jewellery smelted,) Saamiri cast (the mould o f  the calf and then threw the sand from  

footprints ofJibra'eel horse into it, causing the calf to make sounds).”

88. So he (Saamiri) made for them a calf that was a body which made the sounds of a cow. 
They (those who worshipped thecalf) said (to the others), “This isyour Rabb and theRabb of Moosa, 
but he (Moosa $$»%)£&) has forgotten (that his Rabb is here and has gone to the mountain to look for it). ”

89. Could they (those who worshipped the calf) not see that it (the calf) could not reply to them 
nor did it possess the ability to benefit or harm them? (How could it therefore be their god?)

90. Haaroon definitely told them before (the arrival o f Moosa “O my people!
You are merely being tested (tempted) with this (golden calf). Without doubt, your Rabb is 
Ar Rahmaan (and notthis calf), so follow me and obey my command (me). ”

•l

91. (Obstinate as they were,) They replied, “We shall certainly remain devoted to it until 
Moosa returns to US (to advise us further).”

© '

92. Moosa said, “O Haaroon! When you saw them going astray, what
prevented you... ”

93. “.. .from following me (to the mountain, thereby disassociatingfrom them so that they could realise that you 

truly detested their actions) ? Did you disobey my instruction ? ”  (referring to the instruction mentioned in 

verse 142 o f  Surah 7, which reads: “ ...do not follow the path of those who cause corruption) ”.
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94. Haaroon said, “O  son of my mother! Do not grab my beard or (seize) my
head. (ldidnotdisassociatefromthembecause) I feared that you would say, 'You divided the Bani 
Israa'eel and did not wait for my word (my instructions;.'”

95. He (MoosaMJt) said, “What have you to say, O Saamiri?” (what is the reality?)

96. He (Saamiri) replied, “I saw what they did not see (J ib ra 'e e l$ $ ffi£ ). So I took a handful 
(o f  sand) from the tracks (hoof-prints) of the (horse o f the) messenger (Jibra'eel $&$$&&) and cast it 
(into the calf). Thus did my soul entice (p rom p t)m e .”  (When Saamiri saw J i b r a ' e e l he noticed that 
greenery sprouted from every portion o f land on wh ich Jibra'eel e's horse stepped. This made h im realise that its
footsteps must contain some wonderful powers, which he could use in the calf.)

97. He (Moosa®®tJ said, “Go (away from h e re )! Your punishment in this world shall be 
that you wander around saying, 'Do not touch!' (Allaah made it such that whenever someone touched 

Saam iri, o r he touched anyone, both persons would be immediately affected by severe fever. Therefore, people stayed far 

from him and he vehemently avoided them.) You Certainly have an appointment (with death) that you 
cannot miss. Look at your Ilaah (the calf) to which you remained so devoted. We will 
surely burn it and then (widely) scatter it (itsremains) well in the ocean (until no trace o f it is left).”

98. Your Ilaah is only Allaah, besides Whom there is no other Ilaah. His knowledge 
encompasses everything.

99. Thus (as We haue narrated to you the story ofM oosa do We narrate to you some of the
incidents (events) that have passed. We have certainly given you advice (theQur’aan) from 
Ourselves.

100. Whoever turns away from it (the Qur'aan by refusing to believe that it is from Allaah) will surely 
carry a burden (o f  sin) on the Day of Qiyaamah (which will lead him toJahannam).
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101. They will remain (in Jahannam) in this condition (burdened with sin) forever. It shall be a 
terrible burden indeed for them on the Day of Qiyaamah (because it will lead them to Jahannam) .

102. (The Day o f Qiyaamah is) The day when the trumpet will be blown and the criminals (the 

Kuffaar and sinners) shall be gathered with (frightened and pain-wracked) blue eyes.

103. (Because o f the length o f  the Day o f  Qiyaamah,) They will whisper to each other saying, “You 
have stayed (inthe world and the grave only for ten days.”

0

104. We know best what they will speak (because We have knowledge o f  the future), when the 
most sensible one of them will say, “You had stayed (in the world and the grave) only for a 
single day.”

&

105. They ask you (O R a s u Iu lla a h ^ ^ ^ ) about the mountains (what will happen to the mountains on 

the Day o f  Qiyaamah ?). Say, “My Rabb shall Completely remove them (shatter them to dust) . . .”

S U M S ®
106. “...leaving the earth as a barren (completely level) plain...”

107. “...on which you will neither see any depressions nor any protrusions (with nothing

sunken below or standing above the ground) .  ”

108. On that day (o f  Qiyaamah) they (the people after risingfrom their graves) will follow the caller 
(towards the Plain of Resurrection) without any deviation (without moving to the right o r left). Voices will
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be lowered before Ar Rahmaan in humility) and (it will be so quiet that) you will hear only the
Sound of footsteps (us people proceed towards ihe Plain o f Resurrection).

109. On that day intercession will benefit only those whom Ar Rahmaan permits and 
those with whose speech He is well pleased .(O n ly  those whom Allaah allows to intercede will be able 
to do so and they will be allowed to intercede only fo r those on whose behalf Allaah allows them to intercede.)

110. He knows what is before them (theirfuture) and what is behind them (theirpast), while 
they are unable to encompass (comprehend) His knowledge (they will never be able to know all that 

Allaah knows).

111. All faces will bow (in submission and humility) before The Living, The Eternal (the 

Controller). The one who carried oppression (who practised Shirk) will certainly be at a loss.

112. (On the other hand,) Whoever carried out good acts as a Mu'min will not have to fear 
any oppression (he will not be punished fo r sins he did not commit), nor (will he have to fear) any shortage
(loss in his rewards) .

113. Thus have We revealed it (the Qur’aan) as an Arabic Qur'aan and explained various 
warnings in it so that they fear (Allaah's punishment) or so that it creates some type of 
understanding (reflection) within them (causing them to accept Imaan).

114. Exalted is Allaah, the True King. (O  Rasulullaah Do not be hasty with the 
Qur'aan (do not try to repeat the verses o f  the Qur’aan) before its revelation is completed to you
(wait fo r Jibra'eel $ $ $ & ■  to recite the complete verses to you before attempting to repeat them). And (praying to 

Allaah to allow you to remember all o f it,) say “O my Rabb! Increase my knowledge. ”

*1
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115. We Certainly commanded Aadam (not to eat from a particular tree) before, but he
forgot and We did not find him to be determined (to remember what We had told him).

116. (Do not forget the time) When We told the angels, “Prostrate before Aadam,” so they 
all prostrated, except Iblees. He refused (toprostrate).

117. So We said, “0  Aadam! Indeed he (Iblees) is an (open) enemy to you and your wife, 
so he should never remove the two of you from Jannah (bp causing you to err), causing you 
to be unfortunate (bp being depriued of the bounties that are here). ”

119. “You will never be thirsty here, nor will you be exposed to sunlight."(Food, drink, 
dress, shelter are essential requirementsfor man.)

120. However, (to persuade Aadam to eat from the tree,) Shaytaan whispered to him
saying, “O Aadam! Should I not show you the tree of eternity and a kingdom in which 
there is no (decay)weakness?” (He also swore that he )s their well-wisher. Not knowing deceit, they believed 
him andatefrom the tree.)

121. So they both (Aadam t  and Hawwa) ate from there and (all their clothing disappeared, 

because o f which) their private parts became exposed to each other. They then started 
covering themselves with the leaves of Jannah. Aadam (mistakenly) broke the
command of his Rabb and deviated (from the way shown to him ).

122. Thereafter his Rabb chose him (drew him close with special favour), accepted his 
repentance and made him steadfast on guidance (o f goodness o f a high level).

118. “Without doubt you shall never be hungry nor naked here (in Jannah). ”
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. . .

123. Allaah said, “The two of you (Aadam and Hawwc should go down from here
(Jannah) and you (your progeny) will be enemies (o f  varying degrees) to each other. When there 
come to you (0 mankind] guidance from Me (the Quraan and Rasulullaah S I® ) , then whoever will 
follow My guidance shall never go astray (in the world), nor shall he be unfortunate (in the

Aakhirah)."

124. (On theotherhand) Whoever turns away from My advice (the Qutiaan andDhikr) shall surely 
have a narrowed (difficult) life (in this world), and We shall raise him blind on the Day of 
Qiyaamah (after which his sight will be restored to seeJahannam).

125. He will say, “O my Rabb! Why have you raised me blind when I was indeed one 
who could see?”

126. He (Allaah) will say, “This (is how it shall be fo r you). Our Aayaat came to you, but you 
forgot them. In the same way (as you had forgotten) you will be forgotten today (and your request 

will not be heeded to) . ”

127. Thus do We punish those who transgress (cross] the limits and do not believe in 
the Aayaat (signsjof their Rabb. The punishment o f  the Aakhirah is undoubtedly more 
severe and more lasting (than the punishment o f this world which comes to an end with death and o f initial 
blindness).

128. Were they (the Kuffaar) not guided by the fact that We destroyed many nations 
before them, in whose localities (in the ruins of whose cities) they now walk (can they not see that 

they may be destroyed for committing kufr just as those people were destroyed) ? There are definitely Aayaat 
(denotingAllaah's might) in this for the intelligent ones.
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129. If it were not for a decree (binding decision) that had already proceeded from your 
Rabb (that these people will be punished in the Aakhirah), and (if it were nor for) an appointed term 
(Qiyaamah), punishment would have certainly come (to them already).

130. So (O  RasuMaah W&) patiently endure what they (the Kuffaar) say and glorify the 
praises of your Rabb before the rising of the sun (by performing the Fap-salaah) and before it
setsfby performing theAsrsalaah). And glorify Him during the hours of the night (byperformingthe 

Maghribsalaah andIshasalaal and at the ends of the day (byperforming theZuhrsalaah, whichoccursatthe 

end o f the first part o f the day and at the beginning o f the second part o f  the day) SO that you become Well 
pleased (with Allaah's rewards in both worlds).

131. Never strain your eyes towards (do not long for) the splendour (g litter)a i the worldly 
life that We have granted groups of them (the Kuffaar) to enjoy as a test for them (to see

which o f them will use these bounties for Allaah's obedience and which o f them will use it to anger Allaah). The 
provision of your Rabb (intheAakhirah) is best and more lasting (than anythingofthisworld).

132. Instruct (encourage)  your family to perform salaah and (you) yourself (must) remain 
steadfast on it. We do not ask provision (sustenance) from you, but We provide for you
(your duty is to perform your salaah and not to forsake it in search o f sustenance because We shall prouide it for you). 

The best (most excellent) result (rewardin theAakhirah) is for (adopting) Taqwa.

133. They (theKuffaar) say, “Why does he (RasuMaah W $H) not bring us an Aayah (□ miradethat 

we uiish to see) from his Rabb (to prove that he is Allaah's Rasool) ? ”  Has the proof (o f  what is) contained 
in the previous scriptures not reached them? (Has RasuMaah and the Qur'aan not come to 

them, as was mentioned in the divine scriptures of the past A m b iy a a ^ ^ ^  ? Whereas the Quraan is ample proof that 

RasuMaah ® l!f is really Allaah's Rasool, the Kuffaar still asked fo r other miracles because they did not want to believe 
him.)

134. If We had to destroy them with a punishment before (the coming o f  Rasulullaah &&¥),
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they would have said (on the Day o f Qiyaamah), “O our Rabb! Why did You not send a 
Rasool to us so that we could have followed Your Aayaat before being disgraced and 
humiliated (by being made to enter Jahannam)?”  (Therefore, Allaah had always sentAmbiyaa and others
to warn people o f the consequences o f rejecting Imaan.)

135. Say, “Everyone (all o f  us) is waiting, SO you also wait (to see whether it is you or u>e who will 

attain saluation). Soon (when Allaah's pun ishment or Qiyaamah arrives) you shall come to learn who are 
the people of the straight path and who are rightly guided ones (who attain Allaah’s 

pleasure).”
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Surah 21 Surah Ambiyaa

TH E  AMBIYAA

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH AMBIYAA  AND SURAH TAAHAA

Surah TaaHaa mentions how Aliaah emphasised to Moosa SWSSflc that only Allaah should be 
regarded as the true deity and Helper. Allaah told him, “Verily I am Allaah. There is no Uaah 
but Me, so worship Me and establish salaah for My remembrance” [verse 14], Now 
Surah Ambiyaa emphasises that fact that it was not only Moosa who received this
revelation, but all the other Ambiyaa as well. Allaah says in verse 25 of Surah Ambiyaa,
“We sent revelation to every Rasool before you (0  Muhammad telling them) that, 
'Without doubt there is no Ilaah but Me, so worship Me only.'”

A  SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

The central message of Surah Ambiyaa is that Allaah is the Only One Who has knowledge of all 
things in the heavens and the earth. Therefore, only He should be worshipped and regarded as 
one's Helper to be summoned when in need. This is mentioned in verse 4 where Allaah says, 
“He (Rasulullaah S88J said (to the Mushrikeen), “My Rabb knows the speech in the 
heavens and the earth, and He is All Hearing, All Knowing.” To prove this point, the 
Surah contains more than a dozen proofs.

In rejecting the preaching of Rasulullaah ■§§£, the Mushrikeen claimed that a messenger of Allaah 
needs to be an angel and not a human. Allaah replies to this in the following verses:

1. “Before you (0  Rasulullaah &%) We have sent (as Ambiyaa) only men (not angels) to 
whom We have sent revelation, so ask those who have knowledge (of the previous 
scriptures) if you do not possess any knowledge (of the subject).”  [verse 7]

2. “We have not made them (the Ambiyaa) mere bodies who do not eat food and they 
did not live forever. (Like all human beings, the Ambiyaa also needed to eat and drink and they 
also had to die) [verse 8]

The many stories of the Ambiyaa mentioned in this Surah also make it dear that it is only 
Allaah Who can assist a person in need and that even the illustrious Ambiyaa had to call to 
Him for assistance.
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In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful.

1. Peoples' reckoning (the Day o f  Qiyaamah) has drawn near, yet (failing to take heed) they are 
turning away (fmmlmaan)  in negligence.

2. They listen in jest (playfully) to any new advice that comes to them from their Rabb
(they mockingly pretend to be listening intently)...

3. ...while their hearts are heedless (they have no intention of heeding the advice). The oppressors 
(the Kuffaar) secretly convene saying, “He (Rasulullaah is but a (an ordinary) human like
yourselves. (He is not a Prophet but a man who has learnt magic Therefore, the effect that the Qur*aan has on people 

is not because it is from Allaah but because o f the magic that he practises) Will you come to (listen to) magic 
while yOU see it ( with your own eyes? Will you believe in it knowingthat it is magic) ? ”

4. He (Rasulullaah W ]  said (to the Mushrikeen), “My Rabb knows the speech in the heavens
and the earth, and He is All Hearing, All Knowing”. (He therefore knows what you discuss in secret 
and will punish you fo r it.)

5. However, (failing to take heed,) they (even) say, “These (verses o f the Qur'aan) are (the result of) 

confused (absurd) dreams. No, (it is worse than this) he (R asu lu llaah^^ ) has forged it (and attributed it 

to Allaah) l No, (in fact we must conclude that) he is a poet (whose words have appeal butlacktruth) ! (If he wishes 

toprove to us that he is a Rasool,) He should bring us an Aayah (a miracle) like the ones sent with 
the (Ambiyaa o f the) previous people.”
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6. None of the towns that We destroyed before them had Imaan (despite seeing the miracle). 

Will these people now have Imaan (when they see the same miracles] ?  (Just as preuious nations were 

destroyed when they refused to believe in the miracles they requested, all Mushrikeen also stand to suffer the same fate).

7. Before you (O  Rasulullaah &0H) We have sent (as Ambiyaa only men (not angels) to
whom We have sent revelation, so ask those who have knowledge (o f  the previous scriptures) 

if you do not possess any knowledge (o f the subject).

8. We have not made them (the Ambiyaa mere bodies who do not eat food and
they did not live forever. (Like all human beings, the Ambiyaa also needed to eat and drink and they
also had to die)

9. Then We made true the promise to them (that they will be rescued from theKuffaar and saved from  

the punishment that will destroy the Kuffaar), rescued them (those whom We desired) and destroyed those 
who transgressed the limits (theKuffaar).

sr
)

l
10. We have certainly revealed to you people a Book (theQur’aan) which contains advice 
(reminders) foryou. Will you still not understand?

11. How many were the oppressive towns (towns o f sinful people) that We annihilated
(because o f  their kufr and sin) and We then created another nation after them. ( Therefore, no nation 

should think that they are indispensable because We can destroy them in the same manner and create others to replace 
them.)

12. When they (the people o f previous nations) sensed Our punishment (calamity coming to them), 

they Suddenly began to flee (headlong) from the town (in an effort to escape the pun ishment).
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13. (The angels bringing the punishment then told them,) “Do not flee, but return to the things that 
gave you pleasure (the luxuries that kept you from acceptingImaan) and to your homes. Perhaps you 
may be asked (by later generations about what happened to you. O f course, you and whatever you treasured will 

not be there to answer their questions/.”

14. (When the punishment came to them,) They Said, “Woe be to us! We were oppressors (sinners) 

in d eed  (we oppressed ourselves by inviting thispunishment)} ”

15. This (remorseful a y ) remained their call until We (destroyed them and) made them like
reaped com (scattered bodies littering the area), totally extinguished (like a doused fire without the pride 

they once possessed).

®l

16. We have not created the heavens and the earth for idle amusement (without apurpose). 
(Every creation qfAllaah has a purpose, one o f these purposes being that each creation is an example ofAllaah's might 
andgreatpower.)

17. If We intended to create a toy (something merely to pass Our time), We would have done so 
from Our side (We would have created something simple instead o f  the magnificent heavens and earth) if We 
were to really do SO (it would have been unnecessary to create anything so elaborate. It therefore follows that the 

heavens and earth are not mere toys and that there are great lessons to be learnt from them).

18. (By pondering about the marvellous creation ofAllaah, people are able to realise die truth ofTowheed, which leads 

them to accept Imaan. By doing this, they are able to stay away from all types o f falsehood. Referring to this, Allaah says,) 

Rather (than creating the whole o f creation in vain, it is by means o f the creation that) We hurl the truth 
(Towheed and Imaan) at falsehood (Shirk and kufr), shattering its head, after which it (falsehood) 

Suddenly disappears (from a person’s life because as a Mu'min, he shuns falsehood). May yOU (Mushrikeen) 

be destroyed because of what you concoct (by saying that Allaah has partners).

19. To Him (Allaah) belongs whoever is in the heavens and (on) the earth. Those (the angels) 

who are with Him are not ashamed (idle) to worship Him, nor do they tire (o f worshipping 

Him ).
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20. They glorify Him night and day without being lax (luithout growing weary).

21. Or have they (the Mushrikeen) chosen (to worship) Aaliha from the earth who can 
resurrect (who can give life to the dead) ?  (It is obvtous that their gods cannot do this. They are therefore not fit to be 
worshipped.)

22. If there were other Aaliha but Allaah in the heavens and the earth, the (system of the) 

two would be in chaos (because no two or more persons can think in the same way. Had there been many gods, 
each would have different opinions about running the system of the universe. It would therefore be impossible to seethe 
system o f the universe functioning as perfectly and flawlessly as it does. The finely tuned manner in which everything 

occurs makes it apparent that there is only One Allaah in control o f everything). Allaah, the Rabb of the Arsh, 
is Pure from (notin need of) what fgodsj they ascribe (as His equals).

©I asgis&sw
23. He (Allaah) will not be questioned about what He does (because He isaboveall and everything 

He does is perfect, most appropriate and above questioning), but they (thepeopie) Will be questioned (about 

the actions they carry out in this world).

24. Or have they (the Mushrikeen) chosen other Aaliha (to worship) besides Him? Say, 
“Produce your evidence (to prove that these gods deserve to be worshipped) ! ”  This (Qur'aan) is a 
reminder to those with me (reminding them that none but Allaah deserves to be worshipped), and a 
reminder to those before me (reminding them that the same reminder was given to them in the previous 

scriptures,. But most of them do not know the truth (ofTowheed), because of which they 
turn away (from it).”

25. We sent revelation to every Rasool before you (O  Muhammad gfH , telling them) that, 
“Without doubt there is no Ilaah but Me, so worship Me only. ”
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26. They (theMushrikeen) say, “At Rahmaan has taken children (forH imself).”  He is Pure (from 

needing children) ! They (the angels whom they say are Allaah’s children) are but honourable slaves (of 

Allaah and one's children can obviously not be one's slaves).

27. They (the angels) do not speak before Him and duly carry out His orders (in complete

submission).

28. He knows what is before them and what is behind them (He knows everything they do) 

and only the one with whom He is pleased will be able to intercede (on behalf o f anyone on 

the Day ofQiyaamah). (In fact) They tremble with fear for Him.

29. Whoever of them has to say, “I am an Ilaah besides Him (so worship mej,”  then We 
shall punish him in Jahannam. Thus do We punish the wrongdoers (sinful ones).

30. Do the Kuffaar not see that the skies and the earth were once closed (no rainfell from  

the sky and no plants grew on earth), then (when man was placed on earth) We Opened them (so that man could 

survive) ? And We created every living thing from water. Will they still not accept 
Imaan?

31. We have placed mountains (counterweights) on the earth so that it does not shake 
with them (people), and We have made wide roads on earth so that they be guided (in their 

travels from place to place).

3 2. And We have made the sky a protected roof (wh ich Allaah safeguards to protect man from deadly 

rays and meteors), yet they (theKuffaar) turn away from Our Aayaat (refusingto accept them).
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33. It is Allaah Who created the night, the day, the sun and the moon, each 
swimming in its own orbit (never straying from its orbit and never crossing the orbit o f the other).

34. (O  Muhammad We have not prescribed eternal life for any human before you
(regardless o f whether the others were Ambiyaa or not. You will therefore pass away like all others). If you
pass away (as the Kuffaar wish), will they (the Kuffaar) live forever? (They will have to die as well. They 

therefore have nothing to be happy about when you pass away because whereas you will enjoy happiness in the next life, 
they will suffer only misery.)

35. Every soul shall taste death. (However, before your death,) We test you well (thoroughly) with 
goad and bad conditions (to see whether you continue obeying Allaah in all conditions) and yOU will 
return to Us (after death when We shall evaluate how you performed in your tests).

36. When the Kuffaar see you (O  Rasulullaah£$£), they merely wish to ridicule you. (They 

say,) “Is this the person who makes mention of who criticises your gods?” (Far from  

believing in Allaah), They totally reject the mention of Ar Rahmaan.

37. Man has been created from haste (with a hasty nature, because o f which he is always in a hurry to do 

things and expect to see quick results). I shall shortly show you My Aayaat (the punishment I  have 

promised you for committing kufr), SO  do not hurry Me (have patience).

38. They (the Kuffaar) say, “When will the promise (o f punishment) come to pass if you (O

Rasulullaah iS S ) are truthful (in your claim that we will bepunished fo r committing kufr) ? ”

39. If Only the Kuffaar knew the time (in theAakhirah) when (while suffering in Jahannam), they 
will neither be able to ward off the Fire from their faces, nor from their backs (because 

fire will surround them). They will also not be helped (there). (If they had knowledge o f this, they would not 
behave as they do.)
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40. However, it (punishment) will come to them suddenly, totally dumbfounding them. 
Then they will neither be able to repel it, nor will they be granted any respite (time to 

repent).

41. (0  Rasulullaah 2SK Undoubtedly, the Rusul before you were also ridiculed (mocked), 

but those who ridiculed (jeered) them were engulfed by (the consequences of) their own 
ridicule (they were destroyed by Allaah's punishment) . (The same will be the plight o f those who ridicule you).

42. Say (to the Kuffaar), “Who can protect you from (the punishment of) Ar Rahmaan each day 
and night?” However, (despite knowing that none can protect them from Allaah's punishment) they turn 
away from the Reminder of their Rabb (the Qur’aan).

43. Or do they have Aaliha that will protect (defend) them from Us? They (their Aaliha are so 

helpless that they) cannot even help themselves, nor will anyone align with them (to offer 

protection) against Us.

44. Nonetheless, We granted prosperity (enjoyment) to them (the Kuffaar) and their 
forefathers (without punishing them) until a long period passed by them (in which they revelled in 

their prosperity and failed to accept Smaan). Do they not see that We gradually diminish the lands
fin their control) from its ends (by giving more and more land to the Muslims through successive victories) ? Will 
they (the Kuffaar ever) be victorious? (No, because the Muslims will have ultimate victory.)

45. Say, “I warn you only with revelation (fromAllaah and not with myownwords). (However, although 

the warnings arefromAtlaah) The deaf (those who do not want to accept what they hear) cannot hear the call 
when they are warned. ”
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46. Undoubtedly if (only) a puff (a slight amount) of your Rabb's punishment has to afflict 
them, they will (be so distraught that they will) certainly say, “May destruction overtake us! We 
were oppressors dinners; indeed!”

47. On the Day of Qiyaamah, We will erect the scales of justice (to weigh the good and bad 

actions of people) and no soul will be oppressed (wronged) in the least. Even if a deed (good or 

bad) is equal to the weight of a mustard seed, We shall bring it (to be weighed on the scales). 

We suffice as Reckoners (and need no one else fo r the task).

f

@ iSS
48. Without doubt, We had granted Moosa W ®  and Haaroon 5 W E  the Decider
(between right and wrong, namely the Torah, which was also), a (guiding) light, and a reminder (advice) to 
those with Taqwa.

49. Those (with Taqwa are they) who fear their Rabb without seeing Him, and are fearful of 
Qiyaamah (concerned abouttheir condition then).

50. This (Qutaan) is a blessed advice that We have revealed. Will you then reject it
(despite all its great attributes) ?

51. Before this (period o f  Moosa We had granted Ibraheem his correct
course (keen understanding and guidance) and We were always aware of him (We knew that he was

worthy o f being Our Rasool),

52. (Worthy o f mention is the time) When he told his father and his people, “What are these 
statues (idols) that you are devoted to?”

53. They replied, “We (worshipthem because we) found our forefathers worshipping (sewing) them.”
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54. He (Ibraheem W S j  said, “Verily you people and your forefathers are certainly in 
manifest error (dearly misguided).”

55. They said, “Do you bring us the truth or are you from the jesters (are you serious about

what you are saying or are you merely amusing us)?”

56. He said, “Rather (than worshipping these idols, you should understand that) your Rabb is theRabb 
of the heavens and the earth, Who has created (originated) you. (It is He Whom you should 

worship.) I am of those who bear (confirms) witness to this.”

57. "By Allaah! I shall certainly devise a scheme against your idols (to destroy them) after 
you have turned your backs (and have left the town).”

<9* i t

58. So (when the people one day left town to celebrate a festival,) he (used an axe to break all the idols and) 

reduced them to fragments (pieces), but for the largest of them (which he left intact with the axe 

hung around its neck) SO that they may turn towards him. (Seeing it intact with the axe, they may think that 
it could be respxmsiblefor the damage. However, they would then immediately dispel this thought because they knew that 

the idols could do nothing. In this manner, Ibraheem wished to bring to their attention that they are wrong to
worship such useless things.)

59. (After returning to the town and seeing their idols destroyed,) They (the people) exclaimed, “Who has 
done this to our gods? He is certainly from the wrong-doers! ”

60. They (some o f  them) said, “We have heard a youth speak of (about) them (saying that he 

intends to devise ascheme against them). He is called Ibraheem.”
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61. They said, “ Bring him before the people so that (if he admits to the actJ they may be
W i t n e s s e s  (tohis admission).”

62. They asked, “Is it you who did this to our gods, O Ibraheem?”

63. He replied, “But (it seems as if) this large one has done it. Ask them (who it was) if they 
(idols) have the ability to talk. ”

64. They all searched (ponder in) their souls (when they realised their foolishness in worshippingidolswho 

cannot even talk) and said (to themselves), “Youare oppressors (unjust) indeed.”

65. They then lowered (bent) their heads (in shame) saying, "You know very well that 
these (idols) cannot speak.”

66. He said, “Do you then (still) worship besides Allaah such things that can neither 
profit you nor harm you?”

67. “Shame (disgrace and humiliation be) on you and those that you worship besides Allaah!
Do you not understand (the error o f your ways) ? ”

68. (Embarrassed and not knowing what to do,) They Said (to save face), “Burn him and (thereby) assist 
(avenge) your gods if you will do SO (if you wantto do something).”  (So they made a large fire which was so 

hot that none could approach it. They were then forced to catapult Ibraheem into i t )
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69. (However, when Ibraheem entered the fire) We said, “O fire! Be cool and peaceful for
Ibraheem.” (Asaresultofthiscommand, noteuena hair oflbraheem was burnt and he lived peacefully in the fire fo r 
sometime.)

& & & & & &
70. While they (the Kuffaar) intended to plot (evil) against (to harm) Ibraheem We
made them the worst losers (because he remained unharmed, while they did not achieve their objective and 

will suffer the consequences in theAakhirah) .

71. We rescued him (Ibraheem and (his nephew) Loot (and took them) to a land
that We had blessed for all (externally and internally) in the universe (the land qfShaam) .

72. We gifted (rewarded) Ibraheem with (a son) Is'haaq and a grandson,
Ya'qoob We made all of them righteous (having excellent character andpiety.)

73. We made them guides (Ambiyaa &&££) who guided (people) by Our orders, and We 
commanded them to perform good deeds, to establish salaah, and to pay zakaah. 
They were all Our (devoted) worshipers.

5/ *  l» 9  ^  ✓  9 *
74. We granted Loot wisdom (insight) and knowledge (comprehension), and We
rescued (delivered) him from atown Sodom) that (the people o f which) used to perpetrate (engage 

in) despicable (impure) acts (such os homosexuality). They were certainly evil and sinful
(disobedient) people.

t
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76. And (remember) Nooh from before (Ibraheem $ & 8 & )  when he called (to Allaah to

destroy his people) and We responded to him (accepted his du'aa by sending the flood to them). So We 
rescued him and his family from tremendous distress (from the flood).

77. And We granted him salvation from a nation who rejected Our Aayaat. They were 
indeed an evil nation, so We drowned all of them.

78. (Remember) Dawood $ $ !W* and Sulaymaan 3 W E  when they arbitrated about a 
crop that was trampled by the goats of some people. We were Witnesses to their 
decision. (A  farmer brought a person to the court o f Dawood claiming that the person's goats had escaped

from their enclosure at night and ravaged his [the farmer’s] crops. Dawood ruled that all the goats should be

given to the farmer as compensation. When the two left Dawood 's court, they met Sulaymaan When

he asked them what was his father’s judgement, they informed him about it Sulaymaan told them, “I f l  had
passed judgement, it would have been beneficial to both parties. ” He then went to his father and repeated the same 

statement Dawood asked hirr, what he had in mind. Sulaymaan $$$$&& said that the goats should be put in the
custody o f the farmer so that he may use the milk and wool. In the meantime the other person should be given the farm 
and work the land until the crops grow to the condition that they were when the goats destroyed them. Thereafter, the 

goats were to be returned to the original owner. Dawood was pleased with this decision and called the two back,
instructingthem accordingly.)

79. We explained the decision fas mentioned above) to Sulaymaan and granted
wisdom (keen sense of judgement) and knowledge (understanding) to both of them. We placed 
the mountains and birds at Dawood K W s  service and they all engaged in Allaah's 
glorification (with him ). We are the ones who can do (Who can make such things possible).

80. We taught Dawood the skill of making armour (with links to allow easy movement,

unlike the armour o f bygone times which consisted o f uncomfortable solid steel plates which restricted movement), SO 

that it protects you in your wars. Will you be grateful (show some gratitude)?
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81. And We placed the swift wind at the service of Sulaymaan By his
command, it carried him (within a short span o f time) to the land that We had blessed (Shaam, 

normally a months journey away). We have knowledge of all things (We always knew that these 

tremendous bounties would not cause pride to creep into his heart).

82. There were some Shayaateen (Jinn) who used to dive for him (to retrieve pearls) and do 
other work for him (such as constructing large buildings and making large pots). It was We Who kept 
them under control.

83. And (remember) when Ayyoob prayed to his Rabb (when he lost his wealth and children

and was afflicted with a disease) saying, “Difficulty has certainly afflicted me and You are the 
Most Merciful of those who show mercy (so remove my difficulty by Your mercy). ”

84. So We answered his prayer and removed the difficulty that beset him. We then 
gave him (back) his family (and his wealth) and much more in addition as a special mercy 
from Us and as a remembrance for the worshippers (so that by his story people can always 

remember that patience brings immense rewards).

85. And (remember also) Ismaa'eel Idrees and Dhul Kifl They were
all from the patient ones.

86. We admitted them all into Our mercy. They were indeed from the righteous (pious 
and good).

87. And (do not forget) the person of the fish (Yunus when he left (the town) in anger
(without requesting permission from  Us) and thought that We would not straiten (correct) things for 
him. (However, when a large fish swallowed him), He prayed in the darkness (o f its belly) saying,
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“There is no Ilaah but You (OAltaah). You are Pure. I have certainly been from among 
the wrongdoers (soplease forgive me and remove me from this fish). ”

88. So We responded to his du'aa (heard his cry) and rescued him from distress (suffocation, 

by causing the fish to spit him out). Thus fas We rescued him) da We rescue the Mu'mineen (from 

difficulties).

89. And (remember) when Zakariyya prayed (toAllaah saying,), “O my Rabb! Do not
leave me childless when You are the Best (and only One) of (those who provide) Successors
(progeny).”

90. So We responded to his du'aa, gifted him with fa sonj Yahya W S S  and cured his 
wife (allowed her to bear children in her old age). Verily, they (the Ambiyaa mentioned above) would
fused to) hasten to perform good deeds and prayed to Us in anticipation f in hope o f Our 

mercy) and in fear (o f Our punishment). They were humble before Us.

91. And (remember) the woman (Maryam who guarded her chastity. We blew Our
spirit (a spirit that We created) within her (allowing her to conceive Isa ^ ^ H r )  and made her and her 
son an Aayah for the universe (to prove to people that We can indeed create in ways that are not the usual).

92. This (system o f beliefs that all the above Ambiyaa adopted) is indeed yOUT religion, which is
the one and only way and I am your Rabb, so worship (serve and obey) Me.

A &
1.

93. (However; instead o f  subscribing to these beliefs founded on Towheed) They (the people) caused (numerouŝ  

divisions in their affairs fin the matters of their Deen, causingthem to be divided into many denominations). 

Each of them shall return to Us (on the Day ofQiyaamah when We shall judge between them).

94. Whoever does a good act as a Mu'min, his effort will not be unappreciated in the
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least (he will be rewarded fo r every good act regardless of how insignificant it may seem). We are indeed the 
scribes of it /We meticulously record their every action) .

95. It is an established fact that the town which We have destroyed shall never return
(to this w ork!)...

96___until the time arrives (just before the Day ofQiyaamah) when Ya'jooj and Ma'jooj will be
released (from behind the wall thatDhul Qamayn built) and they will scurry down every hill.

97. The true promise (Qiyaamah) will be near and the eyes of the Kuffaar will be fixed 
above (out o f fear and worry). They will say, “May we be destroyed! We were negligent of 
this (day). Nay! We were (notmerely negligent but we were) indeed oppressors /sinners/!”

98. You (Mushrikeen) and whatever (idols) you worshipped besides Allaah will be the fuel 
of Jahannam which you shall surely enter.

99. If these (idols) really were Aaliha, they would not have entered it (Jahannam). (However, 

because they were never worthy o f being worshipped, they will enter Jahannam and) They will all remain 
there forever.

100. They /the idols and idol-worshippers) will scream and shout in Jahannam and will be 
unable to hear / anything because o f  their intense suffering).

•

101. Indeed those for whom We have ordained the best (Jannah), these (righteous people) 

shall be kept far from Jahannam.
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102. They will not even hear its whisper. They will live forever in (Jannah where they will 

have) whatever they desire.

103. The greatest fright (Qiyaamah) shall not distress (worry) them and angels will meet 
(receive) them fas they emerge from their graves, saying), “This is your day that you had been 
promised.”

104. (Do not forget the Day of Qiyaamah, which is) The day when We will fold the skies like the 
folds of written scrolls. As We originated the first creation, We shall repeat it (making all 

appear as they had appeared when they were first created). This is a binding (definite) promise upon Us. 
We are undoubtedly the Ones Who can do (Who have the power to fulfil this promise) .

105. Without doubt, We have already written in the Zaboor after the reminder (the 

Torah) that My pious bondsmen shall inherit the land (o f  Jannah).

*&£s3»a6l
106. There is certainly sufficient material in this (Qur’aan) for the worshipping people
(to take them to Jannah).

107. We have sent you (0  Muhammad as a mercy to the universe (to show mercy towards 

mankind, Jinn and creation at large by guiding them to the path o f salvation).

108. Say, “It has been revealed to me that your Ilaah is but One Ilaah. So will you 
submit (be obedient) to this?”

109. If they turn away, then say, “I have informed you in a clearly distinct manner
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(thereby completing my responsibility to you). I have no idea whether what (punishment) you have
been promised is nearby or still far off (onlyAIIaah knows when it will take place and whether it will be in 

this world or in the Aakhirah).”

110. Without doubt, Allaah knows what is spoken loudly (publicly) and He knows what 
you keep secret (andean therefore hold you accountable fo r euerythingyou say and do).

111. I have no idea whether it (the delay in punishment) is a test for you (to see whether you repent) 

or an enjoyment until a stipulated time (during which time you will increase in sin and stand to deserve 

even greater punishment).

112. (When his people refused to accept this despite his greatest efforts), He (the Rasool (S H  o f Allaah) said, “O 
my Rabb! Judge (between my people and myself) in truth (by granting me victory over them to show them that 

I  am on the truth) ! (Then addressing his people, he said,) Our Rabb is the Most Merciful, and the One 
from Whom assistance is sought against what you people fabricate (He will assist us Muslims 

against our enemies). ”
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Surah 22  Surah Hajj
TH E  H A JJ

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH HAJJ AND SURAH AMBIYAA

Surah Ambiyaa mentioned that all the Ambiyaa $$>&(& brought the message that only Allaah 
must be regarded as the One Who can alleviate difficulties and Who can assist one in all matters. 
Therefore, He alone must be worshipped and summoned during adversities. Surah Ambiyaa 
also included narratives about various Ambiyaa emphasising that they called only to
Allaah in all adversities.

Surah Hajj conveys the message that just as Allaah reserves the right to be called upon during 
times of adversity, He reserve the right to all sacrifices, offerings and oaths. These must be made 
only in His name. Just as one will be guilty of Shirk if one calls to any other during times of 
adversity, one would also be guilty of the same if one presents offerings and sacrifices to anyone 
besides Allaah.

A SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

Surah Hajj may be divided into the following two parts:

The first part commences from the beginning of the Surah and terminates with the words "... 
We shall let him taste a painful punishment” [verse 25], This part is primarily 
concerned with refuting the beliefs of those who are convinced that others besides Allaah 
have the ability to do things by hidden means without Allaah's help. Two detailed logical 
proofs are presented to substantiate Towheed and thereby refute Shirk. These proofs are 
found in verses 5 and 18. in addition to proving Towheed, verse 5 proves the advent of 
Qiyaamah as well.

The second part begins with the verse “When We showed Ibraheem the location of the 
house...” [verse 26]. This part refutes the actions of the Mushrikeen under the following four 
headings:

•  Observe what Allaah has forbidden.# Abolish whatever others have forbidden.
•  Fulfil the vows and offerings made in Allaah's name. •  Do not make vows and offerings to 
others.

Thereafter, Allaah proceeds to permit Jihaad against the Mushrikeen and also promises victory 
for the Muslims in the verse “Permission (the command to fight back) has been granted to 
those (Muslims) who are under attack (from their enemies) because they have been 
oppressed (wronged). Without doubt, Allaah is Most Capable of rendering assistance 
to them.” [verse 39]

Allaah mentions several arguments to refute the beliefs and actions of the Mushrikeen, one of the 
most convincing being verse 73 in which Allaah states, “O people! An example (indicating the 
helplessness of all false gods) has been given, so listen attentively to it. Indeed those 
(gods) that you worship besides Allaah can never create even (something as little and 
insignificant as) a fly (which Allaah has created in great abundance) even though all of them 
join forces in this effort. (In fact,) If a (weak and insignificant) fly has to steal anything 
from them (from these false gods), they (are so helpless that they) cannot (even) retrieve it. 
The seeker (the Mushrikeen) and the sought (their gods) are both weak (feeble and 
helpless).”
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O

In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful.

1. O  people! Fear (thepunishment of) your Rabb (by obeying His commands). The earthquake of 
(the Day of) Qiyaamah is a tremendous (mighty) thing indeed.

2. When yOU will witness the day (o f Qiyaamah), (you will see that people will be so terrifiedd and worried 

that) every nursing mother will forget her suckling infant and every pregnant woman 
will abort (her unborn child). You will also see people in a drunken stupor although they 
will not be drunk, but (they will be in this condition because they will realise that) Allaah's punishment 
is severe (Worried that they will have to face His punishment, people willbeoblivious o f everything else).

3. There are those people who, without (relevant) knowledge, dispute with you about (the 

Being, the Attributes or actions of) Allaah and they follow (the dictates of) every rebellious (proud) 

Shaytaan.

4. The decision has been passed against him (Shaytaan) that he will mislead whoever 
befriends him (whoever does as he wants), and he will lead him to the punishment of the 
Blaze (Jahannam).
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5. O people! If you are in doubt about (the possibility of) resurrection, then (remember) We 
have certainly created you (your father Aadam $&$$&) from sand, then (the rest o f  mankind) from 
a drop of semen, then (the development o f  the foetus progresses) from a clot of blood, then (it 

develops further) from a lump of flesh, which is shaped (perfectly) or unshaped (deformed or 

miscarried); (you were created in these stages) SO that We may show yOU (Our great power). And, 
according to Our will, We keep you in (your mothers') wombs until an appointed time 
(when you are due to be bom, which is usually nine months). Thereafter, We remove you (from your mothers' 

wombs) as children, after which you come of age. There are those of you whose souls 
We claim (at an early age), while others reach the age of infirmity (senility) so that they know 
nothing after once possessing (much) knowledge. And (another sign to prove the possibility o f 

resurrection is that) you will see the earth barren (without vegetation and foliage, seemingly dead), then 
we send rains to it, causing it to stir, flourish and grow every kind of beautiful species
(o f plant life).

6. This (creation o f man and reviving of dead earth) all happens because Allaah is True (without Whom 

none af this can take place), because He (Alone) gives life to the dead, and because only He has 
power overall things...

7. ...and (this all occurs becausê  Qiyaamah is about to happen without any doubt and 
because Allaah will surely raise those who are (lying) in their graves.

8. Among the people is he who disputes about (the Being the Attributes and actions of) Allaah 
without any knowledge (teoson), without any guidance, and without any illuminating 
book (divinescripture).

9. He turns (away from the truth) and walks away to mislead (others) from Allaah's path. He 
shall suffer disgrace in this world and we shall make him taste the punishment of the 
Blaze (Jahannam) on the Day of Qiyaamah.
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10. This (punishment) is because of what (sins) your hands have sent forth (to be punished in the 

Aakhtrah) and (not an act o f oppression from Aliaah because) Allaah is certainly not oppressive 
towards His (many) bondsmen (Allaah punishespeople only for the wrong they do and no more).

11. Among man is one who worships Allaah like a person on edge (unsure and unstable, 

capable o f being diverted from Allaah's worship by the smallest doubt). If any good comes to him, he is 
content with it. However, if any trial overtakes him, his face turns (direction and he reverts to 

kufr) . (By doing this), He is at a loss in this world and in the Aakhirah /because be will suffer in both 

worlds). This is the manifest loss.

12. He worships besides Allaah that (gods) which can neither harm nor benefit him. 
This is far deviation (because his idol worship will lead him further and further away from salvation).

13. He prays to that (false gods) the harms of which are nearer at hand than the benefits.
(His gods are) A  terrible (evil) ally and a terrible (sinful) companion indeed (because they lead him to 

Jaharmam).

14. Allaah will certainly admit those who have Imaan and who perform good actions 
into Jannaat beneath which rivers flow. Verily Allaah does as He pleases (when He

intends good for a person, none can prevent the good from reaching the person).

15. He who thinks that Allaah will never (ever) assist his Rasool I S  in this world and 
in the Aakhirah, should extend a rope to the sides and then (try to) cut (the process o f 

revelation) to see whether his scheme will remove the cause of his anger (whether this will put a

stop to the progress ofDeen).
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16. In this way (as We have revealed other Aayaat) We reveal Our clear Aayaat. Allaah will 
definitely guide whom He wills.

17. Those who have Imaan (Muslims), the Jews, the Saabi'een, the Christians, the fire 
worshippers and Mushrikeen, Allaah shall certainly decide between them on the Day

10. l io  you nor see inai an wunin me neavens ana ine earm prosiaie 'submit and physically 

bow down) to Allaah, including the sun, the moon, the stars, the mountains, the trees, 
the beasts and many people (however, man does not perceive the manner in which these creation bow down 

to Allaah). And there are many who justly deserve punishment (because they refuse to submit to 

Allaah). (When Allaah decides to humiliate a person because o f his/her disobedience, no one can help the person 

because) There is none to honour (adequately) the person whom Allaah humiliates. Indeed, 
Allaah does as He pleases (and none can challenge His decision). (One who recites or hears this verse being 

recited should perform Sajdah)

19. These (the Mumineen and theKuffaar) are two opponents who debate (argue) about their

20. It (the boiling water) will melt whatever is in their bellies (as they drink it), as well as their 
skins (when poured over them).

of Qiyaamah. Verily Allaah is Witness to all things (and is therefore in the best position to pass 

judgement).

Rabb. As for those who commit kufr, (many) garments of fire shall be cut out (in pieces) 

for them and boiling water will be poured over their heads.
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21. There will (also) be iron hammers (tods in Jahannam) for them (to beat them).

22. Whenever they attempt to escape from the punishment out of grief, they will be 
returned (to Jahannam) and told, “Taste the punishment of burning.”

23. Allaah will surely admit those who have Imaan and who do good acts into 
Jannaat beneath which rivers flow. There they will be adorned with bangles of gold 
and pearls (which will look beautiful on males and females alike). Their clothes in Jannah shall be 
fmade) of silk.

24. They have been guided to the best of speech (the Kahmah) and guided to the path of 
Him, Who is most deserving of praise (guided to Islaam).

25. Indeed those who commit kufr, who (by any means) forbid (others) from Allaah's path 
(islaam) and from the Masjidul Haraam which We have appointed (as a place o f worship) for 
the people, residents and visitors being equal therein, (for these people as well as for) whoever 
intends to unjustly perpetrate an act of irreligiousness there (in the Masjidul Haraam), We 
shall let him taste a painful punishment.

26. (That time is worth remembering) When We showed Ibraheem m m  the location of the 
House (the Kabah) saying, “Do not ascribe any as partner to Myself and cleanse My 
House (from physical dirt and spiritual dirt such as idols) for those who make Tawaaf, those who 
stand fin salaah), those who bow (in Ruku i.e. the ummat of Muhammad and those who 
prostrate.
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27. And announce the Hajj among the people; (in response to your announcement) they will 
come to you (walking) on foot and on every lean camel (in every condition), travelling from 
every distant road...

28. .. .to Witness the things of benefit to them (which include material benefits such as benefiting from  
trade and the meat o f sacrificed anima/s, as well as spiritual benefits such as spiritual enlightenment and rewards in the 

Aakhirah) and, during the stipulated days (ofHaj}), to take Allaah's name on every animal 
that Allaah has provided for them (before they slaughter it). So eat from it (from the sacrificed 

animal) and feed it to the afflicted poor (those who are truly in need).

®

29. Then they should remove their untidiness (unwantedhairandlongnails), fulfil (any of) their 
oaths (that they may have taken) and perform Tawaaf around the Freed House (theKabah, which

has been freed from tyrants).

30. So it is. Whoever respects the things that Allaah has made sacred, then this
(respect) will be best for him with his Rabb (because Allaah will reward him for this). Live stock 
have been permitted for you (to consume), with the exception of those (animals) that have 
been recited to you (in other verses of the Qur'aan, making it clear that they are Haraam). So abstain 
(to ta lly ) from the impurity of idols and abstain from false talk...

31. ...in a state that you are all Haneef (inclined only towards Allaah and turning away from all other 

gods), not ascribing any partners to Him. The example of the one who ascribes 
partners to Allaah (the Mushrik) is like one who has fallen from the sky, to have his 
remains snatched up by birds or blown off to a distant place by the wind. (Just like the 

person falling from the sky cannot help being either ravaged by birds o f  prey or being carried away by a strong wind, the 
Mushrik will also be unable to avoid his imminent destruction if he does not becomeaMu'min).

32. So it is. Whoever honours (sincerely) the landmarks (distindivesigns) of (the Been of) Allaah
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(which are unique to Islaam), then this (respect) is because of the Taqwa of hearts (resped fo r these

landmarks denotes Taqwa in a person's heart) .

33. There are things of benefit for you in it fin the liue stock that you intend to sacrifice during the days 

of Hajj) Until a Stipulated period (until the time when you declare them to be sacrificial animals. When you 

make this declaration and proceed with them for Hajj, you will have to stop milking them, riding them or deriving any 

other benefit from them). Then (once you declare that they are to be sacrificed during Hajj) their destination is
the Freed (ancient) House (theKabah).

34. We have ordained rites (o f sacrifice) for every nation (ofMu'mineen before you) so that they 
may take Allaah's name on the animals that Allaah has provided for them. Your llaah 
is but One llaah, so submit (be obedient) to Him and convey good news (cfJannah) to the 
humble ones.

35. (The humble ones are) Those who, when Allaah is mentioned, their hearts tremble, 
those who patiently endure (whatever) the adversities that afflict them, who establish 
salaah and who spend (in charity) from what We have provided for them.

36. And We have made the large (sacrificial) animals (camels and cows) from the landmarks 
(distinctive signs) of (the Deen of) Allaah, in which lies good for you. So take Allaah's name on 
them (when you intend slaughtering them) as they stand in rows (ready to be slaughtered). Then eat 
from them when they fall on their sides (after being slaughtered) and feed (their meat to) the 
perseverant (those although poor yet content with what they are given and do not beg) and (feed also) the 
beggar. We have placed them (the animals) at your service in this manner so that you 
could be grateful (for this favour).
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37. (When sacrificing these animals, remember that] Their flesh and blood will never reach Allaah, 
but it is your Taqwa (your intention fo r sacrificing) that will reach Him. Allaah has placed 
them (these animals) at your (total) service in this way so that you proclaim His greatness 
(abundantly) for the guidance that He has granted you. And convey (the very) good news (o f 

Jannah) to those who do good.

38. Verily Allaah defends those who have Imaan (from the evil o f  the Kuffaar). Allaah surely 
does not like every treacherous ingrate (the traitor who is ungrateful).

39. Permission (the command to fight back) has been granted to those (Muslims) who are under 
attack (from their enemies) because they have been oppressed (wronged). Without doubt, 
Allaah is Most Capable of rendering assistance to them.

40. (The oppressed ones who have been under attack are) Those who were driven from their homes 
only because they proclaimed, “Allaah is our Rabb!” If it were not for the fact that 
Allaah opposes some people with others, monasteries, churches and synagogues 
would be destroyed, as well as Masaajid in which Allaah's name is taken in 
abundance (However, because Allaah makes the good people repel attacks from the evil ones, these places of 

worship remain safe). Allaah will certainly assist those who assist Him (those who assist His Deen). 

Verily Allaah is Omnipotent, Mighty.

41. These (the people whom We have allowed to fight back) are people who, if We grant them
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authority (kingdom) On earth] (instead o f oppressing others and indulging in theirwhims), they establish 
salaah, pay zakaah, enjoin good and forbid evil. The result of all deeds rest with 
Allaah (He will evaluate them and reward o r punish according to their merit).

42. If they (theMushrikeen) reject you (O  RasuMaah , then the nation of Nooh the
Aad (the nation o f H ood  and the Thamud (the nation o f  Saalih $£$$$& also rejected (their

Ambiyaa) before them...

©

43 as well as the nation of Ibraheem and the nation of Loot 5 W E ...

44__ and the people of Madyan (also rejected the message of Shu ayb $ £ & & ).  Moosa was
also rejected. (However), We granted respite to the Kuffaar, after which we seized 
(punished) them. How (severe) was My punishment?

45. Many were the towns that We destroyed when they were oppressive (when they 

committed kufr and sin)* They now lie collapsed on their roofs (after a quake, it is the roof o f  a building 

that usually caves in first, followed by the restqfthe building). Many were the (now) disused wells and the 
(now ruined) fortresses that were once well built. (All these things were once in use and the pride o f the

nations that owned them. However, Allaah's punishment utterly destroyed them along with their Kuffaar owner St.

46. Have they (the Kuffaar) not travelled in the land SO that (by seeing the ruins o f once powerful 

civilisations), they develop hearts (that are able) to understand (that their plight will be the same as the 

destroyed nations if they do not accept Imaan) and ears (that are able to) to hear (the truth with the intention o f 

accepting it) ?  It is really not eyes that become blind (that are effected by blindness that destroys one's life 

in both worlds), but it is the hearts that lie in their bosoms which become blind (to the truth,

causingi)eap,(J. to be destroyed in this world as well as in the next).

47. They want to hurry you with (demand from you) the punishment (by continually asking you when
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it will arrive) whereas Allaah will never break (postpone) His promise (He will send His punishment 

exactly at the time when He has promised it). Verily a single day with yOUT Rabb (in theAakhirah) is like 
a thousand years according to your count (in this world).

48. Many were the towns to which I had granted respite although they were 
oppressive (despite their oppression and kufr, I  did not punish them immediately but allowed them time to mend 

their ways). Thereafter, (when they failed to change their ways) I Seized (punished) them. To Me shall be 
the return (they will return to M e on the Day ofQiyaamah when they will have to account fo r whatever they did in this 

world).

49. (0  Rasulullaah Say, “O people! I am but one who clearly warns you (that you will suffer 

punishmentfor notacceptinglmaan. However, I  cannot force you to accept) . ”

50. As for those who have Imaan and do righteous acts, they shall have forgiveness 
and a bounteous (honourable) provision.

51. (On the contrary), Those who exert themselves in (an attempt to subdue or change) Our Aayaat 
shall be the dwellers of the Inferno (Jahannam).

52. It occurred to every Rasool and Nabi whom we sent before you (Rasulullaah S |  that 
whenever he recited (the divine scripture), Shaytaan cast doubts (and objections) in (the hearts o f 

listeners about) his recitation. (The Shayaateen and their allies from the human race will never accept lslaam, nor

then consolidates (confirms) His verses (by making people understand them clearly). Allaah is All 
Knowing, The Wise.

do they wish others to do so. They therefore continue to sow the seeds o f doubt in the hearts o f others). However, 
Allaah eradicates (blots out) the doubts that Shaytaan casts (mixes into peoples' hearts) and
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53. (These doubts that are cast into peoples' hearts have different effects on different people. Allaah says that Shaytaan 

casts these doubts) S o  that A llaah  m akes the doubts cast by Shaytaan a  test (to see whether they 

accept or reject) for those in w hose hearts is a  d isease (o f hypocrisy or doubtfulness) and for those 

w hose hearts are hard (the Kuffaarj. Indeed, the oppressors (those who succumb to these doubts) 

are in a  far rem oved disagreem ent (they will argue at all costs. In this regard, Allaah says in verse 121 of 

Surah 6, “The Shayaateen will surely whisper evil (doubts) Into the hearts of their friends (sinners who are 
astray so) that they dispute with you

54. A n d  (these doubts are also cast) SO that those granted know ledge (understanding o f  the Qur’aan and 

Deen) should know  (be convinced) that it (the revelation that the Nabi recites) is the truth from  your 

R abb  and they believe in it, causing their hearts to b o w  (to become soft and submit to Allaah). 

A llaah  shall definitely guide those who have Im aan to fo llow  the straight path (of

Isham),

5 5. The Kuffaar w ill constantly be  in doubt about it (the revelation sent to Ftasulultaah until
Q iyaam ah com es to them suddenly or the punishment (calamity) of such a  day com es to 

them in which there is no good. (It is only when it is too late to accept Imaan that the Kuffaar will realise the 

error o f their ways).

5 6. A ll kingdom  will belong to A llaah  on that day (o f Qiyaamah because all kings and owners will be 

dead). H e will judge between them (between the Mu’mineen and the Kuffaar). Those who have Imaan  

and who perform righteous acts will b e  in Jannaat of bounty (enjoying the bliss ofJannat).

57. (On the other hand) Those w ho  com m it kufr and w ho reject O ur Aayaat shall have a  

hum iliating punishment.

58. W e shall certainly provide a m ost splendid provision to those who m ake H ijrah in  

A llaah 's path (for Allaah’s pleasure) and w ho are then martyred or d ie (naturally). W ithout 

doubt only A llaah  is the Best o f providers.
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59. He w ill definitely adm it them into a  p lace (Jannah) with which they w ill be  

satisfied. Verily A llaah  is A ll Knowing, Forbearing.

60. S o  it is (You have heard this, so do practise it). A llaah  w ill surely help the one who is 

oppressed after he retaliates in proportion to the harm  done to him (Allaah will not help him 

if his retaliation exceeds the harm done to him ). Verily A llaah  is M ost Pardoning, M ost Forgiving.

61. This (help from Allaah) is (not hard to believe) because A llaah  (is so powerful that He) Certainly 

enters the night into the day and enters the day into the night (He is therefore Most Capable o f 

helping whoever He chooses). A nd  (this help will surely come because) A llaah  is surely A ll Hearing, A ll  
Seeing (and knows precisely who to help and fo r what reasons) .

62. This (help) is (not hard to believe) because only A llaah  is True (the True Ilaah) and a ll that
they (the Kuffaor) worship besides H im  are fa lse (Allaah will therefore certainly help those who recognise 

HisDivinity). A nd  (this help will surely come because) A llaah  is certainly The Highest, The Greatest
(He can do as He pleases).

•

v

63. D o  you not see that (itis) A llaah  (andnotthegodsoftheKuffaarWho) sends the rains from  the 

skies, causing the earth to flourish with (much) greenery? Verily A llaah  is 

Com passionate (Merciful since He provides for you), Inform ed (knows well when you are ungrateful to  Him  

by worshippingthose who cannot provide fo r you).

64. To H im  belongs whatever is in the heavens and in the earth. A llaah  (and none else) is 

undoubtedly Independent (all need Him while He needs none), Worthy o f praise (because all good  

comes from H im ).
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65. D o  you not see that A llaah  has p laced  (subjected) everything on  earth at your (man s; 
service, including the ships that navigate the oceans by  H is  command? (In this manner, He 

allows pou to benefit from all these things). A nd  H e restrains the sky from  crashing onto the earth  

without H is com m and. W ithout doubt, A llaah  is M ost Forgiving and M ost Merciful 
towards m ankind (He protects them and ensures their survival on earth even though most o f  them reject H im ).

66. It is H e W h o  gives you life, then gives you death, after which H e w ill grant you life  

again (on the Day ofQiyaamah). M an (the Kuffaar) is surely an aw ful ingrate (ungrateful person)(He 

refuses to obey and worship Allaah even though Allaah has blessed him with all the bounties mentioned above and more).

dSij

67. W e have ordained (decreed) rites (ways and laws o f  sacrifice) for every nation (ofMu'm ineen), 

according to which they worship (serve Allaah). So  (O  Rasulullaah &&£) they should never 

argue with you in these matters (because these matters have been decided by Allaah). C all unto 

A llaah  (worshipHim), for you are certainly upon the guidance o f the straight path (Islaam).

68. If they argue with you (and refuse to submit), then say, “A llaah  knows best what you do
(and He will grant you the appropriate rewards or punishment). ”

69. “A llaah  w ill decide (judge) betw een you on the D ay  o f Q iyaam ah concerning the 

matters about which you dispute.”

70. D o  you not know  that A llaah  knows whatever is in the heavens and the earth? 

This is a ll in the B ook  (the “LowhulMahfoodh"). (Keeping informed of) This (knowledge) is certainly 

easy for A llaah .
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71. Besides Allaah, they (theMushrikeen) worship things regarding which Allaah has not 
revealed any warrant (authorisation), and about which they (the Mushrikeen) have no 
knowledge (they have no proof fo r regarding these gods as their deities). The (unjust) oppressors 
(Mushrikeen) will have no helper (to 5d!jrJ ihern from Alkiah's punish men!).

72. When Our clear Aayaat are recited to them, you will detect (recognise) displeasure 
(denial) on the faces of the Kuffaar. They (dislike to hear it so much that they) could almost attack 
those reciting Our Aayaat to them. Say, “Should I inform you of something (which you 

would regard to be) worse than this? The Fire (ofJahannam)! Allaah has promised it for those
(like you) who commit kufr. It is a terrible abode indeed.” (Their dislikefor the Quraan will lead
them to something they would dislike much more. Whereas they car) try to stop the person reciting the Qur'aan to them, 

they wilt not be able to stop the punishment ofJahannam),

73. O  people! An example (indicating the helplessness of all false gods) has been given, so listen 
attentively to it. Indeed those (gods) that you worship besides Allaah can never create 
even (something as little and insignificant as) a fly (which Allaah has created in great abundance) even though 
all of them (the false gods) join forces in this effort. (In fact), If a (weak and insignificant) fly has to 
steal anything from them (from these gods), they (are so helpless thatthey) cannot (even) retrieve it. 
The seeker (theMushrikeen) and the sought (theirgods) are both weak (feeble and helpless).

74. They (themisguidedpeople) have not honoured (realised the greatness and dignity of) Allaah as He 
deserves to be honoured (as they ought to recognise His greatness. It is because o f this failure that they do not 

worship and obey Mimas they should). Allaah is surely The Powerful (strong), the Mighty.

75. Allaah selects Rusul (messengers) from the angels (who carry His messages to the
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76. He knows what is before them (theirfuture) and what is behind them (their past. Therefore, 
He is Capable of selecting those people as Rasul whose past and future acts will not pollute the noble mantle o f 

Prophethood). All matters return to Allaah (He has the final say in all matters because everything happens 

only as and when He pleases) .

77.0  you who have Imaan, bow, prostrate, worship your Rabb and carry out (all other) 

good deeds so that you may be successful (reap good in both worlds).

78. Strive for (theDeen of) Allaah as you ought to strive for Him (as is required o f you, with total 

devotion, perfection and without any ulterior motives) .  He has chosen you (to be Muslims in the Ummah o f the 

best Nabi S )  and has not placed any hardship (difficulty) upon you in Deen. Follow the 
religion of your father Ibraheem It was He (Allaah) who named you Muslims
from before (in the previous scriptures) and in this Qur'aan, SO that (on the Day o f Qiyaamah) the 
Rasool may be a witness over you (attesting to your truthfulness when you declare that theAmbiyaa

passed on Allaah's complete message to their communities ,̂ and SO that you may be witnesses 
against mankind (against theKuffaar o f the previous communities who will claim that their Ambiyaa did

not pass Allaah's message on to them). So (to live up to this high status you should) establish Salaah, pay 
zakaah and hold fast to Allaah (rely only on Him and ask only Him for assistance). He is your 
Protecting Friend. (He is) The Best Protecting Friend and the Best Helper. (With Allaah as 

yourProtectingFriend and Helper, you need no one else.)
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Surah 2 3  Surah Mu'minoon

TH E  MU'MINOON

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH M U M IN O O N  AND SURAH HAJJ

By Name: Surah Hajj contains the verse addressed to Ibraheem saying, “And announce
the Hajj among the people, fond in response to your announcement) they will come to you 
(walking) on foot and on every lean camel (in every condition), travelling from every 
distant road...” [verse 27], Surah Mu'minoon proceeds to describe the qualities of those 
Mu'minoon who will arrive for the Hajj.

By Content: 1. Surah Hajj warned about the Day of Qiyaamah when it opens with the verse “0  
people! Fear (thepunishment of) your Rabb. The earthquake of (theDay of) Qiyaamah is 
a tremendous thing indeed.” Surah Mu'minoon now describes the people who will be saved 
on that fateful day as those (1) who perform salaah, (2) who do not perpetrate Shirk, and (3) who 
do not oppress. These attributes are described from verses 1 to 9.

2.Surah Hajj forbids making offerings to others besides AUaah. Surah M u ’minoon proceeds to 
tell people that instead of totally abstaining from such acts, they have disobediently done worse 
by introducing more wrong customs and practices. Referring to this, Allaah says in verse 63, 
“And they have other (evil) acts that they carry out besides this. ”

A  SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

This Surah may be divided into two parts. The first part commences at the beginning and ends 
with verse 77, where Allaah says, “Until the time comes when We shall open unto them a 
door of severe punishment and they will be left totally bewildered.” The beginning of 
the first part (verses 1-8) mentions three factors that ensure to salvation in the Aakhirah. The first 
is to perform Salaah, to fear Allaah and to humble oneself in Salaah. The second factor is to 
abstain from Shirk in one's beliefs and deeds. The third factor is to abstain from all forms of 
injustice. This is discussed from verse 5 to verse 8. Thereafter Allaah mentions three logical proofs 
to substantiate Tow heed. These are:

1. “We have certainly created man (Aadam $$&$&) from a product of clay... (until the
words) ...So Blessed be Allaah, the Best of all creators.” [verses 12to 14]

2. “We have certainly created seven paths (heavens) above you... (until the words)... 
and gravy far those who wish to eat.” [verses 17 to 20]

3. “There is certainly a lesson for you in the animals live stock. We give you a drink 
(milk) from their bellies, there are many benefits for you in them (such as using them 
for transport, for carrying goods, for ploughing fields, etc), and you even eat of them. You
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are even carried on them (when you are on land) and on ships (when you are at sea).”  
[verses21and22]

To further emphasise Towheed, this part of the Surah also mentions the incidents of several
Ambiyaa&8$c.

The second part of the Surah states four logical proofs to substantiate Towheed and to refute 
Shirk. Other verses contain admonitions, warnings and glad tidings. Among these verses, Allaah 
mentions the method of propagation when He says, “Resist evil with that which is best” 
[verse 96 ] i. e. speak to the Kuffaar clearly and with a soft tone.

The concluding verses of the Surah summerize the gist of the Surah, when Allaah says, “Exalted 
be Allaah, the Sovereign, the Truth. There is no Ilaah but Him. He is the Rabb of the 
Glorious Throne” [verse 116]. Therefore none but Allaah must be regarded as a deity, neither 
should offerings be made to any other.
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In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful.

1. The Mu'mineen have truly succeeded.

2. (TheM u’mineen are) Those who are humble (sincere, tranquil) in their salaah...

X < 9S  9 " ’ • ’S t "

3__who turn away from futility (talk and ads that have no benefit).

4. ... who fulfil the act of paying zakaah (punctually and happily to purify the heart, body and wealth).

5. ...and who safeguard their private organs (from adultery, fornication and other illidtsexual acts).

6. ...except when it comes to their spouses and the slave women whom they own. 
They null surely not be blamed about (cohabiting with) them.

7. Whoever seeks more than this (by fulfilling their sexual desires in a manner that the Sharfah forbids), 

then such persons are transgressors (sinners) indeed.
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8. (The Mu'mmeen are also) Those who give due regard to (fulfil) trusts and their pledges (taking 

every precaution to fulfil the pledges and promises they make toAllaah and to people). . .

9. ...and are particular about their salaah (ensuring that their salaah isperformed on time and with all 

the necessary requisites and etiquette).

11__who shall inherit Firdous (the h ighest level ofJannah) where they shall live forever.

12. We have certainly created man (Aadam from a product of (specially selected) clay.

13. Thereafter (when mankind arrived on earth, the system of reproduction started and the development o f a child 

began when) We placed him in a safe lodging (the womb) as a drop of fluid (sperm;...

14. Thereafter, We made the drop of fluid into a clot of blood, then the clot of blood 
into a lump of flesh, then the lump of flesh into bones, after which We dressed the 
bones in flesh. Thereafter (when We instilled the soul into the foetus) We made him into another 
type of creation (which is living and vibrant). So Blessed is Allaah, the Best of all creators (no

other being can make something from nothing or give life to anything they make) .

10. These are the heirs...
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15. Thereafter (after coming into the world and spending your lives in this world) you will all definitely 
die (and be buried).

16. Thereafter (after spending time in the grave) you will surely be resurrected on the Day of 
Qiyaamah.

17. We have certainly created seven paths (heavens, zones, orbits) above you and we are 
never unaware of the creation (We know the condition o f everything We created and provide fo r and protect 

everything).

s

18. (According to Our wisdom,) We send stipulated quantities of water from the skies, 
embedding it into the earth (irrigating the roots o f plants and storing underground water), and We are 
also capable of withdrawing it (whenever We wish, after which no other being cm retrieve it).

19. With it (the rainwater) We create for you orchards of date palms and grapes (and many 

other types o f  vegetation). In them (the orchards o f  date palms and grapes) is an abundance of fruit for 
you, from which you eat (together with eating from it, you also feed your families and animals, and you can also 

gain from sellingthe fruit).

20. (We have also created) A certain tree (the olive tree) that grows from Mount Sinai, bearing
oil (forbumingin lamps and fo r medicinal uses) and (it is also used for cooking, producing an excellent) gravy for 
those who wish to eat (it).

21. There is certainly a lesson for you in the animals (livestock). We give you a drink (milk) 

from their bellies, there are many benefits for you in them (such as using them fo r transport, for 

carrying goods, fo r ploughing fields, etc), and you even eat of them.

I

t
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22. You are even carried on them (when you are on land) and on ships ( when you are at sea).

M M
23. We sent Nooh to his nation and he told them, “O  my people! Worship only 
Allaah. There is no Ilaah for you besides Him. Do you not fear (H  is punishment for not taking

heed )?”

24. The Kuffaar leaders (who love fame) from his nation said (to theothers), “He ( N o o h is 
only a human like yourselves who intends to gain superiority over you (when you follow  

him). If Allaah desired (to send aN abi), he would have rather sent angels (instead qf a human). 

We have never heard of such a thing (happening) among our forefathers. ”

25. “He is but a man afflicted by insanity (madness;. So bear with him a while longer
(until he dies, when we will be rid o f him ). ”

26. (After p rea ch in g  to his people fo r 950 years without a favourable response from them) Nooh$k&tSJ$c said, “O
my Rabb! Assist me (againstthem by destroying them), for they have rejected me.”

S 9

27. So We sent revelation to him saying, “Construct an ark under Our supervision 
and revelation. When Our command (punishment) comes and water gushes forth from 
the earth (as a sign o f the punishment coming), then enter into the ark a pair of every species (o f 

creation) and your family (all those who have Imaan), except those against whom the decree (o f

punishment) has been passed (condemning them to the punishment). And do not speak tome about 
those who oppress (do not ask me to save those who commit kufr). They will certainly be 
drowned.”
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28. “When you and those with you have boarded the ark, then say (as an expression o f 

gratitude), 'All praise be to Allaah, Who has rescued us from the oppressive (sinful) 

nation.'”

29. “And say, 'O my Rabb! Settle me in a blessed place. You are surely the Best of
hosts. ” (Bless us at all times with Your mercy)

30. There are undoubtedly Aayaat (signs) in this (incident), and We certainly put people 
to the test (to separate the goodfrom the evil).

31. Then (after the people o fN o o h ) We created another nation after them (the nation o f the Aad/the 

Thamud)•

32. We sent a Rasool (Hood®^/Smli/i®0=) among them (who told them), “Worship only 
Allaah. There is no Ilaah for you besides Him. Do you not fear (His punishment if you do not

acceptlmaan) ? ”

33. The Kuffaar leaders from his nation, who denied the meeting of the Aakhirah and 
to whom We had granted affluence (comfort) in the worldly life, said, “He (the Rasool) is 
merely a human like yourselves who eats what you eat and drinks what you drink
(there is nothing special about him that makes h i m worthy o f being followed) . ”

34. “Surely, if you follow a human (mortal) like yourselves, you will certainly be at a loss I mined)
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35. “Does he promise you that you will be resurrected (raised) after you have died and 
become dust and bones?”

6I&
36. “Far-fetched! Far-fetched (How can this be!) is that which you are promised! (How can this 

ever be?) ”

37. “This is but our worldly existence. We die and live, and will never be raised up 
again (afterdeath).”

38. “He is only a man who invents lies against Allaah (by saying thatAIIaah sends revelation to 

him), and we shall never believe him.”

39. (After tireless attempts to convince them,) He (the Rasool finally) said, “O  my Rabb! Assist me (against 

them by destroying them), for they have rejected me.”

40. Allaah said, “Shortly these people will regret (their behaviour when My punishment afflicts

them ).”

41. So, according to the true promise, a dreadful scream (ofJibra’eel$&1$$£) seized them 
and We reduced them to nothing. May the oppressive (sinful) nation be far removed
(from Allaah's mercy) !
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42. We then created numerous (other) nations after them (such asthe people ofMadyan, the people

o fLoo t$ f& $ $ e , etc).

43. No nation can outstrip their term (they cannot survive beyond the time when they are destined to 

perish), nor can they delay it (togive them more time).

u»**

44. Thereafter We sent Our Rusul in succession. Whenever a Rasool came to his 
nation (preaching Towheed and Risaalah), they rejected him. So We brought one nation after 
the other (that was destroyed) and made them mere fables (only to be spoken about). May the 
nations without Imaan be distanced (fromAllaah’s mercy) !

45. (After many Ambiyaa We then sent Moosa f lK E  and his brother Haaroon
with Our Aayaat and a manifest proof (toprove that they were indeed Allaah's messengers).

46. (Wesentthem to) Fir'oiUl and his (arrogant) ministers, but they (rejected their message because they) 

were proud and tyrannical (oppressive; people.

47. They said, “Should we believe in two humans like ourselves whereas their people
(theBanilsraa'eel) sure OUT s la ves  (servants)?”

©,

48. So they rejected the two of them and (by so doing) became of the destroyed ones.

49. We had certainly granted Moosa the Book (the Torah) so that they (the Bani

Jsraa'eel) may be guided (to salvation).
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50. And We made the son of Maryam (Isa and his mother (Maryam)  an Aayah (to
demonstrate Our power and to prove that We can do things without means) and settled them on such a hill 
that was habitable and had water (either Damascus, Baytul Maqdas orRamala).

51. (Allaah addressed the Ambiyaa saying,) “O  you Rusul! Eat from the pure (good) things
and fin gratitude to M e far My provision) do good acts (that please M e ). Verily I am Aware of whatyou 
do (and will reward you fo r every good act). ”  (Although addressed directly to the Ambiyaa this command

applies to the followers oftheAmbiyaa as well.)

52. “Without doubt, this way of yours (the lives you lead in obedience to M e) is the one (and only) 

way (to solvation) and I am your Rabb, SO fear Me (on ly).”  (Do not fear others who wish to deviate you 

from this way o f life.)

53. However, (instead o f following the single clear way o f  their Ambiyaa $ & $ & )  they (the followers o f the 

Ambiyaa split their affairs between themselves into segments (divided into parties and

factions), each party being content (rejoicing) with what (bit o f concocted beliefs and customs) they 
had. (In this manner, they refused to unite and split into many religious denominations, each one thinking that they are 
on the right path.)

54. So (do not be distressed about their condition, but) leave them in their ignorance (senselessness) for 
a while (because they will realise the error of their ways when they leave this world).

55. (When they see their prosperity in this worldJ Do they (theKuffaar) think that by Us granting them 
an increase in wealth and sons...

56___We wish to hasten in granting them good? No (it is rather worse fo r them) ! They fail to
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perceive (that an increase in materia! possessions does not mean that We are pteased with them. We are merely 

granting them time to involve themselves in more sin so that they become deserving o f  more punishment).

57. Verily those who are fearful of their Rabb... (believe in Taqdeer)

58 those who believe in the Aayaat of their Rabb...

59__those who do not ascribe partners to their Rabb (are steadfast inTowheed).

60__those who spend of what Resources, abilities and talents) they have been granted (byAllaah)

and whose hearts tremble (with fear) because they have to return to their Rabb (when it will

be known whether their deeds are accepted or not) . . .

61__ these people hasten to perform good acts and are the foremost in it fin the race to do

good).

62. (Doing good deeds is not difficult for people because) Allaah does not place on a soul a 
responsibility (duty; except what is within its capability. We have by Us a Book (record o f 

deeds) that speaks the truth, and they will not be oppressed (they will be punished only fo r the sins

they committed and will not be deprived o f the reward fo r any good deedst).

63. However (on the contrary), their hearts (the hearts o f the Kuffaar) are in ignorance about this 
(religion). And they have other (evil) acts that they carry out besides this (besidestheirignorance 

and doubts). (They therefore have a great deal to answer for.)

t
©
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64. (These people will remain engrossed in their kufr and Shirk) Until the time Comes when We will 
seize the affluent ones among them with punishment, they will suddenly plead (for 

forgiveness).

65. (Allaah will then instruct the angels to tell them) “Do not plead today! You will receive no help for 

release) from Us.”

66. “My Aayaat used to be recited to you, but (refusing to accept) you turned on your 
heels...

0OsJSfoVjWZ
67___in arrogance, mocking it (theQur’aan) and dissociating yourselves (not wanting to have

anything to do with it

68. Have they not pondered over this speech (the Qur'aan because o f which they do not wantto accept 

it), Or is it that (they refuse to accept it because they say that) Such a thing has COme to them that 
never came to their forefathers?

69. Or have (they refused to accept because) they ftoej not recognised their Rasool, causing 
them to reject him?

% »

70. Or do they (refuse to accept because they) say that he (Rasulullaah &$t, is insane? No (none o f  the 

above are reasons for their rejection), but (the fact is that) he (Rasulullaah OS?) has brought the truth to 
them and most of them dislike faccepting) the truth (the true Deen).

71. If the truth (thetrueDeen) had to conform with (be made suitable for) their whims (wishes), (it 

would make Allaah so angry that) the heavens, earth and all within the two would be corrupted
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(destroyed by H  is punishment). However, We have brought their advice (the Qufaan) to them but 
they ignore the advice given to them.

72. Or is it that (they refuse to accept because) you (O  Rasulullaah & & )  ask repayment from them 
(and they find it difficult to pay you) ? (This reason if assumed to be true is foolish because) The payment of your 
Rabb is best and He is the Best of Providers (why then would anyone prefer their own payment to that 

qfMaah's?).

73. Verily, you (ORasulullaah U S  call them to the straight path.

® 6 j o i ;
74. (However,) Those who do not believe in the Aakhirah are certainly deviated (misled) 

from the straight path (because they do not seek salvation in theAakhirah).

75. (Let alone rejecting the Aayaat ofAllaah, these people are so lost that they even fail to mend their ways when 

adversities strike. Furthermore,) If We have mercy on them and remove their adversities 
(difficulties), (instead o f being grateful to Altaah and believing in Him,) they will blindly plunge back into 
their rebellion (kufr).

* *  l .1*1

76. We have surely afflicted them with punishment, but they do not submit to their 
Rabb, nor have they humbled themselves. (There does not seem to be nothing that will bring them to 
the straight path.)

77. (They will therefore not accept Imaan) Until the time comes when (either in this world or in the 

Aakhirah) We shall open for them a door of severe punishment and they will be left 
totally bewildered (and without hope, but it will then be too late to repent).

78. Allaah is the One Who created your ears, eyes and hearts. Seldom is it that you 
show gratitude (for these and millions o f other favours that He hasgivenyou).
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79. It is He Who has (created and) dispersed (spread) yOU Oil earth (each one having his own area to 

live), and to Him shall you be resurrected (on the Day ofQiyaamah when He will question you about how 

you used the favours He gave you).

80. It is He Who gives life and death and it is only because of Him that the night and 
day alternate. Do you not understand (that Allaah possesses all these powers and is most certainly 

capable o f  bringing man back to life) ?

81. However, (instead o f realising that it is so easy fo r Allaah to bring the dead back to life) they (theKuffaar) say 
what their predecessors (o f  old) said.

82. They say, “Will we be raised after we have died and become dust and bones?”

83. “Our forefathers and ourselves were certainly promised the same from before. It
(resurrection) is but a fable (myth)  of the old men (and cannot be tru e )."

84. Say, “To whom belongs the earth and whoever is on it, if you know (who is the Creator o f 

all o f this) ? ”

85. They (the Mushrlkeen) will soon reply, It all belongs to Allaah (He Is the Creator) ! ”  Say, 
“Will you then not take heed (can you then not understand that since Allaah has the power to create all o f this, 

H e most certainly has the power to create them a second t im e )? "
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86. Say, “Who is the Rabb of the seven heavens and the tremendous Throne (Rabb o f the

entire uniuerse)?”

87. (Acknowledging this as well,) They will shortly reply, “It all belongs to Allaah.” Say, “Will 
you then not (definitely) abstain (from worshipping others) ?  ”

88. Say, “In whose grasp is the control of all things? Who is it that can offer 
protection (from every harm), while none can provide protection against Him (against His

punishment), if you only know?”

89. Shortly (immediately without having to think much) they will say, “It all belongs to Allaah (Only 

He has these powers).”  Say, “How then have you been bewitched?” (Despite realising all of this, the 

only reason fo r your Shirk must be that you have been afflicted by magic.)

90. We have sent the truth (ofTowheed) to them (via theAmbiyaa and the divine scriptures),

but they are certainly liars (for denying that they were told these things).

91. Allaah has not taken any son, nor are there any Aaliha (gods of worship) with Him. If 
there were (others sharing power with H im ), then every Ilaah would have separated his 
creation (so that only he should have control over them) and some would overpower the others (in 

the fight fo r supremacy. This would have resulted in the system of the uniuerse being reduced to chaos. However, since the 

universe is functioning smoothly, it follows that such a scenario did not occur). Allaah is Pure of the partners 
that they ascribe to Him (Only He is in control and is therefore the only One worthy o f worship).

Z &
92. Allaah is the Knower of the unseen and the seen, so He is Exalted above the 
partners that they ascribe (because all o f these "partners” have no such knowledge whatsoever).
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93. Say, “O  my Rabb! If you happen to show me what (punishment) they (the Kuffaar) have 
been promised... ”

94. “...then, O my Rabb, do not include me among the oppressive folk (theKuffaar. D o  not 

make me suffer the same punishment). ”

95. We are certainly capable of showing you what (punishment) We have promised them
(they con well suffer punishment during your lifetime).

96. (However, until punishment comes, you should) Resist (their) evil (and oppression) with that which is 
best (by forgiving them and being good to them). We know best what they ascribe (what they say and do 

and We shall therefore punish them appropriately).

97. And say, “O my Rabb! I seek Your protection (shelter) from the evil whispering of 
the Shayaateen... ”

98. “...and, O  my Rabb, I seek protection from You that (pleasure) they approach me
(always try to tempt me with evil). ”

99. (The Kuffaar continue practising kufr and behaving stubbornly) Until the time arrives when death 
comes to any one of them, then (when he sees the punishment in store fo r him) he says, “O  my 
Rabb! Allow me to return (to the world). . . ”

100. “...so that I may perform good deeds in that (worldly life) which I have left behind.” 
Never (they will never do as they say)! It (their promise to lead better lives) is merely a Statement that 
they speak (an em pty). (They will be unable to return to the world because) Behind them is “Barzakh” (a
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barrier preventing their return, which will remain in place) until the day that they are resurrected (until 

the Day ofQiyaamah).

®

101. When the trumpet is blown (to signal the beginning of Qiyaamah), neither shall there be 
any family ties between them (each person will disassociate from his/her relatives fearing that their relatives 

may ask them fo r rewards, which they so desperately need for themselves), nor will they ask about (the welfare 

of) each other (because each person will worry only about himself).

102. Whoever's scales are weighty (with good deeds on the Day o f  Qiyaamah) shall surely be 
successful (because they will enter Jannah).

103. (On the other hand) Whoever's scales are light (lacking in good deeds and heavy with sins), these 
are the ones who have put themselves (their souls) at a loss and shall remain forever in 
Jahannam.

104. The Fire (o f  Jahannam) will scorch their faces and they shall be disfigured there.
(A  terrible sight!)

105. (Allaah will then instruct the angels to say to them,) “Were My Aayaat (advice and guidance) not 
recited to you, but (instead o f accepting them) you used to reject them?”

106. (In an attempt to save themselves,) They will cry, “O our Rabb! (We admit that we were at fault 

because) Our wretchedness (misfortune) overpowered us and we were a deviated nation. ”

107. “O our Rabb! Remove us from here (and return us to the world) ! If we ever repeat 
ourselves (by doing what we did previously in the world), then we must surely be oppressors (sinful

deserving o f  this punishment).'
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108. Allaah will say, “Remain disgraced (cursed) in it (in Jahannam) and do not speak to
Me (about being delivered from it) ! ”

109. “ (Do you not remember that) There was a party of My bondsmen (the Mu'mtenJ who used 
to say, 'O our Rabb! We have Imaan, so forgive us and have mercy on us. Indeed You 
are the Best of those who show mercy.'”

110. “But instead o f following their example) you ridiculed (laughted at) them until they (your 

preoccupation with mocking them) made you forget to remember (worship) Me. And (acting even more 

hurtfuliy towards them) yOU Used to (even) laugh (mock) at them.”

111. “ (However, they had patiently borne yoia  taunts and) I have rewarded them today for their 
patience; fas a result) they are certainly successful (and will therefore enter Jannah where they will live 

forever),”

112. He (Allaah) will ask (thepeople), “How long did you stay on earth by the count of (in
terms of the number of) years?”

113. They will say, “ (Years are far too tong to use as a measure. M ore appropriately, we wilt say that) We 
stayed only a day or a part of a day, but (to be certain) ask those who count (the angels who were 

recording our lives) . ”

114. He (Allaah) will say, “ (Although not a day o r a part o f  a day, the fact is certain that) You stayed only 
for a little while. If only you had known (this while living in the world, then you would not have wasted 

your precious time). ”

115. “ (While living in the world,) Didyou think that We had created you in vain (without a specific
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purpose) and that you would not return to Us (to answer fo r what you did in the world) ? ”

116. Exalted is Allaah, the Sovereign, the Truth (the TrueIlaah). There is no Ilaah but He. 
He is the Rabb of the Glorious Throne.

117. He who calls on (worships) another Ilaah with Allaah has no proof for it (nothing can 

justify such a practice). His reckoning is with Allaah (Allaah will judge his behaviour). Hie fact of the 
matter is that (after Allaah's judgement) the Kaafiroon will not succeed (they will suffer eternally in

Jahannam).

5̂
118. Say, “O my Rabb! Forgive (our sins) and show mercy (towards us). Undoubtedly, You 
are the Best of those who show mercy.”
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Surah 2 4  Surah Noor

C E L E S T IA L  L IG H T

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH NO OR  AND SURAH M U M IN O O N

Bu Name: The opening verse of Surah Mu'minoon stated, “The Mu'mineen have truly 
succeeded...” Verse 35 of Surah N oor says, “Allaah is the Light (the illuminator) of the 
heavens and the earth.” It is the light of Towheed that illuminates the heavens and the earth 
and the Mu'minoon attain success by means of this light of Touiheed.

By Content: Surah Mu'minoon proved by means of logical proofs that none but Allaah can be 
called upon for assistance, nor can offerings be made to others. The gist of this is summarised in 
verses 116 and 117, where Allaah says, “Exalted is Allaah, the Sovereign, The King, the 
Truth (the Truellaah). There is no Ilaah but He. He is the Rabb of the Glorious Throne. 
He who calls on (worships) another Ilaah with Allaah has no proof for it (nothing can 
justify such a practice). His reckoning is with Allaah (Allaah will judge his behaviour). The 
fact of the matter is that (after Allaah’s judgement) the Kaafiroon will not succeed (they 
will suffer eternally in Jahannam). ”

Surah Noor relates how the Mushrikeen and the Munaafiqeen tried to smear RasulullaahdS's 
name so that people would lose confidence in him and forsake their belief in Towheed. Surah 
Noor exonerates Aa'isha (R. A) from the slander that was levelled against her, because of which 
the honour of Rasulullaah & §  was also preserved and people remained steadfast in their belief 
in Towheed.

A SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

Surah Noor can be divided into two parts. The first part commences at the beginning of the 
Surah and terminates with verse 57, where Allaah says, “...What an evil return it will be!” 
This part deals with the following aspects:

* An introduction.
* Encouragement towards the Qur'aan.
* Four injunctions pertaining to social reform.
* A warning to the slanderers.
* Six additional laws regarding social reform.
* The enmity of the Munaafiqeen towards Towheed, which started the evil propogating 

campaign.
* Four logical proofs of Towheed.
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The second part begins with the words, “O you who have Imaan, your slaves and your 
children who have not yet come of age must seek permission (to enter your room) on 
three occasions...” [verse 58]. It concludes at the end of the Surah. The following aspects are 
discussed in this part:
* Three injunctions pertaining to social reform.
* A comparison between the deeds of the sincere Mu'm ineen and those of the Munaafiqeen.
* Respect towards RasuluIIaah
* Towheed.

The three injunctions pertain to social reform are:

1. The advice is given that slaves and understanding children should not be permitted to enter 
one's room without permission during three times when people are usually not fully dressed. This 
injunction is contained in verse 58, where Allaah says, “O you who have Imaan, your slaves 
and your children who have not yet come of age must seek permission (to enter your 
room) on three occasions...”

2. The advice is given to older women to exercise caution when reducing the Hijaab even though 
they are permitted not to wear excess clothing as Hijaab. This is mentioned in verse 60, where 
Allaah says,

“There is no sin on those women who are sitting (at home because o f old age) and have 
lost all hope of marriage if they remove their (excess) clothing on condition that they 
do not expose their charms...”

3. Permission is given to eat from the homes of certain people when necessary. This is mentioned 
in verse 61, which begins with the words, “There is no harm for the blind, the paralysed... ”
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In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful.

1. This is a Surah that We have revealed, that We have ordained (made the laws contained in 

them obligatory), and in which We have revealed clear Aayaat so that you may (seriously) 

take heed.

2. The (unmarried) female and male who commit fornication should both be given a 
hundred lashes (when the ad o f fornication is conclusively proven in a court ofShan'ah). Do not let pity for 
them take hold of you with regard to Allaah's Deen (do not let pity encourage you to waive aside or 

to lessen the penalty), if you (truly) believe in Allaah and the Last Day. A  group of the 
Mu'mineen should witness their punishment (so that it may deter them from fornication).

3 . (Because adultery and fornication are acts that taint one’s character, people committing such vile acts attract others 

with the same shameless character. As a result,) An adulterer marries only an adulteress or an 
idolatress (aMushrikwoman) and it is only an adulterer or an idolater (Mushrik) who marries 
an adulteress. This (adultery and marriage toMushrikeen) is forbidden for the Mu’mineen.

4. As for those who slander chaste women (accuse them o f  fornication or adultery) without 
presenting four (reliable) witnesses (who had personally witnessed the ad ), you should punish 
them (the accusers) eighty lashes and never accept their testimony (in a court hearing) ever 
again. These people are sinners (disobedient)...
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5. ...except for those who repent thereafter and make amends (purify the wrong they did). 

(Athah will forgiue such people because) Allaah is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful.

6. Those who slander their wives Accuse their wives o f adultery) and have only themselves as 
witnesses (to the ad o f  adultery and not the required four witnesses), then such a person should bear 
testimony four times by Allaah that he is indeed from the truthful. (He should say four times, 
“I  swear by Allaah that I  am truthful in accusing her of adultery!")

7. On the fifth occasion, he should invoke Allaah's curse on himself if he is from the 
liars (He should then say once, “May Allaah's curse befall me if I  am /ying about her committing adultery”. By doing 
this, he will be exemptedfrom the penalty for slander.)

®

8. Punishment (for committing adultery, which is stoning to death) will be averted from the wife if 
she bears testimony four times by Allaah that he (her husband) is from the liars. (She should 

say four times, “I  swear by Allaah that he is lying about my committing adultery!")

9. On the fifth occasion, she will invoke Allaah's wrath on her if he (her husband) is from 
the truthful, (She should say once, “May Allaah's wrath be on me if he is truthful about my committing adultery. ’’)

10. (Man would experience great difficulty) If it were not for Allaah's grace (favour) on you and His 
mercy (because o f which His laws cater fo r your needs), and for the fact that Allaah is verily the 
Most Clement (Most Merciful), the Wise (because o f which His laws are most easy to abide by.)
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11. (Referring to accusation o f adultery that some Munaafiqeen directed atAa'isha the wife o f Rasulullaah

m ,  Alhah sags,) It was indeed a (hypocritical) group from you that brought (started) the 
slander (the accusation against Aa'isha SSfiffifss ) . Do not regard it (the accusation)  as a misfortune, 
for it was good for you (although the slander caused grief to the Muslims and particularly to Aa'isha ®  Sw illsi ft 
was good fo r them because they earned tremendous rewards by exercising patience and having a lesson taught to the 

entire Ummah). Every One of them ( those who actively accused her) will have his share of (punishment 

for) the sin (o f  slander) which he earned. (However,) A terrible punishment shall be for the 
one who took the greatest part in it (who was the leader o f the Munaafiqeen, a person by the name o f 

Abdullaah bin Ubay bin Salool) .

12. (Instead o f listening to the accusation and thereby giving courage to the slanderers) Why did the 
Mu'mineen men and women not think favourably of themselves (o f those who were accused) 

when they heard about it, and say (about the accusation), “This is clear defamation!”?

13. Why have they (the accusers) not presented four witnesses (to testify that they had witnessed the 

act o f adultery) ? Since they have not presented four witnesses, then these people are 
surely liars in Allaah's sight (because they had not proven anything according to theShari'ah).

14. If it were not for Allaah's grace upon you Muslims by granting you the ability to repem), andfor 
His mercy in this world and in the Aakhirah, a dreadful punishment (disaster) would 
have afflicted you because of what (slander) you involved yourselves in...

15. ...When you gossiped about the matter with your tongues and said such things 
with your mouths that you had no knowledge of. You thought that the matter was 
trivial, whereas it was grave (a grave sin) in Allaah's sight. (Although slandering any person is a major 

sin, the sin is especially worse when the accused is a chaste wife o f Rasulullaah & i$ . )

16. When you (Muslims) heard about it, why did you not say, “It is not appropriate for us 
to diSCUSS this (because we have no idea about whether it is true or not). Allaah is Pure! (In fact,) This is 
an atrocious smear (which cannot be true because the characters o f the people involved have always been 

p u re )]”
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17. Allaah advises you against repeating the same (behaviour) ever again if you really 
are Mu'mineen (havelmaan).

18. And Allaah clearly explains the Aayaat for you /so that you receive thorough guidance irt all 

matters). Allaah is All Knowing, The Wise (and knows what you do not know).

19. There shall be an excruciating (intensely painful) punishment in this world and in the 
Aakhirah for those who love immorality (and who love the news o f  immoral behaviour) to spread 
among the Mu'mineen. Allaah knows (the gravity o f every sin) and you do not know (you should 

therefore abstain from everything that Allaah forbids without question).

20. (You Muslims would have certainly suffered punishment) If it were not for Allaah's grace (favour) On 
you (by inspiring you to seek forgiveness) and His mercy (by forgiving you), and for the fact that 
Allaah is verily the Most Pardoning, the Most Merciful.

21.0  you who have Imaan, do not folio w the footsteps of Shay taan (do not do the evil that he

tempts to you to do). Whoever follows the footsteps of Shaytaan, then (such a person should 

remember that) verily he (Shaytaan)  commands (people to engage in) immoral (indecent) behaviour 
and evil. If it were not for Allaah's grace on you and His mercy (by protecting you from evil and 

giving you the ability to do good ), none of you would ever be pure (from sin). However, Allaah 
purifies whoever He wills (from sin and evil. N o  person can achieve purity by himselfIherself). Allaah is 
All Hearing (hears every person's repentance), All Knowing (knows the condition o f every heart).

22. (After Allaah declared the innocence ofAa'isha , her father Abu Bakr and others swore never

to financially assist thoseMuslims who were involved in promoting the slander. Referringto this, Allaah says,) The high 
ranking and wealthy ones among you ( ikeAbuBdcr®®] should not take an oath not
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to spend on their relatives, the poor and on those who migrate in Allaah's path.
(Instead o f bearing a grudge against these people,) They should (rather) forgive and pardon. Do yOU 
not like Allaah to forgive you? (Just os you would like Allaah to forgive you for pour shortcomings, you 

should also forgive the shortcomings o f others. Be like) Allaah (Who) is Most Forgiving, MostMerciful.

23. Those who slander (accuse o f adultery) unwary (unsuspecting) chaste Mu'mineen women 
are certainly cursed (far removed from Allaah's mercy) in this world and in the Aakhirah. They 
shall suffer a terrible punishment...

24. ...on the day (o f Qiyaamah) when their tongues, hands and legs will testify against 
them for what they did (making every evil act o f theirs apparentto all) .

25. On that day (o f Qiyaamah) Allaah will give them the full payment (punishment) due to 
them, and they will know that Allaah is verily the Truth (the True and Absolute judge) and the 
One who discloses (the truth of) matters.

26. (Allaah concludes the discussion of the slander by stating a general principle. He says,) Impure (evil and unchaste) 

women are for impure men and impure men are for impure women. (Similarly) Pure (good 

and chaste) women are for pure men and pure men are for pure women. (It is therefore impossible 

forAa'ishaWS&twijt!) to have committed adultery because she was the wife o f the purest and most chaste human. She was 

therefore a chaste woman.) These people (accused of adultery) are innocent of what the slanderers 
say. For them (those accused) is forgiveness (pardon̂  and a bounteous reward.

27. O you who have Imaan, do not enter any home besides your own until you have 
acquired permission (to enter from those inside) and (until you have) greeted the inhabitants
(therefore, first greet with Salaam at the door and then ask permission to enter). This is best for you to keep 
in mind (whenever you visit people).
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28. If you do not find anyone there (if no one permits you to enter), then do not enter until you 
are permitted to enter (rather leave the place and return at another time). (However,) If you are told to 
return (not to enter), then return (from where you came and do not force your way in or remain standing there). 

This is purer for you (because you will not be disturbing others). Allaah is Aware of what you do
(and will take you to task if you disturb people).

29. There is no harm (sin) if (withoutpermission) you enter uninhabited houses that contain 
benefit for you (public places or other places that you are allowed to use). Allaah luiOWS what yOU 
make publicfreuea/] and what you keep secret (conceal, you should therefore watch closely what you do 
because nothing is hiddenfrom Him.)

30. Tell the Mu'mineen men that they should lower their gazes (properly and not look at non 

Mahram women) and guard their chastity (not look at or do anythingthat may lead to adultery o r fornication or 

homosexuality). This is purer for them (ensures their purity and the purity o f society at large). Allaah is 
Informed of what they do (He knows the inclinations o f the heart and the secretive glances that men cast).

31. And tell the Mu'mineen women that they should lower their gazes (not look at non- 

Mahram men with lust) and preserve their chastity (not look at or do anything that may lead to adultery or 

fornication o r lesbianism). They (women) must not expose (anything that reveals) their beauty (whether it 

is parts o f the body, jewellery or clothing), except what becomes apparent of it (the outer garment, which 

obviously cannot be concealed when a woman leaves her home). And they should wear their scarves 
over their bosoms (to cover their heads as well as their breasts, unlike the scarves worn during the Period o f 

Ignorance, which covered only the top o f the head). They may expose their beauty (the face, head, arms and 

feet) to only their husbands, their fathers, their fathers-in-law, their sons, the sons of
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their husbands, their brothers, the sons of their brothers, the sons of their sisters, 
their women (other Muslim women), their (female) slaves, those male servants who have no 
passions (those men who are not mentally alert and who have no interest in women. Women have nothing to fear 

from them and are not attracted to them), or children who are not aware of women's private parts
(those immature boys who are unaware o f  the anatomy and distinct features o f women). They (women) should 
also not strike their feet on the ground to reveal the beauties (jewellery) that they 
conceal (they should therefore walk in a manner that does not cause their jewellery to jingle and attract attention). 

Collectively repent to Allaah, O  you Mu'mineen, so that you may succeed (prosper in both 

worlds) .

32. Get the unmarried ones among you married as well as those slave men and slave 
women who are righteous (and capable o f  fulfilling the rights o f marriage). If they are poor {before 

marriage) then Allaah will (if He wills) make each of them independent (free from needing financial 

assistancefrom others) by His grace (after marriage). Allaah is of ample means, All Knowing.

33. Those who are unable (who have no means) to marry (despite their desire and efforts) should 
preserve their chastity until Allaah grants them both independence through His 
grace (and then they are able to marry). You should enter into the contract of Kitaabah (a contract 
between slave and master by which the slave has to gradually pay the master a certain sum of money to secure his 

freedom) with those slaves of yours who desire to enter into it if you know of any good in 
them (if you feel that they are capable o f earning). Give them from Allaah's wealth, which He has 
given to you (by either reducing the amount o f  Kitaabah or writing it off). And (as some Munaafiqeen were doing) 

do not force your slave women into prostitution when they wish to remain chaste, 
merely to seek the commodities (wealth) of this world. Whoever forces them (to be 

prostitutes), then, after his duress (the Munafiqeeris compulsion), Allaah is certainly Most 
Forgiving, Most Merciful (and will forgive the slave women who had no option but will severely punish such a

tyrannical master) .

34. We have surely revealed clear Aayaat to you, some narratives (incidents) of those 
who passed before you, and advice for those who have Taqwa.
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35. Allaah is the Light (the illuminator) of the heavens and the earth. The example of (the 

brightness and clarity of) His Light is like that of a niche in which there is a lamp. The lamp is 
within a glass, and the glass (because o f its clarify) appears to be a shining star. The lamp is 
lit with (oil from) the blessed tree of the olive, which is neither easterly nor westerly (the 
sunlight falling on the tree is neither obscured when the sun rises in the east nor when it sets in the west. The tree therefore 

receives sunlight throughout the day, making the oil pure and easily combustible). (As a result) The oil is close to 
burning even though a fire does not touch it. Light upon light (the light o f the lamp is bright 
because o f the pure oliue oil and is further brightened by the clear glass and because it is confined to the small area o f  the 

niche). Allaah guides to His light (Imaan) whoever He desires, and Allaah quotes 
examples for people (to guide them). Allaah has knowledge of all things.

36. In houses (Masaajid) which Allaah has commanded that they be exalted (honoured and 

respected) and that His name be taken in them, they (men whom Allaah guided) glorify Him 
morning and evening. (Showing respect to Masaajid even includes aspects such as entering them in a state o f 
purity, avoiding worldly discussions in them and not entering them with an unpleasant odour. Taking Allaah's name and 
glorifying Him in the Masaajid includes performing salaah, engaging in Dhikr, reciting the Qur'aan and teaching D eento  
people.)

37. (These rightly guided men are) Men whom neither their trade nor commerce distracts 
from the Dhikr of Allaah, the establishment of Salaah and the paying of zakaah (they 

carry out all these obligations despite the commitments they have towards their businesses and occupations) . (They have 

this pious attitude because) They fear a day (when they will pass away and the Day of Qiyaamah) when (because 

o f fear and worries) their hearts and eyes will be overturned.

38. (Allaah grantsthem the ability to do all o f this) So that Allaah may reward them with the best of 
rewards for their (good) actions and grant them an increase from His bounty (grace and

increase in favours). Allaah sustains (provides for) whoever He wills without count (most 

generously, and will grant them whatever they wish inJonnahJ.
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39. The deeds of the Kuffaar are (worthless because they have no lmaan) like a mirage on a 
barren plain that a thirsty person thinks to be water until, when he approaches it (to
have a drink o f water), he finds nothing. (Similarly when a Kaaflr arrives in the Aakhirah expecting to be 
rewarded fo r the good he did in this world, he will find no rewards fo r him. On the contrary, when he arrives on the Day of

Qiyaamah,) He finds only Allaah's decision (punishment) there, after which Allaah grants 
him his full due (the punishment for his kufr and sins). Allaah is Swift in reckoning.

40. Or (another striking example is that o f the condition o f  a Kaaflr which is) like a multitude of darkness 
beneath a deep ocean (which itself is dark because o f the depth). (To add to the darkness,) There Covers 
him a wave, above which is another wave, above which there is a cloud (which prevents 

even the vaguest forms o f outside light from reaching him). Darkness upon darkness. (The darkness is so 

intense that) He is unable to see his own hand when he extends it before himself (Similarly 
the Kaaflr is engulfed by the darkness o f kufr, Shirk, sins, opposition tolslaam and many other evils. So deep in darkness is 

he that no light o f guidance can reach him). There can be no light for the one for whom Allaah has 
not ordained any light (such people are destined to leave this world as Kuffaar).

41. Do you not see that everyone in the heavens and the earth glorifies Allaah, 
including the birds with their wings spread out? Each one knows its salaah (mode of 

worship) and method of glorification. And Allaah has knowledge of what you do.

42. To Allaah belongs the kingdom of the heavens and the earth, and to Him shall be 
the return (o f all creation, when they will have to accountfor their actions).

43. Do you not see that Allaah wafts (gently drives) the clouds (towards the place where He intends the 

rain to fall), then condenses (gathersjthem (causes the water vapour to form into water droplets) and stacks 
them in layers, after which (when Allaah decides) you will see rain falling from between 
them? Then, from the mountainous clouds in the sky, Allaah showers down (abundantly) 

some ice (hail/snow), by which He strikes whoever (and whatever) He wills (thereby causing harm to 

whoever He uiiUsJ and averts from whoever (or whatever) He wills. The flash of His lightning (is 
so bright that it) Can almost Snatch away eyesight (however, Allaah protects the peoples’ eyesight).
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44. Allaah (also) changes the night and the day (a feat that na other can achieve). There is 
undoubtedly an Aayah in this (to prove Allaah'spower) for those with foresight.

45. Allaah created every creature (terrestrial and marine) from water. Of these, there are 
some who crawl on their bellies (such os snakes, snails, worms, etc). There are those that walk 
on two legs (such as human beings) and those that walk on four (such as cattle, cats, etc). Allaah 
creates what He wills (and experiences no difficulty at all in doing this). Allaah certainly has power 
over all things.

46. We have certainly revealed clearly explicit Aayaat. (Using such Aayaat and other means,) 

Allaah guides whoever He wills to the straight path (Islaam).

47. They (the Munaafiqeen) say, “We believe in Allaah and the Rasool and we obey.” 
Thereafter (when the time comes to proue their Imaan) a group from them turns away (failingtofulfilthe 

demands o f true Imaan). These people are notMu'mineen (but Munaafiqeen).

48. When they are called to Allaah and His Rasool ®  so that he may decide (their 
disputes) between them, a party from them (the Munaafiqeen) suddenly turn away (refusing to 

accept the judgement).

49. If any of their rights are owing to them (if they stand to gain anything from his judgement), they 
Would COme to him willingly (eager to get what they want. However, when they fear that judgement may be 

passed against them, they are reluctant to refer the matter to Rasulullaah (SSI,).
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50. Is there a disease (kufr) in their hearts (that prevents them from accepting the judgement o f 

Rasulullaah (8 sS , are they doubtful (about the Nabuwwah o f Rasulullaah or do they fear that 
Allaah and His Rasool Will oppress them? Never (it is impossibleforAllaah and Rasulullaah to 

oppress anyone) ! (The real reason fo r theirrejection is that) They are indeed the oppressors (wrongdoers).

51. (On the contrary,) When the Mu'mineen are called to appear before Allaah and His 
Rasool (SUSP so that he may pass judgement between them, all they say is, “We hear 
and we obey” (they are pleased to accept Rasulullaah ffflUMr's judgement). These are the successful 
(prosperous) ones.

52. The successful ones (who reach their goal) are those who obey Allaah and His Rasool 
who fear Allaah and do not disobey Him.

53. They (the Munagfiqeen) swear solemn oaths in Allaah's name, saying that (they are so 

obedient to Allaah and Rasulullaah that) if you command them (to leave their homes), they will 
certainly leave their homes. Tell them, “Do not swear (false oaths). Obedience can be 
recognised (by a person's speech and acts and does not need oaths to reveal it). Allaah is surely Informed 
of what you do (and knows exactly what your intentions are).”

54. Say, “Obey Allaah and obey the Rasool ® . ” If they turn away, then the Rasool 
is responsible only for what he has been entrusted with (passing on the message) and 

you people are responsible for what you have been entrusted with (for accepting the 

message). If you obey, you will be rightly guided. (This is the rule.) The Rasool iSH is 
responsible only for clear propagation.
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55. AUaah has promised those of you who have Imaan and who do good actions that 
He will definitely make them successors (o f  the rulers) on earth just as He had made 
those before them successors. And He will certainly grant (great) strength to the Deen 
that He has chosen for them and will certainly replace their fear with peace (on condition 

that) they worship Me and do not ascribe any as partner to Me. Those who are 
ungrateful after this are sinful indeed.

56. Establish salaah, pay zakaah and obey the Rasool W  (in all matters) so that mercy 
may be shown to you.

57. Never think that the Kuffaar can escape (Allaah's punishment) on earth, (in the Aakhirah) 

Their abode is Jahannam. What an evil return it will be! (forsure)!

58. O you who have Imaan, your slaves and your children who have not yet come of 
age must seek permission (to enter your room) on three occasions; (these occasions are) before 
the Fajr salaah; when you remove your (extra) clothes (to sleep) in the afternoons; and 
after the Isha salaah (when you retire to bed for the night). These are three times of seclusion 
(privacy) for you. After (besides) these (times), there is no sin on yourselves or on them (fornot 

asking permission because) They often come and go from your presence, one from the other
(because people need to meet their slaues and children so often it would be impractical for them to  ask permission all the

time). In this manner does Allaah explain the Aayaat to you. Allaah is All Knowing, 
The Wise.

5 9. When your children come of age (when they reach puberty and even just before this), they should 
seek permission (at all times to enter your room) just as those before them (others who had come of 

age) seek permission. In this manner Allaah explains His Aayaat (verses) to you. Allaah 
is All Knowing, The Wise.
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60. There is no sin on those women who are sitting (at home because o f  old age) and have lost 
all hope of marriage if they remove their (excess) clothing on condition that they do not 
expose their charms (thereby attracting men). (However,) It is best if they abstain from this (and 

continue to couer themselves as young women do). Allaah is All Hearing, All Knowing (He knows your 

intentions and your actions).

61. There is no harm for the blind, the paralysed, the ill or for yourselves if (withoutformal 

permission) you eat from your own homes or from the homes of your fathers, your 
mothers, your brothers, your sisters, your paternal uncles, your paternal aunts, your 
maternal uncles, your maternal aunts, the homes for which you possess the keys and 
the homes of your friends (you may eat freely from these homes when you know that the owners will not take 

objection). There is no harm if you eat collectively or individually. When you enter any 
homes, then greet yourselves (those Muslims in the house) with a prayer (with Salaam, which is a 

prayer) that has been ordained by Allaah and which is blessed and pure. Thus does 
Allaah explain the Aayaat (verses) to you so that you understand.

62. The Mu'mineen are those who believe in Allaah and His Rasool W& and, when 
they are with him in a collective (combined community) effort, they do not depart until they 
have sought leave from him. (0  Rasulullaah ®§/, Verily those who seek leave from you
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(before leaving) are the ones who believe in Allaah and His Rasool $£§§!. So when they 
seek leave from you to tend to some affair of theirs, then permit those of them whom 
you please and seek Allaah's forgiveness for them. Verily Allaah is Most Forgiving, 
Most Merciful.

63. Do not make the calling of the Rasool U S  among yourselves like your calling to 
each Other (when Rasulullaah (S S  calls any o f you, you are obliged to respond and do not have the choice o f  

ignoring the cal! as you have when anyone else calls). Allaah Certainly luiOWS those of you (those 

Munaafiqeen) who stealthily (secretly) slip away (from the gatherings o f  Rasulullaah W S r without leave). 

Those who oppose the Rasool's commands (which come from Allaah) should be aware that 
some calamity or a grievous punishment will afflict them.

64. Verily to Allaah belongs whatever is in the heavens and the earth. Allaah 
certainly knows your condition. On the day (ofQiyaamah) when they shall return to Him, 
He will inform them of what they did. Allaah has knowledge of all things, (None can hide 

anythingfromAllaah and every person will have to account fo r all the evil s/he did in this world)
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Surah 2 5  Surah Furqaan

TH E  D E C ID E R

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH FURQAAN  AND SURAH NOOR

By Name: Allaah declares in Surah Noor, “Allaah is the Light of the heavens and the 
earth.” The light of Towheed illuminates the universe and keeps it in existence. Allaah begins 
Surah Furqaan by saying, “Blessed indeed is the Being Who revealed the Decider 
(Furqaan) to His bondsman (Rasulullaah S J  so that he may be a Warner to the 
universe.” Allaah revealed the Furqaan (the Qur'aan, which is the Criterion to differentiate 
between right and wrong) so that this light of Towheed may be explained. It may also be said that 
this light of Towheed will itself distinguish right from wrong.

By Content: From Surah Kahaf the message was made clear that Allaah is the Creator, 
Controller and Master of the universe. He requires no deputy, neither has He vested any of this 
power in any of his creation. Therefore, only He is the Supreme Deity and Helper. Only He 
should be called upon in all adversities and offerings can be made only to Him.

Surah Furqaan and Surah Saba now discuss the result of the above i.e. since Allaah is the source 
and fountainhead of all blessings, prayer for favour and protection should be sought only from 
Him.

A SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

The main assertion of this Surah is that Allaah is the source of all blessings in this world and in the 
Aakhirah. This assertion is stated in the following three verses of the Surah.

1. “Blessed indeed is the Being Who revealed the Decider to His bondsman
(Rasulullaah [verse 1]

2. “Blessed is that Being Who, if He willed, would have granted you better bounties 
than this (than what they ask), by way of gardens beneath which rivers flow and He 
would have made palaces for you...” [verse 10]. Both the above verses, prove that only 
Allaah confers blessings in this world.

3. “Blessed is the Being Who created gigantic stars in the sky--” [verse 61], This verse 
proves that Allaah is the only source of blessings in the Aakhirah as well.

Thereafter, the Surah provides twenty proofs for this assertion. Several of these proofs are 
included in the incidents mentioned about certain Ambiyaa Together with these
arguments, replies are given to several objections that the Kuffaar raised.
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Just as Allaah is the Only One Who confers blessings to people in this world, it will be only He 
Who can do the same in the Aakhirah. Allaah thereafter describes those people who will receive 
from Him the blessings of the Aakhirah. They are referred to as “Ar Rahmaan's bondsmen”. 
Allaah describes eight attributes of these pious bondsmen from the words “Ar Rahmaan's 
bondsmen are those who walk on earth in humility... (until the words) ...and make us 
leaders of the pious” [verses 63 to 74].

This Surah aspects are discussed in the Surah, the following:

* The primary assertion of the Surah is that Allaah is the only source of blessings, 
is repeated thrice, as mentioned above.

* Twenty arguments are mentioned to prove this assertion.
* Replies are given to seven obj ections usually raised about the assertion.
* Reproaches and warnings are sounded.
* Consolation is offered to Rasulullaah
* A detailed description of Allaah's pious bondsmen is given.
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O

In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful.

1. Blessed indeed is the Being Who revealed the Decider (the Qur’aan, which differentiates 

between right and wrong, Halaal and Haraam, etc) to His bondsman (Rasulullaah SO that he may be
a wamer to the universe.

2. (Blessed indeed is) The One to Whom belongs the kingdom of the heavens and the earth, 
Who has not taken any son (as the Christians sag), has no partner in the kingdom (as the 

Mushrikeensag), has created everything, and then meticulously perfected them (He ordained 

every thing in its exact manner).

3. Besides Him, they (the Kuffaar) adopt Aaliha who cannot create anything, but have 
themselves been created. They have no power to effect any harm nor any benefit to 
themselves, and do not have any power over life, death or resurrection. (When they are so
helpless, how can they be worshipped?)

4. The Kuffaar say, “This (Qur’aan) is merely a lie that he (Rasulullaah &SS?] has forged and 
which Other people (learned Jewish and Christian scholars) have assisted him (to com pose).”  They 
have indeed presented a grave injustice and lie. (see Surah 16, verse 103 where Allaah makes it clear
that it is impossible for a non-Arab to produce a book that even the most eloquent Arabs could not produce.)
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5. They (the Kuffaar) say (about the Qur'aan}, "Fables of the old men that he (Rasulullaah has 
had written (bn others) and which are recited (dictated) to him morning and evening.” (These 
were the two appointed times o f prayers at first.)

6. Say, "The One Who knows the secrets of the heavens and the earth has revealed it
(for someone without this knowledge can never produce such a materpiece . Certainly, He has always been 
the Most Forgiving, the Most Merciful (and will therefore not punish them immediately fo r their insolence 

but gives them time to repent). "

7. And (in addition to this) they (also; say, “What is the matter with this Rasool that he eats 
food and walks in the marketplaces (like any ordinary human) ?  Why is an angel not sent 
with him to be a warner alongside him?”

8. “...Or why is a treasure not given to him or why does he not have an orchard from 
which he may eat?” (Allaah did notallow Rasulullaah to demonstrate to the people these miracles because
they would have rejected them and thereby attracted Allaah's immediate punishment) (Not satisfied with saying only 

this,) The oppressors (Kuffaar) Say (to the Muslims to prevent them from following Rasulullaah Od^M), “You 
are merely following a bewitched man! ”

9. (O  Rasulullaah HMM) Look how they coin examples (fabricated lies about) of you (when they are 

unable to present any credible argument) 1 So (by doing this) they wander (further) astray and will not 
find any road (to guidance) .

10. Blessed is that Being Who, if He willed, would have granted you better bounties 
than this (than what they ask), by way of gardens beneath which rivers flow and He would 
have made palaces for you. (However, Allaah had not done this because it was unnecessary and would have 
been harmful fo r them.) 11

11. Nevertheless, (their main reason fo r rejecting the message o f Rasulullaah SIS? is that) they reject
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Qiyaamah and We have prepared the Blaze (Jahannam) for those who reject Qiyaamah.

12. When it (Jahanrtam) will see them from a distance (on the Day o f Qiyaamah), (it will be so intense 

that) they will hear the roar of its fury and its crackling (flames).

® ii

13. When they are flung into a narrow place (in Jahannam) with their hands and feet in 
shackles, they will cry out for destruction (they will plead fo r death to come ta them).

© v s ®
14. (However, they will be told,) “Do not cry for only one destruction (death) today, but cry for 
many a destruction (regardless o f how m uch you wish fo r it, death will never come to you and you will suffer here 

forever).’’

15. Say, “Is this (Jahannam) better, or the Jannah of eternity that those with Taqwa have 
been promised. It shall be a reward and an abode (home o f pleasure) for them. ”

16. There they shall have whatever they desire and they will live there forever 
(eternally). This is a promise that your Rabb has undertaken to fulfil (by this grace only) and 
for which He should be asked, (man should constantly pray toAHaah to enter him into Jannah.)

17. (Do not forget) The day (o f Qiyaamah) when they (the Mushrikeen), together with those whom 
they worship besides Allaah, will be gathered together and Allaah will ask (theirgods), 

“Did you lead these bondsmen of Mine astray, or did they themselves (on their own) 

deviate (far) from the (straight) path?”
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18. They (the gods) will say, “You are Pure (from having any partners)! It was not befitting for us 
to take fas gods, any friends besides You, but what happened was that You granted 
enjoyment (wealth, comfort and luxuries) to their fathers until they (became so engrossed in these things 

that they) forgot to remember (You) and were a destroyed nation (thatfell headlong into kufr).”

19. (It will then be said to the Mushrikeen) “They (your gods) have denied what you said (that you 

worshipped them fo r their pleasure). You will (now) neither be able to turn the punishment away 
nor receive any assistance (from anyone to rescue you from the punishment). We shall inflict a 
grievous punishment on those of you who are oppressive (sinful). ”

20. All the Ambiyaa that We sent before you (O  Muhammad used to eat food and 
walk in the marketplaces (because they too were humans, which is perfectly in order). (Therefore, do not 

worry about the persistent taunts qftheKuffaar because) We have made some of you as trials (tests) for 
Others (to see whether you will exercise patience). Will you then exercise patience (to pass this test) ? 

YourRabb is Ever Watchful (sobewareofwhatyoudoand know that He will reward every good deed that you 

do).

21. Those who do not aspire (hope) to meet Us say, “Why are angels not sent to us (as

Ambiyaa) or why do we not see our Rabb before believing in Rasulullaah {SiS ?” They are 
certainly proud of themselves (and therefore refuse to believe) and are extremely rebellious
(because o f which they make such absurd demands).

22. There shall be no good news (ofJannah) for the criminals (Kuffaar) on that day (of 

Qiyaamah) when they see the angels (o f punishment), and they will shout, “Stay far away!”
(This was exactly what they used to tell the Ambiyaa in the world. However, on the Day o f  Qiyaamah, they will
say these words to protect themselves from punishment)

©]>jko y
23. We will then turn (Our attention) to their (good) deeds and reduce them to scattered
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dust [render them worthless because they were carried out without Imaan).

24. [On the other hand,) The people of Jannah will be in the best of abodes and the best of 
resting places (everlasting bliss).

25. (Do not forget) The day (ofQiyaamah) when the sky will be split and from the clouds the 
angels will descend in large numbers (onto the Plain o f Resurrection).

26. True sovereignty on that day will be exclusive (only) for Ar Rahmaan (because no one 

else will even be able to claim ownership over anything). The day will be very difficult for the 
Kaafiroon (because they will be condem ned to eternal punishment).

21. (Remember that this is) The day when the oppressor (the Mushrik Uqba bin Abi Mu'eet, who forsook 

Islaam to please h is friend Ubay binKhalaf) will bite his hands (his fingers out of regret) saying, “  If only 1 
had chosen the path (to guidance and salvation) with the Rasool fjfSS! ”

28. “. ..Woe to me! If only I had never taken such a person (Ubay binKhalaf) as a friend (fo rI

would haue then remained a Muslim and would not be condem ned to Jahannam today) .  ”

29. “...He (Ubay bin Khalaf) has certainly deviated me from the reminder (the Qur’aan) after 
it had come to me.” Shaytaan always deserts (betrays and fails to help) man (when man is in need 

after following Shaytaan's deceptions).

30. (OntheDayofQiyaamah) The Rasool SIS? will say (attesting to the kufr o f his people), “O my Rabb! 
My people have ignored this Qur'aan (regarded it to be obsolete) .  ”
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31. In this manner (just as RasuMaah had opposition) We have appointed from the 
criminals (the Kuffaar) an enemy for every Nabi. (However, the Ambiyaa had no cause to fear

their enemies because) Your Rabb suffices as a Guide and a Helper (He will make you reach the 

desired destination).

32. Those who commit kufr say, “Why is the entire Qur'aan not revealed to him
(Rasulullaah SMfe) all at once (like how the Torah was revealed) ?” We have revealed it in this 
manner (part by part over a period o f approximately 23 years) SO that your heart (0  Rasulullaah may
be Strengthened by it (when it provides you with encouragement each time you require it), and We have 
revealed (recited) it gradually (slowly so tiuil it is easier to understand and easier to memorise).

33. (0  Rasulullaah £$£) Whenever they (theKuffaar) present a (ridiculous) example to you (to falsify 

and find fault with your message), We reveal the precise reply to you with explicit clarity (so that 

you may counter their words with something better) .

34. Those who shall be resurrected (and then dragged to Jahannam) on their faces will 
certainly be in the worst of predicaments (difficulties) and most deviated from the path (of

saluation).

35. Verily We gave the Book (T orah ) to Moosa and made his brother Haaroon
W S  a minister Assistant; to him.

36. We then said, “The two of you should go (andpreach Towheed) to the nation that rejects 
Our Aayaat (Fir'ouris nation). "  (When the two brothers preached Towheed to Firoun and his people, they rejected 

the message.) Thereafter We completely annihilated (destroyed) the nation (ofFir'oun when We 

drowned them in the Red Sea).

37. And We drowned the people of Nooh when they rejected the Rusul (by

re je ctin g  th e  m essage o f  N o o h  , th ey  actua lly  re jected  a ll th e  R usu l because ea ch  o n e  ca rr ied  th e  sa m e m essa g e ),
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making them a lesson to people, (in addition to thispunishmentin the world,) We have prepared (in
theAakhirah) an excruciating (and extremely; painful) punishment for the oppressors (theKujfaar).

38. (Just as the destruction o f this nation is a lesson, do not forget that) We also annihilated the Aad, the 
Thamud, the people of the well (a community qfKuffaar that was swallowed by the earth as they sat beside a 

well) and numerous nations between them.

39. We had cited (many) examples to each of them (to explain Towheed to them) and (when they 

refused to accept Imaan, We) destroyed each one of them.

40. These people (the Mushrikeen oJMakkah) have certainly (en route to Shaam) passed the town 
(Sodom) that was showered by a devastating rain (a shower o f stones). Have they not seen it
(because their behaviour indicates that they have not) ? No (it is not that they have not seen it), (they have definitely 

seen the ruins o f this place) but (they refuse to take a lesson because) they are not expecting any 
resurrection. (Because they do not believe in resurrection, they do not fear the punishment o f  theAakhirah and 
therefore fail to learn a lesson from the destruction o f previous nations.)

41. When they (theKujfaar) see you (O  Rasulullaah they seek only to mock you (by saying), 

“Has Allaah sent him as aRasool (Could Allaah not find someone else with more wealth and higher social 

standing) ? ”

42. (They also say) “He (Rasulullaah K j  would have led us away from our gods if we had not 
(been steadfast and) persevered with them.” Shortly, when they see the punishment (in the 

Aakhirah), they will come to know who has strayed most from the path. (They will then realise 

that it was they rather than Rasulullaah and theMu'mineen who had strayed from the path o f salvation.)
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43. Have you seen the one who has taken his whims (wish, fancies, desires) as an Ilaah (one 

who does whatever his desires dictate) ?  Will yOU be a guardian Over him (constantly checking his actions.)? 
(You have no control over his beliefs and actions and should therefore not be g r ieu ed  when he refuses to accept Imaan. His 
fault is not your responsibility at all.)

44. Or do you think that most of them hear (with the intention of accepting) or understand
(everything they are told) ?  (This is not the case because) They are merely like animals, but even more 
astray. (W hereas  animals still realise that they should avoid things that cause them harm, the Kuffaar plunge further 
into kufr and sin that will cause them the worst harm in both worlds.)

45. Do you not see how your Rabb spreads (prolongs) the shadow (causes it to  extend as the 

afternoon progresses). If He willed, He Could have made it Stationary. (It is therefore only because of 

Allaah's will that shadows move.) (However,) We then appoint the sun as a guide to it (the shadow). 
(Although the shadow falls and moves solely because o f Allaah's power, Allaah has made the sun and the movement o f the 
earth signs fo r man to understand the falling of the shadow. It is not the sun nor the earth's movement thatare responsible 
fo r the shadow falling, but they are merely instruments. Man should therefore not think that things happen because of the 
visible means that he sees. Everything happens by Allaah's will.)

46. Then We gradually withdraw it (the shadow) towards Ourselves (causing it to shorten as the 

morning passes).

47. Allaah is the One Who has made the night as a garment (which covers the earth and 

conceals things as clothes do ), has made sleep a form of rest and has made the day a time (for

people and other creatures) to  Spread OUt (on earth in search o f their provisions because it is a time when they can 

see clearly and do much more).

48. He is the One Who sends the winds as a carrier of good news ahead of His mercy
(the winds precede the rain that is due to arrive). And He sends from the skies water that purifies.

49. (Allaah sends the rain) So that We revive the dead (a rid ) land with it (causingvegetationtoflourish 

there) and so that We give drinking water to Our creation, (who com prise  of, among other things)
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animals and many people.

50. We have certainly distributed (divided) it (water) between them (creation) so that they 
(people) take heed (thank Allaah for  this great bounty), but most people only wish to be 
ungrateful.

51. If We willed, We would have sent a (separate) Warner to every village. (However, We sent
manyAmbiyaa as wamers to several towns.)

52. So do not follow the (whims of the) Kaafiroan and staunchly appose them (with a mighty 

force) with it (the Qur'aan). (Use the teachings o f the Qur’aan to oppose the false beliefs and actions of the Kuffaar.)

53. It is He (Allaah) Who has merged two seas (two masses o f water), the one f i v e r s  and lakes) 

being sweet and quenching, while the other (the ocean) is salty and bitter. He has 
created between them a barrier that acts as an impregnable (forbidden) veil (which prevents 

the two types o f water from  m ix in g  even though they run into each other).

54. It is He Who has created man from water (a drop of semen) and (to extend and enrich m an 's 

socia l life, Allaah) has appointed for him relatives by blood and relatives by marriage. Your 
Rabb is Ever Powerful (over all things).

55. (However, despite all these favours that Allaah has given man,) Besides Allaah they (the Mushrikeen) 

worship things that do not benefit them, nor harm them (in  any w a y ). The Kaafir was 
ever opposed to (against) his Rabb (by following the dictates ofShaytaan his enemy rather than the com m an ds 

of Allaah, Who gave him everything he has) .

56. We have sent you (O Rasulullaah J only as a carrier of good news ( io  the Mu'mineen) and 
a Warner (to the Kuffaar).
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57. Say (to the Kuffaar, O Rasulullaah , “I do not ask you for any payment (for the message I  am 

conveying to you) apart from being the person who wishes to tread a path towards his 
Rabb (havtngsuchfaithfulfollowerstsalllaskfor, not any other payment).”

58. Rely only on The Living (Allaah) Who cannot die and glorify His praises. Allaah 
suffices as the Knower of His bondsmen's sins (even if there was nothing else to witness man's sins, 

Allaah's knowledge is sufficient to prove him guilty).

59. It was He Who created the heavens, the earth and whatever is between them in 
six days, and then turned (His attention) to the Throne. He is the Most Merciful, so 
enquire about Him horn one who is knowledgeable. (F ind  out about Allaah from those who have 
recognisedHim so that you may also recognise Him.)

60. When they (the Kuffaar) are told, “Prostrate to Ar Rahmaan,” they (insolently) say 
(pretending not to understand), “What is Ar Rahmaan? Should we prostrate to whatever you 
command us?” Their hatred then only increases. (One who recites or hears this verse being recited 
shouldperform Sajdah.)

61. Blessed is the Being Who created gigantic stars in the sky and (a m o n g  the more 

prominent sources o f light that H e created in the sky, H e has) placed the sun and the luminous moon in 
it.

62. It is He Who has appointed the night and the day in succession for the one who 
intends to take heed (reflect) or who intends to be grateful. (It is such people who appreciate these 
favours o f Allaah and use them in obedience to Him.)

63. Ar Rahmaan's bondsmen are those who walk on earth in humility (withoutpride) and, 
when the ignorant talk to them, they (excu se  themselves) saying, “Salaam” (Leave us in peace).
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64. (They are) Those who spend the night in prostrating and standing before their Rabb
(performing salaah while others are asleep) .

65. (They are) Those who say, “O  our Rabb! Turn the punishment of Jahannam away 
from us. Verily its punishment is devastating indeed!”

67. (They are) Those who, when they spend, are neither extravagant (do not squander) nor 
miserly, but are rather stationed (found) in moderation between the two (extremes. They 

neither spend too m uch nor too little).

68. (They are) Those who do not call to (do not worship) another Uaah with Allaah, who only 
kill a SOul forbidden by Allaah with a warrant (when required to execute a person whom a court o f 

Shari'ah  sentences to death), and (they are those) who do not fornicate (they neither engage in fornication nor 

adultery). Whoever commits these (sins o f Shirk, murder, fornication or adultery) shall meet with a 
grave punishment.

69. (In fad ,)  Punishment will be multiplied for him on the Day of Qiyaamah and he 
shall remain disgraced in it (the punishment) forever.

70. (This punishment is fo r all such people) Except for those who (sincerely) repent, accept Imaan

66. “It (Jahannam) is surely an evil residence and abode.”
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and perform good actions. For such people Allaah will convert their sins into good 
deeds. Allaah is Ever Most Forgiving, Most Merciful (for H e is A ll Powerful).

71. Whoever repents and performs good actions has certainly turned to Allaah in 
earnestness (and will be greatly rewarded).

72. And (ArRahmaan'sbondsmen are) those who do not engage in acts of deceit (do nottakefalse 

oaths and  give false evidence) and, when they pass by frivolous (useless) acts, they pass by
gracefully (withoutparticipating and without unnecessarily arguing with the participants).

73. (They are) Those who, when they are reminded by the Aayaat (messages) of their Rabb, 
do not fall down (become) deaf and blind (Rather, they heed the advice given and see the truth).

74. (They are) Those who say, “O our Rabb! Grant us the coolness (comfort) of our eyes
(grant us pleasure and satisfaction) from OUT spouses and children (so  that they never become a sou rce of 

regret or distress fo r us in either world when they follow Islaam properly), and make US Imaams (guides) of the 
piOUS (make our progeny pious and make us pious enough to guide p ious people) . ”

75. These people, because of their steadfastness (in Imaan and Islaam), shall be rewarded 
with balconies (in Jannah) where they will be met (by the angels) with greetings (of welcome) 

and Salaam (which will increase their honour and reverence).

76. They will live there (in  jannah) forever. It is surely a beautiful residence and abode.

77. Say, “My Rabb would not concern Himself with you if it had not been for your 
du'aa (prayer to H im ). You have surely rejected (Imaan) and it (your punishment) will soon 
become necessary (inevitableand u navo idab le^ .”
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Surah 2 6  Surah Shu'araa

THE POETS

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH SHUARAA  AND SURAH FURQAAN

By Name: Allaah says in Surah Furqaan, “Blessed indeed is the Being Who revealed the 
Decider (Furqaan) to His bondsman (Rasulullaah S )  so that he may be a Warner to 
the universe.”

Allaah mentions in Surah Shu'araa, “Only deviant people follow the poets (the 
Shu'araa).” Since Allaah has revealed the Qur'aan to prove that He is the only source of all 
blessings, The Quraan cannot be the work of any poet because the Mushrikeen poets are all 
deviated people.

By Content: Surah Furqaan proves that only Allaah is the fountainhead of all blessings. The 
Surah proves this using thirteen detailed logical proofs, and seven brief proofs from the incidents 
of Ambiyaa Now Surah Shu'araa proves the assertion using detailed accounts of the
Ambiyaa £ «H E .

A  SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

This Surah deals with the following aspects.

* An introduction with some encouragement in verse 2: “These are the Aayaat of 
the Clear Book.”

* Consolation to Rasulullaah in verse 3: “ (O Rasulullaah & & ) It seems like you 
will destroy yourself (with grief) because they (the Kuffaar) are not becoming 
Mu'mineen.”

* Rebuking the rejecters and warning them about the grievous consequences they 
are bound to face in this world: “Whenever any new advice from Ar Rahmaan 
comes to them, they turn away from it (refusing to accept, so do not grieve over 
them). (Besides turning away from Allaah's guidance and advice), they have 
certainly rejected (the truth), so shortly the news of what they used to mock 
will come to them” [verses 5 and6].

* One logical proof in verse 7: “Have they not seen the earth and how We cause 
every perfect species to grow there?”

* Seven detailed proofs from the incidents of the Ambiyaa which are contained
in the following verses:
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1. “When your Rabb called Moosa [verse 10]
2. “Recite to them the incident of Ibraheem .. ” [verse 69]
3. “The people of Nooh rejected those sent (asAm biyaa)...”  [verse 105]
4. “The (nation of) Aad rejected those sent (asAmbiyaa)...”  [verse 123]
5. “The (nation of) Thamud rejected those sent (asAmbiyaa)...” [verse 141]
6. “The nation of Loot rejected those sent (asAmbiyaa).. . [verse 160]
7. “The people of the forest (Madyan) rejected those sent (asAmbiyaa)...” [verse 176]

* Replies to two objections raised by the Mushrikeen.

* Another two arguments to prove the truth of the Qur'aan and all its assertions. The 
first is contained in verse 196 argument is where Allaah states, “Indeed, it (the 
Qur’aan) was certainly (mentioned) in the scriptures (suchasthe torah and Injeel) 
of the earlier nations (they therefore knew about its revelation to 
Rasulullaah USP a longtime ago). And the second in verse 197 is it not sufficient 
proof for them (the Kuffaar) that the scholars of the Bani Israa'eel 
know about it?”
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In the name of Allaah, The Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful.

£
1, Taa S6€n Mceitl. (Only Allaah knows thecorrectmeanirg o f  these letters.)

2. These are the Aayaat (verses) of the Clear Book (the Qur aan).

3. (O Rasululhah i i j  It seems like you will destroy yourself (with grief) because they (the 

Kuffaar) are not becoming Mu'mineen.

4. If We willed, We could have revealed a (great) Aayah (miracle) to them from the sky, 
causing their necks to bow before it in humility. (As a result they would be forced to accept Imaan. 
However, Allaah does not do  this because forcing people  in to submission would defeat the object o f testing them to 
reward or punish them accordingto their merit.)

5. Whenever any new advice from Ar Rahmaan comes to them, they turn away from it
(refusing to accept, so do not grieve over them).

6. ('Besides turning away from Allaah’s  guidance and advice) .They have certainly rejected (the truth), SO 
shortly the news of what they used to mock will come to them. (They will soon team about the 
punishmentthat will afflict them because they mocked the advice that Allaah sent to them.)
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7. Have they not seen the earth and how We cause every impeccable species (distinctly 

different types of vegetation) to grow there?

8. There is certainly a great Aayah in this (which proves that Allaah is One and that He has tremendous 

powers). However, (despite seeing all o f this) most of them do not have Imaan.

9. Verily your Rabb is Mighty, the Most Merciful.

10. (Remember the time) When yOUT Rabb Called MoOSd (telling him), “Go to the
oppressive (sinful) nation...”

11. “...the nation of Fir'oun (andpreach the message o f  Towheed to them). Do they not fear (Allaah's 

punishment) ? ”

12. Moosa said, “O my Rabb! I fear that they will reject me (the]) will not believe that I

am aNabi),”

'9/ 9 9 ** <9 9 * *

13. “And (i fear that out o f anxiety) my chest would tighten and that my tongue will not be 
able to move (I will not be articulate). So send for Haaroon (MtSSt (to assist me in my task) . ”

14. “They (the people o f Fir'oun) alsohavea charge (o f murder) against me (seeSurah28, versesM- 

20) and I fear that they will kill me fin retaliation). ”

15. Allaah said, “Never (they will never be able to kill you) ! The two of you (Moosa and
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Haaroon should proceed (to preach to Fir'oun and his people) with Our Aayaat (the miracles We

have granted you). We are definitely listening to you two (and will be there to assist you ).”

16. “Go to Fir'oun and tell him, W e are two messengers of the Rabb of the 
universe...”

17. '...(bearing the message) that you (must release the Bani Israa'eel from captivity and) send the Bani 
Israa'eel with us (toShaam)!”

y  ̂a

18. (When they delivered this message to Fir'oun),Fir'oun said (to Moosa $££$&), “Did we not raise 
you among us as a newborn child? And did you not live with us for many years of your 
life (How can you then act ungratefully by telling me what to do) ? ”

19. “ (In addition to this) You committed the deed (murder) that you did and you were
ungrateful (You benefitedfrom my wealth and killed one o f  my men, and yet you want me to follow you). ”

20. Moosa said, “I did it (unintentionally killed the man) at a time when I was from the
mistaken ones (I killed him by mistake).”

iO jJ $

21. “I then fled from you people when I feared (that) you (would not understand my case and kill me 

in retaliation). My Rabb then granted me wisdom and included me among those sent (to
people asAmbiyaa). ”

22. “The favour you remind me of (that you raised me as a child) is because you (wish to overshadow 

the fact that you) enslaved the Bani Israa'eel. (However, the wrongs you do cannot be justified by the good  

you d id ).”
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23. Fir'oun said, “What is the Rabb of the universe [Whose messenger do you claim to h e ? ”

24. He (Moosa ZMnxgZ) said, “ (He is) The Rabb of the heavens, the earth and whatever is 
between the two; if you will be convinced (if you wishto be convinced, understanding this is sufficient fo r  

you).”

25. He (Fir’oun) said (cynically) to those around him, “Do you hear (whathesays) ? ”

26. He (Moosa $&&&&$£) said, “He (Allaah) is your Rabb and the Rabb of your forefathers.”

27. (Unable to find a reply) He (Fir'oun) said (to the people around him), “Indeed yOUT Rasool whohas 
been sent to you is certainly insane.”

28. He (Moosa 1) said, “He is the Rabb of the East, the West and whatever is between
the two; if you are able to understand (if you can understand this, you will be able to accept Imaan).’’

29. (Addressing Moosa He (Fir'oun) said, “If you take another as an Ilaah besides
myself, I shall definitely include you among the prisoners (o f  my dungeons where you will suffer 

terribly) ! ” E
30. He (Moosa said, “ (Will you do this) Even if I bring (show) you something explicit
(which proves that I  am Allaah's messenger) ? ”
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31. He (Ftfoun) said, “Bring (show) it if you are truthful fin your claim that you are Allaah’s 

messenger).”

32. So he (Moosa ® 0 t )  threw down his staff and it suddenly became a manifest 
serpent.

33. And he withdrew his hand (after placing it beneath his armpit), which instantly turned white
(bright and shining) for all to see.

34. He fFir'oun) said to the ministers around him, “This is certainly a knowledgeable 
(skilful) magician.”

35. “He intends fuiants) to expel you from your land with his magic. What do you 
advise (How should we deal with h im )? ”

36. They (the ministers) replied, “Grant him and his brother respite (time to prepare) while 
you dispatch recruiters to the (various) towns (ofEgypt). . . ”

37. “...who will bring every learned (skilful) magician to you (so that they may challenge Moosa 

$ $ $ $ &  to a contest of magic). ” 4
38. So the magicians were (summonedforthe contest and) gathered for an appointment on 
the specified day (which wasaday o f festivity forthepeople).

39. (To gather spectators) The people were asked, “Will you all gather (at a particular place on the

particular day). . . ”
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40. . .so that we may follow (witness) the (ways of the) magicians if they are victorious (ouer

Moosa ! « £ ) . ”

41. When the magicians arrived (for the contest), they asked Fir'oun, “Shall we receive 
any prize (privileges) if we are victorious?"

®t

42. He (Fir'oun) said, “Certainly! Then you shall be from those who are close to me (in my

court).”

43. Moosa said (to the magicians), “Throw what you wish to throw. ”

44. So they threw their ropes and staffs saying, “By Fir'oun's honour! We shall 
certainly be the victors (because our ropes and staffs appear to be slithering snakes to the people) ! ”

45. Then Moosa threw his staff, which (turned into a real snake and) instantly swallowed what 
(snakes) they conjured (the optical illusions made the people thinkthatthe snakes were real).

46. (Realising that the feat o f Moosa m m  was not mere magic, but something possible only with Allaah's help), The 
magicians were cast down in prostration (they were forced to prostrate before Allaah to show that they 

now believed In Allaah).

W 3 S 3 5 6
47. They submitted, “We believe in the Rabb of the universe...”
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48. “...in the Rabb of Moosa m m  and Haaroon m m . "

49. He (Fir’oun) said, “Have you believed him (Moosa before I could (personally)

permit you (to believe) ? He (Moosa m m )  must certainly be your leader who has taught 
you magic! You shall shortly come to learn (how I  deal with people who refuse to worship m e )! I will 
cut off your hands and feet from opposite sides and crucify (in many ways; all of you! ”

50. They (the magicians) Said, “It matters not (what you do to us because we will still not reconsider our 

decision). (If you kill us) We shall surely return to our Rabb (Who will reward us fo r our Imaan).”

Sci# m &
V

51. “ (All) We desire (is) that our Rabb forgive our sins (Shirk and black magic) because we 
have been the first Mu'mineen (to follow Moosa m m . ) .  ”

52. (Finally, after Moosa had preached to the people for many years) We sent revelation to Moosa
Saying, “Lead My bondsmen (the Bani Israa’eel) away (from Egypt) by night. (However, be careful 

because) You will certainly be followed (closely by Fir’oun and his army).”

53. (Consequently, when) Fir'oun (learnt that the Bani Israa'eel had left, he) sent recruiters to the towns 
(to gather an army).

54. (Encouraging people to join the army, the recruiters announced), “They (the Bani Israa'eel) are but a small 
group...”
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55. .who have certainly angered us (by opposing our authority)... ”

56. “.. .when we are an alert (well-equipped) force (who are more than a match forthem ).”

57. So (ultimately) We removed them (the people ofFir’oun) from (their) gardens and springs...

58. ...and from (their) treasures and splendid setting (finehouses) .

59. This is how it was. And (justasWehadthepowertoremovethem), We made the Bani Israa'eel 
successors to them (they lived on after the death ofFir'oun and his army).

60. So at sunrise, they (Fir'ourisarmy) pursued them (theBanilsraa'eel).

61. When the two parties (the Bani Israa'eel and Ftfouris army) set eyes on each other, Moosa 
people said, “We will surely be caught (becausetheyarebehindusandtheseaisinfrontofus).”a

62. “Never!” replied Moosa, “My Rabb is with me and He will certainly guide me (to
safety).”

63. So We sent revelation to Moosa telling him, “Strike the sea with your staff. ” (When
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he struck the sea) It then split open (creating tuuelue paths fo r them to cross to the other side), each portion 
(each wall o f water between the paths) being like a huge mountain.

64. On that occasion (as the sea split) We drew the others (FiYoun's army) closer (to the sea, making 

them enter after the Ban i Isroa'eel) .

® o

65. So We rescued Moosa and all those who were with him (allowing them to cross

safely to the other side) .

66. Then We drowned the others (Fir'oun’s army when the paths in the sea closed up before they could reach 

the shore).

67. There is certainly a great Aayah in this (incident fo r people o f all times, which teaches people that 

failure to accept Imaan leads to destruction). However, (despite all o f  this) most of them do not have 
Imaan.

&
68. Verily your Rabb is Mighty (Able to destroy any opposition), the Most Merciful (ready to forgive 

anyone who repents sincerely) .

69. Recite to them the incident (news) of Ibraheem

ssMz&saL
70. (Tell them about the time) When he said to his people and to his father, “What do you 
worship?”

71. They replied, “We worship idols and we are devoted to them.”
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72. He asked, “Do they hear you when you call to them?”

73. “Or can they benefit or harm you?” (How can you worship such helpless things?)

74. They replied, “But (we are doing this only because) we found our forefathers doing the 
same.”

75. He said, “Do you (not) see what you worship...”

76. “.. .you and your forefathers (Have you not considered your position carefully) ? ”

77. “They (your idols) are all my enemies (whose worship causes harm instead of good), except the 
Rabb of the universe (Allaah, Whose worship brings only good and no harm). ”

78. “ . . . ( I  therefore worship Only He) Who has created me and Who guides me (to the prosperity o f 

both w orlds)...”

51 O * * *  a ?  9 k<  s

79. “...Whofeeds me and gives me drink...” (allisinHispossession)

80. “...and Who cures me when I am ill (He is all Powerful).”
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8 1 .  “... (H e) Who will grant me death and then give me life again (on the Day ofQiyaamah). ”

82. “ ...(H e ) Who I hope will forgive my shortcomings on the Day of Qiyaamah.”

83. “Omy Rabb! Grantme wisdom and join me with the righteous (entermeintheirranks).”

84. “Maintain a favourable word for me among those who are to come (let all the people 

who are to come after me speak only good o f m e). ”

85. “And make me from the inheritors of the bounteous Jannah

W o s b W
86. “Forgive my father, for he is among those who have gone astray.”
made this du’aa with the hope thatAllaah will guide his father to accept lmaan. Once a person has died as a Kaafir, it is not 
permissible to make du'aa asking forgiueness for him/her.)

1 as IS,. '

87. “Do not disgrace me on the Day (o f Qiyaamah) when people will be resurrected” (raised
up)...

88. “...the day when neither wealth nor sons will be of any benefit (will be unable to save 

anyone from punishment) . . .”

89. “...except (that these will be a source o f benefit) for him who comes to Allaah with a sound
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(pure, sincere) heart fa heart free o f Shirk).”  (The wealth and children o f such a person can benefit him because he 

would have used these in Allaah's obedience, thereby earning reward fo r this in theAakhirah).

90. (OntheDayqfQiyaamah) Jannah will be brought close to the pious (for them to enjoy its sight. . .

1 s *  l i t  9 *

91__while Jahannam will be revealed to the deviant ones (to add to their misery).

92. They (theMushrikeen) will be told, “Where are those fjods) whom you worshipped...”

93. “.. .besides Allaah fin the world) ? Can they assist you or protect you fin any way)?”

94. They (the idols) will all be thrown headlong into it (Jahannam), together with those 
gone astray (theMushrikeen)...

95__and the entire army of Iblees (who misled them).

i\\~

96. While quarrelling there (in Jahannam), they (theMushrikeen) will Say (to their idols)...

97__“By Allaah! We were certainly in manifest (obvious) error... ”
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98. “...when we considered you to be equal to the Rabb of the universe (and worshipped

you ).”

99. “Only th e  criminals (the Shayaateen and our Mushrikforefathers) le d  US astray.”

100. “Nowthere is no intercessor for us...”

101. “...and no bosom (close)friend either (to save us from punishment).”

©I

102. “If only we were given the chance to return (to the world). Then we would be among 
the Mu'mineen.”

103. There is certainly a great Aayah (lesson) in this. However, (despite all o f this) most of 
them do not have Imaan.

104. Verily your Rabb is Mighty, the Most Merciful.

105. The people of Nooh 4 8 ® rejected those sent to them (Although the people during his time

rejected his message, they are said to have rejected all the Ambiyaa because all the Ambiyaa carried the

same message).

®i

106. (Remember the time) When their brother Nooh said to them, “Do you not fear
(even a little ofAllaah'spumshmentfor committing Sh irk )?”
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107. “I am certainly a trustworthy (reliable) Rasool to you.”

108. “So fear Allaah and obey me. ”

109. “I do not ask you for any payment for this (for preaching Towheed to you). My payment 
(reward) is the responsibility of (w ith ) Allaah, the Rabb of the universe.”

110. “So fear Allaah and obey me (accept this sincere call).

111. They replied, “Should we believe in you when (only) the lowest of people follow 
you blindly without question?” (How can we follow you when those who are poor and who do menial jobs 
follow you? How can we mix with them? Are they perhaps not after wealth and status?)

112. He (Nook said, “Why should I be concerned about their deeds (their
occupation?" What difference does their occupations make to their Imaan")

113. “ (If they are insincere, I  cannot verify this because) Their reckoning is the duty (concern) of my 
Rabb. (I cannot turn them away as long as they profess Imaan.) If only you would perceive (understand this, 

you would not look down on them) ! ”

2
114. “I shall never drive away the Mu'mineen (justsothatyau maysitwith m e ).”
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115. 4<I am merely a clear Warner (warning you of a grave punishment if you continue to make absurd 

demands and refuse to accept Imaan).**

116. They said, “O Nooh! If you do not desist (from preaching to us), you will certainly be of 
those who are stoned (to death).”

117. (Finally, after preaching to them fo r 950 years) He (Nooh $$>$$&) said, “O my Rabb! My people 
have rejected me (and called me a liar) . ”

118. “So decide between me and them (by punishing them), and rescue me and those 
Mu'mineen who are with me.”

119. So We rescued him (from the flood) and those with him in a laden ark (which contained all

the Mu'mineen as well as a pair of every living species) .

120. Thereafter (after rescuing them) We drowned the rest (alltheKuffaar).

121. There is certainly a great Aayah (lesson) in this. However, most of them do not 
have Imaan.

&
v

122. Verily your Rabb is Mighty, the Most Merciful.
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123. The (nation of) Aad rejected those sent (asAmbiyaa $ & $ £ £ ).

124. (Remember the time) When their brother Hood said to them,
Do you not fear (a little o f Allaah'spunishmentforcommittingShirk) ? ”

125. “I am certainly a trustworthy (reliable) Rasool to you.”

126. “Sofear Allaah and obey me.”

127. “I do not ask you for any payment for this (forpreaching Towheed to you). My payment 
(reward) is the responsibility of (with) Allaah, the Rabb of the universe.”

128. “Do you build a monument (with your building skills) on every elevated (high) place far 
Sport (without necessity, merely for idle amusement)?"

129. “And do you construct large palaces so that, perchance, you may live forever
(thinkingthatyou will never have to leave them and that death cannot reach you in them) ? ”

130. “And, when you seize control (gain victory over other nations), do you seize like tyrants
(oppressing them and showing no mercy tothem)?”
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131. So feur (thepunishment of) Allaah for oppressing the poor and weak) and obey me.

132. “Fear the Being Who (is much more Fbwerful than you and Who) has strengthened
(tremendously) you with the things that you know (with the knowledge you have and everything that you 

possess)...”

133. “...Who has strengthened you (well) with animals, sons (to reinforce your arm y).. .  ”

c *99 i ̂  **

134. “...orchards andsprings (all o f which contribute to your prosperity and dominance).”

135. “Undoubtedly (if you do not accept lmaan) I fear for you the punishment (disaster) of a 
great (terrible) day.”

136. They replied, “It is immaterial to us whether you advise us or whether you are 
not from the advisors (regardless o f what you do, we will not accept your advice).”

137. “This (warning o f punishment) is merely the behaviour of the old men (to threaten and to scare

us).”
9  9 l  . s *

138. “ (Thefactisthat) We shall never be punished (in any u;ay. Your warnings are therefore in vain).”

139. They rejected him so We destroyed them (with a harsh wind). There is certainly a 
great Aayah (lesson) in this. However, most of them do not have lmaan.
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140. Verily your Rabb is Mighty (Powerful enough to destroy whoever He wills), the Most Merciful
(Most Forgivingto pardon whoever repents sincerely).

141. The (nation of) Thamud rejected those sent (asAmbiyaa $ & W & ).

142. (Remember the time) When their brother Saalih said to them, “Do you not fear
(even a little ofAllaah’s punishmentfor committing Sh irk )?”

wm
143. “I am certainly a trustworthy (reliable) Rasool to you.”

^ '  I I “

144. “Sofear Allaah and obey me.”

a

145. “I do not ask you for any payment for this (forpreaching Towheed to you). My payment 
(reward) is the responsibility of (with) Allaah, the Rabb of the universe.”

146. "Will you (Do you think that you will) be left in peace with what is here (in this world without 

having to leave It all behind after death and without having to answer fo r everything you say and do)? ”

147. “ (Do you think that you will be left in peace) In fyourj orchards, springs...”

148. "...plantations and date palms with heavily laden stalks (your date palms that bear dates

in abundance) ? "
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149. “And fin addition to thinking that you will remain in the world forever) you boastfully carve homes 
from the mountains (thinkingthatthey will saveyoufromdeath).”

150. “Sofear Allaahandobeyme/

151. “Do not obey the command (order) of the transgressors (sinners). . . ”

152. “...who cause corruption on earth (commit Shirk, sin and oppression) and who do not 
make amends (forthe wrong thatthey d o ).”

153. They (the Thamud mockingly) said, “You are merely one of the (utterly) bewitched ones.”

154. “You are merely a human like us (why should we then obey you). So produce an Aayah
(miracle) for US (to prove that you really are a Rasool) if you are from the truthful (if you are true in your 

claim to Prophethood). ”

155 . ( When the Thamud then requested Saalih to extract a pregnant camel from a mountain, he made du'aa to

Allaah, Who granted the request When the camel emerged from the mountain), He (Saalih said (to the

people), “This is the camel (that you asked fo r ). (Because o f  its great size), It will have a day (exclusively 

for her) to drink (from the watering place) and your animals will have an appointed day 
exclusively for them to drink.”

156. “Do not touch it (the camel in any way) with evil intentions (do not harm it), for then a 
punishment (disaster) of a dreadful day will afflict you. ”
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157. However, they (sent one o f  their ruffians, who) killed (hamstrung) the Camel, but then (they alt) 

grew to regret it (when Allaah'spunishment came).

158. The punishment then seized them (three days later). There is certainly a great Aayah 
(lesson) in this. However, most of them do not have Imaan.

s6\t
159. Verily your Rabb is Mighty (Powerful enough to destroy whoever He wills), the Most Merciful
(Most Forgiving to pardon whoever repents sincerely).

160. The nation of Loot rejected those sent (osAmf»j«i5ME).

161. (Remember the time) When their brother Loot said to them, “Do you not fear
(Allaah'spunishmentfor committingShirk) ? ”

162. “I am certainly a trustworthy (reliable) messenger to you.”

163. “So fear Allaah and obey me.”

164. “I do not ask you for any payment for this (for preaching Towheed to you). My payment 
(reward) is the responsibility of (with) Allaah, the Rabb of the universe.”

165. “From the (entire) universe (from all the people) do you go to men (to  satisfy your sexual 

desires) . . .”
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166. “...leaving aside your wives whom your Rabb has created for you (to cohabit with) ? 

You are certainly a transgressing nation (who have transgressed the limits o f morality and o f pure 

human nature to do such a vile act). ”

167. They replied, “O  Loot! If you do not desist (stop preaching to us), you will surely be 
from those who are banished (driven outofourtow n).”

168. He (Loot$&&&$-) said, “ (There is no way in which I  shall ever desist from  trying to stop you people because) I 

am certainly among those who detest your action.”

169. (However, when the people refused to listen to him despite his tireless efforts to change them, he finally made 

du'aa toAllaah saying), “O my Rabb! Save me and my family from what (evils) these people do
(and from the punishment that is due to them because o f  their evil ways). ”

170. So (when Our punishment came to his community,) We saved him (completely) and all the 
members of his family...

171___except an old lady (his wife), who was among those who were left behind (to die in

the punishment because she was a Kaafir as well).

172. Then (after saving Loot$£83$& and the other Mu'mineen) We destroyed the others (theKuffaar).

173. We sent a torrential shower (o f  stones) upon them. Evil indeed was the rain on 
those who were forewarned. (Although they had been warned about Allaah's punishment, they refused to 
mend their ways and were finally destroyed.)
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174. There is certainly a great Aayah in this. However, most of them do not have
Imaan (evenafterhearingthesetrueevents).

175. Verily your Rabb is Mighty (Powerful enough to destroy whoever He wills), the Most Merciful
(Most Forgiving to pardon whoever repents sincerely).

176. The people of the forest (Madyan) rejected those sent (asAmbiyaa $ $ W & ) .

177. (Remember the time) When their brother Shu'ayb said to them, “Do you not
fear (Allaah'spunishment for committing Shirk) ? ”

178. “I am certainly a trustworthy messenger to you.”

179. “So fear Allaah and obey me.”

180. “1 do not ask you for any payment for this (forpreaching Towheed to you). My payment 
( reward) is the responsibility of (with) Allaah, the Rabb of the universe. ”

181. “Measure (the commodities you sell) in full and do not be of those who reduce (the amount 

of the goods being sold while accepting full payment fo r it) . ”

182. “And weigh (what you sell by weight) with a just balance (without cheating your customers in any 

way).”
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183. “Do not reduce people's goods (by giving them less than what they were paid for) and do not 
Spread Corruption On earth (by robbing people and devouring their rights).”

184. “Fear the Being Who created you and all the previous creations.”

185. They said, “You must surely be one of the (heavily) bewitched ones.”

%
186. “You are merely a human like ourselves (you are no better than us, so why should we obey you?). 

In fact, We consider you (certainly) to be (less than a human like us because you are) from the liars. ”

187. “So cause a piece of the sky to fall on us (aspunishment) if you are from the truthful
OlieS (if you are really a Rasool and if your warnings o f  punishment are true and not mere idle threats)/9

188. He (Shu'ayb said, “My Rabb knows best what you do (He knows everything you do
and therefore knows what punishment you deserve and exactly when the punishment should arrive.)

189. So they (utterly) rejected him and the punishment of the day of the canopy seized 
them. It was certainly a punishment of a dreadful day. (When Allaah made the weather extremely 
hot, all the people left their homes and sought shelter beneath the trees. Allaah then sent a dense cloud towards them, 
which they mistook as a “canopy” to escape from the heat. When they gathered beneath the cloud, a descending fire 
scorched them all.)

6\
190. There is certainly a great Aayah (lesson) in this. However, most of them do not 
have Imaan (even after listening to these truthful events).
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191. Verily yOUr Rabb is Mighty (Powerful enough to destroy; whoever He wills), the Most Merciful
(Most Forgiving to pardon whoever repents sincerely).

192. Without doubt, this (Qur’aan) is a revelation from the Rabb of the universe.

193. The trustworthy angel (Jiibra’eel &$$$&) descended with it (from the heavens) ...

194. ...(conveying it) on your heart (0  Rasulullaah SO that you become of those (Ambiyaa

w h o  W am  (people about the grave consequences of rejecting Im aan)...

195. ...(itisarevelation) in the clear (elegant and easily understood eloquent) Arabic language.

196. Indeed, it (the Qur'aan) was certainly (mentioned) in the scriptures (such as the Torah and 

Injeel) of the earlier nations (they therefore knew about its revelation to Rasulullaah HSfiS a long time ago) ■

197. Is it not sufficient proof for them (theKujfaar) that the scholars of the Bani Israa'eel 
know about it? (The fact that the scholars o f  the Bani Israa'eel knew about the coming o f the Qur'aan and of 

Rasulullaah @ 8  before Rasulullaah US® iuas born is ample proof that this was mentioned in their scriptures Many of 

their learned scholars who accepted Islaam attested to this, as did many o f them who did not accept Islaam).

198. If We were to reveal it (fheQur'aan) to any non-Arab (non-Arabic speaking person )...
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199. ...who was to recite it to them (the Arabs;, they would have still not believed in it.
(The miracle o f the Qur'aan would have seemed more profound if a non-Arab had brought it to the Mushrikeen of 
Makkah because then there would have been no way in which they could have said that he had written it by himself. 

However, the Mushrikeen o f  Makkah were so stubborn that even then they would have rejected the Qur'aan) .

©

200. In this manner (just as kufr was set deep in the hearts of the Mushrikeen of Makkah) We have 
inscribed (thrust) it (kufr) in the hearts of the sinners.

201. (It is fo r this reason that) They shall never believe it (the Qur'aan) until they witness a 
painful (terrible) punishment.

202. It (the punishment) will come to them unexpectedly (suddenly), when they do not 
perceive it (withoutgivingthemachancetoacceptlmaan).

203. They will then say (when it is already too late), “Can we be granted (some) respite (to change

our ujojjs and acceptlmaan) ?”  (This will be impossible.)

204. Do they seek to hasten Our punishment (by constantly ash rig when it will arrive) ?

205. Tell me. If We were to allow them (some) enjoyment (in this world for a few years...

206___after which that (punishment; should come to them which they were promised...
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207. ...of what U S 6  will the (little) enjoyment be to them? (The enjoyment will be useless to them. If  
anything, it may only warrant greater punishmentfor them if they had misused extra time granted fo r them).

208. We have destroyed towns only after they had (received) warners...

209. ...to remind (them about the terrible consequences o f rejecting Imaan). (Therefore), We were never 
oppressors (because We never punished anyone without first warning him about the consequences o f his 

behaviour).

210. The Shayaateen have not brought it (the Qur’aan) down.

211. It (bringing down the Qur'aan) is not suited to them (because while the Qur'aan provides guidance, the 

Shayaateen can provide only misguidance), nor have they the Capability (to overhear any part o f the Qur'aan 

in the heavens before it was transmitted to Rasulullaah because Allaah had sealed off the corridors to the heavens fo r

them and whoever tried to overhear something was destroyed by a flaming star) .

212. They (the Shayaateen) have definitely been forbidden from listening (to the revelation o f the 

Qur’aan in the heavens) .

213. Do not call to another llaah besides Allaah, for then you will be of the punished 
ones.

214. (O Rasulullaah & W l̂ First) Warn your closest relatives (about the punishment that is due to those who
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215. And be humble (kind andforgiumg) to those Mu'mineen who follow you.

216. If they (the Kuffaar) disobey you, then say, “Verily I am innocent of that (kufr and Shirk) 

which you do.”

217. Rely (only) on the Mighty, the Most Merciful...

218 Who sees you when you rise ( to  p e r fo rm  sa la ah ). . .

219 and sees your movements with those who prostrate (those who perform salaah).

220. Without doubt, He is the All Hearing, the All Knowing (an d  will reward you fora llthegood

you do).

221. Should 1 inform you about the one on whom the Shayaateen descend (w hom  they  

m islead ) ?

222. They descend (constantly) upon every lying sinner.
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223. They cast (convey to fortune-tellers) what they hear (from the discussions o f the angels about future 

events) and most of them are liars (together with something they overhear from the angels, they tell the 

fortune-tellers hundreds of lies).

224. Only deviant people follow the poets (by repeating those poems of theirs that contain rambling 

speech and useless talk).

225. Do you not see that they (the poets) wander lost (are distracted) in every valley (have no 

direction and tend to sway to the extremes) ?

226. And (d o  y o u  not see) that they say things which they never do?

227. (S uch  is the condition o f allpoets) Except those who have Imaan, who do good acts, who 
remember Allaah abundantly and who avenge themselves after being oppressed (by

counteracting the satirical poetry that the Kuffaar direct at Islaam with true poetry o f their own). (Although they re/use to 

believe in the Aakhirah), Shortly (after death) the oppressors (w rongdoers,) will come to know to 
which place they will return (Jahannam).
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Surah 2 7  Surah Naml

THE ANTS
THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH NAML  AND  

THE SURAHS FURQAAN  AND SH U ’ARA  THAT PRECEDE

By Name: Surah Furqaan stated that the Qur'aan is the Decider which differentiates between 
right and wrong, thereby separating Shirk from Towheed. Thereafter, Surah Shu'araa stated 
that this Decider is not poetry, but a revealed scripture from Allaah. Now Surah Nam l (in verse 
18) presents the story of an ant (Naml), who announced to the other ants, “O  ants! Enter 
your dwellings so that Sulaymaan 5 W E  and his army do not trample upon you 
without realising (because he and his army of pious men do not possess knowledge of the 
unseen).”

This proves that even an ant understood Towheed and could differentiate between Allaah and 
His creation because it knew that even people as pious as Sulaymaan 4 S K a n d  his army do not 
share in AUaah's attribute of beingthe Knower of the unseen.

By Content: Presenting arguments of various types, Surah Furqaan and Surah Shu'araa prove 
that Allaah is the only One from whom blessings and all good proceed. Surah Naml now presents 
two reasons why Allaah is the Only One Who can do this. The reasons are that only He has 
knowledge of the unseen, and that only He is the Controller of the universe. None shares in these 
two qualities. Therefore, only Allaah is man's only True Benefactor. It is therefore obvious that 
prayers should be made only to Him.

A SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

Allaah introduces the Surah with encouragement towards the Qur'aan itself when He says, 
“These are the Aayaat of the Qur'aan and of the clear Book. (It is) A (means of) 
guidance and a carrier of good news for the Mu'mineen (informing them about the 
blessings and rewards they will receive).” Then, describing the recipients of the good news, 
Allaah says that they are “...those who establish salaah, pay zakaah and are convinced 
about the Aakhirah. ”

A  warning follows this verse, beginning with the words “As for those who do not believe in 
the Aakhirah... And ending with the words ...they will be the worst losers in the 
Aakhirah. ”  [verses 4 and 5]

Together with arousing keener interest in the Qur'aan, Allaah also consoles Rasulullaah by 
saying in verse 6, “Undoubtedly, you are given the Qur'aan from the Wise, the All 
Knowing.”
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“ (Remember the time) When Moosa said to his family (his wife, after they lost their 
way en route to Egypt), “1 notice a fire. I shall shortly bring you some news (directions 
from the people at the fire)... until the words ... So see what was the outcome of those 
who caused corruption” [verses 7 to 14], This is the first narration which proves that Only 
Allaah is the Knower of the unseen.

The second narration begins with the words, “Indeed We granted knowledge to Dawood 
and Sulaymaan ending with the words ...I submit with Sulaymaan to

Allaah, the Rabb of the universe” [verses 15 to 44], This incident also proves that Only 
Allaah has knowledge of the unseen.

This narration tells us that Sulaymaan could never have possessed knowledge of the
unseen because he had no knowledge about the whereabouts of Hudhud, neither did he know 
about the people of Saba and their Queen.

“We had certainly sent to the (nation of) Thamud their brother Saalih &&NS& (asaNabi 
to tell them) Worship Allaah'” ... (until the words) ...“ (As always,) We rescued (from the 
punishment) those who had Imaan and who adopted Taqwa” [verses 45 to 53]. This third 
narration proves the other reason for Allaah being the Only True Benefactor of man. The fact that 
the Mu'mineen from Saalih nation were saved while the rest were annihilated proves
that Allaah has the power to do as He pleases. This means that only He can truly benefit or harm 
man.

“And (We also sent) Loot (asaNabi to his nation)... until the words ...Evil indeed was the
shower of those who were (not taken by surprise, but were) warned (about the pending 
punishment)” [verses 54 to 58]. This narration also proves the second reason because it depicts 
how Allaah destroyed the Kuffaar, while preserving the lives of the Mu'mineen.

The Surah deals with the following aspects:

* The Surah begins with an introduction and encouragement.
* Rasulullaah (§H£r is consoled thrice in the Surah, once at the beginning and twice towards the 

end.
* Four narratiions concerning the Ambiyaa are related.
* Five proofs for the second reason are mentioned, each ending with the words, “Is there 

another Ilaah with Allaah?”
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In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful.

1. Taa Seen. (Only Allaah knows the correct meaning o f these letters.) These are the Aayaat of the 
Qur aan and of the clear Book.

2. (It is) A (means of) guidance and a carrier of good news for the Mu'mineen (informing them 

about the blessings and rewards they will receive) . . .

3. . . .( th e  Mu'mineen are) those who establish salaah (perform it regularly with all its etiquette), pay 
zakaah (regularly and happily) and are convinced (have full faith) about the (coming of the) 

Aakhirah.

4. As for those who do not believe in the Aakhirah, We have beautified their (evil) acts
for them, SO they wander blindly (committing more evil without realising that they are accountable and will 

soon be taken to task fo r the evil they do).

5. For such people there shall be a terrible punishment and they will be the worst 
losers in the Aakhirah.

6. Undoubtedly, you are given the Qur'aan from the Wise, the All Knowing (Who knows 

exactly what man requires and Who will therefore provide him with exactly what he needs in the Qur'aan).
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7. (Remember the time) When Moosa said to his family (his wife, after they lost their way en route

toEgypt), “l notice afire. I shall shortly bring you some news (diredionsfrom the people at the fire) 

or a burning stake so that you may warm yourselves.”

8. When he reached the fire (which was not really a fire, but a bright radiance covering a tree), it called, 
“Blessed be (may Allaah bless) the one in the fire (Moosa and those in the vicinity of
the fire (the angels). Allaah, the Rabb of the universe is Pure (from having any partners).”

9. “O Moosa! Verily I am Allaah, (speaking to you] the Mighty, the Wise.”

10. “Throw down your staff. ” When he threw it down, it turned into a snake and when) Moosa 
saw the staff moving rapidly like a snake, he (was naturally afraid and to save himself, he) stepped 
back on his heels without looking back. (Allaah then said to him) “O Moosa! Do not fear. 
Indeed, the Ambiyaa have no fear in My presence...”

11. “...except the One who had done wrong (madeamistake), but then (because he fears that I  may 

take him to task for it, he) changed the wrong with good (by repenting). Verily I am the Most 
Forgiving, the Most Merciful (and will forgive him, thereby dispelling his fear o f being punished).”  (Allaah 

then instructedMoosa (SSlstSHt to grab hold o f  the snake, after which Allaah transformed it back into a staff.)

12. (Demonstrating another m iracle to Moosa Allaah commanded him further saying,) “  Put your hand
into your collar, it will emerge shining white (bright) without any ailment (the light will not be 

because o f any disease). These two are among the nine Aayaat (miracles - refer to Surah 7, verses 107, 

108,130 and 133) With which you will go to (preach Towheed to) Fir'oun and his people (to prove to 

them thatyou areMyRasool). They are certainly a disobedient nation (and in need o f guidance).”
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13. When Our Aayaat (miracles) came to them as eye-openers, they (Fir'oun and his people 

refused to believe them because o f their arrogance and they) Said, “This is obvious magic!”

14. They unjustly and arrogantly rejected them (the miracles) whereas their souls were 
convinced about them (they knew deep down in their hearts that these miracles were definitely from  Allaah, but 

their arrogance did not allow them to admit it). So see what was the outcome of those who caused
corruption (Fir'oun and his entire army were all destroyed when they drowned in the sea).

15. Indeed We granted knowledge (about how to give passing sound judgement) to Dawood 
and (his son) Sulaymaan &&&&. They both said, “All praise is due to Allaah Who has 
favoured us more than many of His bondsmen who have Imaan (by granting us Prophethood, 

wisdom and kingdom).”

16. Sulaymaan succeeded Dawood $ $ 3 ®  (asNabi and king o f the Bani h r  ad eel) and he
(once) said (to them), “O people! We (my father andI) have been taught the speech of the birds 
and have been granted everything (that is granted to the Ambiyaa and to kings). This is
certainly a manifest bounty (excellent blessing). ”

17. (One day) Sulaymaan army of Jinn, men and birds were gathered for him (at

his command to march) and they were (so many in number that they had to be) restrained (so that order may

be maintained among their r a n k s) .

18. (They marched) Until, when they reached a valley of ants, an ant announced, “O ants! 
Enter your dwellings so that Sulaymaan and his army (o f men and Jinn) do not
trample upon (crush) you without realising (that they are trampling on you because you are almost 

invisible to them and they do not have knowledge o f the unseen). ”
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19. (Amused at the intelligence o f the ant,) He (Su/ajjmaan began to Smile and then laughed
at her (the ant's) speech saying, “0  my Rabb! Allow me to express gratitude for Your 
bounty (for enabling me to understand the language o f  the ants), which You have granted me and my 
parents, and (allow me) to perform good actions that You are pleased with. And, out of 
Your Mercy, include me among Your righteous bondsmen.”

20. When he (Sulaymaan inspected (took count of) the birds (o f his army and could not find a

bird called Hudhud) he said, “Why do I not see Hudhud (the hoopoe bird)? Is he among the 
absentees?”

21. (When Sulaymaan discovered that Hudhud was absent without leave, he said,) “I shall surely
punish him severely or slaughter him unless he comes to me with a proper 
explanation.”

22. It was Only a short while thereafter when Hudhud (arrived and, presenting his reason fo r being 

away, he) said, “I have (some special) knowledge of something about which you have no 
knowledge. I have just returned from Saba (Sheba, aplaceinYemen) with confirmed (accurate) 

news.”

23. “I have discovered that a woman (a queen by the nameofBilqis) rules over them (the people of 

Saba) who has been given everything (that other rulers have eg wealth, weapons,beauty etc). (In addition to 

this,) She also has a magnificent (beautifully decorated) throne.”

k£sa&$
24. “I found her and her people prostrating to (worshipping) the sun instead of Allaah. 
Shaytaan has (tremendously) beautified their actions (shirk and sin) for them and (thereby has 

deceptively) prevented them from the right path (from worshipping Allaah), because of which 
they are not rightly guided (andaresteeped in shirkso wageJihaad against them ).”
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25. “They do not prostrate before Allaah, Who (alone) can expose the hidden things in 
the heavens and the earth, and who knows what you hide and what you disclose (and 

Who is therefore most worthy af being Worshipped) . ”

26. “Allaah is the One besides Whom there is no other Uaah. He is the Rabb of the
glorious throne (which is far superior to any throne o f this world).”  (One who recites o r hears this uerse being 

recited mustperform Sajdah.)

27. He (Sulaymaan f t W )  said (to Hudhud), “Vie shall soon see whether you have spoken 
the truth or whether you are from the liars."(Even the bird wasgiuenafair trial.)

28. ‘Take this letter of mine and throw (deliver) it to them. Then turn (far) away from 
them (outofsightbutwithinearshot) and see what reply they give.”

29. (When Hudhud dropped the letter into the queen's lap, she opened it, read its contents and) She (Bilqis) Said, 
“O ministers! An honourable letter has been thrown feiuen) to me. ”

30. “It is from Sulaymaan (perhaps she knew of Sulaymaan ) and it says, 'Bismillaahir
Rahmaanir Raheem I  begin with the name o f Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful.

31. “ (It says further,) D o  not be arrogant against me (by refusing to come) and come to me in 
submission (obed ien ce )(S u la ym a an  sum moned them so that he could convey to them the message of
Towheed)
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32. She said, “O ministers! Advise me in my matter, for I shall never decide any 
matter until you are present with me (until 1 have your support).”

33. They replied, “We are people of great (tremendous) might and fierce (vicious) fighters 
(and are therefore prepared to fight Sulaymaan), but (ultimately) the decision rests with you. Therefore 
yOU decide what commands you wish to issue. (We will support you in any decision you m ake)."

34. She said, “Verily when kings enter any town fas victors), they ruin it and humiliate
(abuse) its noble people. This is what they (Sulaymaan and his army) will do (should we fail to defeat 

th e m )."

3 5 . “  (Let us therefore take no drastic action until we ascertain their strength and know whether Sulaymaan is a

Nabi or just another king. To discover all o f this,) I shall send a gift (wealth, women, goods) to them and 
then see with what (news) the messengers (taking the gift) return.” (If Sulaymaan refuses to accept the 

gift, hemustcertainly be a Nabi, otherwisenot.)

36. When the (queen’s) messenger came to Sulaymaan (with the gifts), he (Sulaymaan

%$$$*) said, “Do you wish to assist (bribe) me with wealth? (I have no need for your wealth 

because) What (wealth) my Rabb has given me is better than what He has given you. It is 
you people who are pleased about your gift (because you have love for the treasures o f this world, while 

I  do not I  do not want your wealth, but desire that you becomeMu'mineen). ”

37. (Addressing the queen's messengers, Sulaymaan $& & & ■ said,) “Return to them (with the gift). (Tell them that 

if they refuse to submit) We shall certainly march against them with an army (so powerful) that 
they will have no defence against it. We shall then certainly (have no option but to) expel 
them from there (from Saba) in shame, while they are humbled (defeated).”  (When the message
reached the queen and her people, they decided to comply with Sulaymaan's instruction and they left for his kingdom.)

38. (Meanwhile) He (Sulaymaan said, “O  COUTtierS (in obedience]! Which of yOU Can
bring her throne to me before they come to us in submission (in obedience)?’’
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39. A  giant of the Jinn said, “I shall bring it to you before you stand up from your 
place (when this gathering is over). Indeed I am strong (capable) and trustworthy (reliable and honest) 

for such a task (1 shall not betray your trust). ”

40. (However,) Someone (whose identity cannot be proven beyond doubt) who possessed knowledge 
of the Book (theZaboor) said, “ (Before you stand up from your place is a long time because) I shall bring it 
to you before you can even blink your eye. ”  (True to his word, the throne was present before the batting 

of an eye and) When he (Sulaymaantfe& & & ) saw it placed firmly inhis presence, he said, “This 
is from the grace (favours) of my Rabb to test whether I nail be grateful or ungrateful. 
Whoever is grateful shows gratitude only for his own good (because he will receive the benefit o f 

showing gratitude). (On the other hand), Whoever is ungrateful, then indeed my Rabb is 
Independent (not in need of his gratitude), Bountiful (and can easily bestow the same favours on others). ”

41. He (Sulaymaan said, “Disguise (properly) her throne for her so that we may see
whether she is rightly guided (whether she is intelligent enough to recognise her throne) or from among 
those who are not guided aright.” (In this manner, it may be ascertained whether she will be able to 

understand the message o f Towheed or no t)

42. When she arrived, she was asked, “Is your throne something like this?” She 
replied, “It seems like this is the very one. We were informed from before (we arrived that 

youareAllaah'sRasool) and (we have therefore already) submitted.”

43. (The above proved that she was an intelligent woman, but) What she worshipped instead of Allaah 
(her involvement in worshipping the sun) had prevented her (from worshipping Allaah). She (had grown 

accustomed to worshipping the sun because she) was from a nation of Kaafiroon (and had not received the 

message o f Towheed earlier).
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44. (To prove to her that man cannot depend only on his intelligence and senses and needs divine guidance,) She 
was told,(by someone) “Enter the palace. ” When she saw it (the glass palace built over water), she 
thought it was a pool of deep water and exposed her calf (as she lifted her dress to wade through 

the water). He (Sulaymaan said (to her), “ (This is not a pool o f water but) It is a palace that is
constructed (meticulously) from (layers o f clear) glass (builtoverwater, which is so clear that the glass is almost 

invisible and only the water can be seen). ”  (Realising that she needed guidance from Atlaah) She said, “ O  my 
Rabbi I have surely oppressed my soul (by worshipping the sun which, according to my intelligence and 

senses, seemed to be the greatest power). (However,) 1 (now) submit with Sulaymaan to Allaah,
the Rabb of the universe (because I  realise that my intelligence and my senses alone cannot tell me everything 

and they often deceive me) . ”

45. We had certainly sent to the (nation of) Thamud their brother Saalih (as a Nabi to 

tell them) “Worship Allaah." However, they suddenly became two rival groups (when one

group accepted bis message while another group opposed him).

©I

46. He said, “O my people! Why do you seek to hasten evil before good (by ashing fo r  

Allaah's punishment instead o f asking fo r safety) ?  Why do you not seek forgiveness from Allaah (from 

shirk) SO that mercy may be shown to you (and you may be saved from punishment) ? ”

47. They said, “We predict only evil (like famine and hardship) to come (to usj from you and 
from those with you." He said, “Your predictions of evil (hardships) is with Allaah. (Only 

He can bring you the evil you expect from  us.) You are but a nation that is being tested (to see whether 

you will do good by acceptinglmaan or whether you will remain on kufrand suffer the consequences). ”

48. There were nine persons in the town (as in Makkah much later) who spread (much) 

corruption (trouble, evil) in the land and never made amends (for thar wrongs).
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49. They said (to each other), “You should all swear an oath by Allaah that we will all 
secretly kill him (Saalih and his family (the Mu'mineen) at night, after which we shall
tell his successors (his tribe), W e were not present at the place where his family was 
killed (and therefore know nothing about the murders), and we are certainly truthful.'”

©/
*91* '

50. They plotted a scheme (to murder Saalih and the Mu'mineen) while We planned a
scheme (to destroy the Kuffaar and save the Mu'mineen) without their knowledge. (When mischief reaches 

such limits, destruction o f the mischief makers soon follows.)

51. So see what was the outcome (end) of their plot. (Far from achieving their objective,) We 
annihilated (surely destroyed) them and their entire nation.

52. These are their homes (between Makkah and Shaam at Samood) that lie in ruins because of 
their oppression (denial;. There is definitely an Aayah in this for people with 
knowledge (who care to reflect on it).

53. (As always,) We rescued (from the punishment) those who had Imaan and who adopted 
Taqwa.

54. And (We also sent) Loot (as aNabi to his nation). (Remember the time) When he told them, “Doyou 
behave immorally (indecently) while you have sight (while actually looking on at your despicable 

homosexual activities) ? ”

55. “Do you really (rush to) satisfy your passions (lust) with men instead of women? (This is 

too contemptible to even imagine!) You are but a nation that behaves ignorantly. ”

56. (Knowing that they were guilty o f a dreadful crime against morality and human nature,) The only reply that 
his people could give was, “Expel the family of Loot from your town. They are
people who merely wish (pretend) to be extremely clean (morally upright).”
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57. So (when they refused to accept his message inspire o f respected warnings, W e  punished them and) We
rescued him (Loot and his family (who were Mu'mineen) except his wife. We had
destined that she should be among those left behind (to die o f the punishment because she was

one o f theKuffaar).

I
58. We rained a shower (o f stones) on them. Evil indeed was the shower of those who 
were (not taken by surprise, butwere) warned (about the pending punishment).

59. Say, “All praise be to Allaah (for destroying those who are a scourge to mankind) and peace be on 
those bondsmen of His whom He has chosen (the Ambiyaa £ & % $ $ .  Is Allaah better or 
those (gods) whom they (theMushrikeen) ascribe as partners to Him?”

60. Or (isj the Being (Allaah) Who has created the heavens and the earth and has sent 
rain for you from the sky (not better than the gods of Mushrikeen) ?  With it (the rain) We grow 
gardens ( o r c M s  and plantations) of splendid (flourishing) beauty. It is not possible for you
(mankind) to grow its trees (ail man can do is plant a seed  H e then has no control over the rest o f the process). Is 
there another Ilaah with Allaah? No, (n o  one else can be worthy o f worship but H e because no one can 

accomplish these feats. However,) they (the Mushrikeen) are but a people who (refuse to accept Towheed and 

therefore continue to) make (others) equals (to Allaah).

61. Or (isj He Who made the earth stable (solid so that it does not shake or nit). Who created 
rivers in its midst, Who placed mountains on it, and Who has placed a barrier 
between the two seas (is H e not better than the gods of Mushrikeen) ?  Is there (C a n  there be) another 
Ilaah with Allaah? No (there can never be another being with superior powers who deserves to be worshipped), 

but most of them (theMushrikeen) are ignorant (people who do not want to understand Towheed).
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62. Or (is) He Who responds to the distressed (helpless) person when he calls Him (for 

help), Who averts evil (from people) and Who has made you His) deputies (to  enforce His 

commands) on earth (not better than the gods o f Mushrikeen) ?  Is there another Ilaah (who deserves to be 

worshipped) with Allaah? (However, despite the advice that comes to you Mushrikeen,) Little do you take 
h e e d  (pay attention to).

63. Or (is) the Being Who guides you (to your destinations) in the darkness of the land and
sea (by creating landmarks, the heavenly bodies and teaching y o u  the skill o f navigation. Is H e not better than the gods 

of the Mushrikeen) ?  And (is  He) Who sends the winds as a carrier of good news (foretelling 

approaching rains) before His mercy (rain. Is H e not better than the gods of the Mushrikeen) ?  Is there 
another Ilaah with Allaah? Allaah is Exalted high above what (gods) they ascribe (as H is

partners). (Therefore there cannot be anyone who deserues to be worshipped with Allaah.)

64. Or (is) He Who originated the (w h ich  o f )  creation, Who will recreate it (o n  the Day of

Qiyaamah when people are resurrected from their graves),  and Who sustains you from the sky (b y  sending 

rains) and the earth (by causing all types o f food to grow and other forms o f life to live off it. Is  H e not better than the 

gods o f the MushrikeenJ? Is there another Ilaah with Allaah? (There cannot be! However, if the 

Mushrikeen still maintain that their gods can do what Allaah does, then) Say (to  them), “Furnish (bring) your 
proof (argument) if you are truthful (in  your claim). ”

65. (In addition to the powers o f Allaah mentioned above) Say (to  the Mushrikeen), “None in the heavens 
and the earth has knowledge of the unseen but Allaah. (Let alone the other matters o f the unseen) 

They (the Kuffaar) do not even know when they will be resurrected. ”  (T h is  is something that none
but Allaah knows.)

66. In fact, (their knowledge is so limited that) they have no knowledge of the Aakhirah. No!
(Making matters even worse is the fact that) They are in doubt about it (about the coming o f Qiyaamah and the 

Aakhirah. Therefore, they are hesitantto believe even if they are told about it). No! (Making matters still worse is the fact 

that) They are blind to it (and even lengthy explanations fail to convince them).
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67. (Ridiculing resurrection,) The Kuffaar (rejecters) say, “When our forefathers and we have 
turned into dust and bones (after death), will we be resurrected (from our graves) ? ”

68. “Our forefathers and we have been promised this (that we will be resurrected) from before
(long before you). (However, until now we have not seen anyone rise from his grave. This can therefore not be true. We 

therefore conclude that) These are merely tales (myths) of the old (ancients) men (that lack truth).”

69. Say (to these rejecters), “Travel in the lands and see what was the plight of the sinners
(see how those like you who rejected Imaan were destroyed by Allaah's punishment). ”

®i

70. (O Rasulullaah &Sr!) Do not grieve about them (about the Kuffaar rejecting Imaan because it is no fault 

o f yours) and do not be distressed (sorrowful) about what they plot (against you because We shall 

certainly assist you).

©/

71. They (the Kuffaar) say, “When will this promise (of punishment) materialise (happen) if you 
are truthful (about it coming to us because o f our kufr) ? ”

72. Say (to these Kuffaar), “Perhaps a part of that (punishment) that you seek to hurry is close 
behind you (and may strike at any moment) . ”

73. Without doubt your Rabb is Most Bountiful towards people (by not punishing them 

immediately but gives them time to repent),  but most of them are ungrateful (and ask fo r the punishment 

instead o f mending their ways).

74. Indeed your Rabb knows what their hearts conceal (hide) and what they make 
public (state openly and H e will therefore punish them when H e deems that the moment is right).
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75. Every hidden thing in the heavens and the earth is recorded in the clear book (the

“Lowhul Mahfoodh’j .  (Among the facts recorded is the time when theKuffaar will be punished. Their punishment will 
neither come sooner nor later than this fixed tim e)

76. Verily this Qur aan relates to the Bani Israa'eel most of the matters about which 
they differ (disagree and quarrel about).

77. Indeed it (the Quraan) is a (source of) guidance and mercy for the Mu'mineen (being the last 

Divine m essage to mankind).

78. Without doubt Allaah will decide between them (the factions o f the Bant Israa’eel as well as 

between the Mu'mineen and the Kuffaar) by His judgement (through his justice and authority). He is the 
Mighty (none can escape H is court), All Knowing (none can hide any evidence from H im ).

79. So rely on Allaah (for H e will protect you from your enemies). Undoubtedly you (ORasuluIlaa h 

are upon the manifest truth (the true Deen o f Islaam and can therefore expect Allaah's assistance 

against your enemies).

80. Verily, you cannot make the dead (the Kuffaar) hear (the truth because they refuse to accept), 

neither can you make the deaf hear the call when they turn away in aversion (just as it is
impossible to make a deaf person understand something when he refuses to even took at you, you will be unable to 

convince those Kuffaar who are not destined to become Muslims).

81. (Similarly,) You cannot guide the blind from their deviation (when they stray). You can 
guide only those who believe in Our Aayaat and who are Muslims (p e o p le  w h o  h ave 

submitted themselves to Allaah).

t ■>?
I
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82. When the promise (Qiyaamah) will be fulfilled to them (mankind), We shall bring for 
them a creature from the earth, which will speak to them (onAllaah's behalf saying) “People 
(especially the Kuffaar) are not convinced about Our Aayaat.” (However, they will now be convinced
when they see fo r themselves, but it iui!/ there be too late. One o f the last signs before Qiyaamah will be the appearance of 
the “creature of the earth”  who will emerge from the earth from mount Saffa after which it will make its appearance in the 
Masjidul Haraam. The creature will cause the faces o f the Mu'mirteen to shine brightly and the Mu'mineen will be clearly 
distinguished pom  theKuffaar. Details o f the creature can be found in the detailed books ofAhadeeth.)

83. (Do not forget) The day when, from every nation, We will resurrect (form) an army from 
(among the leaders of) those who deny Our Aayaat, who will then be restrained (kept in check so 

that they can all be led to answer before Allaah).

84. (T h is  will continue) Until the time will come when they will all arrive (before Allaah) and He 
(Allaah) will ask, “Did you reject My Aayaat without possessing complete knowledge
(understanding) of them (without bothering to learn about them) or what were the other actions that 
you carried out (because o f which you will have to suffer punishment today) ? ”

©

85. The promise (of their punishment) will be fulfilled because of their oppression (kufr, sin and  

mischief) and they Will be unable to speak (because the evidence against them will be totally convincing).

86. Do they not see that We have made the night so that they may rest (and have peace) in
it and the day (s o  that they are able) to see? There are certainly Aayaat (showing Allaah's great 

power) in this for those who have Imaan.

87. (Do not forget) The day (of Qiyaamah) when the trumpet will be blown and all within the 
heavens and the earth will be terrified, but those whom Allaah wills (those whom Allaah 

w ishes to save will have no fear), (When people rise from the graves), They will all COme to Allaah in 
humility.

b
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88. (On the Day o/Qiyaamah,) You will look at the mountains, thinking (expecting) them to be 
solid (firmly anchored in the ground) but they will be passing by like clouds (floating about in the air 

and eventually reduced to dust). (This is all) The doing of Allaah Who perfects everything (fust as 

Allaah grants strength to weak things, so too can He weaken strong things like the mountains). Indeed He is 
Informed (fully aware) of what yOU do (andwilltakeyoutotaskforthewrongyoudo).

89. Whoever brings (presents; a good deed (on the Day ofQiyaamah) shall receive something 
better (as reward) and they (those who do good) will be safe (secure; from the terror of that day
(because they will not have to fear o f beinghurled into Jahannam).

90. (On the other hand) Whoever brings (presents) a sin (ontheDayofQiyaamah) will fall (headlong) on 
their faces in the Fire (af Jahannam). (They will then be told), “You are recompensed (punished) 

only for what (kufr and sin) you had carried out (in the world. You therefore deserve what you are receiving 

and are not being oppressed in the least).”

91. (O  Rasulullaah (3=®?, tell thepeople,) “I have been commanded to worship only the Rabb of 
this city (Makkah), Who has made it sacred (revered) and to Whom everything belongs
(thereby granting Him the authority to do as He pleases). And I have been commanded to be from 
among the Muslims (to live among them.)”

92. “And ( I  have been commanded) to recite the Qur'aan (unto mankind).”  Whoever is rightly 
guided, is guided for his own benefit (because a person's obedience to Allaah does not benefit Allaah, but 

benefits the person). As for those who go astray, say (to them), “1 am only from those who 
warn (I have fulfilled my duty to convey the message oflslaam to you and I  cannot force you to accept Imaan, 1 have 

completed my duty ).”

93. Say, “All praise is for Allaah. He will soon show you His Aayaat (the signs ofQiyaamah), 

which you will recognise (thereby knowing that Qiyaamah is near). Your Rabb is not unaware of 
what you do (and will take you to task fo r the evil that you do). ”
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Surah 2 8  Surah Q asas
THE STORIES

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH QASAS AND THE PRECEDING SURAHS

By Name: The Surahs before Surah Qasas prove Towheed and the fact that Allaah is the Only 
One Who is the source of all blessings. It is even stated that a creature as little as an ant realised 
that only Allaah has knowledge of the unseen. In propagating this message, one is likely to 
encounter numerous hardships, but these should be borne with fortitude. A perfect example of 
this is in the various narratives (Qasas) of Moosa M̂St̂ SS's life, who endured a tremendous 
amount of difficulties, but he eventually overcame them all.

Bv Content: Using many arguments, Surahs Furqaan, Shu'araa and NamI prove that all 
blessings and fortune proceed only from Allaah. They also prove that Only Allaah is worthy of 
worship, the Controller of all matters, and the Only One to be called upon in need.

The Mushrikeen greatly harassed Rasulullaah when he preached these messages to them. 
Surah Qasas recounts the story of Moosa who endured many hardships when preaching
the same message. The incident is meant to encourage Rasulullaah in his duty. Allaah 
assures him that he is Allaah's true messenger and that he will be victorious in the end.

Moosa was also put through many trials but when he persevered, he and his followers 
emerged as victors while their enemies were destroyed.

A SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

Surah Qasas is introduced with encouragement towards the Qur'aan when Allaah says, “These 
are the Aayaat of the Clear Book” [verse 2]. A  crux of the entire narrative is mentioned from 
the words “With the truth, We recite to you something from the story of Moosa 
and Fir'oun... (until the words)... what they most feared from these weakened people”
[verses 3 to 6], The detailed story then follows from verse 7, and only terminates at the end of 
verse 42.

These verses discuss the life of Moosa before he announced his Prophethood, as well as 
his life afterwards. It provides details about how he preached to the people and how they rejected 
his message. However, after much perseverance he and his followers were finally rescued, while 
Fir'oun and his people were drowned.

Thereafter, the Surah presents replies to certain objections of the Kuffaar. Their objections are as 
follows:

* “When the truth (Muhammad came to them (the Mushrikeen o f Makkah) 
from Us, they said, “Why is he not given something like that which was given to
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Moosa'” [verse 48]. Allaah replies to their objection by saying, “Did people not reject what 
was previously given to Moosa ?” Therefore, they will reject whatever has been given to 
Rasulullaah (!§8£ as well, even if their request was granted. They merely make these requests out 
of obstinacy and without sincerely.

* Allaah then quotes another objection raised by the Mushrikeen of Makkah when He 
says, “If we follow the guidance (Islaam) with you, (the other Arab tribes will attack us and) 
we will be removed from our land'” [verse 57]. They claimed that the other Mushrikeen 
would overpower them if they were to accept Islaam. Allaah replies by saying, “Have We not 
granted them a safe Haram (where no one dares attack them), to which the fruit (product) 
of everything is attracted as a provision from Us (because of which they will not face 
starvation even though others may refuse to deal with them)?” Everyone maintained the sanctity 
of the Haram and showed utmost respect to it. Therefore if the people of Makkah were to accept 
Islaam, they would certainly still remain safe as they were before.

These objections are followed by five logical proofs that substantiate Moosa message of
Towheed. The various proofs mentioned in this Surah prove that Only Allaah is the Controller of 
the universe, the Knower of the unseen and that blessings and good fortune only proceed from 
Him. Therefore, only  He must be worshipped and called upon when in need.
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In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful.

1. Taa Seen Meem (OnlyAllaahknowsthecorrectmeaningqftheseletters).

2. These are the Aayaat of the Clear (explicit) Book (theQur'aan).

3. With the truth, We recite to you something from the story of Moosa and
Fir'oun (specifically) for (the benefit of) those people who have Imaan (because those without lmaan will 

not accept the message).

4. Verily Fir'oun glorified himself on earth and divided the people (ofEgypt) into groups
(to seme him). He weakened (suppressed) a party of them (the Bani Israa'eel), slaughtered their 
sons (so that none o f them may rise against him as he had dreamt), while keeping their daughters alive 
(to serve him ). He was certainly from the transgressors.

5. We intended to favour those who were weakened (suppressed viz. the Bani israa'eel) in the 
land (o f Egypt) by making them leaders (rather than the subjects they used to be), milking them 
successors (who survived after the destruction o f  Fir'oun's people),
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6___(We intended to favour theBani Israa'eel) by granting them authority in the land and showing
Fir'oun, Haamaan (Ftfouris chief minister) and their armies (followers) what they most feared 
from these weakened people (thatthe Banilsraa'eel will be the cause o f their downfall).

7. (After Moosa $£(&&& was bam and his mother feared that Fir'oun's men would kill him,) We inspired 
Moosa$$i®E's mother (instructing her), “ (Continue to) Nurse him. (However,) When you fear for 
his life, then place him in (a basket, which should be put into) the river (Nile) and neither fear (for

fifs safety because We shall protect him) ItOr griev® (over your separation from him because it will not be for a long

while). We shall certainly return him to you (to suckle) and have made him from among the 
Ambiyaa.” (After placing the baby Moosa in the Nile, the basket floated past the palace o f Fir'oun, whose
wife had it removed from the water. She then decided to adopt the child as her own, as mentioned in the coming verses.)

8. So the people of Fir'oun picked him (Moosa $ $ $ & £ ) up (little realising that in their uiew he 

was) to be an opposition and fa source of) grief for them (when he grew up). Indeed Fir'oun, 
Haamaan and their armies were sinners.

9. (When she saw the b a b y M o o s a ^ ^ & e  in the basket,) Fir'oun's wife said (to Fir'oun), “ (Thischild will be) A  
(great) coolness (delight) for my eyes and yours. Do not kill him. Perchance he may 
benefit us or we may adopt him as a son.” (Consequently, Fir'oun acceded to her request However), 

They had no knowledge (o f the consequences o f  their act).

©

10. (Meanwhile,) The heart of Moosa mother was (very) restless (for she was worried about

her baby). She would have almost revealed (disclosed) his condition (by telling people her story) if 
We had not strengthened her heart to be from those with conviction (when she mas convinced 

thatAllaah would protect her child, she allowed him to be separatedfram her and to be taken into Fir'oun's home). 11

11. She (the mother) said to his (Moosa & i$££s) sister, “Follow him (downstream).”  So she (the
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*  oJ> I

12. Before (returning Moosa to his mother to suckle him ,), We forbade all wet nurses to him
(because o f  which the baby Moosa $$$$!)£ refused to suckle from any wet nurse when Fir’oun’s wife tried to get him to

suckle) and (finally) she (Moosa 's sister) told them, “Should I show you a family who will foster 
him on your behalf, and who will take good care of him?” (When Moosa mother took
him, the child readi/y took to her and suckled from her. Fir’oun's wife then h ired her to suckle the child.)

13. So fin this manner,) We returned him to his mother so that her eyes may be cooled (so

that she may be happy), so that she may not grieve (over their separation) and so that she may 
know that Allaah's promise is true. However, most of them (people) are not convinced
(thatAllaah'spromisesarealwaystrue, and therefore they do not have Imaan).

14. When Moosa reached his full strength and was fully grown (had reached the age

of physical and mental maturity), We granted him wisdom and knowledge (understanding). Thus do 
We reward those who do good (the virtuous).

15. He (once) entered the town at a time when its people were oblivious (while they were 

resting during the afternoon) and found two men fighting. The one was from his people (the Bani 

Israa'eel) and the other was from the enemy (a Copt). The one from his own people 
shouted to Moosa to help him against the other from their enemy. (While separating

the two) Moosa punched him (used his fistto push the Copt) and (because o f  his tremendous strength,

Moosa ) concluded his affair (killed the Copt although he did not intend to do so) . (Regretting the act,)

He said, “This (killing) is from the works of Shaytaan (something Shaytaan loves). Indeed he 
(Shaytaan) is an enemy (toman) and one who openly misleads.”
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16. Moosa said, “O my Rabb! I have oppressed (wronged) myself, so forgive me 
(for my mistake).”  So Allaah forgave him. Without doubt, He is the Most Forgiving, the 
Most Merciful. (TheAmbiyaa considered even their mistakes to be equal to sins.)

17. He said, “O my Rabb! On account of the favours (forgiveness, knowledge and wisdom) you 
have given me, I shall never be among those who are accomplices (supporters of) to 
criminals (in future).”

18. The morning found him (Moosa in the city, fearful and apprehensive (worried

that he may be punished fo r the death of the Copt), when suddenly the same person (from the Bani 

Isrua'eel) who cried for help the previous day began calling for his help (as he fought another 

Copt). (Because it appeared to Moosa that the person was one who was always getting involved in fights,)

Moosa told him (theIsraelite), “You are obviously a misleading (mischievous) person.”
(However, Moosa $ $ $ $ &  then realised that it was the Copt who was at fault)

19. (Therefore, Moosa decided to assist the Israelite. However,) When Moosa intended to
grab hold of the person who was an enemy to both of them (the Copt), he (the Israelite thought 

that Moosa was going to grab hold of him and therefore) Said, “O Moosa! Do yOU wish to kill me
like you killed the person yesterday? You only wish to become a tyrant on earth and 
have no intention of becoming a reformer.” (Hearing this, the Copt reported to Fthoun that it was 

Moosa who had killed the Copt the previous day. Fir’oun and his ministers therefore decided that Moosa

should be executed.)

20. (Fortunately,) A man came running from the furthest (remote) end of the town saying, 
“O Moosa! Verily the ministers are discussing the need to execute you (and will not hear 

your side that the killing was a mistake). So leave (the city for your own safety). I am Certainly a good 
counsellor to you (I am your well-wisher so take my advice and leave immediately). ”
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22. When Moosa turned to the direction of (the town of) Madyan, he said, “I have
hope that my Rabb will guide me to the straight path (the path of safety). ”

23. When he reached the water of Madyan (the place where people watered their animals), he 
found a group of people watering (their flocks). He also noticed two women (two sisters) 

keeping their distance (from the crowd). He asked, "What is the matter with you two (why 

are you two not watering with the others) ?” They replied, “ (Because of modesty) We cannot water (our 

flock) until the shepherds return (home after watering their animals). (We are the only ones in our family who 

can do this task because) Our father is an extremely old man. ”

24. So Moosa 5 ® ®  watered (their flock) on their behalf and then turned to some shade 
saying, “O my Rabb! Indeed I am needy of whatever good (food and shelter) you bestow on

1/
0P

25. (Ashe rested there) One of the two ladies came to him walking bashfully (modesty. She 
said, "My father is calling you (home) to reward you for watering (our flock) for us. When 
Moosa S W t  came to the father and related the stories (o f his arrival in Madyan) to him, he 
(the father) said, “Do not fear. (Here in Madyan) You are safe from the oppressive (unjust) 

nation (you are safe from  Fitoun because he has no authority here). ”

26. One of the ladies (sisters) said, "O  father! Employ him (to work fo r you). Indeed the best 
person you can employ is one who is (physically) strong (sothathecanably carry out his duties) and 
trustworthy (who will not misuse your property).”  (Twoimportantqualitiesforleadership)
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27. (Impressed bp the integrity ofM oosa  He (the father) said, “I wish to marry you to one
these daughters of mine on condition that you work for me for eight years. If you

upon you (you may therefore choose between eight and ten years). If Allaah wills, you will find me to 
be among the righteous (who will treat you honourably and keep my word).”

28. He (M o o s a & $ & )  said, “The matter is (settled) between the two of us. There should be 
no force on me with regard to whichever of the two terms (eight or ten years) I complete (the 

choice shall remain mine). Allaah is a Witness over whatever we say. ”

29. When he (Moosa completed the term and left (Madyan) with his wife fen mute to

Egypt), he perceived (observed what appeared to be) a fire. He told his wife, “Wait (here), for I see 
a fire. Perhaps I may bring you some news (directionstoEgypt) from (the people) there (atthefire), 

or a brand from the fire so that you may warm yourself.”

30. When he reached the fire, a call came (a voice raised) from a tree on the right side of 
the plain, in the blessed (the hollow o f a tree) piece of ground saying, “O Moosa! Indeed 1 
am Allaah, the Rabb of the universe.”

31. “Throw down your staff. ” When (Moosa threw it down,) ha Saw it writhing (quivering)

like a (thin) snake, (because of which) he turned on his heels (retreated) without looking back
fso that the snake should not attack him). (Allaah said to him) “O  Moosa! Come forward and do not 
fear. You are certainly among the safe ones.” (Allaah then instructed him to grab hold o f the snake. 
When he did this, it turned back into a staff.)

complete ten years (o f service), it will be your choice. (However,) I do not wish to impose
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32. (Allaah further told him,) “Thrust (put) your hand in your collar and it will emerge (come out) 

shining white without any disease. And, if you fear (that your hand will remain like this), attach 
your hand to your side (and it will return to normal). These are two proofs (miracles to proue to people 

that you are a Nabi) from your Rabb to Fir'oun and his ministers. Verily they were always a 
sinful (disobedient) nation (so preach Towheed to them ).”

33. He (Moosa S&KS&cJ said, “O  my Rabb! I had (mistakenly) hilled one of them and I fear 
that (if I  approach them) they will kill me (in retaliation). ”

34. “My brother Haaroon is more eloquent in speech than me, so send him as 
an aide to me to corroborate (support) me for Hear that they will reject me (call me a liar).”

35. Allaah said, “We shall shortly strengthen your arm with your brother and grant 
the two of you such power because of which they will never reach you (never be able to 

harm you). The two of you and those who follow you will be victorious with Our 
Aayaat.”

36. When Moosa came to them with Our clear Aayaat (miracles), they (Fir’oun and his ministers) 

said, “This (the miracles) is (merely) magic (and not real miracles) that have been falsely 
attributed (to Allaah). We have not heard of such a thing (happening) among our 
predecessors." (Fathers)

37. Moosa said, “My Rabb knows best who brings guidance (the correctDeen) from 
Him and who will meet a favourable end in the Aakhirah. Verily, the oppressors 
(Kujfaar) will never succeed.” (It will therefore be seen whether it is you orlwhoshall be successful.)
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38. (Fearing that Moosa may convince his people,) Fir'oun said, “O ministers! Besides
myself, I know of no other Uaah for your people. O Haamaan! Kindle for me a fire on 
sand (bake bricks fo r m e), then construct a (high) tower for me so that I may get a peek (peep) 

at Moosa's Rabb (to see whether he exists or not). I strongly feel that he (Moosa £) is from the
liars (he is lying about being aNabi o f his Rabb).”

39. Fir'oun and his armies were unjustly haughty on earth and thought that they will 
never return to Us (and will therefore not have to answer fo r their tyranny).

40. So We (ultimately) seized Fir'oun and his armies, and cast them into the sea (drowned 

them all). See what was the plight of the oppressors (and take heed from their unfortunate experience).

41. We made them leaders (on earth) who (did no good, but) called (others) towards the Fire (of

Jahannam by promoting Shirk). They will not be assisted (against Allaah’s punishment) in the 
Aakhirah.

©!
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42. We set a curse after them (deprived them o f Our mercy) in this world and on the Day of 
Qiyaamah they shall be among the despised ones.

43. Verily, after We had destroyed the former generations (o f  Kuffaar such as the And, Thamud 

and others), We granted Moosa S K E  the book (the Torah) as an eye-opener (Insight) for 
people and as a (meansof) guidance and mercy so that they may take heed fleam).

V
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44. You (0  Rasulullaah were never by the western side (o f the valley) when We gave 
(decreed) Moosa the command (to preach to Fihoun), nor were you among the
witnesses to this (However, you know about the incident as if you were there only because Allaah had informed 

you about it) . (This proves that Rasulullaah was indeed Allaah's Rasool because he never had the opportunity or
Capability to study such things nor has he the knowledge o f the unseen.)

45. Nevertheless, We created (raised) many generations (after Moosa , but their ages
dragged on for very long (causing them to become negligent and forget their responsibilities to Allaah). You 
(O  Rasulullaah S j  were not even a resident from the people of Madyan reciting Our 
Aayaat to them (you are therefore unable to possess such detailed knowledge o f  what happened there without 
receiving the information from Allaah). It is only We Who (select and) send Ambiyaa (to their nations. IVe 

have therefore selected you, O  Rasulullaah and there is none who can object to or reverse Our decision) .

•& s & 8 2 3 jif
46. You were not beside Mount Toor when We called (spoke to Moosa but you (have

knowledge of this incident because you) have been blessed with a mercy (Prophethood) from your 
Rabb so that you may warn a nation (the people ofMakkah) to whom (among whom) a Warner (a 

Nabi) has not come before, so that they may take heed.

47. (We would not have sent Ambiyaa $ $ & $ * )  If it were not for the fact that a calamity (punishment) 

would afflict them (people) on account of what (evil actions) their hands send ahead (to the 

Aakhirah), causing them to say, “O our Rabb! Why did You not send a Rasool to us so 
that we could follow (believe in and obey) Your Aayaat and become of the Mu'mineen?”

48. When the truth (Muhammad £i£ij came to them (the Mushrikeen o f  Makkah) from Us, they 
said, “Why is he not given something like that which was given to Moosa (such as the staff 

that became a snake, the shining hand or the entire scripture at once) ? ”  (If it is these things that make people accept 

Imaan, then) Did people not reject (disbelieve) what was previously given to Moosa ® ^ ? ” 
They said (about Moosa andHaaroon $ £ 8 8 ^ ), “Two magicians assisting each other,”
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and they said, “We do not accept any of them.” (Therefore, it is very likely that the Mushrikeen of 

Makkah will also reject these miracles like the people ofFir'oun did.)

49. Say (ta the Mushrikeen), “ (JfyourejecttheQur’aa n a n d th e T o ra h rev e a le d to M o a sa ^ ^ ^ i,th en )P T o itlC B  

(bring forth) a book from Allaah better in guidance than the two of them, which I shall 
follow if you are truthful (inyour claim that your book is better).”

50. If they do not respond (answer) to you (by bringing such a book to you), then you should know 
that they are following only their whims (they have no cause to reject except because they follow their 

passions). Who can be more unjust (misguided) than the one who follows his whims 
without any guidance from Allaah? Verily Allaah does not guide an oppressive (unjust) 

nation (those who do things merely because it appeals to their fancy will not be rightly guided because they refuse to 

accept any advice).

51. We sent this word (theQur'aan) repeatedly to them (the Mushrikeen) so that they may take 
heed (However, they still fail to accept).

52. Those (Jews and Christians) to whom We have given the Book (the Torah and Injeel) from 
before (the coming o f the Quraan) believe in it (they believe in the Qur’aan because they had been informed 

about R asu lu llaah^^ arriving with it).

53. When it (theQur'aan) is recited to them (the Jews and Christians who accepted Islaam), they say, 
“We believe in it. It is definitely the truth from our Rabb. Indeed, we were 
subservient (to Allaah's commands) from before (the arrival o f this Quriaan). ”

54. These people will be granted (receive) double reward on account of their Sabr
(because they believed in theirNabi before Rasulultaah came to them and then believed in him as well). They
resist evil with good and spend (in charity) from what We have given (provided) them.
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55. When they hear futile (vain) talk (such as verbal abuse from the Kufjaar), they turn away from it
(ignore it) saying, “Our actions are ours (and none o f your concern because we will answer fo r them) and 
your actions are yours (and none of our concern because you will have to answer fo r them). We greet you 
with Salaam (we take leave from you). We do not seek (do not wish to converse and be with) the 
ignorant (such as yourselves who can only criticise others rather than attempt to see things their way or at least respect 

their opinions).”

56. (Referring to Rasulullaah 's remorse when he was unable to get his uncle Abu Taalib to accept Islaam before he

died, Allaah says,) Verily you (O Rasulullaah ijSSij cannot guide those whom you love (to Islaam), 

but Allaah guides whoever He wills. He is best aware of those who are (deserving to be) 

rightly guided (and who deserve to be guided to Imaan).

57. They (the Mushrikeen qfMakkah) say (to Rasulullaah “If we follow the guidance (Islaam) 

with you, (the other Arab tribes will attack us and) we will be removed from our land.” Have We 
not given them a safe Haram (where no one dares attack them), to which the fruit (product) of 
everything is brought as a provision from Us (because o f  which they will not face starvation even 

though others may refuse to deal with them) ?  However, most of them have no knowledge. (Even 

before the com ing o f  Rasulullaah &^ , Allaah had made the Haram qfMakkah a sacred place and all the Arabs regarded 

it as a place where no blood could be spilt. For this reason, while people were killed around Makkah, the people of 
Makkah always remained safe. The excuse they mentioned above for not accepting Islaam was therefore Invalid because 
they would have enjoyed the same safety even after accepting Islaam)

58. Mcmy were the towns that We have destroyed (because o f their kufr), who boasted about 
their affluence (their wealth which was o f no help to them against Allaah's punishment). There lie (the ruins of) 

their homes, which were occupied only a short while after them (for a few days or hours by 

passing travellers). We have always been the successors (o f all nations because We remain after them).
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59. Your Rabb would never destroy towns until He sends a Rasool to their capital
(main city) who recites His Aayaat to them (thereby giving them a chance to accept Imaan). We would 
never destroy towns unless their inhabitants were oppressive (sinners by rejecting their Rasool 

and committing kufr).

61. Can the person (theMu’min) who receives the promise (qfjannah which) We made to him
(for accepting Imaan and fo r doing good deeds), be like the One (theKaafir) to whomWe have granted 
the pleasures (benefit) of this worldly life, after which he will be from those to be 
presented (as a morse! to Jahannam) on the Day of Qiyaamah? (Therefore, a Mu'min is always better than 
aKaafir)

® a

62. (Do not forget) The day (o f  Qiyaamah) when Allaah shall call them (the Mushrikeen) saying, 
“Where are those partners that you ascribed to Me (where are the Shayaateen and your leaders 

whom you listened to instead o f M e  as if they were My partners? Are they here to assist you) ? ”

*  S> £

63. Those against whom the decision (o f punishment) shall be passed (the Shayaateen and 

Kuffaar leaders), will say (admit), “O our Rabb! These are the ones whom we had misled
(seduced). We misled (seduced) them (without force) just as we were misled (without force). We 
make it clear before You that we are absolved (free) of them (they obeyed us out o f their own free 

will). They never (really) worshipped (followed) US (but it UJOS their own desires that they followed).”

»5SS%&SM
64. It will be said, “Call your partners (those whom you worshipped instead o f Allaah).”  They (the 

Mushrikeen) will then call for them (for their gods to assist them), but they will not respond to 
them. They will (then) see the punishment (before their uery eyes without anyone to assist them). If 
Only they were rightly guided (then they would not have to face the terrible punishment).
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65. (Keep in mind) The day (ofQiyaamah) when Allaah will call them (theKuffaar) saying, “How 
did you respond to the Ambiyaa (Did you obey them or n o t)?  ”

66. All information (excuses to save themselves) will be lost to them on that day (they will be 

completely dumbfounded) and they will not (even) be able to ask each other (for an appropriate 

reply).

67. As for those who repent (from kufr), have Imaan and do righteous deeds, it is 
expected that they will be from the successful ones (on the Day ofQiyaamah).

68. Your Rabb creates whatever He wills and selects (chooses whoever He wills to be a Nabi and 

whatever injuneliansHedeemsapprapriate far a nation). T h e y  (people) haveno choice (in the matter and therefore 

have no right to object). Allaah is Pure and Exalted above all (gods) they ascribe as (His) partner.

69. Your Rabb knows what (beliefsand intentions) their hearts conceal (hide) and what (actions) 

they make public (reveal) ( Therefore, nothing can be hidden from H im ).

70. He is Allaah, besides Whom there is no llaah. All praise belongs to Him in the 
first (this world) and in the next (theAakhirah). All command (control over everything) is His, and to 
Him shall you all be returned (for questioning after death).

*  *  dC

71. Say, “Tell me. If Allaah makes the night perpetual (unending) for you until the Day of 
Qiyaamah, which llaah besides Him can bring light to you? Can you not hear (listen to 

this with the intention o f understanding and accepting) ? ”
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72. Say, “Tell me. if Allaah makes fhe day perpetual (unending) for you until the Day of 
Qiyaatnah, which Ilaah besides Him can bring night to you, in which you may find peace?
(nest) Can yOU not See (understandthatyouarewrongtoworshipathergodswhenAHaahistheMastFbwerfijl) ?”

73. Out of His mercy, He has created the day and the night for you so that you may 
find peace (rest) in them, seek from His bounty (earn your living), and express your 
gratitude to Him (forthese and other favours).

74. (Remember) The day when Allaah will call them (theMushrikeen) saying, “Where are the 
partners that you ascribed to Me?”

® Q l ? &

75. We will extract (draw out) a witness from every nation (who will be their Nabi) and (when he 

testifies to their kufr, We will) Say (to them), “Produce (bring) yOUT proof (to prove that your gods are more 

worthy o f worship than Allaah).”  They will then come to know that the right (o f being worshipped) 

belongs only to Allaah and whatever they ascribed to Allaah will be lost to them
(unable to assist them in the least) .

76. Indeed Qaaroon was from Moosa <M«S|£'s people (the Bani Israa'eel), but he rebelled
(outrageously) against them (oppressed them and behaved arrogantly towards them). We granted him 
treasures, the keys of which were too heavy (even) for a mighty troop of men. (Remember 

the time) When his people (the Mu'mineen from the Bani Israa'eel) told him, “Do not be boastful 
(proud), for verily Allaah does not like the boastful ones.” (proudones)
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77. “Seek (to earn) the Home of the Aakhirah using the means (wealth and status) that Allaah 
has granted you (by using these means to please Allaah) and do not forget (to take) your portion of 
this world (as rewards to the Aakhirah by spending for Allaah's pleasure). Be good (towards others) just as 
Allaah has been good to you (by granting you so much wealth). And do not seek (to create) 

corruption (evil) on earth, for Allaah does not like those who create corruption.” (evil)

78. (Refusing to acknowledge that his wealth was from Allaah,) He replied, “I have been granted all of 
this (wealth) because of the knowledge I possess (because la m  skilled in making m oney).”  Did he 
not know that Allaah had already destroyed many generations before him who were
(physically and financially) more powerful (stronger) than him (much) and larger in number (he 

should therefore realise that Allaah has complete control over everything and that everything comes from Him) ? The 
criminals (sinners) will not be questioned about their sins (on the Day ofQiyaamah, rather they will 

only need to admit their sins because Allaah has complete knowledge o f what they do).

79. So he (Qaaroon) emerged among his people in pomp and splendour (making a show ofhis 

wealth). Those who desired the world gaped, “If only we also possessed what Qaaroon 
has! Undoubtedly, he is extremely fortunate.” (a man o f mighty fortune)

80. Those who were granted knowledge (the understanding o f Dean) said, “Woe to you! 
Allaah's rewards are better for the one who has Imaan and who does good deeds. 
(However,) Only those who exercise Sabr shall receive (willendure) this.”

81. So We plunged (sank; Qaaroon and his home within the ground (the ground swallowed him 

up together with all his possessions). (When Allaah's punishment arrived,) There were no troops to assist 
him against (the punishment of) Allaah, nor could he assist himself (despite what he possessed).
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82. The next morning those who yearned to be like him the previous day said, “O 
dear! Indeed Allaah increases (extends) sustenance for those bondsmen He wills and 
decreases (for whoever He wills. We should therefore be content with whatAllaah has given us). (We were wrong to 

think that Allaah had not favoured us by giving us what Qaaroon had because) If it were not for Allaah's 
favour (mercy) On US, we would also have been plunged (sunk into the earth like him). Alas! The 
Kaafiroon will certainly not succeed (despite their vast fortunes)."

83. This (Jannah) is the (last) Home of the Aakhirah, which We shall assign (give) to those 
who do not desire pomp (glory) on earth nor corruption. The (best) outcome (ultimate)  shall 
be for those with Taqwa. (Allaah fearing ones)

O*

84. Whoever brings a good deed (to the Aakhirah) will receive (a reward) better than that (His 

reward will be multiplied at least ten times). (On the other hand), Whoever brings a sin, the sinners (evil 

doers) will be punished only for what they did (theirpunishment will not be more than they deserve).

85. (When Rasulullaah (S S  was forced to leave Makkah, Allaah consoled him by saying,) Verily, the One Who 
has made (practising and propagating) the Qur'aan obligatory on you shall return you to your 
place of return (to Makkah and ultimately to Jannah). Say (to the Mushrikeen who accuse you o f misleading 

people), “My Rabb knows best who brings guidance (understanding o f the way) and who is in 
manifest error.”

86. (O  Rasulullaah Before being commanded to preach to people as a Nabi) You never expected that
the Book (the Qur'aan) would be given to you, but it is only by the mercy of your Rabb (that 

He has chosen you to be His Rasool and revealed the Qur'aan to you). So (because you have been granted this noble 

status, you should) never be an accomplice to the Kaafiroon (by doing as they say because this does not 

befit your high standing).

87. They (the Kuffaar) should never prevent (bar) you from (practising and preaching) Allaah's
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Aayaat after they have been revealed to you. (Despite their hostilities, you should) Keep calling 
towards your Rabb and never be from the Mushrikeen.

88. Do not call to (do not worship) another Uaah with Allaah. There is no Ilaah but Him. 
Everything shall perish but His Countenance. All decisions (commands) rest with Him 
and to Him shall you all be returned (after death).
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Surah 2 9  Surah Ankaboot

T H E  S P ID E R

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH ANKABOOT  AND SURAH QASAS 

By Name: It has been established from the Qasas (stories) of Moosa that he endured 
great difficulties in propagating the belief that prayers should be directed only to Allaah because 
he is the Only Helper and source of blessings.

Surah Ankaboot explains that the belief in others being able to assist and that they are sources of 
good is as weak and fragile as the web of a spider (Ankaboot). Just as the spider's web cannot 
provide safety from heat, cold and the other elements, calling to anyone besides Allaah in times 
of adversity is equally futile.

By Content: Surah Furqaan proves that Allaah is the Only source of blessings. To substantiate 
this belief, Surah Furqaan and Surah Shu'araa cite numerous proofs. Surah Naml also cites 
reasons for Allaah being man's only true Benefactor. Thereafter, Surah Qasas tells about the 
hardships that Moosa endured in propagating the same beliefs, thereby encouraging
Rasulullaah $86% also to prepare for hardhips. Now Surah Ankaboot encourages people to accept 
these beliefs and prepares them for the same endurance.

A SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

Surah Ankaboot includes the central message of the Qur'aan (Towheed) together with two 
specific messages. The two specific messages are:

1. Hardships and difficulties will afflict the Mu'mineen.
2. Those who reject Towheed will not be able to escape Allaah's punishment.

The first message of the Surah is expressed in the narrations about Nooh (verses 14,15), 
Ibraheem (verses 16-27) and Loot (verses 28-35). All these narrations demonstrate
the fortitude exercised by these Ambiyaa $$$$$* when they suffered tremendous pain and 
hardship as they propagated the message of Towheed. Allaah prepares the Mu'mineen for the 
same by relating these narrations.

The second message of the Surah is expressed in the incidents of the people of Madyan (verse 36, 
37), the Aad (verse 38), the Thamud (verse 38) and those who opposed Moosa viz.
Fir'oun, Haamaan and Qaaroon (verses 39). The punishment that each of these nations received 
is mentioned in verse 40.

The general message of Towheed, which is central to the Qur'aan, is mentioned midway in the 
Surah. It is followed by four logical proofs, the most outstanding of which is contained in the verse 
that bears the title of the Surah. Allaah says in the verse, “The example of those who adopt 
defenders (gods) besides Allaah is like the example of a spider who spun a web. 
Without doubt, the weakest of homes is the home (web) of the spider, if only they 
would understand.” (Just as the spider thinks that his web is the strongest home in the world, 
the Mushrikeen think that their gods are the most powerful. However, just as the spider's web can 
offer the spider no protection from even a gust o f wind, the gods o f the Mushrikeen can also not 
givethem any protection.) [verse 41],
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In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful.

1. AlifLaamMeem. (Only Allaah knowsthe correct meaning o f these letters.)

2. Do people (theMu'mineen) think that they will be left to say, “We have Imaan!” without 
being tested? (In fact, the stranger the Imaan, the harderthe test.)

3. We certainly tested those (Mumineen) before them, and (by putting people through tests) 

Allaah will definitely (make people) know those who are true (in their Imaan) and He will 
definitely (makepeople) know who the liars are (whoselmaan in not sincere).

4. Do those who do evil (who commit kufr and Shirk) think that they can escape Us (escape Our 

punishment) ? Evil (wrong) indeed is the decision (judgement) they take (because none can ever escape 

Our punishment).

5. Whoever yearns to meet Allaah (should know that) the term of Allaah (the time stipulated by

6. Whoever strives (fights the Kuffaar or his own passions) strives only for himself (for his own benefit 

because he will attain the benefits and rewards). Allaah is Independent of the entire universe (and is 
not dependent on their worship or obedience). (He created us to confer blessing on us).

Allaah when He will meet people) will certainly arrive. And He is the All Hearing, the All 
Knowing.
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7. Those who have Imaan and do good deeds, We shall definitely cancel (forgive) their 
sins from them and reward them (with blessings that are) better than what (acti'onsj they did 
(because the rewards o f  the Aakhirah are everlasting).

8. We (emphatically) commanded (directed) man to treat his parents kindly. (However), If they 
(your parents) force you to ascribe partners to Me about which you have no knowledge
(aboutwhomyou have no proof that they deserve to be worshipped), then do not obey them (your parents).

Your return (after death) shall be to Me, when I shall inform you of what you used to do.
(Therefore, when anyone wants you to do something that displeases Me, do not obey them because you will ultimately 
have to answer to M e.}

9. We shall definitely include (admit) those who have Imaan and who do good deeds 
among the righteous (among theAmbiyaa and other pious people with whom they will be raised on the

Day ofQiyaamah).

10. Among people are those (Munaafiqeen) who say, “We believe in Allaah!” Then, when 
they suffer any adversity (difficulty) for (the cause of) Allaah, they (are unable to bear it and) treat the 
difficulty (which) people give like (as if it is as severe as) Allaah's punishment. If help (victory) 

comes (to you Muslims) from your Rabb, they (the Munaafiqeen) will certainly say, “We were 
always with you fond therefore also deserve a share o f  the booty). ” Does Allaah not know best what 
is in the hearts of all in the universe? (Allaah knows well what is in the hearts of the Munaafiqeen and will 
punish themfortheir hypocrisy.) 11

11. (By puttingpeople through tests), Allaah will certainly (makepeople) know who are those with 
(true) Imaan and will definitely (makepeople) know who are the hypocrites (deceivers).
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12.TheKuffaar saytotheMu'mineen, “Follow our way and we will bear the burden of 
your sins (we are prepared to suffer the punishment fo r your sins without you suffering any punishment).”  

They (the Kuffaar) will not Carry any part of their sins (the sins o f the Mu'mineen because each person 

will suffer the punishment o f  his/her own sins). They are certainly liars (and will never keep their word even if it 

were possible to bear the burden o f other people's sins).

13. (What will happen is that) They will certainly carry their own burdens (o f sin) in addition to 
those of Others (whom they caused to sin, without the actual sinners being absolved o f punishment). And On 
the Day of Qiyamaah they will definitely be questioned about what they fabricated
(about the partners they attributed toAIIaah).

14. Without doubt, we sent Nooh fas a Rasool) to his nation, where he remained
(preaching Towheed to them) for a thousand years less fifty years (950 years). Then (when they refused 

to accept his message and continued to harass him, he prayed to Alladh to destroy them. Consequently) a Storm 
(flood) struck them (and they were all drowned) while they were oppressive (to themselves by refusing 

to accept Imaan).

15. We rescued (saved) Nooh and the people (with him) on the ark, making it (the

incident) a lesson 'sign) for the (people o f the) Universe (to remind them about the consequences o f rejecting the 

Ambiyaa).

16. (And We also sent) Ibraheem (asaNabitohiscommunity), (so remember the time) when he said to his 
people, “Worship Allaah and fear (disobeying) him. This is best for you if only you knew
(if you have understanding). ”

17. “Instead of Allaah, you merely worship idols and fabricate lies (about Allaah by saying
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that your idols are His partners). Those (idols) that you worship instead of Allaah do not have 
control of your sustenance, so seek your sustenance from Allaah, worship Him and 
show gratitude (thanks) to Him. To Him shall you be returned.”

18. “If you deny (me and my message), then (this is nothing new because) many nations have denied 
before you. (However; the choice is yours because) The duty of the Rasool is merely clear 
propagation (he cannot force you to accept) . ”

19. Do they (theKuffaar) not see how Allaah originates creation (createsthem thefirstume) and 
then repeats (the feat o f  creating them after their deaths) ? This is certainly (very) easy for Allaah (so 

how can anyone deny that they will be resurrected?).

20. Say, “Travel in the lands and see how He (Allaah) creates (nations) the first time and 
then (after their deaths) produces (raises up) another creation (raises other nations to replace them). 

Indeed Allaah has power over all things (and nothing is difficult fo r H im ).”

21. Allaah punishes whoever He wills and has mercy on whoever He wills. To Him 
shall you be returned (after death).

22. You can never escape (Allaah'spunishment) on earth, nor in the sky. Besides Allaah You 
have no Protecting friend nor any Helper (who can save you from punishment).

W ;
23. Those who reject (denyjAllaah's Aayaat (lessons) and meeting with Him will lose 
hope in My mercy (on the Day o f Qiyaamah when they will see the punishment fo r themselves) and they 
shall have a torturous (grievous) punishment.
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24. (When lbraheem convincingly proved to his people that their idols were helpless, as mentioned in verses

58-67 o f Surah 21), The only reply fcnsuerjthat his people could give was to say, “Kill him or 
burn him!” Then Allaah saved him from the fire (by commanding the fire to be cool and peaceful fo r  

him). Undoubtedly, there are certainly (dear) signs in this for people who have Imaan.

25. He (lbraheem $ & W !t ) said, “You have merely taken to worship idols because of your 
mutual love in this worldly life (because o f your love for certain good people, initially you made idols in their 

forms as a form of respect, but thereafter Shaytaan fooled you into worshipping them). (However, despite this hue) 

Soon, on the Day of Qiyaamah, you will oppose (deny) each other and curse each other
(worshippers will curse their idols and vice versa). Your abode shall be the Fire and you will have no 
helpers. ” (As Allaah savedlbraheem from the fre, so will Hesaue you from the eternal f r e  so believe in Him.)

2 6. (From among lbraheem people, h is nephew) Loot believed him. (After trying in vain to

convince his people after many years,) lbraheem (eventually) Said, “I shall migrate to (a place

called Shaam where) my Rabb (has commanded me to go, to Shaam). He is certainly the Mighty, the 
Wise (and knows what is best fo r m e).”

27. We gifted (blessed) him (Ibrahim) with (a son) Is'haaq and (a grandson) Ya'qoob
kept Prophethood and scriptures in his progeny (by making his descendants Ambiyaa M m )  

and granted him his reward in this world. (In addition to this, he will also be rewarded tremendously in 

theAakhirah because) He shall certainly be among the righteous ones in the Aakhirah.

28. (And we also sent) Loot (as a Nabi, Remember the time) when he said to his people,
“Indeed you people engage in an obscene act (homosexuality), which none in the 
universe has indulged in before you. ”
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29. "Do you approach men (for sexual pleasure instead o f women), waylay the highways (to rob 

travellers) and (without shame, you even) perpetrate evil in your gatherings (in public) ? ”  (Admitting 

that they were guilty o f these evils), The only reply (answer) that his people could give was to say, 
“Bring Allaah's punishment to us if you are from among the truthful (if your threat o f

punishment is true) « ”

30. He (Loot$&W&) said, “O my Rabb! Assist me against those who cause corruption
(by punishing them ).”  (Allaah accepted his du'aa and sent angels to punish them. Before proceeding to punish them, 

Allaah instructed them to first meetlbraheem and to inform him that a son will be bom to him).

31. When Our messenger angels came to Ibraheem with the good news (that he 

mas to father a son by the name o f Is'haaq t̂®*SsSS), they (also) Said, “We are to destroy the 
inhabitants of this town (o f  Loot $ $ $ & ) .  Its inhabitants are certainly oppressors (terrible 

sinners).”

32. He (Ibraheem <&(SS$k) said, “ (How can you destroy these people when) Loot is among them.” 
They (the angels) replied, “We know better (well) who is present in the town. We shall 
definitely rescue (save) him and his family (from the punishment), except his wife. She will 
be among those left behind (tosuffer die punishment because she is one of the kuffaar).”

33. When Our messenger angels came to Loot MlJSSs (to inform him about what was to take place), 

he was grieved (troubled) by their presence and his heart was distressed (troubled because he 

feared that his people would attempt to sodomise them). They (the angels) said, “Do not fear, nor grieve 
(because we are angels and the people cannot harm us in the least). (We shall shortly destroy your people but) We Will
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surely rescue (save) you and your family, except your wife. She will be of those left 
behind (tosufferthepunishment)."

34. “We will send down on the people of this town a punishment from the sky (a shower 

o f stones) on account of their disobedience.”

35. Indeed We left behind in them (in those towns) an Aayah (a sign) which is clear to those 
who have understanding (making it clear to them that this is the plight o f  those who fail to believe in their 

Ambiyaa ), (This was seen by the Makkans who went to Shaam.)

^%U0M

©/ ’.J’ ’ C

36. To (the people of) Madyan (We sent) their brother Shu'ayb (os a Nabi to them). He said, “O my 
people! Worship Allaah, hope for (expect) the Last Day and do not spread corruption on 
earth (by promoting dishonesty, gambling, interest and robbery).”

37. They rejected him (called him a liar), so an earthquake seized them and (afterwards) they 
lay kneeling (prostrate) down in their homes (dead).

38. And (We also destroyed) the Aad and the Thamud, whose condition (destruction) is 
apparent (has became clear) to you by (the ruins that are left of) their dwellings. Shaytaan (secretly) 

beautified their (evil) actions for them and prevented them from the straight path even 
though they were people of deep insight. (However, his trickery fooled even them.)

39. And (Wealso destroyed) Qaaroon, Fir'oun and Haamaan. Without doubt, Moosa 
came to them with clear signs (miracles and proofs o f  Towheed), but they were arrogant (proud)
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40. We seized (punished) each of them on account of his sin. Against one of them (theAad) 

We sent a violent wind (pebble storm to destroy them). One of them (the Thamud) was seized 
(destroyed) by a shout (loud screech). One of them (Qaaroon) was swallowed by the ground and 
we drowned another (Fir'oun and his army). Allaah was never One to oppress them (by

punishingthem without first sending guidance to them), but they used to oppress (wrong) themselves (by 
refusing to accept the guidance that came to them).

41. The example of those who adopt (take) defenders (gods) besides Allaah is like the 
example of a spider who spins a web. Without doubt, the weakest of homes is the 
home (web) of the spider, if only they would understand. (Just as the spider thinks that its web is the
strongest home in the world, the Mushrikeen think that their gods are the most powerful. However.; just as the spider's web 
can offer the spider no protection from even a gust of windr the gods o f the Mushrikeen also cannot give them any 
protection.)

42. Verily Allaah has knowledge of whatever they call to (worship) besides Him. He is 
the Mighty, the Wise.

43. These are the examples that We coin (set) for people (to make them understand the truth). 

(However not, every person will not take heed because) Only those with knowledge (those who think deeply) 

will understand them (and learn the lesson beingtaught).

44. Allaah has created the heavens and the earth in truth (in perfect proportions and withperfect 

/unctions]. There is certainly an Aayah (a clear sign reflecting Allaah's great power) in them for the 
Mu'mineen.
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45. Recite the Book (the Qutaan) which has been revealed to you and establish salaah. 
Verily salaah (performed with all its conditions and etiquette) prevents (the person performing the salaah from) 

immoral (indecent) behaviour and evil. Without doubt, the Dhikr of Allaah is greatest
(greater than otherform sof worship that are devoid ofAllaah's remembrance). Allaah knows (the details of) what 
you do (and will reward you for every action carried out sincerely).

46. Debate with the People of the Book only with in that (maimer) which is best (which 

proves your standpoint without offending them); except those of them who are unjust (those who are 

obstinate, fo r it is best to leave them alone). And say (to them), “We believe in what was revealed to 
US through Rasulullaah &Sr) and what was revealed to you (through your Ambiyaa J. (The

essence o f what was revealed to all the Ambiyaa is that) Our Uaah and your Ilaah is One and
(therefore) we surrender (Only) to Him (to His commands).”

47. In a like manner (as We have revealed the Torah to Moosa and the Injeel to Isa We
have revealed the Book (theQur'aan) to you (O  Muhammad So those to whom We have 
given the Book (the Ahlul Kitaab) believe in it (in the Quraan because they are acquainted with divine 

scriptures), and there are some of these people (the people o f  Makkah) who also believe in it. It
is only the (die-hard disobedient) Kaafiroon who reject Our Aayaat (because o f  their stubbornness).

48. Before this (Quraan), you (O  Muhammad 8S$r) were unable to recite any book, neither 
could you write with your right hand (because you had not learnt to read or write from any person). 

Otherwise (had you been a person proficient in reading and writing), the people of falsehood (theKuffaar) 

would be Cast into doubt (they would thinkthatyou yourself had written theQur’aan).

49. But this Qur'aan is (in itself a compilation of) clear Aayaat (that prove that they are from Allaah) in
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the hearts of those given knowledge (those who commit the Qur'aan to memory and who understand it). 

It is Only the oppressors (those who oppress themselves by refusing to accept the truth) who reject Our 
Aayaat.

50. They (the Kuffaar) say, “Why does an Aayah (a miracles of our choice) not come to him 
(Muhammad H i )  from his Rabb?” Say, “Aayaat (miracles) are all in Allaah's control (He will 

decide whether or not to allow me to demonstrate such m iracles). I am but One who clearly warns (people 

about the consequences o f rejecting Imaan and it is not my duty to force them to believe). ”

51. Is it (the miracle) not sufficient for them (the Kuffaar) that we have revealed a Book (the 

Qur'aan) to you, which is recited to them? (In addition to the Qur'aan being a timeless miracle on its own 

which proves the Prophethoad afRasulullaah 8SS ,) There is certainly mercy and a reminder in it for 
those who have Imaan.

52. Say, “Allaah suffices as a Witness between myself and yourselves. (He is enough as 

Witness to my Prophethoad even if you Kuffaar refuse to believe me.) (Allaah's testimony is beyond doubt because) He 
knows what is in the heavens and the earth. Those who believe in falsehood and 
disbelieve in Allaah are fin reality) the true losers (who will suffer losses in both worlds).”

53. (O  Rasulullaah 9 $ $ ! By the Kuffaar constantly asking when punishment will overtake them, it seems as if) They 
seek to rush you with (demand their own) punishment. If it were not for a prescribed term 
(after which punishment will come to them), the punishment would have certainly come to them
(already because they deserve it). It (the punishment) Will definitely COme to them Suddenly when 
they do not perceive it (taking them totally by surprise).

54. They (the Kaqfiroon) Seek to rush you with the punishment (demand it from you by repeatedly 

asking you when it will come) whereas (their punishment will certainly come to them In the Aakhirah when) 

Jahannam will certainly surround the Kaafiroon.
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55. (This will take place) On the day ( o f  Q iy a a m a h ) when the punishment will envelope them 
from above and from beneath their feet (a n d  th ey  w ill b e  u n a b le  to  e s ca p e ). It will then be said 
to them, ‘Taste (th e  p u n is h m en t f o r ) what you used to do (in  th e  w o r ld ) .”

@

56.0  My bondsmen (servan ts ) who have Imaan! Indeed My earth is vast (and  y o u  d o  n o t  have  

to remain in  a p la ce  w here  y o u  a re  p ro h ib ite d  f r o m  w orsh ipp in g  M e ) ,  SO ( i f  y ou  a re in su ch  a p la ce , m a k e  H ijra h  t o  a  

p la ce  w here  y o u  ca n ) Worship Me Only.

57. (D o  n o t fo rg e t  tha t life  is s h o rt b ecau se ) Every soul shall taste death, after which you will all 
be returned to Us. (T h e n  it w ill b e  to o  la te to  say th a t y ou  w ere  u n a b le  t o  w orsh ip  M e  w h ere  y ou  liued. Th e re fo re , 

m a ke H ijra h  f r o m  ev il to  g o o d  b e fo re y o u le a v e th is w o r ld .)

58. As for those who have Imaan and who perform good deeds, We will certainly 
settle them in balconies of Jannah, beneath which rivers flow. There they shall live 
forever. What a grand (e x ce lle n t) reward for those who act (d o  g o o d  d e a d s ). . .

59 those who exercise Sabr and who trust only in their Rabb.

60. How many are the animals that do not carry their own provision (as m an  does ) ? 
(D e sp ite  th is ), Allaah (s till) sustains them and you (p e o p le ) as well. (Y o u  sh ou ld  th e re fo re  have  n o  fe a r  o f  

sustenance w hen  y o u  m a ke H ijrah , lea v in g  y o u r  possessions b eh in d .) He is the All Hearing Shears a ll y ou r  

du 'aas j, the All Knowing (knows y o u r  n eed s  an d  w ill fu lf i l  th e m ).

61. If you ask them (th e  M u sh rik e en ) who created the heavens and the earth and who 
made the sun and the moon subservient (su bm ittin g  to  H is  c o m m a n d  an d  at th e  s e rv ice  o f  m a n k in d ), 

they will definitely reply, “Allaah!” So (despite possessing th is k n ow led g e ) to where are they 
wandering astray (b y  con tin u ou s ly  p ra c tis in g  S h irk ) ?
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62. Allaah increases (en la rges ) sustenance far whoever He wills of His bondsmen 
(servants) and reduces ( i t  f o r  w h o e v e r  h e  w ills ). Verily Allaah has knowledge of all things. (H e

knows exactly why some deserve more and others less.)

63. If you ask them (th e  M u sh rik e en ) who sends rain from the sky, thereby reviving the 
earth (b y  p ro d u c in g  vege ta tion ) after its death (a fte r  it ha d  b ee n  u n a b le  t o  b ea r a n y th in g ), they null 
certainly reply, “Allaah!” Say, “All praise belongs to Allaah” (b eca u se  it is H e  who enab les  

oth ers  to  d o  s o m e th in g  p ra ise w orth y ). However, most of them have no understanding (they  fa il to  

realise th e  con tra d ic tion  in  th e ir  b e lie fs ).

64. The life of this world is (b u t a ) mere futility and play (te m p o ra ry  a n d  w ith ou t b u e  b en e fit ). 

Without doubt, the life of the Aakhirah is true (rea l) life (an existence o f  b u e  h a p p iness ). If only 
they knew ( I fp e o p le  un d ers tood  this, th ey  w ou ld  n o t g iv e  p re fe re n ce  to  this w o rld  o v e r th e A a k h ira h ) .

65. When they (th e  M u sh r ik e en ) board a ship (w h ich  is s tru ck  by bad  w eather and  th en  th rea tens t o  s in k ), 

they pray to Allaah ( to  save th e m ) with sincere belief in (o n ly ) Him (k n ow in g  tha t on ly  H e  can  save  

th e m ). But when He (c o m p le te ly ) rescues them (a n d sa fe ly  d e livers  th e m ) to land, they again begin 
to ascribe partners to Him...

66__ (th is  they  d o ) to show ingratitude for what (favou rs )  We gave them and (th e y  d o  it  s o  that they

m ay c o n t in u e ) to enjoy (th e ir  lives In  th is w orld  w ithou t ha v in g  to  regu la te  th e ir  lives w ith A llaah 's  co m m a n d s ). 

Soon (w h en  p u n is h m en t afflicts th em  in th is w o rld  o r  in  ih e  Aakhirah,) they will COme to know (th a t th e ir  

b eh a v iou r ha d  b een  w ro n g ).

67. Do they (th e  M u sh r ik e en  o fM a k k a h ) not see that We have (fa v o u re d  th em  becau se  W e ) made the
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Haram a place of safety (a place where the Arabs regarded kilting for any reason to be forbidden), while 
people are being ravaged (attacked all) around them (in this manner, the people ofMakkah were always 

safe from attack) ?  Do they believe in falsehood (their idols) and (thereby) show ingratitude
(disbelief) for Allaah's bounties (to them) ?  (Instead o f worshipping Allaah Who secured this safety fo r them, 

they worship their idols instead.)

68. Who can be more unjust than he who invents (forges) lies against Allaah (by ascribing 

partners to H im) or rejects (completely) the truth when it comes to him? Is there not an abode 
for the Kaafiroon in Jahannam? (Jahannamshallcertainlybetheirfinaldestination.)

69. We shall definitely show Our avenues (o f guidance and insight leading to Jannah) to those 
who exert themselves (strive) in Our cause (fo rO u rD een ). Verily Allaah is certainly with 
those who do good (and will always assist them).
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Surah 3 0  Surah Room

ROME
THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH R O O M  AND SURAH ANKABOOT

By Name: The example of the spider in Surah Ankaboot illustrates that Only Allaah is man's 
Helper and True Benefactor. Turning away from Touiheed and seeking assistance from other 
gods is as futile as seeking shelter from the elements using the web of a spider (Ankaboot). If the 
Mu'mineen hold fast to the belief in Towheed, Allaah will grant them victory over their enemies 
that will be as resounding and impressive as the victory achieved by ancient Rome (Room) over 
the Persians.

By Content: Averse of Surah Ankaboot states, “Do people (the Mu'mineen) think that they 
will be left to say, “We have Imaan!” without being tested?” [verse 2], Merely declaring 
one's Imaan is not all that is required from a Mu'min. In addition to this, the Mu'mineen will have 
to fulfil many more obligations such as waging Jihaad against the Kuffaar, by which they will 
suffer many trials and tribulations.

A SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

Because the Mu'mineen can overpower the Kuffaar only on account of their belief in Towheed, 
Allaah says in verse 17, “ So glorify Allaah's purity (perform salaah and remember Allaah) as 
you spend the evenings and the mornings.” . Allaah impresses upon man that (morning and 
evening) he must abstain from Shirk and regard Allaah to be Pure from all partners, and continue 
to glorify and praise Him. This point is repeated twice in the Surah, in the following two verses:

1. “So focus your attention only on this Deen as a Haneef (one who turns away from 
every other religion)...”  [verse 30]
2. “So focus your attention on the upright Deen (fslaamj...” [verse43]

It is only when the Mu'mineen adhere to pure Towheed and live according to the injunctions of 
Islaam that Allaah will grant them the required assistance against their enemies. The concept of 
Towheed is so clear and substantiated by so many proofs that one must never forsake it. 
Therefore, one must strictly adhere to the straight Deen of Islaam. The Surah also discusses three 
factors which save one from punishment viz. (1) not to commit Shirk, (2) to be kind, (3) not to 
oppress.

The Surah conveys glad tidings to the Muslims, telling them that they will soon defeat the 
Mushrikeen just as the Romans will defeat the Persians. Allaah says in verses 4 and 5, “And on 
that day (when Rome defeats Persia) the Mu'mineen will rejoice about Allaah's 
assistance (because like the Mu'mineen, the Ahlul Kitaab were also monotheists, whereas the 
Persians were polytheists).” This victory is only possible with Allaah's assistance. Once He
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promises His assistance, it will come to pass because “Allaah never breaks His promise.” 
[verse 6]

Because belief in Towheed is of paramount importance to be able to defeat the Kuffaar, this 
Surah substantiates belief in Towheed using thirteen logical proofs. Allaah also cites an example 
to illustrate the difference between the True Deity and false ones. This example is contained in 
verse 28 where Allaah says, “ (For you to understand the foolishness o f Shirk,) Allaah gives you 
an example relating to your own selves (your personal experiences). Are any of those 
(slaues or servants) whom you own (who serve you) shareholders in that (wealth and 
authority) which We have given you, making you all (yourselves and them) equal, with 
you fearing (reproach from) them (when you wish to spend from the wealth) as you fear 
(reproach from) yourselves (when doing so)? Thus do We explain Aayaat for people of 
understanding.” (Allaah asks the Mushrikeen if they would be pleased with the idea o f seeking 
permission from their slaves to spend their own wealth, as they would have to do if their slaves 
were to be their partners. When man dislikes having partners, who are human like himself in 
jointly owning property, how can he expect Allaah to tolerate the behaviour o f Mushrikeen, who 
ascribe such partners to Him, who are incomparably inferior to Him?)
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In the name of Allaah, The Most Compassionate, The Most Merciful.

1. AlifLaamMeem. (Only Allaah knows the correct meaning o f these letters.)

2. (Thepeopleof) Rome (the people o f the AhlulKitaab who controlled the Byzantine Empire) will be defeated 
(by the Persians who wereMushrikee nj...

3.... in the ( land that is) nearer (to the Arabs than die) land (o f the ffersiansj and, after their defeat, (the 

Byzantines (Romans)) will again be victorious...

4. ...within a few (nine) years. All affairs are in Allaah's control from before (their defeat) 

and afterwards (it was therefore by Allaah's command that Persia won at first and that Rome won thereafter). And 
on that day (when Rome defeats Persia) the Mu'mineen will rejoice... (be happy,]

5. ...about (with) Allaah's assistance (because like the Mu'mineen, theAhlulKitaab were also monotheists, 

whereas the Persians were polytheists). Allaah assists whoever He wills (and will certainly assist the 

Muslims against the Mushrikeen), and He is the Mighty (none can defeat H im ), the Most Merciful.

®l

6. Allaah has made a promise (to assist His Ambiyaa and those with them). Allaah never breaks 
His promise (which is full o f wisdom) but most people (theKuffaar) have no knowledge (o f the truth 

of Allaah's promises).
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7. They (the Kuffaar) have (only) Superficial (shallow) knowledge of (matters related to) the life of 
this world whereas they are negligent (do not want to understand the benefits) of (matters related to) 

the Aakhirah fas a result, they will be unsuccessful in theAakhirah).

8. Have they (the Kuffaar) not pondered (thought about the many signs o f Allaah's power and Oneness) ?  

(Have they not realised that) Allaah has created the heavens and the earth with the truth (for

good reason) and for an appointed term? (Have they not reasoned that just as everything else in this world 

comes to an end, so too will the universe come to an end on the Day o f  Qiyaamah, when everyone will be required to face 

Allaah?) (However,) Many people reject (do not believe in) their meeting with their Rabb (even 

though their very logic demands that a time must come when wrong doers have to be taken to task and good-doers have 

to be rewarded).

9. Have they (the Kuffaar) not travelled in the lands and seen what was the plight (dreadful) 

of those (who rejected Jmaan) before them? Those people were mightier than them (theKuffaar 

of today), ploughed the earth and developed it (much) more than they (the Kuffaar) have 
developed it (yet despite all o f this, they were destroyed). Their Rusul Came to them (with the message of 

Towheed, but they rejected the message). It was not Allaah Who wronged them, but they wronged 
themselves (by become o f their inability to accept the truth when they committed kufr and rejected theAmbiyaa 

They were therefore responsible for the resultant punishment) .

10. Then (in the end) the outcome (the result) of those who perpetrated evil was evil 
(punishment) indeed because they rejected Allaah's Aayaat (guidance) and mocked them. 11

11. Allaah originated creation and will repeat (the ad  o f creation cm the Day o f  Qiyaamah whenthe 

dead will be brought back to life), after which yOU will all be returned to Him (to account fo r your 

actions in the world) .
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12. The day when Qiyaamah will dawn, the criminals (Kuffaar and sinners) will lose all
h o p e  (o f escaping punishment because their guilt will be proven beyond doubt).

13. None of their partners (their gods whom they ascribed as partners to Aliaah) Will be intercessors 
(able to plead) for them, and (to save themselves) they will (even) reject (the fact that they ever worshipped) 

their partners (false gods).

14. On the day when Qiyaamah will take place, they (mankind) will be divided (and a person 

will fall either among the ranks o f the Mu'mineen o r theKuffaar).

15. As for those who have Imaan and perform good deeds, they will be rejoicing in a 
garden (ofJannah).

16. As for those who commit kufr and who reject Our Aayaat and the meeting of the 
Aakhirah, these people will be exposed to punishment.

17. So glorify Allaah's purity (perform salaah and remember Aliaah) as you spend the evenings
(during the Maghrib salaah and Ishasalaah) and the mornings ' during the Fa)r salaah).

18. All praise in the heavens and the earth belong to Him, and (in addition to glorifying His 

purity during the mornings and evenings, you should also) glorify His purity during the latter part of 
the day (during the Asrsalaah) and during the afternoons (duringtheZuhrsalaah).

19. He (Aliaah) brings forth the living from the dead (such as a chicken from an egg or a Mu'minfrom a
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Kaafir), the dead from the living (such as an egg from a hen or a Kaafirfrom a Mu'min) and revives the 
earth after its death (by causing vegetation to flourish on ground that was previously barren). In this 
manner (asAllaah causes the dead earth to be revived) will you be brought back to life (on the Day of 

Qiyaamah after your death).

20. Among His Aayaat (that demonstrate His power and prove His Oneness) is that He has created 
yOU (your father Aadam ) from Sand, after which (through the process of procreation) yOU became 
(millionsof) humans spread out (scattered about) on earth.

21. Also among His Aayaat is that He has created spouses for you from yourselves 
(from your own species) so that you may find solace (peace and rest) with her and He has placed
(blessed you with tremendous) love (most clearly seen during youth and adulthood) and (blessed you with a great 

deal of) mercy (most clearly appretiated during old age) between you. There are certainly Aayaat in 
this for people who contemplate (people who have insight).

22. Also among His Aayaat is the creation of the heavens and the earth and the 
variety of your languages and colours (o f your skin despite the fact that you all came from Aadam and 

Hawwa). There are certainly Aayaat in this for those who have knowledge (who think).

23. Also among His Aayaat is your sleep by night and by day (when you are oblivious of 

everything and wake up refreshed), and your seeking from His bounty (earning your livelihood). There 
are certainly Aayaat in this for those who listen (with the intention o f taking heed).

24. Also among His Aayaat is that He shows you lightning which aroused (both) fear (o f 

being struck) and (much) hope (o f rainfall). He sends rain from the sky, thereby reviving the 
earth after its death. There are certainly Aayaat in this for people who understand
(think).
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25. Also among His Aayaat is that the sky and the earth stand (suspended where they are) by 
His command (without any supports}. Then (on the Day o f Qiyaamah), when He will call for you 
from the earth (when the trumpet is blown), you will all immediately (at once) emerge (from your 

graces to accounttoAllaah fora ll you did and belieued).

26. To Him belongs whatever is in the heavens and the earth. Everything is 
subservient (obedient) to Him.

27. It is He Who originated (commenced the) creation and will repeat (the ad o f creation), 

which (judging in terms o f human experience) will be easier for Him (because it will be easier to do 

something the second time). His is the Highest glory in the heavens and the earth (because Only 

He deserves to be worshipped), and He is the Mighty, the Wise.

28. (For you to understand the foolishness of Shirk,) Allaah gives you an example relating to your 
own selves (your personal experiences). Are any of those (shoes or servants) whom you own fiulio 

serve you) shareholders in that (wealth and authority) which We have given you, making you
all (yourselves and them) equal, with you fearing (reproach from) them (when you wish to spend from the 

wealth) as you fear (reproach from) yourselves (yourpartners) ? Thus do We explain Aayaat for
people of Understanding. (Alhah asks the Mushrikeen if they would be pleased with the idea o f seeking 
perm ission from their slaves to spend their own wealth, as they would have to do if their slaves were to be their partners. 
When man dislikes having partners, who are human like himself in jointly owning property, how can he exped Allaah to 
tolerate the behaviour ofMushrikeen, who ascribe such partners to Him, who are incomparably inferior to Him?)

29. However, (despite such examples) the (unjust) oppressors (the Mushrikeen) follow their whims 
(and refuse to accept the truth) without any warrant (reason). Who can guide the one whom 
Allaah has sent astray? They will have no helpers (against Allaah'spunishment).
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30. So focus your attention only on this Deen as a Haneef (one who turns away from every other 

religion). (Accept and follow) Allaah's natural model (the built-in inherent capacity every human has to accept

Islaam) on which He created mankind. There can be no change to Allaah's creation 
(none can alter this built-in capacity). This is the upright (true) Deen, but most people do not know
(and therefore remain Kuffaar because they refuse to utilise this capacity to accept the truthj .

31.  (Follow Islaam the original religion, by) turning solely to Allaah, fear Him, establish salaah 
and do not be from the Mushrikeen...

32. . . . (d o  not be) from those who divided their religion and have been split into many 
factions, each faction (sect) being pleased with what (beliefs and practices) it has (and thereby 

refusingto accept the truth).

33. When any difficulty (problem) afflicts (any group of) people, they call to their Rabb, 
turning only to Him (without bothering to pray to their gods). Then, when He allows them the 
taste of His mercy (by remouing the difficulty), suddenly a group of them ascribe partners to 
their Rabb...

34. ...(th is they do) to show ingratitude for what (favours) We give them. (Instead o f worshipping 

Allaah out of gratitude to Him, they worship others who have done nothing for them.) Enjoy yourselves (in this 

world by doing as you please) ! Soon yOU will COine to know (the error o f  your ways when Allaah's 

punishment strikes you) .

35. Or have (they resorted to Shirk because) We revealed a warrant (a scripture) to them, which 
speaks about what (gods and idols) they ascribe as partners to Allaah? (This is certainly not the easel)

36. When We allow people to taste Our mercy (by showering Our favours on them), they rejoice 
(boast) about it. However, when any difficulty (evil) afflicts them because of the sins they
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Commit, they suddenly lose hope (o f ever recovering from the difficulty, thereby indicating that they have 

no faith and do no rely on Allaah).

37. Do they not see that Allaah increases sustenance for whoever He wills and 
decreases (for whoever He wills) ? There are certainly Aayaat in this for those who have 
Imaan.

38. So give the relative his right (behave kindly toward him and assist him wherever possible), as well 
as the poor and the traveller (all o f whom should be assisted in every possible manner). This is best for 
those who seek Allaah's pleasure (because assisting Allaah's creation pleases Allaah greatly). These 
(people whofulfiltherightsof others) are the successful people.

39. Whatever interest (any sum o f usury) you pay to increase people's wealth does not 
increase in Allaah's sight (because interest destroys the blessings o f one's wealth even though the wealth seems 

to be increasing in value). (On the other hand) Whatever you pay as zakaah, seeking Allaah's 
pleasure, such people (who pay their zakaah) truly multiply (their rewards, even though their wealth 

seems to be decreasing in value).

40. It is Allaah Who has created you, then sustains you, will then give you death and 
again give you life (on the Day ofQiyaamah). Are there any of your partners (gods) who can do 
any of this? Allaah is Pure (unique) and Exalted above the partners they (the Mushrikeen) 

ascribe to Him (because none can do whatHe can do).

41.Corruption (trouble, difficulties, calamities) has appeared (spread) on land and at sea because 
of the (evil) actions of man and so that Allaah may let them taste (the consequences) of some 
of their (evil) actions, SO that they may (again) turn back (and refrain from sin).
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42. Say, “Travel in the lands and see what was the plight (terrible) of those (who committed 

Shirk) before (you. See how Allaah's punishment destroyed them and learn a lesson from this). Most of them 
(those who were punished in the past) were Mushrikeen.”

43. So focus your attention on the upright Deen (Islaam) before a day (the Day ofQiyaamah) 

comes when there will be no defence against (the punishment of) Allaah. On that day 
people will be (clearly) separated (into two groups; one destinedfor Jannah and the other for Jahannam).

44. Whoever commits kufr, his kufr will be to his detriment (because he will suffer eternal 

punishment for it). (On the other hand,) Whoever (has lmaan and) carries out a good deed, such 
people will be preparing the ground (ofJannah) for themselves...

45___so that Allaah may reward from His grace (His generosity and kindness) those who have
lmaan and who do good deeds. Without doubt, Allaah does not like the Kaafiroon.

46. Among His Aayaat is that He sends the winds as carriers of good news (indicating to 

man that rain is soon to arrive. The wind is sent) to (carry the rain clouds to) let people have a taste His 
mercy (the rain) and (Allaah sends the winds) to allow ships to sail by His command so that you 
seek from His bounty (earn your livelihood), and so that you may show gratitude (to Him by

worsh ipping Only H im ).

47. (O Rasulullaah K j  We have undoubtedly sent many Rusul before you to their
nations, who brought clear signs (miracles) to them (to prove that they were true messengers o f Allaah). 

(However, despite this, the people refected the message o f Towheed that theAmbiyaa brought and harassed the
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Mu'mineen. Therefore) We then exacted revenge from those who sinned (by already punishing them 

in this world)  It has always been Our bounden responsibility to (obligatory duly) assist the 
Mu'mineen (againsttheirenemies).

48. It is Allaah Who sends the winds which carry the clouds, spreading them across
the sky as He wills (so that the clouds arrive at the place where Allaah intends rain to fall). He then breaks 
the clouds into fragments (stacks them layer upon layer), after which you see rain falling from 
its midst. When Allaah sends it (the rain) to those bondsmen whom He wills, they 
become happy...

WrfJoWWWssssas
49___even though, before it was sent to them, they were despondent (they had lost hope of

euer receiving rain). (The falling o f  the rain mentioned in this verse may also refer to men’s spiritual revival.)

50. So look at (and appreciate) the evidence (signs) of Allaah's mercy and how He revives 
the earth after its death. Undoubtedly, (Only) He gives life to the dead and He has 
power overall things (one should therefore never lose hope in H im ).

51. Verily, if we have to send a (destructive) wind and they (theKuffaar) have to see it (their 

grown fields) yellow (after being destroyed), they will begin to show ingratitude (for all the bounties 

that Allaah had given them, not realising thatAllaah'sfavours to them far outweighs the calamity).

52. (However, despite your (the Rasul’s) concerted efforts, many o f the Kuffaar still refuse to accept the truth because) 

You cannot make the (spiritually) dead hear (the truth with the intention o f accepting), nor can you 
make the deaf hear a call (especially) when they turn their backs (indicating that they have no 

intention o f accepting what you tell them).
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53. You cannot guide the (spiritually) blind from their deviation (error). You can make only 
those people hear who believe in Our Aayaat and are (willing to be) Muslims.

54. It is Allaah Who created you in a state of weakness fas a helpless infant), then 
substituted strength after the weakness fas you grew into an adult) and, after the strength, 
will again give weakness fas you age) and (eventually) old-age. Allaah creates whatever He 
wills, and He is the All Knowing, All Powerful.

55. The day when Qiyaamah will dawn, the criminals (sinners) will swear an oath 
saying, “We never stayed fin the world or in the grave for) more than a moment.” In this
manner (just as they will be deceived in not understanding the duration o f their stay) they were always 
deceived fin this world by their false hopes, by Shaytaan and by other factors which led them to kufr and sin).

56. fJn response to this oath,) Those (people and angels) given knowledge (ofDeen) and Imaan will 
say (to the disbelievers), “By Allaah's Book (decision), you lived (many years o f your life in the world) 

until the Day of Resurrection. This is now that Day of Resurrection (which you denied), but 
you never understood (that it will certainly dawn on you) . ”

57. On this day, the excuses of the oppressors (Kuffaar and sinners) will not benefit them, 
neither will they be given the opportunity (to make amends fo r their wrongs by repenting or by pleasing 

Allaah in any other manner because this opportunity is given to men only in this world).

58. We have undoubtedly explained every type of excellent subject for people in this 
Qur'aan fso that they may understand Towheed). (However, the Kuffaar are so stubborn that even) If you bring 
to them an Aayah (miracle), the Kuffaar will definitely (reject it and) say, “You are merely 
people of falsehood.”
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.  k' 5 . 1

59. Thus has Allaah set a seal upon the hearts of those who have no knowledge
(understanding o f Towheed).

60. So exercise patience (despite the aggression and refection o f the KuffaarI. Allaah's promise (to 

assist you against them) is certainly true and do not let those who do not have conviction (in
Allaah's promises) make yOU impatient (disbelievers).
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Surah 31 Surah Luqmaan

LUQMAAN
THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH LUQM AAN  AND SURAH  ROOM

By Name: Surah Room warns the Romans that the Mushrikeen will defeat them once again if 
they do not adhere to Towheed. Surah Luqmaan says that the belief in Towheed with which the 
Romans were subsequently able to defeat the Persians is so important that Luqmaan gave it 
precedence above all the advice that he gave to his son.

By Content: Surah Room announces that victory will be attained only when Muslims adhere 
strictly to Towheed and refrain from all forms of Shirk. Surah Luqmaan serves as a conclusion to 
the discussion of Towheed and the refutation of Shirk that Surah Room started.

A SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

“These are the verses of the Book which is filled with wisdom...until the words... And 
He is the Mighty, the Wise” [verses 2 to 9]. These verses serve as an introduction to the Surah 
and outlines the two categories of people, viz. (1) those who do good, for whom the Qur'aan is a 
source of guidance and mercy and. (2) those who are evil in nature, who would rather engage in 
story telling and various trivial pastimes instead of listening to the Qur'aan. They are deprived of 
the Qur'aan's illumination and, because of their rejection and, their blindness, their deviation is 
ever on the increase.

After an introduction, the Surah proceeds to mention nine arguments to refute Shirk.

1. “Allaah (is so Mighty that He) created the skies without any pillar that you 
see...until the words...However, the oppressors (the Kuffaar still do not accept 
Allaah as the Only Ilaah because they) are in distant deviation (too far astray to 
return to the straight path).” [verses lOand 11]

2. “(The time deserves mention) When Luqmaan advised his son saying, ‘O my 
beloved son! Do not ascribe partners to Allaah. Without doubt, Shirk is the 
worst injustice (because it equates unworthy beings with AUaah's”) [verse 13]. 
Thereafter, Allaah continues to quote Luqmaan from verse 16 onwards, where he tells 
his son that Allaah has knowledge and power over all things.

3. “(0  mankind!) Do you not see that Allaah has placed at your service whatever 
is in the heavens and whatever is in the earth, and that He has showered His 
visible and hidden favours on you...” [verse 20]

4. “(Despite their rejection, even the Mushrikeen acknowledge that only Allaah isPowerful 
enough to create the universe. Therefore,) If you ask them who created the 
heavens and the earth, they will definitely reply, 'Allaah.” [verse25]
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5. “To Allaah belongs whatever is in the heavens and the earth (and is therefore 
the Only Being worthy of being worshipped). Undoubtedly Allaah is Independent 
(while everything else is dependent on Him), Worthy of all praise, [verse 26]

6. “If all the trees on earth were (made into) pens and (if) the ocean was 
supplemented by another seven oceans, (and they were all turned into ink for 
these pens and all were used to write down) Allaah's words (His attributes, favours, 
praises, knowledge, etc.) will never be exhausted (even though all the ink and pens 
will be used up). Verily Allaah is Mighty, the Wise” [verse 27]. Only a Being as 
Great as this can be worshipped.

7. “Do you not see that Allaah enters the night into the day...” [verse 29]. This 
verse proves that Allaah controls the affairs of the universe and therefore Only He

should be regarded as man's deity.

8. “Do you not see that the ship travels on the sea (propelled by the wind and 
without sinking despite its tremendous weight) by Allaah's grace so that He may 
show you some of His Aayaat (so that you may realise His greatness) ? ” [verse 31 ]

9. Verse 34 mentions five factors (called the “keys of the unseen”), about which Only 
Allaah has knowledge. These are:

* When Qiyaamah will take place;
* When rain will fall, and how much will fall;
* What lies in the womb i.e. Only He knows the features of the child such as its 

complexion; character, destiny, etc;
* What will happen tomorrow; and
* Where every person will die;

Since Allaah is The Only One Who has knowledge of these aspects, Only He should be 
summoned when in distress because Only He can fulfil one's needs.

The gist of these arguments is mentioned twice; once briefly and once in detail. The first appears 
in verse 25 where Allaah says, “Say, “AH praise belongs to Allaah (because Only He is so 
Great that even those who refuse to worship Him have to concede his greatness)”. However, 
most of them (the Kuffaar and Mushrikeen) do not know (the consequences of their Shirk and 
therefore persist in it).”

The more detailed account is contained in verse 30 where Allaah says, “(All of) This (all that has 
been mentioned above about Allaah's great powers) is because Allaah is the Truth and 
whatever (gods) you (Kuffaar and Mushrikeen) worship besides Him are false (and have 
no powers like Him) and Allaah is the Exalted, the Great.” Since it has been established that 
Allaah is the Only True Deity and True Benefactor, it follows that Only He can come to man's 
assistance. Therefore, He is the Truth and all the other gods are false.
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In the name of Allaah, The Most Compassionate, The Most Merciful.

1. Alif Laam Meem. (O n ly A lla a h  k n o w s th e c o r re c tm e a n in g o f these letters.)

2. These are Aayaat of the Wise Book (theQur a a n )...

3 (w h ich is ) a (s o u rc e o f ) guidance and mercy for those who do good...

4. ...those who establish salaah, who pay zakaah and who are convinced about the
(c o m in g  o f  th e ) Aakhirah.

5. These people are upon (appreciate the) guidance from their Rabb and they are the truly 
successful Ones (w h o  w ill attain e te rn a l sa lvation  in  th e  A a k h ira h ).

6. There are some people who purchase futile discourse (engage in useless pastim es that distract 

people from thinking of Allaah) to deviate (others) from Allaah's path (Islaam) without knowledge 
and they mock it (Islaam, so that every regard fo r Islaam may disappear from people's hearts). There shall 
be a humiliating punishment for these people.
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7. When Our Aayaat are recited to them, they arrogantly turn away as if they have not 
heard them, as if there is a prop in their ears. Pass on (conuey) to them the good news of 
an excruciating (painful) punishment (that lies in store fo r them).

8. For those who have Imaan and who do good deeds, there is the blissful Jannaat (in
store fo r th em )...

9. ...where they will live forever. Allaah has made a true promise, and He is the
Mighty (none can stop Him from fulfilling H is prom ise), the Wise (He knows the best time and place fo r 

everything).

10. Allaah (is so Mighty that He) created the skies without any pillar that you see, has 
placed mountains on earth (to stabilise it) so that it does not shake with you and has 
spread every type of animal on earth. We have (also) sent rain from the sky, thereby 
growing every type of wonderful plant.

11. This is Allaah's creation, so show me what those (gods that you Kuffaar worship) besides 
Him have created! (Even the Kuffaar will concede that that their gods have created nothing.) However, the 
oppressors (the Kuffaar still do not accept Allaah as the Oniyllaah b ecause th ey ) are clearly deviated (too far 

astray to return to the straight path).

12. We certainly granted (great) wisdom to Luqmaan (inspiringhim) to express gratitude to 
Allaah (for the knowledge and wisdom Allaah gave him). Whoever is grateful to Allaah, expresses
gratitude for his own benefit (because his gratitude benefits only himself when Allaah rewards him and 

increases His favours to him). As for him who is ungrateful, Allaah is certainly Independent
(not in need of his gratitude), Most Worthy of praise (Allaah deserves praise regardless o f whether man praises 

Him or not).

13. (He  used to be reminded about the time...) When Luqmaan advised his son saying, “O myfj.
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beloved son! Do not ascribe partners to AUaah. Without doubt, Shirk is the worst
injustice (because it equates unworthy beings with AUaah). ”

14. We have given man (emphatic) instructions concerning his parents (totreatthem kindly and 

to make every effort to please them). His mother (m ost deserves his respect and service because she) Carried 
him (in her womb) in (a condition that she suffered) weakness upon weakness and (after his birth she still 

had to suckle him because) his weaning is in two years. (The emphatic instruction to man concerning his 

parents was) “Express gratitude to Me (first) and to your parents (next). (Do not neglect this 

instruction because) Your return will be to Me (in the Aakhirah when you will be taken to task fo r your 

disobedience).”

1 5 .  (While you should always obey your parents, you may not obey them when they command you to do anything that 

violates the Shariah. Therefore,) II they (your parents) force you to ascribe such partners to Me, 
about which you have no knowledge, then do not obey them but (this is no excuse to ill-treat 

them or to sever relations with them because you should still) cordially associate with them in this 
world. Foliow the path of him who turns to Me. Thereafter, (after you have lived your life in this 

world,) your return will be to Me (after death) and I will inform you of what you used to do 
(when I  shall reward the good and punish the evil).

1 6 .  (Luqmaan also advised his son  say in g ,) “O  my beloved son! If there has to be an action 
equivalent to the weight of a mustard seed (hidden) within a rock or (scatteredsomewhere) in 
the heavens or (somewhere) in the earth, Allaah would (locate it and) bring it (for reward or 

punishment in theAakhirah). Without doubt, Allaah is (the Knouier of) the Subtle (has knowledge o f the 

most intricate and subtle details), Informed (nothingishiddenfrom Him ).”

17. “O my beloved son! Establish salaah, instruct (others to do) good, forbid (them from) 

evil and patiently endure whatever (difficulty) afflicts you. Verily, this (ability to bear difficulties 

with patience) is from among the most resolute of matters (demanding the most courage and 

determination).”
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18. “Do not (out of pride) turn your face away from people (refusing to listen to them) and do not 
walk arrogantly on earth. Verily Allaah detests every arrogant boaster. ”

19. “Moderate your walk (be calm, composed and modest) and lower your voice (speak gently to 

people). Indeed, the most hateful sound is the braying of a donkey (which ends in a high pitch

that grates one's ears. People should therefore avoid speaking in th is manner). ”

2 0 .  ( 0  mankind!) Do you not see that Allaah has placed at your service whatever is in the 
heavens and whatever is in the earth, and that He has showered His visible and 
hidden favours on you (fauours that are perceived either by one's senses or by one's intellect) ?  (However, 

despite knowing all o f this,) There are (still) those people who dispute about (the Oneness of) Allaah 
without (possessing any relevant) knowledge, guidance and without an illuminating Book 
(w ithou t th e  gu idan ce  o f  a  d iv in e  scripture. It is b ecause they lack  all o f  these that th e y  d ispute abou t Towheed).

21. (T h ese  people are so stubborn and set In their wrong mays that) When it is said to them, “Follow 
what Allaah has revealed (to the Ambiyaa ),” they say, “We will (rather) follow what
we found our forefathers doing.” Will they (b e  so foolish to) follow their forefathers even 
though Shaytaan called their forefathers to the punishment of the Blaze (eu en  though 

their forefathers com mitted kufr and Shirk at Shaytaan's bidding) ?

9
22. Whoever surrenders (submits) himself to Allaah (b y  acceptingIslaam) and is sincere,(upon  

good) has certainly clung on to a strong handhold (which will save him from falling into Jahannam). 

To Allaah will return the outcome of all affairs (Allaah will ultimately decide whether people should 

be rewarded or punished fo r the acts they do).

23. ( 0  Rasulullaah S U I !  Let not the kufr of the Kuffaar grieve you (for it is not your fault that they do
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not accept Imaan). (You will not be held accountable fo r what they do because) Their return (after death) is to 
Us, when We will inform them of what they did (an d  punish  them accordingly). Verily Allaah 
has knowledge about the secrets (in ner depths) of the hearts (and none can hide anything from Him  

on the Day of Qiyaamah).

24. We will allow them (the Kuffaar) to enjoy themselves for a while (in this w o r ld ), after 
which We will force (a fflict) them into a harsh punishment (intheAakhirah). (The enjoyment they 
have in this world therefore should not be envied because their end is o n e  o f misery.)

25. (Despite their rejection, even 1he Mushrikeen acknowledge that only Allaah is Powerful enough to create the 

universe. Therefore,) If you ask them (the Mushrikeen) who created the heavens and the earth, 
they will definitely reply, “Allaah. ” Say, “All praise belongs to Allaah (b ecau se Only H e isso 

Great that even those who refuse to worship Him have to concede H is Greatness) ” .  However, most of them 
(theKuffaar and Mushrikeen) do not know (the consequences o f their Shirk and therefore persist in it).

26. To Allaah belongs whatever is in the heavens and the earth (and is therefore the Only 

Being worthy o f being worshipped). Undoubtedly Allaah is Independent (while everything else is 

dependent on H im ), Worthy of all praise.

27. If all the trees on earth were (made into) pens and (if) the ocean (all the o ceans on earth) was 
supplemented (after being used) by another seven oceans, (and they were all turned into ink fo r these 

pens and all were used to write down) Allaah's words (His attributes, favours, praises, knowledge, etc.) will 
never be exhausted (euen  though all the ink and pens are used up). Verily Allaah is Migfity, the 
Wise.

> * 1

28. ( 0  mankind! To Allaah) Your creation and resurrection is like (is as simple as creating and 

resurrecting) a single soul (because neither task requires absolutely no effort from Allaah). Without doubt 
Allaah is All Hearing, All Seeing (just as Allaah Sees and Hears everything at the same time, H e can 

resurrect all o f creation at the same time).
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29. Do you not see that Allaah enters the night into the day, enters the day into the 
night and has made the sun and the moon (completely) subservient (made them fo r the benefit of 

man) ?  Each one runs (properly) until an appointed term (when it will also come to an end).  And (do 

know that) Allaah is Informed of whatever you do (and will reward or punish you for your actions).

30. (All of) This (all that has been mentioned above about Allaah's great powers) is because Allaah is the 
Truth and whatever (gods j you (Kuffaar and Mushnkeen) worship besides Him are false (and  

have no powers like Him) and Allaah is the Exalted, the Great.

31. Do yOU not see that the ship travels on the sea (propelled by the wind and without sinking 

despite its tremendous weight) by Allaah's grace so that He may show you some of His Aayaat 
(s o  that you may realise H is greatness) ?  In this are definite Aayaat for every extremely patient 
and grateful person (because such people take the t im e to reflect and apprecia te  what they see).

32. When a (storm strikes theMushrikeen  as they travel by sea and a) wave Covers them like a Canopy 
(cloud), they pray to Allaah (to rescue them),  having sincere belief in Him (knowing that only H e can 

rescuethem). (However,) When He rescues them (and safely delivers them) to land, then only a few 
of them tread the moderate path (and  s teer away from kufr. However, most o f them still adamantly adhere 

to kufr). It is only every extremely treacherous and grossly ungrateful person who 
rejects Our Aayaat (because those who appreciate what Allaah does fo r them will readily accept Allaah's 

guidance).

33 .0  people! Fear Allaah and beware of the day (qfQiyaamah) when a father will be of no 
benefit to his son, nor will a child be of any benefit to his father (because each one will be

concerned only about himself). Verily Allaah's promise (ofQiyaamah) is true. So let not the life of 
this world deceive you (in to  believing that Qiyaamah will never come), and do not allow the great 
deceiver (Shaytaan) deceive you about Allaah (by making you think that it is all right to continue sinning 
because Allaah is Merciful and will always forgive you. Do not also allow him to deceive you into thinking that Allaah is 

pleased with you because H e grants you many favours and you therefore have n o  reason  to change your evil ways).
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34. Verily the knowledge of (when) Qiyaamah (will come) is only with Allaah. He sends the 
rains and knows (the details of) what is in the wombs (such as the character and future o f the child). A  
soul does not know what it will earn tomorrow and neither does it know in which 
land it will die. Undoubtedly Allaah is All Knowing (Only H e knows all the past, the present and the 

future), Informed.
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Surah 3 2  Surah Sajdah 
TH E  P R O S T R A T IO N

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH SAJDAH  AND THE PRECEDING SURAHS

By Name: Surah Luqmaan mentions the verse in which Luqmaan advised his son saying, “O 
my beloved son! Do not ascribe partners to A l l a a h . In saying this, he impressed upon 
his son that he should regard only Allaah as the source of all blessings and good. Allaah says in 
Surah Sajdah, “Only those people (truly) believe in Our Aayaat (believe that Allaah is the 
Only source of blessings) who, when they are reminded about them, they fall in 
prostration, glorify the praises of their Rabb and do not behave arrogantly. ” (Verse 15)

By Content: The Surahs from Surah Furqaan to Surah Luqmaan all express the belief that 
Allaah is the only source of blessings. Therefore, Only He must be called upon to fulfil one's 
needs.

However, the Mushrikeen continued to maintain that their gods are sources of good as well. In 
fad, they regard their gods as powerful intercessors whose words carry much weight in Allaah's 
court. For this reason, Surah Sajdah goes a step further than the previous Surahs in that it makes 
it dear that no other being can be a source of blessings, and that none can present any 
intercession that will overrule a Divine Ordinance. Therefore, just as it is not permissible to call to 
anyone besides Allaah as a source of blessings, it is also not permissible to regard them to be 
intercessors whose words can overrule Allaah's dedsion.

A SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

The centra] theme of this Surah is refuting the belief that any person's intercession can overrule 
Allaah's decision. The Surah dtes three arguments to negate this false hope.

The Surah opens with the statement that the Qur'aan is a “revelation from the Rabb of the 
universe.” Since Allaah has revealed the Qur'aan, it is the absolute truth. Man must therefore 
accept its message.

The three arguments proving that none can overrule Allaah's decree by their intercession are 
mentioned in the following verses:

1. “It is Allaah Who created the heavens, the earth...” [verse 4], Allaah makes the 
fad even clearer when He says (further), “Besides Him, you have no Protecting Friend, 
nor any intercessor.” Since all matters are in Allaah's control, only He can be man's Helper 
and True Benefador. None can therefore annul His decree in any way.

2. “Undoubtedly, We gave the Book (the Torah) to Moosa so (0
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Muhammad&M) never be in doubt about receiving it (the Qur’aan because you have also 
received it in a like manner). And We made it (the Torah) a (means of) guidance for the Bani 
Israa'eel (just as the Qur'aan is a means o f guidance fo r all the people o f your UmmahJ ”  [verse 23]. Just as 
Rasulullaah and the Qur'aan guide this Ummah to believe in Towheed and in the fact that no
one's intercession can veto Allaah's decree, Moosa and the Torah taught the same to the 
Bani Israa'eel. In fact, the learned scholars also of the Bani Israa'eel were well aware of this belief 
and preached it.

3. “Do they (the Kuffaar) not see that We draw water (rain) to arid (dry and bare) 
land, using it to extract plants from which your animals and you eat? Do they not see
(that just as We revive dead land, We can easily revive dead bodies on the Day ofQiyaamah)?” 
[verse 27]. Since Allaah is the Only Being capable of resurrecting people on the Day of 
Qiyaamah and it is Only He Who will take people to task for their actions, it follows that Only His 
judgement for or against them will stand.
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In the name of Allaah, The Most Compassionate, The Most Merciful.

©ill
1. Alif Laatn Meem. (Only Allaah knows the correct meaning of these letters.)

2. There is no doubt in this revealed Book (the Quraan, which comes) from the Rabb of the 
universe.

3. Or (instead o f believing in it,) do they (the Kuffaar) say that he (Rasulullaah *(£$$?} has fabricated 
(forged)  it? No (he has certainly not forged it) ! (Rather) It (the Quhaan) is the truth from your Rabb (which 

He has sent) SO that you (O  Rasulullaah t&REB may) Warn a nation (the Arabs) to whom a Warner (a Nabi 

like yourself) has not come before you, so that they may be rightly guided (onto the right path).

4. It is Allaah Who created the heavens, the earth and whatever is between the two in 
six days and then turned His attention to the Throne. Besides Him, you have no 
Protecting Friend, nor any intercessor. (Despite knowing all this,) Will you (still) not take heed
(think)?

5. He (Allaah) directs every affair from the heavens to the earth (whatever He has decided shall 

take place on earth), after which every affair (everything that happens) will ascend to Him (for Him to 

judge its merit) on a day (ofQiyaamah), the duration of which is a thousand years according to 
your count (in this world).
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6. It is (Only) He Who has knowledge of the unseen and the seen. He is Mighty (in

administration and execution), the Most Merciful.

7. He has created (beautified the creation) of everything and originated the creation of man
(Aadam &&&&■) from sand.

8. He then made man's progeny (the generations after Aadam W 0 t )  from a product of lowly 
water (sperm).

9. He then perfected (shaped) him (man’s features in the womb), blew His Spirit (the soul which He 

created) in him, and granted you ears, eyes and hearts. Little is the gratitude you show
(for all these great favours which none other can give).

10. They (the Kuffaar) say, “When we (die and our bodies decompose and) are lost in the earth 
(become part of the earth), Will We really be Created again?” The fact is that they (are not merely 

questioning to inquire, but they totally) reject the meeting with their Rabb (and will not accept it even if 

given a convincing answer).

11. Say (to them in reply), “ (The affair will not be os easy as merely becoming part of the earth.) The angel of 
death, who is appointed over you, will (mercilessly) claim your souls (when the time fo r your 

death arrives and you will suffer terribly), after which you Will be returned to your Rabb (to account fo r  

your actions and beliefs in this world and then be punished). ”

12. If only they could see the scene (intheAakhirah) when the criminals (theKuffaar and sinners) 

will bow their heads before their Rabb (saying) “O  our Rabb! We have seen (resurrection and
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Qiyaamah which we denied) and we have heard (everything that we refused to believe when Your 

Ambiyaa mentioned them to us). Return US (to world) SO that we may (accept Irmian and) carry
out good deeds. We are now certainly convinced (about everything that the Ambiyaa told

us). ”  (O f course, this plea will be rejected because no one will be sent back to the world after death.)

13. If We willed, We would have granted every soul its guidance (causingall to be Mu'mineen). 

However, (this was not done because) the decree has issued from Me that I will s

would not accept Imaan and end up inJahannam.)
(There will therefore be some humans and Jinn who

(After the plea o f the Kuffaar to return to the world is rejected, they will be subjected to punishment and told)

(the punishment) (justasyou

chose to forget this day) (evil)

(and not because o f any injustice towards you)

(truly)

(out o f fear and h umility)

(These people are such that) 

salaah)

(in charity)

(bodies) (they get up fo r Tahajjud

(for His punishment) (have) (inHismercy)

(in Jannah)

(a Kaqfir)

(because theMu'min will enjoy eternal pleasure in Jannah while the Kaqfir will suffer eternal punishment inJahannam)
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19. As for those who have Imaan and who do good deeds, as hospitality for them, 
there shall be Jannaat (eternal peace) because of the (good) deeds they carry out.

20. As for those who are sinful, their abode shall be the Fire. Each time they attempt 
to come out of it, they will be returned to it (by powerful angels) and told, “Taste of the 
punishment of the Fire which you used to deny (in the world).”

21. We shall definitely let them taste the closer (lesser) punishment (punishment in this world) 

before the greater punishment (in the Aakhirah) SO that they may (realise the error of their ways) 

return (to thepath o f  Imaan and righteousness).

22. Who is more unjust than he who is reminded of the Aayaat of his Rabb and then 
turns away from them (without taking heed) ? We will certainly take revenge on (punish) the 
criminals (theMushrikeen).

23. Undoubtedly, We gave the Book (the Torah) to Moosa so (0  Muhammad $ & W & )

never be in doubt about receiving it (the Qur'aan because you have also received it in a like manner). 

And We made it (the Torah) a (means oj guidance for the Bani Israa'eel (just as the Qur’aan is a 

means ofguidanceforall thepeople o f  your Ummah) .

2 4. From them (the Bani Israa'eel) We made leaders who guided under Our command when 
they exercised sabr (patiently endured worldly hardship and oppression) and were convinced about 
(the truth of) Our Aayaat.

25. Indeed, only your Rabb shall decide between them on the Day of Qiyaamah
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concerning the matters about which they differed.

26. Have they (the Kuffaar) not been guided by the fact that We destroyed so many 
generations before them, in whose settlements (places) they walk (today)? There are 
certainly many Aayaat (lessons) in this. Do they not listen? (Do they not realise that they will suffer 
the same fate as these people fo r rejectinglmaan?)

27. Do they (theKuffaar) not see that We draw water (rain) to arid (dry and bare) land, using it 
to extract (bringforth) plants from which your animals and you eat? Do they not see (that 

just as We revive dead land, We can easily revive dead bodies on the Day ofQiyaamah) ?

28. They say, “When will this decision (the punishment to seperate yourselves from  us) take place 
if you are truthful?”

29. Say, “On the day of the decision, the Imaan of the Kuffaar will be of no help to 
them (because it will be too late), neither will they be granted respite (any further opportunity to lead 

proper lives asMu'mineen).”

t
®

30. So (since they re/use to be convinced despite your sheerest efforts, you should rather) turn away from 
them and wait (for Allaah's punishment to overtake them because) they are also waiting (a/ter your 

delivery o f  the message).
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Surah 3 3  Surah Ahzaab

T H E  A R M IE S

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH AHZAAB  AND SURAH SAJDAH

By Name: Surah Sajdah states, “Besides Him, you have no Protecting Friend, nor any 
intercessor” [verse 4]. A  person should therefore not worship any other Dlaah, nor should s/he 
believe that the intercession of any being can reverse Allaah's decision. A Muslim should adhere 
strictly to this belief and propagate it universally, even if all the forces (Ahzaab) and tribes of the 
world align to prevent him/her.

By Content: Surah Sajdah emphasises the belief that none can overturn Allaah's decision. 
Therefore, people should not call on another Illaahs thinking that they will be able to intercede on 
their behalf before Allaah.

Surah Ahzaab proceeds to inform people that they should not compromise their beliefs because 
the Kuffaar will soon submit to them and offer to enter into peace negotiations. The Muslims 
should not compromise by accepting the gods of the Mushrikeen to be intercessors in Allaah's 
court. The Muslims should make it clear to the Kuffaar that no being can intercede in Allaah's 
court without His permission.

A SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

The specific intent of this Surah is to reject the following three false notions that the Mushrikeen 
entertained.

* The fundamental belief that the intercession of their gods can change Allaah's decision on 
the Day of Judgement.

* The notion that a person's wife can be regarded as his mother after declining her to be 
“Zihaar,” and that she cannot become his wife even after offering the compensation for 
“Zihaar.”

* The notion that the wife of one's adopted son is equal to the wife of one's real son. Therefore, 
they believed that a woman cannot marry her husband's adoptive father after being 
divorced or widowed. Rasulullaah demonstrated this when he married Zaynab bint 
Jahash (R. A) who was the divorced wife of his adopted son.

Although rejection of the first belief receives priority, the second two notions are dispelled by way 
of example. In other words, Allaah impresses upon man that, just as a man’s wife cannot be 
regarded as his mother, his gods cannot overrule Allaah's decree just because they foolishly 
believe so. Similarly, just as one's adopted son cannot become one's real son because he wants
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him to, one's gods also cannot be effective intercessors in Allaah's court merely because s/he 
desires this.

Surah Ahzaab contains many laws of guidance, some addressed to Rasulullaah H i , 
others to the Muslim public and others to the wives of Rasulullaah The 
following guidance was given to Rasulullaah 9 i .

1. AUaah issues the first instruction to Rasulullaah IS® .telling him not to compromise the truth. 
He was to propagate the Iruth under all circumstances, even if the Mushrikeen and Munaafiqeen 
were to oppose him [verse 7],

2. Rasulullaah (USS- is instructed to tell his wives that he is prepared to separate from them if they 
desire only the glitter of this world. However, if they desire Allaah, His Rasool and to 
eradicate customs of ignorance, they will receive a tremendous reward from Allaah [verse 28].

3. Rasulullaah is commanded to marry his cousin Zaynab bint Jahash (R.A). [verse 37]

4. In verse 38, Rasulullaah is told not to have any doubts in his heart about Allaah's 
decrees. He is urged to fear Allaah Only and not to fear the reproach of others. Such was the 
attitude of all the Ambiyaa

5. Allaah then tells Rasulullaah S i  “O Nabi (US® We have certainly sent you as a 
witness, a carrier of good news, a warner and as a caller to Allaah by His command 
and an illuminating lantern” [verses 45, 46]. It was therefore his duty to dispel ignorant 
Iraditions, and to announce that marriage to one's adopted son's wife is permissible.

6. In verse 50 Allah initiates the women whom only Rasulullaah S i  alone was permitted to 
marry.

7. Verse 58 commands Rasulullaah S i  to enjoin his wives, daughters, and all the Muslim 
women to cover themselves completely when leaving their homes. This will preserve their 
modesty and safeguard them from the slander of mischief-makers.

The following guidance is addressed to the Muslim public.

1. The first law issued to the Muslims is contained in verse 6, where Allaah instructs the 
Muslims to lend their support to Rasulullaah S i  in the face of opposition from the Mushrikeen 
and Munaafiqeen after he rejected their traditions. They are told that they should even sacrifice 
their very lives for Rasulullaah S i ' s  honour and that they should treat his wives as their 
mothers.

2. Allaah then passes the second command to the Muslims in verse 9 where He exhorts the 
Mu'mineen not to lose courage and to remain with Rasulullaah S i  because Allaah would assist 
them despite their small numbers, like He assisted the others on numerous other occasions. By 
way of example, Allaah then cites the incident of the battle of Ahzaab. The details of this battle are 
mentioned from verse 9 and terminate at the end of verse 2 7.

3. The third law issued to the Muslims is contained in verse 35 where every Muslim man and 
woman is enjoined to obey Allaah and Rasulullaah S i .
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4. The fourth law directed tothe Muslims is mentioned in verse 40, where AUaah tells them that 
Rasulullaah (HP had no real sons. There was therefore no harm in him marrying the ex-wife of his 
adopted son.

5. The fifth law to guide the Muslims is expressed from verse 41 where Allaah tells the 
Mu'mineen that they should remember Allaah in abundance, glorify Him and praise Him 
excessively, morning and evening.

6. The sixth law directed to the Mu'mineen is mentioned in verse 49, where Allaah instructs the 
Mu'mineen that their wives need not spend the 'Iddah' if her husband divorces her before the 
marriage is consummated.

7. The eighth law for the Mu'mineen is to urge them send salutations and to make supplications 
for special mercy to be shown to Rasulullaah W&s because of the efforts that he made to eradicate 
traditions of ignorance despite vehement opposition from the Kuffaar and Munaafiqeen.

8. Thereafter, in verse 69 Allaah instructs the Muslims not to have any negative thoughts about
Rasulullaah , and not to hurt his feelings by saying anything derogatory.

The following guidance was given to the wives of Rasulullaah

1. In verse 30 Allaah warns the wives of Rasulullaah ®S? of double punishment if they were to 
say anything that may besmirch the honour of Rasulullaah (S&£. However, Allaah adds that those 
wives who stand by Rasulullaah (SEES at all times and assist in eradicating the customs of the 
Period of Ignorance, shall receive double reward.

2. In verse 32 Allaah tells the wives of Rasulullaah ® §  that they are not like other women, and
should therefore not speak like others who said that Rasulullaah does as he pleases. They 
should be firm and state in no uncertain terms that Rasulullaah SSI acted according to Allah's 
command when he married the divorced wife of his adopted son. They are also instructed to 
refrain from customs of ignorance and to obey Rasulullaah because Allaah wishes to cleanse
them of all impurities.
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In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful.

a r

1. O  Nabi H i !  Fear Allaah (at all times) and do not follow (the instructions of) the Kuffaar and 
the Munaafiqeen. Undoubtedly Allaah is ever the All Knowing, the Wise.

2. (Instead o f  following their instructions), Follow what has been revealed to you from your Rabb. 
Allaah is Ever Informed about what you do (so you should do nothing but what He commands).

3. Rely only on Allaah (for assistance and to fulfil all your needs). Allaah is sufficient as a Helper
(besidesHim, you  need no one else).

4. Allaah has not placed two hearts within any man's chest (contrary to what the Mushrikeen o f 

Makkah thought about a person whom they claimed had two hearts because o f  his intelligence), nor has He made 
your wives, with whom you practise “Zihaar,” your mothers (an evil practice by which you 

consider your wives to be your mothers and you deny them their conjugal rights). Allaah has also not made 
yOUT adopted sons your own sons. This (practice o f  referring to them as your own sons and giving them 

your name) is merely a statement from your lips (which does not change the fact that they have different 

fathers). Allaah speaks the truth and only He guides to the straight path.

5. Call them (your adopted children) by (the names of) their fathers. This is more just in the sight 
of your Rabb. If you do not know (who) their fathers (are), then they are your brothers in
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religion and your friends (and will still not become your real sons). There shall be no blame (fin) on 
yOU with regard to the errors you make (such as unintentionally referring to your adopted children as your 

own), but (you shall be sinful) only for what your hearts purposely intend (such as purposely violating 

Allaah's command and referring to them as your own children). Allaah is ever the Most Forgiving, the 
Most Merciful (andforgivesacts done in error or in forgetfulness).

6. The Nabi S  has a greater relationship (o f love) with the Mu'mineen than even their 
own selves, and his wives are their mothers (and therefore none may marry them even after his 

demise. As one's own mother, they deserve utmost respect from all Muslims). In Allaah's Book (the “Lowhul 

Mahfoodh ”) , relatives are closer to each other (and therefore have a greater right o f inheriting from each 

other) than the (other) Mu'mineen (who are not related) and the Muhaajireen, (they will not receive any 

portion o f your estate as inheritance) unless you wish to do a good turn to your (unrelated Mu'mineen or 

Muhaajireen) friends (in which case you may bequeath a maximum o f one third o f your estate to them). This 
(injunction) has been documented in the Book (the “LowhulMahfoodh”) .

7. (Call to mind the time) When We took the pledge from the Ambiyaa $X8S8Z, from you (O 
M u h a m m a d J, Nooh Ibraheem Moosa and Isa the son of
Maryam (all the Ambiyaa $ $ $ &  pledged to worship only Allaah and to pass Allaah's message on to the people). 

We took a solemn pledge from them all...

8. ...So that (on the Day ofQiyaamah) He may ask the truthful ones (the Ambiyaa ) about
their truthfulness (whether they fulfilled their pledges. Their confirmation that they did fulfil the pledge will be 

evidence against the Kuffaar). Allaah has prepared a painful doom (punishment) for the 
Kaafiroon.

9. O you who have Imaan! Remember Allaah's favour (to you) when (during the Battle of 

Ahzaab) the (combined Jewish andMushrikeen) armies approached yOU (in Madinah,, against which
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We sent (in your defence) a (fierce) wind (that destroyed their camp) and troops (o f angels) that you 
Could not see (but which caused fear in the hearts o f the enemy). Allaah is Watchful Over what yOU 
do.

10. (Do not forget the time) When they (the combined armies o f the enemies] approached you from 
above you and from beneath you (from all directions) and when eyes were bewildered (out of 

fear), hearts reached the throats (because o f worry and fear) and you (the Munaafiqeen) harboured 
various (sceptical) thoughts about Allaah (thinkingthatAllaah will nt)L assist the M u rnineenl.

11. On that occasion, the Mu'mineen were put to the test and violently shaken (so that it 
was known who the true Mu'mineen were and who were the Munaafiqeen.)

12. When the hypocrites and those with a disease (doubts) in their hearts said, “Allaah 
and His Rasool S i  have made only deceptive promises (that Islaam is going to spread) to us 
(they promise victory when all we can see is only imminent defeat) . ”

1 *

C
13. (Remember the time) When a group of them (Munaafiqeen) said, “O people of Yathrib
(Madinah) ! YOU Cannot Stand (againsisuchalargeandpowerfulenemy), SO return (hom e),”  A party of 
them (Munaafiqeen) sought permission from the Rasool S  (to leave the battlefield) saying, 
“Our homes are exposed (at risk and we have to be there to protect them in case the enemy attacks),’’ 

whereas they were not left exposed (unprotected). (By making this excuse), They sought only to 
desert (to flee).

14. If an enemy has to attack them from the flanks (sides o f the city) and they (the Munaafiqeen) 

were asked (by the enemy) to cause trouble (among the Muslims), they would comply with only 
a moment's hesitance (a deviously normal behaviour o f  theirs).

15. They (desert the Muslims even though they) had certainly made a pledge with Allaah before
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(the battle) that they will never turn their backs. (They fail to realise that) A pledge made with 
Allaah is answerable. (They will be taken to task fo r breakingthispledge.)

16. Say, “Taking (light will not help you if you were to flee from death or killing. (By

deserting the battlefield) You will then enjoy only a few days of life (because death will certainly come to 

everyone at some time o r another). ”

17. Say, “Who can defend you against Allaah if He intends evil or good for you? 
Besides Allaah, they (the Kuffaar and Munaaflqeen) will not find any protecting friend, nor 
any helper (to assist them againstHispunishment) .”

18. Allaah has perfect knowledge of those of you (the Munaaflqeen) who present 
obstacles (in the path o f those who intend sewing the Deen) and those who say to their brothers, 
“Come (away from the battlefield) to (join) US (who are relaxing at hom e).”  It is Seldom that they 
participate (engage) in battle (because o f their cowardice and lack o f Imaan).

19. They (the Munaaflqeen) are miserly towards you (Mu'mineen and are reluctant to give you financial 

assistance). When (an occasion af) fear comes ftheir way), you will see them look at you with 
(such terror that) their eyes (are) rolling like a person being overtaken by death. (However,) 

When the fear is over, they insult you with sharp tongues, greedy for wealth (for a share in 

the spoils of war). These are the ones who have no Imaan, so Allaah destroys their deeds 
(they will receive no rewards fo r them in the Aakhirah). This is an extremely Simple task for Allaah 
(becauseAllaah does not need any person's deeds).

20. They (the Munaaflqeen are so cowardly that even when informed that the Mushrikeen armies had retreated and
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returned to Makkah, they) think that the armies have not retreated. If the armies were to 
arrive (to attack you Muslims), they (the Munaafiqeen) hope that (instead o f fighting) they were rather in 
their defeat (for away from the scene o f the battle and only to do some) inquiring about your condition 
(rather than having to actiuely fight). (In fact) Even if they (theMunaqfiqeen) were with you (the Mu'mineen in 

battle), they WOUld fight only a little (without being erf any help to you).

21. There is definitely an excellent example in Allaah's Rasool iiS ?  fin the manner in which 

he stood his ground and faced the enemy with determ i nation) for the one who fears Allaah and the Last 
Day, and who remembers Allaah abundantly (sofollow him in all affairs).

22. (Unlike the Munaafiqeen who said that Allaah and Rasulullaah had deceived them), When the 
Mu'mineen saw the armies they said, “This (a most different occasion and Allaah's help that comes with 

it) is what Allaah and His Rasool have promised us. Allaah and His Rasool have 
spoken the truth.” They then increase in Imaan and submission (to Allaah, instead of 

faltering).

23. Among the Mu'mineen there are men who are true to the pledge they vow to 
Allaah (that they will fight in Jihaad until they die). Of them is he who has fulfilled his pledge (and 
has been martyred), and he who is waiting (to be martyred). They have not changed (their resolve to 

fight) in the least (unlike the Munaafiqeen).

24. (Such situations o f trial and hardship take place) So that Allaah may reward the truthful (those who 

are true in their Imaan) for their truthfulness and punish the hypocrites if He wills or forgive 
them (when they repentsincerely). Allaah is always Most Forgiving, Most Merciful.

25. (At the end o f the battle), Allaah returned the Kuffaar (to Makkah) with their fury (rage) 

without them achieving (attaining) any good (without them attaining their objective o f  destroying Islaam 

and the Muslims). Allaah suffices for the Mu'mineen in battle (causing them to defeat the Kuffaar
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26. He (Allaah) made those people of the Book (the Jewish Barm Qurayzah tribe) u/ho assisted 
them (the combined armies) descend from their fortresses (when the Muslims laid siege to them after the 

battle) and He cast fear into their hearts (causing them to surrender without a fight). (When the fate o f the 

Banu Qurayzah was decided according to the teachings o f their scriptures, the Sahabah i executed all their able- 

bodied soldiers and took the rest as prisoners. Referring to this, Allaah says), You execute a party of them 
and take another party as prisoners.

27. (After the Banu Qurayzah were subdued,) Allaah made you successors to their land, their 
homes, their wealth and (after a short while, H e gave you) a land (Khaybar) where you have not 
(yet) set foot upon (the Roman and Persian Empires). Allaah has power over all things.

28 . (When the wives o f Rasulullaah once displeased him by inappropriately requesting an increase in their 

allowances, he separated from them. Thereafter, Allaah instructed him to make the following proposal to them.) O  
Nabi {jSUr! Say to your wives, “If you desire the life of this world and its adornments, 
then come forward. I shall grant you a generous provision and separate from you 
(divorceyou) in a cordial manner.”

29. “However, if you desire Allaah, His Rasool %  and the home of the Aakhirah, 
then (you may continue enjoying the status o f  being his wives and living with the allowance he provides because) 

Allaah has certainly prepared a grand reward for those of you who do good deeds
(Allaah will reward you tremendously fo r your sacrifice). "  (When Rasulullaah («§§? made the proposals to his wives, all of 
them chase to remain w thhimanddid not even consider beingdivorcedfrom him.)

30. O wives of the Nabi (Just as you are rewarded more than others because o f  your status), If any of
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you carries out an open act of foolishness (causing hurt to Rasulutlaah her punishment
will be multiplied twice (compared to the punishment o f  other women commuting the same sin). This is
simple for Allaah.

3 1 . Whoever of you (wiues oJRasulullaah tSSB is obedient to Allaah and His Rasool SS£ and 
does good deeds, then We will grant her twice the reward (which We give to others for the same 

deed because o f  her closeness to Allaah and because she is pleasing Rasulutlaah iSSlr, which attracts Allaah's pleasure). 

And We have prepared for her a bountiful **  provision (in Jannah) .

32. O wives of the Nabi You are not like any other women because you have 
Taqwa (it is by virtue o f Taqwa that people enjoy a higher status than others). (When it is necessary to speak to non- 

Mahram males, then) Do not speak in lowered tones (with a sweet voice) lest he in whose heart is 
a disease (lust because o f his weak lmaan) should be enticed (moved with desire). And speak in a 
befitting manner (while your speech should be direct and to-the-point so that no desire is aroused in the person, 

you should not say things that may be hurtful).

33. Remain in your homes and (when it is absolutely necessary to leave your homes, be properly dressed-as 

mentioned in verse 59 o f this Surah - and) do not make a display of yourselves as was the practice 
of (women during) the former period of ignorance (during the period before the Nabi 89®. came to 

people, when women walked about without adequately covering their bodies). (While at home, you should value your 

time and) Establish salaah, pay zakaah and obey Allaah and His Rasool I S .  Allaah 
only wishes to rid you of (spiritual) filth (such as sin), O members of the household (o f 

Rasulullaah ) , and to purify you thoroughly (from all evil).

34. And (O wives of Rasulullaah keep in mind (and teach others) the Aayaat (o f  the Qufaan) and
wisdom (Sunnah) recited (practised) in your homes. Indeed Allaah is Compassionate, 
Informed.
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35. For Muslim men and Muslim women, Mu'mineen men and Mu'mineen women, 
obedient men and obedient women, truthful men and truthful women, men who 
exercise sabr and women who exercise sabr, humble men and humble women, 
charitable men and charitable women, fasting men and fasting women, chaste men 
and chaste women, and men who remember Allaah in abundance and women who 
remember Allaah, Allaah has prepared forgiveness and an immense reward for (all of) 

them.

36. It is not (proper) for any Mu'min man or woman to exercise any choice in their 
affairs (contrary to Allaah's commands) when Allaah and His messenger have (already) decided a 
matter (and issued clear intructions concern ing the particular matter). The one who disobeys Allaah and 
His Rasool I S  has certainly deviated (erred) in a clear (definite) manner.

37. (R a su lu lla a h ^^  married his adopted son Zaid bin Haaritha to his cousin Zaynab bintJahash, who accepted the 

proposal on Rasulullaah 's recommendation. However, the couple could never adapt to each other and when

Zaid wanted to divorce her, Rasulullaah advised him to maintain the marriage. Referring to this, Allaah saysj
When you (ORasulullaah & & )  said to the one on whom Allaah had bestowed His grace 
(by guiding him to Islaam), and On whom you had bestowed your grace (by teaching and raising 

him, referring to Zaid bin Haaritha “Keep your wife and fear Allaah.” (As you did this),

You concealed in your heart (Allaah's command to you to marry Zaynab bintJahash) what Allaah  
was (soon) to disclose (after the couple had separated). You feared (what) the people (would say 

when you married the wife o f your adopted son, whom they regarded as a real son), whereas Allaah is more 
worthy of being feared (His command to marry her is more important than what people say). (Eventually, 

when the couple could no longer live together, Zaid divorced her) So when Zaid Completed his
need from her (divorced her), We married her (Zaynab) to you (O  Rasulullaah & H )  so that 
there may not be any restriction on the Mu'mineen with regard to (marrying) the wives 
of their adopted sons, when they (the adopted sons) have fulfilled their need from them 
(divorced their wives. By marrying his adopted son's wife, Rasulullaah tSJsfl dispelled all previous notions o f  people
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who believed that adopted sons are like real sons). Allaah's command will always come to pass 
(and nothing can prevent it).

38. There is no sin on the Nabi H i  with regard to (doing) what Allaah has ordained
(made permissible) for him (such as marrying more than four wives). Such was the practice of Allaah 
among those (Ambiyaa who passed before (whenever the Ambiyaa were allowed certain

privileges fo r good reason, they would exercise their privilege without fear o f reproach). Allaah's Command is a 
decreed affair (and none has the right to object to His commands).

39. (The Ambiyaa were) Those who propagate Allaah's messages, who fear Him and
do not fear anyone but Allaah. (When fulfilling Allaah's commands, they had no concern fo r the criticism qf 

people.) Allaah suffices as One who takes reckoning. (It is onlyto H im  that people haue to answer on 

the Day of Qiyaamah and not to anyone else.)

40. Muhammad M i  is not the father of any men among you (especially not the father ofZatd 

(MI23S, but he is Allaah's Rasool and the seal of all Ambiyaa (after whom there shall be no 

other Nabi). Allaah has knowledge of all things. (Allaah knows best who deserves to b e a N a b i^ ^ . )

41.0  you who have Imaan! Remember Allaah in abundance (at all tim es)...

42. ...and glorify Him (especially during the] morning and evening.

43. It is He Who showers mercy on you, and so do His Angels (pray for your forgiveness), so 
that He may remove you from a multitude of darkness (kufr, Shirk, sin and bring you) into light 
(o f Imaan andlslaam). He is always Most Merciful towards the Mu'mineen (in this world).

44. (On) The day (o f  Qiyaamah) when they (the M u’mineen) will meet Him, their greeting (the
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word with which they will greet each other and with which the angels will greet them) will be “Salaam” ( “As 

Solaamu Alaykum”) .  He has (also) prepared for them a generous reward (far beyond their 

imagination).

45.0  Nabi We have certainly sent you as a witness (who will bear testimony against the

Kuffaar o f all nations on the Day of Qiyaamah. refer to verse 143 o f  Surah 2 ), a carrier of good news (to the 

Mu'mineen that they will enjoy Jannah), a Warner (to the Kuffaar that they will suffer the punishment ofJahannam if 

they do not accept Imaan). . .

46___and as a caller to Allaah by His command and an illuminating lantern (who lit up

the world filled with the darkness ofkufr and Shirk with the light o f Imaan and who also prepared the Sahabah 

as guiding stars to lead people after him 2SH).

47. Pass on to the Mu'mineen the good news that they will have a great bounty (Jannah) 

from their Rabb (for they aretheUmmah ofRasulullaah ).

48. Do not follow (the ways and instructions of) the Kuffaar and the Munaafiqeen, ignore their 
harassment and rely only on Allaah (for assistance instead o f relying on anyone else). Allaah 
suffices as a Helper, (with Him as a Helper, you need no one else.)

J t9  -"&J> aj> v 5 s * '

49. O you who have Imaan! When you marry Mu'min women and then divorce them 
before touching them (before consummating the marriage), there will be no waiting period 
(Iddah) incumbent on them for (separating from) you, which you will have to count (to ensure 

that it Is completed). Grant them a provision (a gift, which will be half the dowry if the dowry had already been 

specified) and part (separate) from them in a most beautiful manner (without causing them any 

hurt).
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50. O Nabi @ S ! Verily We have permitted you (to many) those wives (of your: whose 
dowries you have paid and those slave women who are in your possession (whom you 

received) from the booty that Allaah has granted to you (such as Safiyya bint Huyay and Juwayriyya 

bint Haarith, both o f whom Rasulullaah married after they were brought as captives). And (We have also 

permitted you to marry) the daughters of your maternal uncles and daughters of your 
maternal aunts who have made Hijrah (to Madinah) with you (such as Zaynab bintJahash). And 
(also permitted for Nabi to marry was) that Mu'min woman who gives herself <16 a gift (without 

dowry) to the Nabi if the Nabi K  desires to marry her. These (injunctions mentioned 

above) are exclusively (only) for you (O  Rasulullaah and not for the Mu'mineen (for their 

injunctions are different). Indeed We are aware of what (injunctions) We have stipulated (especially) 

for them (the M u’mineen) with regard to their wives and the slaves they own (but We have 

granted you concessions) SO that there is no difficulty for you (to marry whom Allaah commands you to 

marry fo r various reasons). Allaah is Oft Forgiving, Most Merciful. (If Rasulullaah was restricted to
the conditions o f marriage regulating other Muslims, many o f  the objectives attained through his many marriages would 
not have been achieved, thereby depriving the Ummah of great benefits.)

51. (0  Rasulullaah (0$%!) You may suspend (your visits to) those (o f your wives) whom you please 
and you may accommodate those of them whom you please. There will be no sin on 
you if you (afterwards) seek (to accommodate) those whom (whose turns to be with you) you had 
already suspended. This (giving all o f them equal turns to be with you) is best so that their eyes are 
cooled (they remain happy), they do not grieve, and so that they are all pleased with what 
you give them. Allaah knows what is within your hearts (that you instinctively have more love for 

some o f  your wives). Allaah is All Knowing, Tolerant (He knows that no man has control over his instinctive 

feelings.) (Although Rasulullaah SisS had the option exclude to some o f his wives from the turns that he had allocated to 
them, he never exercised this option).

52. After this (the wives you already have), (other) women are not permitted for you (to marry). It
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is also not permissible for you to take another woman in marriage in exchange of any 
wives, even though her (the other woman's) beauty may appeal to you, unless she be (taken 

as) your slave (and notasyour wife). Allaah is Watchful over everything.

L>V

53. O you who have Imaan! Enter the rooms of the Nabi S i  only when you are 
permitted to da so (invited) to partake of a meal. Then too, da not wait for it (the meal) to 
be prepared (by arriving too early or without invitation), but enter when (the meal is done and) you are 
called (to eat) and disperse (depart) once you have eaten without (remaining behind and) 

engaging in a (lengthy) conversation. Indeed this (arriving too early and remaining behind afterwards) 

hurts the Nabi but he is shy for you (out o f modesty he does not tell you lest you feel offended). 

(However), Allaah does not shy away (avoid) from the truth (and makes it clear to all without 

exception). When you ask them (Rasulullaah B 's  aiiues for anything, then ask them from 
behind a curtain (without seeing them). This is purer for your hearts and for their hearts (for it 

safeguards you from evil thoughts and desires). It is not (permissible) for you (Mu’mineen) to hurt the Nabi 
iSSP (in any way), nor to ever marry his wives after him (after he posses away). Verily this (hurting 

Rasulullaah and marrying his wives after his demise) is grave in the sight of your Rabb.

54. If you make something (such as on intention to marry o f Rasulullaah 's mines after him) public or
keep it secret, then (remember that) Allaah certainly has knowledge of everything (and will 

take you to task fo r it).

55. There is no sin on them (the wives of Nabi and all Muslim women as well) for (speaking sodally to

and being seen by) their fathers, their sons, their brothers, the sons of their brothers, the 
sons of their sisters, their fellow women and their slave women. (However), They should 
fear Allaah (and still cover the necessary parts of their bodies). Indeed Allaah is Witness over 
everything.
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56. Verily Allaah and His angels send salaah on the Nabi ^  (Allaak showers special mercies 

on him and the angels pray fo r him ). O yOU (men and women) who have Imaan! Send Salaah and 
Salaam to him (pray to Allaah to shower special mercies and peace on him by reciting the various forms o f  “Salaah 

and Salaam ” reported in theAhadeeth) .

57. Verily those (theKuffaar) who hurt Allaah and His Rasool I S  (by ascribing partners to Allaah 

and rejecting the message and Prophethood ofRasulullaah (SSrJ, Allaah curses them in this world and 
in the Aakhirah, and He has prepared a humiliating (disgraceful) punishment for them.

58. Those who harm (falsely accuse) the Mu'mineen men and women for no sin on their 
part (even though they are innocent o f the alleged sin) will bear the burden of slander (falsehood) and a 
manifest sin (for which they will be severely punished).

59. O Nabi ©$■?! Tell your wives, your daughters and the women of the Mu'mineen 
that (when they have to leave their homes out o f necessity) they should draw down their “jalaabeeb” 
Over themselves (they should wear a loose garment that covers the entire body without revealing the shape o f the 

body and which has only a little opening to allow the woman to see) .  This is best for their recognition (to 

allow people to distinguish them selves from slaves who are not required to cover themselves in this fashion) SO that 
they are not harmed (not teased or made fun o f  as was done to slave women in the time ofRasulullaah Q@$r). 

Allaah is Oft Forgiving, Most Merciful.

60. If the hypocrites, those with a disease (doubts about Islaam) in their hearts and those 
who spread rumours in Madinah do not desist (from hurting the Muslims and causing problems 

among them), We will definitely grant you (0  Rasulullaah (!§Sj authority over them (the authority 

to expel them from Madinah), after which they will hardly be able to live with you there (in
Madinah).

61. They are accursed (cast far from Allaah’s mercy). (Therefore), Wherever they go (to seek asylum), 

they will be seized and massacred (unless they desistfrom their evil practices).
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62. This was the practice of Allaah with those who passed before (such people were always

punished because of their evil ways). You will never find any change in Allaah's practice
(decisions].

63. People ask you (O  RasuMaah W&&) about (when) Qiyaamah (will take place). Say, “The 
knowledge about it is only with Allaah. You will be surprised to know that perhaps 
Qiyaamah is close (you should therefore prepare yourselves fo r it).”

64. Verily Allaah has cursed the Kaafiroon (because o f their denial and irrelevant questions) and 
prepared the Blaze (Jahannam) for them.

65. They will live there forever and will not find any protecting friend, nor any helper
(to rescue them from its punishment).

66. (Instead o f asking when Qiyaamah will take place, the Kuffaar should bear in mind that it will be) The day when 
their faces will be overturned in the Fire as they say (in remorse), “O dear! If only we had 
obeyed Allaah and obeyed the Rasool S !”

67. They will say, “O our Rabb! We followed our leaders and our elders, but they 
misled us from the path (oflslaam). ”

68. (Regretting their association with their leaders and elders whom they loved in the world, the Kuffaar will begin to 

hate them saying), “O  OUT Rabb! (Because they were astray and misled us as well) Give them double 
punishment and curse them ever so greatly.”
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69.0  you who have Imaan! Do not be like those (the Banilsraaeel) who hurt Moosa
(by directing false accusations at him ), after which Allaah absolved him of what they said. (Allaah 

did this because) He (Moosa & $ $ & )  was extremely honourable in Allaah's sight (Therefore, if you 

hurt Rasutullaah ®!f§ in any way, Allaah will certainty come to his defence because he is even more honourable than 

Moosa&&$$& in Allaah's sight).

70.0  you who have Imaan! Fear Allaah and speak what is right. (Speak the truth, speak with 

justice, speak of matters related to Deen and speak everything good, especially theDh ikr o f  Allaah.)

71. (If you do this,) Allaah will correct (accept) your (good) deeds and forgive your sins. 
Whoever obeys Allaah has succeeded tremendously.

72. Verily We had offered the trust (the responsibility o f  fulfillingAllaah's commands) to the heavens, 
the earth and the mountains, but they refused to bear it and cringed at (the merethoughtof 

bearing) it (because o f the grave consequences o f  neglecting the duty). (When given to man), Man bore it (realising 

that he was created to be Allaah's representative on earth). (However), He (man in general) is extremely unjust 
(when it comes lo fulfilling this trust) and ignorant (foolish about the consequences o f  this).

73. (The result o f  all o f this is) That Allaah may punish the Munaafiqeen (hypocritical) men, 
Munaaf iqeen women, Mushrikeen (unbelieving) men and Mushrikeen women (all o f whom do 

not fulfil this trust at all) and forgive the Mu'mineen (believing) men and Mu'mineen women (for 

their shortcoming when making an effort to fulfil the trust). Allaah if Oft Forgiving, Most Merciful.
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Surah 3 4  Surah Saba

SABA

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH SABA AND SURAH AHZAAB

By Name: Surah Ahzaab contained the message to remain steadfast upon Touiheed even 
though the Ahzaab (various groups) oppose Towheed. As long as they are steadfast on Deen, the 
Mu'mineen will always be victorious over the Kuffaar, just as they were victors in the Battle of 
Ahzaab. Surah Saba presents the message that instead of opposing the Mu'mineen, it would be 
best for the Kuffaar to accept the belief in Towheed. If they do not, they will suffer the same fate as 
the people of Saba, who were annihilated for rejecting Towheed.

By Content: Surah Ahzaab mentioned that a man's wife will not be treated as his mother merely 
because he says so. Similarly, a person's adopted child will not be regarded as his own child, even 
though he desires that the child be his. In a like manner, no one can overrule AUaah's verdict in 
the Aakhirah despite peoples' belief.

Surah Saba replies to the doubts that the Kuffaar have about the Ambiyaa the angels and
the jinn being able to hold weight in AUaah's court.

A SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

The fourth part of the Qur'aan commences with Surah Saba. The central theme of this part is that 
no one is able to alter AUaah's decree by his own wiU. Therefore, only Allaah must be caUed upon 
whenever one is afflicted with any adversity. Only He must be worshipped and no partner should 
be ascribed to Him.

There are therefore two central issues discussed in this part, viz. (1) that no one can overrule 
AUaah's decisions, and (2) that only Allaah is worthy of worship. Surah Saba discusses the first of 
these two issues while Surah Faatir discusses the fact that Only Allaah must be worshipped. The 
Surah asks people why do they foolishly worship others and appeal to them as Helpers?

The central theme of Surah Saba is denying the belief that others can influence AUaah's decision 
by their intercession. This is supported by six proofs. Replies to four incorrect beliefs concerning 
the theme are also given in the Surah. The first concerns Dawood the second concerns
Sulaymaan '̂sSSPc, the third concerns the Jinn, and the fourth concernsthe angels.

Verses 10 and 11 reply to the first incorrect belief concerning Dawood 3&891E. People thought 
that since the mountains and birds glorified Allaah with Dawood and since iron became 
as soft as wax in his hands, he must certainly possess the ability to influence AUaah's decision
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through his intercession. AUaah replies to this incorrect belief by saying that all the capabilities 
and feats that Dawood possessed were given to him by AUaah. Therefore, he can never 
overrule AUah's decree in any way.

The same misguided belief was held about Sulaymaan because he possessed
overwhelming authority over many of AUaah's creation, including the Jinn. From verse 12, 
AUaah dispels this false belief by impressing upon man that it was AUaah alone who granted 
everything to Sulaymaan Although he was certainly a great Prophet and king, yet this
was so only by virtue of AUaah's grace. Whatever the Jinn did for him was for the benefit of the 
pubUc, and only possible by AUaah's command.

The Mushrikeen also believed that the Jinn possessed knowledge of the unseen. AUaah dispels 
this belief in verse 14, where He describes how Sulaymaan passed away while engaged in
worship. However, AUaah caused his body to remain upright in a standing position with his staff, 
which proped him up. Thinking him to be alive, the Jinn continued to work as he had 
commanded them to. It was only after some time when termites consumed the staff that his body 
coUapsed to the ground. Then Only did the Jinn realise that he was dead. If they possessed 
knowledge of the unseen, they would have never toiled for such a long time.

The fourth incorrect belief that the Mushrikeen held was that the angels also possessed the ability 
to influence AUaah's decision by their intercession. AUaah dispels this belief from verse 22 by 
teUing them that it is He who has granted to the angels every ability that they possess. Therefore, 
they cannot be regarded as beings whose intercession can overrule AUaah's decision. The angels 
will speak the truth only when they are asked to speak on the Day of Judgement and will say or do 
nothing to save people who deserve punishment.

AUaah makes the theme clear in verse 23, where He states, “Intercession (on behalf o f anyone) 
cannot profit (another) in His presence, save for the one whom He permits
(intercession).”
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In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful.

1. AH praise (in all forms and aspects) belongs to Allaah, to Whom belongs whatever is in the 
heavens and whatever is in the earth. All praise belongs to Him in the Aakhirah as 
well. He is The Wise, the Informed.

2. He knows what (rain) enters the earth, what (plantation) emerges from it, what (revelation) 

descends from the sky and what factions o f people) ascends into it. He is the Most 
Merciful, the Most Forgiving.

3. Those who commit kufr say, “Qiyaamah will never dawn on us.” Say, “Why not? 
(Qiyaamah is inevitable!) (1 swear) By my Rabb Who possesses the knowledge of the unseen! It 
will definitely dawn upon you. (His knowledge is so complete that) Not even (something that equals) 

the weight of an atom in the heavens and the earth can hide from Him. Even 
everything smaller (than an atom) and everything larger is (recorded) in the Clear Book (the

“Louuhul Mahfoodh ”) .  ”

4. (Qiyaamah will come) So that Allaah may reward those who have Imaan and who work 
righteous deeds. Theirs shall be forgiveness and a bountiful sustenance (inJannah).

5. Those who exert themselves to defeat Our Aayaat (to make them seem false to others), theirs
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shall be a punishment of painful proportions.

6. Those (Jews and Christians) who have been granted (proper) knowledge (o f the previous scriptures) 

will realise that what has been revealed to you (0  Muhammad m ! )  from your Rabb is the 
truth and that it guides to the path of the Mighty, Most Praiseworthy. (Because o f this
realisation, they acceptlslaam and also inuite others to i t )

7. (However,) The KllffaftT fwho do not realise the truth) SHy (mockingly toothersJ, “Should we lead yO U  

to a man (Rasulullaah iPS , who says that when you have been completely reduced to 
fragments (decomposedafteryourdeath), you will reappear as a new creation?”

8. “Does he invent lies about Allaah, or is he insane?” Rather, (it is) those who do not 
believe in the Aakhirah (who invent lies about Allaah and are insane and who) are (soon to suffer) in 
punishment and (are lost in) a distant deviation (who are so misguided that they cannot realise the truth).

9. Do they not look at the sky and the earth before them and behind them (and ponder that 

the Allaah Who first created all o f  it also has the might to to destroy them also) ? If We will, We COuld sink 
them into the ground or cause a portion of the sky to fall on them. There are certainly 
Aayaat (demonstratingAllaah'spower) in this for every slave who repents.

10. Verily, We granted Dawood a great bounty from Us (referring to his Prophethood and

theZaboor). (Addressing the mountains, Wesaid,) “O mountains! Repeat (the Tasbeeh) with Dawood” 
and the birds (were also given this command). We also made iron soft (like wax) for him (so that he 

couldmoulditashe wished without any effort).

11. (Allaah commanded Dawood “Make coats of armour (with the iron), perfect the links

V
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(so that they join together and allow the soldiers wearing the amour to move freely) and you all (your family) 

should do good deeds. I am certainly watching whatever you do (and will reward you fo r all the

good you d o ).”

12. We placed the wind at the service of Sulaymaan (so that it blew at his command). Its
(distance of) travel (when transporting him) in the morning was (equal to the distance covered in) a 
month's journey and its travel in the evening was (also equal to the distance covered in) a 
month's journey. (Sulaymaan b could therefore travel wherever he wished at tremendous speed.) We 
also caused a spring of (molten) copper to flow for him (which he could use as he pleased without 

having to dig it and melt it). There were those of the Jinn who used to work before him by the 
command of his Rabb. Those of them (the Jinn) who turned away from Our command 
(refusing to work fo r Sulaymaan We would make them taste the (blazing) punishment
(made) of fire.

•S&kSfctf
13. As he (Sulaymaan pleased, they (the Jinn) would construct for him huge
buildings, sculptures, dishes (basins) the size of dams and large pots which (were so heavy 

that they) could not be moved from their place. (Allaah addressed the family ofDawood saying,)

“O family ofDawood! Express your thanks (to M e fo r the favours 1 have given you). (Unfortunately,) 

Few of My bondsmen are thankful. ”

14. When We decreed death for him (Hadhmt Sulaymaan as he stood watch over the Jinn

constructing something), it was only the termites that made them aware of his death by 
eating his staff (thereby causing his body to fall without the support of the staff). When he fell, it became 
evident to the Jinn that if they had knowledge of the unseen (as some misguided people 

claimed), they (would have known o f his death a long time ago and) Would not have remained in a 
humiliating (disgraceful) punishment. (Had they known about Sulaymaan death, they would not
have punished themselves by continuing the hard work. This incident made it clear to the people that the Jinn do not 
possess knowledge o f the unseen.)

15. There was certainly an Aayah (denoting Allaah's greatness) for the people of Saba (a place in
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Yemen) in their (picturesque] settlements, (which consisted of) two (fertile) orchards, lying on the 
right and the left, (ft was said to them) “Eat from the provision of your Rabb and be grateful
to Him (for a!! He has given you) . (You ought to be grateful fo r having) A beautiful land and a Forgiving 
Rabb.”

16. (However, instead o f  being grateful to Allaah) They turned away (from the advice and committed kufr), SO 
We sent (to their city] the flood (water) of the (ruptured) dam (which destroyed everything in its path) and 
We replaced their two (flourishing) orchards with two orchards of foul smelling (bitter] 

fruit, tamarisks and a few sparse lotus trees (these were the only things that grew there after their 

orchards were destroyed).

17. This was the punishment We gave them for their ingratitude. We punish only the 
extremely ungrateful ones.

18. Between them and the towns that We blessed (the towns ofShaam to which they travelled for 

trade), We made several conspicuous (accesible) villages (where they could easily stop to trade and to 

fulfil their needs) and made their journey in easy stages (so that they could reach a village whenever they 

needed to eat or rest.) (It was said to them) “Travel peacefully (in security) by them (by these stages) by 
night and by day (without any fear).”

19. However, (instead of appreciating these favours) they (greedily) said, “O our Rabb! Make OUT 
journeys (make the distance) longer (so that we can trod more and get more profits )." (In asking this) They 
oppressed (wronged] themselves, SO We (destroyed them and) made them (non-existent so that all that 

remained o f them were) mere narratives (and stones about them) and shattered them into 
fragments (without any traces to be found). There are definitely Aayaat in this for every person 
who is extremely patient and extremely grateful.

20. Iblees (Shaytaan) certainly found his expectation (beliefs) about them to be true, so all
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of them followed him (into kufr) besides a group of Mu'mineen.

21. He (Shaytaan) cannot wield any power over them (cannot force them to do anything), except 
that (We have granted him some ability to influence them to do wrong so that) We may know those 
(differentiate) who have Imaan in the Aakhirah from those who are in doubt about it. 
Your Rabb is Watchful over everything.

22. Say, “Call those (gods) whom you worship besides Allaah (to assist you in any way in this 

world or in the Aakhirah) . (However, they are unable to assist you in the least because) They have no control 
over (even) an atom's weight in the heavens or in the earth. (Let alone having complete power over 

anything,) They do not even share any partnership in the two (in the heavens or in the earth), and 
none of them are assistants to Allaah (because He needs none to assist Him in anything) . ”

23. (Som e Mushrikeen maintained that their idols would intercede on their behalf before Allaah. Allaah dispels this 

belief by saying that) Intercession (on behalf o f anyone) cannot profit (another) in His presence, 
except for the one (for) wham He permits (intercession) . (However, it is certainly beyond the capability o f 
their idols to ever receive such perm ission to intercede on the day of Qiyaamah because even the Mushrikeen admit that 
they are helpless. In fact, receiving any command from Allaah is notan easy affair because even when the mighty angels 

receive commands from  Allaah, they are overcome with fear. They remain in this condition of fear) Until the time 
comes when the fear leaves their hearts and they say (to each other), “What has your 
Rabb said?” The reply is, “ (Hespeaks) The truth and He is the Exalted, the Great.”

24. Say (to the Mushrikeen), “Who sustains you from the heavens (by sending rain) and the 
earth (by growing crops )?”  Say (in reply to the question), “Allaah! (Since even the Mushrikeen accept this fact, 

they should think that it is) Either we (Muslims) OT yOU (Mushrikeen who) are certainly correctly 
guided or clearly misguided.” (ft is obvious that the misguided ones are those who do not worship Allaah 
despite knowingthatitis Only He Who sustains them.)
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25. Say (to them), “You will not be questioned about the sins we commit and we will not 
be questioned about what you do. ”

26. Say, “Our Rabb will gather us (on the Day o f  Qiyaamah) and then decide between us 
with the truth (withjustice). He is certainly the Best Judge, the All Knowing.”(Wo information 

is hidden from Him.)

27. Say, “Show me those (gods) whom you ascribe as partners (toAllaah). Never (they cannot 

ever be equal to Allaah)! But (far superior to all o f  your gods) He is Allaah, the Mighty, the Wise.”

28. We have sent you (0  Muhammad H i ]  to the whole of mankind only as a carrier of 
good news and a wamer (and not as one who has to force people to accept Imaan). However, most 
people (theKuffaar) do not know (that you are Allaah's trueNabi).

29. They (the Kuffaar) say, “When will this promise (o f punishment) be fulfilled, if you are 
truthful (in your claim to prophethood)?”

30. Say, “You have an appointment (the promise o f  punishment) on a day which you will be 
unable to postpone for a moment nor bring forward. ”

31. The Kuffaar (adamantly) say, “We shall neither believe in this Qur'aan nor in those 
(scriptures revealed) before it.” If only you could see the time when the oppressors (these 

Kuffaar and sinners of shirk) will be standing before their Rabb. Each one will be passing the 
blame to the other. Those of a lower status (the misguided followers in the world) will say to 
those of a higher status (their leaders who misguided them), “If it were not for you (influencing us to 

commitkufr), we would have been Mu'mineen.”
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3 2. Those of higher status (the leaders in the world) will reply to those of lower status (the weak 

ones who followed them in the world) saying, “Did we (forcefully) prevent you from the guidance 
(Islaam) when it came to you? No (we did not force you to reject lslaam)! You were all criminals 
(sinners) yourselves (you were yourselves guilty of the kufr and sin and cannot place the blame onus).”

33. Those of a lower status (weak ones) will say to those of a higher status (theproud leaders), 

“Day and night did your schemes (deception) prevent us (from lslaam) when you (tirelessly) 

instructed (deceived) us to disbelieve in Allaah and to ascribe partners to Him.”
(However,) They (both groups) will suppress (hide) their remorse (for not accepting Imaan) when they 
see the punishment (knowing that remorse will now be useless to them and fearing that others will taunt them). 

We will then place yokes on the necks of the Kuffaar (and drag them to Jahannam). They will 
be punished only for what they did (and not fo r anything they did not do).

34. Whenever We sent a warner a Nat to a town, the affluent people (because o f their wealth, 

powerandfame) said, “We disbelieve in what has been sent with you.”

35. They (the affluent) said, “We possess more wealth and more children than you (so how
can you expect us to follow you?). We can never (ever) be punished (because Allaah loves us, as seen by the 

many favours with which He has blessed us). ”

36. Say, “Verily my Rabb increases sustenance for whoever He wills (for reasons known best 

to Him and not becauseHe loves them) and decreases (the sustenance o f  whoever He wills fo r good reason and not 

because He dislikes them). However, most people do not know (this and foolishly think otherwise).”

37. Your wealth and children are not such that they can draw you closer to Us (merely
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because you have them in abundance), except for him who has Imaan and does good deeds. (Such

a person's wealth and children can certainly take him closer to Allaah because he will use them to please Allaah.) For
these people, there shall be a multiplied reward on account of what (good) they do, and 
they shall rest peacefully on balconies (o f lofty chambers in Jannah).

38. (On the other hand,) Those who exert (tire) themselves to defeat Our Aayaat (to make them

seem false to others), these people will be presented (seized) for punishment (i nJahannam).

39. Say, “Verily my Rabb increases sustenance for whoever of His bondsmen He 
wills and decreases for him (whom He wills as a test fo r them). Whatever good (wealth) you spend 
(in charity for Allaah's pleasure), He will replace it (with a reward that is far more valuable). He is the best 
of providers.”

40. (Do not forget) The day when We shall gather them all, and Allaah will say to the 
angels, “Are these the ones (people) who used to worship you?”

41. They will say, “You (Allaah) are Pure! You are our Protecting Friend, not them. The 
fact is that they (never worshipped us but) used to worship the Jinn (the Shayaateen who persuaded 

them to worship us), most of them believing them (believing the reasons the Shayaateen gave them for 

worshippingus). ”

42. Today (on the Day o f  Qiyaamah), none shall be able to do good or harm to anyone. We 
will say to the oppressors (the Kuffaar), “Taste the punishment of the Fire which you 
used to openly deny.”
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43. When Our clear Aayaat are recited to them (the Kuffaar), they say, “He (Rasuluttaah %M§) 

is but a man who wishes to prevent you from (worshipping) what your forefathers 
worshipped (so that he can become your leader). ”  They also say, “This (Qur'aan) is just a forged lie
(that is falsely attributed to Allaah).”  (However, when asked why the Qur'aan has such a profound effect on even 

intelligent people when it isallegedtobea forged lie), The Kuffaar Say about the truth (the Qur'aan) when 
it comes to them, “This is but obvious magic (which bewitches peop le )."

44. (It is strange that the Mushrikeen o f  Makkah so adamantly refused to believe in Rasulullaah (SSir when) We 
neither gave them any scriptures that they could study (read) nor did we send a Warner 
(Nabi) to them before you. (They therefore did not have anything authentic to hold onto, which they would find 

hard to forsake in order to accept Islaam.)

45. (However, the rejection o f the Mushrikeen o f  Makkah is nothing new because) Those before them (also) 

rejected (their Ambiyaa $ $ $ £ & ). (The Mushrikeen of Makkah regarded their wealth and honour as a source o f pride 

to justify their opposition to Rasulullaah whom they regarded as an ordinary person. Allaah says that) These 
people (the Mushrikeen o f Makkah pride themselves fo r their wealth when they) cannot even reach a tenth 
of what We gave them (the nations o f the past), yet (despite their meagre resources) they (dare to) reject 
My Rusul. How (grieuous) will be My retribution (My punishment in both worldsforsuch insolence) I

46. Say (to the Mushrikeen o f  Makkah), “I giveyou only one (piece of) advice. (The advice is) That for 
Allaah's sake (pleasure), you stand (either) in pairs or individually and then you think (about 

the sanity o f Rasulullaah whom you allege is insane). (After sober thought, you will admit that) Your 
companion (Rasulullaah ) is not insane (because you had known him since his young days and have 

never known him to say or do anything blameworthy). He is but a Warner to you before the arrival of 
a severe (terrible) punishment (catastrophe)."

47. (O  Rasulullaah (BS/J Say (to the Kuffaar) , “ (If you claim that I  have asked you fo r some payment fo r accepting 

my message, then listen.) You can keep whatever payment I may have asked of you. My 
reward is Allaah's responsibility (with Allaah) and He is Witness over all things (my honesty 

and intentions are known to H im )."

48. Say, “Verily my Rabb hurls the truth (at falsehood, causing it to.) He has perfect
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knowledge of the unseen (and knows that the truth will always prevail despite the temporary victories of 

falsehood).”

49. Say, “The truth (Imaan and Islaam) has arrived (come) and falsehood (kufr and Shirk) shall 
neither show its face, nor make a return (to  deceive people).”

50. Say (to the Kuffaar), “If I am astray, then I have strayed to my own detriment (without he 

firing you, so why do you continue harassing me?). However, if I am rightly guided, then it is on 
account of what (revelation) my Rabb has revealed to me. (Hence it will benefit you tremendously to 

follow me ratherthan oppose me.) Verily, He is the All Hearing, Close.”

51. If only you could see (theDay ofQiyaamah) when they (the Kuffaar) Will be terrified (when they 

arepunished), (they) will have no escape (from it) and will be seized from nearby (so suddenly that 
they will be unable to offer any resistance to escape).

%
52. They will (then) say, MWe (now) believe it (in euen/thingtheAmbiyaQ^^^ffl* told us).n How can 
they reach it (Imaan) from a distant place (from theAakhirah) ...

53___when they had already disbelieved it before (in the world) ?  (The opportunity to acceptlmaan

is restricted to this world. It will not be possible to acceptlmaan in theAakhirah.) They were shooting at the 
Unseen (an invisible target) from a far-off place (from a great distance, meaning that they were merely 

attempting the impossible when they tried to justify their beliefs).

54. A  barrier will fall (be set) between them and the desires they hoped for, just as it 
occurred to the groups before them. (They will therefore not be given the opportunity to repent and accept 
Imaan. A ll the expectations they had about their gods saving them in the Aakhirah will also vanish into thin air.) 

Indeed, they were ever in a confused doubt (and therefore they did not acceptlmaan).
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Surah 3 5  Surah Faatir

TH E  C R E A T O R

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH FAATIR AND SURAH SABA

By Name: Surah Saba refutes the false belief that any person's intercession can change Allaah's 
decision. It also replies to many incorrect beliefs and narrates the incident of the people of Saba, 
who were annihilated because of their kufr and ingratitude.

Surah Faatir now proceeds to provide proofs for the above. Allaah states in the very first verse, 
“All praise be to Allaah, the Creator of the heavens and the earth... ” By not accepting 
this fact, people will be punished like the people of Saba.

By Content: Surah Saba negates the belief that anyone can overrule Allaah's decision. The 
Surah also dispels certain doubts regarding the Ambiyaa the jinn and the angels,
explaining that they can never reverse Allaah's decision by their intercession.

Surah Faatir goes on to explain that since none can overrule Allaah's decree, it follows that He 
must be the Only Deity. Therefore, only He should be called upon when in need.

A BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

This Surah primarily negates Shirk in Tasarruf (division in duties). It emphasises that Only Allaah
is the Master and Controller of the universe, and that Only He has knowledge of the unseen.
Therefore, Only He must be called upon whenever one is in need.

The Surah presents twelve proofs to substantiate the above. Together with these, three verses
explicitly state the message of the Surah.

* The first is verse 3 which states, “O people! Call to mind Allaah's favour to you. Is 
there another creator besides Allaah who sustains you from the sky and the 
earth?” After establishing that Allaah is the only source of mercy and blessings, one can 
only conclude that “There is no Ilaah besides Him. So to where are you 
retrogressing (turning away from Towheed)?” *

* The second is verse 13 which states, “Allaah enters the day into the night and the 
night into the day and has made the sun and the moon subservient (so that they 
benefit man). Each one travels to an appointed term (when even they will come to 
an end)" [verse 13]. In this verse, Allaah explains that He controls the alternating and
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length of the day and night. He also controls the solar and lunar systems. Therefore, one 
is forced to acknowledge, “This (Magnificent Creator and Controller of all these things) 
is Allaah, your Rabb! To Him belongs all kingdom. (Let alone having even some 
of the powers of Allaah), Those (gods) whom you (Kuffaar) worship besides Allaah 
do not have control of even the skin on the date seed (They are unable to even 
create something that seems as insignificant asthis.) If you call them (your gods), they 
will not even hear your call. Even if (one assumes that) they hear, they will be 
unable to respond (for they can do nothing to assist you). (In fact) On the Day of 
Qiyaamah they will reject your Shirk (they will claim that you did not worshipthem 
at all). None can inform you (of this and all other matters) like the Informed 
(Allaah).”

* The third is verse 40 in which Allaah asks the Mushrikeen to show what their gods have
created, or to prove what partnership they share in the creation of the universe. If they 
continued to believe that their gods are really deities although they have not created 
anything, then they are requested to furnish proof to this effect.

The Surah also contains many warnings and reproaches as well as glad tidings as the occasion
demands.
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In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful.

1. All praise be to Allaah, the Creator of the heavens and the earth, Who made (some of) 

the angels messengers (carrying His messages to theAmbtyaa), possessing two, three and four 
wings. Allaah increases His creation as He pleases (making some larger and more powerful than 

others). Verily Allaah has power over all things (likegrantingJibraeel600 wings).

2. There is none to withhold the mercy Allaah opens to His people (such as rain, sustenance, 

spiritual upliftment), and there is none to release the mercy that He withholds. He is the 
Mighty (able to do as He pleases withoutanyonetochallengeHim), the Wise (knows exactly when and on whom 

to shower His mercy).

3. O people! Remember Allaah's favour to you. Is there another creator besides 
Allaah who sustains you from the sky and the earth? There is no Ilaah but Him. So to 
where are you retrogressing (turning away from  Towheed) ?

4. If they (the Kuffaar) reject you (0  Rasulullaah (S i , then (this is nothing new because) many Rusul 
were falsified (denied) before you. All affairs return to Allaah (and the Kuffaar will then have to 

answer fo r theirfalsehood).

5. O people! Allaah's promise (o f resurrection) is (most) certainly true, so never let the
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worldly life deceive you (into thinking that you will never be resurrected), nor should the great 
deceiver IShnylaan) deceive you about Allaah (by telling you that you may continue sinning because 

Allaah will forgive you).

6. Indeed Shaytaan is your (obvious) enemy, so treat him as an enemy. He calls to his 
party (followers) only so that they become inmates (dwellers) of the Blaze (Jahannam).

7. There shall be severe punishment for the Kuffaar (those who follow Shaytaan), and 
forgiveness and tremendous reward for those who have Imaan and who do good
deeds (by ignoring Shaytaan).

8. The person whose evil acts have been beautified for him, causing him to regard 
them as good (can he be like the one who does good?). Verily Allaah sends astray whoever He 
wills and guides whoever He wills. So do not let your soul leave (do not grieve) in remorse 
over them (if they do not accept Imaan). Indeed Allaah has knowledge of what they do (and He

will punish them accordingly).

9. Allaah is the One Who sends the winds which carry a cloud. We then waft (lift) it (the 

cloud) to a dead (arid, barren) land, and with it (the ruin) We revive the earth after its death. 
Thus shall be the resurrection (on the Day o f  Qiyaamah when dead souls will be revived) .

10. Whoever desires honour, (respect) then know that all honour belongs to Allaah (and 

can be achieved only through obeying H im ). The Pure Word (the Kalimah as well as other forms o f  Dhikr) 

climbs (goes) up to Him, propelled by good deeds (coupled with good deeds, a Muslim's Dhikr is 

readily accepted by Allaah). There shall be a severe punishment for those who devise evil 
schemes (to harm Islaam and the Muslims). The plots of these people will certainly be 
destroyed (willfail completely).
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11. Allaah has created you (your father Aadam from Sand, then (the generations after him)

from a seed (sperm), and then made you in pairs (male and female). He has knowledge of 
every female that conceives and delivers. Recorded in the Book (the “LowhulMahfoodh”) is 
(each and) every aged person who ages (who reached old age) and (every person) whose age is 
decreased (who does not reach old age). This (keeping records o f everything) is (very) simple for Allaah 
(do not think that He will find it difficult to record everything you do ).

12. The two water masses (oceans and rivers/lakes) are not the same. The one (river/lake fresh 

water) is sweet (drinkable), quenching and easy to drink, while the other (seawater) is salty 
and bitter. (Nevertheless,) From each of these (masses of water) you eat fresh meat (fish) and you 
extract jewels (pearls) that you wear. You will see ships cleaving (through the waters because 

Allaah had made them useful to you) SO that you seek from Allaah's bounty (your livelihood) and (so 

thatyou) show gratitude (to Him fo r this bounty).

13. Allaah enters the day into the night and the night into the day and has made the 
sun and the moon subservient (so that they benefit man). Each one (the sun and moon) travels to 
an appointed term (when even they will come to  an end). This (Magnificent CrerJor ar,cl Controller o f all these 

things) is Allaah, your Rabb! To Him belongs all kingdom. (Let alone having even some o f the 

powers o f Allaah,) Those (gods) whom you (Kuffaar) worship besides Allaah do not have 
control of even the skin on the date seed. (They are unable to create even something as insignificant as 
this.)

14. If you call them (your gods), they will not even hear your call. Even if (one assumes that) 

they hear, they will be unable to respond (forthey can do nothing to assist you). (In fad) On the Day 
of Qiyaamah they will reject (disown) your Shirk (they will claim that you did not worship them at all. 

See verse 28 o f  Surah 10). None can inform you (o f this and all other matters) like the Informed 
(Allaah).
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15. O people! You are all beggars (in need) before Allaah (dependant on Him fo r everything) and 
(Only;) Allaah is Independent (not in need o f  anyone or anything), Most Worthy of praise.

16. If He wills, He could remove you (if you fail to accept Imaan) and replace you with a new 
creation (because He has no need fo r those who reject H im ).

17. This is not at all difficult for Allaah (and it has been done in the past).

18. None shall be burdened with (suffer punishment for) the load (the sins) of another (because 

each person will be responsible fo r his/her own actions). If any burdened (sinful) person has to call for 
his load (o f sin) to be carried (by another), none of it will be carried, even though it be his 
close relative (that he calls to carry fo r him). You (O  Rasulullaah (H i,  can warn only those who fear 
their Rabb without seeing Him, and who establish salaah (because such people will take heed of 

the warning). Whoever (spiritually) purifies himself, purifies himself only for his own good 
(because this spiritual purification will lead him to deeds that will earn him Jannah). To Allaah will be the 
return (o f every soul after death).

19. The blind and the seeing cannot be equal...

20__neither can a multiplicity of darkness (shadows) and the light (be equal). . .

21. ...neither (can) shade and heat (be the same). (Just as all o f the above are opposites, so too are kufr and 
Imaan, sin and virtue, theKuffaar andtheMu'mineen.)
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22. (In the same manner), The (spiritualty) living (the Mu'mineen) and the (spiritually) dead (the Kufjaar) 

cannot be the same. Whoever Allaah wills He makes him hear (the truth), and you (O

Rasulutlaah W & )  cannot make those in the graves hear (withoutAllaah's will).

23. You (O  Rasulullaah ©$?) are only a Warner (you can only warn them about the consequences ofkufr but 

cannot force them to renounce it).

24. Verily We have sent you with the truth as a carrier (bearer) of good news (to the

Mu'mineen) and (os] a Warner (to the Kuffaar). (Your duty is not near to people because) A Warner (who 

cautionedpeopleabouttheconsequencesofkufr) passed in (was sent to) every nation.

25. If they reject you, then (this is also not unexpected because) those before them also rejected
(the Ambiyaa $ & & &  who came to them). (They rejected their Ambiyaa even though) Their Rusul
brought to them clear signs (miracles), scriptures and an illuminating Book.

r&
w

26. Thereafter (after they rejected the Ambiyaa and their message) I Seized (punished) those who
committed kufir. So (see) how (severe) was My punishment (that none of them were left alive so take heed)

27. Do they (theKuffaar) not see that (the powers of) Allaah (are so great that He) sends rain from 
the sky (which is colourless), using it to bring forth many fruits of varying colours (each having 

unique tastes, textures and characteristics)? From the mountains, (you will find that) there are different 
ridges, varying from white to red of different shades and some which are extremely 
black feuen though all the mountains are similar in composition).
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28. There is a similar variation of colours among people, creatures and animals. 
From Allaah's bondsmen (servants) it is only the learned ones (those who recognise Him and the

Ulema who possess understanding) who fear Him (because they appreciate His powers and greatness). Verily 
Allaah is Mighty, Most Forgiving.

29. Indeed, those who recite Allaah's Book (the Qur'aan), who establish salaah and who 
spend secretly and openly from what We have given them, they can look forward to a 
trade (a profit) that will never be destroyed (without any fear of loss), (In exchange fo r their good deeds, 
they can expect rewards that are everlasting.)

30. (The result o f their deeds isj That Allaah will grant them their reward in full and (even) 

increase (their rewards for) them from His grace. Verily He is Most Forgiving (o f their sins), 

Most Appreciative (even o f  limited obedience).

31. Those parts of the Book (the Qur'aan) that We have revealed to you (O  Muhammad t ^ ^ )  

are the (undeniable) truth, verifying (confirming) the scriptures before it. Without doubt, 
Allaah is Informed and Ever Watchful over His bondsmen (and will certainly take that person to 

task who questions any part o f the Qur'aan).

32. Thereafter (after revealing the Qur'aan toRasulullaah &$•), We made those of Our bondsmen 
whom We chose (the Mu'mineen) inheritors of the Book (the Qur'aan}. Of them were those 
who oppressed (wronged) their (own) souls (by committing sins), while there were those who 
were moderate (who neither sinned, nor did more than the Faraa'idh and Waajibaat). There were also 
those who were leaders (advanced) in good deeds by the command of their Rabb (those 
who refrained from sin and besides the Faraa'idh and Waajibaat, also excelled in performing optional good deeds 

Nawaafil). This (revelation o f the Qur'aan to mankind) is Allaah's extreme grace.

S i  '
e x p .

33. In the eternal Jannaat that they (the Mu’mineen) will enter, they will be adorned with 
bracelets of gold and pearls. Their garments there will be (made) of silk.
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@9.
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34. (in Jannah) They will say, “All praise be to Allaah, Who has removed grief (sorrow) 

from us (by saving us from  Jahannam). Undoubtedly our Rabb is Most Forgiving, 
Appreciative (oflmaan and good deeds, because af which His rewards areso beautiful). ”

£
35. (They will add) “He (our Rabb) has settled us in an eternal home by His grace. Here (in 

Jannah] no difficulty (toil) will ever afflict (tormentI us, nor shall any tiredness touch us.”

36. (On the contrary), those who commit kufr will have the Fire of Jahannam, where no 
decree (o f  death) will be passed against them so that they may die (and thereby be relieved of 

punishment). (Let alone escaping the punishment), Their punishment wall also not be lightened. 
Thus do We punish every Kaafir (ungrateful one).

37. They (theKuffaar) will be screaming (crying fo r help) in Jahannam saying, “O our Rabb! 
Remove us from here and (send us back to the world where) we will do deeds unlike those (evil 

deeds) that We used to Carry out.” (They will be denied this request and it will be said to them), “Did We 
not grant you sufficient age (time) in which the one who takes heed may take heed? 
And did a Warner not come to you? (You had enough time in the world to do good deeds and the Ambiyaa 

and others were there to warn you about the consequences o f your kufr, yet you failed to take heed J So taste 
(the punishment fo r your wrong-doing) ! The oppressors (Kuffaar and sinners) will not have a helper 
(against Allaah’spunishment). ”

38. Verily Allaah has knowledge of the unseen things of the heavens and the earth. 
He certainly has knowledge of the secrets of the heart (and is therefore in a perfect position to 

decide whether people need to be rewarded or punished).
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39. It is He Who made you successors (o f each other) on earth. Whoever commits kufr, 
then his kufr is to his own detriment (because it will not harmAllaah in any way). The kufr of the 
Kaafiroon will only increase the wrath of their Rabb for them (causing them to suffer more 

punishment). The kufr of the Kaafiroon will only increase them in loss.

40. Say, “Tell me about your partners (gods) whom you worship besides Allaah. Show 
me what they have created of the earth, or (if they have created nothing) do they (at least) share a 
partnership in the heavens and the earth? (When their gods have nothing to show, how can they ever be 

worshipped?) Or have (the Mushrikeen resolved to adamantly cling to their beliefs because) We (had) given 
them a Book from which they have a clear proof (to do as they are doing) ?  (The reason fo r their 

adamant behaviour is that) The oppressors (the Mushrikeen) make only deceptive (false) promises 
to each other (bypromisingeach other that their gods will intercede for them on the Day o f  Qiyaamah). ”

41. Verily Allaah withholds (stabilizes) the heavens and the earth from moving (fromshaking

and thereby causing difficulty fo r people). If they were ever to move, there will be none to 
withhold them after Him (after He allows them to m ove). Indeed He is Tolerant, Most 
Forgiving.

)f ft*?

42. They (the Mushrikeen ofMakkah) used to take solem n (sincere) oaths by  A llaah  (when they saw 

the Jews and Christians disputing) that if a  Warner (aNabi) had to com e to them, they w ould  (accept 

his teachings and thereby) becom e m ore rightly guided than any (other] nation. However, when  

the warner (Rasulullaah & t£ )  cam e to them, it only increased them in anim osity (hatred and 

instead o f being rightly guided, they drove themselves further from it).

43. (They behaved like this because) They were proud On earth (tooproudtofollow  another) and (because)
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they devised evil schemes (to oppose and harass RasuMaah The consequences of evil 
schemes surround (harm) only those who devise them (rather than those against whom they devised 

the scheme). They (the Kuffaar) seem only to be awaiting the treatment (punishment) of the 
previous (Kuffaar) generations (to come to them before they can accept Imaan). (They can be rest assured that 

when they persist in kufr, they will certainly suffer the plight o f the previous Kuffaar nations because) YOU will never
find any change in Allaah's practice (promises, ways), neither will you find any 
adjustment (change) in Allaah's practice.

44. Have they not travelled in the lands and seen what was the result of those (Kuffaar 

nations) before them who were (far) more powerful than them? Allaah is not such that 
anything in the heavens and the earth can defeat him (He is Capable o f destroying people 

regardless o f their power and m ight) He is the All Knowing, Powerful (He cannot be made helpless).

45. If Allaah were to take man to task for everything he does, (the punishment of) Allaah 
would (have destroyed man and everything around him and) not have left a Single Creature On the 
face of the earth. However, Allaah defers (postpones the time when He will punish) them until an 
appointed term (which may either be in this world, in the Aakhirah or in both). (Nevertheless) When their 
term (time) arrives, then Allaah is Ever Watchful over His bondsmen (and will ensure that they 

do not escape).
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Surah 3 6  Surah Yaaseen

YAASEEN
THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH YAASEEN AND THE PRECEDING SURAHS

Surah Saba negates the false belief that any one’s intercession can alter Allaah's decision. 
Thereafter, Surahs Yaaseen, Saaffaat, Saad and Zumar also share this theme, though to a more 
intense degree. Surah Saba also dispels many doubts held by the Mushrikeen. Surah Yaaseen 
now emphasises the fact that since the false gods of the Mushrikeen cannot save them from 
Allaah's punishment, how can they even hope that any intercession can change Allaah's decree?

A  BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

The first eleven verses serve as introduction to the Surah. In these verses, Allaah explains that the 
Qur'aan verifies the truthfulness of Rasulullaah SUS. However, because Allaah has sealed the 
hearts of many people who refuse to accept the truth, they cannot accept the fact.

Verse 12 warns people about the Aakhirah, after which verses 13 to 29 narrate the incident of the 
people of a certain village. They rejected Allaah's apostles and even martyred a person who gave 
them good advice. Eventually they were destroyed by Allaah's punishment, from which futile the 
“hoped for intercession” of their gods could not save them.

The primary assertion of the Surah appears in this incident, where the murdered person says, 
“Why should I take others as Aaliha besides Him? If Ar Rahmaan intends any harm 
to reach me, their intercession will not help me in the least, nor can they rescue me
(from punishment). ”  (We therefore have no reason for worshipping them.). ”  [verse 23]

The Su rah contains the following five arguments to prove its central theme.

1. “Have they not seen how many were the nations that We destroyed before 
them (all o f whom behaved as they do) ?  (These nations were so thoroughly destroyed 
that) They will certainly never return to them (in this world). (Finally, on the Day of 
Qiyaamah) They will all be present before Us collectively (when they will have to 
answer for their behaviour and suffer an even graver punishment.), [verses 31, 32]. In 
this verse, Allaah mentions that many disobedient nations before it had been destroyed, 
whose gods could not assist them at all.

2. “Dead (arid, barren) earth is an Aayah for them (which demonstrates how Allaah 
brings things back life after people have lost h op e)... until the words ...other things 
about which they have no knowledge” [verses 33 to 36]. In these verses Allaah 
explains that Only He can revive barren land, causing all types of vegetation to flourish 
on it. It is also only He Who causes springs to gush forth from beneath the earth. The f a l s e  
gods of the Mushrikeen have no share in the creation of these things. Not even the 
angels, the Jinn or the Ambiyaa can accomplish any of these feats. Therefore, how can any other 
besides Allaah be regarded as a intercessor or an deity?
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3. Verses 37 to 40 contain the third logical proof where Allaah says, “The night is (also) 
an Aayah for them (which demonstrates Allaah’s great pow ers)... until the words ...They 
all (sun and moon) swim within their orbits.” Allaah controls the entire solar system, which 
has not altered its perfect functioning to this day. If there existed a being whose intercession could 
effect any change to Allaah's decisions, then this being would have certainly been able to effect 
some change in Allaah's system.

4. Allaah presents the fourth logical proof from verse 41 to verse 44. In this proof, Allaah 
explains how He allows ships and other marine vessels to travel safely across the oceans. If He 
wished to sink any ship, no false god would be able to save the ship.

5. Allaah presents the fifth logical proof in verse 71 in which He speaks of the animals that 
He has created for man’s various purposes. Some animals man can use to transport himself and 
his goods; others he slaughters to eat. Only Allaah has created these animals and the false gods of 
the Mushrikeen had no part in this creation. Therefore, they cannot be regarded as deities nor as 
effective intercessors.

“We did not teach him (RasuMlaah & ?) poetry, nor is it befitting of him (to recite poetry 
because his duty is much nobler). This is advice and the clear Qur aan to warn him who is 
living, and to establish proof against the Kaafiroon (to prove that their behaviour and beliefs 
are incorrect)”  [verses 69, 70]. In these verses Allaah attests the authenticity of Rasulullaah 
declaring that he was not a poet, neither was the Qur’aan a work of poetry, as the Mushrikeen 
alleged. Allaah says that it is not becoming of a person like Rasulullaah to be a mere poet.

Allaah clearly asserts the theme in verses 74 and 75 where He says, “They adopt various 
Aaliha besides Allaah so that they may be assisted (by these Aaliha). (Little do they 
realise that) They (these gods) are unable to render any assistance to them, and (instead) 
they will be a ready army (who will testify) against them. ”

In verse 77, Allaah highlights the ingratitude of man, who, forgetting that Allaah created him from 
a drop of semen, chooses to contest the belief in Towheed. They also contest Allaah's power by 
expressing surprise at the fact that Allaah will resurrect man on the Day of Qiyaamah. Allaah 
replies to their objection when He says, “Say, The One Who gave life to it the first time 
(when H e created it) will revive it. He has knowledge of all things... until the words ... 
When He wills anything, His only command is to say, “Be!” and it comes into being” 
[verses 79 to 82].

Allaah proves the coming of Qiyaamah by explaining that it is indeed simple for the Being Who 
oringinally created man from nothing, to bring the same original matter back to life. Allaah also 
mentions one of His smaller feals in creating fire from a green tree. After creating man from 
nothing and creating enormous phenomena like the heavens and the earth, can He not perform 
the simple act of resurrecting the dead? In fact, all Allaah needs to do when He intends something 
to happen, is Say Be!” . The thing then immediately comes into being.

Allaah concludes the Surah Yaseen by stating the essence of the theme, when He says, “Pure Is 
that Being in Whose hand lies the reins (control) of everything, and to Whom you will 
all be returned (afterdeath).”
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o

In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful.

1. Yaaseen. (Only Allaah knows the correct meaning o f these letters.)

2. By the oath of the wise (powerful) Qur'aan.

3. You (O M uham m ad & H ) are verily among the Ambiyaa..

k

4__on the straight path (Islaam).

5. (This Qur'aan is) A revelation of the Mighty, the Most Merciful.

6. (It was revealed) To warn a nation (the Arabs) whose forefathers were not warned (by a Nabi 

since the demise o f Isa many centuries earlier) and who Were (therefore) negligent (disregarded tiieir

dutiestoAllaah).

7. The decision has (already) been passed against most of them that they will not have 
Imaan (and are destined to die os Kuffaar) .
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8. (When they reach the Aakhirah,) We shall place a yoke (collar) around their necks, which 
reaches to their chins, so that their gazes are fixed upwards (symbolic o f their arrogance in this 

world which prevented them from looking down and seeing the straight path).

9. We have placed a barrier in front of them and a barrier behind them, and We have 
enveloped them (with the darkness ofkufr and sin) SO  they Cannot see (the truth to acquire any spiritual 
understanding)

10. It is the same to them (makes no difference to them) whether you warn them or you do not 
warn them. (In any event,) They will never have Imaan (because their pride prevents them from  

acceptingthe truth).

11. You can warn only him who follows the advice and fears Ar Rahmaan without 
seeing Him (because such a person is willing to accept guidance). Give him the good news of 
forgiveness and a bountiful provision (a reward o f honour).

12. Verily only We (can) revive the dead and record what More) they send ahead (to be

rewarded or punished in the Aakhirah) and the trails (guidance) they leave (for others to follow ). We have 
meticulously recorded everything in the clear Book (the “LowhulMahfoodh”).

13. Give them the example of the people of the village (probably Antioch) when the 
messengers (prophets) came to (preach Towheedto) them.

14. When We sent two (Prophets) to them, and the people rejected them, after which We 
reinforced them with a third (Prophet) and they said (to the people), “We have certainly 
been sent as messengers to you people.”
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IS. The people said, “ (How am you be prophets when) You are mere humans like ourselves (a 

Prophet ought to be an angel). Allaah has not revealed anything (to you), you are only lying (about 

your duty and message) . ”

16. They replied, “ (Whether you believe us or not,) Our Rabb knows that We have been sent as 
messengers to you people (and we will therefore continue with our duty).”

17. “Clear propagation is our only responsibility. ”

18. The people said, “We augur (foresee) evil from you (only evil can be expected from your presence 

here). If you do not desist (stop preaching), we will surely stone you and a painful 
punishment from us will definitely afflict you.”

19. The messengers said, “Your augury (premonition o f evil) is with you (if any evil comes your way, 

it will be only as a result o f you own wrong-doing). (Do you foresee evil only) Because you have been given 
advice? (This is foolish indeed because good advice should rather prompt you to anticipate goodness. However, you

say such things because) You are but a transgressing nation (who do not live within limits) . ”

V
©

20. A  man (from the same town) came running from the farthest end (part) of the town saying, 
“O my people! Follow (obey) the messengers.”

21. “Follow those who do not ask for any payment from you, and who are rightly 
guided (who are not selfishly motivated in any way) .  ”
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22. “Why should I not worship the One Who has created me, and to Whom you all
shall return?” (We have every reason to uiorshipAllaah and would be foolish not la )

23.“Why should I take others as Aaliha besides Him? If Ar Rahmaan intends any 
harm to reach me, their intercession will not help me in the least, nor can they rescue
me (from punishment). ”  (We therefore have no reason fo r worshipping them.)

24. “ (Should I worship others besidesAllaah,) I would then surely be in clear error.”

25. “I have certainly believed in your Rabb (Allaah), so listen to me (and obey the Prophets).”  
(However, instead o f listening to him, the people killed him.)

26. It was said (to him after his death), “Enter Jannah.” He said, “If only my people had 
known...”

27. “...the reason why my Rabb had forgiven me and made me from among the 
honoured ones!” (If they knew this, they would surely havefollowed my example.)

28. We did not (make the effort to) send any army against his nation (people) after him, nor 
were We going to.

29. It was only a single scream (an extremely loud blast that was needed to punish them,) after which 
they were (all destroyed like a light that is) Suddenly extinguished (in an instant).
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30. What anguish about My bondsmen! (They are so cruet and foolish that) They mock every 
Rasool that comes to them.

31. Have they not seen how many were the generations that We destroyed before 
them (all o f whom behaved as they d o)?  (These nations were so thorough !y destroyed that) They will certainly 
never return to them (in world).

&
32. (Finally, on theDayqfQiyaamah) They will all be present before Us collectively (when they will 

have to answer fo r their behaviour and suffer an even graver punishment).

33. Dead (arid, barren) earth is an Aayah for them (which demonstrates hawAllaah brings things back to 

life after people have lost hope that the vegetation will be revived). (By merely sending rain to the dead earth) We
revive it and (even) bring forth grains from it, which you eat.

34. (In addition to the grains We cause to grow on earth fo r man,) We place Orchards of date palms and 
grapes on it (theearth) and cause springs to gush forth...

35... .so that they may eat from its fruit, even though their hands have not made it. 
Will they not be grateful (for everything We have given them without any effort on their part)?

36. That Allaah is Pure Who created every pair (male and female o f every species of plant) that 
the earth grows, (as well as pairs) from among themselves (human beings), and (pairs from) other 
things about which they have no knowledge.

37. The night is (also) an Aayah (sign) for them (which demonstrates Allaah's great powers). We draw 
the day out of it (at sunset) and they (people) are suddenly left in darkness.
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38. The sun travels towards its destination (within its orbit without straying from its course,. This is 
the (perfect) arrangement of the Mighty, the All Knowing.

39. We have stipulated (determined) stations (phases) for the (waxing and waning of the) moon, 
until (after it passes the waningphaseattheendofthemonth) it returns (to a state when it looks) likeabranch 
of an old date palm.

40. It is not possible for the sun to catch (overtake) the moon (so that the sun appears during the 

night), nor is it possible for the night to precede the day. They all (the sun and moon) swim 
within their orbits (without entering the orbits o f each other).

y
®

41. An Aayah (sign for them (demonstrating Our power) is that We had carried their lineage
(ancestors) on board the laden ark (as the flood raged during the time ofNooh

42. And (In addition to this) We have made (marine) conveyances for them like the ark, which 
they board (to transportthemselves and their goods to distant lands).

43. If We wish, We could drown them (as they travel by sea) and they will have no helper nor 
shall they be rescued...

44___except (We do not do this) because of Our mercy and so that they enjoy themselves
(in this world) for a little while f until their death).
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45. When they are told, “Fear what is before you (the punishment and many calamities o f this world) 

and what is behind you (the punishment o f  the Aakhirah that is still to come) so that mercy may be 
shown to you (but they still refuse to submit). ”

46. (However, instead o f learning lessons,) They turn away from every Aayah (guidance) of their 
Rabb that comes to them.

47. When they are told, “Spend (on the poor) from what (wealth) Allaah has provided for 
you,” the Kuffaar (cynically) say to the Mu'mineen, “Should we feed someone whom 
Allaah will feed (directly without usasa means) if He wills? You are but in manifest deviation. ”
(They foolishly fail to realise that Allaah certainly does not need any person’s charity to feed the poorjust as He does not 
need it to feed the rich and the rest o f  creation. By spending on the poor, people are doing themselves a favour because 
they will be generously rewarded fo r their charity.)

48. They say, “When will this promise (o f punishment) come to pass, if you (Rasulullaah &S&) 

are truthful?”

49. (Itseemsthat) They await only a single scream (punishment or Qiyaamah) to seize them while 
they are arguing. (It seems that only after this they will decide to accept Imaan but then it will be too late!)

50. (When the punishment seizes them, they will have no chance to do anything.) Then they Will be unable to 
make any bequest (testament) nor shall they be able to return to their families (homes).

51. The trumpet will be blown (to signal the arrival o f Qiyaamah) and they will SCUrry (rush) to 
their Rabb (for reckoning) from their graves.
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52. (Overcome with grief and ujorryj They will say, “Alas. Who has raised us from our graves? 
This is what Ar Rahmaan has promised and the messengers spoke the truth! ”

53. It (the arrival afQiyaamah) will be (signalled by) only a single scream, after which they will 
all instantly appear before Us (to accountfortheir actions in the world).

54. On this day (ofQiyaamah), no soul shall be wronged in the least, and you (O  mankind) 

will be repaid only for what you did (Men will be punished for only the sins that they committed).

55. (Unlike others who will be miserable on the Day ofQiyaamah) The people of Jannah will certainly 
enjoy themselves in what they will be doing on this day (ofQiyaamah).

1 i

56. They, together with their spouses will be resting on couches in the shade ( unlike 

those in Jahannam where the sweltering sun will be just above the sinners heads) .

57. There they will have fruits and whatever they request.

58. They will (also) receive a greeting of peace from the Most Merciful Rabb (indicatingthat 

He is pleased with them).

59. (The announcement will then be made,) “Separate yourselves (from the Mu'mineen) today, O you 
criminals (Kuffaar) ! ”
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60. (Allaah will remind the people saying,) “O children of Aadam! Did I not emphasise to you 
that yO ll should not worship (follow the dictates of) Shaytaan (who had encouraged you to worship 

besides Allaah) ? He is certainly your open enemy (and will always mislead you). ”

61. “And (did 1 not emphasise to you) that you should worship only Me? This (path o f  Towheed) ii 
the straight path. ”

62. “He (Shaytaan) has misled a large group from you. Did you not have the intelligence
(wisdom) to understand (that you should not follow him when you had been warned so often) ? ”

«QS5§IJ3(S)2
63. (As a result, you shall now be subjected to the punishment ofJahannam.) “This is the Jahannam aboul 
which you were (respectably) Warned (but which you foolishly denied). ”

64. “Enter it (Jahannam) today because you used to commit kufr.”

65. On this day We shall seal their mouths. Their hands will speak to Us and theii 
legs Will testify to what they earned (the sins they committed) . (In this manner, they will be unable to lie.)BBjs;
66. If We wished, We could have wiped out their eyes. They will then run to (find) the 
path, but how will they see (without vision) ?

67. If We wish, We could transfigure (distort) them (turning them into pigs or monkeys) as they 
stand and they will be unable to go ahead or backwards (then they will be unable to do anyth ing).
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68. He whom We advance in age (males old) We diminish in structure (physical strength). Do 
they not understand (that the Being Who causes these changes in people can certainly bring the dead back to life) ?

69. We did not teach him (Rasulullaah & S§ ) poetry, nor is it befitting of him (to recite poetry 

because his duty is much nobler). This is (pure) advice and the clear Qur'aan...

©

70___to warn him who is living, and to establish proof against the Kaafiroon (to prove

that their behaviour and beliefsare incorrect).

71. Do they not see that, with Our hands, We have created livestock for them and 
they are its masters (owners).

S j

72. We placed them (these animals) at their (people’s) service, (subdued) some of them as their 
means of transport (to ride), while they eat others.

73. From them (these animals), they derive many uses and (obtain something to) drink. Are they
not grateful (for these bounties) ?

i©

74. They adopt various Aaliha besides AUaah with the hope that they may be assisted
(by these Aaliha).

75. (Little do they realise that) They (these gods) are unable to render any assistance to them, 
and (instead) they will be a ready army (who will testify) against them.

>3
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76. (0  RasuMaah & t§ ! ) Let not their (the Mushrikeen's) speech jaunts and accusations) grieve you. 
Indeed We are Aware of what they keep secret (conceal) and what they make public
(reveal and We will punish them fo r it).

77. Has man not seen that We created him from a seed (a lowly sperm), and now (forgetting 

his humble beginnings,) he is suddenly an Open adversary (a deviant enemy contestingOur word) ?

78. (When arguing with Us) He quotes examples for Us (disregarding Our status) and forgets 
himself (forgets that he was once a lowly drop o f  fluid). He says. “Who will give life to (revive the) 

bones after they have decomposed (decayed;?”

79. Say, “The One Who gave life to it the first time (when He first created it) will revive it. He 
has knowledge of all things.”

80. (It is) He Who created fire for you from (the wood of) a green tree from which you (are able 

to) kindle fires (by rubbing the branches together).

81. Does the One Who created the heavens and the earth not have the power to 
create others like them? Why not? (He can create millions more because) He is the Prolific 
Creator, the All Knowing.

82. When He wills anything (intends to do anything), His only command is to say, “Be!” and 
it comes into being.

83. Pure is that Being in Whose hand lies the reins (control) of everything, and to Whom 
you will all be returned (after death).

0&
i
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Surah 3 7  Surah Saaffaat
T H O S E  W H O  S T A N D  IN  R O W S

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH SAAFFAAT AND THE PRECEDING SURAHS

By Name: Surah Saba warns that those people who believe that their gods will assist them 
against Allaah's decree, will suffer the plight of the people of Saba. Surah Saaffaat explains that 
the Saaffaat (those angels who stand in rows before Allaah) also make the announcement that 
none is worthy of worship but Allaah.

Bv Content: After Surah Yaaseen, Surah Saaffaat is also linked to Surah Saba, while it is also linked 
to Surah Yaaseen by way of negating intercession that can alter Allaah's decision. Surah Yaaseen 
emphasised that the expectations of salvation tiiat tiie Mushrikeen pinned in their gods were 
shattered when Allaah's punishment seized them. Their gods were totally helpless against Allaah.

Surah Saaffaat goes on to say that all those whom the Kuffaar deem to be effective against 
Allaah's decree like the angels, the jinn and the Ambiyaa submit in humility before Allaah.
They even admit to their helplessness against Allaah's plan. Therefore, it is impossible to believe 
that they can be of any help to man.

A SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

The first five verses inform us that the angels are all subservient to Allaah, and they announce to 
the inhabitants of the earth that their Rabb is the One Allaah. There can be no other deity, nor any 
being that can alter Allaah's decrees.

Thereafter, verses 6 to 10 explains how the Shayaateen are driven with fiery stars from the 
heavens when they attempt to eavesdrop on the discussions of the angels. They then suffer a 
grievous punishment. Since they cannot even get close enough to hear what is being discussed in 
the heavens, how can they have the ability to reverse Allaah's decision?

The first narrative concerning Nooh is related from verse 75, and terminates at the end of 
verse 82. Thereafter, the narrative of Ibraheem is recounted, beginning from verse 83 and
continuing until the end of verse 113. Allaah describes how He rescued Ibraheem from 
the raging fire and how Ibraheem was so obedient to Allaah that he was prepared to
sacrifice his son upon Allaah's command. These incidents prove that even great personalities like 
Nooh and Ibraheem cannot be deities and cannot alter Allaah's decree.

The narrative of Moosa and Haaroon is also mentioned, making it clear that
Allaah had rescued them both from hardships and oppression. Verses 123 to verse 132 concern 
Ilyaas whom Allaah saved from assassination and humiliation at the hands of his people.
The narrative of Loot begins from verse 133 and ends with verse 138. Allaah rescued 
Loot as well. It is again proven that people as great as Ilyaas 5KJW* and Loot were
in need of Allaah's assistance, and can therefore not alter Allaah's decisions.

Yunus incident follows thereafter. From verse 139 to verse 148, Allaah mentions how
Y u n u s c a l l e d  to Him for assistance, after which Allaah rescued him. Therefore, even he 
cannot be regarded as an intercessor to change Allaah's decision.
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In the name of AHaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful

1. By the oath of those angels who stand in rows (engaged in Ibaadah or awaiting instructions from  

Allaah) l

2. And by those angels who (sharply) drive (the clouds to their destinations) !

3. And by those angels who recite the 'Reminder' (the Qur'aan) !

4. Without doubt, your Ilaah is One.

5. He is the Rabb of the heavens, the earth, whatever is between the two and He is the 
Rabb of the points of the sun's rising (the various points on the eastern horizon from which the sun rises 

during the different seasons).

6. Verily, We decorated (beatified) the sky of this world with the adornment (decoration) of 
the stars...

7__as a protection from every rebellious Shaytaan.
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8. They (the Shayaateen) cannot eavesdrop on (listen secretly toJ those (angels) of the upper (higher 

levels of Jannah) heights (who discuss matters o f the future) and (when they try to eavesdrop, they) are pelted 
(with the stars) from every direction.

9. (They are) Repelled (by these stars) and shall have eternal punishment (in theAakhirah).

10. (None o f them can hear anything) Except for the one who snatches (manages to overhear) 

something and fit is not long before) a flaming (piercing) spark (star) pursues him (and destroys him). 
(However,; some of them manage to quickly pass on the information to other Shayaateen before dying and pass the 
incorrect information mixed with his goes on to the fortune tellers on earth.)

11. (If the Kuffaar claim that We cannot resurrect people on the Day o f Qiyaamah,j Ask them whether their
creating them was more difficult than the other things We created. (When We were able to 

create great creations, bringing man back will be extremely simple). Verily, We created them (their forefather 

Aadam from sticky clay (which is a weak, pliable substance compared to whatAllaah used to create His

other creation).

12. You are surprised (troubled) as they (the Kuffaar) mock (lslaam and the Quraan when they have no 

cause to do so).

13. When they are given advice (reminders), they do not take heed (do not listen).

14. When they see a miracle (toprovetheProphethoodofaNabi), they begin to ridicule (mock).

15. They say, “This (miracle) is nothing but clear magic.”
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16. (Mockinsfurther, they say) “Will we be resurrected (raised) after we have died and become 
dust and bones?”

17. “Or will this (resurrection) happen to our early forefathers (ancestors also)?”

18. Say, “Yes! And you will be disgraced (when you learn that you had been foolish to reject 

resurrection)."

19. There will be only a single shout (blast c f the trumpet to announce the arrival o f Qiyaamah), after 
which they will all instantly stand up (from their graves) to look (see what is happening).

20. They will say, “Alas! This is the Day of Reckoning (decision) ”

21. (They will be told,) “This is the Judgement (Decision) Day which you used to deny. ”

22. (The angels will then be commanded to) “Assemble (gather) the oppressors (the Kuffaar), their 
companions (friends) and whatever they worshipped...”

23. “.. .apart from Allaah, and lead them to the road of the Blaze (Jahannam).”
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24. “ (Before taking them away,) Stop them, for they will have to be questioned.”

25. (They will be asked,) “What is the matter (wrong) with you that you do not help each other
(whereas you promised each other that your gods will assist you and that you would assist each other) ? ”

26. On that day they will have submit (to the judgment because everything will be apparent before them

and they will be unable to deny anything) .

27. They will turn to each other asking questions.

28. They (the followers) will say (to their leaders), “You people used to come to us with great 
might (topersuade us to commit kufr) .”

29. The leaders will reply, “But you people were never Mu'mineen (in the first place, so you 

cannot claim that we took you away from Islaam)."

30. “We never had any authority over you (and could therefore not compel you to remain as Kuffaar). 

However, you were a rebellious nation (exceeding the limits and would have remained Kuffaar even if we 

told you nothing) . ”

31. “ (Nevertheless, it is too late to alter our fate because) The decision of OUT Rabb (that we are destined for 

Jahannam) has already been established (proved) against us. Undoubtedly, we shall all 
taste (the punishment for our sins).”

32. (The Kuffaar leaders will further tell their followers) “We misled you (only because you were prepared to
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listen to us) while we were ourselves misled (not guided by our own choice. Therefore, neither you or uje 

can blame anyone). ”

33. Undoubtedly, they will all share in the punishment (misery) today.

34. Thus do We treat the criminals (the Kuffaar and sinners).

35. They were the ones who were (too) proud (to accept) when they were told, “There is 
none worthy of worship but Allaah.”

36. They used to say, “Should we leave our gods for an insane (possessed) poet?”

37. (They did not realise that) He (Rasulullaah £PSij brought the truth (Islaam) and he {S H  confirms 
the Ambiyaa (who had informed their people about his arrival).

38. (The Kuffaar will be told) “You will all definitely taste a grievous (painful) punishment (in
Jaharmam

39. “You will be punished only for the actions that you carried out (and not fo r anything you 

did not d o ).”

40. O f course, the situation of Allaah's selected bondsmen (the M u’mineen) will be 
different.
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41. For these people there will be a familiar provision...

42. . . . o f  f m i t  (fruit that they will recognise but which will be far superior to the fruit o f this world). They W il l  be
honourably treated...

43. ...in Jannaat of eternity., .(bliss)

44. ...(where they will be) Sitting On thrones (couches), facing each other (and holding friendly 

conversations).

45. They will be presented with goblets (cups) filled with flowing (pure) wine (unlike the 

impure wine o f  this world which intoxicates) ...

46__ (which will be) white and delicious (pleasurable) for the drinkers.

47. It (the wine) will neither produce headaches (nausea), nor will they be intoxicated by it.

48. With them (thepeople o f Jannah), there will be wide-eyed damsels (women), whose gazes 
are ever lowered (out o f modesty).

49. (Their skin tone will be so clear that it will appear) As if they are precious (delicate) eggs.
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50. (Sifting there with each other) They (thepeopk ofjannah) will face each other, questioning each 
other.

'Sto&WSSfSi
51. One of them will say, “I had a certain companion (friend who did not believe in

resurrection) . . .”

52. “...who used to say, 'Are you from those who confirm (thatresurrectionwilltakeplace)?'”

53. “ (He used to say) 'Will we really be given the retribution (punishment fo r our actions) when we 
die and become sand and bones?'”

54. He (the person ofjannah) will ask (those with him), “Do you want to have a look (into Jahannam 

tosee him there )?”

ssa
55. When he looks (into Jahannam), he W ill see him (his Kaafir companion) in the midst of 
Jahannam.

56. He (the Mu'min inJannah) will say, “By Allaah! You almost destroyed me (had you managed 

to convince m e).”

57. “If it were not for the bounty of my Rabb (whogranted melmaan), I would have certainly 
been from those brought forward (to be punished).”
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58. (Thepeople o f  Jannah will ask,) "Is it  n o t SO th at w e  sh a ll n o t d ie  a ga in  (after entering Jannah)..."

59. “...except for our first death (which already took place in the world), and we will not be 
punished?”

60. “Undoubtedly, this is the greatest success.”

61. “It is for (achieving) something like this (success) that those who wish to strive should 
strive (work).”

62. Is this (the bounties of Jarmah) better hospitality or the tree of Zaqqoom?

✓ <9 | all J g  *» l I ?  tf.A

63. We have certainly made it (Zaqqoom) a test (appointed) for the oppressors (theKuffaarwho 

mocked RasulutlaahQIMfe by saying that a tree cannot grow in the fire ofJahannam).

64. It (Zaqqoom) is a tree that emerges from the depths ofJahannam.

65. Its fruit resembles (are like) the heads of hideous snakes.

< i i "  ?

66. People will certainly eat from it and (although it will taste horrible, fh e y  fill their bellies
With it  (because of their intense hunger) .

67. Thereafter (after eatingfrom it) they will be given a mixture of boiling water with it (which
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will be so hot that it will burn their entrails to shredsj.

0 0
68. Thereafter (after eating and drinking) their return will definitely be towards the blazing 
fire (ofJahannam, where the punishment will resume).

69. They (theKuffaar) found their forefathers astray (misguided).

70. Then they rushed (ran to follow) in their footsteps.

71. (In fact,) Most of the earlier people (o f old) before them were (also) astray (like them).

72. (However, We did not leave them to their own devices, but) We certainly sent warners among them 
(to warn them about the consequences o f kufr).

73 . (However; they rejected the reminders and were soon destroyed byAJ/aah's punishmentJ So see the plight 
(terrible end) of those who were Wdmed (but who did not heed the warning),

74. Of course, the situation of Allaah's chosen bondsmen (theMu’mineen) is different (they

accepted the message oftheAmbiyaa and attained success in theAakhirah).

&
1

75. Indeed Nooh called (prayed) to Us (to saue him from his people), (We accepted his du'aa and

sent a flood to destroy them.) How excellently do We respond (answer to the one who pleads for help )?
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76. We rescued him and his family from a great calamity (the flood, white all the Kuffaar were

drowned).

77. We made his progeny (theMu'mineen) the only survivors.

78. And, in his favour, We left fas praise and remembrance of him) among those to come after 
him...

79. ...“Peace be to Nooh in the universe.” (Heis therefore remembered with words like this by
allMu'mineen.)

80. Thus do We reward those who do good.

81. He (NooIi5 E ^ J  was certainly from Our slaves who were Mu'mineen.

82. Thereafter (after saving Nooh and theMu'mineen), We drowned the rest.

83. Verily, from his followers (those who upheld the same beliefs) was Ibraheem

84. (Remember the time) When he (Jhra)ieem®^j came to his Rabb with a sound (pure) heart
(thatwasfreefrom Shirkandsin).

Si
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85. And (also remember the time) when he said to his people and his father, “What do you 
worship?”

86. “Do you desire (to worship) make-believe (false) Aaliha instead of Allaah (Who is Real and 

Pow erful)?”

87. (He further asked the people,) “What is your opinion about the Rabb of the universe?” (Do
you think that He will leave you to worship these idols without being punished?)

88 . (Once, when the people o f lbraheem He prepared to leave town for a celebration, they asked him to 

accompany them. In reply) He glanced once at the stars (as they normally did). . .

'k ' ' .

89... .and then said, “I feel unwell. ”  Because they believed that the stars had an effect on people, they did 

not question his illness.)

90. So they turned their backs on him and left.

91. He hurried (turned quickly) to their gods (in the temple) and (seeing all the food that the people had left 

asoffering, he) Said (totheidols), “Do you not eat?”

92. “What is the matter with you that you do not speak?”

93. (With an axe in his hand,) He then turned to them, striking them with force (with the right hand
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© O j9 j
*M *

94. The people came to him in haste (extremely upset to question him about the incident).

95. (Seizing the opportunity to make them understand the folly of worshipping idols,) He Said, “Do yOU 
worship what you yourselves carve...”

96. “. ..whereas Allaah has created you and anything that you make?” (Why do you worship 

the creation instead o f The Creator?)

97. (Unable to answer his questions,) They (eventually) said, “Construct a building for him and 
cast him into a blazing fire.”

3 $
98. They devised a plot against him, but We made them the ones to look down (in
humility when their plan to kill him failed. See verses 68-70 o f Surah 21).

99. (When his father and his people refused to accept his message o f Towheed) He (Ibraheem $$% $& ) said, “I 
am going to (a place where) my Rabb (has commanded me to go ), (it is only Allaah) Who will soon 
guide me (to the blessed landqfShaam, where I  am com manded to live). ”

o ,

100. “O my Rabb! Grant me a son (righteous) from among the pious.”

101. So We conveyed to him the good news of (the birth of) a an obedient son (ismaa'eel

m m ) .
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102. When the child (Ismaa'eel ® 0 e )  reached the age where he could run about, he 
(Ibraheem S W ]  said to him, “O my beloved son! Verily, I have seen (thrice) in a dream 
that I am slaughtering you. So (carefully) consider your opinion (on the matter because your life is 

at stake).”  He (Ismaa'eel replied, “O my beloved father! Do as you have been
commanded (because the dreams o f the Ambiyaa are revelation). If Allaah wills, you will soon
find me to be among the patient ones (who will endure the sacrifice) . ”

103. So when the two submitted (to Allaah's command, they proceeded to carry out the sacrifice) and 
Ibraheem (lay his son down and) turned his son on his side (to slaughter him, placing the knife on

the youth's throat) ...

104. ...We (stopped him from slaughtering his son and) called to him saying, “O Ibraheem!”

105. “You have certainly brought the dream to a realisation (fulfilled the command). In this 
manner (as We shall reward you) do We reward those who do good.”

106. This (command to slaughteryourson) is definitely a decisive test (oflmaan).

® ,a f . y  ’ *

S/rr'lSt*

107. And We ransomed (saved) him (Ismaa'eel with a grand (mighty) sacrifice (a ram

from Jannah, which Ibraheem &%$$$£ then slaughtered in the place o f  Ismaa'eel

108. And, in his favour, We left (as praise and remembrance of him) among those to come after 
him...
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109. ...“Peace be to Ibraheem (He is therefore remembered with words like this by  all
Mu'mineen.)

110. Thus do We reward those who do good.

111. He was certainly from Our slaves (servants) who were Mu'mineen.

112. We gave him the good news of (the birth o f his son) Is'haaq (who was to be) a Nabi
from the pious (righteous).

113. We blessed him (Ibraheem <M>i$£) and Is'haaq t&H&c (with numerous favours such as 

Pwphethood, knowledge and wisdom). From the progeny (children) of the two, there was the one 
who did good (theMu'm in), as well as the open oppressor of his soul (theKaafir).

114. Undoubtedly We favoured Moosa and Haaroon (by  making them Ambiyaa

m m ).

115. We rescued the two of them and their people from great distress (from the tyranny of

Ftfoun).

116. We assisted them (againstFiroun) and they became victorious (surviuingafterFir'ounandhis 

army had been drowned).

ciP&HZ&J
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117. We gave the two of them a Book (the Torah) that clearly elucidated (explains) matters.

118. And We guided the two of them to the straight path.

119. And, in their favour, We left (as praise and remembrance o f  them) among those to come 
after (them)...

120. ...“Peace be to Moosa and Haaroon.#^i$Pc” (T h ey  are therefore remembered with
words like this by  allMu'mmeen.)

121. Thus do We reward those who do good.

122. They were certainly from Our slaves who were Mu'mmeen (belieuing servants).

123. Indeed Uyaas was from the Ambiyaa. (Ilyaas preached to the people ofB'albak,
a town inShaam.)

124. (Remember the time) When he said to his people, “Do you not fear (Allaah's punishment fo r  

worshipping others besides Him) ? ”

125. “Do you worship (your idol named) Ba'al and leave out the Best of all creators
(Allaah)?”
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126. “Allaah is your Rabb and the Rabb of your predecessors (so worship only H im ). ”

127. They rejected him, so they will certainly be brought forward (identified(orpunishment).

128. Of course, the situation of Allaah's chosen bondsmen (Mu'mineen) will be different
(for they will enjoy pleasures inJannah and not suffer punishment) .

®Q&$\
129. And, in his favour, We left fas praise and remembrance o f  him) among those to come after 
(him)...

130. ...“Peace be to Ilyaaseen (llyaas (He is therefore remembered with words like this by all
Mu'mineen.)

131. Thus do We reward those who do good.

132. He was certainly from Our slaves (servants) who were Mu'mineen.

133. Indeed Loot was from the Ambiyaa.

134. (Remember the time) When We rescued (delivered) him and all the members of his family
(from punishment) ...
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135... .except an old lady (his wife who was) among those left behind (to suffer the punishment).

136. Thereafter (after rescuing theMu'mineen), We destroyed the rest.

137. You (people of Makkah) pass by them (see the ruins o f  their cities as you travel) in the mornings...

138. ...and at nights (e r route to Shaam fo r trade). Do yOU not Understand (that your fate will be the 

same fo r rejecting the message o f Rasulullaah fS iS ) ?

139. Yunus was certainly from the Ambiyaa.

140. (Remember the time) When (after losing hope that his people will accept Imaan) he left (the town without 

Allaah's command and headed) for the laden ship.

141. (However, when the ship set sail, it was caught in stormy weather and was close to sinking. The people on board 

attributed this misfortune to the fact that an escaped slave was on board. It was decided that the person should be thrown 

overboard to save the ship. However, to decide who the person was,) They drew lots and (each time) he 
(Yunus$£89$&) was of the losers. (Consequently, he was cast overboard.)

142. Then (when he fell into the ocean) a (large) Osh (whale) swallowed him (whole) for he was 
accountable (for leaving the town without wasting fo r Allaah's command).

143. If he were not from those who glorify Allaah...
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144__he would have remained inside the fish until the day people are resurrected.

145. (However, We rescued him from the fish and) We cast him on a barren (forsaken) shore, and he 
was ill (after spending a longtime in the fish).

146. We then caused a creeper to grow over him (toshadehim ashe regained his strength).

t

147. Then We sent him (topreach) to a nation of a hundred thousand or more.

148. (After Ylmus They (the people of his town) accepted Imaan and We allowed them to
enjoy themselves flfi /iixnj for a while rather than suffer the punishment as Y lm u s $ ^ K ! !e  had wished).

149. Ask them (the Mushrikeen), “Should your Rabb have daughters (as y ou  claim H e has), 

while you (love to) have sons?”

eQ̂ afifilSSJOBESf
150. “Or have (they developed the belief that the angels are Allaah's daughters because they believe that) We 
created the angels as females in their presence?”

151. Behold! Because of their fabricated beliefs, they will certainly say...
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152___“Allaah has children.” Undoubtedly, they are liars!

153. Has Allaah chosen daughters instead of sons?

©,&5SSuS!3&
154. What is the matter with you people? How do you decide? (Whereas these Mushrikeen 
loved sons more than daughters, it is deemed offensive that they should attribute to Allaah what they dislike fo r  
themselves.)

155. Do you not take heed (think)?

156. Or have you some clear proof (authority for your beliefs, which compel you cling to them so

adamantly) ?

®!

157. So bring your Book (containing the proof) if you are truthful.

158. They (the Mushrikeen) have made a kinship (family relationship) between Allaah and the 
Jinn. The Jinn already know that (if they commit Shirk,) they will be among those brought 
forward (forpunishment).

y x ■ 'I-''' \ \ * \

159. Allaah is Pure of all (thepartners) they ascribe.

160. Of course, the condition of Allaah's sincere bondsmen is different (they do not hold
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thesefallacious beliefs but uiorshipAllaah only).

161. Surely you (Mushrikeen) and whatever (gods) you worship...

162___cannot turn (anyone) away from Allaah...

163... .except for him who is (destined) to enter the Blaze (he will turn away from Allaah regardless of 

the efforts o f the Mushrikeen).

164. The position of each of US (angels in the heavens) is known. (It is in these fixed positions that the 
angels engage in Ibaadah all the time.)

165. Indeed, we are standing in rows (worshippingAIlaah).

166. Indeed, we are glorifying Allaah (allthetime).

167. It is a fact that these people (theMushrikeen ofMakkah) say...

168. “If only we had some advice (a divine scripture) from the people of the past...”

169. “...we would then surely have been Allaah's sincere (chosen) bondsmen (bypractising
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the injunctions of the scripture) . ”

170. (Their claim is obviously false because) They disbelieve it (theQur’aan, which has come to them). They 
will SOOn come to know (the error o f their mays when they face Allaah's punishment).

171. Our decree (word) has been issued concerning those of Our slaves who have been 
sent (asAmbiyaa $&>HS$e).

172. Verily, they will be assisted (aided against their enemies).

173. And surely Our army (the Mumineen) shall (ultimately) be victorious (triumphant against the 

Kuffaar).

174. So ignore them (theMushrikeen) for a while (and do not bother with their insults and taunts).

175. Keep watching (until punishment overtakes) them, for they shall soon see (the punishment for 

themselves).

176. Do they seek to hasten Our punishment?

177. So when it (the punishment) descends on their plain (comes to their land), then the 
morning of those who were warned (about Our punishment) will be evil indeed (because they will 

all be destroyed in the punishment).
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178. Ignore them (theharassmentoftheKuffaar) for awhile until the command afjihaad is given].

179. Keep watching (for Our punishment), for they shall soon see (it for themselves).

180. Your Rabb, the Rabb of all honour is Pure ( fre e ) from what (pa rtn ers and ch ild ren ) they 
attribute to Him.

181. Pbace be upon the Ambiyaa.

182. And all praise belongs to Allaah, the Rabb of the universe.
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Surah 3 8  Surah Saad

S A A D

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH SAAD  AND THE PRECEDING SURAHS

Surah Saaffaat mentions how those whom the Mushrikeen regarded as overwhelming 
intercessors also submit in humility before Allaah and that even they supplicate to Him for 
assistance. This being their personal condition, how can they be regarded as deities and helpers 
of others?

Surah Saad further explains that the assumed intercessors even experienced physical difficulties 
in this world, and were put through stringent trials. Therefore, they are also dependent on Allaah 
and cannot be as powerful as the Mushrikeen deem them to be.

A SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

After an introduction, the Surah contains encouragement, warnings, reproaches and objections. 
It presents seven arguments to prove that even those whom the Mushrikeen regarded to be 
powerful intercessors are dependent on Allaah and can therefore do nothing without Allaah's 
command. The narrations about of several Ambiyaa are recounted, every one of them 
proving that even these illustrious souls were dependent on Allaah. The following incidents are 
mentioned.

* The narration about Dawood is mentioned from verse 17 to verse 2 6.
* The narration about Sulaymaan is mentioned in verses 30 to 40.
* Verse 41 commences the narration of Ayyoob up to verse 44.
* Verse 45 mentions Ibraheem Is'haaq and Ya'qoob who were always

engaged in preparing themselves for the Aakhirah. This proves that they also cannot be 
regarded as imposing intercessors before Allaah.

* Verse 48 speaks about Ismaa'eel &&68Z, Yasa and Dhul Kifl 5feS;tS3£. By stating that 
they were all His slaves, Allaah drives home the point that they are all in need and 
subservient to Him. Therefore, they also cannot be regarded as deities or people whose 
intercession can override Allaah's decree.

Allaah then declares that even Rasulullaah ®S2i who in spite of being the greatest of men is but a 
bondsman of Allaah, and also suffered many trials and difficulties. This is expressed in verses 65 
to 68.

Towards the end, the Surah describes the helplessness of the angels and the Jinn by refering to 
their father Iblees. This message is contained from verses 71 to 85.
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In the name of Alla ah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful.

1. Saad. (Only Allaah knows the correct meaning o f these letters.) By the oath of the Qur'aan, which Is 
a Reminder.

2. In fact, the Kuffaar are steeped in tribalism (unjustified pride about their tribes) and conflict
(constantly opposing and disputing with the Muslims) .

3. (The Kuffaar should rather take a lesson from the punishment that came to previous nations o f Kuffaar.) How 
many were the nations that We destroyed before them! Those people cried out (for help 

when punishment came), but it was not the time for escape. (N o help reached them and they were all 
destroyed.)

4. They (the Kuffaar o f Makkah) are surprised (wonder) that a warner (Rasulullaah Wist-) has come 
from among them (arguing instead that a Prophet ought to be an angel rather than a man). (Instead o f accepting 

his message,) The Kuffaar say, “He is a magician and a great liar. ”

5. (They say further,) “Has he made all the (many) gods (that we worship) into one god? This is 
indeed something strange!”

6. A  group of their leaders passed saying, “Carry on (with what you are doing without paying
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7. “We have not heard about such a thing (this message) in the other religions. This is 
(therefore) merely some fabrication.”

8. “Does some speech (revelation) descend on him (when he is merely a human being) from among 
us (and not an angel) ? ”  However, (the fact is that) they are in doubt concerning My revelation
(aduice). The truth is that they (behave in this manner because they) have not yet tasted My 
punishment.

9. Or do they (reject Rasuluilaah %  because they) possess the treasures of mercy that belong 
to your Rabb, the Mighty, the Benevolent? (If they had control ouerAllaah's mercy, they would have the 

right to delegate the mantle ofNubuwwah to whoever they wished. However, since they have no control over it, they have 
no right to object to the appointment o f the Ambiyaa.)

10. Or does the kingdom of the heavens, the earth, and all between these belong to 
them (giving them the right to object to Allaah's appointment o f Ambiyaa In that case, they
should (erectand) climb ladders (leading to the heavens). (The fact that this is impossible makes it clear that 
they have no control over the heavens. It is therefore unbecoming o f  them to object to the appointment o f  the 11

11. Here (from among these Kuffaar ofMakkah), there is an army of people who are from the 
defeated armies (cfthepast). (Subsequently, the Kuffaar ofMakkah were defeated attheBattle ofBadr.)

12. Before them, the nations of Nooh rejected (the Praphethoad and message o f Noah

$$%$&), as well as the (nation of) Aad who rejected Hood and (also among the past defeated

nations who rejected the Prophethood and message of the Ambiyaa who came to them were) Fir'oun, the
lord of Stakes (he is referred to as “the lord o f the stakes” because he used tent stakes to torture people and because 

h is army was so large that a great mass o f wooden stakes were used whenever his army set up camp) ...
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13. ...and the Thamud, the people of Loot and the people of Aykah. These
were the (defeated) armies (all o f whom were punished because o f their kufr).

14. A11 of them did nothing but reject the Rusul. Therefore, My punishment had to
C O m e  (to them because o f their defiance).

15. (Before acceptingImaanJ These people (theKuffaarj are waiting only for a single shout (for 

Qiyaamah to take place), which will not allow (time for) even a (single additional) breath to be taken 
(let alone allowing them time to accept Imaari).

s

16. They (spitefully and foolishly) say, “O OUT Rabb! Hurry (hasten) with our share (o f punishment) 

before the Day of Reckoning. ”

81
17. Be patient with all they say and remember Our slave Dawood the strong
(willed). He was certainly penitent (constantly turn ins to Allaah).

V
@

18. Verily, We subjugated (placed at his command) the mountains that would glorify Allaah 
(engage in Tasbeeh) with him by evening and at daybreak.

19. We also placed the birds at his service, who all gathered together (at his command when 

it was time to engage in Tasbeeh). They all turned towards Him (Allaah).

20. We strengthened his kingdom and granted him wisdom and sound judgement
(making him a truly great statesman).
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21. Has the news about the (incident concerning the two) disputants reached you, when they 
jumped over the wall and entered his (Dawood 4M39S&. sanctuary?

22. When they (the two disputants) entered (barged) in on Dawood %&&&, he became 
alarmed (worried) at their presence (because they had not entered his home conventionally, causing him to 

fear that they may have come with sinister motives). They said, “Do not be afraid. We are merely two 
disputants (who want you to resolve our argument). One of US has transgressed (done injustice) 

against the other, so judge between us with the truth. Do not be unjust towards us 
and guide US on to the straight path (by directing us towards the correct course o f  action). ”

23. (One o f them said,) “This is my brother. He has ninety-nine ewes, while I have only one 
ewe. He said, 'Give it to me!' and he has been harsh towards me in speech.”

24. He (Dnuiooi/ftiSt) said, “He has wronged you by asking for your ewe to add to his 
ewes. Indeed, there are many partners who transgress against each other, except for 
those who have Imaan and who do righteous deeds. (Unfortunately) These are but a few.” 
(When later reviewing the case,) It occurred to Dawood that We had tested him (by
presenting to him a case that appeared to be straightforward and which came from people who displayed great disrespect, 

causing him to neglect listening to both sides), so he sought forgiveness from his Rabb, fell 
prostrate, and turned to Him in repentance. (One who recites or hears this verse being recited should 

perform Sajdah.)

25. So We forgave him for that MonJ. Undoubtedly, he has a close position to Us, and
(shall have) a favourable return fin theAakhirah).
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26. fAlhah addressed Dawood $ $ $ & £  saying, “O  Dawood! Indeed, We have made you a deputy 
fviceroy) on earth (to ensure that Our commands are carried out), SO  judge between people with the 
truth, and do not follow carnal passions which will mislead you from Allaah's path. 
Verily there shall be a severe punishment for those who deviate from go astray) Allaah's 
path because they forgot the Day of Reckoning.

27. We have not created the heavens, the earth and whatever is between the two in 
vain (without a special purpose). This is the false belief of the Kuffaar (they think that they have no 

purpose in this world and therefore do os they please). May the destruction of the Fire be for those 
who commit kufr.

28. Or (apart from thinking that they have been create din uain) should (theKuffaarrejectlmaan because they think 

that on the Day o f  Qiyaamah) We (will) make (treat equally) those who have Imaan and who do 
righteous deeds like (we treat) those who spread corruption an earth? Or should (they 

reject Imaan because they think that on the Day o f  Qiyaamah) We (will) make (treat) the pious ones like the 
sinners? (It is inconceivable even to the Kuffaar that the good and the evil should be treated equally.)

29. This (Qur’aan) is a blessed Book that We have revealed to you (0  Rasulullaah so 
that the people may ponder over its verses and so that the intelligent (wise) ones may 
heed (the advice and warnings that it contains).

30. We gifted(gave) Sulaymaan (as a son) to Dawood A  fine)excellent) slave
indeed! He was certainly most penitent (always turning to lls ).

31 . (It is worth mentioning the time) When pure-bred horses of the finest calibre were 
presented before him one evening (for inspection). (However, he was so enamoured by them and became 
so engrossed in inspecttngthem, that he failed to realise that the sun had already set, causing him to miss his salaah.)
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32. (When he realised his error,) He said, “Indeed, I have given preference to the wealth of 
this world (the horses) over the remembrance of my Rabb (salaah) until it (the sun) hid (set) 

behind the veil (horizon).”

33. (He then commanded his servants saying,) “Return them (the horses) to me.” He then began to 
Strike their legs and manes (their necks with his sward, thereby slaughtering them all. He did this as an 

offering toAllaah to make amends fo r his mistake. Since eating horses was permissible in his Shariah, he fed the meat to 

the people).

34. Verily We tested (tried) Sulaymaan $§!W* and cast a (malformed) body on his throne, 
after which he turned (to Us in repentance). (TheAhadeeth do not explicitly mention any incident to which this 
verse refers It is however possible that it refers to a narration mentioned in Bukhari. The narration states that Sulaymaan 

m m  once resolved to cohabit with each o f his seventy wives on a certain night, intending to father a dynamic 
horseman from each wife, all o f whom would be warriors in Jihaad. An angel who was with him advised him to say 
“InshaaAllaah” (IfAllaah wills"). Although he knew within his heart that everything occurs only withAllaah's will, he did 
not say the words. It then transpired that only one o f the wives conceived She finally bore deformed foetus, which lacked 

half o f its torso. After narrating the story, Rasulullaah said, “If Sulaymaan had said, defiance 'Inshaa
Allaah', he would have fathered seventy youth who would have all fought in Jihaad. ” If it is this narration that is referred to 
in the verse, the malformedfoetus is referred to as the “body” cast on his throne.)

35. He (Sulaymaan said, “O my Rabb! Forgive me and grant (confer) me a kingdom
that cannot be had by any other after me. Undoubtedly, You are the Great Giver. ”

36. So (in response to his du'aa) We placed (subjected) the wind at his service, which would 
blow gently by his command (transporting him) wherever he wished to go.

37. And (We also placed) the Shayaateen (at his service), who were builders and divers. (They
dived for pearls and constructed large buildings fo r him, as mentioned in verse 13 of Surah 34.)

38. Besides these (Shayaateen who were builders and diuersj, there were others who were
shackled (bound) in chains (for disobeying Sulaymaan andfor committing other crimes).
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39. (After giving Sulaymaan all these favours, Allaah addressed him saying,) “This is Our gift, SO

spend (it as you wish) or withhold /as you wish) without any accountability (for you have complete 

control over your wealth with no one to answer to) . ”

&
\Y

40. Undoubtedly, he [Sulspaan has a close position to Us, and (shall have) a
favourable (excellent) return (toJannah in theAakhirah).

41. Remember Our slave (servant) Ayyoob (It is well worth mentioning that) When (he was

suffering from  a severe disease after losing all his wealth and children) he called his Rabb saying, “Verily 
Shaytaan has afflicted me with pain and difficulty (by continuously trying to cast evil thoughts in my 

mind and by trying to mislead my wife as is mentioned in verse 44 ahead) .”

@6l
42. (When Allaah intended to cure him from the disease, Allaah addressed him saying,) “Strike your foot on 
the ground. (When he did as commanded, Allaah caused a spring to gush forth from the ground. Allaah then said to 

him,) This is cool water for bathing and drinking (after which you will be cured from the disease).”

43. (After curing him o f  the disease,) We gifted him with his family and as many of them in 
addition (twice as many), as a mercy from Us and a reminder for people of intelligence (to
remind them that Allaah rewards the patient ones and restores their losses).

44. (Shaytaan once passed by the wife o f Ayyoob \n the disguise of a physician. When she requested him to
treat her husband, Shaytaan said, " I shall cure him without charging you for the treatment and medicines. However, when 

he is cured, I  want you to say that I  cured him. ” She accepted. When she mentioned this to Ayyoob , he became
angry because accepting the condition o f treatment entailed uttering words of Shirk since Allaah is the only One Who can 
cure. He therefore took an oath to cane her a hundred times when he regained his strength. When Allaah cured him, the 
time came to fulfil his oath to cane her. It was then that Allaah aduised him how he should fulfil his oath. Because she had 

loyally served Ayyoob$$$$Hc fo r many years, Allaah told him,) “Take a handful of (a hundred) twigs to hit 
(her lightly) with (it once only), and (by doing this) do not breach your oath." Verily, We found
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u j t e j ,

45. Remember (also) Our slaves Ibraheem Is'haaq 5 W E  and Ya'qoob
who were men of strength (skilled and proficient in worldly matters) and insight (intelligent and 

possessing keen judgement in matters ofDeen).

46. We had selected (chosen) them for the special purpose of remembering the
Aakhirah (at all times so that they never lost sight of their duties toAllaah).

47. Undoubtedly, they are from among the chosen best (o f creation) in Our estimation.

48. (in addition to the above,) Remember Ismaa'eel Yasa (Khalif o f Ilyas) and Dhul
Kifl M S S . They were all from the very best (o f creation).

49. This (Qur’aan and mention o f  the Ambiyaa) is advice (to people). Without doubt, those with 
Taqwa will have a pleasant abode...(restmgpiace)

50__ (where they will enjoy) eternal Jannaat, with the doors opened for them (to welcome them).

51. They will recline there, asking far (whatever they desire from) the abundance of fruit and 
drinks.

52. They shall have with them wives (maidens) with eyes downcast (in humility), and (who are
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all) of the same (youthful) age.

53. (It will be said to them,) “This is what you have been promised for the Day of 
Reckoning.”

54. “Indeed, this is Our provision, which will never come to an end (so you need never fear

losing i t ) ."

5*

55. This is it (so understand well that you have to accept lmaan and do good to achieve it). As for the 
rebellious, theirs shall be the worst of abodes.

56. They shall have to enter (be cast into) Jahannam. What a terrible resting place 
indeed!

57. (It will be said to them) “This (is the punishment), SO taste it! This is the boiling water and 
Ghassaaq...[pus of the people o f hell mixed with the poison of snakes and scorpions)”

58. “...and a multitude of other punishments of its (similar) kind.

59. (Since many groups will be entered intoJahannam in succession, those who entered first will tell each other as they 

watch the others entering,) “This is an army (a large group) to be entered (sinking) with you. There is 
no welcome for them. They shall certainly be entered into the Fire (just as we have been, vie

can therefore expect no assistance from them) .  ”

60. (Hearing this comment,) They (the incoming group) will say, “No! You are the ones for whom
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there is no welcome! You people have brought this (punishment) on us (by misleading us to 

commitkufr). What a horrible station (place) this (Jabannam) is!”

61. They (the incoming groups) will cry out to Allaah pleading), “O OUT Rabb! Double the 
punishment in the Fire for those who have brought this (punishment) on us.”

j

62. (In addition to cursing those who misled them,) They (the Kuffaar) will Say, “Why do we not See (here 

inJahannam) those (Mu'mineen) men whom we regarded as evil people (in the world, thinking that 

they had been misled) ? ”

l i S

63. “Were we (wrongly) making fun of them (when they had been deserving o fja n n a h , or have (they 

also entered Jahannam but) OUT eyes (have) failed to perceive them?” (The fact is that they will never see 
theMu'mineen because the Mu'mineen will be i nJannah.)

64. This (what has been said above) is certainly the truth; (it is) the dispute (wrangling) of the 
people of the Fire.

65 . (ORasuluIlaah^^^l) Say (to the people), “ (If you refect my message, no harm will come to me because) I am 
but a warner, and there is none worthy of worship but Allaah, the One, the 
Omnipotent."  (Your rejection will harm only yourselves becauseAllaah certainly has the power to punish you.)

© )

66. “He is the Rabb of the heavens, the earth, and whatever is between the two. He is 
the Mighty, (and also) the Most Forgiving (Who will forgive you if you accept Imaan).”

67. Say (O R a su lu lla a h ^ ^ ), “This (message ofTowheed and the injunctions of the Sfiari'ah that lam  conveying to 

you) is a vital (important) message (which will secure your salvation)...”
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ii

68. “...from which you people are (unfortunately) turning away.”

69. (Tell the people, O  Rasulullaah &$) “I have no knowledge of lofty chiefs (the angels in the heavens) 

when they conversed (with Allaah concerning the creation ofAadam as mentioned in verses30-33 of

Surah 2). ”  (However, I  can inform you o f this because, Allaah reveals it to me as aNabi.)

70. “1 receive revelation (from Allaah) only because I am a clear warner (aNabi who warns you

aboutthe consequences of rejecting Imaan). ”

s i

71. (Remember the time) When your Rabb said to the angels, “Verily, I am creating a 
human (mortal) being (Aadam) from clay.”

72. “So, when I have (perfectly) shaped him and blown My spirit (the spirit that I  have created) 

into him, then every one of you should bow down to him. ”

V

73. So (when Allaah issued the command to bow down) every one of the angels bowed down to 
him...

74. ...except Iblees. He was haughty, and was from those who rejected (Allaah’s

command).

75. He (Allaah) said, “O Iblees! What has prevented you from prostrating to what I have
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created with My own hands? Are you too proud, or are you (o f the opinion that you are) 

superior in rank (toAadam $SS$!8&t) ? ”

76. He (Iblees) replied, “I am better than he. You have created me from fire, while you 
have created him from clay. ” (While Iblees argued that fire is better than day because fire burns upwards and 

day falls down, he failed to realise that day extinguishesfire and that it is constructive whereas fire is destructive.)

77. He (Altaah) said, “Depart from here (Jannah), for you are certainly an outcast (not

deserving o f  this place) .  ”

78. “My curse shall be on you until the Day of Reckoning.”

Ui II M

79. He (Iblees) said, “O my Rabb! Grant me respite (time to live) until the Day (ofQiyaamah) 

when people are resurrected (just before the blowing o f the Trumpet). ”

®6iOoaSS&Jfi
80. He (Allaah) said, “You are then from those given respite...”

81. “...Until the Day of the appointed time (before blowing o f  the Ttrumpet) . ”

82. He (Iblees) said, “ (I swear) By Your honour! I shall definitely mislead (corrupt) all of 
them (mankind)... ”

83. “...except Your chosen slaves (servants) among them (the Ambiyaa and the true

believers).”
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84. He (Alfoah) declared, “1 speak the truth, and it is the truth that I always speak.”

85. “1 shall certainly fill Jahannam with you and with all those of them (mankind) who 
follow you.”

86. (0  Rasulullaah K |  Say (to theKujfaar), “I do not ask you people for any payment for this
(propagation o f the message), and I am not among those who pretend.” (I am not one o f those who
would /ay a false claim to prophethood, neither would I claim that the Qur'aan isfromAllaah if it were not.)

87. This (Qur'aan is certainly from Allaah and it) is Advice for the (people of the) universe.

88. (However, if you refuse to accept the truth o f the Qur’aan,) You will surely become aware of the 
reality (that it is certainly from Allaah) after a while (after you die).
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Surah 3 9  Surah Zumar

T H E  G R O U P S

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH ZUMAR  AND SURAH SAAD

By Name: Surah Saad explains to people that the beings whom they regard as persuasive 
intercessors in Allaah's court have all experienced trials and even physical hardship. Therefore, 
they should not be regarded as such. Surah Zumar now mentions that the people of Imaan and 
the people of Shirk (who regard their gods as imposing intercessors) will be separated into Iwo 
groups (Zumar) on the Day of Judgement. The Mu'mineen will be admitted into Jannah while 
the Mushrikeen will be doomed to Jaharmam.

By Content: Surah Saba negates the belief in anyone being an effective intercessor. Thereafter, 
Surah Faatir discusses the fact that Only Allaah can be man's deity, Helper and the Only Knower 
of the unseen. Surahs Yaaseen, Saaffaat and Saad continue with the same discussion that is 
noted in Surah Saba but in greater detail.

Surah Zumar, on the other hand, discusses the theme proposed in Surah Saba, as well as what 
was discussed in Surah Faatir. Verse 43 of Surah Zumar for example asks, “Do they take 
intercessors besides Allaah?”

The Surah therefore presents the message that all acts of worship and supplications should be 
sincerely for Allaah Alone because He is the Only Helper and none can be anintercessor before 
Him.

A BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE SURAH  

Surah Zumar deals with the following aspects.

* An introduction coupled with encouragement.
* Mention of the primary assertion thrice.
* Factors linked to this assertion.
* Fourteen arguments to prove the assertion that no one can be an intercessor for another in 

front of Allah.
* Fourreproaches.
* Three comparisons between the Mu'mineen and the Kuffaar.
* Encouragementtomigrate.
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In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful.

1. This (Qur'aan) is a revealed book from Allaah, the Mighty, the Wise.

2. Undoubtedly, We have revealed the Book to you (0  RasuMaah @@ with the truth, so 
worship Allaah, making Deen (worship) exclusively His (only forHispleasure).

3. Behold! Deen (worship) is exclusively for Allaah. Those people who take others (false 

gods) as partners of Allaah say, “We worship them only so that they may draw us close 
to Allaah (without really believing that they are as powerful as Allaah).”  Verily Allaah shall decide 
between them (on the Day o f Qiyaamah) concerning the matters about which they differ 
(quarelled). Undoubtedly, Allaah does not guide the one who is a liar (in his speech) and a 
Kaafir (in his beliefs). (Such a person refuses to accept the truth and will therefore not be rightly guided).

4. If (one assumes that) Allaah intended (willed) to have a child, He would have chosen 
whatever He desires from His creation (and is not forced to take those whom the Mushrikeen name asHis 

children). (However, the fact is that) He is Pure (from needing children), and He is the One, the 
Omnipotent.

5. He has created the heavens and the earth (and whatever lies between the two) with the truth
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(for a specific purpose). He folds the night into the day, folds the day into the night (one comes 

after the other without intervals), and has subjugated the sun and the moon. Each one runs to a 
prescribed term (for a stipulated time when all will eventually come to an end). Behold! He is the 
Mighty, the Most Forgiving.

6. He has created you (mankind) from a single soul (Aadam after which He made a
spouse (Hawwa) from the soul, and also made eight pairs (male and female) for you from the 
livestock (camels, cows, sheep and goats). Allaah creates you in the wombs of your mothers, 
as a Creation after a creation (taking you through various stages o f foetal development as described in Sura 

An'aam) in three (layersof) darkness (theabdomen, thewomb, and the membrane in which the foetus develops). 

That is Allaah, your Rabb, to Whom all kingdoms belong. There is none worthy of 
worship but He, so where are you turning to? (Why are you turningto worship other gods when it is 
Allaah Who gave you everything?)

7. If you commit kufr, then (this will harm only yourself because) Allaah is certainly Independent
of you (and does not need your worship). (However; this does not permit anyone to commit kufr because) Allaah 
is not pleased with kufr for His slaves (and will punish them fo r it). If you are grateful (for all He 

gives you and worship only H im ), then (remember that) this is what He likes for you. None shall 
bear the burden of another (person's sins because every person will have to account fo r his/her own sins). 

Thereafter, (after spending your lives in this world) your return shall be to your Rabb, Who will 
inform you of what you used to do (and either reward or punish you fo r your actions). Verily, He has 
knowledge of the secrets of the heart (and nothing therefore is hidden from H im ).

8. When any adversity afflicts man (the Kaafir), he supplicates to Allaah (for help), turning 
to Him only (knowing that only Allaah and no other god has the ability to assist). Then, when Allaah 
confers (bestows) a bounty upon him (by removing the difficulty), he forgets for what he 
supplicated to Allaah before. He then ascribes partners to Allaah, thereby 
misleading (others) from Allaah's path. Say, “Enjoy your kufr for a while (for as long as you 

live )! You will certainly be from the inmates (dwellers) of the Fire (once you leave this world). ”
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9. (Is this Kaafir better) Or the person who is engrossed (engaged) in (Allaah's) worship 
throughout the hours of the night, prostrating and standing, fearing the Aakhirah 
and hoping for the mercy of his Rabb? Say, “Can those with (spiritual) knowledge be 
equal to those who do not have knowledge? Only those with (spiritual) intelligence 
(wisdom) will heed (goodadvice).”

15201
10. Say, “O  those slaves (servants) of Mine who have Imaan! Fear your Rabb. There shall 
be good (reward) in this world for those who do good. (One can always find the opportunity to do good 

because) Allaah's earth is vast (and if one is prevented from practising Islaam anywhere, then one has the rest of 

the earth to which to migrate). The patient (wise) ones (who practise Islaam despite all odds) shall be 
granted their reward without reservation.”

11. (0  Rasulullaah &M l )  Say, “I have been commanded to worship Allaah, making all (my) 

worship only for Him.”

12. “And I have been commanded to be the first of the Mu'mineen.”

13. Say, “I fear the punishment of a severe day if I disobey my Rabb.”

14. Say. “I worship Allaah only, makingmy worship only for Him.”

15. “So worship whatever you wish besides Him (this will not affect my worship).”  Say, “Verily 
the losers are those who put themselves and their families at a loss on the Day of
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Qiyaamah (by committing kufr and encouraging their families to do the same). Behold! That is the 
evident (greatest) loss (because the consequences are everlasting).”

16. They (the Kuffaar and Mushrikeen) shall have flames (o f clouds) above them and flames 
beneath them (in Jahannam). It is with these things (these types o f punishment) that Allaah 
warns His bondsmen. O my bondsmen! Fear Me!

17. There is good news (ofJannah) for those who refrain from worshipping (those things that) 

Shaytaan (commands them to worship) and (for those) who turn to Allaah. So convey the good 
news (glad tidings o f  Jannah) to My bondsmen...

18__who listen attentively to the speech (o f  Allaah and H isR asoo l& M ) and follow (it, knowing

that it is) the best of it (o f all speech). These are the ones whom Allaah has guided, and these 
are the ones who possess (true) intelligence (tuisdomj.

19. (Is the one who abstains from evil better) Or the one against whom the decree for punishment 
has been passed (because o f his kufr) ? Can you rescue (save) the one who is (so deep in kufr that it is 

os if he is already) in the Fire?

20. However, those who fear their Rabb shall have balconies above (and more) 

balconies (lofty chambers) built (in Jannah). Beneath these, there will be rivers flowing. 
Allaah has made this promise, and Allaah never breaks His promise.

'S  If &
n

21. Do you not see that Allaah sends rain from the sky, and then channels (directs) it (to 

people) in springs within the earth? Thereafter, He brings forth crops of different
Colours With it (when the water is used to irrigate fields). Then (the time eventually comes when) the Crops 
wither away, and you will see it turn yellow (when it dries up), after which Allaah reduces
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22. (is the Kacfir better) Or the person whose heart Allaah has opened to Islaam, because 
of which he is (steadfast) upon a light from his Rabb? Destruction be for those whose 
hearts have hardened against Allaah's remembrance (causing them to forget about Allaah). 

These people are clearly misled.

23. Allaah has revealed the most superb articulation (the best guidance); a Book (the Qur aan) 

with subject matter of similar import (to reinforce teaching), which is often repeated (by 

people fo r all time throughout the world). The bodies of those who fear their Rabb shiver with it, 
after which their hearts and bodies soften to Allaah's remembrance (causing them to do 

good deeds). This is Allaah's guidance, with which He guides whoever He wills. There 
can be no guide far the one whom Allaah sends astray.

24. (Ss the person who abstains from evil better) Or the person who (because his hands will be bound) will 
have to face a terrible punishment on the Day of Qiyaamah? It will be said to the 
oppressors (theKuffaar on the Day o f  Qiyaamah), "Taste (the punishmentfor) what you (have) earned! ”

25. Those before them rejected (the Ambiyaa and their message), so the punishment
afflicted them from where (asource) they did not perceive (expert).

26. Allaah made them taste humiliation (disgrace) in this worldly life, while the 
punishment of the Aakhirah is worse. If only they knew!
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27. Verily, We have mentioned every type of example for people in this Qur'aan so 
that they may take heed (benefitfrom the lessons).

28. It is an Arabic Qur'aan without any crookedness (discrepancies or falsehood), (whichhasbeen 

revealed) SO that they (thepeople) fear (the consequences o f kufr and evil).

29. Allaah mentions the example of a man who is owned by several masters who 
keep disputing over him (each master argues with the other fo r complete ownership o f the slaue so that the 

slave can do his work exclusively. Caught up in this struggle, the slave is also left bewildered, and has to suffer the ill 

tempers o f  each upset master, unable to please any o f them and therefore unable to receive the favours o f any) and 
another man who is owned entirely by one person. Can the two be equal? (Similar is the 

example o f a Mu'min who worships One Allaah and receives everythingfrom Him. H e is in a much better position than a 
Mushrik, who has to pay allegiance to several gods, without receiving anythingfrom any o f them.) All praise be 
(belongs) to Allaah, but most of them ( thepeople)  do not know.

©

30. Indeed, you (O R asuM aah & tS ) shall certainly die, and they shall all die as well.

31. Then, on the Day of Qiyaamah, you will all quarrel (dispute) in the presence of your 
Rabb (andHewillpassthefinaljudgement, condemningtheMushrikeentoJahannam. Therefore, do not worry about 

their harassment Allaah will take them to task fo r what they d o ).

32. Who can be more unjust than he who lies about (against) Allaah (by saying that Allaah has 

partners), and rejects the truth (the Qur'aan and Towheed) when it comes to him? Is there no 
abode for the Kaafiroon in Jahannam? (Jahannam is where they will find themselues in the Aakh i rah!)

33. Those who bring (receive) the truth (from Allaah and His Rasool & £& ) and confirm it (accept itto
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bethe absolute truth), these are the people who have Taqwa (who are ever-consdous o f Allaah).

34. They shall have whatever they desire with their Rabb (inJarm ah). This is the reward 
of those who do good.

35. (They M I  have this reward) So that Allaah may cancel (forgive) their evil doings and grant 
them the best rewards for the good deeds they carried out.

£
©

36. Is Allaah not Sufficient (as Protector) for His bondsman (Rasulullaah & $ i)  ?  (Failing to realise 
that Allaah was always there to protect Rasulullaah fiSSj They (the Mushrikeen) threaten you (0  
RasulullaahW8%) With (harm from) those (gods whom they worship) besides Him (Allaah). There Can be 
no guide (hope o f  salvation) for the one whom Allaah sends astray.

©

37. None can mislead the one whom Allaah guides. Is Allaah not the Mighty, the 
Most Capable of avenging (the harm done to those close to H im )?

38. Undoubtedly, if you ask them (the Mushrikeen) who created the heavens and the 
earth, they will certainly reply, “Allaah!” Say, “Tell me about those whom you 
worship besides Allaah. If Allaah wishes that any harm should afflict me, can they 
avert (prevent) the harm? Or if Allaah wishes to shower mercy upon me, are they able to 
restrain (stop) His mercy?” Say, “Allaah is enough for me, and only in Him should 
those who have trust place their trust.” (Although the Mushrikeen worshipped many idols, they 
acknowledged that it was Allaah Who created the universe and Who had control over everything.)

39. Say, “O my people (who are Kuffaar)! Carry out your actions as you are, for I am
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Carrying out mine (if you will not desist from your evil actions, why should I  forsake the good I  am doing). Soon 
you will come to know...”

40. “...to whom a punishment (calamity) will come (in this world) which will humiliate 
(disgrace) him, and on whom an eternal (everlasting) punishment will descend (in the

Aakhirah),** (You will soon receive the punishment you deserve. It was not long after this verse was revealed that the 
Mushrikeen leaders were killed at Badr, to he doomed thereafter to eternal punishment in Jahannam J

41. Without doubt, We have revealed to you (O  Rasulullaah S |  a Book (the Qur'aan) with the 
truth for the people. Whoever is rightly guided, is guided for his own benefit, and 
whoever is misguided, then it is to his own detriment (own loss). You (O  Rasulullaah & £ )  

have not been sent as a warder (one responsible) over them (you cannotforce anyone to accept Imaan

and will not be questioned if any one rejects your messaged.

■J

42. Allaah raises (draws) the souls (o f people) at the time of their death (when the time o f their 

death arrives), and (Allaah also raises the souls of) those (people) who do not die (who are not due to die) 

during their sleep (causing them to be oblivious q f everything around them as they sleep). (When people ase 

asleep) Allaah then withholds the soul upon which death has been decreed (so that the soul 

does not return to the body), and releases (sends back the souls of) others (allowing them to return to their bodies 

so that they may conttn ue living) until their appointed term (until the time when they are due to die). There 
are certainly Aayaat (signs) in this for people who think (which demonstrates to them thatAllaah has 

complete control over His creation).

43. Or (instead of accepting Towheed despite the clear euidence) do they (the Mushrikeen) take (their idols as) 

intercessors besides Allaah? Say, “ (Do you believe that they can intercede before Allaah) Even 
though they do not have control over anything, and (even though they) have no 
understanding?” (Idols have nopomer or understanding.)

44. Say, ‘ ‘ (Even though you may believe that the people or angels whom your ido/s represent shall intercede for  you,
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remember that) All intercession (pleading fo r mercy) is subject (belongs) to Allaah's will (intercession 

can take place only with His permission and on behalf o f those whom He wills). To Him belongs the kingdom
of the heavens and the earth. Eventually, you will all be returned to Him.”

^ 3 0  9  * 9 *

45. When Allaah the One is mentioned (without mention o f their gods, making it clear that only Allaah 

wields control over the universe), the hearts of those who da not believe in the Aakhirah 
contract (fill with hatred and dislike). However, when the other gods (o f  theirs) besides Allaah 
are mentioned, they suddenly rejoice (becomeglad).

46. (Do not be distressed by their stubbornness, but rather) Say, “O Allaah! Originator of the heavens 
and the earth! Knower of the unseen and the seen! You shall pass judgement on the 
Day of Qiyaamah between Your bondsmen concerning the matters about which they 
differed.” (When Allaah passes judgement on the Day o f Qiyaamah, the Kuffaar will be forced to realise the error of 
their ways.)

47. (However; this realisation will be too late on the Day of Qiyaamah when nothing will be able to save them. In fact, 

even) If the oppressors (Kuffaar and sinners) owned whatever is on earth and much more in 
addition, they would certainly want to offer it as ransom to escape the evil of the 
punishment on the Day of Qiyaamah. (However, even if they did this, it will not be accepted from them.) 

Such things will (then) become apparent (appear) to them from Allaah, which they had 
never imagined. (On the Day o f  Qiyaamah, the Kuffaar will see before them everything that they denied in the 

world. Whereas they expectto receive more wealth and status in the Aakhirah, they will be bitterly disappointed.)

48. (Instead o f  the wealth and riches they expected to find in the Aakhirah,) The evil of what they earned 
will become apparent (appear) to them, and they will be enveloped by (the punishment for) 

what they used to mock.
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49. When any adversity (such as poverty o r illness) afflicts man, he supplicates (pleads) to Us 
(far assistance). Thereafter, when We confer a bounty upon him (by granting him wealth or by 

restoring his good health), he says, “I have been granted this because of (my) resourcefulness
(my ability and wisdom).”  Rather (than being a favour to him), it (the bounty We give him) is a test (to examine 

whether he will thank Allaah), but most of them do not know (and therefore fail the test by attributing the 

bounty to themselves, thereby succumbing to Sh irk).

50. Those (Kuffaar) before them said the same words, but the things that they earned 
did not benefit them (could not saue them from Allaah's punishment).

51. So (eventually, the repercussions of) the evil acts they earned caught up with them (and 

Allaah's punishment arrived). Soon (the repercussions of) the evil deeds that the oppressive ones 
among these people earn shall (also) catch up with them as well. Then (just like the Kuffaar 

beforethem) they will have no escape.

52. (After understanding the mannerinwhich things happen,) Do they not know that Allaah increases 
sustenance for whoever he pleases, and reduces (sustenance) as well (and that having and not 

having sustenance has nothing to do with a person 's  resourcefulness) ? There are Certainly Aayaat (signs) in 
this for people who have Imaan.

5 3. Say, “O My bondsmen (servants) who have wronged their souls (b y  committing kufr or other 

sins)! Never lose hope of Allaah's mercy (so do not abstain from seeking forgiveness thinking that you will 

not be forgiven). Verily, Allaah forgives all sins (that are free of kufr and Shirk). Undoubtedly, He is 
the Most Forgiving, the Most Merciful.”

54. Turn to your Rabb and surrender to Him before punishment afflicts you, after 
which you will not be assisted (and none will be able to help you).
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55. Follow the best (the guidance oflsham ), which your Rabb has revealed to you before 
punishment suddenly afflicts you (for not accepting Islaam) without you realising it (whilst you 

are unaware).

56. (Do all this to avoid the situation after death when) A SOul says, “Woe betide me (May I  be destroyed) 

for the neglect I showed with regard to Allaah (by not accepting Islaam )! In fact, (far from  

accepting Islaam) I was (foolish enough to be) from among those who mocked (Islaam and the 

Muslims)!”

i

57. Or (turn to Allaah and accept Islaam to avoid the situation after death when) it (a soul) says, “If only 
Allaah had guided me, I would have certainly been from among those with Taqwa (the 

Mu'mineen).”

58. Or (do th is to avoid the situation after death when) it (a soul) says when seeing the punishment, “If 
only I had a chance (to return to the world), I would certainly be from among those who do
g o o d  (theMu'mineen).”

59. (Allaah will reply to such a soul by saying,) “Indeed (why not?), My Aayaat (and My commands] came 
to you, but you rej ected them, you were arrogant (too proud to accept) and were among the 
Kaafiroon.”

60. On the Day of Qiyaamah, you will see that the faces of those who lied about 
Allaah will be dark (gloomy and depressed). Is there not an abode (a place) in Jahannam for 
the arrogant? (Jahannam is exactly where they will find themselves J

61. Allaah will rescue (save] those with Taqwa (and take them) to their place of success
(Jctnnah). No evil (punishment or distress] will touch them, neither shall they grieve (overthepastas 

theKuffaarwilldo).
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62. Allaah is the Creator of everything, and He is the Administrator (in charge) of all 
things.

63. The keys (control) of the heavens and the earth belong to him. Those who disbelieve 
in Allaah's Aayaat are the real losers.

64. Say, “O  ignorant ones! Do you command (order) me to worship others besides 
Allaah?”

65. Indeed We have sent revelation to you ( O U u U ^ i )  and to those (Ambiyaa 

before you (overcomingthepeople that), “If you commit Shirk, your (good) deeds will certainly 
be Wasted (because you will receive no rewards for them in the Aakhirah), and you Will definitely 
become of the losers.”

66. “Rather worship Allaah and be among the grateful ones (those that show gratitude to 

Allaah)”

67. They (mostpeople) have not revered (understood or appreciated) Allaah as He deserves to be 
revered (they do not realise His power and greatness as they ought to ). On the Day of Qiyaamah, the 
entire earth will be in His grasp (control), and the skies will be folded (rolled up) in His 
right hand (this verse isMutashaabihaatto be interpreted metaphorically). He is Pure and Exalted above 
all that they ascribe as partners to Him.

68. The trumpet will be blown (the first time to sound the advent o f the Day o f Qiyaamah), and 
everyone in the heavens and the earth will fall unconscious, except those whom 
Allaah chooses (wills). Thereafter, it will be blown a second time, when they (the dead) 

will all Suddenly stand up, watching (everything that is happening around them).
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69. The earth will illuminate (shine) with the light of her Rabb, the records of actions 
will be placed (before each person), and the Ambiyaa and witnesses will be brought (forward 

to testify against the Kuffaar). Judgement (decisionj will be passed between them (creation) with the 
truth (justice), and they will not be Oppressed (no one will be deprived o f  reward fo r good deeds nor

punished for sins they did not comm it).

70. Every soul will be granted full recompense for what it did. Allaah knows best (even 

better than themselves) what acts people carried OUt.

71. The Kuffaar will be driven to Jahannam in groups (in disgrace and humiliation). Until, 
(when) they arrive there, its gates will be opened (each time a dweller o f Hell comes) and its 
keepers will say, “Did the Rusul from among you not come to you, reciting to you the 
Aayaat of your Rabb and warning you of this day's meeting?” They will say, 
“Certainly. However, (we failed to heed their advice. Because we died as Kuffaar,) the decision of 
punishment has been passed against the Kuffaar. ”

72. It will be said (to them), “Enter the gates of Jahannam, where you shall live forever. 
Evil indeed is the abode of the haughty (proud) ones!”

73. (On the other hand) Those who feared their Rabb will be led to Jannah in groups. Until, 
when they arrive there, its gates will (already) be open (in welcome before their arrival) and its 
keepers will say, “Peace be on you! May you be pleased. Enter Jannah to live forever.”
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74. They will say, “All praise be to Allaah, Who has fulfilled His promise to us, made 
us inheritors of this land (ofjannah) so that we may settle wherever we wish in Jannah. 
Excellent indeed is the reward of those who perform good deeds! ”

75. (On the Dap o f Qiyaamah) You shall see the angels thronging around (encircling) the Throne, 
glorifying Allaah's praises. Then, with justice (and sound) judgement (the decision) will be 
passed (made) between people, and it will be said, “All praise belongs to Allaah, the 
Rabb of the universe.”
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Surah 4 0  Surah Mu'min

THE MU'MIN

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH M U M IN  AND SURAH ZUMAR

By Name: Surah Zumar made mention of the two groups (Zumar) one headed for Jannah and 
the other for Jahannam. Surah Mu'min mentions a Mu’min from Fir'oun's people, who advised 
them about two important aspects He told them about Towheed, on account of which the one 
group attained Jannah, and he also warned them against Shirk, because of which the other 
group were sentto Jahannam.

By Content: The central theme of Surah Zumar is contained in verse 2 where Allaah says, 
“worship Allaah, making Deen (worship) exclusively His (only for His pleasure).” Here 
Allaah negates partners being ascribed to Him. Surahs Mu'min, HaaMeem Sajdah and Shura 
discuss the essence of all worship, viz. Du'a. The details of Du'a are contained in these three 
Surahs.

Surah Zumar also discusses the fact that there are no intercessors in Allaah's court e.g. “Do they 
take intercessors besides Allaah?” [verse 43], This theme is discussed in Surah Zukhruf 
which appears after Surahs Mu'min, HaaMeem Sajdah and Shura.

A  SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

The introduction of the Surah consists of the following four passages:

1. Verses 2 and 3 explain that the Qur'aan is revealed by Allaah Who is Dominant over all 
and Who is the All Knowing. Whilst He is Forgiving enough to pardon the penitent 
person, He is also Powerful enough to punish any transgressor.
2. Verses 4 to 6 discuss the fact that only obstinate and rebellious people reject the Qur'aan, 

causing them to suffer the same consequences as the previously destroyed nations.
3. From verse 7 to verse 9, Allaah speaks about how those who believe in the Qur'aan achieve 

the honour of being mentioned in the supplications of those noble angels who carry Allaah's 
throne and those who continuously glorify Him around the throne.

4. Thereafter, in verses 10 to 12, mention is made of the fact that those who reject the Qur'aan 
will earn Allaah's wrath in the Aakhirah.

The balance of the Surah deals with of the following aspects:

* The theme of the Surah is that the Du’a of the angels are repeated thrice.
* Four proofs to substantiate the theme.
* A  detailed example concerning the evil consequences of kufr to be faced in this world.
* Consolation for Rasulullaah (US, which is mentioned twice.
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In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful.

6

1. HaaMeem. (Only Allaah knows the correct meaning o f these letters.)

2. This Book is revealed from Allaah, the Mighty, the All Knowing.

3. (Allaah is also) The Forgiver of sins, Acceptor of repentance, Severe (quick and firm) in 
punishment, and All Powerful. There is no Uaah but He, and all (creation) shall return to
Him (after death for judgement) .

4. It is only those who commit kufr who argue about Allaah's Aayaat (an act for which they

will soon be punished). So let not their travelling about through the lands (their apparent freedom  

to do as they please) deceive you (into thinking that they will not be punished. Allaah is allowing them grace only 

until the period He has destined fo r their punishment).

5. Before them, the nation of Nooh rejected (the message o f the Ambiyaa), as well as
the many groups after them. Every nation resolved (intended) to seize (harm) their Rasool 
and they used falsehood to argue in an effort to refute (deny) the truth. So 1 seized-y 
(punished) them instead. How (severe) was My punishment? f
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6. Thus, the declaration (decision) of your Rabb has been passed (already decided) against 
the Kaaflroon; that they shall certainly be from among the inmates of the Fire.

Quraan Made Easy (Complete) Surah Mu'min (The Mu'min - 40)

7. The angels carrying the Throne, as well as those around them, glorify the praises 
of their Rabb, believe in Him, and seek forgiveness for those who have Imaan. (They 

make du'aa saying,) “O  our Rabb! Your mercy and knowledge encompass (embrace) 

everything. So forgive those who repent and who follow Your path. And save them 
from the punishment of the Blaze (Jahannum).”

8. “O our Rabb! Admit them into the Jannaat of eternity, which You have promised 
them, as well as the righteous ones from among their fathers, their spouses, and their 
progeny (allow them all to live together in Jannah as they did in the world). Undoubtedly, You are the 
Mighty, the Wise.”

9. “And save them from difficulties (euils). You have certainly showered Your mercy on 
the one whom You have saved from difficulties on that day (afQiyaamah). This is indeed 
the greatest success.”

10. Verily it will be announced to those who committed kufr (on theDay qfQiyaamah, when 

they will be entering Jahannam and cursing themselves for not accepting Imaan), “Undoubtedly, Allaah's 
hatred for you is worse than your hatred for yourselves. (You have only yourselves to blame for 

your predicament because) When you were called towards Imaan, you rejected (thecall).”

11. They will say, “O OUT Rabb! (Whereas in the world we denied life after death, we now admit that) You 
gave us death twice (before our births and after living our lives) and granted US life twice (when we 

were bom and now after death). We (also) admit (confess) our sins, so is there any way to escape
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(punishment)?" (Ituiillthen be made dear to them that the opportunity to ask for forgiveness had passed in thewortdand 

that they will have to remain in Jahannam forever.)

12. (It will be further said to them) “This (punishment) is because you disbelieved each time that 
Allaah Alone (Towheed) was mentioned. However, whenever partners were ascribed to 
Him, you believed (that this was true). Judgement shall be for Allaah, the Exalted, the 
Great.” (Because your crime was against such a GreatBeing, the punishment needs to bejust as great.)

13. It is Allaah Who shows you His Aayaat (so that you may realise His greatness and power), and 
sends sustenance (rain) for you from the sky. Only he who turns to Allaah will heed
(benefitfrom this and the other adviceAllaah gives him).

14. So supplicate (call) to Allaah, making all of religion (worship) exclusively (solely) for 
Him (w ithou t regard ing any other as His partners), even though the Kaafiroon dislike it. (Fear Allaah 

rather than any others.)

15. (Do not think that you will lose any honour or status by attracting the displeasure o f the Kuffaar because Allaah is) 

The Exalter of ranks (the One Who raises our status) and the Owner of the Throne. (By worshipping 

Only Him, He will grant you honour, wealth and status.) By His command, He sends revelation to 
those bondsmen (servants) whom He wills (theAmbiyaa so that they warn (people)

about the Day of Meeting (withHim, on theDay ofQiyaamah).

16. (The Day ofQiyaamah is) The day they (people) will all come forward and nothing of theirs
(none o f their actions or beliefs) will be hidden from Allaah. (They will therefore be rewarded or punished for 

everything.) (On the Day ofQiyaamah, when nothing but Allaah will be Alive, Allaah will announce), “To Whom 
does all Kingdom belong today? (They will reply by saying that all kingdom belongs) To Allaah, the 
One, the Omnipotent.”

17. On this day every soul shall be recompensed (rewarded) for what it earned (without 

anyone having to suffer for the sins o f others). No injustice (wrong) shall be done today! Verily,
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Allaah is Swift in Reckoning (deciding one’s final destiny)

18. Warn them about the imminent day when (out o f  fear and grief) hearts will be at the 
throats, slowly swallowing (their grief and remorse). The oppressors (Kuffaar) shall have no 
friend (to offer assistance), nor any intercessor who will be obeyed (whose pleading on their behalf 

will be accepted).

19. Allaah knows the fraud (theft) of the eyes (the secret lustful glances that people make), and what 
the hearts conceal (the evil intentions that people have). ( When Allaah knows even these most secret things, then 

certainly H e knows everything else).

2 0. Allaah passes judgement with justice (because He is The Most Just). Those (gods) that they 
(the Mushrikeen) worship besides Allaah cannot pass judgement in any affair (because they 

have no powers). Verily, only Allaah is the All Hearing, the All Seeing (and therefore Only He is 

capable o f passingsoundjudgement).

21. Do they (the Kuffaar) not travel on earth (to the lands o f nations that were destroyed), SO they may 
see what was the plight (terrible end) of those (Kuffaar) before them? Those people were 
more powerful than them in terms of strength (power), and in terms of the landmarks 
(monuments) they left behind on earth. Nevertheless, Allaah seized (punished) them on 
account of their sins. (Despite their great strength and resources), They had none to protect them 
against (the punishment of) Allaah. (When such powerful nations could not withstand Ailaah’s punishment, how 

will the weaker nations o f later times withstand it?)

22. This (punishment; came because Our Rusul used to come to them with clear signs (to
prove that they were trueAmbiyaa but they (the Kuffaar) rejected (their claim and message;. So
(Because o f their kufr, the punishment of) Allaah seized them. Undoubtedly, He is Powerful, 
Severe in punishment.

r
v
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23. Verily, We sent Moosa with Our Aayaat and a clear proof flu's miracles which

proved that he was truIyAIIaah's Rasool). . .

24. ...to Fir'oun, Haamaan -iVoun's prime minister) and Qaaroon (the richest man among the Bani 

Israa'eel). (However■ instead o f  accepting his message), They said, “He is a magician and a liar.”

25. When he came to them with the truth from Us, they (Fir’oun and his ministers) said, “Kill the 
sons of those who believe in him (M o o s a ® ® ) and keep fspansj their women alive (to serve us 

as slaves). ”  (However), The schemes (plots) of the Kaafiroon (to harm the Mu’mineen) are ever lost.

26. (Seeing that Moosa was amassing a large following,) Fir'oun said, “Leave me to kill Moosa,
and let him call for his Rabb (to assist him ). (O  people! I  am doing this fo r jlour benefit because) I fear 
that he may change (alter) your religion or that he may spread corruption on earth. ”

27. Moosa said, “I seek the protection of my Rabb and your Rabb from every 
haughty (proud) person who does not believe in the Day of Reckoning.”

28. A  Mu'min from Fir'oun's people, who (had until then) concealed his Imaan (from Fir’oun 

and the others), said, “Will you kill a man for saying Allaah is my Rabb', when he has 
brought the truth to you from your Rabb? If he is lying, then his lies shall be to his 
own detriment. (Why should we then have his blood on our hands?). However, if he is truthful, apart 
of what (punishment) he has promised shall befall you. Verily, Allaah does not guide him 
who exceeds the limits and is a liar.”
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29. “O my people! You have kingdom (rule over Egypt) today and are dominant in the 
land but (despite all o f this) who can assist us against Allaah's punishment (calamity) when it 
comes to US (on account o f assassinating His Rasool)?”  (Fee/ing intimidated by the words o f the Mu'min) ,  

Fir'oun said (to regain the complete support o f his people), “1 am suggesting to you only what I 
regard (perceive) to be correct, and I am guiding you only towards the path of guidance 
(goodness)

30. The one who had Imaan said, “O my people! I fear that you may suffer a day of
(punishment like that whirl/ struck) the (previous) nations...”

31. “...something like the plight (difficulties) of the nation of Nooh the Aad, the
Thamud and those (Kuffactr nations) after them. Allaah never desires injustice for His 
bondsmen (and will punish them only when they deserve punishment on account o f their evil) . ”

©

32. “O my people! Verily I fear the day of Calling for you” (referring to the Day o f Qiyaamah 

when people will be called to account for their actions and they will also be calling to each other fo r help). . .

@4-

33. “.. .(the Day o f Qiyaamah will be) the day when you will turn back on your heels (in an effort to 

run away from Jahannam) and there shall be none to protect you from (the punishment of) Allaah. 
There can be no guide for the one whom Allaah sends astray. ”

34. “Without doubt, Yusuf came to you with clear signs (to prove that he urns Allaah's

true Rasool), but you remained (continued) in constant doubt about what he brought to you 
until the time came when he passed away, then you said, 'Allaah shall never (again) 

Send a Rasool after him (Allaah knows that it is futile to send another Rasul because we will reject him just as we
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rejected Yusuf Thus does Allaah allow those people to go astray who transgress
(exceed) the limits and who are sceptical...” (doubtful)

Quraan Made Easy (Complete) Surah Mu'min (The Mu'min - 40)

35. “...those who dispute about Allaah's Aayaat without any warrant (justification) 

coming to them. This is extremely detestable in the sight of Allaah and in the sight of 
those who have Imaan. Thus (by allowing people to continue their evil ways) does Allaah set a seal 
on the heart of every haughty (proud) and tyrannical (arrogant) person (hence they are unable to 

accept the truth).”

36. (Scoffing Towheed), Fir'oun said, “O  Haamaan, build a tower for me so that 1 may find 
the means...” (way)

L

i
37. “...the means to the heavens so that I can have a close look at the Ilaah of Moosa

I strongly feel that he is a liar. ” In this manner the evil of his actions was made 
appealing (acceptable) to Fir'oun, and he was prevented from (barred) the path (o f the truth). 

The scheme of Fir'oun led only to destruction.

38. The one who had Imaan said, “O my people! Follow me and I shall lead you to the 
path of guidance (goodness).”

39. “O my people! This worldly (present) life is a trivial (fleeting) gain (because it will soon come to 

an end). Undoubtedly the Aakhirah (the life inJanm h) is really a place to live (because it will not

come to an end).”
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40. “Whoever commits a sin (evil) shall be punished only for it (without the punishment being 

increased). (On the other hand), Whichever male or female carries out (does) a good deed as a 
Mu'min shall enter Jannah, where they will be sustained (provided for) without 
restriction (even though their deeds may have been limited). ”

41. “O my people! How is it that I call you towards salvation, whereas you call me 
towards the Fire?”

42. “You call me to disbelieve in Allaah and to ascribe such partners to Him for 
which I have no justification (no knowledge). On the other hand, I am calling you towards 
the Mighty, the Most Forgiving.” (inheres you ought to be listening to me, you endeavourto mislead me.)

2 \
@ <

43. “It is a fact that those (gods) towards which you call me have no claim (no control or 

influence) in this world or in the Aakhirah. (After death), Our return shall certainly be to 
Allaah, and (when hepasses judgement) the transgressors (Kuffaar and sinners) will be the inmates 
of the Fire.”

44. “You shall soon recall (after you are punished in this world or after you die) what I am telling you 
(because you will realise that it is the truth). (Sensing that the people were not pleased with what he told them, he added), 

I surrender my affairs to Allaah. Allaah is definitely Watchful over His bondsmen [He

will protect me against your evil).”

45. So Allaah saved (guarded) him [Moose & 8 3 & )  from the evils of the plots they made, 
and a terrible punishment enveloped the people of Fir'oun (when they were drowned in the Red

Seaij.

46. They (Fir'oun and his followers) will be presented before the Fire morning and evening (life 

in their graves). And, on the day that Qiyaamah will take place, (the angels will be told) “Enter
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the people of Fir'oun into the worst of punishments.”

47. (D o notforgetthe time) When they (thepeople o f Jahannam) will argue with each other in the 
Fire. Then the weak ones will say to the haughty (proud) ones (their Kuffaar leaders), “Verily 
we were your followers (in the world), SO (as our leaders) Can you remove (take away) a portion of 
the Fire from us?”

48. The haughty (proud) ones will say, “We are all together in the Fire (and shall all suffer hem 

forourkuff. We can neither help you nor ourselves). Allaah has already passed judgement between 
His bondsmen (and we have been doomed toJahannam. There can be no reoersingAllaah’s judgement) .”

49. The people in Jahannam will say to the keepers of Jahannam, “Supplicate to 
(request) your Rabb to lessen (reduce) a day (even a litde bit) of the punishment for US. ”

50. They (the keepers o f  Jahannam) will ask, “Did your Rusul not come to you with clear 
signs (miracles to prove that they were Allaah's true Ambiyaa Ef t ”  They (the people in Jahannam) Will 
reply, “Certainly.” They (the keepers) will then say, “Then you (continue to) pray (for relief from  

punishment). (However), The prayer of the Kaafiroon is lost (yourplea wilt never be answered). ”

V 2

51. We shall definitely assist Our Rusul and those who have Imaan in this worldly life 
as well as on the Day (ofQiyaamah) when witnesses will stand.

52. The day (ofQiyaamah will be a day) when the excuses of the oppressors will not benefit 
them, when they will be cursed (castfarfromAllaah's mercy) and have the worst of (evil) places 
to stay (in Jahannam).
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i

53. Verily We gave guidance (deep spiritual understanding) to Moosa and made the
Bani Israa'eel inheritors of the Book (the Torah)...

® t

54. ...which is a 'means of) guidance and advice (direction) for those with intelligence (the wise).

55. So be patient! (Be firm.) Allaah's promise (o f assistance) is certainly the truth (and will soon 

come to you, ORasululhah i i ) .  Seek forgiveness for your errors, and glorify the praises of 
your Rabb morning and evening.

56. Those who dispute about Allaah's Aayaat without any warrant (authority; that has 
come to them have only pride in the hearts, (to acquire greatness) which they shall never 
reach (attain until they accept Islaam.) (However, they cannot harm you in the least). So seek refuge with 
(protection in) Allaah. Undoubtedly, only He is the All Hearing, All Seeing.

57. The creation of the heavens and the earth is greater (more complex) than the creation 
of mankind, but most people (the Kuffaar) do not know. (White admitting that Allaah created the 
heavens and the earth, the Kujfaar refute resurrection, although resurrection is easier.)

58. (These people fail to realise that resurrection is necessary because) The blind and the seeing cannot 
be equal, neither can those who have Imaan and who do good deeds be equal to the 
sinners. (There will therefore have to be a time when the good must be rewarded and the sinners punished.) 

(However), Little is it that they take heed (reflect).
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59. There is indeed no doubt in the fact that Qiyaamah is imminent (com ing). However, 
most people do not have Imaan.

Quraan Made Easy (Complete) Surah Mu'min (The Mu’min -  40)

60. Your Rabb says, “Supplicate (make du'aa) to Me, 1 shall respond (in a manner that is most 

beneficial for you). Verily, those who are too proud to worship Me shall soon enter 
Jahannam in (great) humiliation.”

61. It is Allaah Who has made the night for you to rest, and has made the day for you 
to see (so that you do your work). Without doubt, Allaah is Full of Grace (always giving) towards 
mankind, but most people are ungrateful (and fail to worship Him when it is He Who giues them all they

have).

62. This is Allaah, your Rabb, the Creator of everything. None besides Him is worthy 
of worship, SO to where are you wandering (and mouing further away from Him) ?

63. In a like manner (just os you wander astray), did those who rejected Allaah's Aayaat (before 

you also) wander (astray). (You should therefore beware that you do not suffer the punishment they suffered.)

64. It is Allaah Who made the earth a stable abode for you, and the sky a roof (like a 

dom e). (It is He) Who fashioned you, beautified your appearances, and sustained you 
with pure things (pure foods). This is Allaah, your Rabb. So Blessed is Allaah, the Rabb 
of the universe.

65. He is the Living besides Whom no other deserves to be worshipped (but Him). So pray to
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Him, devoting worship solely to Him. All praise is for Allaah, the Rabb of the universe.

66. (0  Rasulullaah Say (to the Mushrikeen), “l have been prohibited (forbidden) from
worshipping those whom you worship besides Allaah since the clear signs (ofTowheed) 

have come to me from my Rabb. I have also been commanded to be obedient to the 
Rabb of the universe. ”

67. It is He Who created you (your father Aadam $&$%%&) from sand, then (He created the 

generations o f man, whose development in the womb begins) from a drop of fluid (semen), then from a 
clot of blood, after which Allaah extracted you (from the womb) as a child. Thereafter, 
(after arriving in the world, Allaah preserves you) to reach your strength (os an adult), and then to 
become old, the lives of some of you being taken first (before reaching old age). And (He 

preserves you) so that you reach the appointed term (the time of your death), and so that you 
may understand (Towheedand the purpose of your creation).

68. It is Allaah Who gives life and death. When He decides a matter, all He has to say
(for it to come into existence) is “Be!” and it becomes (uihat He intended).

69. Have you not seen those who dispute about Allaah's Aayaat? Where are they 
heading?

70. (They are) Those who reject the Book (theQur'aan) and that (message ofTowheed) with which
We sent Our Rusul (throughout the passage o f time). They shall soon come to know (the error of 

their ways on theDay ofQiyaamah). . .

71. ...when yokes will be placed around their necks, as well as chains. They will be 
dragged... (likeprisoners)
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E

72 into the boiling water, after which they will be cast as fuel for the Fire.

V
©>

73. Thereafter it will be told to them, “Where are those whom you ascribed as 
partners...

74. .. .to Allaah?” (Will they not assist you today as you claimed in the world?) They will reply, “They 
have been lost to us. In fact, (it has now occurred to us that) we never worshipped anything 
before this (because the gods we worshipped in the world were really nothing and our worship was wasted).”  In 
this manner, does Allaah allow the Kaafiroon to stray. (They worship gods whom they admit are
powerless in theAakhirah.)

75. (They will be told in the Aakhirah) This (punishment you are to suffer) is because you were 
unjustifiably haughty on earth and because you were boastful.”

76. “Enter the gates of Jahannam where you will live forever. Evil indeed is the (final) 

abode of the proud ones (inJahannam)l”

77. (0  Rasulullaah OHSl) Be patient (firm) , (do not be distressed by the rejection and harassment o f the Kuffaar) 

for verily Allaah's promise (to assist theAmbiyaa is true. So if We were to show you (O
Rasulullaah Hzfflf?) a part of what (punishment) We have promised them (if We punish them during your 

lifetime), or (if) We were to claim your soul (before punishing them or without punishing them), then (in 

any event, you should not worry because) they shall be returned to Us (after death and We shall then ensure 

thatihey arepunished).

0
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78. (0 Rasulultaah S i )  Verily We have sent many Rusul before you. Of them there are 
those whose narrations We have related to you, as well as those whose narrations We 
have not related to you. (However, the common factor among all o f them was that) No Rasool had the 
power to produce a miracle (sign) without Allaah's permission (and it was because o f this that

people opposed them, just as they oppose you). (This is bound to happen), So (when it does, do not be distressed

because) when Allaah's command (punishment) comes, judgement (decision) will be passed 
(made) with the truth and, on that occasion, the people of falsehood will be at a loss.

79. Allaah created the livestock for you so that you may ride some of them (such as horses 

and mules), and you may eat others (such as cows, sheep and goats).

80. There are many (other) uses for you in them (such os using their skins), and (Allaah has created 

them) so that you may attain (reach) the need in your hearts by riding them (such as riding them 

for trade or fo r travelling). You are transported on them (on land) and on ships (at sea, thus making 

your travels easy).

81. And Allaah shows you His Aayaat (which demonstrate His power), so which of Allaah's 
Aayaat will you rej ect (when they are all so clear) ?

82. Do they (the Kuffaar) not travel in the lands to see what was the plight (the terrible end) of 
those (Kuffaar) before them? Those people were more than them (the Kuffaar narrations) in 
numbers, more powerful than them in strength and in terms of the landmarks they 
left behind on earth. However, everything they earned was of no use to them (when

A llaah 's  p u n is h m en t a rrived ) .

83. When their Rusul brought the clear signs to them, they became arrogant (proud) on 
account (inspire) of the (limited) knowledge they had, and that which they mocked (Allaah's

punishment) enveloped them.
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84. When they saw Our punishment, they said, “We believe in Allaah Alone and 
reject the partners we ascribed to Him. ”

85. However, their belief could not benefit them when they saw Our punishment
(because it was too late). (This is) Allaah's practice (in way o f dealing with the Kuffaar), which has passed 
(as in the past) over His bondsmen. The Kaafiroon shall (always) be at a loss (p er ish j.
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Surah 41  Surah HaaMeem Sajdah

HAAMEEM SAJDAH

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH HAAMEEM SAJDAH  AND SURAH M U M IN

Surah Mu'min explained that Only Allaah should be called upon when in need. Surah Haameem 
Sajdah goes on to explain the following matters. It is sometimes appears as if when people 
supplicate to their false gods or make offerings in their names, their difficulties are alleviated. 
They also sometimes see dreams that support their polytheistic beliefs e.g. they see their gods or 
saints telling them in a dream that their difficulty was not alleviated because they had not make a 
certain offering to them.

The response to this false belief is given in Surah HaaMeem Sajdah where Allaah dispels these 
occurrences as the doings of Shaytaan. Shaytaan afflicts a person with certain difficulties and 
releases his hold only when the person resorts to Shirk. Shaytaan instructs him about what to do 
by means of dreams. It is for this reason that Allaah instructs man in this Surah to remain steadfast 
on his belief in Towheed and to continue seeking forgiveness from Allaah.

Each of the Surahs beginning with the phrase 'HaaMeem' contain a response to a specific 
question and they all support the subject matter contained in the previous Surah.

A SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

The Surah contains the following:

* An introduction followed by encouragement.
* Five arguments to support the central theme.
* Each proof is followed by a warning pertaining to this world or to the Aakhirah.
* Four objections.
* Three doubts are clarified.
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In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful.

$2
1. HaaMeem. (Only Allaah knows the correct meaning o f  these letters.)

2. (This Qur'aan is) A revelation (guidance) from the Most Compassionate, the Most 
Merciful.

3. (This Qur'aan is) A Book, the verses of which have been clearly explained as an Arabic 
Qur'aan, for a nation with knowledge (understanding).

4. (It is) A carrier (announcer) of good news (for the Mu’mineen) and a wamer (for the Kuffaar). 

However, (instead o f listening to the warnings) most of them turn away (pay no heed) and do not 
listen. (They have no interest in accepting the truth.)

5. They (the Kuffaar) say (to the Ambiyaa and those who call them to lmaan), “Our hearts are veiled 
(covered) from what you call us towards (we do not understand you) and there are props in our 
ears. There is also a barrier between you and us, so do (as you please), we shall do fas we

please).”

6. Say (to them, 0  Rasulullaah (*$§?), “  (I cannot force you to accept because) I am just a human being like 
you. Revelation has been sent to me that your Ilaah is only One. So remain devoted
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to Him and seek forgiveness from Him. Destruction (Jahanmm) be to the 
Mushrikeen...”

7. “...who do not pay zakaah and who disbelieve in the Aakhirah.”

\0

8. “ (On the other hand) There shall certainly be an everlasting reward (Jannah where rewards do 

not end) for those who have Imaan and who do righteous deeds. ”

9. Say, “Do you people really disbelieve in and ascribe partners to the Being Who 
created the earth in two days? It is He Who is the Rabb of the universe. ” (How can you not
regard Him to be your Rabb when none other has powers similar to His?)

10. And fin addition to all o f  this) Allaah has (also) placed (heavy) mountains on the surface of 
the earth, blessed the earth (so that it may produce food ,, and stipulated (ordained) the earth's 
provisions (all this and the creation o f the earth took place) in four complete days; (this is sufficient as a 

reply) for those who question (you about the creation o f the earth).

11. Thereafter, Allaah turned (His attention̂  to the sky, which was smoke, and said to it, 
as well as to the earth, “Come to Us (submit to Us) willingly or unwillingly.” Both replied, 
“We shall come willingly.”

12. Within two days, Allaah then made them (the skies) into seven skies, and issued a 
suitable command to (the angels occupying) each sky. Allaah decorated (adomed) the sky of 
the world with lanterns (stars) and made them a means of protection (to be used to pelt the 

Shayaateen who attempt to eavesdrop on the conversations o f the angels). This is the decree of the Mighty,
the Wise.
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14. When their Rusul came to them from the front of them and from behind them (in
every manner they thought appropriate, saying), “Worship Allaah Only”, they replied, “If our Rabb 
wanted (to send a Rasool), he would have sent angels (as Rusul instead o f  humans). We therefore 
disbelieve in what you have been sent with (for you are a mere mortal).”

15. As for the Aad, they were arrogant (proud) on earth without reason, and said, “Who 
can be more powerful than us?” Did they not see that Allaah Who had created them 
is more powerful than them? They also rejected (denied) Our Aayaat (guidance).

16. So We sent a fierce (fearful) windstorm against them during the ill-fated days (the days 

of punishment, which lasted fo r seven nights and eight days), to make them taste (suffer) a humiliating 
punishment in this worldly life (before tasting the punishment o f the Aakhirah). The punishment of 
the Aakhirah is even more humiliating (degrading), and they will never be assisted
(aided).

I l

17. As for the Thamud, We guided them (by sendingSaalih to preach Towheedtothem), but
they chose (spiritual) blindness instead of guidance. So, because of what they earned 
(their kufr and sins), a disastrous punishment seized them, which was extremely 
humiliating.

t
®

rtn
18. We rescued (from the punishment) those who had Imaan and who possessed Taqwa (those

who were pious).

®,
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19. (Do not forget) The day when Allaah's enemies will he gathered (and herded) towards the 
Fire (Jahannam) and (because o f  their large numbers, they will have to be) restrained (controlled so that order is 

maintained).

20. (This will continue) Until, when they arrive (come dose to) there (Jahannam), their ears, eyes 
and skins will testify (against them) about what (actions] they did (in the world) .

21. (When their skins begin to testify to the evil acts that they had witnessed them doing,) They will S3y to their 
skins (and to their other limbs that will testify against them), “Why do you testify (bear witness) against US 

(when we did these acts fo r your pleasure as well)?”  They (their skins and other limbs) will reply, “Allaah, 
Who gives speech to everything has enabled us to speak. It was He Who created you 
the first time, and to Him is your return.” (How can we hide anything from such a Great Being? We have 

no option but to speak the truth.)

22. (Addressing these people on the Day o f Qiyaamah, Allaah will say,) “You did not hide (your actions little 

imagining) that your ears, eyes and skins will testify against you (as you noui see them doing), 

but (even worse than this,) you (foolishly) thought that Allaah is unaware of most of the things 
you do.”

23. “That was the perception (idea) that you held about your Rabb which has 
destroyed (doomed) you and made you among the losers (amongtheKuffaar)."

24. Even if they exercise patience, (it will be useless to them because) the Fire shall (still) be their 
abode (final destination). And (their position will be so unfortunate that even) if they try to please Allaah 
(using whatever means they have), they Will never be allowed to do SO.
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t
©

r

8.
w

25. We have appointed companions (Shayaateen) for them (theKuffaar), who (are with them all the 

time and who) beautify (make appealing) lot them their present and past (evil actions so that they 

continue sinning). The decision (to be punished) shall be passed against them, together with 
all the (Kuffaar) groups of man and Jinn that have passed before them. Verily, they are 
all losers.

26. Those who commit kufr say (to each other), “Do not listen to this Qur'aan, and (if it is still 

recited, then) make a noise (to disturb its recitation) S O  that yOU may be victorious fin putting an end to 

its recitation)."

27. So (especially because o f such acts that ore aimed at preventing others from Islaom) We shall definitely let 
the Kuffaar taste a severe (terrible) punishment, and We shall certainly punish them for 
the worst of actions (the sins) that they do.

© O '

28. This Fire (o f Jahannam) shall be the punishment for Allaah's enemies. They shall 
have an eternal abode (euelasting place) there as punishment for rejecting (denying) Our 
Aayaat.

29. (When suffering punishment in Jahannam,) Those who commit kufr will say, “O OUT Rabb! 
Show us the two groups from the Jinn and humankind who misled us (to commit kufr in the 

world). We want to trample them beneath our feet so that they become of those who 
are most humiliated (amongthelowest).”

30. Verily those who say, “Our Rabb is Allaah” and are then steadfast (on their Imaan and 

fulfil all its requisites), angels shall surely descend to them (when they are about to die, saying to them), 

“Neither have any fear (o f the future) nor grief (over the past), and rejoice about the Jannah 
that you have been promised. ”
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31. “We are your friends in the life of this (present) world (always guiding you to do good ), as well 
as in the Aakhirah (where we shall welcome you and see to your needs). There (in Jannah) you shall 
have whatever your heart desires, and you shall have whatever you ask for.”

32. “This is the hospitality from (generosity of) the Most Forgiving, the Most Merciful.”

33. Whose speech can be better than the one who calls (others) towards Allaah (by

inviting them towards Islaam and good deeds), who (practises what he preaches when he also) performs 
righteous deeds, and (humbly) says, “I am from the Muslims (those who submit to Allaah).”

a~vArai.<'.yi' ***
"  y %

34. Good and evil cannot be equal. Resist (the evil harassment and insults o f your enemies) with 
that which is best (by being kind and forgiving), and (when you do this, you will notice that) the one 
between yourself and whom there was enmity (your enemy) will instantly become like 
your bosom (intimate) friend.

35. Only the patient ones will be inspired with (doing) this (because every person cannot achieve 

it). Only the most fortunate will be inspired with this.

36. If any whisper (temptation to do evil) from Shaytaan has to reach you, then seek 
Allaah's protection. Undoubtedly, He is the All Hearing (will hear your plea), the All 
Knowing (knows exactly howto repel Shaytaan's influence).

37. From among Allaah's Aayaat (demonstrating Allaah’s power) are the night, the day, the
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sun, and the moon. If you worship Allaah only, then do not prostrate to the sun, nor 
to the moon, but prostrate to Allaah Who has created them. (They am all His creation and 

therefore do not deserve to be worshiped.)

38. (However; despite hearing this,) If they (the Kuffaar) are arrogant (proud and refuse to accept), then 
(Allaah does not need their worship because) those (angels) who are close to your Rabb glorify Him 
day and night without becoming tired . (One who recite or hears this verse being recited should perform  
Sajdah.)

39. Also from His Aayaat (demonstrating His great powers) is that you see the earth bare (dead). 

Then, when We send rain upon it, it begins to stir (with life) and flourish (with vegetation). 

Verily, the One Who gives life to it (to the dead earth) is the One Who gives life to the dead
(Who will resurrect people on the Day o f Qiyaamah). Indeed, He has power over all things (can do 

anything).

40. Verily those who deviate from (distort, misinterpret and misrepresent) Our Aayaat are not 
hidden from Us. (We are Aware o f what they do and will punish them fo r it.) Is the one whom We cast 
into the Fire better than the one who will arrive safely on the Day of Qiyaamah? Do as 
yOU please. Allaah is definitely Watching what you do. (Remember that you will be punished fo r  
your sins in theAakhirah)

41. Indeed those who disbelieve in the Reminder (Qur'aan) when it came to them (would
never have disbelieved if they had contemplated about it). (Had they contemplated about it, they would have realised

that) Without doubt, the Qur'aan is a mighty (sublime) book.

42. No falsehood (dishonest) can approach (come near) it from the front or from the back 
(from any direction). It is a revelation from the Wise, Who is Most Worthy of praise. (The 
Qur'aan can therefore never be altered o r corrupted in any way.)
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43. (0  Rasulutlaah I) You are being told only what was already said to the Rusul before
yOU (the Kuffaar therefore cannot accuse you o f  inventing new beliefs). Without doubt, your Rabb is One 
of immense forgiveness (and will forgive the Kufjaar if they repent and accept Islaam), and (on the other

44. (The Mushrikeen ofMakkah said that the Qur'aan would have been miraculous if all or part o f it was in a non-Arabic 

language because Rasulullaah did not know any language other than Arabic. In response to this, Allaah says,) If We 
had revealed (part o f or) the (entire) Qur'aan in a language other than Arabic, they (the 

Mushrikeen ofMakkah) would have said, “Why are its verses not clearly expounded (in Arabic 

so that we could understand) ?  How can the scripture not be Arabic when the Prophet is an 
Arab?” Say, “It (the Qur'aan) is a (means of) guidance for those who have Imaan, as well as a 
cure (for spiritual and physical ailments). As for those who do not have Imaan, they have props 
in their ears and it (the Qur'aan) is a means of deviation for them (because they deviate further each 

time they reject another verse). These are people who are called from a distant place.” (Just as a 
person who is called from  far offcannothear the caller, these people are also unable to hear the message o f truth.)

45. Verily We gave Moosa the Book (the Torah), concerning which disputes (differences) 

arose (between the Bani Israa'eel). If it were not for a decree proceeding from your Rabb
(stipulating a fixed time for their punishment), a decision (for them to be punished) would have been given 
already. Undoubtedly, they are in great doubt about it (the coming o f their punishment).

©

46. Whoever does a good deed, does so for his own benefit (because he will receive the reward 

for it), and whoever commits a sin, it will be to his own detriment (because he will suffer the 

punishment for it). YoUT Rabb never Oppresses His bondsmen. (A  person will therefore never be 

deprived o f  a reward due to him neither will he be punished for a sin he did not commit.)

47. The knowledge of (when) Qiyaamah (will occur) is referred to Him only (only Allah knows 

when Qiyaamah will take place). In His knowledge is every fruit that emerges from its covering 
(sheath), every female that bears (a child), and every female that delivers (onlyAllaah knows the
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qualities and future o f the child). The (Day o f Qiyaamah is the) day when they (the Mushrikeen) will be 
asked (by Allaah), “Where are My partners (the partners you ascribed to M e )”  (Call them to help you.) 

They will submit, “We declare (confess) to You that none of us can testify (that you have any 

partner. Today we have realised that our beliefs were wrong). ”

48. Those (gods) that they used to call upon (worship) will be lost to them (unable to assist them) 

and they will be convinced (understand) that they have no escape.

49. Man never gets tired of praying for good (fortune, such as more wealth and progress in every field. 

This indicates his greed for die good things o f  this world). (Furthermore, man is also ungrateful to Allaah because) If 
adversity (hardships) has to afflict him, he completely loses all hope (as if Allaah had never giaen 

him any good fortune previously and will never give him any in future).

©laullc
50. If We allow him to taste Our mercy (by granting him good fortune) after the adversity 
(hardships)  that afflicted him, he will certainly say, “  I deserved this (because o f my own doing). I 

do not think that Qiyaamah will take place. If (Qiyaamah does take place and) I am ever 
returned to my Rabb, I shall definitely have the best by Him (something better than this without 

ever having to suffer).”  So (on theDay o f Qiyaamah) We shall certainly inform the Kuffaar of what 
(evil) they did (in the world), and We shall definitely make them taste a severe (harsh) 

punishment (because o f their kufr and sinsj.

51. When We favour man (with blessings), he withdraws and turns away (from worshipping Us, 

whereas he ought to be thanking Us fo r what We have granted him). However, when hardship afflicts 
him, he (then turns to Us and) offers lengthy prayers (so that We may remove his hardsh ip).

52. Say (to the Kuffaar), “Tell me. If this (Qudaan) is really from Allaah and you reject it 
(without contemplating and deliberating), who will be further astray than the person who fiercely 
opposes (the teachings o f the Q uraan)?”  (Therefore, do not be hasty to reject the Quhaan without giving it a chance
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53. (Nevertheless,} We shall (still) soon show them Our Aayaat on the horizons (of the world) 

and within themselves, until it becomes clear to them that it (the Qur'aan) is certainly 
the truth. Is it not sufficient that your Rabb is Witness over everything? (His testimony that
Rasulullaah is His Nabi and that the Qur'aan isH is Word is sufficient even if the Kuffaar refuse to accept it.)

54. Behold! (The reason fo r their rejection is that) They doubt meeting their Rabb. Behold! He 
Encompasses everything. (He knows everything and will punish them for their wrong beliefs and evil actions.)
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Surah 4 2  Surah Shura

C O N S U LTA T IO N

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH SHURA  AND SURAH HAAMEEM SAJDAH

People sometimes have certain dreams or experience certain occurrences through which they 
are taught to pray to their saints and gods for help and to make sacrifices in their names. Surah 
Haameem Sajdah replied to these experiences by saying that they are the doings of Shaytaan 
who appears to people in various forms to mislead them.

Surah Shura now replies to another doubt of the Mushrikeen who find references in the previous 
divine scriptures which permitted to supplicate onto beings besides Allaah. Surah Shura replies 
by saying that Allaah has revealed to all the previous Ambiyaa that Only Allaah is All Knowing 
and that Only He has control over all things. Therefore, supplications should be directed only to 
Him.

All the scriptures of Allaah have given man the same message. If any conflicting text is found in 
any scripture, it cannot be part of Allaah's (authentic) revelation. Such a text represents additions to 
Allaah's Books, included by deviant scholars of the religion concerned. Therefore, whoever is led 
astray by these extracts have no excuse to believe in them.

Replies to three such texts have been given in previous Surahs. The first concerned Sulaymaan . 
Based on texts from previous scriptures, it was alleged that he uttered words of kufr. Allaah replies 
to the allegation in Surah Baqara, where Allaah declared, “Sulaymaan never
committed kufr, but the Shayaateen were Kuffaar by teaching black magic to the 
people” [verse 102]. Allaah declares in this verse that Sulaymaan S&USSSs never committed the 
act of kufr and black magic. It was the Shayaateen who wrote certain books containing words of 
kufr and then attributed these to Sulaymaan . Similarly, other people attributed various acts to 
the pious saints, these illustrious men were innocent of these falsehoods.

The second allegation was made against Isa 3&$£®E. The Christians claimed that he had 
instructed them to pray to him. This allegation is rebutted in verse 79 of Surah A\ Imraan where 
Allaah says, “It is not possible that Allaah gives any human a Book, wisdom (a Shari'ah) 
and Nubuwwah (Prophethood), and then he (the Prophet) says to the people, 'Leave 
Allaah and worship me.' He (the Prophet) would rather say, 'Become the people of your 
Rabb (devoted to Him only and call others towards Him) because you are teaching the 
Book and because you are studying it.'”

Horn words like “the son of god” (in the Bible) and “a word from Him” and “a spirit from 
Him” (in the Qur'aan), people assumed that Isa was so close to Allaah that he must
certainly have control over some affairs in the universe. Allaah replies to this doubt in verse 7 of 
Surah Al Imrctan, where He says, “It was He (Allaah) who revealed to you (0  Muhammad 
&£) the book in which lies 'Muhkamaat' (clear and unambiguous) verses that are the 
mother (essence, core) of the Qur'aan and others that are 'Mutashaabihaat' (verses to 
which no specific or exact meaning can be given) ...”

In this verse, Allaah mentions the extracts of the Qur'aan like the above are from those verses that
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are termed as “Mutashaabihaat” (allegorical), regarding which Allaah says in the same verse, 
“None knows their (correct) interpretation except Allaah.” The details of all the above are 
discussed in the respective commentaries.

A SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

After dispelling certain doubts such as those mentioned above, the Surah contains 
verses relevant to the following two central assertions of the Surah.
1. Revelation has been sent to all the Ambiyaa that Allaah is the Only Knower of the 

unseen and that Only He should be worshipped.
2. Anything found contrary to this in the previous scriptures has been added to these 

scriptures by the scholars of the respective religions.

“ (However, despite the command not to be divided,) They (many of the followers o f the 
Ambiyaa) divided only after knowledge (of their Been) came to them, because of the 
animosity between themselves” [verse 14], This verse replies to the central question 
expressed in the Surah: Why did people split up into so many different denominations when their 
Ambiyaa all propagated the same message of Towheed? Why are there various conflicting views 
expressed in their scriptures? The reply given is that deviant and rebellious scholars and leaders 
introduced these discrepancies after the Ambiyaa had left this world. Because of their obstinacy 
and rebelliousness, they chose to adulterate the teachings of their religions even though they had 
understood it.

“Verily, those who inherited the Book after them..." [verse 14] This part of the verse 
speaks about those people who were misled by the additions and fabrications in the previous 
scriptures. They still remain lost in doubts.

Based on the above, the following four instructions are issued in verse 15:

1. “This (Deen of Islaam and Qur'aan) is what you should call towards” i.e. we 
should propagate the above message only.

2. “Be steadfast as you have been commanded”
3. “...do not follow their whims.”
4. “Say, I believe in the Book that Allaah has revealed (and not in the alterations 

and additions that people have made to it).”

People ask, “Why was Rasulullaah 8SSI called a fabricator when his message was the same as that 
of the previous Ambiyaa which is contained in the scriptures?” The reply to this objection is given 
in verse 24 where Allaah says, “Or do they say that he has fabricated a lie against 
Allaah?...”
“What (reward) is with Allaah (in exchange for your good deeds) is better (than everything 
o f this world) and more lasting... until the words ...(Although forgiving the aggressor is best,) 
There will be no blame on the one who takes revenge (in proportion to the aggression 
against him) after he has been wronged (because he may exercise his right to retaliate)”  
[verses 36 to 41]. These verses convey glad tidings for the Mu'mineen and also contain the 
following three prescriptions for securing safety from Jahannam:

1. Abstention from shirk “..Tor those who have Imaan, who trust (only) in their Rabb 
(to provide for them and to protect them).” [verse 36]

2. Abstaining from sin “who abstain from major sins and immoral behaviour...” [verse 
37]

3. Kind behaviour “and who forgive (those who anger them) when they are angry 
(withouttakingrevenge)...”  [verse37],
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In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful.

1. HaaMeem. Only Allaah knows the correct mean ing o f these letters.)

2. Ayn Seen Qaaf (Only Allaah knowsthe correct meaning ofthese letters).

3. In this manner (just as Allaah has revealed this Surah containing many directives and advice,) did Allaah, 
the Mighty, the Wise send revelation to you (0  RasuMlaah S i j  and to those (Ambiyaa 

before you.

4. To Him belongs whatever is in the heavens and the earth, and He is the Exalted (the 

Lofty), the Grand (TheGreat).

5. The skies can almost be tom apart from above (from the strain o f carrying the angels) as the 
angels glorify the praises of their Rabb and seek forgiveness for those on earth (so that 

Allaah does net destroy all the people.) Behold! Allaah (accepts their prayers and forgives the people on earth 

because He) is certainly the Most Forgiving, the Most Merciful (in accepting the prayers o f the angels).

®i

6. Allaah is Vigilant over (He knows) those who adopt patrons (helpers, gods) besides
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7. In this manner (We have been sending revelation to you, 0  Rasulullaah did We reveal the 
Arabic Qur'aan to you so that you may warn the (inhabitants o f the) Mother of all cities 
(Makkah) and those around her; and so that you may warn them about the Day of 
Gathering (the Day o f Qiyaamah), about which there is no doubt. (Once judgement is passed on the 

Day o f Qiyaamah,) A group (the Mu'mineen) shall be in Jannah, while another (the Kuffaar) shall 
be in the Blaze (Jahannam).

8. If Allaah willed, He would have made them (mankind) a single nation (but Allaah did not do 

so fo r reasons H e knows best). However, He will enter (receive) whoever he wills into His mercy
(by making them M u’mineen), and (those who remain Kuffaar will be far from His mercy and) there shall be no 
friend nor assistant (to prevent the punishment) for the oppressors (theKuffaar).

9. Or (instead o f heeding the advice and accepting ImaanJ do they (theMushrikeen) adopt patrons (helpers, 

gods) apart from Allaah? Indeed, (if they wish to adopt helpers, they should choose Allaah only because) 

Allaah is truly The Only Protecting friend (The Only one to M -  He shall resurrect the 
dead and He has power over all things.

10. The decision (to judge who is right and who is wrong) rests with Allaah concerning the 
matters in which you differ. That Allaah is my Rabb. In Him do 1 trust, and to Him do 
1 turn (mailaffairs). 11

11. (Allaah is) The Creator of the heavens and the earth. He has created spouses for you 
from among you (from your own species), and has also created pairs (male and female) among
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the animals (so that their species live on ). He has created you within the wombs of your 
mothers (where none other has access). There is nothing like Him (nothing can compare with His Being or 

His qualities) and He is the All Hearing, the All Seeing.

12. To Him belongs the keys (control and knowledge) of the heavens and the earth. He 
increases (livelihood) sustenance for whoever He wills, and also decreases (it fo r wham He 

wills). Undoubtedly, He has knowledge of everything (and He knows exactly who needs what at 

which time).

So 9 -j -J. -r"

13. Allaah has ordained (determined) for you the same Deen that He ordained for Nooh 
as well as what He ordained (prescribed) for Ibraheem Moosa and

Isa (We commanded theseAmbiyaa and theirfollowers, saying,) “Establish the Deen and do not
be divided”. That (Towheed) towards which you call the Mushrikeen is heavy (difficult) on 
them (because they are set in their ways o f worshipping many gods). Allaah draws whoever He wills 
towards Himself, and guides towards Himself the one who is penitent (the one who repents 

fo r his sins because such a person shows the willingness to be close to Allaah).

14. (However, despite the command not to be divided,) They (many q f the followers o f the Ambiyaa) divided 
only after knowledge (o f their Deen) came to them, because of the animosity between 
themselves (mutual dissent). If it were not for a decree that issued forth from your Rabb 
(allowing them grace) until a prescribed (appointed; term, their matter would have been 
decided (they would have been punished Immediately). Indeed, those (the Arabs during the time of 

Rasulullaah & d )  who were given the Book (the Quriaan) after them (the previous nations) are in 
grave doubt concerning it.

15. This (Deenoflslaam andQur'aan) is what you should call towards (regardless of the opposition you 

encounter). Be steadfast as you have been commanded, and do not follow their whims
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(by making the compromises the Kuffaar demand). Say, “I believe in the Book that Allaah has 
revealed, and I have been commanded to maintain justice between you people. 
Allaah is our Rabb and your Rabb. Our actions are for us, and yours are for you (noneof 

us shall be questioned about the actions o f  others). There is no dispute between yourselves and us. 
(Since you haue chosen to do as you please despite hearing the truth, continue on your path without opposing us.) 

Allaah shall gather us all together (on the Day o f Qiyaamah), and to Him shall be our return 
(when He will judge between u s )."

16. Those who argue (with the Muslims) about their Rabb after He has been accepted (by 

them as their Rabb), their argument is useless before their Rabb. On them is (Allaah's) wrath 
(anger), and they will suffer a severe punishment.

17. It is Allaah Who revealed the Book (the Qufaan) with the truth, as well as the scale (of

justice, which is included in the teachings o f the Qur'oan and the words of Rasulullaah How could you
know (Do you not know) that Qiyaamah is probably very close? (You should therefore believe in and 

practise the teachings o f the Qur'oan in preparation for Qiyaamah.)

■’’ ' m
18. Those who do not believe in it (Qiyaamah) seek to hasten it (by constantly asking when it will 

arrive). (On the other hand,) Those who believe in it, fear it and know that it is the truth (that it 

will certainly arrive). Behold! Those who have doubts about Qiyaamah have deviated fara w a y  (haue been greatly misguided).

19. Allaah is Compassionate (merciful) towards His bondsmen (servants). He sustains 
whoever He wills, and He is The Powerful, The Mighty.

20. Whoever desires the harvest (rewards) of the Aakhirah, We shall increase its harvest
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for him. (However.) We shall grant (only) a part of this world's harvest (material goods) to the 
One who desires it (without him receiving all he desires); and he will haveno share (o f the rewards) in 
the Aakhlrah (becausehehasnolmaan).

21. Of do (the Mushrikeen do thin^that contradict the teachings o f Deen because) they have partners (of
Allaah) who have ordained (laid down) for them such things in Deen which Allaah has not 
permitted? If it were not for a decisive decree (allowing them extension o f time before their deserved 

punishment), the matter would have been decided between them (and they would have already 

perished because qfAllaah's punishment). (Even if they are not punished in this world, rest assured that) There shall 
certainly be an excruciating (painful) punishment for the oppressors (sinners in theAakhirah).

22. (In theAakhirah) You will see the oppressors (the Kuffaar and sinners) fearing (the punishment for) 

what (actions and beliefs) they earned (in the world), whereas it (the punishment) will certainly 
befall them. (However,) Those who have Imaan and who do righteous deeds will be in 
the gardens of Jannaat. They shall have whatever they desire with their Rabb (in 

Jannah). This is definitely a great (excellent) favour (from Allaah because entry into Jannah is impossible 

without Allaah's favour).

23. This (news o f  entry into Jannah) is the good news (glad tidings) that Allaah conveys (gives) to 
those bondsmen of His who have Imaan and who do good deeds. (ORasulullaah W j  Say 
(to the Mushrikeen o f  Makkah), “  I ask of you no repayment (for conveying to you the message o f Towheed), 

except (all that I  ask fo r is) the (usual traditional) love between relatives (that you ought to show to me 

regardless o f The message I  carry to you ).”  As for the one who carries out a good deed, We will 
increase the beauty (virtue) of the deed (by granting a reward fo r it that is far superior to the deed itself), for 
Allaah is surely the Most Forgiving, the Appreciative (TheEver Thankful).

24. Or do they (the Mushrikeen) say that he (Rasulullaah S i j  has forged a lie against Allaah
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(by claiming thatAllaah made him a Rasool and gave him the Quraan) ?  (0  Rasulullaah & $£! D o they not realise that if 

you are inventing lies about Allaah, then) If Allaah desires (to prevent you from lying about H im ), He COIlld 
Seal your heart (rendering you incapable of saving or doing anything?). Allaah eradicates (blots out) 

falsehood and establishes (verifies) the truth with His words. (Therefore, no false prophet can ever 

hope to succeed) Undoubtedly He has thorough knowledge of the secrets of the heart.

25. It is He (Allaah) Who accepts repentance from His bondsmen, Who pardons sins
(because o f man's repentance) and Who knows what you do.

26. He accepts (du'aas and sincere ibaadah) of those who have Imaan and who do righteous 
deeds, and He increases (their rewards) for them out of His favour. (On the other hand) There 
shall be severe punishment for the Kaafiroon.

27. If Allaah expands (gives in abundance) provisions for His bondsmen, (the general reaction 

would be that) they would rebel (sin and oppress) On earth (because they would haue the means to do as they 

please). Instead, He sends (provisions) according to a stipulated measure as He pleases (to 

keep man in check). He is certainly Informed (fully aware) and Ever Watchful (Observant) over His 
bondsmen. (He knows them betterthan themselves.)

28. It is He Who sends the rain after people have lost hope (o f ever receiving rain), and 
distributes (spreads) His mercy (throughout the world by providing food  and water to all His creation). He is 
the Protecting Friend, (and because o f  this and His other excellent attributes, He is) Most Worthy of 
praise.

29. From His (Allaah1 s) Aayaat (denoting His great power) are the creation of the heavens and 
the earth, as well as every creature that He has dispersed within the two. He has the 
Power to gather them all (to account fo r their actions) whenever He pleases.

30. (O mankind!) The misfortunes that afflict (cause you pain) you are a result of the (evil) 

actions you earn, and (because o f  your many sins, you deserve to suffer even more adversities, but because)
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Allaah pardons a great deal (ojyoursins, you are spared many more hardships).

31. (Remember that if Allaah ever wishes to punish you fo r your sins,) You Cannot escape OH earth, and 
you have no Protecting Friend, nor any Helper besides Allaah. (Therefore, seekforgiuenessfor 
your sins and abstain from committing more sins.)

32. (Also) Among His Aayaat are the ships (which He keeps afloat) at sea (although they are almost) 

like mountains (in size and weight).

33. If Allaah wills, He could stop (hold back) the winds, causing the ships to stand 
stationary (motionless) on the surface of the sea (thereby leaving man marooned. However, because of 
His infinite mercy Allaah causes the winds to propel sailing vessels and provides fuel from the earth to propel other 

vessels). There are certainly Aayaat (denoting Allaah'stremendouspowersandmercy) in this for every 
person who is extremely patient and grateful.

©

34. Or (if Allaah wills,) He could annihilate them (mankind) because of the (evil) actions they 
earn. (However,) He pardons a great deal (thereby sailing them from punishment). . .

35. .. .and (when His punishment does arrive,) those who dispute about His Aayaat (powers) Will 
then learn that they shall have no escape.

A

36. Whatever you have been given is merely an item of this worldly life (something to use 

temporarily). (On the other hand,) What (reward) is with Allaah (in exchange fo r your good deeds) is better 
(than everything o f  this world) and more lasting (eternal) for those who have Imaan, who trust 
(only) in their Rabb (to provide fo r them and to protectthem). . .

©

37. ...who abstain from (avoid) major sins and immoral (shameful) behaviour and who
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forgive when they are angry (without taking revenge).

38. (These people who shall have Allaah's eternal reward are) Those who respond to (the commands of) 

their Rabb, who establish salaah, whose affairs are (decided) by mutual consultation 
(counsel) between themselves, and who spend (in charity) from what We have provided for 
them.

39. And (they are also) those who retaliate (only) when aggression affects them (without being 

aggressors).

40. Hie retribution (return) for an evil (done against one) is a (must be) proportionate (similar in) 

response (against the aggressor and not any more). As for the one who (insteadof retaliating) forgives (the 

aggressor) and makes amends (restores good relationships between them), his reward will be (reserved 

and guaranteed) with Allaah. Verily, Allaah does not like the oppressors (whose retaliation is

greater than the aggression against them).

41. (Although forgiving the aggressor is best,) There will be no blame (wrong) on the one who takes 
revenge (in proportion to the aggression against him) after he has been wronged (because he may exercise 

his right to retaliate).

42. There will be blame only on those who oppress (wrong) people (by retaliating in a manner 

that exceeds the wrong done to them) and who unjustly rebel (cause corruption) on earth. A  painful 
punishment shall be the lot of these people.

L&
43. Whoever exercises patience and pardons (those who wrong them), this (such an act) is 
certainly among the most resolute of matters (for it requires great courage).
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44. After Allaah, there can be no Protecting Friend for the one whom Allaah allows to 
stray (from the path o f Islaam). When they witness the punishment, you will see the 
oppressors (the Kuffaar) crying, “Is there any road to escape?” (Is there any may to go back?)

45. (On the Day o f  Qiyaamah) You will see them presented to the Fire with their heads 
lowered in disgrace, looking on with secretive glances (because oftheir intense fear). Those 
with Imaan will announce, “The true losers are those who will lose themselves as 
well as their families on the Day of Qiyaamah 'by adhering to kufr and making their families do the 

same). Behold! The oppressors (the Kuffaar) shall suffer an everlasting punishment.”

46. There shall be no friends (supporters) for them to assist them against (thepunishment of) 

Allaah. There is no road (toguidance) for the one whom Allaah allows to stray.

47. Respond to (accept the commands of) your Rabb before there comes to you a day (o f 

punishment) from Allaah which cannot be averted (avoided). On that day, you will have no 
sanctuary (shelter), nor anyone to deny (yoursinstodefendyou).

48. So (O  Rasulullaah if they turn away (after you have tried to convince them), then We have not
sent you as a guardian (caretaker) over them (You are not required to force them to accept). 

Propagating (theDeen and not forcing them) is your only responsibility. Indeed, (the problem with 

them is that) when We allow man to taste Our mercy (by blessing him with wealth and luxuries), he 
revels (gloats and becomes proud). However, when adversity (a difficulty) afflicts him because of 
what (sins) his hands have forwarded (earned), man becomes ungrateful (and complains to 

Allaah, forgettingall the bounties that Allaah has bestowed on him).
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49. To Allaah belongs the kingdom of the heavens and the earth. He creates whatever 
he wills. He confers females (offspring) to whomsoever He wills, confers males to 
whoever he wills...

50. ...or He grants them as male and female (offspring to those parents whom He wills). Allaah 
also makes whomsoever He wills barren (so that they do not have any children). Indeed, He is 
the All Knowing (knows who deserves what), All Powerful (He does as He pleases).

51. It is not (fitting) for a human that Allaah speaks to him (face-to-face) unless (Allaah 

communicates with him) by means of inspiration (by creating a thought in his mind), or from behind a 
veil (telling him something without being seen), or that He sends a messenger (angel) who conveys the 
revelation by Allaah's command, as He pleases. Verily Allaah is Exalted (cannot be seen in 

this world), the Wise. (This verse mentions the various ways in which revelation came to theAmbiyaa $&!)>$&..).

52. In this manner (by these methods o f  communication) did We send to you (O  Rasulullaah 

revelation of Our command. (Before We sent revelation to you,) You did not know what was the 
Book (the Quhaan) O t  what was (the requirments and etiquette o f perfect) Imaan, but We made it (the 

Qur'aan) a light with which We guide those bondsmen of Ours whom We will. Without 
doubt (using the Qur’aan and the revelation We sent to you), you (O  Rasulullaah &$;) guide (others) towards 
the straight path...

53. ...(which is) the path of Allaah, to Whom belongs whatever is in the heavens and in 
the earth. Behold! All matters (affairs) return to Allaah only, (He will make the final judgement in 
all matters.)
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Surah 4 3  Surah Zukhruf

G O LD

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH ZUKHRUF AND SURAH SHURA
Surah Shura mentions that all the Ambiyaa received revelation that Allaah is The Only 
Controller of the universe and True Helper. Therefore, all supplication should be made only to 
Him. Whatever aspects be contrary to this in the previously revealed divine scriptures are 
fabricated additions of the deviant scholars of these scriptures. Because of their rebelliousness, 
they intentionally added these fabrications to mislead others.

However, despite conceding Allaah's omnipotence, the Mushrikeen still say that they merely 
worship their gods because they can intercede on their behalf before Allaah. Surah Zukhruf 
replies to this statement in the verse 86 where Allaah says, “Those (gods) that they (the 
Mushrikeen) worship besides Allaah have no power to intercede, except (that 
intercession will be allowed only) for the one who attests to the truth (ofTowheed) and (for) 
those who have knowledge (who are convinced about the truth of Towheed)." The Surah 
explains that none can impose their will upon Allaah, and that permission to intercede will be 
granted only for those who believe in Allaah and in Towheed in this world. Intercession will not be 
permitted for the Kuffaar, nor on their behalf.

A SUMMARY OF THE SURAH
The Surah contains the following:

* An introduction with encouragement.
* Three logical proofs, two being admissions of the Mushrikeen (one is at the beginning of the 

Surah while the other is at the end).
* Four quoted proofs, three detailed proofs and one stated briefly.
* A proof relating to divine revelation.
* Various warnings, glad tidings and reproaches.
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In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful

I* *  I

1. HaaMeem. OnlyAllaahknowsthecorrectmeaningqftheseletters.)

2. By the oath of the Clear Book (the Qur’aan) !

3. We have made it an Arabic Qur'aan so that you (0  people o f  Arabia, who were the first recipients 

oftheQui’aan) understand (it).

4. Verily, in the Mother Book with Us (the “Lowhul Mahfoodh”) ,  it (the Qur'aan) is (known to be) 

exalted (revered and free o f  fault) and full of wisdom.

5. IHowever; despite the fact that the Arabs could understand the Qur'aan, many o f  them refused to accept it. Allaah 

(therfore asks them,) Should We take the Reminder (the Qur'aan away from you completely
(hereby depriving others o f it merely) because yOU are a transgressing (sinful) nation who refuse to 

accept it) ?  (Regardless o f their refusal to accept the Qur'aan, Allaah still sent the Qur’aan to them so that they cannot claim 

that they were never shown the path to salvation.)

6. Numerous were the Ambiyaa that We sent among the former nations (to guide them).

7. (However, instead o f accepting the message of their Nabi) They used to ridicule (mock) every Nabi 
that came to them.
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8. So (because o f  their kufr) We destroyed (the) people (o f  the past) who were much more 
powerful than these people (o f  the present). (Thus) The example of the past nations pass (has 

been given so that the present nations may leamfrom their mistakes and not follow them in their awful ways).

9. Undoubtedly, if you ask them (theMushrikeen) who created the heavens and the earth, 
they will certainly say, “The Mighty, the All Knowing (Allaah) created them. ”

10. (It is Allaah) Who made the earth into a bedding (a restful place) for you, Who made 
pathways (roads) on it for you so that you may be guided (in your travels) . . .

11__and (it is Allaah) who sends rain from the sky in measure (as and when needed). With this
rain We revive dead ground (causing vegetation to flourish there). In this (similar) manner (as We revive 

dead ground) will you all be resurrected (on the Day ofQiyaamah).

12. (And it is Allaah) Who created all pairs (male and female of every species) and made ships and 
animals, which you ride (when at sea and on land respectively).

13. (Allaah created them fo r you so) That you may be seated on their backs and then recall the 
bounty of your Rabb (Who placed them at your service) when you mount and say, “Pure is 
Allaah, Who has placed this (animal) at our service whereas we would never have been 
able to Control it (withoutHisassistance)...”

14. “.. .and our return shall certainly be to our Rabb.”
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15. (However, insteadofbeinggratefultoAllaah and worshippingHim Only) They (theMushrikeen) make some 
of His (Allaah's) bondsmen a part of Him (by saying that they are His children). Man (the Mushrik) is 
clearly ungrateful (toAllaah).

16. Or has (it become part of their beliefs that) Allaah (has) chosen (created) daughters from His 
creation (for Himself) and selected you to have sons? (Why would Allaah choose daughters when, 
according to them, daughters are inferior to sons?)

17. (In fad, they regard having daughters as such a disgrace that) When any of them is given the tidings 
of (the birth of) that which they ascribe to Rahmaan (a daughter), his face darkens (with anger, 

gloom and displeasure) as he suppresses his emotions.

18. (Do they ascribe toAllaah) One who is brought Up With (the habit o f  using) jewellery (ornaments) 

and who cannot make herself clear in disputes (referring to daughters) ?

19. And the angels, who are Allaah's bondsmen, they (theMushrikeen) make into females
(when they say that the angels are Allaah's daughters) .D id they witness the creation of the angels (that 

they are so sure of their gender) ? Their testimony (that the angels are Allaah’s daughters) will certainly be 
recorded (written down) and they will be questioned (about this blasphemous statement on the Day of 

Qiyaamah).

20. They say, “If Allaah willed, we would not have worshipped (served) them (ourgods).”  

They have absolutely no justification (reason; for this (statement; and only speculate.
(Whereas Allaah has given them the choice to do good and evil, they shift the blame from themselves by claiming that 
Allaah hasmadethem commitShirk.)

21. Or have (they chosen to remain set in their kufr because they claim that) We (had) given them a book
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('divine scripture) before this (which permits them to commit kufr), to which they hold fast (Remain 

committed)?

22. They say, “But we found our forefathers following a certain way (practisingShirk), and 
we will be guided in their footsteps.”

©

23. In a like manner, whenever We sent a warner (Nabi) to any town before you (0  

Rasulullaah (S S j, the affluent (rich) people of the town (also) said, “We found our forefathers 
following a certain way, and we will be guided in their footsteps.”

24. (When faced with this excuse, the Nabi f*S§i replied) “ (Will you adhere to the ways o f  your forefathers) Even 
though I have brought to you something that is better guidance than that which you 
found your forefathers following?” (Unable to justify their position,) They replied, “We 
certainly will not accept what you have been sent with. ”

25. So We exacted (took) retribution from them (and destroyed them). See what was the 
plight (terrible end) of those who deny (the truth) !

26. (The time is well worth remembering) When Ibraheem said to his father and to his
people, “I absolve (free) myself of what (gods) you people worship...” (seme)

27. “...except for the One Who has created me (Allaah). Undoubtedly, He shall guide
nme.

3

28. So he (Ibraheem $$>W £) left it (the message o f Towheed) as a lasting word among his 
progeny so that they may abstain (from Shirk and return to Allaah).
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29.1 had given enjoyment (the good things o f  life) to these people (the progeny o f Ibraheem $&&%%&) 

and their forefathers (but they forgot the message of Ibraheem and started committing Shirk) until
(when it was time to guide them,) there came to them the truth (the Qur'aan) and a Rasool fesSS 
(Muhammad) who explains (matters) clearly.

30. (However,) When the truth (the Qur'aan) came to them they said, “This is magic (sorcery) 

and we certainly reject it. ”

31. (instead o f accepting the Qur’aan,) They say, Why is this Qur'aan not revealed to a
prominent (important) man from one of the two cities (Makkah or Taa'if) “ (instead o f being revealed to 

R a s u lu lla a h ^ J ? ”

32. Do they distribute (allocate) the mercy (Prophethood) of your Rabb? (Do they have a choice in 

selecting who Allaah's Rasool should be?) (With regard to worldly matters,) We distribute their livelihood 
among them in this worldly life and (thereby) elevate (raise) the ranks of some of them 
above others so that they may derive (take) benefit from each other (by being interdependent). 

(When this is the state o f  affairs concerning worldly matters,) The mercy of your Rabb (Prophethood, which is 

related to the Aakhirah,) is better than what (  wealth) they amass. (It is therefore Allaah's right to decide who 
receives the mantle o f Prophethood.)

33. (Whereas the Kuffaar foolishly regard wealth as a token of prominence by which a person becomes eligible for 

receiving Prophethood, Allaah selects differently. In fact, wealth means nothing to Allah and H e could give it in abundance 
to every Kacrfir if it were notforeseeable that everyone would become Kuffaar because o f their greed for wealth. Referring 

to this, Allaah says,) If it were not for mankind becoming a single nation (o f Kuffaar), We would 
fgiue so much wealth to the Kuffaar that We would) have made roofs of silver for the homes of those 
who disbelieve in Rahmaan (for the Kuffaar), as well as (silver) staircases which they can 
climb.
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34. And (We would have also made) doors (o f silver) for their homes, and (silver) couches on 
which they may recline.

35. And (let alone silver, We could have even made all these things of) gold. This is all merely the 
(temporary) articles of this worldly life (which they will surely leave behind them if it does not leave them 

first). (However,) The (everlasting and much more precious) Aakhirah with yOUT Rabb is (exclusively 

reserved) for those with Taqwa.

36. We shall appoint a Shaytaan to (take charge of) every person who turns a blind eye to 
Rahmaan's advice (the Qur'aan and teachings o f Rasulullaah , who will be his (constant) 

companion (to always mislead him).

37. Indeed, they (these Shayaateen) will forbid (prevent) people from the path (Islaam), while 
they (these people foolishly) think that they are rightly guided. (In this manner, they never have the 

opportunity to mend their ways because they see no reason to do so.)

38. (Such a person therefore continues to foolishly follow the directives o f this Shaytaan) Until, when the time 
arrives for him to come to Us (on the Day o f Qiyaamah), he says (to his Shaytaan companion), “O  
dear! If only there was the distance of the East and West between yourself and Me! A  
terrible (evil) companion you were indeed!”

’ I s

39. (It will then be said to all o f them) “Since you were oppressive (transgressing) people (Kuffaar), the 
fact that you all share the punishment shall be of no benefit to you. ”  (Neither will any o f you
be able to takesolacefrom the fact that others are suffering the same fate, nor will you be able to help each other.)

40. Can you (O R a su lu llaah ^^ ) make the deaf (those who refuse to listen) hear (thetruth), guide the 
blind (those who refuse to see the truth) and those who are in manifest deviation (clearly in the 

wrong)? (Such people refuse to accept guidance and you cannot force them to do so. Therefore, do not grieue over 
them.)

V
@
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41. (O  Rasutullaah & $dl) If We have to take you away (from this world without punishing them), We 
shall S till exact (take) retribution from them (punish them after your demise or in theAakhirah).

42. Otherwise (if We will), We can show you (during your lifetime) what (punishment) We have 
promised them, for We certainly have control (power) over them (andcanpunishthem whenever 

We wish).

43. So (do not worry about them, but rather) hold fast to the revelation We have sent (revealed) to 
you. You are definitely upon the straight path (and the opposition o f the Kuffaar will not change this 

fad ).

>£$£3 J 5̂3 2b
44. This (Qur"aan) is Certainly a Reminder (and a source o f pride) for you (O  Rasutullaah fSsSj and 
for your people. Soon, they shall be questioned (about whether they practised its teachings and 

propagated them).

45. Inquire from those Rusul of Ours whom We have sent before you (by referring to their 

teachings. Ask them) Have We introduced other Aaliha who can be worshipped Besides 
Rahmaan? (The teachings o f every Nabi&&& emphasisedthatOnlyAllaahshouldbeworshipped.)

46. Undoubtedly, We sent Moosa with Our Aayaat (miracles) to Fir'oun and his 
ministers (proud chiefs). He (Moosa said, “I am the Rasool of the Rabb of the
universe.”

0»
47. When he came to them with Our Aayaat (mhodes), they began to mock them.

48. Every Aayah (miracle) We showed them was greater than the other. (Together with showing 

them these miracles,) We afflicted them with punishment (calamity) so that they may return (to
Towheed after committing kufr) .
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49. (As each punishment afflicted them,) They said (to Moos a J, “O magician (used as a title of

honour in those days)! On our behalf, pray to your Rabb for the covenant He has made with
you (that He would remove the punishment if uie accept Imaan). Then (when the punishment is removed) we will 
surely be rightly guided.”

50. (However,) When We removed the punishment (calamity) from them, they immediately 
broke their promise (and continued committing Shirk).

51. Fir'oun called his people saying, “Does not the land (kingdom) of Egypt and these 
rivers flowing beneath belong to me? Do yOU not see (that you should rather be listening to me 

instead o f Moasa

52. “Am I not better than this person (Moosa) who is low in status (honour) and can hardly 
express himself (cannot speak clearly)?”

53. “ (If he is a trueRasool) Why are bangles of gold not thrown (giuenj to him (why does he not 

have wealth, I  were gold bangles), Or why do angels not foil OW him in procession to verify what he 

says)?”

54. So (by convincing them to follow him instead o f Moosa $&%&£,) Fir'oun decieved his people (misled 

them) and they followed him. They were a sinful (disobedient) nation indeed.

55. When they infuriated (angered) Us (by persisting with Shirk and harassing the Mu'mineen) We 
exacted (took) retribution from them and drowned them all (in the Red Sea).

hr
8 .
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56. Thus We made them forebears (from whose bitter experience later generations were to team) and an 
example for those to come after them.

57. (0  Rasulullaah 2SH' When the unique example of the son of Maryam (Isa ) is 
mentioned, (when you tell the Mushrikeen that there is no benefit in all the gods that they worship, someone of them 

say that there is therefore no good inworsh ipping Isa as well, whom some Christians worship,) yOUT people
suddenly start arguing fin support o f this objection).

58. They (the Mushrikeen then) say, “Are our gods (idols) better or he (Isa )  ? ”  They say
this to you only to dispute, for they are a people given to arguing. (They realise that it is their 
idols that are being referred to, but merely raise the objection to develop an argument.)

4 $ %
-'✓ ''a-'^5.

59. He (Nabi Isa is but a slave (servant) on whom We have bestowed (blessed) Our
bounties (by making him Our Rasool), and whom We have made an example for the Bani 
Israa'eel (and for mankind after them to prove to them thatAllaah can create without the obvious means o f  a father).

60. (In fact, Allaah's power is limitless because) If We willed, We could have created angels among
you (to reside) On earth, who would appear in (succeed each other in your place).

61. And he (Isa $$$$$(£■} is certainly a sign of Qiyaamah prouing that just as Allaah created him 

miraculously, Allaah can also enact the miraculous feat o f resurrecting mankind), SO never doubt it, and 
follow me. (All of) This (towards which I  am calling you) is the straight path.

62. Never let Shaytaan stop you (from treading this straight path), for he is certainly your open
(delivered) e n e m y  (and will do everything to stop you).
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63. When Isa came with the clear signs (to prove Towheed and the fact that he uias Atlaah's

N a b i, he said, “I have come to you with wisdom (to correct your beliefs) and to make clear to 
you the matters about which you quarrel. So fear Allaah and follow me. ”

64. “Allaah is definitely my Rabb and your Rabb, so worship Him only. This (Towheed) 

is the straight path.”

65. However, (despite his clear teachings) the parties (among his followers) differed between 
themselves (and divided into many denominations). May the oppressors (the Kuffaor) suffer the 
destruction (calamity) of a painful day's punishment!

66. (BeforeacceptingImaanJ They (theKuffaar) are waiting only (looking) for Qiyaamah to come 
to them suddenly without them realising (However, it will then be too late.)

67. Friends will be enemies on that day (o f Qiyaamah because they will refuse to assist each other), 

except for those with Taqwa (who will remain loyal to each other).

y »/*•

68. (Allaah will say to the people o f  Taqwa on the Day o f Qiyaamah,) “O My bondsmen! (Servants) You shall 
have no fear (o f the future) today, neither will you grieve (about the past). ”

6
®

69. “ (In the world you were) Those who believed in Our Aayaat and were (remain) obedient (to
Our commands).”

70. “You and your spouses should enter into Jannah happily (so that you may be honoured). *
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71. Bowls (filled with delicious foods) and cups of gold (filled with delicious drinks) will be passed 
around between them and in Jannah there shall be whatever the heart desires and 
whatever pleases the eye (the greatest bounty being the ability to see Allaah). You will live there 
forever.

72. (It will be told to them,) “This is Jannah, which you have been made to inherit because of 
the (good) deeds you carried out.”

73. “In it (Jannah) you will have an abundance of fruit (o f your desire) to eat (there shall never be 

any shortage there). ”

I 'd * " ' * *

74. Verily, the sinners (Kuffaar) shall suffer the punishment of Jahannam forever.

75. The punishment shall not be reduced for them, and they will lose all hope (o f  ever 

emergingfrom) there.

76. We did not oppress (wrong) them, but they were oppressors (unjust) themselves (their 

punishmentisthe result o f the sins that they committed despite the advice and warnings We sent to them).

77. (In Jahannam,) They will call OUt (to the keeper o f  Jahannam saying), “O  Maalik! (The Angel in charge 

o f Jahannam) Your Rabb should settle (decide) OUT matter (quickly to allow us to die instead of suffering 

here eternally).”  He (Maalik) will reply, “You people will certainly have to remain (here 

forever).”

78. (They will be told further,) “We definitely brought the truth to you, but most of you
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disliked (resented) the truth (and therefore you have to suffer punishment here).”

79. Or (besides having a dislikefor the truth) did they (even) devise a resolute (definite) plan (to harm 

Rasulullaah )? Indeed, We are also planning (to protect Rasululhah and punish them -and Our 

plan always prevails over all others).

80. Or do (they plot against Islaam and the Muslims because) they think that We do not hear their 
secrets and their stealthy meetings (conspiracies)? Most certainly We do (know), and Our 
scribes are with them (atalltimes), writing (everythingtheysayanddo).

81. Say (O  Rasulullaah &£&!), “If Rahmaan had a son, then I would have been the first to 
worship (His children).”  (However, because lam  convinced that He has no children, I  worship Allaah Alone.)

82. (Allaah) The Rabb of the heavens and the earth, the Rabb of the Throne is Pure from 
whatever (partners and children) they (theMushrikeen) associate with Him.

83. So (after conveying the message o f Islaam to the Kuffaar) leave them to engage in (vain) talks and 
to play (engage in useless vanities) until they encounter (meet) the day (o f punishment) that they 
have been promised.

84. It is Allaah Who is the llaah in the heavens and the Ilaah on earth. He is the Wise, 
the All Knowing.

85. Blessed is that Being to Whom belongs the kingdom of the heavens, the earth 
and whatever is between the two. The knowledge of Qiyaamah is only with Him, and 
to Him shall you all be returned (for reckoning).
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86. Those (sods) that they (the Mushrikeen) worship besides Allaah have no power to 
intercede, except (that intercession will be allowed only) for the one who attests to (believes) the 
truth (ofTowheed) and (for) those who have knowledge (who are convinced about the truth ofTowheed),

*

87. If you have to ask them (the Mushrikeen) who created them, they will definitely say, 
“Allaah”. (While admittingthi where are they wandering astray (by remaining adamant as Kuffaar) ?

88. (Allaah understands fully) His (the Rasools) statement when he said, “O my Rabb! This is a
nation who refuse to accept Imaan (despite being given every opportunity to do so ).”

>>JLv J3 &
89. Ignore them (do not entertain any hopes o f them ever accepting Imaan and so do not be disappointed) and 
Say, “Salaam” (greet them and part ways). They will SOOn come to know (the error o f their ways in the 

Aakhirah if not sooner).
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Surah 4 4  Surah Dukhaan

SMOKE

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH DUKHAAN  AND SURAH ZUKHRUF

Surah Zukhruf dispels the notion of the Mushrikeen that their gods are Allaah's deputies and that 
they will intercede on their behalf on the Day of Qiyaamah. The Surah presents various types of 
arguments to substantiate the fact that Allaah is the Creator, Master and Controller of the universe 
without any partners. None can overrule His decision.

Although some Mushrikeen accept that none can overwhelm Allaah's decision with their 
intercession and that Allaah is the Master and Controller of the universe without any partners or 
deputies, they still believe that their gods can hear their supplications. They believe that their 
gods will present their case in Allaah's court for attention. Therefore, they feel that even though 
the intercession is rejected, there is no harm in supplicating to these gods because the possibility 
of acceptance still exists. Surah Dukhaan rejects this belief by stating that Only Allaah is All 
Hearing and All Knowing [verse 6]. Therefore, He will attend to all pleas.

A  SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

This Surah contains the following:

* An introduction coupled with encouragement.
* The primary assertion of the Surah i.e.

“He (Allaah) is certainly All Hearing, All Knowing.” [verse 6]
* Warnings of pending doom in this world for the Kuffaar.
* Warnings of punishment for them in the Aakh irah.
* Glad tidings for the Mu'mineen in this world.
* A  logical proof to substantiate Towheed.
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In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful.

1. HaaMeem. (O n ly  A lla a h  know s th e  c o n e d  m ea n in g  o f  these le tters .)

$ 5

r -v # !3

2. By the oath of the Clear Book (th e  Q ur'aan ) !

3. We have revealed it (th e  Q u r 'a a n ) on a blessed night (th e  N ig h t o f Q a d r ) . Verily We are the 
Ones Who warn (p e o p le  a b o u t th e  c on s eq u en ce s  o f  re je ctin g  Im a a n ).

4. The (respons ib ility  to  p u t  in to  a d io n  th e ) decision of every matter of wisdom is passed on ( t o  the  

angels ) (o n ) this night...

5. ...as a command proceeding from Us (th e  du ties o f  th e  angels f o r  th e  fo r th c o m in g  y ea r a re  d e lega ted  

to  th em  an this n ig h t). We are Certainly the ones who send (th e  A m b iy a a  to  p e o p le ) . . .

6 by way of mercy from Us. He (A lla ah ) is certainly All Hearing, All Knowing...

7. ...The Rabb of the heavens, the earth and whatever is between the two. (T h is  is the
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truth,) If you will be convinced (have faith).

8. There is no Ilaah but He Who gives life and death. He is your Rabb and the Rabb of 
your predecessors (your fathers and forefathers).

9. However, (instead o f  accepting the truth o f Islaam) they (the Mushrikeen o f  Makkah are frolicking 
(enjoying themselves) in their doubts (pleased to stick to their look o f faith instead o f submitting to the truth).

10. So (if they refuse to accept, let them) wait for the day when (they will be struck with a severe drought and 
because o f  their intense h unger, it will appear to them as if) the sky will issue forth a manifest smoke...

^u\^^(jQ \(J^
11. ...which will envelope (affect all) the people (ofMakkah). This is a painful punishment
(This affected the people o f Makkah when Rasulullaah (is® and the Muslims were already living in Madinah.)

12. (When this occurs, they will cry,) “O our Rabb! Remove this punishment (calamity) from us 
and We will surely accept Imaan. ” (Hence, the M ushrikeen o f Makkah pleaded to Rasulullaah to pray
fo r  rain and to request the leader o f  Yamaamah to supply them with grain.)

13. From where can they (now) have advice (how will they now accept Islaam) when a manifest 
Rasool has already come to them...

14... .and they turned away from him saying, “He is a trained madman”?

15. (However,) We shall alleviate (remove) the punishment (the drought) for a (little) while, but
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you people will certainly return (to kufr and Shirk). (As the Quraan predicted, when the rains fell and the 

grain arrived, they broke their promise andcontinued liuingasMushrikeen.)

16. (However, Allaah warns them that) The day (will soon arrive) when We shall seize them with a 
firm grip (when they will be punished and will find no escape). Surely We will exact retribution (punish 

them).

17. Before them We had definitely tested the people of Fir'oun, to whom an 
honourable (noble) Rasool (Moosa $#%%&) came...

18. ...(saying to Fir'oun) “ (Release them from slavery and) Hand over (deliver) Allaah's bondsmen (the 

Banilsraa'eel) to me. I am a trustworthy Rasool (o f Allaah) to you.”

19. “Do not rebel against Allaah (for this will be your destruction). I have come to you with a 
clear proof (qfm yProphethood).”

20. (However, Fir'oun refused to accept the message and when he threatened violence, Moosa said,) “I seek
refuge with my Rabb and your Rabb against your harming me. ”

21. “If you will not believe me, then (at least) stay away from me (because if you attempt to harm

me, Allaah will soon destoy you), 99

22. (However.; despite repeated efforts to convince Fir'oun and his people to accept Imaan, they refused and continued 

harassing the Mu'mineen.) He (Moosa ) then (eventually) prayed to his Rabb saying, “These
people are certainly a sinful nation (and deserve to  be destroyed) ”
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23. (Allaah said to him,) “Leave (Egypt) with my bondsmen (the Mu'mineen) by night, (but beware 

because) yOU will SUfely be pursued (followered by Fir'oun and his army).”

24. (Moosa $S$s1S§fc left with the Bani Israa'eel one night. When Fir'oun received news o f this, he mustered a large army

and set out in pursuit o f the Bani Israa'eel. Allaah instructed Moosa to strike the ocean with his staff, causing the
waters to hold hack and form  several dry paths for them to cross over to the opposite shore. When the Bani Israa'eel went 

across, Fir'oun followed with his troops. Allaah addressed Moosa saying,) “Leave the sea (divided) as it
is, (so that Fir’oun and his army may enter it) for they are an army who will be drowned (when it closes 

in on them ).”

25. Plenty were the gardens and springs that they (the people o f Fir’oun) left behind...

26 _along with the plantations (soumfields), palatial homes (excellent houses)...

27 __and articles of pleasure (luxuries) which they enjoyed.

28. So it (their story) was (happened). (As always,) We then made others successors to this (for 

them to enjoy this inheritance).

29. Neither the sky nor the earth wept for them (for the people o f Fir'oun when they were destroyed), 
and (when the time for their destruction arrived,) they were denied reprieve (any postponement because it 

was too late).

30. Undoubtedly We saved the Bani Israa'eel from the humiliating punishment...

« & & & & & $
31. ...of Fir'oun. He was certainly a haughty (uery proud) person from those who

1

It
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transgress (exceed the limits o f  humanity and morality).

32. Without doubt, according to (Our thorough) knowledge (and wisdom) We granted 
superiority to the Bani Israa'eel over the (people o f the) universe (during their time).

33. And We gave them such Aayaat (demonstrating Our power, like the splitting o f the sea) in which 
there was clear grace (many blessings which served to strengthen their Imaan).

34. Verily these people (theMushrikeen) say...

35. ...“This (our death) is merely our first death and we will not be resurrected (for

accountability).

36. (They challenged Rasulullaah saying,) “Bring forth OUT forefathers (from their graves) if yotl 
are truthful about the coming o f  resurrection).”

37. Are they (these Mushrikeen) better (more powerful) than the people of Tubba (title o f the king of 

Yemen) and those before them? (Despite the immense strength of these people,) We destroyed them 
all, for they were all sinners (Kuffaar) .

38. We have not created the heavens, the earth and whatever is between the two in 
vain (there are definite reasons fo r the creation o f everything).

39. We have created them with wisdom ( f o r  spec ific purposes;, but most people do not
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know (that thesameAllaah Who created the whole o f creation can easily nesurredthem on the Day o/Qiyaamah).

40. Indeed, the Day of Judgement has been stipulated for all of them.

41. (It is) The day when one companion will be of no benefit to another, neither shall 
they be assisted...

42. ...But those on whom Allaah has mercy. Allaah is undoubtedly the Mighty, the 
Most Merciful.

43. Verily the tree of Zaqqoom (a tree like the like cactus) ...

44 shall be food for the sinful.

45. It will be like the residue of oil (molten copper) and will boil (bubble) in the bellies...

46... .just as water boils.

47. (Allaah will command the angels o f punishment) “Grab him (the Kaafir) and drag (thrust) him to the 
very midst of the Blazing Fire!”
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48. “Then pour the punishment of boiling water over his head. ”

49. “ (The Kaaflr will be told) Taste (this punishment)] You are surely (the ones who regarded yourself as the) 

most honourable and esteemed (in the world and therefore refused to accept the message of the Ambiyaa

50. “This (punishment) is whatyou used to doubt.” (Now you have in it in front o f you and cannot doubt 
anything.)

52__in Jannaat and springs (fountains).

53. They will wear clothing of fine silk and thick silk, and will be seated facing each 
other (to enjoy the companionship).

54. This is how it will be. We will also marry them to fair, large-eyed damsels.

55. In comfort, they will call for all types of fruit there (as they please).

56. They will not taste death there, but for the first death (o f  this world which would have already 

passed). Allaah will save them from the punishment of the Blazing Fire...

51. Verily those with Taqwa shall be in a place of peace...
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57... .as a favour from your Rabb. This is the greatest success (what can be better than th is!).

58. (O  Rasulullaah fS H .'J  We have made it (the Qur’aan) easy on your tongue (in your language) so 
that they (yourpeople) may heed (remember the advice given to them) .

59. So (0  Rasulullaah wait (for Allaah to deal with them), for they are also waiting (for some 

calamity to overtake you) .
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Surah 4 5  Surah Jaathiya

K N E E L IN G

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH JAATHIYA AND SURAH DUKHAAN

Surah Dukhaan dispels the notion of the Mushrikeen that their gods will be able to intercede on 
their behalf before Allaah. They believe that even if their intercession is rejected, they should at 
least try to secure the intercession. The Surah made it clear that Only Allaah hears and knows 
everything.

However, even after accepting that their gods are unable to hear and cannot overwhelm Allaah's 
decision, the Mushrikeen still maintain that they are merely following the ways of their 
forefathers. They maintain that if Allaah allows their gods to hear their pleas, these gods will 
certainly intercede on their behalf. At the worst, they believed that their supplication would be 
futile if their gods did not hear them, but they failed to realise that they would be punished for this 
Shirk.

Surah Jaathiya replies to this misconception by telling them that since it has been conclusively 
proven that Only Allaah can hear and see everything, it is sinful to call on beings who are unable 
to hear or do anything, thinking that Urey can also see and hear everything. The Surah also 
makes it clear that Allaah has made the Been explicit and apparent. Therefore, people should 
follow only the Deen and not the whims and practices of the deviated people who supplicate to 
other beings.

A SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

This Surah contains the following:

* An introduction.
* Six proofs to substantiate Towheed
* Reproaches, warnings, and glad tidings.
* Objections to the beliefs of the Mushrikeen.
* The central message, contained in verse 18, which reads, “Then (after all these nations had 

passed) We placed you (O Rasulullaah W&) on a special way (the Shari'ah oflslaam), so 
follow it (by practising and propagating it) and do not follow the whims of those who 
have no knowledge (do not follow the Kuffaar who want you to give up propagation and 
therefore continue to harass you). ”
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In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful.

®o>
1. HaaMeem. (Only Allaah knows the correct meaning o f these letters.)

2. The revelation of the Book (theQufaan) is from Allaah, the Mighty, the Wise.

3. There are certainly many Aayaat (proving the Greatness and Oneness o f Allaah) in the heavens 
and the earth for the Mu'mineen.

4. In your creating you (man) and the creatures (animals) that We have spread out (on earth), 

there are also numerous Aayaat for those who are convinced (about the truth o f  Towheed).

5. The alternation of the night and day; the sustenance (rain) that Allaah sends from 
the skies that revives the earth after its death; and the turning of the winds (in various 

directions); are all Aayaat for people with understanding (who use wisdom).

6. These are Allaah's Aayaat (verses) that We recite to you with the truth (exactly). So 
what will they believe in after (failing to believe) Allaah and His Aayaat? (When they fail to believe 

things that are so clear, how can they be expected to believe in anyth ing else?)
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*
7. Destruction be for every lying (false) sinner...

8___who hears Allaah's Aayaat 'words) being recited to him and then remains haughty
(refusing to accept them) as if he had not heard them. Give him the good news of a painful 
punishment (inJahannam).

9. (He is a person who) When he learns of any of Our Aayaat, he mocks it. There shall be a 
humiliating (disgraceful) punishment for these people (who mock Our Aayaat).

10. Before them (awaiting them in theAakhirah) is Jahannam. Whatever (wealth) they earned 
will be of no benefit (use) to them, neither will the patrons (gods) that they adopted 
besides Allaah be (o f  any help to them). (There In Jahannam) They shall suffer a terrible 
punishment.

I
11. This (Quraan) is a great (means of) guidance (andthosewhofollow its guidance will be greatly rewarded 

in Jannah), and (on the other hand) there awaits a painful punishment of immense (great) 

proportions for those who disbelieve the Aayaat of their Rabb.

12. It is Allaah Who placed (subjected) the oceans at your service so that (your) ships may 
travel on them by His command, so that you may seek (your livelihood) from His bounty, 
and SO that you may express gratitude (toHimforthesebountiesthusrecogniseAllah’srights).

13. Allaah has also placed at your service (subjected) everything in the heavens and 
everything on earth. There are definitely Aayaat (demonstrating Allaah's great powers) in (all of) 

these (creation) for people who reflect.
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14. Tell those who have Imaan that they should pardon (the harassment of) those who do 
not look forward to Allaah's days (the time when Allaah will reward and punish people) SO that (they 

may reap rewards fo r this and) Allaah may repay every nation for what factions) they earn.

15. Whoever does a good deed does so for his own benefit, and whoever commits a 
sin does SO to his own detriment (because only he alone will suffer the punishment fo r his sins). You will 
all be returned to your Rabb shortly (andHe will reward or punish you accordingly).

teachings) and Nubuwwah (there were many Ambiyaa among them)', sustained them with pure 
things (foods) and granted them excellence over the (people ofthe) universe (duringtheirtime).

17. We also gave them clear proofs (arguments) of religion. They differed only after 
knowledge (o f  Deen) came to them because of enmity (the hostility) between themselves. 
Indeed your Rabb shall judge between them on the Day of Qiyaamah concerning the 
differences they had.

18. Then (after all these nations had passed on) We placed yOU (O  Rasulullaah {ISS) On a Special way 
(the Shari'ah oflslaam), SO follow it (by practising and propagating it) and do not follow the whims (idle 

wishes) of those who have no knowledge (do not follow the Kuffaar who want you to give up propagation 

and therefore continue to harass you).

19. Undoubtedly, (if you follow them and thereby Incur Allaah's punishment,) these people (the Kuffaar) 

will never be of any use to you against (thepunishment of) Allaah. Verily the oppressors (the 

Kuffaar) are patrons (helpers) of each other and Allaah is a Protecting Friend to the people 
withTaqwa.

16. Verily We gave the Bani Israa'eel the Book (many divine scriptures), wisdom (divine
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Quraan Made Easy (Complete) Surah Jaathiya (Kneeling -  45)

21. Do those (Kuffaar) who commit sins think that We will treat them (equally) as (we treat) 

those who have Imaan and who do good deeds, making the lives and deaths (o f both 

groups) equal? (They are wrong!) Evil indeed is the decision (claim) they make. (They will find out 
when they die and on the Day ofQiyaamah that their plight will be a pitiful one indeed, whereas the Mu'mineen will enjoy 
blissandcomfort.)

22. Allaah has created the heavens and the earth with the truth (wisdom and purpose) so
that (people may realise that the Being Who created everything can certainly resurrect people on the Day ofQiyaamah

when) every soul may be recompensed for what it does, and people will not be 
oppressed.

23. Have you seen the one who has taken his whims as a Ilaah (who follows the dictates of his 

desires); whom Allaah has allowed to stray despite (possessing) knowledge (o f  the truth); 

whose (spiritual) ears and heart Allaah has sealed and on whose (spiritual) eyes Allaah has 
cast a veil (because o f his incessant kufr and sins, he has been spiritually handicapped and is therefore unable to 

accept the truth) ? Who can guide him after Allaah? Will you not take heed (and mend your ways 

before such a handicap restrains your spiritualfaculties as w ell)?

24. They (the Kuffaar) say, “This is nothing but our worldly life (after which there will be no other 

life). We live and die and it is only time that will destroy us (we die only because our bodily 

functions deteriorate with age).”  They have no proof for this but only speculate (because there are 

many who die long before old age).

25. When Our clear Aayaat are recited to them (to prove resurrection to them), the only 
argument they can present is to say, “Bring forth our forefathers if you are truthful.”
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26. Say, “ (I  have no power to do this because when He iviJIed; Allaah gave yOU life, (when He wills, He) will 
give you death and (when He wills, He) will then gather you all for the Day of Qiyaamah 
about which there is no doubt. However most people do not know (this and choose rather to

follow untrue beliefs) ,  ”

27. To Allaah belongs the kingdom of the heavens and the earth. On the day that 
Qiyaamah will take place, the people of falsehood (theKuffaar) will be at a loss (ruined).

28. (On the Day o f  Qiyaamah,) YOU will See every nation kneeling (to plead fo r mercy out o f terror and 

awe) and every nation will be called towards their Book (the records o f their actions). (They will 

then be told,) ‘Today you will be recompensed for what you did (in the world). ”

29. (Itwillbefurthersaidtathem,) “This (record o f your actions) is Our Book which speaks about you 
with the truth (exactly as it is). Verily We used to have everything you did (meticulously) 

recorded.”

30. As for those who have Imaan and who do good deeds, their Rabb shall enter (admit) 

them into His mercy (Jannah). That is the ultimate success.

31. As for those who disbelieved (Allaah will tell them), “Were My Aayaat (advice and guidance) 

not recited to (conveyed; you, yet you behaved arrogantly (by rejecting them) and you were a 
sinful nation (that continued to commit kufr)?”

32. “When it was said that Allaah's promise is true and that there is no doubt in (the
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coming of) Qiyaamah, you used to say, 'We do not know what Qiyaamah is. We merely 
give it a passing (hasty) thought but have never been convinced (sure) about it. ”

33. The evil of what they do shall become evident before them and they will be 
surrounded (enveloped) by (thepunishmentfor) their mockery.

34. It will be said, “Today We shall forget (refuse to assistance) you just as you forgot yOUT 
meeting of this day. Your abode shall be the Fire and you shall have no helpers.”

35. “This is because you treated Allaah's Aayaat as a joke (not important) and were 
beguiled (deluded) by the life of this world.” Today they will neither be removed from 
the File nor will they be given the opportunity to please Allaah.

J,

36. (Onty then will they realise that) All praise belongs to Allaah, the Rabb of the heavens, the 
Rabb of the earth and the Rabb of the universe.

37. All Majesty (supreme power) is His in the heavens and the earth and He is the Mighty, 
the Wise.
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Surah 4 6  Surah Ahqaaf

THE DUNES

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH AHQAAF  AND SURAH JAATHIYA

The Mushrikeen claimed that their gods could hear their pleas if AUaah allowed them to. 
Therefore, if they could hear then they would intercede for them (the Mushrikeen) in Allaah's 
court. They maintained that even if AUaah did not accept their intercession, the Mushrikeen had 
nothing to lose by supplicating to their gods because the remote possibility of acceptance did 
exist. Allaah dispels this notion in Surah Jaathiya, where He mentions that the Deen and Shari'ah 
have been explicitly defined, leaving no room for following one's whims and desires.

However, even after accepting that their gods cannot hear at aU, the Mushrikeen stiU maintain 
that worshipping them does have its benefits. They say that whenever they pray to their gods and 
chant their names, they are protected from all adversities and their work does get accomplished. 
At the end of Surah Ahqaaf, AUaah asks them whether their gods will be able to save them from 
His punishment, if they can indeed be of any assistance at all!

A SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

The Surah contains the foUowing:

* An introduction.
* The core theme is discussed in verses 27 and 28 where Allaah cautions the Makkans by 

telling them that He had destroyed many nations like the Aad, the Thamud and others. The 
gods that they worshipped could not assist any of them when Allaah's punishment overcame 
them.

* Four detaUed proofs to substantiate the central assertion of the Surah.
* A  logical proof.
* A chaUenge to the Mushrikeen to present proofs to substantiate their beUefs.
* The central assertion of the Surah towards the end.
* Reproaches.
* Warnings and glad tidings.
* Objections.
* A logical proof for the coming of Qiyaamah.
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In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful.

G>>
1. HaaMeem. (Only Allaah knows the correct meaning o f  these letters. )

2. This (Qufaan) is a revealed Book from Allaah, the Mighty, the Wise.

3. We have created the heavens, the earth and whatever is between the two with 
wisdom (for specific purposes) and (for) a specified term (until the time of their death or until the Day of 

Qiyaamah when everyth ing will come to an end). The Kuffaar turn away from the warnings they are 
given (and are notfearful o f the end).

4. Say, “Tell me about those (gods) whom you worship besides Allaah. Show me what 
(part) of the earth they have created, or do they share a partnership (with Allaah) in the 
heavens fond therefore they have some control over affairs) ? Bring me a (diuine) book (that has come) 

before this (Qutaan) or a shred of reported evidence (from previous scriptures to prove that the Shirk 

you commit is true) if you are truthful. ”

5. Who can be more misled (in error) than the one who calls to (worships) beings (idols) 

besides Allaah who cannot respond (unsuier) to him until the Day of Qiyaamah and who 
are totally unaware of their call (their prayers and worship) ?
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6. (Infact, their warship is so futile that) When people are resurrected (on the Day ofQiyaamah, far from  

helping their worshippers) tbey the gods) will be enemies to them (the worshippers) and will (even) 

reject their worship (theirprayers).

7. When Our clear Aayaat are recited to them, the Kuffaar say about the truth as it 
comes to them, “This is manifest magic (sorcery)*.”

8. Or (evenfurtherthanthis) do they say that he (Rasulullaah&tfe) has forged it (the Quraan) ? Say (to 

them O  Rasulu llaah^M ) , “If I have forged it then (Allaah will certainly punish me for this and even iflsecure 

your support,) you people will be unable to assist (protect) me against (the punishment of) Allaah
at all. (However, the Quraan is certainly from Allaah and) He knows best what you discuss about it 
(and will punish you fo r it). He suffices as Witness between US (and will decide who is right and who is not) 

and He is the Most Forgiving, the Most Merciful (for He is prepared to forgive you if you repent and 

accept Islaam).”

9. (O  RasulullaahQdffiM 1) Say (to the people,) “I have not brought a new message (for the first time) 

among the Rusul and I have no idea about what will happen to me and you people (in
the future because I  do not have knowledge o f the unseen). I follow only what has been revealed to me 
(without adding or orniUing any details) and I am a clear wamer egardlessof the future results).”

10. Say, “Tell me. What if this Qur'aan is really from Allaah and you people deny 
(reject) it (without good reason) and are too proud (to accept it) although a witness from the Bani 
Israa'eel (those teamed in the original teachings o f the Torah and Infeel, such as Abdullaah bin Salaam 

testifies to a similar (divine) book and believes in it (believes that the Qur’aan is from Allaah) ?  (This 

would mean that you are behaving irrationally and unjustly, so bear in mind that) Verily Allaah does not guide 
an unjust (sinful) nation.” 11

11. The (proud) Kuffaar say to the Mu'mineen, “If this (Islaam) was (something) good, you 
people would never have beaten US to it (because we are more intelligent than you and would have seen 

the truth first).”  When they (the Kuffaar) are not guided by means of the Qur'aan (because they are
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too proud to accept) they say, “This is an old lie (merely stories about ancient people) ! ”

12. Before it (the Qur'aan) was the book of Moosa (the Torah) which was a guide (to lead

people to Allaah) and a (means o f  attainingAIIaah's) mercy. This book (the Qur'aan) is a Confirmation 
in Arabic to warn the oppressors (the Kuffaar about the consequences ofkufr) and it is good news 
for those who do good (fortheMu'mineerr because ittells them about theirfinal home in Jannah).

13. Verily those who say, “Our Rabb is Allaah” and are then steadfast (diligently practise the 

D een), they shall have no fear (o f  the future) neither shall they grieve (aboutthepast).

14. These are the people (inhabitints) of Jannah where they will live forever as a reward
(from the mercy of Allaah) for the deeds they carried out.

15. We enjoined (commanded) man to treat his parents kindly. His mother bore him with 
hardship (pain and discomfort) and delivered him with hardship and his bearing and 
weaning are (completed) in (a maximum period of) thirty months. (In this manner was man carried and 

delivered to the world) Until the time arrives when he comes of strength (matures) and (thereafter 

when he) reaches the age of forty (when he reaches complete mental and spiritual maturity) he says, “O 
my Rabb! Grant me the ability to be grateful for the bounties that You have bestowed 
upon me and upon my parents and (grant me the ability so) that I (am able to) carry out good 
deeds with which You are pleased. And (in addition to this) create sound capabilities in my 
progeny (so that they may also have the ability to be steadfast Muslims). Verily I repent to You (for my sins) 

and am from among those who surrender (areobedient) to You.”
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16. These are the people from whom We accept their good deeds, forgive their sins 
and who will be among the people of Jannah because of the true promise that has 
been given to them.

17. (Unlike these people there is also) The one (the Kaafir) who says to his (Mu'min) parents, “Fieto 
you two! Do you warn me that I shall be raised (afterdeath) when many generations have 
passed before me (without being raised yet) ?” The two of them (his Mu'min parents) seek Allaah's 
assistance saying, “Woe to you! Believe! Allaah's promise (o f resurrection) is true.” He 
then says, “These cue only tales of the old folk (which I  shall not believe).”

18. Such (misguidedpeople) are the people against whom the decree (ofpunishment) has been 
issued (and who are) from (among the many) nations of (destroyed) men and Jinn who have 
passed on (away) before them. They were all certain losers.

19. For everyone there are (varying) ranks (in Jannah orJahannam) because of their actions so 
that they may earn the full recompense for their actions and they will not be shown 
the least injustice. (They will be rewarded fo r every good deed, regardless o f how small and they will not be 
punished even a fraction mare than they deserve.)

20. (Do not forget) The day when those who commit kufr will be presented before the Fire.
(They will be told,) “You have used up your good things (your health, wealth and other resources) in 
your worldly life and enjoyed yourself (instead of using them to prepare fo r the Aakhirah). Today you 
will be recompensed (paid back) with a humiliating punishment because you behaved 
proudly on earth without cause and because you were disobedient (to Allaah and His

Rusul).”
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21. Call to mind the brother of the Aad (a member o f the Aad community) (H o o d & & &  when he 
warned his people (about the consequences o f kufr) at the (sand) dunes although (they had already 

heard such warnings before because) wamers had already passed (come) before him and (many were 

still to come) after him. (However; despite repeated warnings, they still refused to submit.) (He said to them,) “Do 
not worship anyone but Allaah. Verily I fear the punishment of a terrible (dreadful) day 
for you.”

22. They said, “Have you come to us to turn us away from (worshipping) our gods? Bring 
upon US what (punishment) yOU warn us about, if you are truthful (about being a Nab i) . ”

23. He said, “Knowledge (about when the punishment will arrive) is only with Allaah and I 
merely convey to you what I have been sent with. However, I notice that you are a 
nation that behaves ignorantly (because you are actually asking fo r  pun ishm ent).”

2 4. (However, despite his tireless efforts, the people refused to accept Imaan. Eventually Allaah1 s punishment came to 

them. Referring to the approach o f the punishment, Allaah says,) When they observed it (the punishment) as a 
cloud approaching their valleys they exclaimed, “This is a cloud that will bring us 
rain.” Rather, it was the thing they sought to hasten, a fierce wind bearing a painful 
punishment.

25. (When the wind blew,) It demolished everything (in its path) by the command of its Rabb 
and it transpired that (after it had passed) only (the ruins of) their homes could be seen. Thus 
did We punish the sinful nation (for seven nights and eight days).

26. We granted them (the Aad) powers (immense physical strength) that We never gave you 
people (or any other before o r after them) and We gave them ears, eyes and hearts (with which they
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were able to hear, see and accept the truth o f Towheed). However, their ears, eyes and hearts were of 
no benefit to them at all because they rejected Allaah's Aayaat and (eventually) the 
(punishment for the) mockery they made (o f Allaah's Deen and Nabi) encompassed them (allowing 

them no escape).

27. (Just as We destroyed the Aad,) We have (also) destroyed several towns around you (like the 

people o f Thamood). (However, before Our punishment struck them,] We had clearly explained the 
Aayaat (to them) SO that they (might) return (tolrmmn). (It was only after they had received ample warning 
that they were destroyed.)

28. So why were they not helped by those (gods) whom they took (worshipped) as a means 
of gaining proximity (toAllaah and whom they took) as their gods? They (these gods) will be lost
to them (will not be there when they need help). This (belief thattheir gods are worthy of worship and will intercede 

on their behalf) is merely their lie that they concoct.

29. (O  Rasulullaah & d£ l Mention to people the time) When We turned a group of the Jinn towards 
you (as you led the Fajr salaah) to attentively listen to the Qur'aan. When they presented 
themselves to listen, they said (to each other), “Be silent (so that we may listen properly).”  When 
the recitation was complete, they returned to their people as warners (inviting them to 

Islaam).

30. They said, “O our people! We have heard a book that was revealed after 
Moosa@Ss9i§£ which confirms what (scriptures) was before it and guides towards the 
truth (in belief) and towards the straight path (in action) .  ”

31. “O our people! Respond to (accept) Allaah's caller (Rasulullaah ® ) and believe in 
him; (if you do so) Allaah will forgive your sins and save you from a painful punishment.”
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32. “Whoever does not respond to (rejects) Allaah's caller cannot escape (Allaah’s 

punishment) on earth and has no protecting friend besides Allaah. Such people are in 
clear error.”

33. Do they (thepeople) not see that Allaah Who created the heavens and the earth and 
did not tire from creating them has the power to give life to the dead? Why not? (When 

He can create such magnificent creation, how am  He not resurrect bodies?) Allaah has power Over all 
things. (Nothing is impossible fo r H im . The fact that Allaah did not tire after creating the heavens and the earth negates 
the belief o f those who say thatHe rested after sixdays.)

34. (Do not forget) The day when the Kuffaar will be presented before the Fire. (They will then 

be asked,) “Is this (resurrection and Jahannam) not the truth (which you used to deny) ?” They will 
reply, “Certainly, by the oath of our Rabbi” Allaah will say, “So (now) taste the 
punishment because you used to commit kufr (taste the punishment because you used to deny the 

truth).”

35. (0  Rasulullaah &$$•! Regardless of the difficulties the Kuffaar gi ueyou, you should) Exercise patience like 
the resolute ones among the Rusul exercised patience (before you) and do not be hasty 
about them (asking fo r them to be punished). The day when they will be shown what (punishment) 

they had been promised, it will seem to them that they had not even lived (longer than 

just) a moment of a single day. This (Qur'oon) is a message (so accept it and obey its commands). It 
will be only the disobedient nation who will be destroyed.
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Surah 4 7  Surah M uhammad

MUHAMMAD

Surah Ahqaaf proves that the gods whom the Mushrikeen regarded as intercessors have no 
ability to do anything. Neither do they hear a person's supplication, nor can they respond to it. 
Now Surah Muhammad encourages Muslims to fight for the cause of their belief in 
Towheed.

A SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

The concept of Towheed is discussed at great length up to Surah Ahqaaf. The Surahs following 
this Surah concentrate mainly on Qiyaamah, while also speaking about Towheed because it is 
pivotal to man's existence. Mention of Jihaad is also made. It would therefore be correct to say 
that the fifth and final part of the Qur'aan begins with Surah Muhammad Us®.

Surahs Muhammad &&, Fatah and Hujuraat all discuss the same basic principles. There are also 
many Surahs after these that share themes between themselves. While Surah Muhammad 
encourages Muslims to fight in Jihaad and Surah Fatah contains promises of victory, Surah 
Hujuraat mention certain laws of conduct and etiquette. The link between the three Surahs can 
be understood by the following phrase: “When you Muslims will fight in Jihaad, Allaah will grant 
you His promised victory. Thereafter, when you have become victors, you should behave and 
conduct yourselves according to certain principles of etiquette. ”

Surah Muhammad USP may be divided into two parts in terms of its subject matter. The first part 
commences from the beginning of the Surah and concludes at the end of verse 19. The second 
part begins from verse 20 and terminates at the end of the Surah.

The first part contrasts the qualities of the Mu'mineen to those of the Mushrikeen, detailing the 
outcome of both parties. It also encourages Muslims to wage Jihaad, adding the reasons for 
Jihaad as well. This part of the Surah also makes mention of Towheed, for the propagation of 
which, Jihaad is waged.

The second part reproaches the Munaafiqeen (hypocrites) for their reluctance in physically 
participating in Jihaad and in contributing to it. The condition of the Munaafiqeen is then 
detailed at the end of the Surah.
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In the name of Allaah, the Mast Compassionate, the Most Merciful

1. Allaah will destroy (not reward in theAakhirah) the (good) actions of those who commit kufr 
and who prevent (others) from His path (Islaam).

2. As for those who have Imaan, who do righteous deeds and who believe in what has 
been revealed to Muhammad H I ,  which is the truth from their Rabb, Allaah will

3. This (difference in treatment) is because the Kuffaar follow falsehood (the ways o f kufr, Shirk and 

sin) while the Mu'mineen follow the truth from their Rabb. In this manner does Allaah 
give examples for people (so that they may understand).

4. When you confront (face) the Kuffaar (in battle) then strike at their necks. When you 
have eventually slain them (defeated them in battle), then fasten a tight bond (take the survivors as 

prisonerso/ioarJ. Thereafter, (when they arecaptured) it is either unconditional freedom (for them) 

or (freedom with) ransom until the war lays down her burdens (until the Kuffaar accept Islaam or 

accept to live under Muslim rule). This is it. If Allaah willed, He could have taken revenge from

cancel (blot out) their sins and rectify their affairs (by giving them the ability to do more good in this 

world and by granting them Jannah in the Aakhirah).
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them (from the Kuffaar by inflicting them with some disaster), but (instead o f punishing them in this manner, H e has 

commanded the Muslims to wage Jihaad against the Kuffaar because) this (Jihaad) is to test Some of yOU 
with others (to test who o f the Muslims will fulfil the commandforAllaah's pleasure and who oftheKuffaar will realise 

the truth o f lslaam in this manner). Allaah shall never destroy the deeds of those who are 
martyred (slain) in His way (He will reward them in fu ll).

5. Allaah shall shortly convey them to their destination, rectify their affairs fin this world, 

in the grave and in the Aakhirah). . .

6. ...and admit them into the Jannah which He has introduced 'made known) to them 
(through His Am b iyaa and scriptures),

7. O  you who have Imaan! If you will assist (in the propagation oftheD een of) Allaah, Allaah 
shall assist you (in all your affairs) and keep your feet firm (against all opposition).

8. May destruction befall those who commit kufr and Allaah shall destroy their 
actions (by not rewarding them in the Aakhirah for any o f the good deeds they do ).

9. This is because they dislike what Allaah revealed, because of which He lays their 
deeds to waste.

10. Have they not travelled on earth and seen what was the end of those before them? 
Allaah annihilated (completely destroyed) them and the Kaafiroon shall have the same (fate). 11

11. This is because Allaah is the Protecting Friend of the Mu'mineen and because the 
Kaafiroon have no protecting friend.
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12. Allaah shall certainly admit those who have Imaan and who carry out good deeds 
into Jannaat beneath which rivers (streams) flow. As for the Kaafiroon, they enjoy 
themselves (only in the world) and eat like the animals eat (without any concern fo r the Aakhirah). 

The Fire shall be their abode (finaldestination).

13. (Cautioning the Mushrikeen ofMakkah against opposing Rasulullaah Allaah addresses him saying,) Many
were the (people of) towns that were more powerful than (the people of) your town (Makkah) 

which drove you out. (Houieoer, despite their immense strength and resources) We destroyed them 
and they had none to assist them.

14. Can the one who is steadfast on a proof (dear way) from his Rabb (because o f  which he has 

firm faith in Tonheed) be like those whose evil actions have been beautified for them and 
who follow their whims? (The two cannot be the same because the first is destined fo r Jannah while the latter is 
heading fo r Jahannam.)

15. The description of the Jannah that the people of Taqwa have been promised is 
that it has rivers of water that never putrefy (and will never be contaminated nor deteriorate in quality), 

rivers of milk (perfect, delicate food) the taste of which never spoils (never goes off), rivers of 
(pure) wine (for joy  and delight) that is extremely palatable to those who drink it (without 

intoxicating them) and rivers of the purest honey. (For all aliments) The people there shall also 
have every type of fruit and forgiveness from their Rabb. Can these people ever be 
like those who will live forever in the Fire and who are given boiling water to drink 
which tears (pulls down) their internal organs to shreds?
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16. (0 Rasulullaah &$§!) There are those people (the Munaafiqeen) who (appear to) listen to you 
intently (but with inattentive hearts) until they depart from your presence and then say (with 

ridicule) to those (Muslims) who have been granted knowledge, “What did he (Rasulullaah &$&) 

say just now?” (Placing no importance in it; These are the ones on whose hearts Aliaah has set 
a Seal (because {)[ their scepticism and ridiculing) and who follow their whims, (futile wishes)

17. As for those who are rightly guided (to Islaam), Aliaah shall increase their 
guidance (undersanding) and grant them their Taqwa. (piety)

18. They (theKuffaar) now seem only to await Qiyaamah to come to them suddenly (before 

they accept Imaan). Undoubtedly, its signs (such as the coming of Rasulullaah have already 
arrived (so Qiyaamah is imminent). How will they be reminded (to believe in it) when Qiyaamah 
does dawn on them? (When Qiyaamah arrives, it will be sudden, offering people no chance to repent.)

19. Know well that none is worthy of worship but Aliaah and seek forgiveness for 
your shortcomings and for the Mu'mineen men and women. Aliaah has knowledge of 
your (physical andspiritual) movements and your places of rest (Aliaah is Aware o f everything you do ).

20. (Because o f their eagerness to hear more Qur’aan and practise more o f the DeenJ Those who have Imaan 
(constantly) say, “Why is a Surah not revealed (to permit jihaad )?”  When a strait forward 
Surah is revealed in which mention is made of fighting (in Jihaad), you will see those 
with a disease (hypocrisy) in their hearts looking (gazing) at you with the look of a person 
who is overcome by the swoon of death (because o f their cowardice and their fear o f death). Their 
misfortune is Still to come (when they suffer punishment either in this world o r only in theAakhirah).

21. Obedience (to Allaah's commands) and (speaking only) good words (are best fo r them). Then when 
the command is confirmed (when the preparations for Jihaad are complete) it will be best for them 
if they are true to Aliaah (if they forsake their hypocrisy and remain staunch andsincere Muslims).
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22. (Addressing the Munaafiqeen, Allaah says,) It is possible (expected) that if you are given 
authority (to rule over others), yOU would spread corruption on earth and (let alone harming 

others, you would even) sever family ties.

®SS\Tsl T&: ^
23. These (Munaafiqeen) ate the people whom Allaah has cursed (cast far from  His mercy because 

of their pride and stubbornness), has deafened (to the truth) and made blind (so that they do not see what is 

right).

24. Do they not ponder (reflect) over the Qur'aan or are there locks on their hearts (which 

prevent the guidance o f the Qur'aanfrom entering their hearts because o f  their pride and insolence) ?

25. Indeed those who have turned their backs after guidance (the proof o f Towheed and truth of 

Islaam) has been made clear to them, Shaytaan has beautified (their sins) for them and 
prolonged their hopes (because o f which they never repent).

26. This (turning away from  the truth after it was made clear to them) is because they (the Munaafiqeen) say 
to those who detest Allaah's revelation (because o f jealousy, referring to the Jews), “We shall 
follow you in some matters (in opposing Rasulullaah ® J . ”  Allaah has knowledge of their 
secret talks (between the Jews and hypocrites and will punish them fo r it).

27. What will be their condition when the angels shall draw out their souls while 
smiting (beatmg) their faces and backs?

28. This (punishment) is because they pursue (do) the things that anger Allaah and they 
dislike (doing things that earn) His pleasure. So Allaah lays (even) their (good) actions to waste
(because o f their kufr and they will therefore not receive any rewards fo r  this in theAakhirah).

29. Do those with a disease (hypocrisy) in their hearts think that Allaah will never
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expose (divulge) their malice (thereby allowing all the Muslims to recognise them asMunaafiqeen) ?

30. If We will, We would show them (the Munaqfiqeen) to you (O Rasulullaah f f j  and you 
would recognise them by their features. (Even if We do not reveal their identities to you,) You will 
surely recognise them by their manner of speech (because they will be ones always objecting and 

mocking). Allaah has knowledge of their actions (and will punish them accordingly) .

31. We shall certainly test you (Muslims) until We ascertain (know) those of you who 
(sincerely) strive (to uplift Allaah’s Deen) and those who are steadfast and until We examine 
your condition (whether you are sincere in all the ads oflslaam you are required to fulfil).

32. Indeed those who commit kufr, who forbid (others) from Allaah's path (lslaam) and 
who oppose the Rasool fjfSS after guidance (Tow heed and the truth oflslaam) has been made 
clear to them cannot harm Allaah at all (because the harm will affeti only them). Allaah will 
soon cancel their (good) actions (by not rewardingthem in theAakhirah).

m

33. O you who have Imaan! Obey Allaah, obey the Rasool and do not invalidate
(spoil) your (good) deeds (by failing to complete them, by doing them incorrectly or by doing them to please 

someone other than Allaah).

34. Verily those who commit kufr, who forbid (others; from Allaah's path (lslaam) and 
then die as Kuffaar, Allaah shall never forgive them (and they shall suffer forever in Jahannam).

35. So (OMuslims) do not lose courage (tofighttheKuffaar), do not call for a truce (peace merely to 

avoid Jihaad because o f cowardice) and you will be dominant (over the Kuffaar). Allaah is with you 
(and will always assist you) and will never devalue your deeds (but will grant you the full reward for every 

good you do. Just be patient and persevere and obey orders oflslaam).
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3 6. The life Of this world iS mere play and amusement (it has no real value and will soon came to an 

end, it is an entertaining diversion). If you have Imaan and Taqwa, (piety) He (Allaah) will grant you 
your rewards (in theAakhirah) and will not ask you for your wealth (because He has no need jb r it. 
When you are asked to spend fo r the cause ofDeen, it is you who will reap the benefits because Allaah is Independent and 

needs nothing).

37. If Allaah had to ask you for your wealth and demand it (all) from you, (most of) you 
would have become miserly (stingy) and (in this manner) He would have exposed your 
(hidden) dissatisfaction.

38. Behold! You (Muslims) are the very ones who are summoned (called) to spend in 
Allaah's way but there are those among you who are miserly (who do not give). Those who 
are miserly practise miserliness to their own detriment. Allaah is Independent and
you are all needy (totally dependent on H im ). If you turn away (from obeying H im ), He (will not at all be 

affected because He) will substitute you with another nation who will not be like 
yourselves (but who will do exactly as He orders).
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Surah 4 8  Surah Fatah

THE VICTORY

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH  FATAH AND SURAH MUHAMMAD (SB

While Surah Muhammad IBH spurs Muslims to fight in Jihaad, Surah Fatah conveys to them the 
glad tidings of Allaah's assistance and sure victory (Fatah) if they wage Jihaad with sincerity.

A SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

This Surah may also divided into two parts. The first part commences from the beginning of the 
Surah and concludes with the words, “He will inflict them with a painful punishment”
[verse 17]. This part contains the following:

* Two glad tidings and reasons for them.
* Encouragement to engage inJihaad.
* Reproach to the Munaafiqeen.
* Negation of Shirk by encouraging Muslims to declare Allaah's purity from all partners.

The second part begins with verse 18 and proceeds to the end of the Surah. This part repeats the 
subjects discussed in the first part. Then from verse 27 up to the end, the Surah refers to a 
significant dream of Rasulullaah (SB. In this dream, Rasulullaah saw himself and the 
Sahabah entering the Masjidul Haraam to perform Umrah. However, when they left for
Makkah to perform Umrah, they were prevented from entering Makkah at a place called 
Hudaybiyyah. The truth of the dream therefore came under question. In verse 27, Allaah replies 
to this question by saying that the dream was perfectly true, and that the Muslims will soon enter 
the Masjidul Haraam for Umrah the following year. The truth of the dream cannot be questioned 
because the dream did not stipulate the year.
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In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful.

1. Indeed, We have granted you (0  Rasulullaah a clear victory (through the Treaty of

Hudaybiyyah, after which large num hers accepted Islaam which led to the conquest ofMokkah).

2. (Allaah granted this victory to Rasulullaah so that he may be rewarded greatly fo r the many people entering the

fold o f  Islaam and in addition) So that Allaah may forgive you (O  Rasulullaah ) for your past 
shortcomings and those that may occur in the future; and so that He may complete 
His favour on you, guide you on the straight path...

3___and (sothat) Allaah may grant you assistance that is most powerful (so that you can never

be defeated).

4. It is He Who sends tranquillity (patience to bear the temporary humiliation o f the conditions o f  the treaty) 

into the hearts of the Mu'mineen so that their Imaan increases together with the 
Imaan they (already) have. The armies of the heavens and the earth belong to Allaah (and 

He uses them to assist whoever He wills) and Allaah is Ever All Knowing, the Wise (He knows the 

hidden reasons fo r everything).

5. (Allaah had also granted Rasulullaah this victory) So that He may admit the Mu'mineen men
and women into Jannaat beneath which rivers flow. They will live there forever and
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6. (Allaah had also grantedRasulullaah this victory) So that Allaah may punish the Munaafiqeen
men and women as well as the Mushrikeen men and women, all of whom hold an evil 
opinion of Allaah lby committing Shirk and thinking that Allaah will never assist the Muslims). An evil 
calamity shall befall them fin this world and certainly in theAakhirah when they are punished in Jahannam), 

Allaah is angry with them, curses them and has prepared Jahannam for them. What 
an evil place to which to return!

7. The armies of the heavens and the earth belong to Allaah and Allaah is always the 
Mighty and Wise. (IfHedecides to punish anyone, no one can save one).

8. Verily We have sent you (O  Rasulullaah )  as a witness (to testify to the actions o f people on the 

Day o f Qiyaamah and to relate events), as a carrier of good news (totheMu'mineen) and as a Warner (to 

theKuffaar).

9. (We have sent Rasulullaah ^  ) So that you fO people) believe in Allaah, believe in His 
Rasool, assist Him (H isDeen), revere Him and glorify Him morning and evening (in salaat 

andTasbeeh).

10. (Referring to the Sahabah who vowed to fight to death beside Rasulullaah atHudaybiyyah, Allaah

says,) Indeed those who pledge their allegiance (on various matters) to you (O  Rasulullaah I S ) 

they really pledge their allegiance to Allaah (because they do this to please Allaah). Allaah's 
hand is above theirs (ecause Allaah approves o f it). So whoever breaches (the pledge) does so to 
his own detriment (because only he will suffer the consequences). Allaah will soon grant a 
tremendous (mighty) reward to the one who fulfils the pledge that he makes with 
Allaah.
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11. Soon the villagers who remained behind (Munaafiqeen who were) (who did not allow any of the 

Muslims when they proceeded to Hudaybiyyah) will tell you (O  Rasulullaah when you return to Madinah), 

“Our wealth and families preoccupied us (prevented us from joining you), so we seek 
forgiveness on our behalf.” They utter (say) with their tongues that which is not within 
their hearts (they pretend to be Muslims when they are not). Say, “Who has any power against 
Allaah if He intends any harm to afflict you or if He intends any good to come to you? 
No (none has thepower). Allaah is Ever Aware of what you do (and will punish you fo r your sins). ”

12. “However, the fact (the actual reason why you did not proceed with the Muslims) is that yOU people 
thought that the Rasool © S  and the Mu'mineen will never return to their families (but

will be killed by the Mushrikeen). This (thought) has been pleasing in your hearts and you
entertained evil thoughts (about Allaah and the Muslims). (Because o f  this) You were ever a 
destroyed (ruined) nation (since only destruction awaits you intheAakhirah).

09
13. Whoever does not believe in Allaah and His Rasool I S  (should know that) We have 
certainly prepared a blazing fire for the Kuffaar.

14. To Allaah belongs the kingdom of the heavens and the earth. He forgives whoever 
He walls and punishes whoever He walls. Allaah is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful (so

hasten to seek Hlsforglveness) .

15. Soon, when you (Muslims) proceed to take possession of the booty (when you march to 

conquer Khaybar), those (Munaafiqeen) left behind (during the journey to Hudaybiyyah) Wall Say, “Allow 
US to follow you.” They wish to alter (change) Allaah's speech (command that only those who
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proceeded to Hudaybiyyah should march with Rasulullaah Tell them, “You may never follow us! 
Thus has Allaah stated from before.” They will then say (to the others behind your back), “You 
people are merely jealous of US (and therefore wish to have everything fo r yourselves).”  In fact, they 
understand but a little. (They fail to understand that the Muslims who marched to Hudaybiyyah deserved to 

receive the booty ofKhaybar because they had risked their livesfor Allaah's pleasure.)

16. Tell those villagers who were left behind, “ (Do not despair if you cannot fight in Khaybar because) 

You will soon be called to (fight against) a nation of immense strength whom you will 
fight or who will accept Islaam (without a fight). If you obey (the call and march in Jihaad), Allaah 
will accord (give) you a grand reward, but if you turn away like you did in the past, 
Allaah will inflict a painful punishment on you. ”

17. (This punishment will be fo r those who refuse to march in Jihaad when they are physically able to do so. However,) 

There shall be no sin for the blind, no sin for the paralysed (lame) and no sin for the ill 
(for not fighting in Jihaad because they are excused). Allaah will enter those who obey Him and His 
Rasool (HP into Jannaat beneath which rivers flow. As for those who turn away, He 
will inflict them with a painful punishment.

®C^b
18. Allaah was well pleased with the Mu'mineen (the Sahabah W f f i i j  when they 
pledged their allegiance (Bait-e-Ridwaan) to you (O  Rasulullaah beneath the tree (at 

Hudaybiyyah). Allaah knew what was in their hearts, sent tranquillity to them (causing them 

to accept Allaah's commands without hesitation) and rewarded them with a victory close at hand
(when they conquered Khaybar soon after signing the Treaty o f Hudaybiyyah). . .

19. ...and (Allaah will also reward them with) abundant spoils of war that they will take (after

conqueringKhaybar), Allaah is always Mighty, Wise.
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20. Allaah promises you abundant spoils of war that you can have (without much difficulty). 

He will grant it to you very soon and restrain people's hands from you (by placing fear o f  you 

in their hearts so that they do not put up a great fight and no harm comes to you). This is to be a sign (o f Divine 

Power) for the Mu'mineen (to strengthen their faith in Allaah's promise o f assistance) and SO that Allaah 
may guide you to (afurther position an) the Straight path (totrustin Allaah and to be obedient to Him),

21. There are still others (other victories) that you have not yet been able to attain (but will do 

so in future) which are well within Allaah's power. Allaah has always had power over 
everything.

22. If the Kuffaar were to fight you fin battle instead o f  signing the treaty), they would turn their 
backs (and flee from the battlefield) and then not find any ally or helper.

23. This (practice o f  granting eventual victory to the Mu'mineen) has been Allaah's practice that has 
passed from before and you will not find any change in Allaah's practice.

24. It is Allaah Who restrained their hands from (fighting) you and your hands from 
(fighting) them right in (the valley of) Makkah (at Hudaybiyyah) after granting you dominance 
over them (when the Muslims captured fifty Mushrikeen who intended to attack them). Allaah is always 
Watchful Over what you do. (Allaah makes events happen fo r the best Therefore, although the Muslims would 

have defeated the Mushrikeen had a battle been fought, Allaah knew o f more benefit in the treaty and did not allow a 
battle to take place.)

25. They (the Mushrikeen o f Makkah) are the ones who committed kufr, prevented you 
(Muslims) from (performing Umrah at) the Masjidul Haraam and (prevented) the sacrificial 
animals (which the Muslims brought to be sacrificed after Umrah), (and) restrained (prevented them) from 
reaching their destination (where they were to be sacrificed). If it were not for your trampling
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(unintentionally harming) many Muslim men and many Muslim women (in Makkah) about 
whom you were unaware and then unknowingly suffering harm on their account (for 

harming them), the matter would have been concluded (you would have been allowed to fight the 

Mushrikeen). (However, a battle did not take place) So that Allaah enters whoever He wills into His 
mercy (by allowing them to accept Islaam). If they (these Muslim men and women who were still in Makkah) 

were to separate (from the Mushrikeen o f Makkah), We would inflict a painful punishment on 
the Kuffaar of Makkah (by allowing the Muslims to kill o r capture them in battle).

26. When the Kuffaar (o f Makkah) became prejudiced of within their hearts, (which was) 

the prejudice of the period of ignorance (they did not permit the treaty to state “R a su lu lla a h ^^ ’’, but 

“Muhammad the son o f  Abdullaah” instead); Allaah sent His tranquillity (patience) to the heart of 
His Rasool I S  and to the hearts of the Mu'mineen (and hence they did not fight about it) and 
stuck the word of Taqwa (theKalimah) onto them (which made them obey M aah’s command to be calm) 

as they are most deserving of it and worthy of it. Allaah always has knowledge of 
everything.

27. (Referring to the dream in which Rasulultaah saw himself performing Umrah, Allaah says,) Verily, 
Allaah shall make the dream of His Rasool i i  come precisely true (even though the 

Mushrikeen o f Makkah prevented Rasulullaah from entering Makkah). When Allaah wills, you 
( S a h a b a h w i t h  Rasulullaah shall definitely enter in peace the Masjidul Haraam 
with your hair shaved or trimmed (after completing the Umrah) without any fear. Allaah had 
knowledge of that about which you were unaware and (among the things He knew was that He) 
has decreed a near victory (atKhaybar) even before this (entry into the Masjidul Haraam).

28. It is Allaah Who has sent His Rasool %  with guidance and with the true Deen to 
make it dominate over all religions. Allaah suffices as a Witness (to the truthfulness o f 

Rasulullaah and Islaam even though the Kuffaar refuse to accept them).
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29. Muhammad @S£ is Allaah's Rasool and those with him (the Sahabah are
stern (strong) against the Kuffaar and (yet) compassionate (sympathetic) among themselves. 
You will see them sometimes bowing (in Ruku), sometimes prostrating (in Sajdah. always) 

seeking Allaah's bounty and His pleasure. Their hallmark (by which they are recognised) is on 
their faces because of the effect of prostration (referring to the illumination and humility apparent on 

their faces). This is their description in the Torah. Their description in the Injeel (Bible) is 
like that of a plant that sprouts its shoots and strengthens it, after which it becomes 
thick and stands on its own stem, pleasing the farmer. (Allaah has nurtured the 

S a h a b a h tf& x^ S  in this manner) So that the Kuffaar may be enraged by them (because o f their 

animosity fo r Islaam and for the Sahabah ). Allaah has promised forgiveness and a grand
reward for those of them who have Imaan and who do good deeds.
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Surah 4 9  Surah Hujuraat

TH E  R O O M S

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH HUJURAAT AND SURAH FATAH

After the victory of the Muslims was announced in Surah Fatah, Allaah advises them about their 
code of conduct after defeating their enemies.

A SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

This Surah may also be divided into two parts. The first part commences at the beginning of the 
Surah and concludes at the end of verse 13. This part contains the following two basic themes:

* Showing respect to Rasulullaah t3H and the proper etiquette to be adopted when interacting 
with him.

* Etiquette of social interaction between Muslims.

The second part begins with verse 14 and ends with the close of the Surah. This part reproaches 
some villagers who declared their Imaan, thinking that they were doing a favour to 
RasulullaahH^i. Allaah tells them that true Imaan means not doubting any part of faith and 
exerting oneself with one's wealth for the cause of Islam.

This part of the Surah also takes the message of Touiheed further. While Surah Muhammad 6SH? 
made the statement "Laa ilaaha Illallah" (“None is worthy of worship but Allaah”), Surah 
Fatah goes a step further to assert that none other must be regarded as partner to Him and His 
purity from partners must be hymned morning and evening. Now, Surah Hujuraat clearly 
asserts, “Verily Allaah has knowledge of the unseen things in the heavens and the 
earth and Allaah Sees what you do” [verse 18].
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1. O you who have Imaan! Never proceed (rush) ahead of Allaah and His Rasool K
(Never do anything or comment on anything until Allaah and Rasulullaah tUSI have issued directives concerning the 

matter). Fear Allaah, for verily Allaah is All Hearing, All Knowing.

2 .0  you who have Imaan! Never raise your voices above the voice of the Rasool (SsP 
(literally and figuratively) and do not speak to him loudly as you speak loudly with each 
other, lest your deeds be laid to waste without your realising it.

3. Verily those who lower their voices with Rasulullaah S  are the ones whose 
hearts Allaah has (examined and) purified for Taqwa (prepared fo r piety). They shall have 
forgiveness and a tremendous reward (o f  sincerity and devotion.) (Taqwa also implies revering the 

Quraan, theR asu l(^S , Salaat, Kaabah).

4. (Referring to some people who shouted fo r Rasulullaah from outside his quarters, Allaah says,) Indeed 
most of those who call for you (O  Rasulullaah S |  from outside the rooms (o f your wives) 

have no understanding (ofetiquette, becauseqfwhichtheydidnotrespectyourprivacy).

5. If (instead o f shouting fo r you) they had exercised patience until you came out to (meet)
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them, it would have been best (or them (because they would then not have been guilty o f inuading the 

privacy ofAllaah’s Rasool) .  (Howeverj Allaah is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful (and will forgive them if 

they sincerely repent) .

6. O you who have Imaan! If any sinner (o r anyone else) brings you any news, then verify
(investigate it to establish the truth) it, lest yOU should harm any nation unknowingly (because o f 

being misinformed) and then become remorseful (regretful) over your actions. (In this manner, false 
news will be nipped in the bud.)

7. (Addressing the Sahabah © 3 ® ,  Allaah says,) Know well that the Rasool of Allaah is in your 
midst (referring to the time when he lived with them). There are many matters which you would 
place yOU in difficulty if he (the Rasool were to obey you (for the Rasool a d s  on the orders

of Allaah). However, Allaah has made Imaan beloved to you, has made it beautiful 
within your hearts and has made kufr, sin and disobedience abhorrent (extremely 

disgusting) to you. Such people (with these qualities) are rightly guided.

8. (This guidance iscomesfrom) The grace and bounty from Allaah. Allaah is All Knowing, the 
Wise (knows everyth ing).

9. If two groups of Mu'mineen (quarrel o r fight) each other, then reconcile (create harmony) 

between them. (However, despite your efforts to reconcile,) If the one group transgresses against 
(oppresses) the other, then fight that (transgressing) group until they return to (the obedience of) 

Allaah's command (to live in peace and harmony with other Muslims). If they return (to the reconciliation 

process and stop quarrelling/fighting), then reconcile (set things right) between them with justice. Be 
just, for Allaah loves those who exercise justice.

10. The Mu'mineen are all brothers (because they all belong to the same Deen), SO reconcile (crea te 

harmony) between your brothers (whenever a dispute arises). Fear Allaah so that mercy may be 
shown to you.
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11. O you who have Imaan! Men should not mock (scoff) other men for perchance 
(perhaps) they (those mocked) may be better than them (those who mock). Neither should any 
women mock other women, perchance they (the mocked ones) may be better than them 
(those who mock). Never find with fault nor defame each other (Muslims) and do not call 
each Other (by offensive and insulting) names. (To accuse a person falsely) Of Sin after (he has accepted) 

Imaan is indeed evil. Those who do not repent are indeed oppressors (o f their own selves 

because they will be subjectingthemselves to punishment).

$ s s s &

12. O  you who have Imaan! Refrain (stay away) from excessive assumption Suspicion and 

assuming evil things about people without verification). Verily, some assumptions are a sin. (Good  

assumptions about people are however encouraged.) Never spy (on people) and never backbite each 
other. Does any of you like to eat the flesh of his dead brother, which you so detest? 
(Backbitingequalsthesinqfectingthedeadfleshqfone'sbrother.) Fear Allaah. (If you repent fo r these sins, then 

remember that) Allaah is Most Pardoning, Most Merciful.

13. O people! We have certainly created you from a single male (Aadam and
female (Hawwa) and made you into various families (nations) and tribes so that you may 
recognise each other (so that each person may know where he belongs and who the others are). (Your 

differences in lineage and race do not make any of you superior to others because) Verily, the most honoured 
of you in Allaah's sight is the one with the most Taqwa. (piety, purity, righteousness) Allaah is 
certainly All Knowing, Informed (Only He knows whose Taqwa is best.)

14. The villagers say, “We have Imaan.” Say, “You do not have Imaan but rather say,
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'We have accepted Islaam' because (true) Imaan has not yet entered your hearts.” (imaan 

and Islaam are separate.) If you obey Allaah and His Rasool (S®, Allaah will not reduce (the 

rewards for) your actions in the least. Verily Allaah is Most Forgiving (o f the past), Most 
Merciful (will reward in full).

15. The (true) Mu'mineen are those who believe in only Allaah and His Rasool K  and 
then have no doubts (about anything that comes from Allaah and Rasulullaah and they Strive 
with their wealth and lives in Allaah's way fo r  the upliftment of the Deen). These are the ones 
who are true (intheirclaim o f being obedient to Allaah and Rasulullaah .

16. Say (tothoseboastingahouttheiracceptanceofIslaam), “Are yOU informing (showing) Allaah about 
your (acceptance o f  the) Deen when Allaah has knowledge of whatever is in the heavens 
and whatever is in the earth? Allaah has knowledge of everything.” (There is therefore no 

need to inform everyone about your coming into Islaam)

17. (0  Rasulullaah I S j  They boast about their favour to you that they have accepted 
Islaam. Say, “Do not boast to me about your acceptance of Islaam. Rather (than being a 

favour from you) it was Allaah Who favoured you by guiding you to Imaan, (you would certainly 

realise this) if you are true (in your Imaan).”

18. Verily Allaah has knowledge of the unseen (hidden) things in the heavens and the 
earth and Allaah Sees what you do. (He knows the inner condition o f  every person's heart and will call 
them to account for everything regardless o f what they tell people.)
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Surah 5 0  Surah Qaaf

QAAF

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH QAAF  AND THE PRECEDING SURAHS

Surahs Muhammad Fatah and Hujuraat formed part of the last fifth of the Qur'aan outline
aspects of Jihaad. Thereafter, Surahs Qaaf, Dhaariyaat and Toor begin the second part, detailing 
aspects like resurrection and reckoning.

The first part instructs Muslims to fight the Mushrikeen because they ascribe many partners to 
Allaah. The second part mentions that besides their Shirk, they also refute resurrection, 
Qiyaamah and reckoning.

A SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

This Surah contains the following:

* Two logical proofs to substantiate resurrection, the first is detailed, while the second is brief.
* The beginning of the Surah reproaches the Kuffaar.
* The end of the Surah consoles Rasulullaah S«$fl.

* In between, Towheed is dealt with in greater degree than was mentioned in the 
Preceding Surahs.

* The Kuffaar are warned about the punishment they will face in the Aakhirah.
* Glad tidings oiJannah are given to the Mu'mineen.
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In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful.

1. Qaaf. (Only Allaah knows the correct meaning o f this letter.) By the Oath of the Glorious Quf'aan 
(you people will certainly be resurrected) .

2. Yet (despite receiving proof that Rasulullaah is a Rasool) they (theKuffaar) are astonished (amazed)

that a winner (a Nabi) has come to them from among themselves (warning them about the 

coming o f Qiyaamah and resurrection). So (in response to the warning) the Kaafiroon say, “This 
(resurrection) is something (very) strange.”

3. “Will we be brought back to life after we have (died, after we have been buried and) become 
sand? This resurrection is certainly farfetched (afabrication and unbelievable)!”

4. We know what the earth diminishes of them (decomposes o f their bodies and we are able to collect 

every part together fo r resurrection) and (in addition) with Us is the Protected Book (the “Lowhul 

Mahfoodh ” which contains these and all other details) .

5. (Despite hearing the truth,) They (theKuffaar) reject the truth when it comes to them and are in 
a confused (restless) state.

6. (To understand Our power to resurrect the dead,) Have they not looked at the sky above (all that is 

above) them and seen how (well) We have made it, beautified (decorated) it and that it has 
no cracks (despite its size, height, age and many functions) ?
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7. And (have they not looked at) the earth which We have spread out, placed massive 
mountains on it and have produced on it every (all) type of magnificent growth?

8. (These are all) Eye-openers and reminders for every repentant slave (sincere believer informing 

him that Our powers are immense and that resurrecting the dead is a small feat for Us) .

® .

9. (In addition to all o f this,) We have sent blessed rains from the sky and have grown with it 
gardens grains for havest...

10 and tall date palms with interwoven branches...

i i . . .  .as a provision for man. And We have (also) revived dead (barren) land with it (with the 

rains). Such shall the resurrection be (when We shall revive dead bodies).

12. The nation of Nooh the people of the well (a community oJKuffaar who were swallowed

by the earth as they sat beside a well) and the Thamud rejected (the message o f their Amblyaa (k) 

before them.

5)
© 1

13. So too did the Aad, Fir'oun, the people of Loot ̂ 1®®...

14. ...the people of the forest (Madyan) and the nation of Tubba. Each one of them 
rejected their Rusul, so My warning (o f punishment) came to pass.
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15. Did We get tired with the first creation (after creating everything fo r the first time) ?  No.Yet 
they are in doubt (deception) about the new creation (resurrection, which would be easier because it is a 

repeat of an act that has already been performed previously).

16. Verily (fruly) We have created man, We are aware of the (evil) whispers that enter his 
heart (soul; and We are closer to him than his jugular vein. (We knowh im better than himself.)

17. (Do not forget each time) When the two receivers (angels) receive (record the good and bad acts of a 

person), sitting on his right and left hand sides (respectively).

®4
18. Whenever a word escapes (from aperson’s mouth), there is a guard ready by him. (An angel 

im mediately records the good or bad speech).

19. The pangs (agony; of death will bring the truth (oflmaantoeveryperson). (Then it will then be said 

to the dying person,) “This (death) is what you used to avoid.” (However, now you have no option.)

20. (Then, to bring people back to life on the day o f Qiyaamah,) The trumpet will be sounded. (The people 

will then be told,) “This is what you were warned about. ”

21. Every soul shall come with an angel (who will take him to the place where he will be questioned) 

and a witness (the angel who has recorded all his actions).
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22. (T h e p e rs o n  w ill th en  b e  to ld ,) "You were certainly heedless (in co n v e n ie n t) about this (day). We 
have removed your veils from you (o p e n e d  y o u r  eyes ) and your vision (in s igh t) is ever sharp 
today (you can noui see what was unseen  to  y o u  in  th e  w orld) . ”

©

23. His companion (th e  an ge l w ho always rem a in e d  w ith h im  to  re co rd  his actions) shall (p re s e n tth e  re co rd  o f  

actions and ) say, “This is what I have ready (p re p a re d ).”

24. (A fte r  reck on in g , A lla a h  w ill c o m m a n d  th e  angels say ing,) “Throw every obstinate (s tubborn , ungra te fu l) 

Kaafir into Jahannam,...”

25. “...everyone who prevented (h in d e red ) good, who was rebellious (transgressing) and 
who created doubts,...”

26. “ . . . (a n d ) who ascribed another Ilaah with Allaah. So fling (cast) him into a severe
(te rr ib le ) punishment. ”

27. His Companion (th e  Shaytaan w h o  always rem a in e d  with h im ) Will Say, “O OUT Rabb! I did not 
(fo rc ib ly ) mislead him but he was in distant deviation ( o f  his ow n  accord. S o  d o  n o tp u n is h  m e fo r h is  

w ro n g d o in g ).”

28. Allaah shall say, “Do not argue (quarrel) before me ( fo r  it is fru it le ss ). 1 have already sent 
a warning to you ( in fo rm in g  y o u  th a t th ose  w ho g o  astray sha ll b e  p u n is h e d ).”

&
29. “(So prepare to be punished because) The decision (order) that proceeds from Me shall never 
be altered and I do not oppress My slaves. (T h e y  w ill b e  p u n is h ed  o n ly  becau se  th ey  d ese rve  the  

p u n is h m e n tfo r  th e ir  sins) . ”
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30. On the day (o fQ iy a a m a h ) We shall ask Jahannam, “Are you full?” and she will reply, 
“Are there any more ( to  c o m e  b eca u se  I  s till have  m o re  space ) ? ”

31. (O n  th e  D a y  o fQ iy a a m a h ) Jannah will be brought close to those with Taqwa and will not 
be far away (s o  that it  can  b e  observed in a ll its sp len d ou r).

32. (They w ill then  b e  to ld ,) “This is what you have been promised for every penitent 
(rep en ta n t) and conscientious (sin ce re ) person.”

33. (T h is p e rs o n  is) “The one who feared Allaah without seeing Him and has arrived with 
a repentant heart (a  h ea rt tha t is a ttached  t o  A llaah ) . ”

34. (U p o n  rea ch in g  Jannah , th ey  w ill b e  to ld ) “Enter it (Ja nnah ) in peace (w ith ou t any fe a r  o f  hardship o r  fe a r  o f  

b e in g  r e m o v e d ). This is a day of eternal (unendinĝ  life.”

@4*'

35. They shall have whatever they desire there ( in  Jan n a h ) and We even have something 
extra for them. (T h e y  w ill see  A llaah  H im s e lf  and  w ou ld  have  secu red  His eu erlas tingp leasu re .)

36. How many were the nations that We destroyed before them ( th e p e o p le  o fM a k k a h ) who 
were mightier ( in  p o w e r ) than them? So (w h en  th e  p u n is h m en t a rr ived ) they scurried through the 
Cities (sea rch in g  f o r  an  escape  a n d  ca llin g ) “Is there any escape?” (H ow ever, desp ite  th e ir  strength  and  

resources, they  c o u ld  n o t  escape  A llaah 's  p u n is h m en t.)
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3 7. There is certainly a reminder ( to  th ink  a b o u t) in this for him who has a heart (th a t be lieves ) 

or who listens attentively.

38. We have created the heavens, the earth and whatever is between the two in six 
days without fatigue even remotely touching Us. (H o w  can resu rrection  th en  b e  d ifficu lt f o r  U s? )

39. Patiently bear whatever they (th e  K u ffaa r) say ( to  h u rt y o u ) and glorify the praises of 
your Rabb before sunrise and before sunset (b y  rea d ing  Tasbeeh o rp e r fo rm in g N a f l  sa laat).

40. Glorify Him (b y  en ga g in g  in Tasbeeh a n d  N a j l  salaah) during a portion of the night as well 
and after prostration (a fte rp e rfa rm in g s a la a h ).

41. Listen attentively ( t o  what has already b ee n  sa id  a n d  what is still to  c o m e ) .  (D o  n o t fo rg e t ) The day 
when the caller (th e  ange l Is raa fee l $&£%&) will call (b low  th e  tru m p e t) from a near place (b ecause  

w h ereve r o n e  w ill be, th e  sou n d  w ill seem  nea rby  o r  f r o m  B a itu l M u q a d d a s ).

42. The day when people shall hear the screech (th e  so u n d  q f  th e  tru m p e t) in truth, this is the 
day of resurrection (a fte r  th e  se con d  b lo w in g q f th e tru m p e t ).

43. Indeed it is only We who give life and death and to Us shall be the return ( o f  e v e ry  

so u l a n d  n o n e  w ill b e  a b le  t o  e s ca p e ).

44. The day when the earth shall split open from above them (a b o v e  th e ir  g raves ) and they 
will be hurrying (tow ards th e  p la in  o f  re s u rre c t io n ). This shall be a gathering very easy for Us.

45. We know best what they (th e  K u ffaa r) say and you (O  R a su lu lla a h ) are not one to force 
them ( t o  a ccep t Im a a n  f o r  y o u  are n o t a  ty ra n t). Warn by means of this Qur'aan him who fears My 
warning (b ecause  th ese  a re  th e  o n e s  w h o  will take h e e d ).
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Surah 51  Surah Dhaariyaat

THE WINDS THAT DISPERSE

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH DHAARIYAAT AND SURAH QAAF

Surah Qaaf states very dearly that resurredion will definitely take place. Surah Dhaariyaat takes 
the subject further by stating that, besides resurrection, rewards and punishment will also be 
given to those deserving them. Verses 5 and 6 mention, “Indeed what you have been 
promised is undoubtedly true (Qiyaamah shall certainly arrive) and retribution (rewards 
and punishment for actions) will undoubtedly take place.”

A  SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

Surah Dhaariyaat contains the following:

* Testimony about rewards and punishment.
* A  description of resurrection.
* Two logical proofs for the coming of Qiyaamah.
* Five examples of worldly punishment. These are:

1. Verses 24 to 37 contain the first of the five examples of worldly punishment when Allaah 
discusses the destruction of the people of Loot

2. The second example follows in verses 38 and to verse 40. Allaah describes how Fir'oun and 
his army were drowned in the sea because of their rebelliousness.

3. Thereafter, in verses 41 and 42, Allaah cites the example of the Aad. They were destroyed 
by a fierce tornado when they rejected the teachings of Hood

4. Verses 43 to 45 mention the fourth example of worldly punishment, writing the 
example of the Thamud.

5. Verse 46 mentions the fifth and final example, which precedes all the incidents already
mentioned. The example is of the nation of Nooh who were drowned in a great

flood when they refused to accept his teaching.
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In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful.

1. By the oath of the winds that disperse (sca tter th e  dust, c louds, e t c ) . . .

2. And by the clouds that bear (b r in g ) heavy burdens (ra in s ). . .

3. And by the ships that move smoothly...

4. And by those angels who distribute (sustenance/ra in ) on (b y A lla a h 's ) command...

5. Indeed what you have been promised is undoubtedly true (Q iy a a m a h  shall certa in ly

arriue)...

6. And retribution (rew a rd  a n d  p u n is h m en t f o r  a c tion s ) will undoubtedly take place (ju s tice  w ill b e  

d o n e ) .

7. By the oath of the sky which have fixed (o r b i ts ) . . .

51
®
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8. (In contrast) You people are definitely divided in talks (compared in your views about Qiyaamah, 

which some o f  you accept while others do not).

h ' 1 -f A 'U

9. Turned away from it (the Truth) is he who is prone to turning away (from everything good).

51 * * 9  1 r 'Z i <  .&

10. May those who spread falsehood (who reject the belief in resurrection without ualid reason be 

destroyed)...

it
®

11...
truth).

.(they are) those who are lost (flounder) in their ignorance (because they cannot understand the

12.They ask (with ridicule, astfinahurryforit), “When will the day of retribution (reckoning) be?”

13. (It will be) The day when they will be punished in the Fire.

14. (It will then be said to them) “Taste your punishment! This is that which you sought to 
hurry.” (wished will come quickly)

itfSsfciSjsai a
15. Verily those with Taqwa shall be (enjoying themselves) in Jannaat with springs...
(fountains)

b^9

16. ...receiving what (bounties) their Rabb confers on (gives) them. Indeed these people 
used to carry out good (virtuous) deeds before (in the world).
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17. Little was it that they slept at night (because they devoted their nights toworsh ippingAliaah) .

18. During the closing portions of the night they would be seeking forgiveness (from 

Allaah).

19. (Jn addition to all o f this,) There was always a portion of their wealth (reserved) for beggars 
and deprived people (thepoor).

I )

20. In the earth are Aayaat (signs demonstrating Towheed and Allaah's great power) for those who 
have conviction (surefaith)...

21__and within your own selves (are Aayaat) as well. Do you not (pander over these and) see?

22. In the sky (in the “Lowhul Mahfoodh”)  is (the record of) your sustenance (its time, type and quantity) 

and (record of) what you have been promised (ofQiyaamah). (The time for Qiyaamah has been fixed but 
has not been made known to man.)

23. By the Rabb of the sky and the earth, this (coming o f Qiyaamah) is certainly the truth 
j ust as (it is true that) you can speak.

24. Has the story of Ibraheem honourable guests (some angels who) reached you?
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25. When they came to him and greeted with Salaam, he (thinking them to be travellers) said, 
“Peace be upon you too. You must be strangers (to this place).”

26. He then went to his family and returned with a fat (roasted) calf.

27. He Served it to them and (when they did not partake o f it because angels da not eat food) he Said, 
“Are you not going to eat (Will you not accept my hospitality) ? ”

28. He grew afraid of them (thinking that they may have come fo r some sinister purpose). They said, 
“Do not be afraid,” and they gave him the good news of a child (blessed with knowladge that

was to be bam tah im ie . Ishaaq .

29. His wife (Sarah) arrived (came forward) calling a loud (in amazement upon hearing the news), 

Smote her face (strikingherforeheadinsurprise) and Said, “ (Holdcan] An old barren woman (like me 

bear a child)?”

30. They (the angels) said, “Thus has your Rabb declare (you will therefore certainly bear a child). He 
is the Wise, the All Knowing. ”  (He knows why andto whom a child should be bom.)

31. He (Ibraheem <%&$$&) said (to the angels), “What is your duty, O messengers?’ (Why haveyou 
been sentto earth?)

32. They replied, “We have been sent to (punish) a criminal nation (the nation of Loot $ $ % $ & ).. ."

33. “...to rain (baked) clay stones on them...”
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34. u,. .which have been marked by your Rabb (each stone bore the name o f the person it was meantto 

kill) for those who transgress (exceed) the limits (o f morality by engaging in sodomy).”

35. “ {However, we shall not harm the Mu'mineen because before inflicting the punishment,) We shall remove 
those who are Mu'mineen from the town (bp informing them whento leave the town).”

$5feP3sSa2lu3C
36. “ (From the entire town) Vie found Only a Single home of Muslims there (who were the household 

ofLootmm).”

s>
t9

37. In (the narration of) this incident (event) We have left a lesson (reminds) for those who fear 
a painful punishment. (The ruins o f  the cities o f these people are still visible today.)

38. And (there is also a lesson) in (the story of) Moosa when We sent him to Fir'oun with a
clear proof (with miracles to prove that he wasAllaah's trueNabi).

39. However, Fir'oun turned away together with his party (his people and forces) and said, 
“  (Moosa W U t  is) Either a (clever) magician or a madman! ”

40. So We seized him (Fir'oun) and his army and cast them into the ocean for he was to 
be blamed (for misleading the people and the rely inviting thepunishment).

41. And (there is also a lesson) in (the story of) the Aad when we sent a (fierce) wind to them that
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was devoid of (without) any good.

42. (When it blew,) It completely destroyed everything it passed over (totally destroying the Aad 

and everything they had).

43. And (there is also a lesson) in (thestaryof) theThamud when (after they had killed the miraculous camel) 

they were told (by their NabiSaalih$&W $fy, “Enjoy yourselves for a while (a few days)."

44. They transgressed against the command of their Rabb, so a (stunningsound) (preceding 

an earth quake) seized them as they looked on.

45. (When Allaah's punishment struck them,) They were unable to even stand (rise) and were 
helpless to protect themselves.

r

t

46. (Such was the condition of) The nation of Nooh (who were destroyed) before (all these nations

mentioned above). (Allaah's punishment destroyed them because) They were indeed a sinful nation (who 

rejected the message of Towheed).

47. We created the sky with (Our immense) might and (creating this and everything else is easy fo r Us 

because) We certainly possess vast (mighty) powers.

48. And we have spread the earth out (for other creation to live completely easily on it). How 
excellently we have created the wild!

49. We have created pairs (opposites) of everything (such as male and female, hot and cold, sweet and
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sour, etc) SO that you may taka heed (realise Our tremendous powers).

50. So hasten towards (be quick to recognise) AUaah (by pondering about His creation). Verily I 
(Rasulullaah & §  am a clear warner (Nabi) to you from Him.

i t 9 y>\ *3 3

51. Do not ascribe another Ilaah with AUaah. Verily I (Rasulullaah1̂ ^ )  am a clear warner 
to you from Him.

52. In a like manner, (just as the Muskrikeen o f Makkah opposed Rasu lu llaah^^ ) whenever a Rasool 
came to those before them, they (rejected his message and) said that he is a magician or a 
madman.

53. Have they (all the precious Mushrikeen) made bequests (promises) to each other (that they will all 

reject theAmbiyaa ?  No, but (the real reason why they all behave in such a manner is that) they are (all)

rebellious (disobedient) people.

54. (O  Rasulullaah w$$S!) Ignore them (do not be grieved by the manner in which they behave towards you), for 
you will not be blamed (fortheir disobedience) .

55. (However, you should) Continue advising (reminding) because advice is beneficial for the 
Mu'mineen.

56. I have created man and Jinn only to worship (serve) Me. (Besides the many various other 

reasons the most important objective fo r creating men and Jinn is forthem  to recognise who Allaah is).

9j> 9 * 0  9 J j r V - t J
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57. 1 require neither sustenance (daily provision) from them nor do I want them to feed 
Me.

®

58. (On the contrary) Without doubt, Allaah is the Sustainer (He provides people with their 

sustenance), the Possessor of absolute power, strong. 'Allaah is not in need o f His creation, buttheyare 

mostdefmitly in needofH im ).

59. There shall certainly be substantial (severe)  punishment far the oppressors (the 

Kuffaar), which shall be similar to the punishment of those like them (those who committed 

kufr in the past), SO do not hurry Me (do not be in impatient fo r the punishment to come because it will certainly 

arrive at its appointed time),

t
® &r

60. Destruction (death) be to the Kuffaar because of the day (o f their punishment, which) they 
have been promised (at the battle ofBadr and later on the day o f  Qiyaamat).
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Surah 5 2  Surah Toor

(MOUNT) TOOR

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH TOOR AND SURAH DHAARIYAAT

Surah Dhaariyaat states that rewards and punishment in the Aakhirah are a definite reality in the 
verse, “Indeed what you have been promised is undoubtedly true (Qiyaamah shall 
certainly arriue) and retribution (rewards and punishment for actions) will undoubtedly 
take place. ” Surah Toor defines the subject more finely by stating, “Indeed, the punishment 
of your Rabb shall take place (on the Day ofQiyaamah). There shall be none to avert it.”

A  SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

Surah Toor deals with of the following aspects.

* Two logical proofs to prove the immense powers of Allaah so that all may understand that it is 
simple for Allaah to punish people when and as He pleases.
* Consolation to Rasulullaah
* Warnings of punishment to the Kuffaar.
* Glad tidings of Jannah together with a detailed description of Jannah.
* Reproaches to those who reject Towheed.
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In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful. 

1. By the oath of Mount Toor (them ountainw hereA llaahaddressedM oosa '^S^)...

2.. ..and the written book (the record o j every person's actions) ...

3.. . .which is in an open manuscript (to be made availablefor reading on the Day ofQiyaamah) .

4. And (by the oath of) the “Baytlll Ma'moor” ("The Frequently Visited House”, referring to the place in the 

heavens directly above the Kabah where the angels make Tawaaf) ...

5.. ..and (bytheoath of) the raised roof (thesky)...

| j P $ ;
6.. ..and (bytheoath of) the brimming (swelling) ocean.

7. Indeed, the punishment of your Rabb shall take place (on theDay ofQiyaamah).
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8. There shall be none to avert (prevent) it (the Day of Reckonings).

9 . (It will be) The day when the sky shall tremble uncontrollably...

10__ and the mountains will fly through the air (as dust particles after being reduced to dust).

11. Destruction be to the rejecters (those who refectthe coming of Qiyaamah) On that day (the Day

o f Qiyaamah)...

12. . . .  (the rejecters are) those who are frolicking (playing) in their vanities (who enjoy themselves by 

doing as they please without caringforthe day when they will have to account fo r everything they do).

13. (Do not forget) The day (ofQiyaamah) when they will be forcibly shoved (driuenj into the 
Fire of Jahannam.

14. (Itwillthen be said to them,) "This is the Fire that you used to deny (reject)]”

15. “Is this magic (as you used to say about the miracles and scriptures o f the Ambiyaa i$5£}S$$c.) or are you 
unable to see? ” (Today you are unable to deny its existence!)

16. “Enter into it! Whether you bear it with patience or you do not, it will make no 
difference to you! (In any event, your suffering will be the same.) You are being punished only for
what (kufrandsins) yOUUSed to do.” (You are not being oppressed without reason.)
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17. Verily (truly) those with Taqwa shall be (enjoying themselves) in Jannaat and (its) bounties 
(bliss)...

18....enjoying what (blessings) their Rabb gives them. (The greatest blessing is that) Their Rabb 
shall save them from the punishment of the Blaze (Jahannam).

19. (They will be told) “Eat and drink with blessings in return for the (good) deeds that you
did (in the world).”

20. They will be reclining on couches arranged in rows and We shall marry them to 
fair maidens with large (wide) eyes.

21. Those (Mu'mineen) who do good deeds and whose progeny (families) follow them in
Imaan (who are Mu'mineen as well), We shall join their progeny with them (in Jannah, and this 

privilege o f having their family with them in Jannah will be given to them) without reducing anything from 
(the rewards of) their (good) deeds. (However, the Kuffaar will be unable to join theirMu'mineen relatives in Jannah 

because) Every person (Kaoflr) shall be detained (in Jahannam) for his (evil) actions (o f kufr and 

sin).

22. (Continuing with the bounties o f  the Mu'mineen in Jannah, Allaah says,) In addition (to all the other bounties

23. There (in Jannah) they will pass around (enjoy) a cup (o f  pure drink) in which there is no

mentioned,), We shall grant them (an abundance of) fruit and meat (which they shall have) as (and 

when) they desire (without delay or interruption).
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(fear of) absurd (nonsensical) talk and sin. (The wine and other drinks ofJannah will not intoxicate people.)

24. Their young ŝervants in Jannah) shall wait on them (serving them whatever they wish), 

appearing to be (I ike) concealed (preserved) pearls (because of their beauty and refined manners).

25. They (the people o f  Jannah) will face each other asking questions.

26. They will say, “Before this fin the world) we used to be fearful (of Jahannam as we sat) 
among our families (houses). ”

f c W s a k & w s 1
27. “However, Allaah favoured us and saved us from the punishment of the 
scorching wind (o f Jahannam).”

&
r

28. “Indeed before this fin the world) we always used to pray (call) to Him (to save us from  

Jahannam). (Allaah answered our prayers because) He is certainly the One who treats with 
kindness, the Most Merciful.”

b tiP

29. So fO Muhammad continue reminding fond advising people about Allaah) for, by the 
grace of your Rabb, you are neither a fortune-teller (who receives news from the Jinn) nor a 
madman (astheKuffaarclaim).

30. Or (besides saying this) do they say, “He (Rasululkah &&£) is a poet whose calamity of time 
(death) we are eagerly awaiting”?

A ?  » " 'S sh  ^ "  <i-ft I S A&
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31. Say, “Wait (to see my success), for I am also waiting with you (to see your disastrous end). ”

32. Or is their intelligence (o f  which they are proud) commanding (teaching) them to do this (to
reject Imaan despite being shown the proofs) or are they (not accepting lmaan amply because they are) a 
rebellious (disobedient; nation?

33. Or are (they rejecting Imaan and the Quraan because) they fare; saying, “He (Rasulullaah has 
forged it”? The fact of the matter is that they refuse to accept Imaan (and will not accept 

despite every proof shown tothem).

b

34. Let them produce (bringforth) a speech like it (the Quraan) if they are truthful (in their claim 

that it is the speech o f Rasulullaah .

35. Or (if they refuse to believe in Allaah Who created them, then) were they Created (did they come into 

existence) without a creator or are they (under the misconception that they are) creators 
themselves?

36. Or (if as they say, Allaah did not create everything, then) did they (themselves) create the heavens 
and the earth? The fact is that they have no conviction (no faith in the fact that Allaah is The Only 

Creator and The Only Ilaah) .

37. Or are  th e  treasures (bounties) o f  you r Rabb W ith th em  (in their control) o r  (if they do not have 

complete control) d o  th ey  p ossess  au th ority  (to distribute Allaah's bounties as they please) ?  (Since the 
Kuffaar have no say in the distribution o f  Allaah's favours, they have no say in who should be Allaah's Nabi and therefore 

have no right to objedtoAllaah's choice ofAmbiyaa $&$>$$££■.)

38. Or do they (the Kuffaar) have a ladder (stretching into the heavens) by which they are able to 
eavesdrop (divine revelation that permits them to commit kufr) ? So (if they have heard some revelation to
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substantiate their claims,) let their eavesdropper produce a clear proof (from this revelation to prove 

the legitimacy o f  their acts o f kufr).

39. Or are (you Mushrikeen saying that) daughters (are) for Him (Allaah, by saying that the angels are His 

daughters) and sons (are reserved exclusively) for you (because you like to have sons) ?

40. Or do (the Mushrikeen reject Imaan because) yOU O Rasulullaah (SsS )  ask from them a fee SO 
(and because o f  this fee they feel as if) they are burdened (troubled) by a penalty (making it difficult fo r  them 

to accept your message)?

41. Or do they (reject Imaan because they) have knowledge of the unseen (proving their claims) 

which they are writing (down to ensure that it continues)? (The fact is clear that the Kuffaar and Mushrikeen 
have nothing concrete to substantiate their beliefs and actions.)

42. Or are they plotting (planning) something (against Rasulullaah&!S, which they are waiting to carry 

out) ?  Indeed those who commit kufr will themselves be ensnared (trapped) in a plot (when 

Allaah punishes them).

s
43. Or do (they reject Imaan because) they have an Ilaah besides Allaah? Allaah is Pure (free) 

from the partners they ascribe to Him. (None can be an Ilaah but Allaah.)

44. (These Kuffaar are so obstinate that) If they see a portion (part) of the sky hurtling down
(towards them as a form  of punishment) they (will deny it and) Say, “This is (only) a cloud in Stacked 
(thick) layers.”

45. So (itisbestthatyou) leave them (withoutinsistentlypreachingtothem) until they meet their day 
(theDayofQiyaamah) when they will fall unconscious (afterhearingthe blast of thetrumpet).
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46. The (Day o f Qiyaamah will be the) day when their schemes will be of no benefit to them
(but will rather be to their detriment) and they will not be assisted (against Allaah's punishment).

47. There shall surely be another punishment (in this world like Badr) besides this
(punishment in theAakhirah) for the oppressors (theKuffaar) but they have no idea.

48. (Therefore, O  Rasulullaah K )  Bear patiently with the decision (order) of your Rabb (to

allow the Kuffaar respite until the appointed time o f their punishment) for you are under Our protection 
(and have nothing to fear from them). Glorify the praises of your Rabb when you rise (sleep and stand

in prayer).

VSi
L

49. And glorify Him during a portion of the night (in Tahajjud salaah) and even after the 
stars have vanished (at early dawn).
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Surah 5 3  Surah Najm

TH E  S T A R

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH NAJM  AND SURAH TOOR

Surah Toor emphasises that the rewards and punishment of the Day of Qiyaamah are a certain 
reality and that none can avert Allaah's punishment. Surah Najm stresses that no intercessor can 
change Allaah's decision of punishment. Not Laat, not Manaat, not Uzzah, nor any of the other 
idols of the Quraysh can achieve this to save their devotees from punishment. Therefore, it is 
futile to worship and supplicate to them.

A SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

Linked to the subject matter contained in the previous Surahs, Surah Najm deals with the 
following aspects.

* The cental theme of the Surah is the negation of the belief that any being can alter 
Allaah's decision.

* An introduction with encouragement.
* The first assertion i.e. do not worship idols like Laat, Manaat and Uzza.
* The second assertion, i.e. do not think that any intercession of the angels can alter Allaah's 

decree.
* Repetition of the first assertion in verse 23.
* Repetition of the second assertion in verses 26 to 28.
* Consolation for Rasulullaah ®18.
* Reproaches for the Mushrikeen.
* A repetition of the cental theme.
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In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful.

1. By the star when it sets...

2. Your companion (Rasulullaah H i )  is neither astray (misguided) nor has he lost his 
direction (purpose).

3. He does not speak of his own desires.

4. (Rather) Whatever he says is revelation (which Allaah has) revealed to him (through the agency of 

Jibra'eel

Ic$lfei£ic
5. He has been taught by one of tremendous might

6....and who is extremely powerful so powerful that he used only the tip o f one of his 600 wings to lift the 

city o f  Sodom ) . (Whereas Jibra'eel 'SMSSjjJt usually appeared before Rasulullaah © S  in human form) He (Jibra'eel 

% & W c ) (once) appeared (beforeRasulullaah^^) in his original form (inMakkah)...

7....when he (Jibra'eel & & 8& e) was on the highest part of the horizon. (Rasulullaah i i  w
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Jibm'eel on the eastern horizon with his six hundred wings spread out They were so large that they even covered
the western horizon. The sight was so tremendous thatRasulullaah W&sfell unconscious.)

8. Then (seeing Rasulullaah ® l i  fall unconscious) he (Jibm'eel approached (Rasulullaah to

revive him) and (doingthis, he) drew close...

e 1

9....and was as close (to Rasulullaah as two bows (with each end o f  a bow touching the 

corresponding end o f  the other bow) OT even closer.

10. Then (Allaah) sent that revelation to His slave, which He revealed. (This refers to the 
revelation o f verse 6 o f Surah 93 up to verse 4 o f Surah 94 and the proclamation that no person shall enter Jannah until 

Rasulullaah has entered and that no Ummah shall enter Jannah before his Ummah have enteredJannah) .

11. The heart (o f  Rasulullaah '% $& ) does not mistake what it sees (whatever Rasulullaah i iS I  

reported that he saw was the absolute truth) .

12. Are you (Mushrikeen) disputing with him (Rasulullaah concerning what he saw (when 

you have not seen anything like it) ?

13. He (Rasulullaah certainly saw him (Jibm'eel in his original form ) once more (asecond

tim e )...

14 at the Sidratul Muntahaa (near the tote tree when Rasulullaah went on the miraculous journey of

Mi'raaj to the furthest Jannah) ...

15... .close to which is Jannatul Ma'waa (a comfortable dwelling above which is Allaah’s Throne).
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y
®

16. (RasuMaah saw Jlbra’eel before he saw) When the Sidratul Muntahaa (which) was
covered by that which covered it. (When the Sidratul Muntahaa was covered by magnificent colours or 
angels, it assumed a new appearance and became more beautiful beyond description.)

17. The sight (o f Rasulullaah $!$£§) neither wavered (saw any less than it was supposed to see) nor 
transgressed (did not exaggerate what it saw).

18. He definitely saw some of Allaah's great Aayaat (signs on the journey ofMi'raaj).

19. Have you seen Laat and Uzza (the names o f two idols that the Mushrikeen ofMakkah worshipped) ...

20... .and the third one Manaat (another idol o f theirs) ?

ojr*J

^ \ W $ \
21. Ate males sons reserved exclusively) for you (because you like having them) and (you attribute) 

females for Him (saving that the angels are Allaah's daughters) ?

22. This is certainly an unjust distribution.

23. These (idols) are merely names which you and your forefathers have kept, for which 
Allaah has not revealed any permission (authority). They (the Mushrikeen) follow only
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assumptions (false belief in choosing their gods) and what their (fleeting) desires fancy (wish for) 

whereas (true) guidance has already come to them from (foolishly follow) their Rabb.

24. Can man have whatever he wishes for?

t
I

25. (Man cannot have whatever he desires because) The Aakhirah and the world belong to Allaah
(andHe is the only One Who decides which of his wishes man should have).

26. How many are the angels in the heavens whose intercession (pleading) shall be of no 
benefit (to anyone) except after Allaah grants permission for whoever He wills and is 
pleased (to allow their intercession).

27. Indeed those who do not believe in the Aakhirah give feminine names to the 
angels...

28....without (themselves) possessing any knowledge. They follow only assumptions 
and assumptions are absolutely useless against the truth (because the truth will always prevail).

29. So ignore him who turns away from Our advice and who desires only the life of 
this world.

30. This (Their objectives in this world) is the extent of their knowledge. (They are concerned only 

about this world and have no concern fo r the Aakhirah). (It is therefore futile to persistently preach to them for) Verily 
your Rabb knows best about the person who deviated (moved away) from His path and 
He knows best about him who is rightly guided (andHe shall punish o r reward them accordingly).

-O
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31. To Allaah belongs whatever is in the heavens and whatever is in the earth so that 
(with this Complete Power) He may punish the evil-doers for their (evil) actions and reward 
those who do good with the best (o f  rewards, namely Jannah).

32. (Those who do good are) Those who stay away from (avoid) major sins and indecent 
behaviour except for minor sins (which they sometimes get involved in because no human is free from  

fault). (However, they are quick to seek Allaah's forgiveness fo r these sins and Allaah is ready to forgive them because) 

Indeed your Rabb is One of infinate mercy. He was best Aware of you when He 
created you from the earth and when you were foetuses in the wombs of your 
mothers. (He knows everything about you and knows you even better than you know yourselves.) So do not 
ascribe purity (piety) to yourselves. He knows best who is the most pious (whose level ofTaqwa is highest).

33. Have you seen the person who turns away (from Islaam)?

34. Who gives a little fin charity for ulterior motives) and then stops (spending in charity when his motives 

are not m et)?

35. Does he have knowledge of the unseen so that he can see (that he will lose all his wealth if he 

spends in charity)?

36. Has he not been informed of what appeared in the scriptures of Moosa ..

37....and in the scriptures of Ibraheem who fulfilled (every task that Allaah entrusted to

him)?

38. (That which appeared in these scriptures was) That one bearer fa person) shall not be burdened
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With the burden (sins) of another. Every person will have to sufferthe consequences ofhisown sins without 

any of his punishment being given to another:)

39. Man shall have (earn) only what (rewards or punishment that) he strives (fo r )...

40.... and (the valueqf) his efforts shall soon be seen (on the Day ofQiyaamah) ...

41... .after which he will be rewarded in full (for all his actions).

42. The end (destination o f every person) shall surely be to your Rabb (Who will evaluate your actions 

and either reward or punish you fo r them).

43. It is certainly He (Allaah) Who makes (people) laugh and cry. (Allaah creates the condition which 

make people happy or sad.)

44. It is only He Who gives death and life.

45. Verily it is only He Who created pairs of male and female...

46... .from the seed (thesperm) when it issues forth.
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47. (Just as H e created everything the first time,) The second creation (resurrecting them on the Day of 

Qiyaamah) is undoubtedly His responsibility.

48. Verily He grants wealth and poverty (to people accordingto His complete wisdom).

49. He is the Rabb of Sirius. (The star Sirius is also known as the D og Star. It is the brightest star in the sky and 
can be seen from almost every part o f the earth.)

50. He destroyed the former (ancient) Aad...

51....and the Thamud (who are known by some as the later Aad) so that none (o f them) remained 
(alive).

52. And (Allaah also destroyed) the people of Nooh before (the Aad and the Thamud), who were 
most tyrannical (oppressive) and rebellious (disobedient).

53. He also overturned the capsized cities (the city o f  Sodom and those around her).

54. So that thing (punishment) engulfed (fell upon) them. (This refers to the shower o f stones that rained on 

th e p e o p le o fL u t$ $ $ & .)

55. (It is out ofAllaah's Mercy that He reminds you o f these incidents so that you do not suffer the fate o f these nations.) 

So (instead o f  learning lessons from these incidents,) which bounties (blessings) of yOUT Rabb da you 
doubt (because o f  which you do not take heed and choose rather to follow the ill-fated footsteps o f  the doomed 

nations)?
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56. He (Rasululhah WSk is also a warner (aNabi) from among (just like) the earlier warners (the 

previous Ambiyaa SSSSsiSSfe) .

57. The swift approaching matter (Qiyaamah) has (almost) arrived (is imminent).

58. There is none to avert it (whenitarriues) besides Allaah.

'A
59. Are you astonished (amazed) about this speech (the Qur’aan) ?

&C$£$SbptZiJ
60. And do you laugh (atitoutofridicule) instead of crying (out o f  fear forthe warnings it sounds)?

61. And (instead o f accepting its advice, do you rather) continue being arrogant (misguided)?

62. (Instead o f this, you should rather) Prostrate to Allaah and worship Him (if you are wise). (One 
who recites or hears this verse being recited should perform Sajdah.)
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Surah 5 4  Surah Qamar

TH E  M O O N

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH QAMAR  AND SURAH NAJM

Surah Najm proclaims that none but Allaah must be worshipped and accepted as an imposing 
intercessor. Surah Qamar presents the proof for this truth. In verse 49, Allaah say that it is only He 
Who has created everything to perfection. After Surah Qamar, all the other Surahs until Surah 
Hadeed state their primary messages towards the end of each Surah.

A SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

The beginning and ending of the Surah contain:

* Objections.
* Consolation for RasulullaahiPS.
* Warnings.
* Glad tidings.

The body of the Surah contains:

* Five illustrations of AUaah's punishment in this world.
* A  warning to the people of Makkah.
* The primary theme of the Surah.
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In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful.

1. Qiyaamah has drawn close and the moon has been split (by RasuM aah  S i  in Makkah 

when the Mushrikeen requested him to perform th is miracle) .

2. (However, the Mushrikeen are so stubborn that even) If they see any Aayah (a miracle demonstrating Allaah's 

great power) they turn away and say that it is magic that will soon vanish.

3. They deny (whatever they are told) and they follow their whims (only what appeals to their desires) 

whereas every matter is established (the truth will always remain the truth and falsehood will always 

remain falsehood regardless o f what people have to say) .

4. Indeed such news (about the destruction o f previous nations) has come to them in which there 
is sufficient warning to caution (them to mend their evil ways).

5. Effective (complete) wisdom (has reached them through the Ambiyaa j  j but the warnings (of

theAm biyaa$$f$i& ) have not benefited (them because they refuse to believe the A m b iy a a ^ ^ ^ ) .

6. So ignore them (because they will have to learn the error o f their ways the hard may when Allaah's punishment or 

Qiyaamah arrives). (The Day o f Qiyaamah will be) The day when the caller (the angel Israafeel shall
call (people) to a thing (resurrection and reckoning) that is unpleasant (forthose guilty o f kufr and sin).
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Quraan Made Easy (Complete) Surah Qamar (The Moon  - 54)

7. Their gazes will be cast down (because o f worry and shame for their past) and they shall emerge 
from their graves (in a  hurried  and disorderly fashion) as if they are scattered locusts...

8 running towards the caller (towards the Plain of Reckoning where they will be called to account fo r their

action s ). The Kaafiroon will say, “This is an extremely difficult day.”

9. The nation of Nooh rejected (Imaan) before them (the Mushrikeen o fM a kka h . They
rejected Our servant (Nooh $&W&), and said that he was a madman and he was 
rebuked (threatened, insulted and shunned by them).

10. So he made du'aa to his Rabb (saying, “Indeed I am overpowered so assist me
(avenge my cause and destroy them, leaving no Kaafir alive).”

11. So fin  reply to his du’aa) We opened up the doors of the sky to (with) torrential rains.

12. And (in addition to the waters from the sky) We opened springs in the earth (from which more water 

gushed forth) SO that the waters (raining from the sky and gushing from the earth) met for a matter 
preordained (resulting In a flood as puntshmentfor them).

13. We carried him (Noohft^J on an ark of planks and nails (completed simply) . . .

14... .which travelled (moved) under Our watch (Ourprotection). This was the reward for the
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one (Nooh <%$%$&) who was not appreciated (by his people).

Quraan Made Easy (Complete) Surah Qamar (The Moon -  54)

15. Verily We left it (the incident) as a lesson (s ign ), so is there anyone who will take heed
(learn a lesson from this incident)?

16. How (severe) was My punishment and My warnings?

17. Undoubtedly We have made the Qur aan simple to take lesson from (to understand), 

so is there any who will take lessons?

18. The Aad rejected (the message o f Towheed that their Nabi Hood $$$$& brought to them), SO  how 
(severe) was My punishment and warnings?

19. Verily We sent against them a furious wind during (eight) days (an d  seuen  nights) of 
perpetual misfortune (until a ll w e re  d es troy ed ).

20. It plucked up the people (and left them lying dead on the ground) as if they were uprooted 
palm trunks.

21. So how (severe) was My punishment and warnings?

22. Undoubtedly We have made the Qur'aan simple from which to take lesson (to
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understand), so is there any who will take lessons?

23. The Thamud rejected the (message ofTowheed brought by Our) warners theAmbiyaa ) . 

(By rejecting the message o f their Nabi Saaiih they actually rejected the message o f alt theAmbiyaa
because every Nabi brought the same message.)

24. They said, “If we were to follow a single solitary human (mortal) from among 
ourselves, we would surely be in error and insane.”

55*4*
25. “Has a revelation (advice) come only to him from among all of us (instead o f coming to one 

o f our affluent people)?  No (he cannot be true), he is but an arrogant liar.”

26. Tomorrow (soon) they shall come to know who is an arrogant liar. (They will soon team 

that it was they and not the Nabi who was “an arrogant liar").

27. (When the Thamud requested Saaiih to bring a pregnant camel from a rock, he made du'aa to Allaah Who

said to him,) “We shall certainly send the (she) camel as a test to them (to see which of them w ill 

then believe that you are aNabi and who will not) so watch them and be patient. ”

28. “ (When the she camel comes, then) Inform them that the (drinking) water (for their livestock) shall 
be shared between them (between the miraculous camel and the rest o f their livestock) and each should 
present himself on his turn (the she camel having a day fo r herself and the rest of their livestock having the 

next day fo r themselves) .  ”  (However, the people were dissatisfied with this arrangement and decided to have her killed.)

29. So they (the people) called for their companion (a notorious thug) who attacked (the camel) 

and cut (her hamstring, causing her to die).

# l£ S
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30. How (severe) was My punishment and warnings (when it came to them afterwards) ?

31. Verily We sent against them a single shout (a deafening blast from the sky, which killed them all) 

and they became like the rubble dry sticks (that are thrown away by one who builds enclosures fo r  

cattle) (Th is  is a  proverb the Arabs used to refer to something completely destroyed and useless) .

32. Undoubtedly We have made the Qur'aan simple to take lesson from ( t o  u nd ers tand ), 

so is there any who will take lessons?

33. The people of Loot rejected the warners

34. Verily We sent against them a powerful wind (of pebbles) that showered stones on
them, except for the family of Loot whom We rescued during the close (early

hours) of the last hour of the night.

35. This was a special favour (mercy) from Us (to theMu'mineen because of their Imaan). In this 
manner (by saving them from punishment) do We reward the grateful ones.

36. He (Loot<%$%%&) certainly warned them that We would seize (punish) them but (instead  of 

taking heed,) they started disputing about (making) the warnings.

3 7. (When Allaah sent some angels as guests to Loot to inform him about impending the punishment.) They
(thepeople) attempted to seduce (commit sodomy with) his guests (the angels) so We obliterated 
their eyes (blinded them as they tried). (As this happened, they were told,) “Taste My punishment and 
(the result of) My warnings!”
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38. Without a doubt, during the early hours of the morning a punishment with long- 
lasting effects afflicted them. (Stones were rained on them and their cities were lifted to the sky and flung 
upside down.)

39. (it was said to them,) “So taste My punishment and (the result of) My warnings!”

40. Undoubtedly We have made the Qur'aan simple to take lesson from, so is there 
any who will take lessons?

41. Warners (Moosa M S S  and Haaroon %&$&) definitely came to the people of Fir'oun.

42. (However; instead of taking heed,) They rejected every one of Our (nine) Aayaat so We seized 
(punished) them with the grasp of One Who is Most Mighty and Powerful (from which they had 

no escape).

43. Are your Kuffaar (in  the present times) better than these people (of the past, which makes them 

think that they will not be punished) O T  do you (Kuffaar) have immunity (freedom from punishment which is 

written) in the scriptures?

44. Or do they (the Kuffaar) say, “We are a victorious band (who can defend ourselves against Allaah's 

punishment).”

45. The band shall soon be defeated (by Allaah's punishment) and they will turn their backs 
and flee (as the Kuffaar d id  in the Battles ofBadrandAhzaab).

46. The fact is that Qiyaamah is their appointment (with truly severe punishment) and 
Qiyaamah shall be most severe and most bitter (forthem).
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Quraan Made Easy (Complete) Surah Qamar (The Moon -  54)

47. Indeed the criminals (the Kuffaar and sinners) are in error (in this world) and (because o f this, they 

will be) in blazing fires (inlheAakhirah).

48. (Let them not forget) The day when they shall be dragged into the Fire (ofjahannam) on 
their faces (and it will be said to them) “Taste the touch of the Blaze! ”

Q\9*f

49. We have certainly created everything by (finely calculated) measure (so that everything fulfils 

the requlrementsfor Its task and  s o  that everything happens when it is destined to happen).

50. And (when We desire to make something happen) Our Command (for it to take place) is but Once like 
the blinking of an eye. (It happens instantly and very quickly.)

51. Verily We have destroyed (many) nations like yourselves (in  the past and can do the same to 

you if you choose to reject Imaan) SO is there any who Will take heed (mend his ways and turn toAllaah) ?

52. Whatever they (the people of the past) did was (recorded) in the Books (in the records o f their actions 

so that nothing was omitted) .

53. (The records are so meticulous that) Every minor and major act is recorded (so a p erson  cannot 

hope to escape punishment based on insufficient evidence against him).

54. Verily those with Taqwa shall be (enjoyingthemselves) in Jannaat and in rivers...

55....in a grand place (Jannah) by the Powerful Sovereign (close toAllaah).

I
1*
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Surah 55  Surah Ar-Rahmaan

THE MOST MERCIFUL

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH AR RAHMAAN  AND SURAH QAMAR

Surah Qamar declare that Allaah is the Creator of the universe and that Only He can assist people 
in need. Surah A r Rahmaan states further that since Allaah is the source of all help, His name 
must surely be most blessed. He should also be regarded as the Fountainhead of all blessings. 
This stated in the concluding verse of the Surah where Allaah says, “Blessed is the name of 
your Rabb, the Possessor of majesty and benevolence.”

A  SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

* The beginning of the Surah, mentions nine logical proofs of Allaah's immense 
powers.

* Verses 26 to 45 warn to the Kuffaar about the punishment they will have to face in
this world and in the Aakhirah.
* Verse 46 up to the end discuss the pleasures and bounties that the Mu'mineen will receive 

inJannah.
* The S urah repeatedly asks man and Jinn in a rhetorical manner which bounties of Allaah's do 

they reject by claiming.
* These multiple bounties denote that Allaah is the Only source of blessings and fortune. Those 

who deny this fact will have to face terrible consequences in this world and in the Aa/chirah.
* However, those who will have Imaan and who accept this shall receive the everlasting 

bounties of Jannah.
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In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful.

1. Ar Rahmaan (TheM ost Com passionate-Allaah).. .

2... .taught the Qur'aan (to Rasulullaah and to mankind, guidingthem with it).

3. He created man...

4... .and (in addition to this favour, H e  even) taught him to speak.

5. (Another o f H is favours is that) The SUO and moon are (travelling) by calculated courses (orbits 
which Allaah has set fo r  them until their end o f time).  (Because o f these fixed  courses, man is able to accurately calculate 
tim eso that he can plan and organise his activities.)

6. (E v e n ) T h e creeper (shrub and the) tree prostrate (to Allaah in submission to H im ).

7. He (Allaah) raised the sky (os a protective roof above the earth) and Set up the scales (in this world by  
which man can properly weigh in trade so  that none is unjust to another)...
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8.. ..so (in return fo r this favour ensure) that you do not transgress in the matter of the scale (do

not cheat peop le  when weighing their goods).

9. And (in retum fo r this favour ensure) that you observe weight with justice and you do not 
weigh less in the scale (than what is due).

10. He (Allaah) has spread out the earth for people.

11. On it are fruit, palms with sheathed stalks,...

12... .seeds as chaff (fodder for animals) and sustenance (foodforpeople and fragrant flowers) as well.

13. So which favours of your Rabb do the two of you (man and Jin n) deny? (Since you cannot 
deny any o f Allaah's favours to you, you ought to express gratitude to H im  bp obeying H im  and fulfilling H is commands. 
After reciting this verse, M uslim s should say, “O  our Rabb! We do not deny any o f  Your bounties. A ll praise and admiration 
is for You A lo n e .”)

14. He (Allaah) created (the first) man from melodious (sounding) sand that resembles 
potter's clay. (Allaah mixed sand with water to make clay and then used the clay to fashion the m ould o f the first 
man, Aadam  When the clay had dried, it becam e hard and it made a m elodious sound when struck by hand, just
like a clay pot or vase.)

15. And He created the (first) Jinn from pure leaping fire. (After creating the first pair o f man and
Jin n , the rest o f the creation were born from them.)
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^ v

16. So which favours of your Rabb do the two of you (man and jin n ) deny?

17. (Allaah is) The Rabb of the two Easts (the two extreme points in the Eastern horizon where the sun rises 
throughout the year) and the two Wests (the two extreme points in the Western horizon where the sun sets 
throughout the year).

t w & a  w
18. So which favours of your Rabb do the two of you deny?

19. He has released (dislodged) the two (salty and fresh) waters so that they (appear to) meet.

20. (However,) Between the two (waters) is a (invisible) barrier so that the two do not 
transgTeSS (do not m ix with each other).

21. So which favours of your Rabb do the two of you deny?

22. (Another o f H is favours is that) Small and large pearls emerge from the two of them (the two 
types o f waters).

23. So which favours of your Rabb do the two of you deny?
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24. (in) His (control) are the raised (high) ships on the oceans (which are) like mountains (in

size). {Despite their immense size, AUaah keeps the ships afloat so that man is able to derive great benefits from them.}

25. So which favours of your Rabb do the two of you deny?

26. Everything on earth shall perish (on the Day ofQiyaam ah if not sooner).

27. (When this happens,) Only the countenance of your Rabb the Possessor of majesty and 
benevolence shall remain (forever, without ever perishing).

28. So which favours of your Rabb do the two of you deny?

29. All in the heavens and the earth ask /their needs) from Him and He is engaged in 
some matter every day (caringforandsustainingHiscreation).

30. So which favours of your Rabb do the two of you deny?

31. We shall soon free Ourselves for you (to reckon with you on the Day o f Qiyaamah), O the two of 
you groups (man and Jin n ) .

32. So which favours of your Rabb do the two of you deny?
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33. O  assembly (gathering) of Jinn and man! If you are able to transcend (go beyond) the 
limits of the heavens and the earth (in an effort to escape M y punishm ent), then (try to) do so. 
(However,) You will be unable to transcend (pass) without the power (which you can get only from  
Allaah).

34. So which favours of your Rabb do the two of you deny?

35. (On the Day o f  Qiyaamah) A flame and smoke shall be unleashed on the two of you (man 
and Jin n  inJahannam ) and you will be helpless to ward it off.

36. So which favours of your Rabb do the two of you deny?

@1 c a r
37. (The time shall certainly com e on  the D ay o f Qiyaamah) When the sky shall Split asunder and 
become red like hide (leather).

38. So which favours of your Rabb do the two of you deny?

39. On that day no man and no Jinn shall be asked (questioned) about his sins. (The asking
will not be the usual enquiry to gain knowledge because Allaah has knowledge o f everything. However, the asking will be 
merely to get them to admit their sins.)

40. So which favours of your Rabb do the two of you deny?
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41. The criminals (theKuffaar) will be recognised by their traits (among these will be their gloomy 

faces and terrified blue eyes) and will be Seized by their forelocks (hair) and feet (and dragged into 

Jahannam).

42. So which favours of your Rabb do the two of you deny?

&
43. (It will then be announced) “This is the Jahannam which the criminals (Kuffaar) used to 
deny.”

44. They shall pass between it and the boiling water. (Their punishment will alternate between 

suffering in Jahannam and sometimes drinkingfrom the boiling water which will tear their internal organs.)

>  V

V

l
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45. So which favours of your Rabb do the two of you deny?

5 ,Ul S S i "  *

46. The one who fears standing in the presence of his Rabb (on the Day ofQiyaamah) shall 
have two gardens (o f Jannah). (These two gardens of Jannah are reserved for those Mu'mineen who are 

extremely close toAllaah. The Jannah that other Mu'mineen will receive is mentionedfrom verse 62 onwards.)

47. So which favours of your Rabb do the two of you deny?

48. Both these (gardens) shall be filled with branches (trees laden with fruit) .

49. So which favours of your Rabb do the two of you deny?
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50. In both (gardens) there shall be two gushing springs (fountains).

51. So which favours of your Rabb do the two of you deny?

z-

52. In both there shall be a pair of every fruit (the same fruit with different flavours).

53. So which favours of your Rabb do the two of you deny?

54. They (the people qfJannah) shall recline on bedding (couches) lined with thick silk. The 
fruit of both gardens shall be extremely close (at hand, requiring no effort to pluck them).

55. So which favours of your Rabb do the two of you deny?

56. In these gardens, there shall be maidens with lowered (modest) gazes whom no 
man or Jinn has ever touched.

57. So which favours of your Rabb do the two of you deny?

58. They (these maidens) seem to appear like rubies and pearls (because o f  their delicate and clear 

complexions).

59. So which favours of your Rabb do the two of you deny?
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Z- o. s  * ?

60. Can the reward for good be anything but good? (The reward fo r the good done in this world will 
be the excellent bounties oftheAakhirah.)

61. So which favours of your Rabb do the two of you deny?

62. Lesser than these two gardens (qfJannah) are another two gardens (reserved fo r all the

other Mu'mineen).

63. So which favours of your Rabb do the two of you deny?

64. Both (are)daihgreen(becauseoftheirlushfoliage).

65. So which favours of your Rabb do the two of you deny?

66. Both have gushing springs (fountains).

<&
67. So which favours of your Rabb do the two of you deny?

68. In both are fruits, date palms and pomegranates. (Although sharing their names with those fruit
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found in this world, the fruit ofJannah will be vastly superior in every way.)

Quraart Made Easy (Complete) Surah Ar-Rahmaan (The Most Merciful -  55)

69. So which favours of your Rabb do the two of you deny?

70. In them are good and beautiful women (who will be their wives). (Apart from their physical beauty, 
the women ofJannah will also possess excellent qualities and character.)

71. So which favours of your Rabb do the two of you deny?

5 'a t  \A  Y »f\ h. “  \

72. (Describing these women further; Allaah says that they will be) Fair damsels sheltered in tents 
(camps).

73. So which favours of your Rabb do the two of you deny?

SSEsS P/vt
®|

74. Neither any man nor Jinn has ever touched them.

75. So which favours of your Rabb do the two of you deny?

76. The people ofJannah shall recline on green cushions and most beautiful carpets.

77. So which favours of your Rabb do the two of you deny?

78. Blessed is the name of your Rabb, the Possessor of majesty and benevolence
(ground).
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Surah 5 6  Surah Waaqfah

THE HAPPENING

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH WAAQl'AH  AND SURAH AR RAHMAAN

The conduding verse of Surah Ar Rahmaan mentions, “Blessed is the name of your Rabb, 
the Possessor of majesty and benevolence.” This verse denotes that even Allaah's name is 
most blessed. Allaah says in the final verse of Surah Waaqi'ah, “So glorify the name of your 
Majestic Rabb” i.e. one should praise Allaah's name and express His purity from all partners.

A SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

* The beginning of the Surah dassifies people into three groups, viz. (1) As'haabul Maymanah 
(those on the right), (2) As'haabul Mash'amah (those on the left) and (3) the Saabiqoon 
(those who have excelled far ahead).

* The qualities of each groups are then mentioned.
* A  brief mention of these groups is repeated towards the end.
* The grandeur of the Qur'aan is emphasised.
* Acceptance of the Qur'aan is encouraged.
* Mushrikeen’s disobedience is exposed.
* The core assertion of the Surah is mentioned once midway between the Surah (verse 74) and 

once at the end (verse 96).
* Four logical proofs of Allaah's power are also mentioned. These are found in:

1. Verses 57 to 62
2. Verses 63 to 67,
3. Verses 68 to 70 and in
4. Verses 71 to 73.
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In the name of AHaah, the Most Compassionate the Most Merciful.

1. When Qiyaamah will take place...

2__ there shall be none to deny its occurrence.

3. It will lower (those Kuffaar uiho behaved haughtily in this world) and elevate (those humble and sincere 

Mu'mineen who were looked down upon in this world).

4. (Qiyaamah will be the day) When the earth shall convulse (shake uncontrollably) with violent 
earthquakes.

5. And the mountains will be shattered (crumble) to pieces...

6....and become like scattered (flying) dust (floating about in the air).

7. You people will then be (sorted out) in three groups.
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8. So (the first group are) the people of the right (the sincere Mumineen)', how excellent are the
people of the right! (They are referred to as the “people of the right” because they will receive the record of their 
actions in their right hands, indicating their entry intoJannah.)

9. And (the second group are) the people of the left; how wretched are the people of the left!
(They are referred to as the “people o f the left” because they will receive the record o f their actions in their left hands, 
indicating their entry into Jahannam.)

10. The foremost (in piety) will be foremost fin Jannah). (They are the third group, who comprise of 

Mu'mineen of the highest calibre, such as the Ambiyaa and the Siddigeen.)

11. These (the foremost in piety) are indeed those brought close (nearesttoAllaah).

12. They will be (enjoying themselves) in Jannaat of bliss (delight).

®<3£>IosS)3
13. (Making up this group o f the forerunners, thereshallbe) A large group from among the earlier ones 
(the people before Rasulullaah &I3S,)...

b
®

14__and a few from among the later ones (the people after Rasulullaah SSiS). (The people before

Rasulullaah make up a large portion o f  this group because they were greater in number and because there were tens
o f thousands o f  Ambiyaa among them while no Nabi will come after Rasulullaah. ©SrJ

3

15. (On the Day o f Qiyaamah) They will be (reclining) on woven thrones (thrones woven with thread of 

puregold).
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16. Reclining on these facing each other (so that they can easily converse with each other) .

17. Youngsters of eternal (immortal) youth shall wait on them (serve). . .

S 9 s  9m H 'a  f b f

18... .with goblets and jugs and glasses filled with flowing (pure) wine.

19. Neither will they suffer headaches with it (because o f this wine), nor will they be 
intoxicated (because it will be unlike the impure wine o f this world) .

20. And (they will be sewed) a variety of fruits to choose from...

21... .and the meat of the birds they desire.

22. And (in addition to all o f  this, they shall have) fair large-eyed damsels (as their wives)...

23... .who are like preserved (protected) pearls (because o f their beauty, complexion andpurity) .

24. (They will receive all o f this) As a reward for the deeds they carried out (in the world).
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25. They will not hear any (unpleasant) noise there (in Jannah) nor any foolish (idle and sinful) 

talk.

26. Instead they will hear the (pleasant) call (greeting) of “Salaam” (Peace), “Salaam” (Peace). 
(They will greet each other with the words o f Salaam; will be greeted by the angels with these words; and Allaah will also 
greet them with these words.)

27. The people of the right, how excellent are the people of the right!

X  9JI 9 „

28. They will be (enjoyingthemselves) in (gardensof) thornless lotus flowers... 

29... .and other trees laden (withfruit)...

30. ...(They  will be enjoying all these bounties) In Unlimited shade. (The environment will be without harsh 

sunshine. Although they will have ample light, they will feel comfortable like a person who is shaded)

31. ...And (enjoying the refreshing) flowing water...

32. ...And an abundance of fruit (o f all types)...

33....that will not come to an end (because another fruit will immediately grow in the place of a plucked 

one) and will not be restricted (they will haue asm uch as they please). . .
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34. ...And (they will be redining on) elevated thrones (couches).

35. Indeed We have created these damsels (whom the “people of the right” shall marry) pure 
(without any impurities in their bodies or their behaviour).

36. And We have made them all (pure) virgins...

37. ...most beloved (every facet o f their appearance and behaviour will be pleasing to their husbands) and of 
equal (thesame) age...

9 'f.

38 for the people of the right.

39. (M a ld ngu p th epeop leoftherigh tsha llbe jA ls igq  group (member) from among the early ones (the 

people beforeRasulullaah ) . . .

40__and a large group (number) from among the later ones (the people after Rasulw

41. And (as for) the people of the left, how wretched are the people of the left!

51 9 S r

42. They shall be (suffering) in a fierce scorching wind (hot vapour), boiling (burning) water.,
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43 and the shade of black smoke...

44__ that will neither be cool nor hospitable. (Rather, it will add to the heat and misery.)

45. Verily these people used to indulgence in their wealth and luxuries before (in the

world).

46. They used to persistently commit major sins (like Shirk, belying the Ambiyaa and

denying resurrection) .

47. They used to say, “After we die and have become sand and bones, will we then be 
resurrected (raised up)?”

50. “...shall certainly be gathered for an appointment of a known day (Whose the time 

Allaah has specified). ”

48. “Or our early forefathers?”

49. Say, “Indeed the early ones and the latter ones...”

51. “Then, O you who deviated (from the straight path) rejecters (a flm a a n ).. .”
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52. “.. .you shall surely eat from the Zaqqoom (cursed) tree (see verses62-67o f Surah 37). ”

53. “And you shall fill your bellies with it (because o f your intense hunger). ”

54. “You shall (then) drink boiling water upon it (to try to force the scraps down). . . ”

*90 ) ✓

55. “...andyou shall drink like thirsty camels.”

56. This is the hospitality they will receive on the Day of Reckoning.

57. We have created you, so why do you (Kuffaar) not accept (Imaan)?

58. Tell me about the seed (sperm) that you issue forth? (Do you have control over its course and the 

process o f conception?)

59. (After conception,) Do you create the child or are We the Creators?

60. We have decreed death among you and We are not helpless...

61. ...to replace you with others like you and make you into forms (beings) that you 
have no knowledge of.
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62. You already have knowledge of the first (timeAllaah created the whole of) creation, so why
do you not take heed (and realise that it is simple for Allaah to create you again on the Day < ?

63. Tell me about what you plant.

64. Do you make it (theseed) grow or are We the Ones who make it grow?

65. If We wish We could reduce it (your crops) to bits (by some disaster) and leave you 
astounded...

66. ■. .(saying “We are being taxed (burdened with debt and ruined) . ”

67.“Indeed, we are deprived (for we have lost everything).”

68. Tell me about the water you drink.

69. Do you cause it to rain from the clouds or is it We Who cause it to rain?

70. If We willed it, We could have made the water salty (depriving you o f  anything to quench your
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thirst), so why are you not grateful?

Quraan Made Easy (Complete) Surah Waaqi'ah (The Happening ■ 56)

71. Tell me about the fire that you kindle.

72. Did you create the tree (to makethefire) or is it We Who created it?

2

73. We have made it as a reminder (o f Our great power) and as a source of benefit to the 
travellers (who are then able to light fires as the^ journey) •

* 1 ®  ' ' S i  • ' t i l l * '  9 l

74. So glorify the name of your Majestic Rabb (to express your thanks fo r everything He has given

you).

5* r

i s=  to

75. 1 swear by the positions of the stars (wheretheyriseandset) !

76. This is undoubtedly a great oath if you (only) knew (understand).

77. Verily this (revelation to Rasulullaah 2HI is the honourable Quraan...

78. ...(which is recorded) in a preserved book (the “LowhulMahfoodh ’’).

79. Only the pure ones (the angels, who are pure from sin) may touch it (the “Lowhul Mahfoodh”) . (The
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Shayaateen and all evil forces have absolutely no access to it.)

Quraan Made Easy (Complete) Surah Waaqfah (The Happening - 56)

80. (This Qufaan is) A revelation from the Rabb of the universe.

81. Do you regard this (Qur’aan) as something trivial (something to be treated lightly)?

82. Have you fixed as your shares (have you resolved) that you shall reject (the Qur'aan) ?

83. So (if you feel powerful enough to oppose the message of your Creator) why do yOU not (intervene) when 
the soul reaches the throat (of a dying person). . .

84... .and you (as family and friends) are all there watching (helplessly) ?

85. We are even nearer to him than you but you fail to see (despite knowing at that moment that 

We are in control o f all affairs, you still choose to exert your opinions over Ours and reject what We say) .

3
@

86. If you are exempt from being resurrected fas you claim), why do you not...

->Z

87. ...return the soul (o f a dead person to his body) if you are truthful fin your claim that things will 

happen as you wish and not as theAmbiyaa inform you) ?

Jt
®

88. Therefore, fafier leaving this world) if someone it from among those brought close fio
Allaah)...
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89___he shall have comfort (re s t ), sustenance (p rov is ion s ) and the Jannaat of bliss (d e lig h t).

90. If he was from among the people of the right...

91___(he will be told), “Peace be on you. You are from the people of the right (and have nothing

to jea r).”

92. However, if he was among the rejecters (d isb e lie ve rs ) and deviated (astray) ones...

93... .he will be served boiling water...

94___and shall enter (b e  cast in to ) the blazing fire.

95. This is most definitely the irrefutable (undeniable) truth.

96. So glorify the name of your Majestic Rabb (and do your best to secure salvation in theAakhirah) .
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Quraan Made Easy (Complete) Surah Hadeed (Iron - 57)

Surah 5 7  Surah Hadeed

IR O N

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH HADEED  AND THE PRECEDING SURAHS

Surah Najm declares that none can overrule AUaah's decision and that none can truly be of 
assistance besides Allaah. Surah Qamar then proceeds to explain that it is Only Allaah Who has 
created everything perfectly. In more detail, Surah Ar Rahmaan repeatedly expresses the belief 
that Allaah is the Creator, Master and Controller of the universe. Therefore, Only He must be 
regarded as the only source of blessings and fortune.

Thereafter, Surah Waaqi'ah asserts that Allaah's purity from all partners must be declared 
because none can share these attributes with Him. Once people have understood the above 
concepts, they should be prepared to invest their lives and their wealth for propagating Islaam.

After Surah Hadeed, all the Surahs until Surah Tahreem (Surah 66) share the same themes 
contained in Surah Hadeed. Surah Hadeed contains the following two themes:

1. Spending one's wealth in Allaah's path.
2. Encouragement for Jihaad.

The four Surahs following Surah Hadeed (viz. Surahs Mujaadalah, Hashar, Mumtahina and 
Saff) share the second of the two themes. The first theme is shared by the next four Surahs, viz. 
Surahs Jumu'ah, Munaflqoon, Taghaabun and Talaaq. Thereafter, as an epilogue, Surah 
Tahreem mentions both these themes. Surahs Hashar, Saff, Jumu'ah and Taghaabun begin with 
Allaah's glorification (Tasbeeh) so that people do not forget the principle belief in Towheed and to 
avoid of all types of Shirk. People must also realise that Jihaad is waged for the propagation of 
belief.

A SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

* An introduction.
* The command to spend in Allaah's way.
* FivereasonsforspendinginAUaah’spath(inverses7,10,11,18and20).
* EncouragementtotakepartinJihaad.
* G lad tidings of victory.
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In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful

1. Everything in the heavens and the earth glorifies Allaah (even though man cannot perceive 

it). He is the Mighty, the Wise.

2. To Him belongs the kingdom of the heavens and the earth, He gives life and death 
and has power over all things.

3. He is the First (in existence before everything), the Last (will live forever, even though everything else may 

perish), the Apparent (His power is visible in all His creation), the Hidden (He cannot be seen in this world) 

and He has knowledge of everything (in the past, present and future).

4. It is He Who created the heavens and the earth in six days and then turned His 
attention towards the throne. He knows what enters the earth (such as rain), what 
emerges from it (such as plants), what descends from the sky (such as angels with His commands) 

and what lifts into it (such as the actions o f man). He is with you wherever you are and Allaah 
sees whatever you do.

5. To Him belongs the kingdom of the heavens and the earth and all matters return to 
Allaah (forjudgement).
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6. He enters the night into the day and the day into the night. He has knowledge of 
the secrets of the heart.

Quraan Made Easy (Complete) Surah Hadeed (Iron -  57)

7. Believe in Allaah and His Rasool and spend (in charity to please Allaah) from the 
wealth over which Allaah has made you trustees. There shall be a great reward for 
those of you who have Imaan and who spend (in charity fo r Allaah's pleasure).

8. Why is it that you do not believe in Allaah when the Rasool K  is calling you to 
believe in your Rabb and when He fAllaah) has taken a pledge from you (the Pledge ofAlist, 

with which you bound yourself to His worship) ?  If you want to have Imaan (only then will the call of 

Rasulullaah ® 8 f and a reminder o f your pledge benefit you).

9. It is He (Allaah) Who revealed clear Aayaat to His slave (Rasulullaah W ]  to remove you 
from darkness (o f kufr and Shirk and to bring you) into light (o f Imaan and Islaam). (Allaah makes the means 

fo r your guidance because) Indeed Allaah is Most Compassionate (Gentle) and Most Merciful 
(Kind) towards you.

10. Why is it that you do not spend in Allaah's way (to pleaseAllaah) when the inheritance 
of the heavens and the earth belongs to Him? (Whatever you have in this world is only as a temporary 

owner. After all the temporary owners o f possessions and properties die, it will be only Allaah Who will be Alive to take 
complete ownership o f everything. Therefore, whatever wealth you hold back will be His eventually without benefiting 
you. For this reason, it is wise rather to spend whatever you can fo r His pleasure so that you can earn rewards fo r it.) 

None of you (Muslims) can equal (the rewards of) those (Sahabah $ 9 ® ! who spent (for Allaah's

pleasure) and fought (in battle) before the conquest (ofMakkah because their spending and fighting were 

against tremendous odds). These people are greater in status (higher in rank) than those who 
spent and fought after (the conquestofMakkah). However, Allaah has promised good (Jannah) 

for all and Allaah is Informed of what you do.
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11. Who is it that will lend to Allaah a beautiful (good) loan (by spending in causes that He 

recommends) so that Allaah may multiply it (his reward for him and so that he may have a 
generous reward?

12. On the day (o f  Qiyaamah), you will see the light of the Mu'mineen and Mu'minaat run 
ahead of them and on their right (and ie/ij-hand sides (guidingthem across the dark Bridge o/Siraat). 

(They wilt be told,) “Today you are given the good news of Jannaat beneath which rivers 
flow, where you shall live forever.” That is the supreme success.

13. On that day the hypocrite (treacherous) men and hypocrite women shall say to the 
Mu'mineen, “Wait for us so that we may have some of your light.” It will be said, 
“Return from where you came (where the light was distributed) and search for light there!”
(However, they will be refused light when they go back and) Then (when they return to where the Mu'mineen are,) a 
wall with a gate will be placed between them (separating them from the Mu'mineen). Allaah's 
mercy will be on the inside (o f the wall where the M u’mineen are) while there will be punishment 
on the outside (where the hypocrites have been left).

14. They (the hypocrites) will call out to them (the Mu'mineen, saying], “Were we not (living) with 
yOU (in the world)?”  They (the Mu’mineen) will reply, “Certainly, but (instead of sharing the true Imaan 

we had,) you trapped yourselves in deviation (and temptation, thereby remainingKuffaar by heart), you 
laid in wait (to harm us at the first opportunity), you doubted (the truth ofJslaam) and (worthless) hopes 
(that istaam will perish some day) deceived you until Allaah's command (death) arrived. And (in 

addition to this) the deceiver (Shaytaan) deceived (misguided) you about Allaah (assuring you that 

Allaah will not punish you ).”

15. “Today ransom shall neither be accepted from you (hypocrites to free you from punishment) 

nor from the Kuffaar. Your abode shall be the Fire (ofJahannam) and it is the worst of (the 

most evil) places to return to. ”
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•SUaSSSSSî râ < A ’ -

16. Has the time not come for the hearts of the Mu'mineen to submit to Allaah's 
remembrance (earnestly) and to the truth that has been revealed. (The time has now arrived for 

them to forsake sin and to do everything to fulfil all o f Allaah's commands.) ?  (Submit now before it is too late and) Do 
not become like those who were given the Book before (the Jews and Christians, who delayed in 

submitting completely to their Deen and did as they desired) after which a long period of time elapsed (in 

this disgraceful manner) and their hearts (eventually) hardened (because o f their incessant sinning, thereby 

depriving them of the ability to repent). (In fact, even today) A large number of them (the Jews and Christians) 

are sinners (disobedient without any worry o f  retribution).

17. Know that Allaah revives the earth after its death (and can certainly turn you into a pious 

person once you have repented fo r your sins, regardless of their magnitude). We have explained the Aayaat 
for you so that you may understand (thetruth).

18. Verily Allaah shall multiply (increase the rewards of) those men who give charity, those 
women who give charity and those who give Allaah a beautiful (good) loan (by spending for 

Allaah's pleasure). Theirs shall be a generous reward (which will be multiplied at least ten times).

19. Those who believe in Allaah and His Rusul are extremely true (in their claim tolmaan) 

and are martyrs (for they have sacrificed their desires to fulfil Allaah's commands). They shall be near 
their Rabb where they shall have their reward and their light. Those who disbelieve 
and deny Our Aayaat will be the dwellers of the Blaze (Jahannam).

20. Know that the life of this world is merely play (sport), futility (o f little use), decoration
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(superficial), boasting among each other and rivalry (competition) in wealth and children. 
The example of this is like rain which feeds the plants that amaze (satisfies) the farmers. 
Thereafter, it dries and you will see it become yellow, only to be reduced to bits.
(Similarly, the world seems attractive but will soon be reduced to worthless ruins.) (However, reality is) In the 
Aakhirah (where) there shall (either) be severe punishment (far the Kuffaar or), forgiveness 
and (Allaah's) pleasure (fortheMu'm ineen). The life of this world is but items of deception. (It
deceives people into thinking that it is the be all and end all o f their existence, thereby deceiving them into chasing after 
material things at the expense o f their Aakhirah.)

21. (Instead o f chasing after the things of this world, rather) Race towards the forgiveness of your Rabb 
and a Jannah, the width of which is like that of the sky and the earth. (The length is 

unimaginable.) It has been prepared for those who believe in Allaah and His Rusul. This 
(forgiveness and Allaah's pleasure) is the grace of Allaah which He gives to whoever He desires. 
Allaah is the Possessor of immense grace.

22. Every calamity that afflicts you on earth (such as earthquakes and other disasters) and in 
yourselves (such as diseases and anxiety) is recorded in the Book (the “Lowhul Mahfoodh”) before 
We even bring it about (make it happen). This is certainly easy for Allaah.

23. (You are informed o f this) So that you do not grieve about what you lose (because you know that 

this is Allaah's will) and you do not boast about what you receive (because you know that u is from  

Allaah). Allaah dislikes every haughty (proud) braggart (who praises himself fo r what he has, thereby 

refusing to acknowledge Allaah'sfauours to him)...

24....who is miserly and who instructs (teaches) others to be miserly. And whoever 
turns away (from thanking and worshipping Allaah), then (he should know that) Allaah is Certainly 
Independent (not in need o f his gratitude or worship), Most Worthy of praise (all praise belongs to Him 

regardless o f whether the Kaafir accepts it or not).
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25. Indeed We have sent Our Rusul with clear proofs (advice and guidance) and sent with 
them the Book (divine scriptures) and the Scale (laws to enforce justice) so that people uphold 
justice (by acting according to the Shari1 ah). And (in addition to the many favours We have given mankind) We 
have (also) sent (created) iron (which is indispensable to man and) which holds great (fighting) power 
(when used to make weapons o f war) and benefits for man. (Allaah has created iron fo r man) So that He 
knows who will (use the weapons made from iron to) assist Him (His Been) and His Rusul without 
seeing Him (Allaah and without seeing the rewards o f the Aakhirah). Verily Allaah is Powerful, 
Mighty. (Although Allaah does not need man's assistance to promote His Deen, He instructs man to assist in its 
propagation for man's own benefit.)

26. Verily We have sent Nooh MSJS and Ibraheem (asAmbiyaatotheirpeople) and We
had sustained (appointed)  Prophethood and scriptures in their progenies (by making many of 

their offspring A m b iy a a ^ ^ ^  and revealing scriptures to them). Among them (their progenies) were those 
who were rightly guided but many of them were sinners (disobedient).

27. Thereafter (after Nooh S E f f iand Ibraheem We successively sent Our Rusul in
their footsteps (to guide people as they did). (Eventually) We sent Isa the son of Maryam,
gave him the Injeel and placed compassion and mercy in the hearts of those who 
followed him. They invented monasticism evolving isolation from society and forsaking marriage and 

pleasures) which We did not ordain for them but they did it in search of Allaah's 
pleasure (to preserve their Deen from the corruption that society introduced to it). However, they did not 
observe it (its demands) as it ought to have been observed (because its demands were against human 

nature). (However, after the coming o f Rasulullaah dsi2$r,) We granted their reward to those of them 
who had Imaan (who believed in Rasulullaah m  and accepted Islaam) while many of them were 
sinners (choosing to stay away from Islaam).

28. O you (C/iristtansJ who believe (in is a ^ W ^ j !  Fear Allaah and believe in His Rasool, 
He shall grant you two shares of HlS mercy (one fo r believing in Isa and another for accepting

Islaam and believing in Rasulullaah ) , create a light for you to walk in (to guide you in this world and

on the Bridge ofSiraat) and forgive you. Allaah is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful.
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29. (Allaah has granted all these favours) So that the People of the Book (who have not accepted Islaam) 

may know that they have no power over Allaah's grace (they will not attain salvation without 

accepting islaam) and that all grace is in Allaah's hand. He grants it to whoever He pleases
(He grants salvation to whoever He wills at His discretion). Allaah is the Possessor of immense grace 
(beauty).
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Surah 5 8  Surah Mujaadalah

THE LADY WHO DEBATED

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH MUJAADALAH  AND SURAH HADEED

Surahs Mujaadalah, Hashar, Mumtahina and Saff are all linked to Surah Hadeed because they 
discuss the second theme of Surah Hadeed i.e. encouragement for Jihaad.

A SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

* The ruling pertaining to 'zihaar' introduces the Surah.
* The Munaafiqeen are rebuked.
* Three laws pertaining to the reformation of the Munaafiqeen.
* The Munaafiqeen are warned about the evil consequences of their deeds, 

which they will have to face in this world and in the Aakhirah.
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In the name of AUaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful.

A lady by the name ofKhowla bint Tha'laba was married to Auis bin Saamlt w>lsS>, When he once intended to cohabit
with her, she refused in the best interests o f his welfare. However, he became upset and immediately blurted out the 
words, "You are like the back o f my mother to me. ” This entailed Zihaar. He soon regretted his statement, but told her that 
she was now Haraam fo r him. Hearing this, Khowla exclaimed, “By Allaah! This cannot be divorce. ” She then went to 
Rasulullaah and presented her case thus, “O  Rasulullaah {Seal/ When my husband married me, l  was young and
rich. My husband has since consumed all my wealth and youth. Now when the members o f my family have all been 
scattered and I  am an old woman, he has carried out Zihaar with me. He now regrets his act Is there any way by which the 
two of us can be reunited?” Rasulullaah S S I replied by saying, “You are Haraam fo r him. ” She said, “0  Rasulullaah 
tUSP/ l  swear by the Being Who revealed the Qur’aan to you! My husband never used the word 'Talaaq' (divorce). I  have 
children from him and 1 am most beloved to him.” When Rasulullaah reiterated his earlier reply, she said, “1 shall 
present my case in Allaah's court I  have lived with my husband fo r too long. ” Rasulullaah said to her that as far as he
understood the matter, she was Haraam fo r her husband and that no clear injunction had been revealed to him in this 
regard. During her discussion with Rasulullaah fSS , she added that if her small children had to be left with her husband, 
they would be destroyed. On the other hand, if they were left with her, they would probably die o f starvation. As she was 
saying thi$ she raised her eyes to the heavens saying, “O Allaah! I  plead my case before You. Reveal a command to Your 
Rasool so that my difficulty is alleviated. "This was thejirst timethataMuslim practised Zihaar. This incident was the
reasonAllaah revealed the following verses to Rasulullaah

1. Allaah had certainly heard the speech of the lady who debated with you (O 
Rasulullaahi ls i? ) concerning her husband and who complained to Allaah. Allaah was 
listening to your discussion. Verily Allaah is All Hearing, All Seeing.

2. Those of you who practise Zihaar with their wives, (should remember that) their wives are 
not their mothers (and cannot become such merely by using the words o f  Zihaar). Their mothers are 
only those who have given birth to them. Indeed (by using the words o f Zihaar) they are merely 
making foolish and false statements. (However, if they repent after making such statements, then) 

Verily Allaah is Most Pardoning, Most Forgiving (and H e is prepared to forgive them).
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3. Those who practise Zihaar and then wish to retract what they say, they will have to 
free a (mate or female, Muslim or non-Muslim) slave before the couple can (even) touch each 
Other. (Before doing this, they cannot even do somethingas trivial uih ich may lead to further intimacy). This is the 
advice Allaah gives you and (ifaperson indulges in intercourse with his wife before freeing the slave, Allaah 

will punish him fo r this transgression because) Allaah is Informed about what you do.

4. The one who cannot do this (is unable to free a slave) should fast for two consecutive 
months (60 days) before the couple can (even) touch each other. The one who cannot 
even do this (fasting fo r two months) should feed Sixty poor people. (Besides discouraging Zihaar and 

securing forgiveness for the husband,) This (penalty fo r Zihaar) is (ordered) SO that you may believe (so that 

you strengthen your conviction) in (the guidance given to you by) Allaah and His Rasool These are
the limits set by Allaah and the Kaafiraon (those who disregard the limits set by Allaah) shall have 
a painful punishment.’

5. Verily those who oppose Allaah and His Rasool (in any matter) will be disgraced
(already in this world) like those (Kuffaar) before them were disgraced. (They certainly deserve the 

punishment they get because their opposition is despite the fact that) We have Certainly revealed clear 
Aayaat (that make the truth dear to them). (In addition to the disgrace o f this world,) The Kaafiroon shall 
Suffer a humiliating (disgraceful) punishment (in theAakhirah as well) .

6. (This punishment will be) On the Day (o f Qiyaamah when) Allaah shall raise them all (from their 

graves) and inform (remind) them of the actions they carried out. Allaah has kept record 
(o f all their actions) while they have forgotten. Allaah is Witness over everything (because 

nothing escapes His attention) .
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7. Do you not see that Allaah knows whatever is in the heavens and whatever is on 
earth? Whenever there is a secret meeting of three, He is the fourth. When there are 
five, He is the sixth and whenever there are less or more, He is with them wherever 
they may be. (He has complete knowledge of everything they say and do.) Then on the Day of 
Qiyaamah Allaah will inform (remind) them of the actions they carried out (andpunish them 

accordingly). Verily Allaah has knowledge of everything.

8. (Referring to the Jews and Munaaflqeen who used to whisper to each other when a Muslim passed by them to hurt his 

feelings, Allaah says,) Can you not see those (Munaafiqeen) who were prevented (by Rasulullaah & & )  

from holding secret meetings (by whispering to each other) but who then returned to what 
they had been prevented from? They secretly meet to conspire (plot) sin, transgression 
and to disobey the Rasool H i .  When they come to you (ORasulullaah SUSP,, they greet you 
with words that Allaah does not greet you with (instead o f greeting Rasulullaah with the words
“As Salaamu Alaykum” [ “Peace be on you”], the Jews used to say, “As Saamu Ahykum” [“May death come to you”] )  

and they say to themselves, “ (If what we do is wrong,) Why does Allaah not punish us 
(immediately) for what we say?” (They fail to realise that Allaah is merely giving them time to become more 

deserving o f  the ultimate punishment o f Jahannam.) Sufficient for them is Jahannam which they 
shall enter (in theAakhirah). It (Jahannam) is the worst of places to return to.

9. O you who have Imaan! When you convene secret meetings, then do not do it to 
conspire sin, transgression and (to) disobey the Rasool Rather hold such 
meetings for purposes of virtue and Taqwa (to discuss doing things that please Allaah and Rasulullaah 

S ) .  Fear Allaah to Whom you shall all be gathered.

10. Secret meetings (to discuss evil) are really (acts) from Shaytaan (who misleads people) to
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cause grief to the Mu'mineen. However, these (secret meetings) can do nothing to harm 
them except with Allaah's permission. (Therefore,) Only in Allaah should the 
Mu'mineen trust. (With Allaah protecting a person, no one can harm him at all.)

11. O you who have Imaan! When it is said to you, “Make space (for others)”  in 
gatherings, then make space, Allaah shall make way (room) for you (in jannah). And when 
it is said to you, “Stand up (for salaah, for Jihaad or to leave the gathering),”  then stand up (as 
commanded), Allaah shall elevate (raise up) by many ranks the Mu'mineen (the believers) 

among you and those given knowledge (o f Been). Allaah is Informed of what you do.

12. (To prevent people from unnecessary private discussions with Rasulullaah WHjB, which were taking up too much of 

his time, Allaah instructed,) O you who have Imaan! When you (wish to) speak privately (in 

confidence) with the Rasool 2S8, then offer charity (voluntary) before speaking. This is best
for you and purer. (However,) If you do not find the means (to spend In charity and the need fo r such a 

discussion is vital) then (you may discuss without giuing charity and Allaah will forgive you because) Allaah is 
certainly Most Forgiving, Most Merciful.

ir
13. (Referring to the reluctance o f some Muslims to discuss privately with Rasulullaah (8=11? because they had to offer 

charity, Allaah says,) Are you reluctant (afraid) to offer charity before your private discussions 
(with Rasulullaah ?  (Allaah then cancelled the command to give charity before private discussions with Rasulullaah

iiSir and said,) If yOU do not do it and Allaah pardons you (by completely revoking the command), 

then (do not be reluctant to fulfil your other obligations, so continue to) establish salaah, pay zakaah and 
obey Allaah and His Rasool (S S . (Donotforgetthat) Allaah is Informed of what you do.

14. Have you not seen those (theMunaafiqeen) who befriend a nation (the Jews) with whom 
Allaah is angry? They (the Munaafiqeen are neither from among you (Muslims although they claim 

to be) nor from among them (the Jews, even though they harbour the same belî /s) and they knowingly 
take false oaths (to convince people thatthey are sincere to them).
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15. Allaah has prepared a severe punishment for them (m jahannam). Evil indeed is that 
which they do.

16. They take their oaths (that they are Muslims) as shields (to protect themselves from  being exposed as 

hypocrites) and prevent (others) from Allaah's path. Theirs shall be a humiliating (disgraceful) 

punishment.

17. Neither their wealth (riches) nor their children can offer them any help against (the 

punishment of) Allaah. They are the inmates (dwellers) of the Fire (afJahannam) where they 
shall live forever.

18. On the Day (ofQiyaamah) when Allaah shall raise them all (from their graves), they will 
take oaths before Him (that they are sincere Muslims) just as they take oaths before you 
(Muslims) thinking that they are in good stead (that they will get away with it and be saved from  

punishment). Behold! They are certainly liars (and will never be able to foo l Allaah).

19. Shaytaan has overpowered (possessed) them (thereby making them do what he wants) and made 
them forget to remember Allaah (because o f which they disobey Allaah’s commands). These are the 
group of Shaytaan. Behold! The group of Shaytaan is ataloss (the real losers in both worlds).

20. Verily those who oppose Allaah and His Rasool I S  are the most disgraced (hold no 

value).

21. Allaah has ordained, “Verily My Rusul and 1 shall certainly be victorious (over Our 

enemies in the end ).”  Indeed, Allaah is Powerful, Mighty.
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22. You will not find people who believe in Allaah and the Last Day befriending 
those who oppose Allaah and His Rasool & SS  even though they (those who oppose Allaah and 

RasuMaah (U S ) are their fathers, their sons, their brothers or their families. These
(Mu'mineen who do not associate with their relatives who oppose Allaah and Rasulullaah are the people in
whose hearts Allaah has written (strengthened) Imaan and whom Allaah assists with His 
mercy (with spirtual life). Allaah shall enter them into Jannaat beneath which rivers flow 
where they shall live forever. Allaah is pleased with them and they are pleased with 
Him. They are the group of Allaah. Behold! The group of Allaah shall be the only 
successful ones. (This verse refers specifically to the Sahabah and thereafter to all other
Mu'mineen.)
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Surah 5 9  Surah Hashar

THE EXILE

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH HASHAR  AND SURAH MUJAADALAH

Surah Mujaadalah censured the worst of the Munaafiqeen, whereas Surah Hashar deals with 
those Munaafiqeen who were not so inlractable.

A SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

* An assertion of Towheed.
* Warnings about the consequences of hypocrisy to be faced in this world.
* The distribution of the booty that is captured without a fight.
* Reproaching the Munaafiqeen.
* Towheed is repeated with proofs to substantiate it.
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In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful

1. Whatever (Everything that) is in the heavens and whatever is on earth (even though many 

things appear to be non-livingto man) glorifies (celebrates thepureness of) Allaah . He is the Mighty, the 
Wise.

2. It was He who removed (expelled) the Kuffaar from among the People of the Book (the 

Jewish Banu Nadheer tribe) from their homes (in Madinah) for the first exile (when they attempted to 

assassinate Rasulullaah After being banished from Madinah, they proceeded to live in Khaybar). You (Muslims)

never thought that they (the Jews) would emerge (from their fortresses to surrender) and they 
thought that their fortresses would save them from Allaah, but Allaah's grasp came 
to them from where they never expected. (Being well-equipped and wealthy, the Jews did not expect 

that they would be defeated by the Muslims who were not as wealthy or as well-equipped as them.) Allaah cast 
terror (for the Muslims) into their hearts (the hearts o f the Jews) and (when they prepared to leave Madinah,) 

they uprooted (took down) their homes with their own hands (to take with them as much as they 

could carry) and with the hands of the Mu'mineen (who assisted them to leave). So take heed, O  
people with insight! (Keep in mind that those who appose Allaah and Hasulullaah are humiliated even in
this world.)

3. If Allaah had not decreed the exile for them, He would certainly have punished 
them in this world (by having them executed). And in the Aakhirah, theirs shall be the 
punishment of the Fire (ofJahannam which will not be reduced).

4. This (punishment in both worlds) is (deserved) because they (openiyj opposed Allaah and His
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5. (Referring to the date plantations o f the Banu Nadheer that the Muslims destroyed to break the morale of the Jews so 

that they may surrender, Allaah says,) Every date palm that you (Muslims) Cut (and burnt) Or left 
standing on its roots was by Allaah's permission and to humiliate the sinners. (It was
done by Allaah's command and not merely to destroy property.)

6. You (Muslims) neither ran your horses nor your camels for the booty (wealth) that Allaah 
gave to His Rasool (You u>on the bcttle without much travelling and without a fight.) (It is the practice of 

Allaah that) Allaah grants His Rusul authority over whoever He pleases (even without a fight). 

Allaah has power over everything.

7. The booty (wealth) that Allaah granted His Rasool (wuhoutabattle beingfough from the
people of the villages is for Allaah (to be distributed as Allaah pleases), for the (needs o f the) 

RasoollSli, for the relatives (ofRasulullaah S j ,  for the orphans, for the poor and for the 
travellers so that this wealth may not remain as horded riches with the wealthy 
among you. (By distributing it in this manner, the wealth is circulated among people so that all may benefit) .Hold  
fast to what (commands; the Rasool m  gives you and refrain from what (actions; He 
prevents you (because whatever he instructs you is from  Allaah). Fear (disobeying; Allaah, for Allaah 
punishes very severely.

8. (A  share o f the booty received without a fight is also reserved) For the poor Muhaajireen who were 
removed from their homes and their possessions. They seek Allaah's grace (bounty) 

and pleasure and assist Allaah and His Rasool W .  These are the ones who are true
(in their claim tolmaan).
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9. (Part o f  this booh) is also for) Those (theAnsaar) who adopted the place (Madinah) as their home 
before them (before the Muhaajireen) and (had adapted) Imaan. They (theAnsaar) love those who 
migrate to them (the Muhaajireen) and find no want (jealousy/ or envy) in their hearts for what 
they (the Muhaajireen) are given. They (theAnsaar) prefer (others) above themselves (they prefer to 

give to others) even though they are themselves in need (o f the things they give). (Like the AnsoorJ 

Those who are saved (protected) from the miserliness (and greed) of the soul are really the 
successful ones (who will attain salvation).

10. Those who come after them (after the Muhaajireen andAnsaar ought to) say, “O OUT Rabb! 
Forgive us and our brothers (the Sahabah 8 3 ® )  who passed before us with Imaan. And 
do not place any impurity (ill will) in our hearts against those who have Imaan. O our 
Rabb! Indeed You are the Most Forgiving, Most Merciful.”

11. Have you not seen the hypocrites who say to their Kuffaar brothers of the People 
of the Book (the Jews o f the Banu Nadheer tribe), “If you are exiled, we shall definitely leave 
(Madinah) with you (to express our solidarity) and we shall never obey the word of anyone 
concerning you (we shall not obey anyone who tells us to expel or kill you). We shall also certainly 
assist yOU if you are fought (we shall assist you if the Muslims attack you ).”  Allaah testifies (bears 

witness) that they are certainly liars.

12. If they (the Jews) are exiled, they (theMunaafiqeen) will not leave (Madinah) with them and 
if they (the Jews) are engaged in battle (against the Muslims), they (theMunaafiqeen) will not assist 
them (as they had promised). Even if they (theMunaafiqeen) have to (are forced to) assist them, they 
Will (uerysoonj SUiely tum their backs (and flee from the battlefield as they always do) after which they 
(the Jews) will not have any assistance (any where).
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13. Without doubt the fear that they (theMunaafiqeen) have in their hearts for you (Muslims) 
is more than the fear they have for Allaah. This is because they are a nation that has 
no understanding. (They fail to realise Allaah's pow er and therefore fear fo r  people more than they fear Allaah).

14. Their combined forces (of the Jew s) will fight you (Muslims) only from fortified 
strongholds (fortresses) or from behind walls (of a fortified city because they fear fighting you  i n th e o p e n . 
This is exactly what happened when the M uslim s marched to fight the Je w s in Khaybar).  (Although they will com bine to 
fight you Muslims,) The rivalry amongst them is intense (fierce). You think that they are 
united fas they stand against you) whereas their hearts are divided (their unity is superficial and nothing 
to be feared). This (division between them) has occurred because they are a nation that has no 
(wisdom) knowledge (qfthetrueD een to unite upon).

15. Their example (situation) is like those (Jew s c f  theB anu Qaynuqa tribe who lived) shortly before 
them who tasted the consequence of their doing (for breaking their treaty with the M uslim s and were 
exited to a place called Adhra'oat). Tlwira shall be a painful punishment.

16. (Their exam ple is) Like the example of Shaytaan when he says to man, “Commit kufr.”
(becom e disbelievers) So when man commits kufr fond has to suffer punishm ent either in this world or in the 
Aakhirah), Shaytaan says, “I have nothing to do with you. (You cannot blame m e because I  did not 
jorceyou .) Indeed I fear (thepunishmentcf) Allaah, the Rabb of the universe.”

t
i0

17. The plight (end) of the two (Shaytaan and the on e whom he misleads) is that both shall suffer in 
the Fire (pfjahannam) forever. This is the punishment of the oppressors (sinners).

18.0  you who have Imaan! Fear Allaah and let every soul see (consider) what (good deeds) 
it has sent ahead for tomorrow (to be rewarded on the D ay o f  Qiyaam ah). Fear (the punishm ent of) 
Allaah (by fulfilling his commands and refraining from sin)! Indeed Allaah is Informed of what you 
do. (Hence adopt the way o f piety and guard against sins).
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19. (O  Muslims!) Do not become like those who forgot (neglected to fulfil the com m ands of) Allaah 
after which He made them forget themselves. (This caused them to eventually neglect their duties, 
leading them to commit sins that will destroy them in the Aakhirah). Those are the sinners (the heedless and 
disobedient ones).

20. The people of the Fire (Jahannam) and the people of Jannah cannot be equal. Only 
the people of Jannah are successful.

21. If We have to reveal this Qur'aan to (on to) a mountain (and grant it understanding o f the 
Qur'aan without the barrier o f carnal desires), you will see it humble itself and shatter (split) out of 
fear for Allaah. These are examples that We relate to people so that they reflect (about

their persona! conditions).

22. He is Allaah, there is no Ilaah but He. He is the Knower of the unseen and the 
seen. He is the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful.

23. He is Allaah besides Whom there is no Ilaah. He is the Sovereign, the Most Pure, 
the Giver of peace (safety), the Giver of security (shelter), the Vigilant, the Mighty, the 
Overpowering, the Glorious. He is Pure from whatever (partners) they (the Mushrikeen) 
ascribe to Him. (None can compare with H is being, attributes or actions.)

24. He is Allaah, the Creator, the Perfect Maker, the Fashioner Who has the most 
beautiful names (of suprem e beauty and perfection). Whatever is in the heavens and the earth 
glorifies Him. He is the Mighty (with absolute pow er), the Wise (with absolute knowledge and wisdom ).
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Surah 6 0  Surah Mumtahina

THE TESTED WOMAN

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH MUMTAHINA AND THE PRECEDING SURAHS

Surah Mujaadalah and Surah Hashar condemn the Munaqfiqeen. Surah Mumtahina chides 
those Muslims whose behaviour resembled that of the Munaafiqeen when they were negligent 
about the affairs of Jihaad.

A SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

* Those Muslims who befriend the Mushrikeen are reminded about their transgression.
* The rules about how to treat Muslim women who migrate from a Kaafir country to a 

Muslim country.
* The pledge of allegiance taken at the hand of Rasulullaah
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In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful

1. (Referring to the time when Haatib bin Abi Baku ah attempted to reveal confidential information to the

Mushrikeen, Allaah says,) O you who have Imaan! Do not take My enemy and your enemy as 
friends, offering your friendship to them when they reject the truth (aflslaam) that has 
come to you. They have driven out the Rasool S  and yourselves (from Makkah simply) 

because you believe in Allaah as your Rabb. If you emerge to strive (in Jihaad) in My 
path and to seek My pleasure (you would not befriend the Kuffaar). You secretly show 
friendship to them (by passing confidential information on to them) when I am Aware of what you 
conceal and what you reveal. (How is this possible when you know that Allaah has knowledge o f your 

doings?) The one who does this from among you has certainly strayed from the straight 
path.

2. If they (the Kuffaar) where to get the better of you (Muslims), they will be enemies to you 
and extend their tongues and hands towards you with evil intent. (They will do everything to 

harm you without honouring any friendship they may have had with you). (This is because) They wish that you 
were Kaafiroon (like them). (TheKuffaar will therefore never be pleased with you until you are Kuffaar like them.)

3. (If you befriend them fo r the sake o f your relatives or children, then remember that) Neither your (blood) 

relatives nor your children will help you (against Allaah's punishment) on the Day of 
Qiyaamah. (On the Day of Qiyaamah) you Will be Separated. (Those destined fo r Jahannam will be 

separated from those destined fo r Jannah and each group will go their separate ways). Allaah is Watchful over 
what you do (so be careful o f  what you do).
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4. There was certainly a sterling (good) example for you in Ibraheem and those 
who followed him when they said to their people, “We absolve (free) ourselves from 
you and from that which you worship apart from Allaah. We reject you (your beliefs and acts 

of Shirk). Enmity and hatred have surfaced (come) between yourselves and us forever
(because o f  the irreconcilable differences in our beliefs, and this will continue) until you believe in One 
Allaah.” (The words o f Ibraheem and his followers to the Kuffaar expressed their sepparation from them)

Except for the statement (saying) of Ibraheem M S S ' to his father when he said, “I shall 
definitely pray (to Allaah) for (Him to bless you with lmaan and thereby secure) your forgiveness. (Besides 

making du'aa to Allaah that He blesses you with lmaan,) I have no power to do anything for you 
against (the punishment of) Allaah. O our Rabb! In You do we trust, to You do we turn (in 

repentance) and to You shall we return (after death).”

5. “O  our Rabb! Do not make us a test (uictims) for the (oppression o f the) Kaafiroon and 
forgive (us), O our Rabb. Indeed You are the Mighty, the Wise.” (did us against our enemies.)

6. There was certainly an excellent example in them (Ibraheem and his followers) for
those of you who believe in Allaah and the Last Day. As for him who (arrogantly) turns 
away (from lmaan andlslaam), Allaah certainly is Independent (not in need o f his worship), Most 
worthy of praise.

7. (Although enmity and hatred exist between the Muslims and non-Muslims, this need not be permanent because the 
enmity can soon be transformed into lone when Allaah guides the same non-Muslims to Islaam. Referring to this, Allaah 

says,) Allaah shall soon create love (friendship) between you and those who are your 
enemies (when they accept Islaam). (This is not Impossible for Allaah because) Allaah is Most Capable 
and Allaah is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful.

8. Allaah does not forbid you from behaving cordially and justly towards those 
(Kuffaar) who do not fight you for religion and who do not drive you out from your 
homes. Verily Allaah loves those who are just.
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9. Allaah forbids you from befriending (behaving sociably with) only those (Kuffaar) who fight 
you for (your) religion, who drive you out of your homes and who assist (your enemies) in 
driving you out (o f your homes and countries). Those (Muslims) who befriend them are certainly 
oppressors (to themselves and to all Muslims).

10. (According to the Treaty ofHudaybiyyah, Muslim men who leftMakkah to join theMuslims in Madinah had to be 
returned to Makkah. However, women were excluded from the clause by mutual agreement Referring to this, Allaah 

says,) O you who have Imaan! When Mu'mineen women come to you (in a Muslim country) as 
immigrants, then (instead o f sending them back) examine them (test whether they are sincere Muslims). 

(O f course, you can only judge the sincerity o f their Imaan because only) Allaah best knows the (true) 

condition of their Imaan. If (after examining them,) you determine that they really are 
Mu'mineen women (and not impostorŝ , then do not return them to the Kuffaar. Neither are 
these women lawful (as wives) for the Kuffaar men nor are the Kuffaar men lawful fas 
husbands) for these women. Return to them (to their Kuffaar husbands) what they have spent (as 

dowry because the marriage has terminated). (Thereafter,) There is no harm if yOU (Muslim men) marry 
these women when you give them their dowry. (O  Muslim husbands!) Do not stubbornly 
cling to your Kuffaar wives ( who do no want to accept Islaam after you have accepted and who do not want to 

make Hijrah with you). Ask (their new Kuffaar husbands) for what (dowry) you have spent and let the 
Kuffaar men ask (you) for what (dowries) they have spent (when you marry their former wives who are 

now Muslims). This is Allaah's command (judgement). Allaah decides (judges) between you 
and Allaah is All Knowing, the Wise. 11

11. If you (Muslim men) lose any of your wives to the Kuffaar (when she marries a Kaafir who refuses 

to pay you back your dowry), you have your own back (when any o f  the women o f the Kuffaar accepts Islaam 

and comes over to the Muslims), then (from the money owing to the Kuffaar ex-husbands, you may) pay those 
(Muslim men) who have lost their wives (to the Kuffaar without receiving their dowries) equivalent 
(equal) of what (dowries) they have spent. Fear Allaah in Whom you believe.
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12. O Nabi Accept the pledge of allegiance from the Mu'mineen women (without 

touching their hands) and seek forgiveness from Allaah on their behalf when they come to 
you to pledge that (among other things) they will not ascribe any partner to Allaah, that 
they will not steal, that they will not fornicate (or commit adultery), that they will not kill 
their children, that they will not come forth with slander which they fabricate before 
their hands and legs (by claiming that another man's child is her husband's) and that they will not 
disobey you (0  Rasulullaah m )  in any good (deed that you command them to do ). Indeed Allaah is 
Most Forgiving (offaults and failings), Most Merciful. (Thisverseprovestheceremonialpledgeof allegiance, 
called theBay'ah, which is practised in Tasawwuf.)

13. O  you who have Imaan! Do not befriend a nation with whom Allaah is angry
(especially the Jews) and who have lost hope in the Aakhirah (have convinced themselves that 

Qiyaamah will not take place) just as the Kuffaar in the graves have lost hope (o f attaining salvation) .
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Surah 61  Surah Saff

THE ROWS

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH SAFF AND SURAH MUMTAHINA

Surah Saff also chides certain Muslims for their transgressions.

A SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

* The Surah speaks of Towheed.
* The Surah reprimands certain Mu'mineen.
* Encouragement to Jihaad is given.
* An example of the Bani Israa'eel is cited.
* The glad tiding of pending victory is conveyed.
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In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful

1. Whatever is in the heavens and whatever is on earth glorifies Allaah (even though man

may not perceive them). He is the Mighty, the Wise.

2. O you who have Imaan! Why do you say that (you have done things) which you did not 
do?

3. It is indeed a most hateful thing in the sight of Allaah that you say that (that you have 

done things) which you have not done.

4. Verily Allaah loves those (Mu'mineen) who fight (the enemies ojlslaam) in His path (standing) 

in rows (in front o f the enemy with steadfastness and unity) as if they are a Solid building.

5. (The enemies of Islaam will continue to harass the Muslims os they harassed the previous Ambiyaa 

throughout history. You Muslims should therefore remember the time) When Moosa said to his
people, “O  my people! Why do you harass me when you know that I am Allaah's 
Rasool (sent) to you?” However, when they chose to be crooked (to reject his message despite its 

clarity), Allaah further twisted (swerved) their hearts (allowed them the chance to express more 

opposition). Allaah does not guide a sinful (disobedient) nation (because they reject every means of 

guidance Allaah sends to them).
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6. (Also remember the time) When Isa the son of Maryam said, “0  children of Israa'eel! 
Indeed I am the Rasool of Allaah who has been sent) to you, confirming the Torah before 
me and giving (you) the good news of a Rasool to come after me (among the Arabs), whose 
name will be Ahmad (referring to Rasulullaah H & M ) ( T h e  name Ahmad, which Isa used to refer to
Rasulullaah (iSeSI has been translated in Creek manuscripts o f the Bible as “fteric/ytos” or “Paraclete’’. In English Bibles, 
this word is deliberately mistranslated into words such as “Counselor”, ”Comforter”, “Intercessor”, “Spirit o f truth" and 

sometimes even “Holy Spirit”.) When he (Isa $ $ $ $ * )  came to them (his people) with clear signs 
(miracIestoprovethathewasaRasool), they said, “This is clear magic.”

7. Who can be more unjust than he who forges lies about Allaah (by claiming that Allaah has 

partners) when he is being called to Islaam? Allaah does not guide unjust people (the 

Kuffaar who refuse to accept the truth despite acknowledgtngthat it is the truth).

8. They (the Kuffaar) intend to extinguish Allaah's light (Islaam by blowing it off) with their 
mouths (but this is insignificant when compared to Allaah’s might). However, Allaah shall bring His 
light to completion (so that it enters every home on earth) even though the Kaafiroon hate it.

9. It is He (Allaah) Who sent His Rasool S  with guidance and the true Deen (islaam) to 
make it dominant over all other religions, even though the Mushrikeen may hate it.

'9 s '  '/ «• >

10. O you who have Imaan! should I not show you a trade (something that requires a small capital 

outlay and promises tremendous profits) that will save you from a painful punishment (Jahannam)?

11. (The trade is that you) Believe in Allaah and His Rasool H i  and strive in Allaah's path
(to propagate Islaam) with your wealth (possessionŝ  and lives (selves). This is best for you (for your 

prosperity in both worlds) if you but knew. (Belief, goodactionsandJihaadbringsuccess)
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12. (When you do this,) Allaah shall forgive your sins and enter you into Jannaat beneath 
which rivers flow and into wonderful mansions in the eternal Jannah. That (and not the 

temporary gains o f this world) is the Supreme (greatest) success.

13. (In addition to the above,) Another (bounty that you will receive fo r this is one) that you love (because you 

will see it in this world, and that) is help from Allaah and a near (imminent) victory (ouer your enemies). 

Give (this) good news to the Mu'mineen (because only they can have this).

14. O you who have Imaan! Be the helpers of (the Deen of) Allaah (by assisting to propagate it in 

every way,) as (the disciples of Isa did when) Isa the son of Maryam said to the disciples
(companions], “Who will help me towards (propagate the Deen of) Allaah?” The disciples 
(helpers) replied, “We shall be the helpers of (the Deen of) Allaah.” (Consequently, they actively 

engaged in propagating the Deen that Isa $$$$$(£ taught them, ] So (it was soon seen that) a group of the Bani 
Israa'eel had Imaan while a group of them rejected Imaan (and the two parties clashed in 

opposition) .  (As is Our promise,) We assisted (strengthened) those with Imaan against their 
enemies and they (theMu'mineen) became victorious (dominant] aver them (theKuffaar).
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Surah 6 2  Surah Jumu'ah

FRIDAY

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH JUMU'AH  AND THE PRECEDING SURAHS

The Surahs from Surah Jumu'ah up to Surah Tahreem discuss the first theme stated in Surah 
Hadeed (spending in AUaah's path) while the four Surahs before Surah Jumu'ah discussed the 
second theme of Surah Hadeed (Jihaad). Surah Jumu’ah also begins with mention of Allaah's 
glorification (Tasbeeh). The four Surahs (Jumu'ah, Munafiqoon, Taghaabun and Talaaq) make 
mention of the core theme towards the end to link it to the next Surah.

A SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

This Surah contains the following:

* Mention of Towheed.
* Confirming the truthfulness of Rasulullaah S8SS.
* Condemning certain actions and beliefs of the Jews.
* The Mushrikeen are condemned.
* Encouragement to spend for Jihaad.
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In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful

1. Whatever is in the heavens and whatever is on earth glorify Allaah (even though man 

may not perceive this), the Sovereign, the Mast Holy (Pure from all faults and weaknesses), the Mighty, 
the Wise.

2. It is He Who sent among the unlettered (illiterate) nation (the Arabs) a Rasool ® 3 i from 
themselves fan Arab himself) who recites His Aayaat (o f the Qur’aan) to them, (spiritually) purifies 
them and teaches them the Book (the Qur’aan) and wisdom (the Sunnah). Without doubt, 
they (most o f the Arabs) were in clear deviation (error) before this (before the guidance o f Rasulullaah

3. And (Allaah had also sent Rasulullaah SS? as a Prophet to) other people (who will soon be) from them 
(Muslims like the Sahabah t& S S & gt) whom they (the Sahabah i & tSSSf have not yet met. He is the 
Mighty, the Wise (guides and uses for the propagation o f His Deen whoeuerHe wills, be they Arabs or non-Arabs) .

4. This (sending o f Rasulullaah (S S  to guide mankind) is Allaah's grace which He grants to 
whoever He pleases (wills). Allaah is the Possessor of immense grace.

5. The example (likeness) of those (Jews) who were charged with bearing (ordered to practise 

the teachings of) the Torah and then failed to bear it (to practise its teachings), is like that of a
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donkey carrying books. (Despite being able to carty a wealth o f  knowledge on its back the donkey does not 

benefit from the knowledge.) Appalling (evil) is the example of the people who reject Allaah's 
Aayaat. Allaah does not guide unjust (sinful) people. (The guidance Allaah sends is of no use to
people who stubbornly reject the truth.)

6 . (In reply to the claim o f the Jews that only they are worthy of entering Jannah because they are Allaah's friends,

Allaah says,) Say, “O Jews! If you think (assert) that you are Allaah's friends and others are 
not, then wish (long) for death (so that you can reach Jannah quickly) if you are truthful (in your 

claim ).”

7. (However,) They shall never wish for death because of the (fear they have fo r the punishment 

due to them on account o f  the evil) actions that their hands have sent forth. Allaah has (complete) 

knowledge about the (odious and words of) unjust (sinful) people (and will punish them for it).

8. Say (to these Jews), “Verily the death that you flee from shall certainly find you. 
Thereafter, (after death,) you shall be returned to the Knower of the unseen and the seen 
and He will inform (tell) you of what you used to do.” (Then you will have no escape from His 

punishment)

9. O  you who have Imaan! When the call (Adhaan) is made for (the Jumu'ah) salaah on the 
day of Jumu'ah (Friday), then hasten towards Allaah's remembrance (towards the Jumu'ah 

salaah to take place in the Masjid) and leave trading. This is best for you (in both worlds) if you but
knew (the eternal value o f  the salaah, which far exceeds the temporary value o f  the wealth you may attain from trading 

at that time).

10. When the salaah has been completed then (you are free to) disperse (spread) in the land, 
seek from Allaah's bounty (earn your living without suspending trade for the entire day as the Jews do on 

Saturdays) and remember Allaah abundantly (engage in Dhikr wherever you may be) SO that yOU 
may be successful (prosperous;.
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11. (The Sahaboh were listening to the Khutbah [sermon] being delivered by Rasulullaah i!SS§? when a long-
awaited caravan appeared in Madinah. There uios a shortage o f food  in Madinah during that time and food prices were 
very high. Thinking that there was no harm in leaving before the Khutbah ended and fearing that the Jews and 

Munaafiqeen would get most o f the merchandise, many o f  the Sahabah I h  urried to meet the caravan without 

waiting fo r the Khutbah to end. Referring to this, Allaah says,) When they see trade (merchandise) O T  futility 
(the caravan and its welcomingprocession), they hurry to it and leave you (O  Rasulullaah »£ M )  standing 
(where you are in the process o f  delivering the Friday Khutbah). Say, “That which is with Allaah (the 

rewards o f the Aakhirah) is better than futility (diversion) and trade. Allaah is the Best of 
providers.”
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Surah 63  Surah Munaaflqoon

THE HYPOCRITES

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH MUNAAF1QOON  AND SURAH JUM UAH

Surah Jumu’ah indicates to the Mu'mineen that they should learn the etiquette of spending in 
Allaah's path. Surah Munaafiqeen now speaks about those Munaafiqeen who said that no one 
should spend on the Sahabah and that the people of Madinah should expel the
Muhaajireen from Madinah. Allaah also tells the Muslims that they should spend from their own 
wealth and should not be dependent on people like the Munaafiqeen.

A SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

This Surah contains the following:

* The Munaafiqeen are reproached and their despicable condition is revealed.
* The Muslims are chided for not spending on their brethren and for their dependence 

upon the Munaafiqeen.
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In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful

1. When the Munaafiqeen come to you (0  U u U  S )  they say, “We testify (with 

conviction) that you are certainly Allaah's Rasool.” Allaah knows well that you are His 
Rasool and Allaah testifies that the Munaafiqeen are liars. (Although their statement is true, 
they are lyingaboutthefactthatthey believe it)

2. They Use their oaths (when they swear that they are Muslims) as shields (to protect their hypocrisy from  

being exposed) and (they also) prevent (others) from Allaah's path (Islaam). Evil indeed is that 
which they do.

3. This is because they had accepted Imaan (previously) and then committed kufr (thereby 

becoming Kuffaar again), SO their hearts were sealed (from accepting Imaan again) and (because of this 

seal) they do not understand (the reality o f Imaan).

4. When you look at them, their physical appearance appeals to you (because they are, 

strong and good-looking) and when they speak, you listen attentively to what they have to
say (because they speak eloquently and confidently). (However, despite their sturdy and confident appearance,) 

They are like sticks leaning against a support (they are weak and cowardly). They think (fear) 

that every shout is (directed) against them (to harm them). They are enemies so beware of 
them (and never regard them as your friends). May Allaah destroy them! Where are they 
wandering astray? (They deviate further from  Islaam with each passing day.)

5. When they are told, “Come forward and Allaah's Rasool will seek forgiveness
for you (for your evil statements and actions against Rasulullaah and the Muslims),”  they turn their 
heads around and you see them arrogantly (inpride) turning away.
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6. It is the same to them whether you (0  Rasulullaah seek forgiveness for them or 
whether you do not seek forgiveness for them. (In either case,) Allaah shall never forgive 
them. Verily Allaah does not guide the sinful ones.

7. They (the Munaafiqeen) are the Ones who Said (to the Ansaar during one of the expeditions), “Do not 
spend on those with Rasulullaah @ 1  (the Muhaajireen) until they disperse (leave M adinah)." 

(However, they fail to realise that Allaah can sustain people without them because) To Allaah belongs the 
treasures of the heavens and the earth but the hypocrites do not understand (th is ).

8. They (the Munaafiqeen) say, “If we return to Madinah, the honourable ones among us
(the people o f Madinah) shall certainly exile the humiliated ones (the Muhaajireen)."  (However, they 

fail to realise that it is the true Mu'mineen who are truly honourable because) All honour belongs to Allaah, 
His Rasool @  and the Mu'mineen, but the Munaafiqeen do not know it.

9. O you who have Imaan! Let not your wealth and your children (the things o f this world) 

make you neglect Allaah's remembrance (the duties that you owe to Allaah). Those who do this 
are certainly losers (who will lose the bountiesoftheAakhirah).

10. Spend (for Allaah's pleasure) from what We have provided for you before death comes to 
any of you and then he says, “O my Rabb! Why do you not grant me respite (additional 

ume to continue living) for a little while longer so that I can spend in charity and become of 
the righteous?” 11

11. (However,) Allaah shall not grant respite (an opportunity to continue living) to any soul when 
its term (the time fo r its death) arrives. Allaah is Informed of what you do.
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Surah 6 4  Surah Taghaabun

THE GREAT LOSS

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH TAGHAABUN  AND SURAH MUNAAFIQOON

Surah Munafiqoon urged people to spend from the wealth that AUaah had given them, Surah 
Taghaabun goes a step further by hypothetically assuming that wealth actually belongs to 
people. With this assumption, AUaah encourages Muslims to give Him a loan (i.e. to spend 
their wealth in AUaah's path). If they will comply, AUaah promises them greatly multipUed 
rewards in return.

A SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

The Surah contains the following:

* The concept of Touiheed and a logical proof to substantiate it.
* Warnings of punishment in both worlds.
* The reason for spending in AUaah's path and for Jihaad is to preserve the behef of Towheed.
* Spending in AUaah's way.
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In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful

1. Whatever is in the heavens and on earth glorify Allaah (even though man may not perceive 

this). All kingdom and all praise belong to Him and He has power over all things.

2. It is He Who created you, (and showed you the paths of Imaan and kufr) so among you are 
Mu'min and among you are Kaafir. (Although one is free to choose.) Allaah is Watchful over 
what you do (and will take you to taskforthe wrong you do ).

3. He has created the heavens and the earth with the truth (wisdom fo r definite reasons), 

fashioned you and beautified your appearance (making you look better than other creation). To 
Him shall the return (o f all creation) be (after death).

4. He knows what is in the heavens and the earth, He knows what you keep secret 
(conceal) and what you make public, (doopenly). Allaah has knowledge of (even) the secrets 
of the heart. (He knows your beliefs and your motives, so monitor them regularly.)

5. Has the news (o f  the punishment) of the bygone Kuffaar (such as the Aad and Thamud) not 
reached you? They tasted the evil consequences (punishmeni of their affairs and theirs 
shall be a painful punishment (in theAakhirah as well).
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6. This (punishment) was (the result) because their Rusul came to them with clear signs
(miracles and proofs o f Towheed) and they Said, “Will a human (instead o f  an angel) guide US?”  So 
they committed kufr and turned away (from the message o f their Ambiyaa). (Their attitude did not harm 

Allaah at all because) Allaah had no need of them. Allaah is Independent (not in need o f  anyone or 

anything, Most Worthy of praise (rlmays deserves praise eix’r] if the Kuffaar refuse to praise Him).

7. The Kuffaar think that they will never be resurrected (raised on the day o f Qiyaamat) Tell 
them, “Definitely by the oath of my Rabb! You will certainly (undoubtedly) be 
resurrected and then you will be informed (told) of what you did. This is very simple 
(easy) for Allaah. ”

8. So believe in Allaah, in His Rasool S  and in the light (the Quraan) that He 
revealed. Allaah is Informed of what you do. (Action strengthens Imaan.)

9. (Do not forget) The day (o f Qiyaamah) when He will gather you for the day of gathering, 
that Will be the day of great loss (for the Kuffaar who will lose the privilege o f entering Jannah). (As for) 

The one who believes in Allaah and carries out good deeds, Allaah shall cancel 
(forgive) his sins and enter him into Jannaat beneath which rivers flow. He shall live 
there forever. That is the great success.

10. (On the other hand,) Those who commit kufr and reject Our Aayaat are the inhabitants 
of the Fire (pfJahannam) in which they shall live forever. It (Jahannam) is the worst of places 
to return to (especially fo r people who had been enjoying the pleasures o f this world).

11. Every calamity befalls you only by Allaah's command. (He allows these calamities to befall 

you fo r good reason, so that you may bear them with patience.) Allaah guides the heart of the one who 
believes in Him (thus enabling him to bear calamities with patience) and Allaah has knowledge of 
everything. (He knows how much every person can bearandwhoaretheoneswhoexercisepatience.)
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12. Obey Allaah and obey the Rasool SUL If you turn away (from obeying them), then (be 

aware that) the responsibility (duty) of the Rasool is only clear propagation. (He is not
expected to force you to accept lmaan and will not be harmed by your rejection. Only you will suffer the consequences of 
yourkufr.)

13 . (H e  is) Allaah, there is no Ilaah but He. (None else worthy o f worship.) Only in Allaah 
should the Mu'mineen trust.

14.0  you who have lmaan! You have enemies among your spouses and children (who 

may intentionally or unintentionally cause you to neglect your duties to Allaah) SO be wary (beware) of them (by 

never allowing your love fo r them to take precedence over your duties to Allaah). (However,) If you pardon, 
overlook and forgive (them when their requests anger you fo r good reason), then (remember that) Allaah 
is certainly Most Forgiving, Most Merciful (and will forgive you os well).

15. Your wealth and children are merely a test (to ascertain whether you will allow them to distract 

you from  worshipping Allaah). (When such times o f test arrive, remember that) Great rewards are With 
Allaah (for those who fulfil their duties to Allaah despite the distractions that their wealth and children present).

16. So fear (thepunishment of) Allaah as much as you can (by refrainingfrom evil), listen (intently to 

His commands), obey (them all) and Spend (in charity fo r His pleasure). This is best for yOU. Those 
who are protected (by Allaah) from the miserliness (and accompanying greed) of their souls are 
indeed the successful ones (because they are free to be charitable).

17. If you lend to Allaah a beautiful loan (by spending in charity for His pleasure), He will 
multiply (increase abundantly) your rewards and forgive you. Allaah is Appreciative (o f every 

good deed, regardless o f how small it may seem), Tolerant...

18___Knower of the unseen and the seen, the Mighty, the Wise.

I
N
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Surah 6 5  Surah Talaaq

DIVORCE

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH TALAAQ AND SURAH TAGHAABUN

Surah Talaaq finds its link in the concluding verses of Surah Taghaabun, in which certain 
injunctions to reform conditions are mentioned. When the Muslims are able to reform their 
mutual relationship, only then will they be united to fight the Kuffaar. Surah Talaaq promotes 
personal reform within Muslims so that domestic problems do not lead to enmity and disputes, 
thereby weakening the Muslims when they need to fight against the Kuffaar.

A SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

This Surah makes mention of the following:

* Certain laws pertaining to divorce (Talaaq).
* Laws regarding maintenance and accommodation of the divorced woman.
* Warnings of punishment in this world.
* Glad tidings.
* A  logical proof to substantiate belief in Towheed.
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In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful

1. O Nabi HrH  (and all Muslim husbands) ! When you wish to divorce your wives, then 
divorce them before their Iddah (before their menstruation, that is during a period o f purity) and 
(meticulously) count (calculate the period of) the Iddah (so that its expiry is known). Fear Allaah your 
Rabb. Do not turn them (divorced women) out of their homes (the husband is obliged to provide a 

home for her for the period o f her Iddah) and neither should they leave by themselves unless they 
commit open indecency (such as adultery or theft, in which case the woman will be removed from her home to 

receive the penalty). These are the limits set by Allaah. Whoever transgresses (trespasses) 

Allaah's limits has certainly oppressed his soul (because he is subjecting himself to punishment). 

(The injunctions o f the Shari'ah should be observed during divorce proceedings because) You do not know 
whether Allaah may later bring something new to pass (after the divorce, such as reconciliation. In 

such a case, transgressingthe laws o f  the Shari'ah will sour relations after reconciliation).

2. So when they (divorced women) have reached close to completing their Iddah, then 
either keep them (as your wives) in good faith (without the intention o f  harming her or divorcing her again so 

that she has to pass another Iddah) Or Separate from them in good faith (without causing her any 

difficulty). (It is best to) Make two reliable persons witness (when you either take her back o r separate from  

her) and (the witnesses should) establish the testimony for (the pleasure of) Allaah (without demanding 

payment). It is with this (advice; that the one who believes in Allaah and the Last Day is 
advised. Allaah shall create an escape (from difficulties) for the one who fears (disobeying) 

Allaah (onewhohasTaqwa). . .

3. ...and shall provide for him (what he requires) from sources from which he never
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expected (to receive provisions.) Allaah is Sufficient (to solve all problems) for the one who trusts
in Him (who is convinced that only Allaah can assist him ). (Allaah can certainly solve any problem a person has 

because) Allaah certainly brings (all) His affairs to completion (as He wills) and Allaah has 
set a measure for everything. (Therefore, things happen when He wills them. A  person who trusts in Allaah 

knows that Allaah will solve his problems when Allaah decides that the time is right.)

4. If you are in doubt about (the duration o f the Iddah of) those women who have lost hope of 
menstruating (who have passed menopause), then their Iddah and the Iddah of those women 
who do not menstruate at all shall be three (lunar) months. The duration (o f the Iddah) of 
pregnant women shall be (expire) when they deliver. Allaah shall create ease in the 
affair (in all the duties and concerns o f this world and the Aakhirah) of the one who fears Him (the one who 

hasTaqwa).

5. This fall that has passed) is Allaah's command that He has revealed to you. For the one 
who fears Allaah, Allaah shall cancel (forgive) his sins and grant him an immense 
reward.

6. According to your means, house them (your ex-wives during the iddah) where you house 
yourselves and do not harm them (in any way) with intent to pressurise them (into leaving the 

house. O f course, the couple cannot live together if the divorce is not Rafee). If they (your wives) are expecting, 
then (you are obliged to) provide for them (maintain and house them) until they deliver. If (after the 

child is bom ) they (your ex-wives are prepared to) suckle (the child) for you, then pay them their dues 
fa fair wage) and consult with each other (concerning the wage) in a befitting manner fso that the 

amount is neither too much for the father nor too little fo r the mother). (However,) If each one (father and mother) 

makes matters difficult for the other, then another woman may suckle the child.

7. The wealthy person (man) should spend (pay maintenance for his ex-wife during her Iddah and for his 

child) according to his means. As for the one whose means are restricted, he should 
spend from what Allaah has given him fas much as he can afford). Allaah does not burden a
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soul with more than He has given it. (N o one L5 required to spend beyond his means.) Allaah shall
SOOn Create ease after difficulty. (When a person spends in good causes, he should never fear that his wealth 

will diminish.)

8. Many were the towns that rebelled (arrogantly) against the commands of their Rabb 
and of His Rusul, so We severely took them to task and meted out (inflicted) an 
admonishing punishment to them.

9. (Thus) They tasted the consequences of their doings (actions) and the end result of 
their actions was a total loss.

10. Allaah prepared a severe punishment for them. So fear Allaah O intelligent (wise) 

ones who have Imaan. Allaah has certainly revealed a Reminder (the Qur’aan) to you (so
that you guard yourselvesfrom making the same mistakes that the previous nations made).

11. And (Allaah has also sent to you) a Rasool €§§ who recites Allaah's clear Aayaat (verses o f the 

Qur'aan) to you to remove the Mu'mineen who do good deeds from darkness (sin, ignorance, 

kufrj and to bring them into light (obedience, knowledge, Imaan). Whoever believes in Allaah 
and does good deeds, Allaah shall enter him into Jannaat beneath which rivers flow. 
There they shall live forever. Allaah has appointed a most excellent provision for 
him.

12. It is Allaah Who created the seven heavens and the earth in a like manner (in seven 

layers). He sends commands between them (between the heavens and the earths) so that you may 
know that Allaah has power over all things and that Allaah's knowledge 
encompasses everything.
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Surah 6 6  Surah Tahreem

TH E  P R O H IB IT IO N

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH TAHREEM AND THE PRECEDING SURAHS

E a c h  o f  th e  tw o  c e n tra l th e m e s  o f  Surah Hadeed ( s p e n d in g  in  A l la a h 's  w a y  a n d  J ih a a d )  h a s  b e e n  
d is c u s s e d  in d iv id u a l ly  in  a l l  th e  S u ra h s  a f te r  Surah Hadeed. Surah Tahreem also d e a ls  w i t h  b o th  
th e s e  th e m e s .

A SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

T h is  S u ra h  c o n ta in s  th e  fo l lo w in g :

*  A n  in t r o d u c t io n .
*  P ro h ib i t io n  o f  a c t io n s  th a t  a re  d is p le a s in g  to  A l la a h .
*  A n  a d d re s s  t o  th e  Mu'mineen.
*  S p e n d in g  in  A l la a h 's  p a th .
*  T h e  c o m m a n d  o f  J ih a a d .
*  E x a m p le s  o f  th e  M u’mineen a n d  th e  Kuffaar.
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In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful

1. (R e fe rr in g  to  a spec ific  in c id en t in th e  life  o f  Rasulu llaah w hen  h e  to o k  an oa th  to  dec la re  s o m e th in g  unlaw ful

f o r  h im self, A lla a h  says,) O Nabi 3§SS! In seeking the pleasure of your wives, why do you 
declare unlawful that which Allaah has made lawful for you? Allaah is Most 
Forgiving, Most Merciful (a n d  A lla a h  is m ere ly  a d u is in gyou  o u t  o f  H is  m ercy  a n d  n o t reb u k in g  y o u  at a ll).

2. Allaah has ordained (d e c re e d ) that you release yourselves from your oaths (su ch  as this 

o n e  and  p a y  th e  re le va n t K a ffa a ra ). Allaah is your Protecting Friend and He is the All Knowing, 
the Wise.

3. (T h e  in c id en t d eserves m e n t io n ) When the Nabi whispered (c on fid ed ) something to one of
his wives and she informed (a n o th e r  o f  his w ives) about it. When Allaah disclosed this to 
him, he made a part of it (h is  k n ow led ge  o f  th e  in c id en t) known ( to  he r) and ignored a part of it ( to  

save h e r  f r o m  ad d ed  em b a rra ssm en t). When he informed her about it, she exclaimed, “Who 
told you about it?” He replied, “The All Knowing, The Informed One told me.”

4. If the two of you (H afsa and A a 'isha , tw o  w ives o f  Rasulullaah £$$■) repent to Allaah, then your 
hearts have surely turned (tu rn e d  b ack  tow ards th e  bes t cou rs e  a fte r  stray ing  f o r  a w h ile .). However, if 
you two assist each other against him (R a s u lu I la a h & H ), then his protecting friends are 
Allaah, Jibra eel and the pious Mu'mineen. Besides these, the angels are also 
his assistants. ( I t  is o b v io u s  th a t n o n e  can  h a rm  th e  p e rs on  w h o  has so  m a n y  p o w e rfu l b e ings  to  assist h im .)
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5. If he (Rasu lu llaah && has to divorce all of you (w iv es ), then his Rabb shall certainly 
replace you with wives better than yourselves who will be Muslims, Mu'minaat, 
obedient, repentant, worshippers, women who fast, previously married women and 
virgins.

6. O you who have Imaan! Save yourselves and your families from the Fire (of 
J a h a rm a m ), the fuel of which is people and stones. Harsh (u n co m p ro m is in g ) and (e x tre m e ly ) 

Strong angels (w h o  fe e l n o  p ity ) are appointed over it (th e  f i r e  to  w atch o v e r  th ose  b e in g  p u n ish ed ) who 
never disobey what Allaah commands them and who carry out exactly what they are 
instructed ( t o  d o ) .  (T h e  p e o p le  o f  Jaharm am  th ere fo re  h a v e  n o  way o f  c o n v in c in g  these angels t o  lessen th e ir  

p u n is h m e n t )

7. (T h e  Kuffaar w ill th en  b e  to ld ) “O you who commit kufr! Do not make excuses today. You 
are being punished only for what ( « )  you have carried out (w hat y o u  a re  re ce iv in g  today  is on ly  

what y ou  d e s e rv e ). ”

8. O you who have Imaan! Sincerely repent to Allaah (re p e n t w ith a f irm  res o lve  n e v e r  to  repea t 

th e  w ro n g ). Soon your Rabb shall cancel (fo rg iv e ) your sins (a fte r  rep en ta n ce ) and enter you 
into Jannaat beneath which rivers flow. On that day ( o f  Q iyaam ah ) Allaah shall not 
disgrace (d eg ra d e ) the Nabi I S  and the Mu'mineen with him. Their light shall travel 
ahead of them (gu id in g  th em  across th e  B r id g e  o fS ira a t ) and on their right (a n d  le ft) -hand side. They 
will say, “O our Rabb! Keep our light burning for us until the end (s o  tha t it  d o e s  n o t fa il us 

m idw ay ) and forgive us. Verily You have power over everything.”
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9. O Nabi Strive (w ith  y o u r  sw ord, to n g u e  and p e n ) against the Kuffaar and the 
Munaafiqeen (u s in g  a ll resou rces  ava ilab le ) and be stern with them. Their abode is Jahannam. 
What an evil abode indeed!

10. For the (b en e fit o f  th e ) Kuffaar Allaah gives the example of the wife of Nooh and
the wife of Loot They were both in the marriage of (u n d e r  th e  ca re  o f ) two pious men
of My bondsmen (servants) but they betrayed them (b y  fa ilin g  to  a ccep t Im a a n ). So they (N o o h  

a n d  L o o t  $$'£$!&) were of no assistance to their wives against (th e  p u n is h m en t q f ) Allaah
(desp ite  th e ir  c loseness) and the two (w o m e n ) will be told (in  th e  A a k h ira h ), “Enter the Fire ( q f  

Ja h a n n a m ) with those (K u ffaar w h o a re ) entering.”

11. For (th e  b en efit o f ) the Mu'mineen, Allaah gives the example of the wife of Fir'oun (h e r  

n a m e  mas Aasiya b in t M azaah im  a n d  sh e  a ccep ted  Im a a n ) when she Said (os Fir'oun was to r tu r in g  h e r to  dea th  by  

n a ilin g  th e  hands an d  fe e t ) , “O my Rabb! Build for me a home by (c lo se  to ) You in Jannah and 
save me from Fir'oun, from his actions and save me from the oppressive nation (th e

Kuffaar)/*

12. (F o r  th e  M u 'm in een , A lla a h  also g ives  th e  ex a m p le  o f ) Maryam the daughter of Imraan who 
guarded (res tra ined ) her chastity (f ro m  H a laa l and  H a ra a m ) and into whom We blew Our spirit 
(th e  s o u l We created , caus in g  h e r  to  fa ll p reg n a n t w ith Isa . She believed in (k n ew ) the words of her
Rabb in His scriptures and she was among the obedient (th ose  w ho w ere  steadfast in  se rv ice  and  

o b e d ie n ce  to  A llaah ).
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Surah 6 7  Surah Mulk

T H E  K IN G D O M

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH MULK  AND THE PRECEDING SURAHS

T h e  S u ra h s  f r o m  Surah Hadeed u p  to  Surah Tahreem d is cu ss  fu n d in g  a n d  w a g in g  J ih a a d  f o r  th e  
cau se  o f  Towheed. T h e  s u b s e q u e n t S u ra h s , f r o m  Surah Mulk u n t i l  Surah Jinn d is cu ss  a n o th e r  
a s p e c t o f  Towheed i .e . th e  fa c t  t h a t  A l la a h  is  th e  s o u rc e  o f  a ll b le s s in g s . Surah Mulk p re s e n ts  m a n y  
lo g ic a l p r o o fs  t o  s u b s ta n t ia te  th e  a s s e r t io n .

Surah Qalam w h ic h  fo l lo w s  Surah Mulk s ta te s  t h a t  th e  M u s l im s  s h o u ld  n e v e r  c o m p ro m is e  th e i r  
b e lie fs  e v e n  th o u g h  th e  K u f fa a r  a re  p r e p a re d  t o  m a k e  c o n c e s s io n s  in  t h e i r  b e lie fs . Surah Haaqa 
w h ic h  fo l lo w s  Surah Qalam d e s c r ib e s  th e  a w fu l p l ig h t  in  th e  Aakhirah of th o s e  w h o  re je c t  th is  
b e lie f .

A SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

T h is  Surah c o n ta in s  th e  fo l lo w in g :

*  S e v e ra l lo g ic a l p r o o fs  t o  s h o w  th a t  A l la a h  is  th e  s o u rc e  o f  a l l  b le s s in g s . 
T h e s e  a re  m e n t io n e d  in  ve rse s  1 t o  5  a n d  in  1 5 , 1 9  a n d  2 4 .

*  W a rn in g s  o f  p u n is h m e n t  t o  th e  K u ffa a r .
*  G la d t id in g s to t h e M u 'm in e e n .
*  M e th o d s  o f  p r o p a g a t io n .
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In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful

1. Most Exalted is the Being in Whose control is all of the kingdom (e v e ry th in g  in th e  

u n iverse ) and Who has power over everything.

2. He has created death and life to test which of you carry out the best acts (during 
his/her life t im e  b e fo re  d e a th ). He is the Mighty (no o n e  can  escape  f r o m  H im ), the Most Forgiving.

3. He has created the seven heavens in layers. You will not see any inconsistency 
(de fects ) in Allaah's creation. Look again. Do you see any cracks (in th e  sky ) ?

4. Look again and once again (as m any  tim es  as y o u  p lea s e ) and your gaze will return 
embarrassed (d e fea ted ) and exhausted (u n a b le  to  see  a n y  d e je c ts ).

5. Indeed we have adorned the nearest (low es t) sky with lanterns (stars) and have made 
them (the stars) a means of pelting the Shayaateen (see  verses 6 -1 0  o f  S u ra h  3 7 ) .  (In  ad d ition  to  th is,) 

We have prepared for them ( th e  Sh ayaa teen ) the punishment of the Blaze (J a h a n n a m ).

6. The punishment of Jahannam shall be for those who disbelieve in their Rabb and 
it is indeed an evil place to return to (w ith  th e  satans).
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7. When they are thrown into it, they will hear it roar as it rages (in a d d ition  to it b e in g  a 
raging in ferno, Jahann am  w ill a lso b e  a ng ry  with th e K u ffa a r ).

8. (I t  w ill b e  ra g in g  so  grea tly  tha t) It will seem as if it is about to burst out of fury. Each time a 
group ( o f  p e o p le ) is thrown into it, its keeper will ask, “ (H o w  did you e n d  u p  h e re? ) Did a warner 
(N a h  not COme to you ( t o  w arn y o u  a b o u t th is p la ce ) ? ”

9. They will reply, “Certainly. A  warner surely came to us but we rejected (h is  m essage) 

and said, 'Allaah had not revealed anything ( t o y o u ) . You are merely in great error.'”

10. They will also say, “If we had listened ( t o  th e  w arnings o f th e A m b iy a a  ) or understood

11. So (saying,) they will confess their sins (th e ir  k u fr ). May the inmates of the Blaze be 
distanced (fro m A lla a h 's  m e rc y )]

12. Indeed those (M u 'm in e e n ) who fear their Rabb without (e v e n ) seeing Him (k n o w in g th a tH e  

certa in ly  sees th em , ‘h ey ) shall have forgiveness and a great reward ( in th e A a k h ira h ),

13. (W h e th e r  y o u ) Speak secretly or openly, verily He (A llaah ) has knowledge of (e v e n ) the 
secrets of the heart. (Besides ev ery th in g  y o u  say and  do, A lla a h  know s ev en  w hat y o u  b e lie v e  and  th in k .)

(m a d e  an e ffo r t to  unders tand  w hat th e  A m b iy a a  to ld  us), we would not be among the inmates 
(dw ellers ) of the Blaze.”
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14. Does the One who created (y o u  and  y o u r  actions not know (e v e ry th in g  a b o u t y o u  and  what y ou  

d o ) , when He has knowledge of (e v e n  th a t w hich is) mysterious ( to  m a n ) and is (fully) Informed?

15. It is He Who placed the earth at your service so walk on its roads (u se  th e  na tura l

pathw ays th rou g h  its m ou n ta in s  and  fo res ts ) and eat from His sustenance. To Him shall you be
raised (o n  th e  D a y  o fQ iy a a m a h ) .

16. Do you have no fear that ( i f  y o u  c o n t in u e  c o m m ittin g  ku fr and  s inn in g ) He in the heavens will 
cause the earth to swallow you up after which it would quake?

17. Or do you have no fear that He in the heavens would send a devastating 
windstorm against you? Soon ( i f  y o u  are destined to su ffer p u n is h m en t in this w orld ,) you shall come 
to know how (tru e ) My warnings are. (H ow ev er, i f  y o u  are n o t  destined  t o  su ffe r p u n is h m en t in  th is w o rld  f o r  

y o u r  ku fr and  sins, y ou  sh a ll certa in ly  re ce iv e  it in  th eA a k h ira h .)

18. Verily those before them (p resen t day K uffaa r) rejected (th e  m essage o f  th e ir  A m b iy a a lfM ft$ (£ ) , SO 
how (devasta ting) was My punishment (w hen it a rr ived ) ? (T h e  K u ffaa r m u st lea rn  lessons f r o m  th e  destruction  

o f  pas t na tions  and  m e n d  th e ir  ways.)

19. Have they not seen ( th e  p o w e r  o fA lb a h  in ) the birds above them spreading their wings 
out and folding them in (w ith ou t fa llin g  d o w n )?  It is only Ar-Rahmaan Who keeps them 
suspended in the air. Verily He is Watchful over everything (and  has c o m p le te  c o n tro l o v e r  

e v e ry th in g ).

20. Besides Ar-Rahmaan, who can be your army to assist you (aga inst ca lam ities  and  

p ro b le m s )?  (N o n e  besides A lla a h  can  b e  o f  any  assistance.) Indeed, the KaafirOOn are ( lo s t in ) in 
deception (b y  th in k in g  [fia t th e ir  g od s  can  assist th e m ).
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21. Who can give you sustenance if He Who sustains you (A lla a h ) stops providing for
yOU? (No o n e  e lse .’)  However, ( desp ite  a ck n ow led g in g  tha t O n ly  A llaah  sustains th em ,) they {th e  K uffaar) 

adamantly continue their rebellion and enmity (for th e  tru th  o J T ow h e ed ).

^  9  ,  ■» “f i 9 9 '< <

22. Is the one who grovels in fear or stumbles in doubt and fear more rightly guided
(m o re  like ly  to  reach his destin a tion ) than he who walks Upright On the Straight path? (In  a sim ila r  

m anner; the M u 'm in  w ho walks th e  stra igh t path  o f ls la a m  w ithou t sw aying t o  e ith e r  e x tre m e  is m o re  like ly  t o  attain 

sa lvation  in th eA a k h ira h  than th eK a a fir  w ho has n o  d ire ction  in life .)

23. Say, “It is Allaah Who created you and gave you ears, eyes and hearts (and ev e ry  o th e r  

fa cu lty  f o r  w hich  y o u  ca n n o t e v e r  repay  H im ).  (H o w e v e r ,) Little is the gratitude that youshow.” (B es ides  

fa ilin g  to  express ve rba l gratitude, m any  p e o p le  even  fa il t o  use th e  fa vou rs  o f  A llaah  in a  m a n n e r tha t p leases H im .)

24. Say, “It is Allaah Who spread you out on earth and it is to Him that you shall be 
gathered (a fte r  d e a th ).”

25. They (th e  K u ffaa r) say, “When will this promise (Q iy a a m a h ) take place if you are 
truthful?”

26. Say ( t o  th em , O  Rasulullaah , “This knowledge (a b o u t w hen Q iyaam ah  w ill take p la ce ) lies 
exclusively (s o le ly ) with Allaah, I am only a clear wamer (w a rn in g  y ou  a b o u t its a rriva l s o  tha t you  

p re p a re  f o r  i t ) . ”

27. When they will see it (th e  p u n is h m en t o f th e A a k h ira h ) approaching close (d ra w in g  n e a r ), the 
faces of the Kuffaar will contort (d is figure with fe a r ) and it will be said, “This is what you 
usedtoaskfor.”
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28. (O R a s u M a a h  S )  Say (to  th e  K u ffa a r), “Tell me. If Allaah destroys me and everyone with
me (as y ou  K u ffaa r p re fe r ) Or (if, a cco rd in g  t o  o u r  expecta tions , A lla a h ) showers mercy On US ( fo r  w e are 

c o n v in ce d  th a t w e w ill e n te r  J a n n a h ), who can save (p ro te c t) the Kuffaar from a painful 
punishment (in th e A a k h ira h , w h ich  w ill certa in ly  c o m e  to  th e m ) ? ”

29. Say, “He is Ar-Rahmaan. We believe in Him and trust in Him. (H e  w ill rescue  us f r o m  

e v e ry  difficu lty .) Soon (w h en  y ou  see  y o u r  p u n is h m en t e ith e r  in th is w orld  o r  in th e A a k h ira h ) yOU (K u ffaa r) shall 
come to know who (w ea ther y ou  o r  w e ) are in open error. ”

t
©

30. ( I f  th e  K u ffaa r still adam antly  refuse t o  a ccep t A llo o h  as th e  O n ly  llaah, th en ) Say ( t o  th e m ), “Tell me. Ifyour 
water sinks to the depths of the earth (b e y o n d  y o u r  reach ) ,  who (w h ich  o f  y o u r  g od s ) can provide 
you With pure water?” (W h en  th e ir  g od s  ca n n o t e v en  p ro v id e  th em  with water, how  w ill th ey  poss ib ly  sa ve  th em  

fro m A lla a h 's p u n is h m e n t? )
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Surah 6 8  Surah Qalam

THE PEN

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH QALAM  AND SURAH MULK

Surah M ulk  e s ta b lis h e d  th e  fa c t  th a t  A l la a h  is  th e  o n ly  B e n e fa c to r  a n d  d o e s  n o t  s h a re  th is  
a t t r ib u te  w i t h  a n y  o th e r  b e in g . Surah Qalam p ro c e e d s  t o  w a r n  R a s u lu l la a h  O S ?  (a n d  th e  
M u s lim s )  t h a t  th e  K u f fa a r  w i l l  b e  p re p a re d  to  c o m p ro m is e  t h e i r  b e lie fs  in  o r d e r  t o  g e t M u s l im s  to  
d o  th e  sam e . T h e y  w i l l  b e  p re p a re d  to  m a k e  c o n c e s s io n s  in  t h e i r  b e lie fs  to  e n t ic e  R a s u lu l la a h  O S  
a n d  th e  M u s lim s  t o  f o l lo w  s u it.
T h e i r  o b je c t iv e  w a s  to  s to p  R a s u lu lla a h  O S  f r o m  m a k in g  m e n t io n  o f  t h e i r  g o d s  in  a  n e g a t iv e  
l ig h t .  A l la a h  in s tru c ts  R a s u lu lla a h  O S ?  n o t  t o  g iv e  in  t o  t h e i r  p r o p o s a ls .

A SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

T h e  Surah c o n ta in s  th e  fo l lo w in g :

*  R e p ro a c h .
*  C o n s o la t io n  t o  R a s u lu lla a h  O S .
*  T h e  p r im a r y  a s s e r t io n  o f  th e  S u ra h  w h ic h  is  n o t  t o  m a k e  a n y  c o m p ro m is e s  in  th e  b e l ie f  

t h a t  A l la a h  is  th e  O n ly  s o u rc e  o f  b le ss in g s .
*  A  w a r n in g  o f  p u n is h m e n t  in  th is  w o r ld .
*  G la d  t id in g s .
*  W a rn in g  o f  p u n is h m e n t  in  th e  Aakhirah.
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In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate the Most Merciful

y
©

1. Noon. (O n ly  A llaah  know s th e  c o r re c t  m ea n in g  o f  th is letter.) By the oath of the pen (tha t re co rd ed  th e  

destiny  o f  c rea tion  in  th e  “L o w h u lM a h fo o d h " ) and by (th e  oa th  o f ) what they (th e  angels  w h o  re c o rd th e  actions o f  

p e o p le ) write!

2. By the grace of your Rabb, you (O  Rasulullaah  

M u sh r ik e en  m a lic ious ly  c la im ).

are certainly not insane (as th e

3. Indeed, (b eca u se  o f  y o u r  tire less e ffo rts  to  p rop a g a te  ls laam ) you shall have a reward that never 
comes to an end (soda n o t g r ie v e  o n e r  th e  taunts o f  th e  M u s h r ik e e n ).

4. Verily, you are upon (h a v e  b een  b lessed w ith ) an exalted (flaw less) character (w h ich  n o  insane  

p e rs o n  can  possess ).

*9 ' 9  °9 ' <

5. Soon (when the Mushrikeen suffer the consequences o f their Shirk) you shall see and they will also 
see...

6. ...who of you is insane (they  w ill th en  rea lise th a t they  w ere  insane n o t to  a ccep t y o u r  m essa ge ).
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7. Indeed only your Rabb knows best who deviates (goes astray) from His path and only 
He knows those who are rightly guided (and He will punish and reward people accordingly).

8. So do not obey those who reject (Islaam).

9. They (those who reject Islaam) wish that you would compromise (the beliefs o f your Deen, which 

would then conform with their beliefs) and then they would Compromise (by accepting only some parts of 

Islaam).

10. (in the following seven verses, Allaah refers specifically to Waleed binMughiera, who was one o fR asu lu llaah^^ 's  

worst enemies. However, his description fits many Kuffaar.) Do not obey every person (Kaafir) who 
excessively swears on oath (on every occasion, whether a matter be true or false), who is disgraced...

11__who searches for the faults of others, who excels in carrying tales (backbiting). . .

12___who vehemently prevents good, who transgresses (social and religious limits), is
sinful...

13___fuihoi; harsh and whose parentage is uncertain as well.

14. All (thishedoes) because he has wealth and sons (and therefore very proudlyfeels that he can do as 

he pleases).

15. When Our Aayaat are recited to him, he says, “These are fables (fairytales) of the old
men (and are therefore beyond belief). ”
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16. We shall soon brand him on his snout (on his nose in theAakhirah because o f his arrogance).

17. Verily We have tested them (the Mushhkeen o f  Makkah whose wealth and children caused them to 

become arrogant) as We tested the people of the orchard (a few brothers who owned an orchard) when 
they swore that they will pluck the fruit (very early) in the morning (so that they would not have to

give any oftheproduce to the poor who usually gathered there fo r a share)...

s os//

18___but they did not say, “InshaAllaah” ( “lfAllaah wills").

19. So a visitation (a disaster) from your Rabb swept over their orchard as they slept.

20. So their orchard had become like a harvested crop by the morning (completely bare, 

without any trace o f  the produce whatsoever leftover).

5 ^ 0  g S l'S S

21. (Unaware o f what had happened the previous nightJ They (the brothers) called to each other in the 
morning...

22. ...(and  said to each other) “Leave early for the plantation if you wish to pluck the 
harvest.”

23. As they walked (towards the orchard), they whispered to each other saying...

24 “No needy person should ever enter your presence today. ”
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25. They proceeded with the thought that they had the power to withhold (the produce 

from others).

26. When they (arrived at the orchard and) saw the orchard (completely devastated,) they exclaimed, 
“We must have lost the way! (This cannot be our orchard!)”

27. (When they realised that the orchard was indeed theirs, they said,) “No (we have not lost the way)l We are the 
destitute (needy) ones (who have lost everything). ”

28. The good one among them said, “Did I not tell you (not to stop giving charity to the poor). 

Why do you now not (repent and) glorify Alla ah?”

29. They said, “Glorified is our Rabb! (OAllaah forgive us because) We (admit that we) were wrong 
doers indeed.”

30. (Thereafter, like mast people do during times o f distress,) They turned to each Other pinning the 
blame on one another.

© (

31. (When they finally realised that they wereall to be blamed,) They cried, “Woe be to us! We have (all) 

certainly transgressed! ”

©

32. “We hope that our Rabb will replace for us something better than our orchard
(either in this world o r in the Aakhirah). Indeed we have confidence in our Rabb (that He will forgive 

us).”
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33. Such is the punishment (afAllaah in this world fo r the sinners). However, the punishment of 
the Aakhirah is much more severe. If only they (people in general) knew (this).

34. Verily those with Taqwa shall have Jannaat of bliss close to their Rabb (in the

Aakhirah).

b
©

35. Should We treat the obedient ones in the same manner as (we treat) the disobedient 
ones? (Certainly not!)

36. What is the matter with you? How do you judge? (How can the Kuffaar and sinners ever think 

that they will receive rewards equal to what the people o f Taqwa receive?)

37. Do (you say that all will be treated equally because) you have a (divine) book with you that you 
study...

•s

38... .in which there are things mentioned that appeal to you (such as the promise that you will 

enter Jannah regardless o f what you do in the world) ?

39. Or do (you say this because) you have an oath from Us that will last until Qiyaamah 
stating that you shall have whatever (rewards and Jannaat) you decide?

40. Ask them (the Kuffaar) which of them will stand guarantee for this.

\e>

t
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41. Or do they have partners (that they ascribe to Allaah who will stand guarantee fo r this)? Let them 
bring their partners if they are truthful.

42. (Do not forget) The day (o f  Qiyaamah) when the “shin” (this mysterious term is among the 

“Mutashaabihaat”)  will be exposed and (it will be so magnificent that by seeing it) people (the Kuffaar) will 
be summoned (by their emotions) to prostrate but will be unable to (because only the true 

Mu'mineen will be able to prostrate in obedience).

43. (Referring to the Kuffaar, Allaah says,) Their gazes will be cast down (because o f  embarrassment and 

fear) and disgrace shall overcome them. Indeed they used to be summoned to 
prostrate fin this world) when they were hail and healthy (but they refused to do so. Therefore, in the 

Aakhirah they will be unable to do so also).

44. So leave Me (to deal) with the one who rejects this speech (this Qur'aan). We shall 
gradually lead them on (allow them to continue sinning without punishing them) in a manner that they 
do not realise. (Thinking that punishment will not arrive, the Kuffaar continue sinning, not realising that they are 

earning fo r themselves a terrible punishment.)

4 5 .1 am (only) granting them respite (temporary relief by not punishing them immediately). Indeed, 
My planning is powerful (they will be unable to escape My plan).

46. Or are (the Kuffaar rejecting your message, 0  Rasulullaah fSS-? because they think that) you fare) asking 
payment from them (for preaching) and they feel burdened by a penalty fond therefore prefer not 

to listen to your preaching)?

47. Or do they (reject the message oflslaam because they firmly believe that they) have knowledge of the 
unseen (which advises them not to accept the guidance o f Rasulullaah QMtH and), which they are busy 
writing (so that they do not forget it)?
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48. So (ORasululhah O H j be patient with the decision of your Rabb (to postpone the punishment) 

and do not be (hasty fo r the punishment to come to them immediately) like the person of the fish (Yunus 

who called (toA ilaahfor help) as he was suppressing (choking with) his grief (while in the 

stomach o f the fish).

49. If the grace of his Rabb did not reach him, he would have been cast on to the bare 
shore (desolate) in a blameworthy condition (without assistance because he left his town prior to Allaah's 

permission). (However, Allaah shaded him on the shore and provided food  for him there.)

'c s

50. His Rabb selected him and made him among the righteous.

4
51. When the Kuffaar hear the Reminder (the Quraan), it seems as if they could almost 
make you (0  RasuMaah slip (and harm you; with their gazes (filled with hatred) and they say, 
“He is certainly insane! ”

52. It (the Quraan) is but a Reminder for the universe.
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Surah 6 9  Surah Haaqqa

T H E  IN E V ITA B LE

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH HAAQA  AND SURAH QALAM

Allaah tells Rasulullaah in Surah Qalam that he should not compromise the belief that Allaah
is the only source of blessings. Those who reject this belief are warned in Surah Haaqa about the 
punishment they can expect to face in bo th worlds.

A SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

This Surah contains the following:

* Five instances of punishment in this world, viz. the punishment given to the Aad, the Thamud,
the people of Fir'oun, the people of Loot and the people of Nooh

* Punishment in the Aakhirah.
* Glad tidings of Jannah.
* The authenticity of Divine Revelation.
* The primary assertion of the Surah, viz. that those who refuse to believe that Allaah is the Only 

source of blessings will suffer punishment in both worlds.
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In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate the Most Merciful

1. The Inevitable (thatwhich has been ordained, namely the Day of Qiyaamah)l

2. What is the Inevitable?

©

3. What shall inform you about what is the Inevitable?

® ,
I ' l l  ( S K ' s W ' i

4. The Thamud and the Aad rejected the Clamour (they refused to believe in the com mg of

Qiyaamak).

5. As for the Thamud, they were destroyed by a deafening sound (an earthquake with 

terrifying sounds).

<3>

6. As for the Aad, they were destroyed by a freezing, furious wind.

7. Allaah unleashed it upon them for seven consecutive nights and eight 
consecutive days. (Had you been there,) You would have seen them (the Aad) lying flat on the 
ground as if they were hollow palm trunks.
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8. Do you see any of them surviving? (Despite their immense strength, none o f them survived)

©

9. Fir'oun, those before him (such as the nations ofNooh  Shu'apb and others) and the
(people o f  the) overturned cities (the people o j Loot sinned (committed sins).

t s  9 0 *  S t s  •> * *

© t L j l j  S Ĵ>&d&\3̂ >isuĵ (Ar̂
10. They disobeyed the Rusul of their Rabb so He seized (punished) them most (very) 

severely.

Q \& m \
11. (Dunns the time o fN ooh  $$$$&,) When the waters (o f the flood) became turbulent (rose), We 
carried you (your forefathers) in the ark (while the Kuffaar drowned)...

12___to make the incident a message for you (to avoid kufr and Shirk) so that (obedient) ears
may (always) remember (thisadvice).

i > :

13. When the trumpet will be blown once (to signalthe arrival o f the Day ofQiyaamah). . .

14. ...and the earth and mountains (will be) lifted and smashed (crushed) to bits all at 
once...

15 on that day that (Qiyaamah) will take place which is to take place.

16. The sky will be split and become absolutely weak (unable to remain standing) that day...
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17. ...with the angels (who live there) at its ends (because the sky will collapse at the centre, the angels living 

there will move to the sides). That day eight angels shall carry the throne of your Rabb above 
them (ar)d bring It to the Plains o f Reckoning).

18. On that day, you will all be presented (exposed) and nothing (no action or word) of yours 
shall remain hidden (secret).

6
©

19. As for the one who receives his record (o f actions) in his right hand (indicating that he is 

bound for Jannah), he will call out (to the others), “Come (everyone) and read my record!”

©

20. “I was always convinced that I shall certainly meet my reckoning.”

21. So he will enjoy a pleasing life...

22___in the lofty Jannah.

© f i C o p l

23. Its fruit (the fruit o f Jannah) are near at hand. (Atony time, aperson will be able to have any one of the 
fruits that he desires for, without any effort)

24. (The people will be told in Jannah,) “Eat and drink with all blessings as a reward for the 
(good) deeds that you sent ahead during the days gone by (in the world).”

e

25. As for the one who receives his record (o f actions) in the left hand (indicating that he is bound 

forJahannam), he will cry, “Oh dear! If only I were not given my record...”
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26. “...and I had not known my reckoning!”

27. “Alas! If only death had been my end (so thati would not have to witness this day)!”

28. “My wealth (thatigreedily amassed) has not helped me (to attain saluation) . ”

K J k & i S i
29. “My kingship (the authority I  had in this world for which I  broke Allaah's commands) has been lost to 
me (and cannot help me here).”

30. (Addressingthe angels o f punishment, Allaah will say,) “Grab him (the one bound fo r Jahannam) and place 
a yoke around his neck!”

31. “Then enter M  him into the Blaze!”

k,j>
© 0

32. “Then fasten him in a chain seventy cubits in length.” (This refers to a chain that is uery 

large.)

33. “Verily he did not believe in the Majestic Allaah...”

\\S

34. “...and (let alone spending in charity and feeding the poor,) he did not (even) encourage (others 

towards) feeding the poor.”
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35. “There shall neither be any friend for him today (to assist him). , . ”

5
©

36. “.. .nor any food except the filth (that) remains after washing (the puss and blood oazing from  

the wounds o f  the people o f Jahannam).”

t

37. “ (Itisafoodthat) Only the Sinners shall eat it (in Jahannam).”

fa

38. Iswearbythethingsthatyousee...

39 and by the things that you do not see!

40. Verily this Qur'aan is a word brought (to Rasulullaah SHI, by an honoured messenger
(Jibra'ee/̂ &SISSPc).

i

®

41. It is not the speech of a poet. (However, despite the proofs,) Few are those (o f you) who Have 
Imaan.

42. Neither is it the speech of a fortune-teller. (Despite knowing this,) Few are those (of you) 

who understand (who will ponder).

®

43. It is a revelation from the Rabb of the universe.
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k
44. If he (Rasukillaah has (falsely) attributed some words to Us (ascribed toAllaah words that

Allaah had not revealed). . .

45... .We (shall not allow him to go  unpunished and We) shall grab (seize) him by his right hand.

46. We shall then severe, (cut) his jugular vein...

47___and none of you will be able to protect (defend) him. (However, since nothing like this

happened, itprovesthatRasulullaah^^ propagated truly the message o f  Allaah.)

48. It (theQur'aan) is certainly advice for those with Taqwa.

49. Indeed We know (well) that some of you reject (it). (Therefore they will suffer punishment.)

50. This (Oufoan) shall certainly be a source of remorse (agony) for the Kaafiroon (because 

they will regret not accepting it when they sufferpunishmentfor their rejection).

51. It (theQur'aan) is undoubtedly the absolute truth.

52. So glorify the name of your Majestic Rabb.
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Surah 7 0  Surah Ma'aarij

THE STAIRCASE

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH MA'AARIJ AND SURAH HAAQA

After Surah Haaqa warned the people who rejected the belief that Allaah is the Only source of 
blessings, it was necessary for the people take heed and to believe in the oneness of Allaah and in 
the Prophethood of Rasulullaah (H8& However, they adopted an obstinate stance and instead of 
asking for Allaah's mercy and forgiveness, they insolently asked for Allaah's punishment to afflict 
them, they failed to notice that the advent of punishment is imminent and inevitable.

A  SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

Surah Ma'aarij contains the following:

* Reproach.
* Warning of punishment in the Aakhirah.
* Glad tidings in the Aakhirah.
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In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate the Most Merciful

51
®

1. An enquirer asks (sarcastically) about an imminent punishment...

51 $

2. ...that will afflict the Kaafiroon, which cannot be averted...

b

®

3. ...and is from Allaah, the Controller of the staircase (the skies, which the angels constantly

ascend as they convey people's actions and instructions to and from Allaah).

4. The angels and souls (ofthedead) ascend to Him. (This punishment that the people inquire about 

will take place) On a day (the Day o f Qiyaamah), the duration of which shall be (equal to) fifty 
thousand years (o f this world).

5. So exercise patience in a most beautiful manner (without complaining about the attitude o f the 
Kuffaar and without asking fo r them to be punished because their punishment is imminent, either in this world or in the 

Aakhirah).

6.

7.

Verily they see it (Qiyaamah as) being far off (because they do not want to believe in i t ) . . .  

... but We see it being nearby (because its occurrence is certain).
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8. (The Day o f  Qiyaamah will be) The day when the sky will become (black) like the dirty 
residue of oil...

9. ...and the mountains (because of their variety of colours) will become like coloured wool
(tossed about in the airjust as flakes o f wool are tossed through the air).

10. (On the Day o f QiyaamahJ No friend will ask about (the welfare of) another friend (because 

everyone will be worried aboutthemselves only). . .

11. ...even though they will be shown each other. The sinner will wish that as ransom 
for (escaping) the punishment of that day he could offer his sons...

12___his wife, his brother...

13___his tribe (family) with whom he lived...

y  9 9 • 9 t "3 • 9

14. ...and everyone on earth so that he may be saved.

15. This Will never be! (N o ransom will be accepted and none will be made to suffer fo r another.) The Fire 
shall certainly be flaming...

Jse ^

16. ... (so hot that it will be capable o f easily) tearing the scalp (burning up the brainŝ .
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17. It fja/iannamj will call the one who turned away (from b U )  and was averse (to it ) . . .

\J?<s S 'rs

® U 5 l b e ?

18. ...(and ) who amassed wealth and tended it (hoarded it without fulfilling the duties owed toAllaah).

St&'.aili'Wt.t

19. Verily man has been created anxious (hasfy/impatient/restiess).

20. When difficulty afflicts him, he panics (loses his composure and becomes impatient). . .

21___and when he experiences good fortune, he becomes miserly (too scared to lose what he

has).

22. (This is the condition o f all people) Except those (Mu'mineen) who perform salaah (meticulously)...

23 _those who are constant (regular) in their salaah...

24 ___and who have a stipulated right (fixed a share) in their wealth...

25__ for the beggar and the destitute (the poor).
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26. (They are) Those who believe in the truth of the day of reckoning...

27 and who fear the punishment of their Rabb.

28. Indeed the punishment of their Rabb is not something that one can avoid.

29. (Thesepeople are) Those who guard their private parts (chastity from adultery andfornication). . .

30. ... (who do not engage in sexual activity) except when it comes to their spouses (to whom they are 

married) and the slave women whom they own. They will surely not be blamed for
(cohabiting with) them.

31. Whoever seeks more (sexual activity) than this (which is restricted to their spouses and female slaves), 

then such persons are transgressors (oftheShari’ah) indeed (crossthe limitsoflegality).

32. (The Mu'mineen who are not like the rest of mankind are) TllOSC who give du6 regard to (fulfilling) 

their trusts (thingsplaced in their trust) and their promises...

33. ... who stand firm by their testimony (they do not allow anything to change their testimony) ...

b
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34. .. .and who guard (the time, condition and method of) their salaah (ensure that the time and method o f 

perform ing salaah are correct and they never allow any salaah to pass by unperformed).

35. These people shall be honoured in the gardens of Jannah. (Eight attributes o f people o f 
Jannat have been mentioned.)

ofy 1 413
36. (Referring to the Mushrikeen who used to form  several groups around Rasulullaah near the Kabah to mock

him as he recited the Qur'aan there, Allaah asks,) What is the matter with the Kuffaar that they run 
towards you (O  Rasulullaah &HrJ...

37... .in groups to your right and your left (to crowd you)?

38. Does every one of them desire that he (rather than the poor Muslims) should enter the 
Jannah of bliss?

39. Never! (This shall never be because only the Mu’mineen shall enter Jannah regardless of their social standing in 

this world) Verily We have created them from what they know. (When man knows that Allaah has 

created him from something as insignificant as a drop o f semen, how can he question Allaah's ability to resurrect him on 
the Day ofQiyaamah?)

40. I swear by the Rabb of the Easts (everything in the East) and the Wests (everything in the West)! 

Indeed We have the power...

©

41___to substitute them with people better than them. We certainly have the power
(to do this and anything else We wish to do ).
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42. So (if the Kuffaar refuse to accept Istaam after you have done your best to convince them, then) leave them 
to indulge (in their vain pursuits] and to frolic (play with what they have) until they meet their day 
that they are promised...

43. ...(which will be) the day (ofQiyaamah) when they will hurriedly emerge from the graves 
as if they are rushing towards a temple (to worship their idols) .

44. Their gazes will be lowered (with worry and embarrassment) and humiliation (disgrace) will 
surround them. This is the day that they had been promised (but which they denied).
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Surah 71 Surah Nooh

NOOH

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH N O O H  AND THE PRECEDING SURAHS

The series of Surahs from Surah Mulk to Surah Jinn are like one Surah because they have 
almost the same subject matter. Surah Mulk established the belief that none but Allaah should be 
regarded as the source of all blessings. Thereafter, Surah Qalam emphasized that no 
compromises should be made with regard to this belief. Next Surah Haaqa, gives grave warnings 
of a terrible punishment for those who reject this belief. At the same time, it also conveyed glad 
tidings to those who believed in Towheed.

Surah Haaqa is followed by Surah Ma'aarij, which condemns the Mushrikeen for their 
foolishness in asking for Allaah's punishment instead of heeding the warnings. Surah Nooh and 
Surah Jinn provide further proofs to substantiate the belief. Surah Nooh contains a detailed 
proof from the life and teachings of Nooh 5SM85SE.

A SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

Surah Nooh contains the following:

* Nooh preaches to his people,but they reject his message and behave haughtily.
* An example is given about how the Kuffaar were destroyed.
* Logical proofs contained in Nooh preaching are given.
* The essence of the Surah is that there should be no compromise in promoting Towheed. It 

must be preached with tolerance and determination despite the obstacles that the Kuffaar 
may place.
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In the nam e o f A llaah , the M ost Com passionate the M ost Merciful

1. Verily W e  sent N ooh  fas a Nab to his nation instructing him, “W arn your
peop le  (against committing Shirk) before a  painful punishment afflicts them .”

V
®

2. H e ( N o o h said, “O  my people! Indeed I am  a  clear (definite) w am er to you.”

©

3. “W orship  A llaah , fear H im  and obey m e fin belief and action) . ”

4. “A llaah  w ill then forgive your sins and grant you respite (will not punish you and will allow 

you to live) until a  specified period (the time when your death is destined). Verily, when A llaah 's  

specified period (thetime o f your death) arrives, it is not delayed. If only you knew  (the truth of 

this, you would accept immediately) . ”

5 . (However, besides a few people, the rest o f  his nation rejected his message despite his tireless efforts. When he grew 

frustrated after 950 years o f preaching to them,) H e said, “O  my R abb ! Indeed I ca lled  my people (to 

Towheed) day and night.”

6. “ However, my calling only m ade them run further away. ”
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®!$l i !m£ ; i;
7. “Whenever I called them so that You may forgive them, they (rejected my message to such

an extent that they actually) placed their fingers in their ears (not to hear me), covered themselves
with their shawls (so not even to see mej, remained implacable (persisted in arrogance) and 
expressed great pride.”

8. “I then called to them publicly (in a gathering) . . . ”

9. “...and explained (theDeen) to them openly and privately (to mdiuiduals).’'

® B S £
10. “I said to them, 'Seek forgiveness from your Rabb (for your kufr by accepting lmaan). 

Indeed He is Most Forgiving.'”

11. “ '(If you do this,) He will send (much-needed) rain toyou in torrents...'”

12. “'...increase your wealth, your sons and make orchards and rivers for you. (He will 

cause you to prosper even in this world) ' ”

13. “'What is the matter with you that you are not convinced of Allaah's majesty
(greatness .̂..'”

14. “'...when He has created you in so many phases?'” (He created the food  from whichbloodis 

form ed then the semen from  the blood, then the foetus from the semen, then the many stages o f foetal development 
before the birth o f a child )
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15. “'Have you not seen how Allaah has created the seven skies in layers..

\4> \s ^ ” Tki i  ■£ s '  ik < t!

16. “'...has made the moon a celestial light in them (in the skies) and the sun a (bright) 

lamp (from whichyou derive immense benefit) ? '”

17. “'Allaah has created you (yourfatherAadam) from the earth in a unique manner.'”

18. “'He will then return you to the earth and then remove you from it in a unique
manner (when you are resurrected on theDayofQiyaamahjJ1”

19. “'And Allaah has spent out the earth foryou...'”

© ' i
<=1

20. “'...SO that you may travel on its wide roads.'" (Allaah has created all these bounties fo r man so 
that he recognisesAllaah through them and expresses gratitude fo r them by worshipping only Him Alone.)

21. (After 950 years of extensive preaching,) Nooh said, “O my Rabb! They have refused to
obey me and have followed people whose wealth and children have only increased 
their loss (by causing them to fall deeper into kufr and sin by not listening to my guidance became their pride and 

arrogance)

22. “ (In addition to this,) They have devised mighty plots (to oppose the true Deen by not listening to my 

guidance).”
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23. “They say (to others), 'Never forsake your gods! Do not forsake Wadd, Suwa, 
Yaghooth, Ya'ooq and Nasr!'” (These were names o f  their idols.)

24. “ (By doing this,) They have certainly led many (people) astray. Do increase the deviation
(sinfulways) of the oppressors (so that they become deseruing o f more punishment).”

25. (Eventually) Because of their sins they were drowned (in a great flood) and made to enter 
the Fire (intheirgravesaswellasintheAakhirah). (Although they had many gods, great wealth and many children,) 

They found none to assist them against (the punishment of) Allaah.

26. Nooh said, “O my Rabb! Do not leave even one of the Kaafiroon (alive) on 
earth.”

27. “Surely if You leave them (to live on earth) they will mislead Your (Mu'mineen) bondsmen 
and Only sinners and Kuffaar will be born to them (thereby causing more kufr and sin to reign an 

earth).”

28. “O my Rabb! Forgive me, my parents, whoever enters my home as a Mu'min and 
all the Mu'mineen and Mu'minaat. (As fo r the Kuffaar, I  pray that you) Increase the oppressors
(the Kuffaar) only in destruction! (Do not let any o f them survive.)
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Surah 72  Surah Jinn

THE JINN

THE L IN K  BETWEEN SURAH JINN AN D  SURAH NOOH
Surah Nooh quoted graphically the experience of Nooh that Allaah is the Only
fountainhead of all blessings. Surah Jin n  now presents similar proofs from the statements of the 
Mu'mineen Jinn to prove this belief. People are informed in this Surah that even the Jinn listen to 
the Qur'aan and preach Towheed to their species.

A  SUM M ARY OF THE SURAH

Surah Jinn contains the following:

* Quoted proofs from the Jinn.
* Warnings.
* Glad tidings.
* The concept of Towheed.
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In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate the Most Merciful

1. (0  RasuMaah S f )  Say, “Revelation has come to me (informing me) that a group of Jinn 
attentively listened to me (reciting the Quraan) and Said (to their fellow Jinn when they returned to their 

places), 'Indeed we have heard a most astounding (wonderful) Qur'aan (in the morning prayer).'”

2. “'It points towards righteousness so we believed in it and we shall never ascribe 
any partner to our Rabb.'”

3. “'Most exalted is the majesty of our Rabb, Who has neither taken a wife nor a 
child.”

4. “'Undoubtedly, the ignorant (foolish) among us (the Jinn) used to say things about 
Allaah that transgress the limit (when they attributed partners and children to Allaah) ...'”

5. “...and we always thought that no human or Jinn could ever lie about Allaah.'”
(We did not expect humans and Jinn to be bold enough to lie about Allaah. Consequently, we accepted the practices of 
Shirk that they told us, assuming it to be correct. We now know better.)

6. “'Indeed (adding to our practices o f Shirk was that) there were those from mankind who (when 

they stopped over at a frightening place during their travels, they would call out to the leaders o f the Jinn at that place and 

implore them for protection from other Jinn. In doingsothey) used to seek protection from the Jinn and
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(thereby) increased them (the Jinn) all the more in rebellion (by making them feel that since others

pleaded fo r assistance from them, they considered themselves to be too important and powerful to submit to Allaah).'”

7. “’They (these Jinn) thought as you (the sinners) think that Allaah shall not resurrect 
anyone (and because o f this, they did not mend their ways).'”

8. “'We (the Jinn) have sought to reach the skies (to eavesdrop on the conversations o f the angels to 

team about future events) but found it filled with stem (firm, watchful) guards (angels) and flaming 
fires (stars which the angels threw at any Jinn caught trying to eavesdrop). '”

9. “'Indeed (before the coming o f  Rasulullaah (§88 we used to take up positions there (in the sides) 

to sit and eavesdrop. Now (once revelation has begun coming to Rasulullaah W$i§) whoever 
eavesdrops will find a flaming fire (star) waiting in ambush (to attack) him.'”

10. “'We have no idea (now that Allaah has sent Rasulullaah W8fe) whether evil (punishment) is 
intended for those on earth (when they oppose Rasulullaah iH i ;  or whether their Rabb intends 
guidance for them (when they follow h im ).'”

O j t

11. “'Among us there are the righteous ones and those who are otherwise (disobedient 

and sinful) . (Thus,) We were of different ways (follow different religions).'”

12. “'We know that we are unable to escape (the punishment of) Allaah on earth and we 
shall never be able to escape from Him by fleeing (anywhere else in the universe). '”

13. “'Verily when we heard the (words of) guidance (from Rasulullaah W j ,  we believed in 
(accepted) it. Whoever believes in his Rabb has neither loss nor humiliation (punishment) to 
fear (neither in this world nor in theAakhirah)
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14. “'Certainly some of us (Jinn) are Muslims while some of us are oppressors (Kuffaar, 

who oppress themselves by inviting Allaah's punishment by committing kufr). Those who accept Islaam 
have surely sought the path of good.'”

15. “'As for the oppressors (theKujfaar), they shall be fuel for Jahannam.'”

V
©

16. (O  Rasulullaah &$&! Say that revelation has also come to me to inform me that) If they (the Mushrikeen of 

Makkah) remain steadfast upon the path (Islaam), (then instead o f  punishing them with droughts,) We 
shall definitely bless them with abundant showers (rains)...

17. ...to test them With it (to ascertain whether they willexpressgratitudeornot). Whoever turns away 
from the remembrance of his Rabb (from Imaan and Ibaadah), We shall enter him into a 
severe punishment.

18. Indeed, the Masaajid (prostration and all other forms o f worship) are only for Allaah, so do not 
supplicate to (worship) anyone else with Allaah.

tb \ *  S a 

iJ &
ti

19. When Allaah's slave (Rasulullaah stood up to supplicate to (worship) Him, they (the 

Kuffaar) densely crowded around (swarmed) him (to intimidate him so that he stops worshipping Allaah).

20. (ORasulullaah (&&&!) Say, “I (shall not be intimidated by you because I) worship only my Rabb and I 
do not ascribe any as His partner. ”

©
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21. (When the Kuffaar challenge you to cause Altaah's punishment to come to them fo r opposing you, then) Say (to 

them), “Indeed I have no power to do you any harm nor any good.” (All this is only mAllaah’s 

power)

22. (When they ask you to change parts q f the Qutaan to accommodate them so that they may incline towards Islaam, 

then) Say, “Without doubt, none can ever protect me from Allaah (if I  do such a thing) and I 
cannot find any refuge (with anyone) besides Him. ”

b

23. (Also tell them that you are not obliged to force them to accept Islaam by saying to them,) “ (My responsibility is 

nothing) Except conveying (messages) from Allaah and fulfilling His messages. (Thereafter,) 

Whoever disobeys Allaah and His Rasool shall have the fire of Jahannam where they 
will live (in misery) forever.”

24. (It appears from the attitude o f  the Kuffaar that they will never accept the truth o f Islaam) Until they See what 
(punishment) they have been promised, (only) then will they realise who had the weakest 
assistant and whose numbers were fewer. (In this world, the Kuffaar look down on the Muslims, thinking 

that the Muslims have weak allies and are fewer in number. However, the Kujfaar will realise the error o f  their judgement 
on the Day o f Qiyaamah when the Muslims will emerge as the stronger ones and will have each other to intercede fo r them 
while the Kuffaar will have no allies to help them.)

25. Say, “I do not know whether what you have been promised (punishment on earth or 

Qiyaamah) is near or whether your Rabb has specified a lengthy term for it (are henceQiyaamah ioi//come on/y aftera long period)/*

26. “He is the Knower of the unseen and He has informed no one about His unseen 
knowledge (only Allaah has complete knowledge o f the unseen) ...

27. .. .except (certain aspects o f this knowledge, such as the injunctions ofDeen and certain other matters, which He 

has informed only) His selected Rasool.” (However, Allaah had not even informed Rasulullaah when 

Qiyaamah will occur.) So He has dispatched guards (angels) in front of him (Rasulullaah (SfSIj and
behind him ( when he received revelation so that no one could interfere with the transmission ofrevelation) ...
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28....so that He may know that they have conveyed (to the Rasool& $ !:) the messages of 
their Rabb (without any changes). He has knowledge of their conditions. (He knows all about these 

angels He has placed on guard and has selected them because they are fit fo r the task) and He keeps 
meticulous count of everything. (He knows exactly howm uch o f the Qur'aan has been reuealed at any point 

o f time during the lifetime ofRasulullaah $MM.)
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Surah 7 3  Surah Muzzammil

TH E  O N E  W R A P P E D  IN  A  S H A W L

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH MUZZAMMIL AND THE PRECEDING SURAHS

Surahs Muzzammil and Muddathir both discuss the same subject matter. The Surahs preceding 
these two discussed an aspect of Towheed i.e. the belief that only Allaah is the source of all 
blessings. This was discussed at great length, using logical proofs, warnings and various other 
modes and methods of address. In this way, Shirk is effectively refuted.

Now, the message is that the Qur'aan must be recited because it is a means of guidance and that 
men must hold onto Towheed. Surah Muzzammil contains the instruction to recite the Qur'aan 
properly, while Surah Muddathir exhorts the Muslims not to confine themselves only to the 
recitation of the Qur'aan but that they should also propagate its injunctions, especially that of 
Towheed.

A SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

The first nine verses of the Surah contain the first instruction to stand in prayer (Tahajjud salaah) 
during a part of the night in which the Qur'aan should be recited. Allaah should then be 
worshipped in earnestness and no partners should be associated with Him.

Thereafter, verses lOand 11 console Rasulullaah by telling him notto be grieved by what the
Kuffaar say because Allaah will settle their affair. Allaah then warns the Kuffaar and the 
Mushrikeen about the various forms of punishment that they will have to suffer in the Aakhirah 
[verses 12 to 14],

Horn the words “Verily We have sent a Rasool (Muhammad &H) to you people... ”  until the 
end of verse 16 Allaah reminds the Mushrikeen that He has sent to them a great prophet, just as 
He had sent a prophet to Fir'oun. When Fir'oun refused to believe in Moosa and rejected
his message, Allaah destroyed him along with his entire army. Allaah warns the Mushrikeen that 
they will also suffer Allaah's punishment if they choose to oppose Rasulullaah &B8r.s
In verses 17 and 18, Allaah again warns people about the Aakhirah, reminding them that 
punishment in this world will not end the affair, but that they will have to suffer dreadful 
consequences in the Aakhirah as well. Thereafter, Allaah impresses upon them that they should 
follow the advice of the Qur'aan, when He says, “(All of) This (already mentioned) is advice 
indeed. So whoever wishes to do so, should adopt a path (the path oflslaam) to (attain 
the pleasure of) his Rabb.

The concluding verse of the Surah echos the beginning of the Surah because of its reference to 
performing Salaah during the late hours of the night. Allaah says that He is Aware of that fact that 
some people are ill, some are weak, others are on journey and there are those who are fighting in 
Jihaad. Therefore, Allaah makes the concession that people can perform the Tahajjud salaah as 
they please without any compulsion. In their Salaah, they may recite as much of the Qur'aan as 
they can.
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In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate the Most Merciful

1. (Affectionately addressing Rasulullaah «§§§!? acco rd in g  to his dress at the time, Allaah says,) O you wrapped 
in a cloth (shawl)!

2. Stand up all night (in Tahajjud salaah) except for a little while (to rest). . .

3. . . .  (stand in salaah for) half the night or slightly less (than half, such as a third o f the night) . . .

4. ...or add some more (time to the half, making it two-thirds). And recite the Qur'aan clearly
(and steadily so that each letter is distinct and accurately pronounced).

f t
5. Verily We shall soon cast a weighty (important) word (the Q u r'aan ] upon you.

6. Undoubtedly, waking at night (for salaah]  is extremely difficult (but most effective fo r  

controlling the Nafs) and speech (du'aas and recitation o f the Qur’aan) is most correctly spoken then 
(because it is a time when one is free o f duties and disturbances).

7. You certainly have intensive (important] work (ofpropagatinglslaam) during the day (and will

be unable to devote your attention exc.usiueiy fo r worship duringthe day. The night is therefore best fo r this purpose).
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IS
8. Mention the name of your Rabb (engage in Dhikr) and (when doing this) cut yourself off 
from everything (o f this world) to focus your attention solely on Him.

J

9. He is the Rabb of the East and the West. There is no Uaah but Him, so adopt Him 
as yOUr guardian (for none other can safeguard you).

& 9 *  9 '  ? 2 9-P 9 S \ i ' *  9\'

10. Patiently bear whatever they (the Kuffaar) say (to insult you) and (when they become unbearable,) 

separate from them in a most pleasant manner (without fighting them and without the desirefor 

revenge). (This ayat is Makki revealed before Hijraat. The order ofjihaad came in Madina!i )

11. Leave me (to deal) with the rejecters (o f  Imaan) who (think that they) are blessed with 
bounties (o f this world) and grant them grace for a while (bear with them until they learn their lesson the 

hard way).

& & & *'< ft

12. Verily We have (in store fo r them in Jahannam) handcuffs, and the Blazing fire...

13. ...food that gets stuck in the throat (cannot be swallowed because o f  its terrible taste and texture) 

and a painful punishment.

14. (Thispunishment will take place) On the day (o f Qiyaamah) when the earth and mountains will 
shake (shiver and quake) and the mountains will be reduced to (become) a heap of dust.

15. Verily We have sent a Rasool (Muhammad ) to you as a witness (to your actions so that he

may testify on the Day of Qiyaamah) just as We sent a Rasool (Moosa to Fir'oun.
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16. Fir'oun refused to obey the Rasool so We seized (punished) him most severely.

17. So if yOU (choose to) disbelieve, how will you save (yourselves) from (the punishment of) the 
day that will (be sofrighteningthat it will) turn children's hair white?

18. The sky will be split apart on that day. His (Allaah’s) promise always takes place, (is
definite).

19. (All of) This (that has been mentioned already) is advice indeed. So whoever wishes to do so,
should adopt a path (oflslaam) to (attain the pleasure of) his Rabb.

20. (In trying to put into practice verses 3  and 4  above, Rasulullaah 8ISI and the Sahabah found it tedious to
precisely calculate two-thirds, half or one-third of the night Fearing that they should miscalculate and fail to stand fo r the 

stipulated periods, the Sahabah therefore stood in salaah almost the entire night As a result o f  this exertion, their

feet used to swell and they grew extremely pale. Taking pity on them, Allaah revealed the verse saying.) Verily yOUT
Rabb knows that you (O Rasulullaah and a group of those (Sahabah $&$*&£) with you 
stand (in salaah) close to two-thirds of the night, (sometimes) half the night and (sometimes) a 
third (o f  the night). Allaah determines the (duration o f the) night and the day. He knows that 
you are unable to precisely calculate (the duration o f  each portion of the night) so He has turned 
to you in mercy. Therefore, (instead o f trying to recite too much) recite that part of the Qur'aan (in 

Tahajjud) which is easy (stand in Tahajjud only as long as you can manage). Allaah knows that some of
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you may (all ill, others will travel in the world in search of Allaah's bounty (to earn a living) 

and others will fight in Allaah's path. (In each case, they will be unable to perform Tahajjud as they do at 

home.) Therefore, recite (only) that of the Qur'aan (in Tahajjud) which is easy. (Although Tahajjud is 

not obligatory, do not neglect to) Establish (the Fardh) salaah, pay zakaah and give to Allaah a 
good loan (spend in charity fo r Allaah's pleasure). Whatever good you send ahead for yourselves 
(as reward to the Aakhirah), you will find it with Allaah in a better and more rewarding state. 
Seek forgiveness from Allaah. Verily Allaah is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful.
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Surah 7 4  Surah Muddathir

THE ONE WRAPPED IN A BLANKET

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH MUDDATHIR  AND SURAH MUZZAMMIL

Surah Muzzammil conveyed the message that people should regularly recite the Qur'aan and 
remain steadfast on their belief in Touiheed. Surah Muddathir goes a step further by saying that, 
not only should people recite the Qur'aan and practise it, but they should also actively involve 
themselves in propagating Towheed as well as every other injunction of the Qur'aan.

A SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

The beginning six verses of the Surah contain the following primary instructions:

* Warn others about Allaah's punishment.
* Actively promote Towheed.
* Proclaim Allaah's purity from all partners.

Thereafter, Allaah gives encouragement to Rasulullaah in verse 7. Verses 8 to 10 proceed to
warn people that the inevitable Day of Judgement will be difficult for the Kuffaar. In verses 11 to 
16, Allaah severely rebukes those who reject the message of Islaam, more particularly a Mushrik 
by the name of Waleedbin Mughiera. The punishment in store for such people in the Aakhirah is 
then mentioned in verses 17 to 31.

Allaah condemns these people further in verses 32 to 38, after which He conveys glad tidings to 
the Mu'mineen in verses 39 and 40. From verse 41 up to verse 48, Allaah relates how the Kuffaar 
and sinners will admit their sins on the Day of Qiyaamah and realise that they are suffering on 
account of misguided ways.

The concluding eight verses of the Surah describe how the Kuffaar flee from the message of 
Towheed and other advice just as donkeys flee from a lion. They foolishly demand that Allaah 
personally convey the message to them, a demand that will never be fulfilled.
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In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful

1. O you wrapped in a shawl!

2. Stand up (amongthepeople) and warn (them about Allaah'spunish merit fo r rejectinglmaan).

3. Announce the greatness of your Rabb (which isamast important pointaf pour message).

4. (When preaching Towheed, mind your appearance and ensure that you) Keep your clothing clean. 
(External purity complements internal spiritual purity.)

5. (In addition to this, also) Stay away from filth (idols andsin, as you have always been doing).

6. Do not give (anything) to others with the intention of receiving back more (from them as 

a token of thanks).

7. Be patient (endure the taunts and opposition oftheKuffaar) for the sake (pleasure) ofyourRabb (for 

He will reward you abundantly fo r it).
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8. When the trumpet is blown ( to  signal th e  arrival o f  Qiyaamah)...

9. ... that day will be an extremely severe day...

10 for the Kaafiroon and it will not be easy.

11. (Referring specifically to Waleed bin Mughiera, one o f Rasulullaah (SS 's tuorsi enemies, and to all such Kuffaar in 

general, Allaah says,) Leave Me (to deal) with the one (the Kaafir) whom I have created single- 
handedly...

3
©

12 and to whom I have granted ever increasing wealth...

13__Sons (10) who are present with him (to boost his p ride )...

V 1 9

14.. ..and for whom 1 have prepared every type of comfort.

15. He then wishes that I grant him even more ( in th e A a k h ira h ).

b
©

16. Never (sha ll h e  re ce iv e  any  g o o d  in  th e  A a k h ira h )! He was certainly opposed to (re je c ted ) Our 
Aayaat.
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17.1 shall soon make him climb a mountain of Jahannam. (Rasulullaah S H  said that the 
mountain refers to a mountain o f  fire in Jahannam that will take a person seventy years to climb and another seventy years 
to descend. This will continue forever without any respite.)

18. Verily, (when Waleed was asked about the Qur aan) he thought (about what to say so that the Mushrikeen 

are not displeased, even though he knew that the Qutaan was truly Allaah's word) and (finally he) devised 
Something (and announced that the Qur'aan was magic and thatRasulullaah was a magician).

19. May he be destroyed! How does he plot?

s
©

20. May he be destroyed again! How does he plot?

21. He looked (at theMushrikeen waiting for his reply) ...

22... .and then frowned (to show dislikeforthe Qur'aan) and scowled.

23. Then he turned away and was proud.

24. He said, “This is nothing but magic recounted (retold) from (fables of) the past. ”

25. “This is nothing but the word fordinary) of man.”
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26.1 shall soon enterfcost) him into Jahannam.

27. What shall inform you what Jahannam is?

28. It neither spares (anyone) nor leaves (anyone without injury).

29. It distorts the body (bybumingandmakingtheskinred).

30. Nineteen angels are appointed (as keepers to watch) over it.

31. We have made (appointed) only angels as the keepers of the Fire (because each o f them is 

individually stronger than all o f  mankind and Jinn, and because they never disobey Allaah). We have made their 
number (nineteen) Only a test for the Kaafiroan (to see who scoffs at the number) so that the 
People of the Book may be convinced (about the truth o f the Qur’aan because the same number is 

mentioned in their divine scriptures) and so that the Mu'mineen may be increased in Imaan (by 

believing in another uerse o f the Qur’aan), (The number has been fixed at nineteen) So that the People of the 
Book and the Mu'mineen may not doubt (the words o f the Qur'aan) and so that those with 
diseased (hypocritical) hearts (the Munaafiqeen) and the Kaafiroon may say, “What does 
Allaah intend with this (strange) example?” Thus does Allaah send astray whoever He 
wills (allows them to strayj and guides whoever He wills. Only He (Allaah) knows the armies 
of your Rabb (the number o f  angels and other forces H e uses). This (Qur’aan with all its subject matter) is 
certainly advice (guidance) for mankind.
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32. Indeed, (Ispeak the truth) by the oath of the moon!

33. And by the oath of the night when It retreats (at dawn to make way for daylight) !

34. And by the oath of the morning when it gets bright!

35. Undoubtedly it (Jahannam) is among the gravest matters.

3 6. (It signals) A warning for mankind (that he should avoid everything that leads to it)...

37___ (it is a warning especially) for those of you who wish to advance (towards good) and those
who wish to retreat ( move away from good) .

i& & * 3 ! ^ 8 3 r
38. Every soul shall be held back (in Jahannam) in custody for his (evil) actions...

39... .except for the people of the right (those who will receive their records o f  actions in their right hands) .

©c
40. They will be in Jannaat asking...
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41. ...thesinners (injaharmam)...

42. “What has landed (thrust) you in Jahannam?”

leal
43. They will reply, “We were not among those who performed salaah...”

44. "... and we did not feed the poor. ”

45. “We used to be absorbed (in vain talk) with those who were absorbed (equally vain) . . .”

46. "... and we used to deny the Day of Reckoning... ”

47. “...until death came to us (only then did we realise the error o f our ways, but it was too late).”

Y \ «  * * * & '<

48. The intercession of intercessors will not help them (because no one will be allowed to 

intercede on their behalf) .

49. What is the matter with them that they turn away from the Advice (the Qur'aan) . ..
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H f

50... .(so vehement^) that they seem like wild donkeys...

51 fleeing from a lion?

@0

52. In fact, (be/bre they believe in Rasululhah &&) each one of them waits to be given open 
scrolls (from the heavens, clearly commanding them to follow him).

53. Never (will this never happen)! The fact is that (they refuse to believe because) they have no fear 
for the Aakhirah.

54. Behold! This (Qur’aan) is the Advice (for all).

55. So whoever wills should take heed (because there shall be no separate bookfor each one).

56. (However■) They cannot take heed unless Allaah wills. It is He Who should be feared 
and He Who forgives.
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Surah 75  Surah Qiyaamah

(The D ay o f) QIYAAMAH

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH QIYAAMAH  AND THE OTHER SURAHS

A p a r t  f r o m  re je c t in g  Towheed, th e  Mushrikeen a ls o  re je c te d  th e  b e l ie f  in  Qiyaamah a lo n g  w ith  
th e  re w a rd s  a n d  p u n is h m e n t  in  th e  Aakhirah. T h e re fo re ,  A U a a h  e m p h a s is e s  b e l ie f  in  Qiyaamah 
f r o m  Surah Qiyaamah u p  t o  th e  e n d  o f  Surah Taariq (S u ra h  8 6 ) .  S in c e  Towheed is  th e  c e n t ra l  
b e l ie f  o f  a  M u 'm in ,  i t  is  a ls o  re p e a te d ly  m e n t io n e d  in  m a n y  o f  th e  Surahs.

A SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

In  th e  f ir s t  tw o  ve rse s , A U a ah  ta k e s  tw o  o a th s  t o  e m p h a s is e  th a t  th e  a d v e n t  o f  Q iy a a m a h  is  
in e v ita b le .  “Does man think that We shall never gather his bones?...u n t i l  th e  w o rd s  
...When will Day of Qiyaamah come?” [v e rse s  3  t o  6 ] .  In  th e s e  ve rse s , A l la a h  c o n d e m n s  th e  
Mushrikeen f o r  th in k in g  t h a t  H e  c a n n o t  re s u r re c t  th e m , w h e re a s  th e  fe a t  is  n o t  d i f f ic u l t  a t  a l l f o r  
A lla a h .  A l la a h  w iU  e v e n  re p ro d u c e  th e i r  o r ig in a l f in g e rp r in ts  w h e n  re s u r re c t in g  th e i r  d e c a y e d  
co rp se s .
In  ve rse s  7  t o  1 5 , A l la a h  w a rn s  p e o p le  a b o u t  th e  Aakhirah. A lla a h  c o n v e y s  th e  m e s sa g e  to  
Hasulullaah iSSS th a t  H e  c a n  e a s ily  e m b e d  th e  Q u r 'a a n  w i t h in  R a su luU a a h  OSSS's h e a r t  w i t h o u t  
a n y  e f f o r t  ju s t  a s  H e  c a n  c o m b in e  th e  s u n  a n d  th e  m o o n  a n d  re s u r re c t p e o p le  w i t h  as  f in e  a  d e ta i l  
as th e i r  f in g e rp r in ts .

A l la a h  th e n  c h id e s  p e o p le  in  v e rs e s  2 0  a n d  2 1  f o r  p r e fe r r in g  th e  w o r ld  t o  th e  A a k h ir a h .  
T h e re a fte r ,  A U a a h  p ro m is e s  g o o d  fo r t u n e  o f  c e r ta in  p e o p le ,  w h e n  h e  says , “Many faces (the 
faces of the people inJannah) on that day (of Qiyaamah) will be resplendent, looking at 
their Rabb.” O n  th e  c o n tra ry ,  th e re  w U l b e  o th e rs  n o t  s o  fo r tu n a te ,  w h o  w i l l  h a v e  to  s u f fe r  
p u n is h m e n t  o n  th e  D a y  o f  Qiyaamah, as  m e n t io n e d  in  v e rs e s  2 4  t o  3 0 .

In  th e  r e m a in in g  v e rs e s  o f  th e  S  urah, A U a ah  a g a in  c o n d e m n s  th o s e  w h o  t h in k  t h a t  m a n  h a s  b e e n  
c re a te d  w i t h o u t  a  d e f in i te  a  p u rp o s e . A l la a h  a ls o  c o n v e y s  th e  m e s sa g e  th a t  H e  c a n  easU y  
re s u r re c t  p e o p le  b e c a u s e  H e  is  th e  o n e  w h o  c re a te d  th e m  th e  f i r s t  t im e .
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In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful

1. I swear by the Day of Qiyaamah!

3 j& !m y (3

2. And I swear by the rebuking Nafs (the inner voice that reprimands a person when he does wrong or 

when hisgood deeds are deficient) !

3. Does man think that We shall never gather his bones (to resurrect him on the Day of

Qiyaamah) ?

©

4. Why not? (We most certainty will!) We have the power to perfect even his fingertips! (When 

We resurrect him, We will even reproduce to perfection details as fine as hisfingertips.)

5. The (act is that man (refutes Qiyaamah because he) wants to (continue to) sin (in the life) ahead of 
him. (He knows that if he believes in Qiyaamahi, he will have to stop sinning in preparation fo r it.)

6)

6. He (sarcastically) asks, “When will the Day of Qiyaamah come?”

7. When eyes will be bewildered (dozed out o f extreme fear). . .
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8. ...the moon will eclipse (lose its light)...

9. ...and the sun and moon will be joined (and both will be without tight)...

10 man will say on that day, “Where is an escape?”

11. No! There is definitely no place of safety (to escape) .

12. On this day, the only abode (place o f  safety) shall be towards your Rabb.

13. On that day man will be informed of whatever (actions) he had sent ahead (carried out) 

and left behind (in the world without carrying out).

i S L
© 0

14. In reality, man will be well aware of himself (o f the wrongs he did). . .

15___even though he will make excuses (in an attempt to prove his innocense).

16. (When revelation used to come to Rasututlaah SffiP, he repented the words immediately upon hearingthem, fearing 
that he would forget them. In this manner, the physical strain on him was increased. Affectionately advising him not to 

exert himself so much, Allaah says,) Do not move your tongue with the (words o f the) Qur'aan to 
hasten it. (Allaah commanded Rasulullaah S ®  to first listen attentively to the recitation of the Qur'aan and only then 
to repeatthe words.)
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iSsi'yfsL  ts.

17. Verily, it is Our responsibility to collect it (to make you memorise the words of the Quraan) and 
to make you recite it.

£

18. So when We have recited it fuiaJWee/MPj, follow its recitation (once the recitation has 

been completed).

i

19. Thereafter, (after We have revealed it,) it is Our responsibility to make it clear. (We will ensure 

that you are able to recite it clearly to people and to convey it to them.)

©,

20. (Addressing those who deny the coming of Qiyaamah, Allaah says,) It shall not be (as you sajj. Qiyaamah will 

certainly take place). The fact is that you (deny Qiyaamah because you) love this world...

21___and you forsake the Aakhirah.

5 , rt. 2?

22. Many faces (o f the people inJannah) on that day (o f Qiyaamah) will be resplendent (shining 

brightly)...

23___(while) looking at their Rabb.

24. And many faces on that day will be gloomy...
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25 sensing that they will be dealt with most severely.

5) ,
©t

26. Never! (This world can never be preferred over theAakhirah, especially because people have to leave the world 

and everything in it behind when they die. Death is thattime) When the soul reaches the collar-bone...

27. ...and it is said (by those around the dying person,), "Who can cure (save) him?”

28___ (They ask this) while certain that this is really the parting (from this world and that none can

saoehim).

29. (Death is the time) When one leg is planted close to the other (as the dying person prepares fo r

death)...

w

30 on this day you will be drawn towards your Rabb.

©

31. So (if the dying person was a Kaafir, his plight will be a terrible one because) he neither accepted (Imaan) 

nor performed salaah...

3
4

32. ...but instead he rejected (Imaan and Islaam) and walked away (from the one calling him to 

Islaam).

@

33. Then (without regret and without searching fo r the truth) he went to his family in arrogance
(defiantly).

3
@
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34. Woe to you (0  Kaafir) and woe to you again!

35. Woe to you yet again and again!

36. Does man think that he wall be left to be (free without being required to fulfil Allaah's commands 

and without being called to account fo r his actions)  ?

37. Was he (man) not a discharge of semen (in the womb at one stage) ...

38___after which he developed into a clot of blood and then He (Allaah) created him
and perfected him?

s>

39. Then Allaah made among him (mankind) two sexes, male and female?

t
© i

\K
40. Does He (Allaah Who created mankind from nothing) then not have the power to resurrect the
dead (on theDay o f  Qiyaamah) ?
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Surah 7 6  Surah Insaan I Surah Dahar

M A N

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH INSAAN  AND SURAH QIYAAMAH

Surah Qiyaamah warned people against rejecting the belief in Qiyaamah. It rebukes with the 
words, “Does man think that We shall never gather his bones (to resurrect him on the Day
of Qiyaamah) ?” In Surah Dahar, AUaah explains the matter in greater detail when He says that 
man was once a non-entity, after which Allaah created him from a drop of fluid and granted him 
the faculties of hearing and sight. This emphasises that Allaah can certainly repeat the procedure 
to resurrect man for Qiyaamah.

Towheed was not explicitly mentioned in Surah Qiyaamah, Surah Dahar negates Shirk (the 
opposite of Towheed) in verses 25 and 26. Surah Qiyaamah did not convey many glad tidings of 
rewards in the Aakhirah, Surah Dahar makes extensive mention of this.

A SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

The first three verses of the Surah discuss the creative power of Allaah Who has created man from 
a single drop of fluid. It will therefore be simple for Allaah to resurrect people on the Day of 
Judgement. In verse 4, the Kuffaar are warned of a dreadful punishment in the Aakhirah. Verses 
5 to 22 explain the blessings and bounties that the pious bondsmen of Allaah will receive in 
Jamah.

u(0  Rasulullaah &8D!) Verily We have revealed the Qur'aan to you...” [verse 23] draws 
people's attention to the Qur'aan, after which Allaah proceeds to encourage Rasulullaah SIS in 
verse 24, exhorting him to continue propagation even though the Kuffaar will never give up their 
opposition.

“Indeed these people (the Kuffaar) love the world and leave behind them (have no 
concern for) a weighty day (the Day of Qiyaamah) ” [verse 27]. This verse repents the message 
contained in verses 20 and 21 of Surah Qiyaamah, where Allaah rebuked people for preferring 
this world to the Aakhirah.

In verse 24, Allaah again reminds man that He is Able to resurrect him on the Day of Qiyaamah, 
just as He was Able to create him initially. Allaah then tells people that the Qur'aan is a reminder 
for them which they may follow if they choose to. The Surah concludes with the words, “He 
(Allaah) enters whoever He wills into His mercy (by guiding them to Imaan) and has 
prepared a painful punishment for the oppressors (for the Kuffaar). ”
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In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful

1. Undoubtedly, a moment in time has passed by man when he was something not 
even worth mentioning (he was still a drop o f  semen).

2. Indeed We have created man from a mixed seed (fusion between the male sperm and female 

egg) to test him (by prescribing uarious duties for him) and We made him (aj hearing and seeing 
(being;.

3. We guided him to the path (qfthetrueDeen andShari'ah), SO he is either grateful (by following 

thepath) or ungrateful (by choosing to remain a Kaafir).

4. Verily for the Kaaf iroon We have prepared chains (fetters) .yokes (oppressive collars) and 
a flaming tire intheAakhirah).

5. (On the other hand) The righteous (Mu’mineen) shall certainly drink from a cup which 
contains a (drinkmadefroma) mixture of (waterfrom thespringof) Kaafoor (Cam phor)...

6. .. (which isj a spring (in Jamah) from which Allaah's bondsmen shall drink and which 
they shall cause to flow abundantly (whenever they wish).
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7. They (the righteous are people who) fulfil their VOWS (and eueiything else that is binding on them) and 
fear the day (ofQiyaamah) whose difficulty shall be widespread (affect everyone).

8. Out of love for Allaah, they feed the poor, the orphan and the captive (every needy 

person, whetherMusHm or non-Muslim). . .

9. ...(saying,) “We feed you only for Allaah's pleasure and desire neither a return nor 
thanks from you.”

10. “Verily we fear from our Rabb a day that will be severe and extremely bitter (for 

people who have not prepared fo r it). ”

11. So Allaah shall save (deliver) them from the difficulty (evil) of that day and will give 
them radiance (which will be viable on their faces) and joy (happiness).

12. As a reward for their patience (in this world), they shall have Jannah and (garments and

bedding made o f  the purest) Silk.

13. They will recline on couches there (in Jannah like fangs) and will feel neither (the discomfort 

of) heat nor (the misery of) cold.

14. Its shade (the shade o f  the trees) will be close above them and its bunches (dusters) of fruit 
will hang low (making them within easy reach).
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jljoS
15. Utensils of silver (containing the most sumptuous foods) will be brought to them as well as 
glasses of crystal (containing the most delicious drinks)...

16... .such crystal that is of silver (unlike anything of this world), with an appropriate measure
(drink will neither be too tittle so that the person wilt wish for, nor will it be too m uch that he would have to force himself to 

finish it).

17. They will be given to drink from cups containing a (wonderful) ginger mixture- like.
(While the things ofJannah may share their names with things of this world, there will be no further similarity. Therefore, 
the ‘"ginger" ofJannah cannot be compared to that of this world.)

18. (They will drink from) A spring there (i nJannah) called Salsabeel (Pure and clean water).

19. Lads of eternal youth will wait on them (to seme them whatever they wish). When you see 
them, you will think that they are scattered pearls (because o f their great beauty).

20. If you look (around) there fin Jannah , you will see (tremendous) bounties and an 
enormous kingdom f vastly superior to anyth Ingin this world).

21. Their clothing will be (made of) fine green silk and thick silk. (In addition to this,) They 
will be adorned with bangles of silver (which will add to their beauty) and their Rabb shall give 
them pure drinks (that will neither he impure like the intoxicating wines o f this world.)

22. (When enjoying all these bounties, they will be told,) “This is your reward. Your efforts (to please 

Allaah in the world) have been appreciated f accepted, and these bounties are a token o f Our appreciation). ”
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23. (O R a su M a a h & M l) Verily We have revealed the Qur'aan to you bit by bit (as and when the

need arose and when appropriate),

24. So remain steadfast on the command of your Rabb and do not obey any sinner or 
(staunch) Kaafir from them (when they ask you to make compromises in yourDeen to suit them).

25. Remember the name of your Rabb (engage in Dhikr and salaah) morning and evening. (This 

is an effective remedy fo r quarrels and arguments.)

26. Prostrate to Him (perform salaah) during the night and glorify Him during the long 
portions of the night.

27. Indeed these people (theKuffaar) love the world and leave behind them (have no concern 

for) a weighty day (the Day qfQiyaamah).

28. (The Kuffaar have no reason to doubt their resurrection on the Day q f Qiyaamah because) Only We have 
created them and only We strengthened their joints. Whenever We wish, We could 
replace them with people just like them. (When Allaah can do this, why can He not resurrect all 
mankind?)

29. (All of) This (that has been already mentioned) is certainly advice. So whoever wills should
adopt a path (o f  submission that takes him) towards (thepleasure of) his Rabb.

©
30. (However,) You cannot intend to do anything without Allaah's will. (N o person can be 

rightly guided without Allaah's will). (Allaah Alone decides who will be rightly guided and who will not be because) 

Verily Allaah is All Knowing (of our talents), the Wise.

t
® ir*

31. He enters whoever He wills into His mercy (byguidingthem tolmaan) and has prepared a 
painful punishment for the oppressors (theKuffaar).
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Surah 77  Surah Mursalaat

TH E  (W IN D S ) R E LE A S E D

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH MURSALAAT AND SURAH DAHAR

Surah Dahar explains how Allaah created man, so that people may understand easily the 
occurrence of resurrection. Surah Mursalaat goes further to explain what happens after 
resurrection i.e. rewards and punishment. The opening verses of the Surah contrasts gentle 
winds and destructive winds so that one may understand that on the Day of Qiyaamah Allaah's 
mercy will protect some people, whereas others will suffer His wrath and punishment.

A  SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

The opening seven verses of the Surah cite the example of varying winds to depict the severity 
and ease to be experienced by different people on the Day of Qiyaamah. Verses 8 to 15 mention 
that, although the Kuffaar refuse to admit it in this world, they will be forced to concede the error 
of their beliefs on the Day of Qiyaamah, when they will have a dear perception of events. 
However, by then they will be in a terrible state.

“Have We not destroyed the former nations?... until the words...May misery be the lot 
of the rejecters on that day!” [verses 16 to 19]. In these verses, Allaah warns people that if 
they reject the message of Towheed, they stand to share the fate of many previous nations who 
were destroyed previously.

The first logical proof of Qiyaamah is mentioned in verses 20 to 23 where Allaah says that he can 
easily resurrect people just as He created them the first time. Thereafter, the second logical proof 
follows in verses 25 and 26, to be followed by the third and the fourth in verse 27. In these verses, 
Allaah relates how He created the earth to support animate as well as inanimate creatures. He 
placed the high mountains on earth and gave people sweet, palatable water to drink. Can people 
still be ungrateful to Him after this and reject His message? Allaah then describes Jahannam in 
verses 30 to 39 as a warning to those who refuse to submit to Him.

“Verily those with Taqwa shall be (enjoying themselves) in shade, springs... until the 
words...Thus do We reward those who do good” [verses 41 to 44]. These verses speak refer 
to the bounties that Allaah's righteous servants will receive in Jannah. In Jannah, they will enjoy 
springs of the most appetising drinks and any fruit they desire. The concluding five verses of the 
Surah condemn the Kuffaar for their obstinate behaviour.
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In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful

1. By the oath of those winds that are released to give benefit (to men such as those that 

fertilize plants and those that provide rain).

2. By the oath of those winds that blow extremely severely (causingserious damage).

3. By the oath of those winds that spread out the clouds (causing them to move together and to

provide rain to places that most need it%

4. By the oath of those winds that separate the clouds (causing them to scatter and not to give 

any rain).

5. By the oath of those winds that induce remembrance (c f  Allaah). . .

6. ...either (inspiring) repentance or caution. (While beneficial winds are a sign o f Allaah's mercy and 
prompt man to be grateful to Allaah, destructive winds instil fear in man's heart and prompt him to repent to Allaah so that 
he map he saved from punishment)

h jlsv '

7. Verily what you have been warned about (Qiyaamah) shall certainly take 
place, (withoutfail)
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8. So (you will know that Qiyaamah has arrived) when the light of the stars will be obliterated
(extinguished)...

& 3 & I I  %
9. ... when the sky will be split (open up)...

10. ... when mountains will fly (move) about (tossed into the air by the violent convulsions o f  the earth)...

11___and when the Rusul (with their people) will be gathered (together) for an appointed
time (with their followers).

12. For which day shall their matter (the punishment o f the Kuffaar) be postponed (delayed)?

13. For the Day of Judgement.

©L
’ \ ^  r t r5' ' '
i I^ J JU  d b j il la j

14. What will tell you what is the Day of Judgement (Decision)?

15. May misery be the end of the rejecters on that day (the Day ofQiyaamah) !

®65UVig^j3f
16. Have We not destroyed the former nations...
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r? s>s>* z i ' j u

17. ...and then joined the later generations with them (bydestroyingthemaswell)?

18. Thus do We treat the criminals (theKuffaar). (Therefore, all Kuffaar should fear being punished in the 

world.)

19. May misery be the end of the rejecters on that day!

V 9 <1 <>
©

20. Have We not created you (man) from despised (inferior) water (semen).

21___placed it (thesperm) in a safe place (the womb).

22. .. .for a specified (appointed) period (o f  approximately nine months).

23___and arranged (everything to perfection) ? We are certainly the best of those who make
arrangements.

24. May misery be the end of the rejecters on that day!

•asTiSWsyf
25. Have We not made the earth consist of...
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26. ...both the living and the dead? (Just as the surface of the earth provides space for of the living, the 

interior of the earth provides aplace o f rest for the dead as well.)

So

27. And (have We not) placed towering /high) mountains on it (on the earth to give it stability) and 
(have We not) given you palatable (sweet) water to drink? ^Despite all these blessings, why do you 
contin ue to be ungrateful by disobeying Our commands?,!

28. May misery be the end of the rejecters on that day!

29. (The Kuffaar will be told on the Day o f Qiyaamah, “Proceed towards that (fire ofJahannam) which 
you used to deny (in the world) ! ”

©

30. “Proceed towards the canopy of (smoke, which is so dense that it will rise and divide into) three 
parts...”

31. “...which will neither provide (comforting) shade nor offer any protection from the 
flames.”

32. Indeed, it (Jahcmnam) throws sparks as huge as palaces...

33. ... (after which these enormous sparks break up into smaller sparks) resembling pitch black camels.
(When the sparks ofJahannam will he so huge, one cannot imagine the size o f the whole ofJahannam itself.)
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34. May misery be the end of the rejecters on that day!

I
35. This is that day when they (the Kuffaar and sinners) will be unable to speak (because their

mouths will be sealed and their limbs will start giving evidence against them ).. .

36___and (after the testimony of their limbs) they will not be permitted to offer any excuses
(repentance).

@1

37. May misery be the end of the rejecters on that day!

38. (It will be announced on that day,) “This is that Day of Judgement. We have gathered you 
together with the former nations.”

39. “So if you have any plot (against m e), use it against M e!” (nothing you dowillhelpyouatall.)

40. May misery be the end of the rejecters on that day!

\

Yl

©

41. Verily those with Taqwa shall be (enjayingthemsehes) in shades (ofAllaah's throne on the Day of 

Qiyaamah and thereafter the shade ofJannah), springs...

42 and the fruit of their choice.
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43. (They will be told,) “Eat and drink all blessings as reward for the deeds you carried out
(tn the world).”

44. Thus do We reward those who do good.

45. May misery be the end of the rejecters on that day!

46. (Addressing the Kuffaar of this world, Allaah says,) “Eat and enjoy yourselves for a few days. You 
are certainly sinners (and will soon be punished).”

47. May misery be the end of the rejecters on that day!

48. When they (theKuffaar) are told to bow (to submit to Allaah's orders and to make Ruku in salaah), they 
do not bow.

49. May misery be the end of the rejecters on that day!

t  S  9j> ^  " f  <

50. So what will they believe in after (rejecting) the Qur'aan? (When the Kuffaar refuse to believe in 

the miracle o f  the Qur'aan, which is so clear, one cannot expect them to believe in anythingelse.)
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Surah 7 8  Surah Naba

TH E  N E W S

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH NABA  AND SURAH MURSALAAT

Surah Mursalaat makes it clear that Allaah's promises will certainly come to pass. A  part of these 
promises is the bounties that Allaah will shower on the pious people in the Aakhirah. The verses 
of Surah Naba mention many bounties that Allaah conferred on man in this very world. At the 
same time, man must not forget that he also suffers many adversities and difficulties. Allaah 
mentions these worldly bounties so that man's attention is drawn to the fact that Allaah will also 
confer bounties to people in the Aakhirah. Of course, there will also be many who will have to 
suffer punishment in the Aakhirah as well, just as they have to suffer these in this world as well.

A SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

The first five verses reproach those Kuffaar who expressed doubt about the advent of Qiyaamah. 
Allaah says that these people will soon realise how wrong they are. In verses 6 to 16, Allaah 
recounts the various bounties that he has bestowed on man so that man realises that Allaah can 
grant him the bounties of the Aakhirah as well.

Verses 17 to 30 describe the frightful scene of Qiyaamah, beginning with the advent of Qiyaamah 
and ending when people will be cast into Jahannam. A  description of the bounties to be received 
by the people of Jannah follows in verses 31 to 36.

“the Rabb of the heavens, the earth and whatever is between them and the Most 
Compassionate...” [verse 37]. This verse refers to concept of Touiheed. It refutes the notion 
that any being can overrule Allaah's decree. The closing two verses clearly mention that the 
advent of Qiyaamah is certain. Therefore, people should prepare themselves well before it 
occurs, otherwise they will be filled with regrets only.
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In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful

1. What do they (who deny Qiyaamah) ask about?

2. About the great news (the coming o f  Qiyaamah}...

3. ...concerning which they differ?

4. Take heed! They will soon come to know (that it wilt most certainly take place) .

5. Take heed again! They will soon come to know.

6. Have We not made the earth a bedding (a place where they may live in comfort) ...

7. .. .the mountains pegs (to lend stability to the earth, having their bulk underground). ..

8. ...and created you in pairs (sothatyoumayliveinpeaceandcomfortwithyourspouse)?
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9. (A n d  have  W e n o t) Made your sleep a means of rest...

10. ...the night a drape (c o v e r in g  th e  ea rth  in tra n q u il d a rkness). . .

11.... and the day a means of earning livelihood?

12. (A n d h a v e  W e n o t) Made seven powerful skies above you...

13. ...and We placed a bright lamp (th e  sun in  th e  sky, w hich p rov id e s  b o th  hea t an d  l ig h t ) .?

14. And (do w e n o t) send torrential rains from laden clouds...

15___to extract with it seeds (grain), plants...

16. ...and dense gardens.? (A l l  th ese  p h e n o m e n a  revea l th e  g rea t c rea tive  p ow e rs  o fA lla a h . W h en  H e  can

create all these wonderful things, how can theKuffaar doubt that He can resurrect creation on the Day ofQiyaamah?)

17. Verily the (t im e  f o r  th e ) Day of Judgement has been fixed (a lready d e te rm in e d ).
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18. (it will be) The day when the trumpet will be blown and you will come (to the Plain of 

Reckoning) in large groups (according to beliefs and actions).

19. The sky will be opened and will become (like) many doors (for the angels to make their entry).

20. The mountains will be made to fly (about like flakes o f wool) and will be (finally) reduced to 
dust.

21. Indeed Jahannam is a place of ambush (where the angels o f punishment are lying in wait to punish 

theKuffaar)...

W c & t t

22. ...an abode for the rebellious (theproudandhaughtyones).

23. They will remain there for an extremely long period of time (without their punishment 

com ingtoanend).

24. In Jahannam they will taste neither any coolness nor any drink...

25. .. .except boiling water and Ghassaaq (Flowing pus from the wounds o f  those in Jahannam). . .

26. ...as a befitting punishment (for their kufr and sins).
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27. Indeed they never looked forward to reckoning...

28___and adamantly rejected Our Aayaat.

29. We have meticulously recorded everything in the book (their books o f actions). (Therefore 

they cannot refute anything and will be punished fo r every sin.)

30. (They will be told,) “Now taste (the punishment) ! (Do not plead for respite because) We shall increase 
you only in punishment. ” (Yourpunishment can only get worse, no better.)

* & £ £ $ $  b\
31. Those with Taqwa shall certainly have success (attain their objective)...

1

&

32. ...(andwillhaue) Jannaat, (garden) and grapes... (uineyanis,) 

33___Youthful maidens of equal (the same) age (as their wives).

34. ...and brimming glasses (o f  the most delicious drink).

35. There (in Jannah) they shall hear neither futile (foolish) talk nor lies (any falsehood).
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36. (All this will be) Compensation, conferred (to them) as an ample gift from your Rabb...

37___Who is the Rabb of the heavens, the earth and whatever is between them and
the Most Compassionate, Whom they will be unable to address. (The people o f  Jahannam 
will be unable to request Allaab to grant them respite. The people qfJannah will also be unable to ask for more because 
they will be unable to imagine anything more.)

38. (This will occur) On the day when the spirit (Jibra'eel and every living being) and the
angels will stand (humbly) in rows, (overawed byAllaah's presence) none of them will be able to 
speak except the one whom Ar-Rahmaan permits (to speak) and who speaks correctly
(what is the truth).

39. That is the Day of Truth. So whoever wills (desires salvation) should adopt a recourse 
towards his Rabb (by accepting Islaam and diligentlyfulfilling the injunctions of the Shari'ah).

b
40. We have certainly warned you of a near (imminent) punishment; (which will take place on) 

the day when a man will see what his hands sent ahead (forwarded) and the Kaafir will 
say, “Oh dear! If only I had been dust (and did not have to face this day) ! ”
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Surah 79  Surah Naazi'aat

THOSE WHO EXTRACT

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH NAAZI'AAT AND SURAH NASA

SurahNaba mentions only the bounties of Allaah given to man in this world, without mentioning 
the adversities that he also has to endure. People are expected to call to mind the adversities as 
well. Just as Allaah will bestow bounties on people on the Day of Qiyaamah, He will also mete 
out punishment.

Moving a step closer, Surah Naazi'aat mentions that the angels of death will also behave in a like 
manner when claiming people's souls. While they will be gentle and compassionate towards the 
pious Mu' mineen, they will be harsh towards the Kuffaar.

A  SUM M ARY OF THE SURAH
The beginning of the Surah describes the angels of death when they claim people's souls. This 
indicates the rewards and punishment people will receive in theAakhirah. Verses 6 to 9 describe 
the horror of the Day of Judgement, which will terrify people. Allaah then mentions the Kuffaar 
who refute resurrection and question the advent of Qiyaamah. They mockingly asked whether 
decomposed bones can be brought back to life.

"Has the story of Moosa reached you?... until the words...There is certainly a
lesson in this for the one who fears (Allaah's punishment)” [verses 15 to 26]. Here, Allaah 
cites an example of His punishment in this world which the Kuffaar will suffer. Allaah talks about 
how Fir'o un rej ected the message of Moosa and was eventually destroyed by punishment
in this very world. Of course, he will still have to face worse punishment in the Aakhirah.

Inverses 27 to 33, Allaah asks whether resurrection can be more difficult than the initial creation 
of all His creation like the skies, the mountains and all the fauna and flora. The verse prompts 
people to realise that resurrecting previously created phenomena cannot be difficult for the 
Mighty Allaah, Who has created so many other creatures from nothing.

from verses 34 to 39, Allaah again warns people about the Day of Qiyaamah. Thereafter, glad 
tidings are given to the pious Mu'mineen who will be admitted into Jannah [verses 40 and 41]. In 
the concluding verses Allaah refers to those who ask Rasulullaah about the actual time when 
Qiyaamah will take place. Only Allaah possesses this knowledge.
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In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful

1. By the oath of those angels who harshly extract (tear out the souls o f the Kuffaar)...

©1

2. ...(B y ) those (angels) who (draw out the souls oftheM u’mineen as gently as they) untie knots...

3. ...those who (speedily take the souls o f the dead to the heavens as if they) are swimming along 
(quickly)...

4. ...who then swiftly race (along with the souls after Allaah instructs them whether the soul should be 

rewarded among the righteous or punished with the Kuffaar and sinners) . . .

5. ...and fby the oath of) those (angels) who arrange (to carryout) the commands (ofAllaah).

6. The day (o f Qiyaamah shall certainly take place) when that (the first blowing o f the trumpet) which 
shakes (things) shall (cause them to) shake (andcollapse)...

7. .. .to be followed by that (the second blowing o f the trumpet) which will follow. (After the first 
blowing o f the trumpet causes everythingto perish, the second blowing will bring creation back to life fo r reckoning.)
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8 .  On that day, many hearts W il l  b e  fluttering (throbbing with fear and w orry)...

M S
9. ...With their gazes cast down (in embarrassment fo r what they did in the world and in humility before 

Allaah).

b

©

10. They (the Kuffaar) say, “Will we be returned to our former states (will we be raised up on 

Day ofQiyaamah).. .  ”

11. ..even after we have (diedand) become decayed bones?”

12. They (sarcastically) say, “In that case (if we are resurrected) the return shall be a tremendous 
loss (to us because we have not prepared) . ”

13. It will be only a single blast (o f the trumpet to signal the arrival ofQiyaamah)...

14. ...and they will all immediately be awakened (from their graves to present themselves fo) 

Reckoning).

15. Has the story of Moosa reached you?

16. (Remember the time) When his Rabb Called him in the holy valley of Tuwa and commanded 

him to take the message ofTowheed to Fir'oun and his people).
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17. (Allaah said to Moosa “Go to (preach Towheed to) Fif'oilli for he has Certainly
transgressed (has become rebellious). ”

18. “Tell him, D o  you want to be purified (from kufrandsin) ? '”

19. “'And should I guide you to your Rabb so that you may fear (H im )? '”

20. So he (Moosa $&&&■) showed him (R r’oun) a great Aayah (many miracles).

21. But he (R r’oun) rejected (the message) and disobeyed (the commands o f Allaah lhalMoosa $ $ $ $ £

conveyed to him).

22. Then he turned back  and app lied  h im self (plotted to defeatMoosa $$$§1=).

23. He (then) gathered the people and announced...

24 “I am your highest Rabb!”

25. So (because of his rebellion) Allaah seized him with the punishment of this world
(drowning) and (also of) the Aakhirah (Jahannam).
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26. There is certainly a lesson (to ponder over) in this for the one who fears (Allaah's 

punishment).

27. Are you (mankind) more difficult to create or the sky (which is much larger)? (If Allaah could
create something as immense and magnificent as the shy, resurrecting mankind on the Day ofQiyaamah is extremely easy

forH im .) Allaah has created it (the sky)...

28. ...elevated (lifted) its roof (made it tower abouethe earth), perfected it (so that no cracks are found )...

29. ...made its night dark and made its light manifest (by the rising and setting of the sun).

30. Thereafter (after creating all this in ska), Allaah spread out the earth.

31. He extracted brought out) from the earth her water and fodder (plants).

32 and firmly stationed the mountains.

33. All this (was done) for your benefit (use) and for the benefit of your animals (so that you all 

can have food to eat and water to drink).
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34. So when the tremendousfei'eatj calamity (Qiyaamah) befalls (com es)...

35__ that dayman will remember what (actions) he did (in his lifetim e)...

36 and Jahannam will be clearly visible to those who look on.

37. As for the one who transgresses (the commands of Allaah)...

■ tX&J&S&S
38  and who prefers the life of this world (tatheAakhirah)...

I6|5
39  then Jahannam shall certainly be his abode (final destination.)

40. As for the one who fears standing (to account fo r his actions) before his Rabb and who 
restrains himself from carnal passions (lowly desires)...

41. ...then Jannah shall definitely be his abode.

4 ^ 6
42. They (the Kuffaar sarcastically) ask you (O  Rasulullaah %£$;) about when Qiyaamah will take 
place.

@1
43. What have you to tell about it (when you have no knowledge about when it will occur)?
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44. To your Rabb belongs (the knowledge of) its term. (Only Allaah knows when Qiyaamah will take 

place.)

45. You (O  Rasulullaah are a Warner only to him who fears it (Qiyaamah because only he will 

take heed).

i
46. The day when they see it (Qiyaamah), it will seem (to them) as if they had lived (tamed in 

this world and in the grave for) only an evening or a morning (compared to Qiyaamah which will be so long 

and dreadful).
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Surah 8 0  Surah Abas

HE F R O W N E D

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH ABAS  AND SURAH NAAZTAAT

C o m p a re d  t o  Surah Naazi'aat, Surah Abas p ro v id e s  m o re  d e ta ils  a b o u t  th e  D a y  o f  Qiyaamah. 
T h e  S u ra h  s ta te s  th a t  a l th o u g h  th e  Kuffaar a n d  s in n e rs  w i l l  b e  p u n is h e d  in  th e  Aakhirah, th e  D a y  
o f  Qiyaamah w i l l  i t s e lf  b e  s o  f r ig h te n in g  th a t  p e o p le  w i l l  f le e  f r o m  th e i r  k i t h  a n d  k in .

A SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

T h e S u r a h m a y b e  d iv id e d  in to  tw o  p a r ts . T h e  f ir s t  p a r t  c o n ta in s  th e  fo l lo w in g  th re e  a s p e c t:
1 . T h e  f ir s t  d is c u s s io n  ( f r o m  th e  b e g in n in g  to  v e rs e  1 6 )  a d v is e s  R a s u lu lla a h  a n d  d e s c r ib e s  
th e  g r a n d e u r  o f  th e  Q u r 'a a n .
2 .  T h e  s e c o n d  d is c u s s io n  (v e rse s  1 7  t o  2 3 )  c o n d e m n s  th e  Mushrikeen, w h o  a re  u n g ra te fu l to  

A U a a h  b y  d is o b e y in g  H im  d e s p ite  e x p lo it in g  a l l  th e  b o u n t ie s  o f  A l la a h  g ra n ts  t o  th e m .
3 . T h e  t h i r d  d is c u s s io n  (ve rse s  2 4  t o  3 2 )  c o n ta in s  a  lo g ic a l p r o o f  t o  s u b s ta n t ia te  Qiyaamah, In  

th e s e  ve rse s , A l la a h  p r o m p ts  p e o p le  t o  re f le c t  o n  w h o  p r o v id e s  th e  v a r io u s  ty p e s  o f  f o o d  a n d  
d r in k  f o r  t h e m  a n d  th e i r  a n im a ls .  T h e  O n e  W h o  p ro v id e s  a l l  th is  s u s te n a n c e  c a n  m o s t  
c e r ta in ly  re s u r re c t th e m  o n  th e  D a y  o f  Qiyaamah.

I n  th e  s e c o n d  p a r t  o f  th e  Surah, A lla a h  d e s c r ib e s  th e  D a y  o f  Qiyaamah f r o m  v e rs e  3 3  to  3 7 .  H e re  
A l la a h  m e n t io n s  th a t  th e  d a y  w i l l  b e  so  f r ig h te n in g  th a t  e v e r y  p e rs o n  w i l l  f le e  in  t e r r o r  f r o m  o th e rs ,  
e v e n  th o u g h  th e y  m a y  b e  th e ir  p a re n ts , t h e ir  c h i ld r e n  o r  t h e i r  b lo o d  re la t iv e s .

H o w e v e r ,  t h e re  w i l l  b e  th o s e  w h o  w i l l  n o t  s u f fe r  th is  te r r ib le  fa te  b u t  w h o  w i l l  b e  re s p le n d e n t a n d  
h a p p y . T h e s e  w i l l  b e  th e  s in c e re  Mu'mirteen w h o  a re  m e n t io n e d  in  v e rs e s  3 8  a n d  3 9 .  T h e  la s t  
th re e  v e rs e s  c o n c lu d e  w i t h  a  d e s c r ip t io n  o f  th e  Kuffaar a n d  Mushrikeen w h o  w i l l  b e  d is g ra c e d  o n  
t h a t  d a y .
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In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful

1 .  (Abdullaah bin Ummi Maktoam once came to Rasulullaah while Rasulullaah & was preaching lslaam to a 
few leaders o f the Quraysh. Because he was blind, he did not realise that Rasulullaah (SSI was occupied with the others 
and he kept insisting that Rasulullaah S H  should teach him something. Since his arrival disturbed the discussion and 
acceding to his request would interrupt what was being said to the Mushrikeen leaders, Rasulullaah ignored him, 
thinking that he would speak to him later on. Since the opportunity to address the Quraysh leaders was so rare if any o f 
them accepted Islaam, it would influence many others to follow. Rasulullaah SSI's reaction became evident on his face 
when he frowned. Referring to this, Allaah says,) H e  (Rasulullaah &$%) frow n ed  and  tu rned  aw ay ...

2. ...because a blind man came to him (interrupting him).

3. (0  Rasulullaah S i / )  How do you know that perhaps he (the blind man) will be (spiritually) 

purified (by your guidance)...

4. ... or he may take heed and the advice will prove beneficial (useful) to him?

A  I
®(Jduu»

5. As for him (the Quraysh leaders) who was indifferent (do not care). . .

6. ...to him do you attend 'instead o f attending to the blind sincereMuslim)...
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7. ...when there would be no blame on you if he is not purified (because they were not

M uslim sin thefirstplace).

8. As for him (the blindMuslim) who comes running to you...

9. ...infear (forA U aah)...

10__ to him you show indifference (gave little attention).

11. This should never be. Indeed this (Qur'aan) is a reminder (so that mistakes are not repeated).

12. So whoever desires should remember (the advice o f  the Qur’aan).

V
©

13. It (the Qur'aan) is (recorded) in scriptures (the “Low hulM ahfoodh”) that are honoured (inAllaah's 
sight)...

14. ...elevated Oust beneath Allaah's throne) and pure (from errors and beyond the reach o f  the impure 
S h a ya a te en )...

15.... in the hands of scribes (the angels and the Sahabah (RA) who were the scribes). . .
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16. ...who are honourable and righteous. (The “scribes” mentioned here can also refer to those

Sahabah who used to reward in writing the Qur’aan during the lifetime qfRasulullaah

b

17. Woe be to man (the Kaafir) ! How ungrateful is he (Despite all the fauours Allaah has blessed him 
with, the Kaafir chooses toworsh ip others instead.)

18. From what did Allaah create him?

19. From a drop of semen Allaah created him, made him in due proportion (with all the 
parts o f his body in proportion to each other)...

20. ... and then eased the way for him (to com e into this world and to survive in it. B y  sending the Ambiyaa 
and the D ivine Scriptures, Allaah also m ade it easy fo r  man to understand right and wrong).

21. Allaah then gave him death and concealed him in a grave.

22. Then Allaah shall resurrect him when He wills.

23. Behold! Man (the Kaafir) has not doneffuf/i/ledj what Allaah has commanded him (to do).

24. Lot man look at his food (for in it he will recognise the pow er o f Allaah and realise Allaah's tremendous 
fauours to him).
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25. We make the rain pour forth in abundance. (The rain nourishes the soil and causes seeds to 
germinate and sprout.]

26. Then (when the shoots o f  the seeds start to pierce through the ground,) We cause the earth to part 
into clefts (split to allow the shoots to reach the surface and grow).

27. We then grow on the earth grains (such as cereals)...

28__grapes, vegetables...

29___olives, date palms.
*£/J

30___dense gardens...

31__ fruit and fodder... (pastures)

y c fts- -"si

32__ (all o f  this) for your benefitfusej and for the benefit of your animals.

33. So when the deafening(ear-pierang) scream (the sound o f the trumpet) will come (to announce

the advent ofQiyaamah)...
1  9 f  • J 1 . S S I *

34. ...on that day man will run from his brother...
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y 9

35___his mother, his father...

5> 9 ^  s  *  \ s  S

36. ...his wife and his sons. (No one will want to help another because everyone will be concerned only about 
trying to saue themselues J

37. On that day every one of them will be preoccupied with a predicament (concern for 

his own plight) that will make him oblivious o i(forget) another.

’ -S;

38. On that day many faces shall be radiant (shinningandgleaming).

39. ...laughing and happy. These will be the Mu'm ineen destined fo r Jannah.)

40. And (on the other hand) many faces will be dusty...

41___covered in darkness (with worry).

t&sivss&a®
42. These will be the sinful Kuffaar.

k
a
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Surah 81  Surah Takweer

TH E  F O L D IN G

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH TAKWEER AND SURAH  ABAS

Surah Abas highlights the terror of the Day of Qiyaamah when people will flee from their close 
relatives and will be engrossed in their own affairs. Moving further into Aakhirah, Surah Takweer 
mentions how people will be dispatched to their respective abodes in Jannah or Jahannam after 
reckoning.

A SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

The first thirteen verses summarise the twelve occurrences on the Day of Qiyaamah, six of which 
will occur in this world, while the other six will take place in the Aakhirah. People are further 
warned about their destination to the Aakhirah in verses 13 to 18, which include many oaths 
taken by Allaah.

Verses 19 to 25 declare that the exalted Qur'aan was revealed by the Most Glorious Allaah 
through the agency of a powerful, trustworthy angel who is extremely close to Allaah, viz. 
Jibra'eel. Allaah says that the Qur'aan is not the speech of any Shaytaan (Allaah forbid!) nor is 
Rasulullaah an insane person (Allaah forbid!).

“So (instead of embracing the Qur'aan,) where are you (Kuffaar) heading?... until the 
words...You cannot will anything without the will of Allaah the Rabb of the universe”
[verses 26 to 29], In these concluding verses, Allaah questions people why do they go astray 
when the Qur'aan is there for their guidance. The person who desires to be rightly guided should 
follow the Qur'aan and find his way.
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In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful

1. (DonotforgettheDayofQiyaamah) When the sun is folded (will lose its light).

2. When the stars fall down (and cease to exist).

t/f
©I

1 W i '

3, When the mountains are made to fly about (like flakes o f  wool after being flung into the air by 

violent earthquakes).

4. When pregnant camels are abandoned (by their owners). (Although pregnant camels are highly 
prized and valuable, people will have no interest in them or in any other valuables when the fear o f Qiyaamah 
overwhelms them.)

5. When (even) wild animals are gathered (together on the Plains of Reckoning so that oppressed 

an imals are given the opportunity to take revenge from the aggressors) .

6. When the oceans are set alight (to boil). (The waters o f  the ocean will be heated so intensely that, all 
the water will evaporate and fire will then take its place.)

7. When souls are joined. (After the Kuffaar are separatedfrom the Mu’mineen, the members of each group
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8. When the girl buried alive will be asked...

9. .. .for what sin she was killed. (These two verses refer to the practice o f some Arab Mushrikeen during
the period of ignorance who used to bury their infant daughters alive merely because they disliked having daughters)

10. When the records of actions (o f  every person) will be opened (for scrutiny and fo r judgement to 

be passed).

11. When the sky will be opened, (for theangelstopassthrough).

& A  Wit*

12. When Jahannam will be fuelled (prepared to  receive the Kuffaar and sinners).

13. When Jannah will be brought close (to the pious Mu'mineen so thatthey look forward to it).

14. On that day every soul will know what (’actions) it had presented (commited and which is 

now revealed fo r judgment).

15.1 Swear by the planets that recede (which set on the horizon as the stars d o )...

16. ...that travel (through space) and hide (disappear from sight as the night fade s).
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17. And ( I  swear by) the night when it departs (atdawn)...

18 and by the morning when it takes a breath (arrives atdawn).

19. Undoubtedly this (Quraan) is a word brought (from Allaab to Rasulullaah $M ) by an 
honoured (noble) messenger (J ib ra 'e e l$ ^ % & )...

20 who is powerful and of high rankfstatusj in the sight of the Owner of the Throne.

21. He is also obeyed (by the angels in the heavens) and is trustworthy (and will therefore never corrupt 

any messageAllaah sends with him).

22. Verily your companion (Rasulutlaah&%) is not insane (mad).

23. He (Rasulullaah iSSSj certainly saw him ( J i b r a ' e e l i n  his original form) on the clear (eastern) 

horizon. (See verses 5-9 o f  Surah 33.)

24. He is also not miserly with the knowledge of the unseen. (Rasulullaah I S  conveyed to the 

people whatever knowledge o f the unseen Allaah taught him without demanding a fee as fortune-tellers do.)

25. The Qur aan is (definitely) not (and cannot be) the word of any accursed Shaytaan.
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b s'

26. So (instead o f  embracing the QuraanJ where areyou (Kuffaar) heading (going astray)?

2 7. It (the Qur'aan) is but a great advice to the (people o f the) universe...

33i&&crl
28 for those of you who wish to walk the straight path.

4 &
29. (However,) You cannot will anything (wish fo r salvation) without the will of Allaah the 
Rabb of the universe. (Therefore, a person can tread the straight path only when Allaah permits him, and this 
occurs only when he sincerely expresses the desire to do so.)
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Surah 8 2  Surah Infltaar

TH E  S P L IT T IN G

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH INFITAAR AND SURAH TAKWEER

Although Surah Infitaar mentions only four of the many occurrences of Qiyaamah contained in 
Surah Takweer, it nevertheless includes more details. It therefore sounds a louder warning to 
people. Surah Takweer mentioned that people will be dispatched to their respective abodes. 
Surah Infitaar goes further to state that they will never return from there.

Surah Infitaar also rejects the idea that any being but AUaah can be of assistance on the Day of 
Qiyaamah. This is mentioned at the end of the Surah, where Allaah says, “It shall be a day 
when one soul will be unable to benefit another soul in the least. On that day all 
authority will be Allaah's (and no one else will have any say in the judgment of affairs).”

A  SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

Certain occurrences on the Day of Qiyaamah (which have been mentioned in Surah Takweer) 
are reiterated in the first four verses of Surah Infitaar. In verses 5 to 8, man is questioned about 
what has diverted his attention from the Benevolent Allaah, Who has created and beautified 
man. Man cannot thank Allaah enough for the multitude of favours Allaah has bestowed upon 
him.

Allaah continues to rebuke the Kuffaar, who reject the belief in Qiyaamah even though they know 
that their every deed is being meticulously recorded. Thereafter, verses 13 to 18 remind people 
again about the inevitability and nearness of the Day of Qiyaamah. The Surah then concludes by 
emphasising that none can impose on Allaah through their intercession. This is mentioned in 
verse 19 where Allaah says, “It shall be a day when one soul will be unable to benefit 
another soul in the least. On that day all authority will be Allaah's (and no one else will 
have any say in judgment of affairs). ”
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In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful

1. When the sky splits...

2. ...the stars fall...

3. ...the oceans are poured (boil) forth (when fresh and salt waterbodies will merge to become one mass 

o f water, after which all will be evaporated as mentioned in tterse 6 o f the previous Surah)...

4. ... and ’when) graves are overturned (and empty their contents so that people appear before Allaah for

reckoningj...

5. ... (when all these things happen on the Day o f  QiyaamahJ every soul shall come to know what it 
had sent ahead (what actions were done in the world to be rewarded or punished] and left behind (what 

actions were left undone in the world to be rewarded or punished) .

6. O man! What has cast you into deception concerning your Most Generous Rabb?
(Why do you continue sinning believing that Allaah will always forgive you because He is Generous? This attitude shows 

disloyalty to Allaah Who has blessed man with innumerable bounties. Among these are thatAllaahisthe One) ...

7. ...Who has created you, perfected (shaped) you, gave you (your todyJ due proportion...
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8. ...and made you in the fashion He desired (without making you into something despicable) .

9. Never! (you should never be deceived like this! Far from being merely deceived by Allaah's generosity,) The 
fact is that they (the Kuffaar continuously sin because they actually) deny retribution (the Day of 

Qiyaamah).

s c m x & 6 £
10. Verily there are guardians (angels) upon you (with every person) . ..

11. ...who are na h le (h on ourab le ) and are (continuously) recording (everythingyoudo andsay).

12. They know what you do (and record it so that you cannot deny it on the Day of Qiyaamah).

13. Indeed the righteous (Mu'mineen) shall be immersed in bounties (inJannah)...

14___and the sinners will surely be fsteeped) in (the fire of) Jahannam (suffering punishment).

15. ...which they will enter on the Day of Retribution (Judgement).

U j

16. They will certainly not be (able to) absent (escape) from it.
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17. Do you know what the Day of Retribution is?

18. Do you really know what the Day of Retribution is?

19. It shall be a day when one soul will be unable to benefit (assist; another soul in the 
least. On that day all authority will be Allaah's (and no one else will have any say in the judgment o f 

affairs).
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Surah 8 3  Surah Mutaffifeen

T H O S E  W H O  C H E A T

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH MUTAFFIFEEN AND SURAH INFITAAR

Whilst Surah Infitaar mentions that people will not be able to escape from Jahannam, Surah 
Mutaffifeen goes further to state that each person's name will be recorded in a special register. 
Accordingly, people will be dispatched to their respective destinations and none will be able to 
remove his/her name from the register.

A SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

The first six verses of the Surah condemn those people who cheat in weight and measure. They 
seem not to fear the day when they will stand before Allaah to answer for their misdeeds. Verses 7 
to 9 mention that their names will be recorded in the Sijjeen which will condemn them to an 
eternity in Jahannam. They will never be able to remove their names from it.

Allaah then censures those who deny the advent of Qiyaamah and then says, “When Our 
Aayaat are recited to him, he says, '(These are merely) Fables of the men of old'” [verse 
13]. In verses 15 to 17, Allaah again warns people about the terrible repercussions of sin in the 
Aakhirah.

In verses 18 to 28, Allaah praises those who were righteous. Their names will be recorded in the 
Illiyyeen, and they will be admitted into Jannah. There they will be extremely happy and will 
receive all types of delicacies to eat and drink.

The concluding verses warn the Kuffaar against mocking and ridiculing the Mu'mineen. They 
consider the Mu'mineen to be lowly and misguided, and even scoff at them. However, on the 
Day of Qiyaamah the tables will be turned against them when they will see that the Mu'mineen to 
have been successful.
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In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful

1. Destruction be to the cheaters...

2. ... who, when they take measure from mankind (when they are buying from others), demand 
(that their goods be given to them) in full. (They ensure that the seller does not weigh or measure less than what they 

arepaying.)

f t * 9

3. (However,) If they measure or weigh for people (when they are the sellers), they reduce (the 
weight or measurement o f the commodity so that the buyer gets less than what he pays.)

4. Do such people not consider that (after death) they will be raised...

5. ...unto an awful (mighty) day (QiyaamaJij...

6. ... the day when all of mankind will stand before the Rabb of the universe (to account 

for their actions and words) ?

h
®

7. Never! (It shall never be as they think that Qiyaamah will not come!) Verily the records of the (actions
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of) sinners shall be in “Sijjeen” (a place o f punishment beneath the seven earths, where the records ofKuffaar 

are placed).

8. How will you know what is (written in) “Sijeen”?

as& ter
9. (Itis) A sealed (recorded) book (which cannot be changed in any luapj.

10. May misery be the end of the rejecters (liars) on that day..

11___ (the rejecters are) those who reject the (coming o f  the) Day of Retribution.

12. It is only every sinful transgressor (Kaafir) who rejects (denies) it (Qiyaamat).

13. When Our Aayaat are recited to him, he says, “ (These are merely) Fables (stones) of the 
men of old.”

14. Never! (These are not fables, but the absolute truth!) Infact, (they refuse to believe because) the rustfstainj 
of their sins has covered (sealed) their hearts (so that no truth can penetrate it) .

15. Never! (What they say cannot be true!) (As a result o f their rejection) They Will Certainly be Veiled 
(screened off) from (seeing) their Rabb on that day (in theAakhirah).
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16. Then (in addition to this) they will definitely enter (fall into) Jahannam.

i
©

17. Thereafter, (once they have entered Jahannam) it will be said, “This (punishment of Jahannam) is 
what you used to deny (in the world).”

18. It shall never be (as the Kuffaar say that the Mu'mineen will be deprived o f  rewards) ! Verily the 
records of the righteous (sincere Mu'mineen) shall be in “Illiyyeen” (a place o f bliss in the seventh 

heaven where the records o f  the sincere Mu'mineen are placed).

19. How will you know what is (written in) “Illiyyeen”?

20. (It is) A Sea led  (recorded) book (that cannothealtered)...

21___which those (angels) close (toAllaah) Witness (with admiration).

22. Verily the righteous (Mu'mineen) shall be enjoying bounties (comfortsin Jannah)...

23___while looking on from couches (at the splendour around them).

24. You will recognise the radiance of bounties on their faces (which will be bright and happy).
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25. They will be given pure sealed (preserved) wine to drink (completely unlike the impure and

intoxicating wine o f this world). . .

b
©

26___the seal of which is musk. It is for this that competitors (those who strive) should
compete (instead o f  competing for the inferior things o f  th is world).

27. Its mixture shall be of Tasneem...

28___(which is) a spring (qfJannah) from which those close to Allaah drink.

29. Verily those who (are accustomed to) sin (the Kuffaar) used to laugh at the Mu'mineen (in the

world).

30. When they (the Mu'mineen) passed by them (the Kuffaar), they (the Kuffaar) used to wink at
each other (to mock the Mu’mineen).

31. (After doing this,) When they (the Kuffaar) returned to their families, they would return
(continue) mocking (theMu'mineen, unrepentantforjeeringattheMu'mineen earlier).

32. When they (the Kuffaar) saw them (theMu'mineen), they used to say, “These people are 
certainly astray.”

33. Yet they (these Kuffaar) were never sent as warders (guardians) over them (the Mu'mineen).
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34. However, today (on the Day of Qiyaamah) the Mu'mineen shall laugh at the Kuffaar
(because the truth will be made apparent and theMu'mineen will be in a superior position) ...

35. ...while looking on from couches.

36.(Far from being an act o f oppression against the Kuffaar,) The fact is that the Kuffaar are being 
punished (on the Day o f Qiyaamah) only for what they did (they will be treated just as they had treated 

others).
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Surah 8 4  Surah Inshiqaaq

TH E  T E A R IN G

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH INSHIQAAQ  AND SURAH MUTAFFIFEEN

Surah Mutaffifeen states that each person's name will be recorded in a special register, Surah 
Inshiqaaq goes further to mention that the people in Jahannam will be subjected to various levels 
of punishment, each one being worse than the next.

Surah Mutaffifeen cites the case of a group of people who commited a grave sin (i.e. cheating) 
and condemns them. Surah Inshiqaaq encourages people rather to do good.

A SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

The first five verses of the Surah describe the initial events that will take place on the Day of 
Qiyaamah, when the skies will be rent asunder and the earth will swallow everything up. 
Thereafter, verse 6 reminds man about the time when he will meet his Creator, thereby 
encouraging him to prepare for this meeting by performing good deeds.

“Verses 7 to 9” As for him who is given his record (of his actions) in his right hand... (until 
the words) ...and he will return happily to his family (in Jannah)” describe the fortunate 
people who will receive their record of deeds in their right hands, indicating that they will be 
entered into Jannah. Their reckoning will be extremely easy.

Verses 10 to 15 then dte the condition of the unfortunate people who will receive their record of 
deeds behind their backs. These people will wail and lament and will finally be cast into 
Jahannam. In verses 16 to 19, Allaah takes several oaths to confirm the fact that people will be 
subjected to increasingly worse stages of punishment in Jahannam.

“What is the matter with them (the Kuffaar) that they do not have Imaan and do not 
prostrate when the Qur'aan is recited to them?” [verses 20 and 21]. In these verses, Allaah 
expresses surprise at the Kuffaar who do not believe despite the fact that they have heard and 
have even witnessed so many signs and tokens through which the truth can be clearly perceived. 
They still wish to be stubborn and refuse to submit to the laws of the Qur'aan.

In verses 22 to 24, Allaah warns the rejecters of a dreadful punishment. In the final verse of the 
Surah, Allaah adds that those who believe and do good deeds will receive unlimited rewards 
from Him.
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In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful

©JiBUS
1. When (the trumpet will be blown to signal the Day o f Qiyaamah,) the sky will tear apart (sp/ft 

asunder),,.

V 9 5̂ J  9 *

tr *

2. .. .and it will listen to (the command of) its Rabb to tear it apart) as it rightly should.

© c ^ u e r a i l a b

3. When (this day takes place,) the earth will be stretched out (to form  a level p la in )...

4. ... and, casting out whatever is within, it will become empty.

i  • I ' M '®c*s>ĵ ycd̂ ij
5. It will listen to (the command of) its Rabb (to do this) as it rightly should.

E
©

6. 0  man, indeed you make great efforts in your journey (through this world) towards (the 

Actkhirah where you will meet with) yOUT Rabb and will SOOn meet with (the fruit of) yQUT efforts.

b u m

H . * "

7. As for him who is given his record (o f his actions) in his right hand (indicating his entry into 

Jannah)...
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8. ...an easy reckoning will be taken from him (the judgment process will he p leasant)...

9. ...and (a fte r  this,; he will return happily to his family (inJannah).

10. As for him who is given his record (o f his actions in his left hand from) behind his back
(because even the angels will not want to look at h im )...

11... .he Will SOOn call for (his own) destruction (h is death so that he may not have to suffer punishment).

12. (However, his pleas will be in vain because) He will enter the Blazing Fire (ofJahannam).

13. Indeed (while livinginthisworld,) he used to be happy (withoutsorrow) among his family.

f?.
14. He used to think that he would not return (to account fo r his actions before Allaah on the Day of 5" 
Q ijlaamah).

15. Why (should he) not (return to Allaah) !  (He certainly willi) Verily his Rabb was ever Watchful 
Over him (seeing every evil action although he was not taken to task for it) .

16. Iswear by the twilight...
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17__by the night, by what (whatevercreation) the night envelopes...

18__and by the moon when it is full (on the 14th night)...

h>

19. You (0  mankind!) will certainly proceed from phase to phase. (From this world, man proceeds 
to the realm o f “Barzakh" and then towards Qiyaamah and the many stages oftheAakhirah.)

20. What is the matter with them (theKuffaar) that they do not have Imaan...

21___and do not prostrate when the Qur'aan is recited to them? (One who recites o r hears this
uerse being recited should perform Sajdah.)

22. Rather, (in s tead  o f  su bm ittin g ) the Kuffaar choose to reject (Im a a n ).

23. Allaah is well Aware of whatever (evil actions they do and beliefs) they amass (hold).

k
I \< '  O f P ' i ' K

24. So (because o f their evil and kufr) give them the good news of a painful punishment.

t

25. ...(which will afflict all o f  them) except those who (mend their ways and choose to) have Imaan and 
carry out good acts. Theirs shall be an unending reward (in theAakhirah).
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Surah 8 5  Surah Burooj

TH E  S TA R S

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH BUROOJ  AND SURAH 1NSHIQAAQ

Compared to Surah Inshiqaaq, Surah Burooj includes more oaths to prove the advent of 
Qiyaamah. It also mentions Towheed, which was not explicitly mentioned in Surah Inshiqaaq.

A SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

The opening three verses of the Surah contain three oaths which declare the coming of 
Qiyaamah. Verses 4 to 8 make reference to the atrocities that the Kuffaar perpetrate against the 
Mu'mineen in this world. Of course, in the Aakhirah the situation will be reversed because the 
Kuffaar will be the ones to suffer.

“...to Whom belongs the kingdom of the heavens and the earth. Allaah is Witness to 
everything” [verse 9]. This verse emphasises that everything is in Allaah's control, and that He is 
Omnipresent All-Seeing. Therefore, one should supplicate only to Him when in need. Verse 10 
sounds a warning of punishment against those who harass the Mu'mineen, after which Allaah 
conveys glad tidings to the Mu'mineen in verse 11.

In verse 12, Allaah informs people that His punishment is severe, as will be the Day of Qiyaamah. 
Allaah then adds, “Verily, it is He Who creates the first time and then creates again. He 
is the Most Forgiving, A11 Loving Owner of the Throne, the Majestic and the One Who 
does as He pleases” [verses 13-16].

Verses 17 to 20 convey the message that just as the sky encompasses people so that they cannot 
proceed beyond its limits, Allaah's knowledge also encompasses everything. Nothing is hidden 
from Him and none can escape His punishment. Rebutting those who reject the Qur'aan, Allaah 
concludes the Surah by saying, “But (far from being something that can be rejected,) it is the 
Glorious Qur'aan [which is recorded) in the Lowhul Mahfoodh (and therefore can not be 
altered in any way).”
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In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful

©
1. By (theoathof) the sky filled with stars (the 12 constellations)!

2. By the promised day (theDayofQiyaam ah)!

3. By the day (when the witnesŝ presents itself (all those persons and things that will present evidence) 
and the day when people are presented (on the plain ofArafaat, namely the day o f Arqfaat the 9:h ofD h u l 
Hijjah) !

isiyyiaa#
4. (Referring to a nation o f Kuffaar who killed many M u'm ineen because they accepted Imaan at the hands o f  a 
youngster, Allaah says,) Accursed (slain) are the people of the trenches (who dug trenches).,,

5. ... those of the heavily fuelled fire (who lit fires in the trenches to bum the Mu'mineen alive)...

■ ■A

6. ...when they sat by the trenches...

7. .. .and were witnesses to (saw with their own eyes) what (atrocities) they (the king and H is councillors) 
did to the Mu'mineen.
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8. They (these Kujfaar) found no fault (excuse fo r revenge) in them (no excuse to kill the Mu'mineen) 

except that they believed in Allaah, the Mighty, Most Worthy of praise...

9. ...to Whom belongs the kingdom of the heavens and the earth. Allaah is Witness 
to everything /and will severely punish the Kuffoar for what they did).

10. Verily those who harm the Mu'mineen and Mu'minaat and do not repent 
thereafter, for them shall be the punishment of Jahannam and the punishment of 
burning.

11. Most certainly (no doubt), those who have Imaan and who carry out good deeds 
shall have Jannaat beneath which rivers flow. That is the supreme success (even though 
they had to suffer temporarily in the world).

12. Undoubtedly, the grasp (punishment) of your Rabb is severe indeed.

13. Verily, it is He Who creates the first time and then creates again.

14. He is the Most Forgiving, All Loving...

15___Owner of the Throne, the Majestic (glorious)...

16__ and the One Who does as He pleases. (None can question Allaah.)
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17. Has the news of the (destroyed) armies reached you?

b
@

18. (The armies of) Fir'oun and the Thamud?

19. However, (instead o f taking heed from these incidents and accepting Imaan,) the KuffdBT are (persistent,) 
in rejecting (the truth o f the Qur'aanJ . . .

20. ...whereas Allaah surrounds them from all over. (H e knows whatever they think, say and do
and will punish them for their evil.)

V
©'

6 3  4 G \ s f  9 1*

21. But (farfrom being something that can be rejected,) it is the Glorious Qur'aan...

22...(w h ich  is recorded) in the “ Lowhul Mahfoodh ” (andean therefore not be altered in any way).

:
\-
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Surah 8 6  Surah Taariq

T H A T  W H IC H  C O M E S  A T  N IG H T

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH TAARIQ AND SURAH BUROOJ

Surah Burooj attests the certainly of Qiyaamah and also mentions the punishment of this world 
as well as that of the Aakhirah. Surah Taariq states that if the Kuffaar continue to refuse to believe 
after these matters have been clarified, they should still be granted another opportunity to accept 
Imaan. However, if they choose to remain obstinate, they will be drawing Allaah's wrath upon 
themselves.

A  SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

The first four verses of the Surah inform people that angels have been appointed over each of 
them to make a meticulous record of their deeds. Therefore, they should be assured of receiving 
the full reward for their deeds.

“(If) Man (doubts the coming of Qiyaamah, he) should think about what he was created 
from...until the words...There shall then neither be any power nor assistant for man
(against Allaah’s punishment)" [verses 5 to 10]. In these verses, Allaah draws man's attention to 
the fact that He created man from a drop of fluid. It is therefore very simple for Him to resurrect 
man on the Day of Qiyaamah.

Verses 11 to 14 present the second logical proof to substantiate the reality of Qiyaamah. Allaah 
refers to that fact that He can easily resurrect man just as he sends rain from the skies to revive 
barren soil, causing it to flourish with an abundance of vegetation.

The concluding three verses of the Surah condemn the behaviour of the Kuffaar and also contain 
the central message of the Surah, i.e. to grant respite to the Kuffaar.
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In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful

1. By (the oath of) the sky and by that which appears by night!

2. How will you know what it is that appears by night?

3. It is the bright star.

b
®

4. There is no soul without a watcher (an angel) appointed over it (to keep record o f  all its

actions).

5. (If) Man (doubts the com ing of Qiyaamah, he) should think about what he was created from.

6. He was created from spurting water (semen) ...

7. ...which emerges from between the backbone and the chest. (Thisis a reference to mens
loins and womens chests)
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8. Verily (justasAllaah had the power to create man from nothing,) Allaah (also) has the power to raise 
him (on theDayofQiyaamah).

9. (TheDa y o f Qiyaamah will be) The day when secrets Will be examined (and people will either be 

rewarded or punished).

10. There shall then neither be any power (to defend) nor assistant for man (against Allaah's

punishment).

11. By (the oath of) the sky from which rain falls...

12. ...and by the earth which cleaves (opens to make way for sprouting plants) !

13. It (the Quraan) is definitely a decisive speech (which differentiates falsehood from truth),,.

14___and it is not for amusement. (It should not be treated lightly.)

15. They (theKuffaar) are certainly conniving (busy making) plots (toopposelslaam).

SIS333B
16___and I am also planning something (to ensure that their plots ultimately fail).

&
17. So give the Kaafiroon respite (allow them ashortperiodfivm punishment). Grant them respite
for a while (for they will soon suffer terribly (or their euils).
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Surah 8 7  Surah A la

TH E  M O S T  H IG H

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH A L A  AND SURAH TAARIQ
Two of the major differences in belief that the Mushrikeen had with Rasulullaah ®S? were:

* the belief of Towheed.
* resurrection and retribution.

The belief in resurrection and Qiyaamah has been explained in the Surahs up to Surah Taariq. 
The belief in Towheed is then discussed in the Surahs commencing with Surah Ala. One of the 
main reasons why the Mushrikeen opposed Towheed was their overwhelming love for the world 
and being totally engrossed with its pleasures. It is for this reason that Allaah urges abstinence 
from the world along with belief in Towheed.

Some of the Surahs mention both these aspects; others mention only one, and there are also 
those that contain warnings against rejecting them. In between these Surahs, Surah Duha and 
Inshiraa, unlike the others, contain consolation for Rasulullaah (US and the Sahabah

A SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

Since Surah Ala begins the final portion of the Qur'aan in terms of subject matter. It mentions 
Towheed as well as abstinence from the world. The Surah begins with the words, “Glorify the 
name of your Exalted Rabb. ” This verse itself urges people to proclaim Allaah to be Pure from 
all partners because He is The Only True Helper and Knower of the unseen.

Verses 2 to 5 then explain why Allaah is the Only True Helper, thereby establishing the first part of 
Towheed. The reward for propagating this belief is then mentioned in verse 6. Verse 7 thereafter 
establishes the second part of Towheed, when Allaah says, “Verily Allaah knows what is 
apparent and what is hidden. ” Therefore, it is understood that Only Allaah has knowledge of 
the unseen. Verse 8 continues to mention the reward for propagating this aspect of Towheed.

After citing these two aspects of Towheed, Allaah proceeds to console Rasulullaah by telling
him that his task is confined to propagation and that he is not responsible to make people believe. 
Thereafter, verses 12 and 13 warn people aboutthe punishment of the Aakhirah, while verses 14 
and 15 convey glad tidings of salvation for the righteous.

“However, they (most people) prefer the life of this world whereas the Aakhirah is 
much better and much more lasting” [verses 16 and 17]. These verses urge people to 
abstain from the luxuries of this world and to apply themselves in acquiring the success of the 
Aakhirah. Allaah then says that the previous scriptures have also propounded the same message. 
This is found in the scriptures of Ibraheem and Moosa Therefore, the contents of
these scriptures serve as further proof for the authenticity of the Qur'aan.
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In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful

W r #
1. Glorify the name of your Exalted Rabb (TheMostH igh). . .

2. ...Who created and perfected (shaped all o f creation)...

9 ><i\"

3. ...Who determined (the proportions, numbers and capabilities o f everything) and showed the way 
(to His creation by guidingthem to fulfil thefuncdonsfor which they were created.)...

4. ...Who made (fresh, lushandsought-after) fodder grow...

5. .. .and then (afterawhile) reduced it to a black heap of (unwanted) debris. (This is symbolic of 
everyth ing o f this world, which tempts people to hanker after it but ultimately becomes something useless and unwanted)

6. (0  Rasulultaah We shall soon teach (recite to) you (the Qur'aan) and you will not forget
(any part of it ) . . .

7. ...except that (portion o f  the Qur'aanJ which Allaah wants (you to forget because it has been 

cancelled. See verse 106 o f Surah 2 ). Verily Allaah knows what is apparent (open) and what is
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hidden (and therefore knows best which Iccws of the Quraan to cancel and when).

8. We shall soon make the easy thing (the Sharfah) simple for you (so that understanding it, 

practising it and propagating it becomes easy fo r you).

9. So advise (remind others to practise the Shari'ah) so that the advice may be beneficial. (A
advice is equally beneficial to the one giving the advice, as it is to others.)

10. The one who fears (Allaah'spunishment) will heed (understand the advice) ...

M ;
11... .whereas only he will turn away from it who is most unfortunate...

12___and who shall enter the gigantic fire (ofJahannam).

13. Then (when he enters Jahannam) he will neither die there (and will therefore suffer forever) nor live 
(alife worth living).

14. Successful indeed is he who has purified (himself from kufr, shirk and spiritual diseases such as 

pride, jealousy, etc). . .

15. ...who takes the name ofhis Rabb ngages in Dhikr and performs salaah.
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16. However, they (most people) prefer the life of this world...

17___whereas the Aakhirah is much better and much more lasting.

18. Undoubtedly, this (the message given in the verses) is (also mentioned) in the previous (ancient) 

scriptures (scrolls)...

19.... (in) the scriptures of Ibraheem and Moosa W S ,
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Surah 8 8  Surah Ghaashiya

THE OVERWHELMING THING

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH GHAASHIYA  AND SURAH A LA

Surah Ghaashiya s e rv e s  a s  a  f it t in g  c o n d u s io n  fo r  Surah A'la. I t  s u m m a riz e s  th e  p u n is h m e n ts  
a n d  th e  g la d  tid in g s  o f th e  Aakhirah. In  a  s im ila r  m a n y , m a n y  o f  th e  fo llo w in g  S u ra h s  a ls o  as  
c o n d u s io n s  to  th e  Surahs p re c e d in g  th e m .

A SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

T h e  o p e n in g  s e v e n  v e rs e s  o f th e  Surah s o u n d  w a rn in g s  o f  th e  d re a d fu l p u n is h m e n t o f  th e  
Aakhirah, w h ile  th e  fo llo w in g  n in e  v e rs e s  d is cu s s  th e  re w a rd s  a n d  b o u n tie s  th a t th e  p io u s  
b o n d s m e n  o f A lla a h  s h a ll re c e iv e  in  Jarmah. T h e re a fte r, v e rs e s  1 7  to  2 0  u rg e  p e o p le  to  re fle d  o n  
A lla a h 's  g re a tn e s s  b y  p o n d e r in g  a b o u tfo u r  o f A lla a h ’ s re m a rk a b le  c re a tio n s .

A lla a h  c o n s o le s  Rasulullaah IS® b y  a g a in  te llin g  h im  th a t h is  ta s k  is  c o n fin e d  to  p ro p a g a tio n  a n d  
th a t h e  c a n n o t fo rc e  p e o p le  to  b e lie v e . In  c o n d u s io n , th e  Surah w a rn s  th e  Kuffaar o f a  g ra v e  
p u n is h m e n t in  th e  Aakhirah.
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In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful

©,

1. Has the news of the overwhelming (over powering) thing (Qiyaamah) come to you?
(Qiyaamah is described as "the overwhelmingthing’’ because its hardship and severity will overpower every person.)

2. Many faces On that day will be looking down (disgraced because o f embarrassment and fear) .

3. (Among these shall be) He who suffered a great deal and who endured many difficulties
(thinUngthat he uias pleasing Allaah, but his beliefs and actions did not conform with the decrees o f  Allaah).

4. He shall enter the blazing fire...

b 9

5. ...where he will be given water to drink from boiling springs.

6. The only food for them (thepeople ofJahannam) shall be thorny trees.

7. ...which will neither nourish (theirbodies) nor satisfy (theirextreme) hunger.

i P *  itf* . _p
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8. (On the other hand,) Many faces on that day will be resplendent (shining bright with happiness).

©

9. They (those with shiningfaces)  shall be pleased with their efforts (in this world because their efforts 

earned them entry). . .

10__ in (to) the lofty (high) gardens of Jannah...

11... .where they shall not hear futile talk. (Jannah shall have nothing unpleasant Neither will one see 
anything unpleasant, nor hear anything unpleasant. There will be no noise and shouting in Jannah, nor any talk that is 
futile and therefore unpleasant.)

12. In it (Jannah) there are flowing springs.

)ISPs

13. In it (Jannah) there are elevated thrones (for the people to sit on ).

X V 9'? zvVi'Z

14__ cups set in place (ready to be served). . .

15___ (exquisite) cushions arranged in rows...

16___and (plush) carpets (softandcosy) spread out.

17. (Allaah is Most Capable o f creating Jahannam with all its misery as well as Jannah with all its bounties, just as He  

created many magnificent things in this world. Encouraging people to look around to see Allaah's great creative powers, 

Allaah says,) Have they (mankind) not looked at the camel and seen how it was created
(perfectly, adapted to the harsh climate of the desert with so many uniquefeatures, qualities and capabilities) ?
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18. And (have they not looked) at the sky, how it was raised {so high without any supports)?

19. And (have they not looked) at the mountains, how they were placed firmly (into the earth with 

their bulk underground) ?

20. And (havethey not looked) at the earth, how it was spread out {with large tracts o f land that seem 

flat despite the spherical shape o f  the earth)?

21. So (O  Muhammad ® give advice {to encourage people to accept and sincerely practise Islaam), for 
you are an advisor (andnotonetoforcepeople).

22. You have not been appointed as a warder (overseer) over them (to force them to accept).

V
©

23. However, the one who turns away (fromyouradvice) and commits kufr...

24. Allaah shall punish him most severely.

25. Verily they (all o f mankind) shall return to Us (ontheDayqfQiyaamah).

26.Thereafter, it is Our responsibility to take their reckoning (make them account for all their 

Deeds in this world).
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Surah 8 9  Surah Fajr

TH E  D A W N

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH FAJR AND THE PRECEDING SURAHS

Surah Fajr discusses one of the two themes presented in Surah A'la, viz. not to be preoccupied 
with this world. It explains the transitory nature of this world. Surah Ghaashiya serves as a 
conclusion to Surah A'la, and Surah Fajr is an extension of one of its themes.

A SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

The first five verses of the Surah emphasise five specific times when people should pay special 
attention to supplicate to Allaah and to guard against pursuing this world.

“Have you not seen how your Rabb dealt with the Aad?...” [verse 6]. Here Allaah dtes the 
first example of how people were punished in this very world. The nation of Aad preferred this 
world to the Aakhirah, which led to their destruction. The commodities and wealth that they 
accumulated in the world were of no use to them. This epic teaches people to exercise abstinence 
in the world because the glitter of this world eventually entangles one, leading to Allaah's wrath 
and punishment.

Allaah then cites the second and third examples of this in verses 9 and 10 respectively. Here, 
Allaah speaks about the destruction of the Thamud and Fir'oun, who were also destroyed by 
Allaah's punishment when they denied the belief in Towheed and Qiyaamah.

Verses 15 and 16 condemn man for regarding the material gains of this world to be the criteria for 
honour and respect. It is evident that this is incorrect because the criteria are piety and obedience 
to Allaah. In verse 17 20, Allaah censures man for a series of sins, each being worse than the 
other. The Surah then concludes by mentioning the punishment of the Aakhirah in verses 21 to 
26, followed by glad tidings of salvation in the concluding four verses.
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In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful

1. By (the oath of) the dawn!

2. By the (first) ten nights (ofDhul Hijjah) ! (Rasulullaah S S  mentioned that good deeds are more beloved to 
Allaah during these ten days ofDhul Hijjah than during any othertime.)

3. By the even and the odd (all ofwh ich been created in pairs and with their opposite partners) !

4. By the night when it departs!

''i j  »•

5. is there not an oath in this for the intelligent? (Are these oaths not sufficient for the intelligent? 

These oaths are taken to strengthen the assertion that declares: “Those who adamantly reject the message o f Islaam are 
inuiting Allaah's punishment to themselves and will be destroyed just as previous nations were destroyed when they 

rejected the message o f their Ambiyaa .)

6. Have you not seen how your Rabb dealt with the Aad (who were destroyed by a terrible 

windstorm)...

7. ...(w ho were) the people (the descendants) of (a person called) I nun and who were people (who
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had the stature) of pillars?

8. The likes of them (in size and strength) were not created in the lands.

&

9. (Have you not also seen how your Rabb dealt with) The Thamud who used to carve the rocks of 
the valley (to make their homes in the mountains)?

&

10. And (haue you not also seen how your Rabb dealt with) Fir'oun, the lord of the stakes (see verse 12 of 

Surah 3 8 )?

&
®

11. These people transgressed (the laws ofAllaah) in the lands...

12 and caused tremendous corruption.

13. So (because o f  this) your Rabb rained punishment on them.

14. Verily your Rabb is Ever Vigilant (and nothingescapesHisattention).

15. As for man, (instead o f  learning from the incidents o f the past, he takes no heed and) when his Rabb 
tests him (to see whether he is grateful toAllaah) by granting him honour and favours, he says,
“My Rabb has honoured me (because I  am His chosen one and deserve this).”  (Instead o f expressing thanks 
toAllaah and using the wealth and favours in a manner that pleases Allaah, he becomes proud and conceited.)
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16. However, when He (Allaah) tests him (man) by reducing his sustenance (to see whether he 

exercises patience), he says, “My Rabb has disgraced (has failed) me!” (He therefore fails the test by 

complaining and thereafter flouting Allaah's commands in a desperate effort to acquire some wealth.)

17. Never! (A  shortage in one’s sustenance does not indicate rejection by Allaah, just as an increase in sustenance 

does not indicate acceptance by H im.) Instead, (apart from being a test fo r you, your sustenance is sometimes 

decreased as a form  o f punishment because) you do not honour the orphan (so why must Allaah honour 

you )...

V

18.... do not encourage feeding of the poor...

19. ... (because) you devour inheritance (o f others, especially o f  women and orphans) with relish (with a 

great jo y ). . .

h
©

20___and (because) you love wealth with a very deep love (which reduces and eventually destroys

your love for Allaah and causes you to commit greater sins).

21. Never! (You should never think that these acts do not warrant Allaah's punishment. They certainly do! If  not 

already meted out in this world, this punishment will definitely arrive on that Day o f Qiyaamah) When the earth 
shall be ripped to shreds (to be replaced with another earth)...

22___ (the day) when your Rabb shall commence proceedings (to take reckoning together) with
the angels (who will appear) in rows...

23___and the day when Jahannam will be brought to the fore (for all to see). On that day
man will understand (the errors o f his ways in this world). But of what use will this 
understanding be (because it will be too late to make amends) ?
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24. He (mar will say, “Oh dear! If only I had sent (good deeds) ahead (toeam  rewards) for my 
life (here in theAakhirah) ! ”

25. So on that day, none shall punish like His (Allaah’s) punishment.

26. ...and none shall fasten (imprisontheKuffaar) like He (Allaah) fastens (confinestheKuffaar) .

27 . (As fo r the sincere and devout Mu'mineen, Allaah will say to each o f them,) * 0  C ontented SOIll (that has 

attained peace) ! ”

28. “Return happily (being pleased with yourself) to your Rabb as He is (well) pleased with 
you.”

29. “Enter among My (chosen) bondsmen...”

t  ^  A £
u

30....and enter My Jannah.”
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Surah 9 0  Surah Balad

T H E  C IT Y

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH BALAD  AND SURAH FAJR

Surah Balad serves as an epilogue to Surah Fajr. Surah Fajr condemned excessive love of this 
world. Surah Balad counsels man about where this wealth should be spent. The Surah conveys 
the message that wealth should not merely be accumulated, but it should be spent in the way that 
Allaah has ordained. There will be no virtue in spending one's wealth in wrong ways. In addition, 
spending in correct causes will also be worthless when the person spending is not a Mu'm in.

A SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

The first four verses of the Surah warn people about the harmful repercussions of sins in this very 
world. The essence of this message is that Allaah reserves the right to put people through 
hardships if He chooses to do so.

In verses 5 to 16, Allaah censures man for thinking that no one has any power over man. Allaah 
also tells people that all their praiseworthy financial contributions will be worthless if they do not 
possess Imaan. Verse 17 cautions people that they should first be Mu'mineen before spending on 
the deserving ones mentioned earlier in the Surah.

"These are the people of the right.” Here Allaah praises those people who spend for the 
correct causes while in the state of Imaan. Allaah declares that they will be included among the 
“people of the right” who are guaranteed entry into Jannah. The last three verses of the Surah 
speak about the “people of the left” who are destined for Jaharmam.
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Quraan Made Easy (Complete) Surah Balad (The City ■  90)

’- i

In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful

1. I swear by this city (ofMakkah)...

2. .. .and you (O  Rasulullaah @$lj shall be free (o f  restrictions) in this city (when you conquer it). (This 

verse foretold the conquest ofMakkah, which occurred in the S*1 year after the Hijrah.)

3. (I swear) By the father (Aadam and the offspring (mankind) 1

w a j e t a
4. We have certainly created man in toil. (Together with working hard to see to his own needs and 

those o f  his family, man also faces many difficulties and calamities during his life. While engaged in this, he has to ensure 
that he is alwaysfollows the injunctions o f the Shari'ah and obeys the laws o f his land. The list is endless.)

5. Does man think that none shall ever have power over him (to take him to task fo r the wrongs 

he does)?

©1*'
*J>*

6. He says (boasts), “I have wasted wealth in abundance (to oppose lslaam and the Muslims) ”

7. Does he think that none sees him? (Allaah sees all that he does and will punish him for i t )
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Quraan Made Easy (Complete) Surah Balad (The City - 90)

***** Pi *X

8. (He does all of this despite the fad. that Allaah gave him all the bounties he enjoys. Questioning his ingratitude, 

Alloah saysJ Have We not given him two eyes...

9. ...a tongue, and two lips... (for talking and eating)

£
©

10. ...and showed him the two paths (o f right and wrong so that he may choose which path he wishes to 

follow)?

11. For what reason does man not emerge from the abyss (where he is constantly fighting 

Shaytaan and hisNafs, both o f  whom are doing their utmost to mislead him)?

12. What will inform you what (emergingfrom) the abyss entails?

13. It entails setting slaves free...

14___or, on a day of hunger (duringtimesofneed), feeding...

15___an orphaned relative...

16. ...or a dust-covered destitute.
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Quraan Made Easy (Complete) Surah Balad (The City -  90)

17. Then (above all, it entails) becoming of those who have Imaan, those who encourage 
each other to be patient and those who encourage each other to be compassionate
(merciful).

b
®

18. These (people who do these good deeds) are the people of the right (who will receiue their records of 

actions in their right hands on the Day o f Qiyaamah).

19. (On the other hand) Those who reject Our Aayaat are certainly the people of the left
(who will receive their records of actions in their left hands on the Day o f  Qlyaamah).

®aiXefy°j

20. The Fire (ofjahannam) will be shut over them (so that they cannot escape).

I
\0
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Quraan Made Easy (Complete) Surah Shams (The Sun - 91)

Surah 91  Surah Shams

TH E  S U N

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH SHAMS  AND THE PRECEDING SURAHS

Both Surah Shams and Surah Layl repeat the two themes of Surah A’la, viz. Towheed and 
abstaining from the temptations of this world. Surah Shams dearly differentiates between correct 
and erroneous beliefs, making it clear that these can never be the same. Surah Layl clarifies that 
fact that good and evil deeds can never be the same: a generous person cannot be equated to a 
miser, nor can a Mu'min be equated to aKaafir.

A SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

In pointing out the contrasts between light and darkness, between day and night, and between 
the sky and the earth, the first ten verses describe the pure soul which is free from kufr and Shirk 
can never be compared to the evil soul which is contaminated with kufr and Shirk.

The remaining verses of the Surah cite the example of how the Thamud were destroyed when 
they rejected the belief in Towheed and failed to purify their souls. The same punishment awaits 
those individuals and nations who follow their example.
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Quraan Made Easy (Complete) Surah Shams (The Sun - 91)

O
9 <*!

In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful

1. By the (oath o f  the) sun and its (shin ing) light!

2. By the moon when it follows it (thesun as night approaches) !

3. By the day when it illuminates (brightens) it (the earth) !

4. By the night when it covers (shrouds) it (the sun)]

5. By the sky and the One Who created it!

6. By the earth and the One Who spread it out!

7. By the soul and the One Who perfected it...

s w i f t s
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Quraart Made Easy (Complete) Surah Shams (The Sun -  91)

8. ...and then inspired it with (showed the soul all that entails] evil and (all that entails) piety (so thatit 

may choose the path it wishes to follow).

o5

9. Undoubtedly, the one who purified it (the soul from kufr, Shirk and all spiritual diseases) has 
succeeded...

10. ...and the one who soiled it (by involvingitinkufr,shirkandsin) has certainly (ailed.

11. The Thamud rejected (the message o f their Nabi) because o( their rebelliousness insolence).

12. (Remember the time) When the Worst (wretched one) of them (Qazar bin Saif) Stood Up (to kill the 

cam el)...

13___and the Rasool of Allaah iaalih $$$$£) warned them, “Do not interfere with the
camel of Allaah (the camel that Allaah created specially and which emerged from a rock) and its drinking” 
(turn which was specified).

14. However, they rejected him (his ummingl and killed it (the camel). So their Rabb 
annihilated them because of their sins and made their destruction widespread (so that 

none of them were spared).

II
in

15. (Allaah does not fear the consequences) of His actions. Because of His immense wisdom in 
everything He does and because of His great power, none can hold Him accountable 
for anything.
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Quraan Made Easy (Complete) Surah Layl (The Night - 92)

Surah 9 2  Surah Layl

TH E  N IG H T

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH LAYL AND SURAH SHAMS

Like Surah Sham s, Surah Layl differentiates between correct and erroneous beliefs.

A SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

This Surah may be summarised as follows:

* Verses 1 to 4 declare that just as day and night, and male and female are different, 
so too are deeds. Good and evil deeds can never be the same.

* Verses 5 to 13 explain the above distinction further.
* Verses 14to 16 warn about the terrible consequences to be faced in the Aakhirah.
* Verses 17to21 conveygladtidingsabouttherewardstobereceivedintheAakhirah.
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Quraan Made Easy (Complete) Surah Layl (The Night - 92)

In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful

1, By (the oath of) the night when it covers (darkens the earth) !

2. By the day when it illuminates (brightens the earth) !

3. By the One Who created male and female!

4. Verily your efforts are varied [while some people striuefor the material possessions o f this world, others 

strive for theAakhirah) .

5. As for the one (theMu'min) who gives (charity to the needy), whahasTaqwa (fears Allaah)

6, ...and who believes (fully) in the most beautiful word (theKalimah).,,

7. ...We shall make the (means to attain) great comfort (Jonnah) easy for him (to carry out good  

deeds).
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Quraan Made Easy (Complete) Surah Layl (The Night - 92)

8. As for the one who is miserly and indifferent (careless aboutthe truth oflslaam) ...

5 1 \ o S  \ \  *  s

9. . ..and who rejects (falsifies) the most beautiful word (theKalimah)...

10. ...We shall make the (meansto attain) great grief (Jahannam) easy for him (to commit sins).

11. His wealth will not benefit him when he falls (into destruction in Jahannam).

12. Verily, guidance (leading a person to the straight path) is Our responsibility (because people can 

only indicate to others the straight path and they cannot compel them to take it) . . .

13___and the Aakhirah and the world are in Our control. (We therefore hauefree reign to do as
We please and people should obey Our commands,)

14.1 have warned you about a raging fire (so stay away from it)...

15... .which only the most wretched shall enter...

16__who reject (Imaan) and turn away (from the truth).
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Quraan Made Easy (Complete) Surah Layl (The Night -  92)

y
®

17. Far removed from it (Jahannam) shall be the ones with the mostTaqwa (theM u'm in )...

z

18. ...who Spent their wealth to purify their soul from greed and from other sins by attaining Allaah's 

pleasure and His forgiveness) .

19. They do not have (tospend in charity because they need) to repay a favour to anyone...

a

20___ (but they spend for no after reason) except for the pleasure of their Exalted Rabb. (Their
good deeds are therefore done sincerely for Allaah's pleasure and not for ulterior motives.)

l

w
21. .Soon shall they be completely satisfied (whenAllaah rewards them in full in theAakhirah).
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Quraan Made Easy (Complete) Surah Duha (The Light o f Day - 93)

Surah 9 3  Surah Duha

TH E  L IG H T  O F  D A Y

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH DUHA  AND THE PRECEDING SURAHS

Surah Lay! terminates the discussion that began with Surah A'ta. Surahs Duha and Inshiraah 
proceed to console Rasulullaah S»S8 so that he may not become despondent when 
propagating the message of the beliefs of Islaam.

A SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

The first five verses of the Surah reply to an objection raised by the Mushrikeen, reassuring 
Rasulullaah that Allaah has not forsaken him, and will certainly grant him even more in the 
Aakhirah. The remaining verses remind Rasulullah about Allaah’s many followers.
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Quraan Made Easy (Complete) Surah Duha (The Light o f Day - 93)

In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful

1. By the 'oath ofthr light of day (the rising sun)!

2. By the night when it settles (becomes completely dark) !

3. Your Rabb has neither forsaken you (0  Rasulullaah S |  nor does He dislike you. (These

verses were revealed to console Rasulullaah l!§S  when the Mushrikeen taunted him because he had not received 

revelation fo r sometime.)

4. The Aakhirah is certainly much better fo r  you than this world (so do not worry about the 

taunts and difficulties o f this world because they will increase your rewards in the Aakhirah).

5. Your Rabb shall soon give you (abundant bounties in the Aakhirah) and you shall be 
pleased.

6. (Allaah shall continue to bless you with His bountiesjust as He did in the past. For example,) Did He not find 
you orphaned (when your father passed away before your birth and your mother when you were only six) and 
grant you shelter (when your grandfather and uncle cared fo r you with great affection afterwards)?

7. Did He not find you uninformed (about the SharPah oflslaam, and show you the way (by

informing you about its details) ?
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Quraan Made Easy (Complete) Surah Duha (The Light o f Day -  93)

8. Did He not find you poor (without much wealth) and made you independant (when the 

wealthy lady Khadeeja proposed to marry you and you accepted)?

9. So (k e e p in g th e s e  bou n ties  in  m in d ) do not be harsh with the orphan...

10. ...and do not scold the beggar (because they need your help just as much os you also once needed 

help). (By doing this, you will be expressing gratitude to Allaah in a practical manner.)

11..Speak about the favours of your Rabb (o u t  o f  s o m e  o f  g ra titu d e  to  A lla a h ).

&
\A
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Quraan Made Easy (Complete) Surah Inshiraah (The Expanding - 94)

Surah 9 4  Surah Inshiraah

TH E  E X P A N D IN G

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH INSHIRAAH  AND SURAH DUHA

Whereas Surah Duha consoled Rasulullaah USSf when the Mushrikeen rejected his Dawah to 
them. Surah Inshiraah consoles the Mu'mineen because the Mushrikeen taunted them also for 
being the poor in their community.

A  SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

The opening four verses of the Surah state that Allaah opened Rasulullaah XSSI's heart to contain 
Islaam and kept kufr and Shirk far away from him. Allaah then says, “(Always bear in mind that) 
There is certainly ease (in this world and certainly in theAakhirah) after every difficulty (of 
this world). Without doubt, there is ease after every difficulty.” In these verses Allaah 
assures the Mu'mineen that He will reduce their difficulties.

The concluding verses of the Surah urge the Mu'mineen that they should not be engrossed in 
worldly wealth, but should devote their attention to Allaah.
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Quraan Made Easy (Complete) Surah Inshiraah (The Expanding - 94)

In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful

1. (0  Rasulullaah HŜ sMl) Did We not expand your chest (breast) for you (by increasing your knowledge 

and granting you the ability to endure the harassment oftheKuffaar) ?

2. And did We not relieve you of your burden...

3. ...that was breaking your back? (Because o f his extraordinary piety Rasulullaah regarded the 
human mistakes that he sometimes made as serious violations. This was naturally very burdensomefor him. By granting 

him total forgiveness for every single past andfutureslips, Allaah removed from Rasulullah this burden conscience.)

1,
©

4. And We have elevated your mention (the esteem with which people hold you). (Rasulullaah 2S$®r's 
name is mentioned together with Allaah's name in the Kalimah, the Adhaan, the Iqaamah, in sermons and in the 

introductions o f  all Islaam ic talks and books. When Rasulullaah was taken on Mi'raaj, his name was even on the lips

o f  the angels in the heavens. A ll the previous scriptures contained mention of Rasulullaah 233SI and all the 

Ambiyaa^S’V ^ c  were commanded to inform their people about the coming o f Rasulullaah SS I. In the Aakhirah, 

Rasulullaah © §§ will enjoy the highest position among Allaah's creation when he attains the status o f  "Maqaam 
Mahmood” [see verse 79 o f Surah 17]. His fame will then be known to all o f Allaah's creation.)

5, (Always bear in mind that) There is certainly ease (in this world and certainly in the Aakhirah) after 
every difficulty (o f this world) .
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Quraan Made Easy (Complete) Surah Inshiraah (The Expanding -  94)

6. Without doubt, there is ease after every difficulty.

y
®

7. So when you have completed (the task o f  propagating Islaam during the day), then exert 
yourself (in other forms o f Ibaadah during then ight). . .

8__and turn (your heart) to yOUT Rabb isking fo r your needs only from Him).

*

l
W
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Quraan Made Easy (Complete) Surah Teen (The Fig - 95)

Surah 9 5  Surah Teen

THE FIG

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH  TEEN AND THE PRECEDING SURAHS

Surah Duha c o n s o le s  R a s u lu lla a h  S i ,  w h ile  Surah Inshiraah c o n s o le s  th e  Mu'mineen. N o w  
Surah Teen c ite s  fiv e  p ro o fs  b y  w h ic h  i t  is  e s ta b lis h e d  th a t m a n  h a s  a tta in e d  a  h ig h  s ta tu s  s o le ly  
b e ca u s e  o f h is  b e lie f in  Towheed. A lla a h  h a s  g ra n te d  m a n  b e a u ty  as w e ll as in te lle c t s o  th a t h e  
m a y  u n d e rs ta n d  th e  tru th . H o w e v e r, b e c a u s e  o f  m a n ’s in a b ility  to  u se  th is  in te lle c t, h e  h a s  
re je c te d  th e  t r u th  a n d  lo w e re d  h im s e lf to  e a rn  th e  lo w e s t le v e ls  o f  J a h a n n a m .

A SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

T h e  f ir s t  fo u r  v e rs e s  o f  th e  S u ra h  p re s e n t fo u r  p ro o fs  to  s u b s ta n tia te  th e  fa c t th a t m a n  h a s  b e e n  
c re a te d  in  th e  b e s t o f m o u ld s . V e rse  5  m e n tio n s  th e  p u n is h m e n t fo r  e v il d o e rs , a fte r  w h ic h  v e rs e  6  
m a ke s  a n  e x c e p tio n  o f  th e  Mu'mineen, fo r  th e y  w ill re c e iv e  g ra n d  re w a rd s  fro m  A lla a h . A lla a h  
c o n c lu d e s  th e  Surah b y  s ta tin g  th e  f in a l p ro o f.
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Quraan Made Easy (Complete) Surah Teen ( The Fig - 95)

>]£*■

In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful

®C&lSg$S
1. By the (oathofthe) fig and the olive!

2. By (the oath of) Mount Sinai!

3. By (the oath of) this peaceful city (ofMakkah) !

4. Undoubtedly, We created man in the best form. (Compared to other creatures, man's physique 

is certainly more beautiful and he also has intelligence which the others do not possess also power o f choice.)

5. Thereafter, (as he reaches old age)  We relegate (reduce) him to the lowest of the 1OW (when he 

becomes too weak to walk upright and even loses his intelligence as senility sets in. This verse also refers to the Kuffaar 

who become worse than animals when they choose to reject Allaah). . .

6. ...(th is is the condition of all men) except those who have Imaan and who carry out good 
deeds. (Instead o f old age hampering their lives, the Mu'mineen use the free time in their old age to engage in Ibaadah.) 

Theirs shall be a reward (in theAakhirah) that will never come to an end. (limitless)

7. (After witnessing Allaah's ability to create and degenerate,) What is it then that makes you deny 
Reckoning (ontheDayofQiyaamah)? (When Allaah is Capable o f doing the many great things that you see, why do 
you deny His ability to resurrect people after death ?)

t
®asiywsf

8.1s Allaah not the Greatest of all rulers? (Allaah has complete control over all affairs in this world and 

theAakhirah and can do as He pleases in both.)

t
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Quraan Made Easy (Complete) Surah Alaq (The Clot - 96)

Surah 9 6  Surah Alaq

THE CLOT

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH ALAQ  AND THE PRECEDING SURAHS

A fte r  th e  c o n s o la tio n , w a rn in g s  a n d  g la d  tid in g s  m e n tio n e d  in  th e  p re v io u s  Surahs, Surah Alaq 
u rg e s  M u s lim s  to  c o n s ta n tly  re c ite  th e  Q u r'a a n  a n d  to  re m a in  s te a d fa s t in  th e ir  b e lie f in  To wheed.

A SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

Surah Alaq m a y  b e  s u m m a ris e d  as  fo llo w s :

*  In  v e rs e s  1 to  5 , A lla a h  a d v is e s  Rasulullaah n o t to  b e  p e rtu rb e d  b y  h is  o p p o n e n ts  a n d  to  
c o n tin u e  re c itin g  th e  Q u r'a a n  a n d  p ro p a g a tin g  Is la a m  ta k in g  A lla a h 's  n a m e .

*  V e rse s  6  a n d  7  h ig h lig h t m a n 's  in s o le n c e , w h ile  v e rs e  8  w a rn s  p e o p le  th a t th e y  w ill h a v e  to  
re tu rn  to  A lla a h .

*  In v e rs e s 9 to  1 4  th e  re b e llio u s  a n d  in s u b o rd in a te  a re  re b u k e d .
*  V e rse s  1 5  to  1 8  w a rn  a b o u t th e  Aakhirah.
*  V e rse  1 9  a d d re ss e s  Rasulullaah a n d  o n c e  a g a in  u rg e s  s te a d fa s tn e s s .
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Quraan Made Easy (Complete) Surah Alaq (The Clot - 96)

In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful

1. (O  Rasulullaah (JsS/J Read (whatever Qur'aan has been revealed to you) in the name of yOUT Rabb 
Who created (everything)...

2. ...Who created man from a clot of blood (which forms at conception and then develops into the 

child).

3. Read and your Rabb is most Magnanimous...

4. ...Who taught (the literate ones) by the pen (through books).

5. (However, even without any means like pens and books,) He (also directly) taught man what he did not 
know. (All man’s knowledge comes from Allaah becauseAllaah gave man the means of acquiring knowledge as well.)

6. (However,) It is a fact that man (the Kaafir) is rebellious (even exceeding the bounds o f humanity)...

b
®

1 9 *■ ?
( J *

7. ...because he considers himself to be independent. (This belief is foolish since man is 
dependant on the creation and is always dependent on Allaah.)
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Quraan Made Easy (Complete) Surah Alaq (The Clot - 96)

8. Verily the return (o f every person on theDay o f  Qiyaamah) shall be to your Rabb.

9. (Ref erring to Abu Jahal who was thearch-enem ycfRasulullaah^^,Allaah says,) Tell Me about the one 
who prevents...

10__a servant (ofAllaah, namely Rasulullaah BUS when he performs salaah.

11. Tell Me, what if the servant (ofAllaah) is upon guidance...

12. ...Or enjoins TaQwa? (Ordinarily preventinganyonefromworshipisaterribleact, it is euen worse when the 

one being prevented is a good person and the one preventing him is a sinful Kaafir.)

13. Tell Me, what if he (AbuJahal) rejects (the truth o f Istaam) and turns away (from even listening to 

it)? (What will then become o f him?)

14. Does he not know that Allaah is watching (everything he does and will punish him for his evil) ?

15. Never! (He should not be doing this!) If (after being cautioned,) he does not desist (but chooses to 

continue opposing Islaam and the Muslims), We shall definitely drag him (to Jahannam) by the 
forelocks...

16___(by his lying, sinning forelocks.
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Quraan Made Easy (Complete) Surah Alaq (The Clot - 96)

17, Then let him call his assembly 'offriends and associates to assist him).

18. We shall Call those who (forcefully) push (people into Jahannam, referring to the angels o f punishment 

stationed in Jahannam, each o f  whom is more powerful than all o f mankind).

19..Never! (His ads cannot be condoned.) You (0  Rasulullaah (£*$•)) should never obey him (in the 

future just as you had never done in the past)\ Continue prostrating (performing salaah without being 

intimidated by anyone) and (continue) drawing closer (to Allaah). (One who recites o r hears this verse being 

recited should perform Sajdah).
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Quraan Made Easy (Complete) Surah Qadr (The (Night oj) Power - 97)

Surah 9 7  Surah Qadr

T H E  (N IG H T  O F ) P O W E R

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH QADR  AND SURAH ALAQ

While Surah Alaq urges recitation of the Qur'aan, Surah Qadr highlights the grandeur of the 
Qur'aan.

A SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

The Surah emphasises that the Qur'aan is a glorious and blessed book and should be regularly 
recited. It is so great that it has lent excellence to the night in which it was revealed. As a result, the 
blessings of this night are better than those of a thousand months.
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Quraan Made Easy (Complete) Surah Qadr (The (Night of) Power - 97)

In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful

1. Verily We revealed it (the Quraan) on the night of Qadr. (On the night o f  Qadr the Qur’aan iuas 
brought down from the “Lowhul Mahfoodh" to the heaven above the earth. It was from here that Jibra'eel 
brought the Qur'aan to Rasulullaah over a period oftwenfy-th ree years.)

2. Do you know what is the night of Qadr (night ofTaqdeer or night o f  Power)?

3. The (blessings o f the) night of Qadr is better than (the blessings of) a thousand months.
(Therefore, the person who engages in Ibaadah during the night o f Qadr will be rewarded more than a person who 
engages in Ibaadah for a thousand months that do not include a night of Qadr.}

4. The angels and the “Rooh” (jibra'eel & $ & £ )  descend with every decision (order) on 
this night by the command of their Rabb. (It is on this night that the angels with duties on earth receive 
their instructionsfor the coming y ear.)

5. It (this night) is full of peace (blessings and serenity) and (all o f this) lasts (from sunset) until the 
break of dawn. (The entire night is therefore blessed.)
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Quraan Made Easy (Complete) Surah Bayyinah (The Proof - 98)

Surah 9 8  Surah Bayyinah

T H E  P R O O F

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH BAYYINAH  AND SURAH QADR

Surah Qadr highlights the grandeur of the Qur'aan. Surah Bayyinah emphasises the obstinacy of 
the Mushrikeen who raise obj edions against a Book as superb as the Qur'aan.

A  SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

0  Verses 1 to 5 highlight the obstinacy and rejection of the Jews and the Christians.
0  Verse 6 warns the Kuffaar and Mushrikeen.
0  Verses 7 and 8 convey glad tidings to the Mu'mineen about their salvation in the Aakhirah.
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Quraan Made Easy (Complete) Surah Bayyinah (The Proof - 98)

In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful

1. The Kuffaar from among the Ahlul Kitaab and the Mushrikeen will not desist (from 

kufr) until a clear proof comes to them...

•S '

2. . . . ( in  the form of) a Rasoal from Allaah (Muhammad i i j  who recites pure scriptures (the 

Qur'aan)...

3. ...in which the subject matter is accurate (clear and true).

&

4. (Ho weuer, although the Ahlul Kitaab were informed about the coming o f Rasulullaah and professed that they

would follow him when he arrived,) Those who were given the scripture (the Ahlul Kitaab) divided 
(intoMu'mineen and Kuffaar) only after the clear sign (Rasulullaah &fe) had come to them. (Those 
who accepted Islaam became Mu'mineen, while the rest were Kuffaar.)

5. They had been commanded only to worship Allaah, devoting their Deen (worship) 

solely (sincerely) to Him and turning away from other religions; (they were also commanded) to 
perform salaah and to pay zakaah. This (practice o f adhering to Towheedand worshipping Only Allaah) 

is the true Deen (which all theAmbiyaa taught their people).
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Quraan Made Easy (Complete) Surah Bayyinah (The Proof -  98)

6. Verily the Kuffaar from the Ahlul Kitaab and the Mushrikeen shall live forever in 
the fire of Jahannam. These are the worst of creation (because they have not fulfilled the purpose 

of their creation and have rejected the Being Who created them, nurtured them and sees to their every need) .

h
®

7. Indeed those who have Imaan and who carry out good deeds are certainly the 
best of creation.

i

ltv
8. Their reward with their Rabb is eternal Jannaat where they shall live forever and 
ever. Allaah is (well) pleased with them and they are (well) pleased with Him. This (reward) 

is for him who fears (the punishment) his Rabb (anddoesallhecantoavoidit).
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Quraan Made Easy (Complete) Surah Zilzaal (The Earthquake - 99)

Surah 99 Surah Zilzaal

T H E  E A R T H Q U A K E

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH ZILZAAL AND SURAH BAYYINAH

Surah Bayyinah emphasizes the obstinacy and rebelliousness of the Kuffaar. Now, Surah Zilzaal 
warns the same Kuffaar about the punishment they stand to suffer.

A SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

The Surah describes how the earth will convulse in a tremendous earthquake when the trumpet 
is blown for the first time on the Day of Qiyaamah. The quake will be so severe that nothing on 
earth will survive. Even the mountains will be reduced to dust and the rivers and oceans will dry 
up.
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Quracm Made Easy (Complete) Surah Zilzaal (The Earthquake - 99)

In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful

1. When the earth shall quake most violently (shake with a quake) ...

2. ... when the earth will throw up loads of (dead bodies and treasures) ...

3. ...and man will ask, “What is the matter with her (Why is the earth doingthis)?"

£ )$ & £

4. ...On that day she (the earth) will narrate her stories (by giving evidence against people because 

she would have seen everything that had been done on her)...

5. ...(th e  earth will do this) because your Rabb will command (instruct) her to do so.

6. On that day people will return (to the Plain o f Resurrection) in different groups to witness
(the consequences of) their actions. (They will therefore proceed either to Jannah o r to Jahannam, depending an 

the group they are with.)

7. (Then) Whoever has (sincerely) done an atom's weight of good will see it (the consequences 

when he is rewarded fo r it) ...

8. ...and whoever has done an atom's weight of evil (without securing Allaah's forgiveness fo r it) 

will see it (the consequences when he is punished fo r it).
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Quraan Made Easy (Complete) Surah Aadiyaat (The Panting Horses - 100)

Surah 1 0 0  Surah Aadiyaat

THE PANTING HORSES

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH AADIYAAT  AND SURAH ZILZAAL

Surah Zilzaal warns the Kuffaar about the punishment of the Aakhirah. Surah Aadiyaat focuses 
on the injustice of these very Kuffaar.

A  SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

* Verses 1 to 6 refer to the disease of ingratitude that man shows towards Allaah.
* Verses 7 and 8 point out the cause of this disease, which is man's intense love for material 

wealth.
* Verses 9 to 11 prescribe the cure for this disease, which will be administered on the Day of 

Qiyaamah.
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Quraan Made Easy (Complete) Surah Aadfyaat (The Panting Horses - 100)

In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful.

1. By (the oath of) the horses that pant as they gallop (into the thick o f battle during Jihaad) !

2. By the sparks that fly from the striking of their hooves fas they gallop) !

*
©

3. By their (hero’s) assault (attack with theirMu'min masterson theKuffaar enemies) at dawn...

4. ...causing the dustto fly (as they race forward) ...

5. .. .And (despite the fear o f  being killed) penetrating the midst of the enemy's ranks (because of 

their loyalty to their masters).

6. Undoubtedly man (unlike these brave horses) is extremely ungrateful to his Rabb. (Whereas 
these horses are prepared to give up their lives fo r their masters because o f the care they receive, man refuses to obey 
Allaah's commands even though Allaah has created him and provides everything he needs.)

7. (Farfrom being ignorant o f his ungrateful behaviour) Indeed, he (manj is also a Witness (sees) to this 
fact (because it is undeniable).
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Quraan Made Easy (Complete) Surah Aadiyaat (The Panting Horses -  100)

S> J5 <

8 . V erily  (one o f the prime causes o f this behaviour is that) h e  has a p ro fou n d  (deep-rooted) lo v e  fo r  

wealth (and is ob/iuious ofAllaah because o f his obsession to acquire wealth).

9. Is he not aware of the time when whatever lies within the graves shall be raised (to
appear before Attach). . .

W itte *
10___and whatever lies (hidden) within the chests will be exposed (and warrant pun ishment) ?

11. On that day (as at all other times) their Rabb shall certainly be Informed about them. (If
man keeps the Day ofQiyaamah in mind, his love for this world will diminish and he will devote his loyalty toAllaahjust as 
the horses do inJihaad.)
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Quraan Made Easy (Complete) Surah Qaari'ah (The Knocker - 101)

Surah 101  Surah Qaari'ah

TH E  K N O C K E R

THE LINK AND SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

Surah Aadiyaat speaks about man's injustice, Surah Qaari'ah warns about the punishment in the 
Aakhirah for such injustice.

In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful.

1. The (Day} of the greatest conclusion and confusion (Or> this day o f  Qiyaamat, the hearts will 

quiver and shudder out o f  extreme alarm and terror) .

2. What is this Day of greatest conclusion and confusion?

3. What shall inform (explain to) you what is Day of the greatest conclusion and 
confusion?

4. (Itis) The day (ofQiyaamah) when (after emerging from their graves) people will become (outqffear) 

like scattered (frail, vulnerable) moths (running in confusion towards the Plain o f Reckoning). . .

5. ...And (even) the mountains (that we remember to be so substantial) will (be as light as air and) 

become like (flakes of) wool (tossed through the air).
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Quraan Made Easy (Complete) Surah Qaari'ah (The Knocker -1 0 1 )

6. As (or him whose scales (actions) are weighty (with good deeds)...

7. .. .he shall be (enjoying himself) in a life of happiness (with pleasure in Jamah) .

8. As for him whose scales are light (withgooddeedsbutheavywithevildeeds)...

9. .. .his abode shall be the (bottomless) pit.

10. How will you know what this (pit) is?

I
ri

11 (It is) The blazing fire (ofJaharmam) . (A Hadith states that a stone cast into Jahannam will continue falling for 
seventy years without reaching the bottom.)
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Quraan Made Easy (Complete) Surah Takaathur (Rivalry in Amassing Wealth - 102)

Surah 102  Surah Takaathur

R IV A L R Y  IN  A M A S S IN G  W E ALTH

THE LINK BETWEEN SURAH TAKAATHUR AND SURAH QAARTAH

Surah Qaari'ah contained warnings and glad tidings, for our good and bad deeds. Surah 
Takaathur warns us againsttheamassingofwealth.

A SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

* Condemnation of amassing wealth.
* The hateful quality of boasting.

In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful.

1. Rivalry in amassing wealth has made you negligent (heedless o f  fulfilling Allaah’s 

commands)...

2. ...(and  this rivalry will continue making you negligent) until you reach the graves (when you die). (It is 
only when a person dies that he realises the futility o f amassing wealth because none o f it will benefit him in theAakhirah.)

3. Never! (This rivalry will not benefit you!) Soon you will COmetO know (the errors o f  your ways) l
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Quraan Made Easy (Complete) Surah Takaathur (Rivalry in Amassing Wealth ■ 102)

4. Again never! (This rivalry will most certainly not benefit you, but) You will SOOn come to know (the 

truth o f this after death) !

5. Never! If you had certain (definite) knowledge (about the eventual reality, you would not have 

preoccupied yourself with this rivalry to accumulate wealth).

6. (By Allaah! Because o f your preoccupation with this rivalry to amass wealth.) You will definitely See 
Jahannam (when you enter it) !

7. Again (By Allaah!) You will then surely see it with the eye of certainty (when you will be 

unable to deny its existence).

8. Thereafter, (after you have seen the reality o f the Aakhirah) on that day (o f Qiyaamah) you will 
definitely be questioned about the bounties (the luxuries and talents Allaah has given you. You will be 

asked how you used them and whether you expressed gratitude/or them) (A  Hadith states that on the Day o f  Qiyaamah, 
man will be brought forward like a Iamb. He will then be presented before Allaah, Who will ask, “Did I  not grant you 
wealth and bounties? What did you do with these?" He will reply, “I  accumulated it and multiplied it until it flourished. 
Then I  left it all behind. Allow me to return and bring it all before you. ”Allaah will say “Show M e what you had sent ahead 
here [to  the Aakhirah as good deeds], ” He will again reply “I  accumulated my wealth and multiplied it until it flourished. 
Then l  left it all behind. Allow me to return and bring it all before you. ” When it is clear that he had not performed any good 
deeds on earth, he will be flung into Jahannam.)
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Quraan Made Easy (Complete) Surah Asr  (Time - 103)

Surah 1 0 3  Surah Asr

T IM E

THE LINK AND SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

In contrast to Surah Takaathur, Surah Asr goes a step further in expounding the theme of 
abstinence from material things. Whereas Surah Takaathur cautions people against boasting 
about wealth and children, Surah Asr reminds man to reflect upon the vicissitudes of time and 
how it brings about changes in one’s fortune. People are urged to contemplate about the 
repercussions that their forefathers felt when they took excessive pride in the material profits of 
this world. The only possessions they gained was remorse and regret.

In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful.

1. By the oath of time! (the passage of time that overtakes euerything material)

2. Verily man is at a loss fin both worlds). . .

3...except those who have Imaan, who do good deeds, who encourage (urge and counsel) 

each other towards (remaining steadfast on and propagate) the truth and who encourage each 
other to exercise Sabr. (This Surah is so comprehensive that the renowned scholar Imaam Shaafi'ee (R A ) 
stated that if nothing but this Surah was revealed, it would have been sufficient for the guidance o f  man.)
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Quraan Made Easy (Complete) Surah Humaza (Those Who Search For Faults - 104)

Surah 1 0 4  Surah Humaza

T H O S E  W H O  S E A R C H  F O R  FAULTS

THE LINK AND SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

After addressing the issues of abstinence from the material things of the world, amassing wealth, 
and boasting about one’s possessions in the previous Surahs, Surah Humaza talks about the 
punishment to be faced by people who are consumed by these sins.

In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful.

1. Destruction be for every person who searches for faults (in others- the scandal monger) 

and who mocks (the Mu'mineen). . .

n
®

2, ...who (because of his extreme love fo r wealth) amasses wealth and keeps meticulous count
of it (not spending any o f itforAllaah's'pleasure) .

I t '

3. He (foolishly) thinks that his wealth will keep him alive forever (will remain with him forever).
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4. Never! (This will never be so! He will soon have to die and then) He W ill Certainly be thrown into 
the “Thresher” ( “Crusher").

5. How will you know what the “Thresher”(Crusher) is?

Quraan Made Easy (Complete) Surah Humaza (Those Who Search For Faults - 104)

6. (It is) Allaah's kindled fire /ofJahannam

7. ...which (is so intense, thatiteven) penetrates the hearts.

^2-8. *

8. It will certainly be locked over them (so thatthey cannot escape) . . .
t
®

9. ..in extended pillars. (The flames of Jahannam will rise high above the people like massive pillars, from which 
they will never be able to escape.)
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Quraan Made Easy (Complete) Surah Feel (The Elephant - 105)

Surah 105  Surah Feel

THE ELEPHANT

THE LINK AND SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

Punishment for the Kuffaar in the Aakhirah were outlined in the previous Surahs. Surah Feel 
proceeds to warn people about the worldly consequences of kufr. Allaah depicts the destruction 
of people who, because of their intoxication with the material profits of this world, attempted to 
destroy the centre of Imaan and Towheed, viz. the Kabah. The only method of securing salvation 
in both the worlds is to inculcate the attributes described in Surah Asr.

1. (Abrahaa the governor o f Yemen built a temple to which he wanted the Arabs to pay homage. When they ignored his 
temple because they refused to abandon the Kabah in Makkah, Abrahaa marched with an army o f elephants to destroy 
the Kabah. However, when they reached the Kabah, many flights o f little birds approached them, each bird carrying three 
little pebbles, one pebble in its beak and one in each claw. As the birds flew over Abrahaa's army, they dropped their 
pebbles which went straight through anything they struck and settled deep in the ground, thereby destroying Abrahaa’s 

army. It is in reference to this incident that Allaah says,) Have yOU not Seen how yOUT Rabb dealt with 
the people of the elephants? (This event took place a few days before the birth o f Rasulullaah in 
Makkah.)

In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful.

2. Did Henotlay their plans to waste...

3. ...and send (unleased) against them flights of birds...

4. ...who pelted them with clay pebbles...

r-
5. ...making them look (destroyed) like eaten toddei? (devouredchaff)
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Quraan Made Easy (Complete) Surah Quraysh (The Quraysh ■ 106)

Surah 1 0 6  Surah Quraysh

T H E  Q U R A Y S H

THE LINK AND SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

Allaah destroyed those who tried to demolish the heart of Towheed-the Kabah (as mentioned in 
Surah Feel), thereby securing the summer and winter trade journeys of the Quraysh. It was 
therefore necessary that the Quraysh also worship Allaah, refrain from Shirk and not be blinded 
by the love of material wealth.

1. (Because the Quraysh lived in Makkah where the Kabah was situated, the Arabs held them in high esteem and 
would not harm them even though the Arabs at that time were accustomed to looting and fighting each other. When the 
people o f the elephants were destroyed as mentioned in the previous Surah-and the incident became popular, the Arabs 
began to have even more reuerence for the Quraysh. Therefore, when their caravans annually made a winter t ip  to 
Yemen and a summer trip to Shaam for trade, no one attacked them and they always returned safely with their goods. 
Allaah had made these trade journeys o f the Quraysh a means by which their food  and clothing because Makkah was 
always a barren place without any vegetation or resources. Referring to these bounties o f  Allaah to the Quraysh, Allaah

says,) Because of the security enjoyed by the Quraysh...

2 . ...(and ) their familiarity (ease) with travelling in winter and summer (at any time o f the year 

withoutfearing any attacks because o f their association with the Kabah) . ..

3. ...they ought to Express gratitude to Allaah and) worship the Rabb of this House (the 

Kabah)...

4. .. .Who fed them in their hunger (provided all types offoods fo r them even though their surroundings 

were barren) and gave them safety from fear (o f attacks from the Arabs).

In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful.
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Quraan Made Easy (Complete) Surah Maa'oon (Minor Articles - 107)

Surah 1 0 7  Surah Maa'oon
M IN O R  A R T IC L E S

THE LINK AND SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

This Surah also encourages abstinence from the world. At the same time, it also rebukes those 
who do not spend on the poor and the orphans, as well as those who are negligent of their 
Salaah.

f 1--------

In the name of AHaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful.

1. Have you not seen the person (th e  K aa fir) who denies the Day of Reckoning?

2. He is the one who pushes the orphan away (instead o f caring fo r h im ). . .

3. ... and who (far pom  feeding the poor) does not (even) encourage (others towards) feeding the 
poor.

4. Destruction be for those performers of salaah (those Muslims who ought to be performing  
sa la a h ) ...

5. .. .who neglect (toperform) their salaah...

6. ...(and ) those who (when they do any good deed like performing salaah,) are ostentatious (show

o ff)... ,I6J&1 &
VT

7. .. .and who (are so miserly that far from spending in charity and zakaah, they) refuse (to assisttheir neighbors 

with) even minor articles (o f  common use that would cause them no loss).
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Quraan Made Easy (Complete) Surah Kowthar (Abundance - 108)

Surah 1 0 8  Surah Kowthar

A B U N D A N C E

THE LINK AND SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

The central theme of this Surah is Towheed, rather than abstinence, which was the core subject of 
the previous Surahs. The Surah consoles Rasulullaah Quraan Made Easy (Complete), while also 
refuting Shirk in beliefs and in action. Surah Kowthar also sounds a warning to the Mushrikeen.

Surah Kowthar discusses one of the two core themes initiated in Surah A'la viz. Towheed. It 
refutes Shirk, which is the opposite is of Towheed.

In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful.

1. Verily We have granted you (O  Rasulullaah & $ ! )  abundant good. (Allaah granted Rasulullaah 
® li i  Prophethood, the honour o f being the best o f all the Ambiyaa , the Quraan, the largest Ummah, a Deen
that has spread throughout the world and the high mantle ofMaqaam Mahmood in the Aakhirah [see verse 79 of Surah 
17]. The spiritual fountain o f Kowthar, has been awarded to Rasulullaah on the Day ofQiyaamah is apart of this 
“abundant good”. Apart from these things, there are numerous other bounties that Allaah gave exclusively to Rasulullaah

2. So fas a token of gratitude, you should) perform salaah for your Rabb and sacrifice (animals in 

His name).

3. Indeed it is your enemy who shall be unknown. (This verse refers to a particular enemy of 

Rasulullaah Abu Jahal who used to tell people that they should not worry about Rasulullaah 8SH?r‘s influence 
because without any male children, his lineage and religion will not continue after him. However, the name and message 

o f Rasulullaah 8S$l! is alive even today and always gaining more popularity, whereas the names o f his enemies are 

disgraced.)
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Quraan Made Easy (Complete) Surah Kaqfiroon (The Kaqfiroon - 109)

Surah 1 0 9  Surah Kaqfiroon

TH E  K A A F IR O O N

THE LINK AND SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

The central theme of the Surah is Towheed and a refutation of Shirk. A  preacher or a counsellor, 
after discussing an issue at length may tell the audience, “I have now explained the matter in 
detail. Whoever chooses to take heed should do so. The two paths are clear. My path of truth is 
dear, and so is yours too if you do not heed the truth. ”

Similariy, Surah Kaafiroon issues the ultimatum to the Kuffaar, telling them that, after much 
discussion, if they still choose not to take heed, they will be left to their own devices. Allaah says in 
SurahNajm, “So ignore him who turns away from Our advice and who desires only the 
life of this world” [verse 29, Surah 53]. The Mu'mineen should rather not associate with such 
people.
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Quraan Made Easy (Complete) Surah Kaqftroon (The Kaqfiroon - 109)

In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful.

51
©

1. (When the Mushrikeen o f Makkah “promised” to Rasulullaah ® !§  that they would accept lslaam only If he 

worshipped o r even kissed their idols, Allaah instructed Rasulullaah with the following words:) Say, “O  
Kaafiroon!”

5f

2. “I (asaMu'min) do not worship what fgodsj you worship..

3. “...nor do you worship what I worship (Allaah).”

WLU238&
4. “I am neither a worshipper of that which you worship (and shall never be in future either) . . .”

5. “.. .nor are you worshippers of that which I worship.”

1

6 “For you is your religion (from which you refuse to part) and for me is mine (from which I  refuse to 

part).”

&n
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Quraan Made Easy (Complete) Surah Nasr (The Help -1 1 0 )

Surah 1 1 0  Surah Nasr

THE HELP

THE LINK AND SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

Allaah consoles Rasulullaah 2®®? in this Surah, telling him that he is guaranteed victory after 
announcing his complete rej eding of the Kuffaar.

In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful.

1. (O  Rasulullaah &$%!) When Allaah's help (to the Muslims) and victory (the bloodless Conquest o f 

Makkah) come...

51
®

2. .. .and you see people entering the Deen of Allaah in droves fin large numbers)...

t
®

»***!'' t̂l*" 9  ̂ » » '<

3.. .then glorify the praises of your Rabb f in gratitudefor this great favour) and seek forgiveness 
from Him (for any shortcomings in your efforts). Without doubt, He is the Greatest Acceptor of 
repentance.
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Quraart Made Easy (Complete) Surah Lahab (The Flame -  111)

Surah 111 Surah Lahab

T H E  FLA M E

THE LINK AND SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

Allaah already made it clear that the Kuffaar should be ignored if they refuse to take heed after 
numerous attempts to persuade them to believe. Allaah will still grant victory to the Muslims and 
destroy the Kuffaar. Surah Lahab now describes how a particular Kaafir was destroyed.

In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful.

b
©

1. (Abu Lahab was the brother o f Rasulullaah vOi^S’s father. He and his wife were among the staunchest opponents of 

lsHaarn and should take every opportunity to harass Rasulullaah When he once cursed Rasulullaah , Allaah 

revealed this Surah saying,) May the hands of Abu Lahab be shattered (broken) and may he be 
destroyed.

s
©

2. Neither his wealth nor the things he earned shall benefit him (when he faces the terrible 

punishment oftheAakhirah).

3. He shall soon enter the flaming fire (ojJahannam) ...

6
®

4. ...and his wife (Umme Jamil) as well. (Evilis) That woman (his wife) who carries firewood 
bound together with twisted rope. (This refers to her evil act o f collecting thorny branches to place in the 

path o f Rasulullaah to cause him harm.)

t ’  U $ i 9 S \ S  . 9  » •

5 . (In retribution) Around her neck (in Jahannam) shall be (the same) twisted rope (a yoke)l

1

In
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Quraan Made Easy (Complete) Surah Ikhlaas (The Sincerity -  112)

Surah 112  Surah Ikhlaas

S IN C E R IT Y

THE LINK AND SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

This Surah contains a dear, unequivocal declaration of Touiheed. It is on account of rejecting this 
To wheed that the Kuffaar will be destroyed and the Muslims will attain victory.

In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful. 

1. Say, “He Allaah is One.”

©stasis
2. “Allaah is Independent,W (Heneedsnooneandnothmg, but everyone and everything needs Him.)

3. “He has no children and is not anyone's child. ”

4 “There is none equal to Him (neither in His Being nor in His qualities).”

I

lrv
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Quraan Made Easy (Complete) Surah AJ-Baqara (The Bull -  2)

Surah 1 1 3  Surah Falaq

T H E  M O R N IN G

THE LINK AND SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

Although Towheed has been made dear and explained fully, the Kuffaar will contrive to employ 
devious means to harm the Muslims, as in the past when they used black magic against 
Rasulullaah SiP. By frequendy reciting these conduding Surahs of the Qur'aan (Surahs Falaq 
and Naas), one will not be harmed by of black magic.

In the name of Allaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful.
(Once to harm Rasulullaah a person tied knots in some o f his hair and placed them with some leaves and other
articles beneath a rock in a well so that Rasulullaah (S P  could be affected by the evil o f black magic This caused 
Rasulullaah to forget doing certain things. However; Allaah exposed the plot to Rasulullaah 19P and then revealed
Surah Falaq and Surah Naas. To cure him, Allaah commanded him to have the things beneath the rock removed and to 
untie each knot while reciting a verse o f Surah Falaq and Surah Naas.)

1. Say, “I seek refuge (protection) with the Rabb of the morning (day break) . . .”

2. “...from the evil of what He has created...”

3. “...from the evil of darkness (o f  error, sin and distress whether internal or external) when it arrives 
(with the many evil forces to carry out their e v il ). . .”

4. “...from the evil of those souls (those women) who blow on knots (when engaging in black 

m agic)...”

5 ....and from the mischief of the person who envies when he envies (the jealous person

who does things such as black magic to harm others). ”
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Quraan Made Easy (Complete) Surah Naas (Mankind -11 4 )

Surah 1 1 4  Surah Naas

M A N K IN D

THE LINK AND SUMMARY OF THE SURAH

This Surah makes reference to all three levels of Touiheed contained in Surahs Ariaam, Hadeed  
and Hashar.

* “The Rabb of mankind” refers to the first level i.e. the fact that AUaah is man's Nourisher 
andNurturer.

* “The King of mankind” refers to the second level i.e. He is the Only Sovereign in control of 
everything.

* “The Ilaah of mankind” refers to the third level i.e. Only He is worthy of worship and 
Only He should be turned to in prayer in times of difficulty.
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Quraan Made Easy (Complete) Surah Naas (Mankind -1 1 4 )

' e M c .

9\*ud

In the name of AHaah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful

1. Say, “I seek refuge (shelter) with the Rabb (The Creator andCherisher) of mankind...”

2. “...the King of mankind...”

3. “...the Ilaah (theDiety) of mankind...”

57 
d

4. “...from the mischief of the whisperer who withdraws (hides immediately after whispering 

evil into man's heart o r ears)*..”

5. “.. .who whispers (evil commands and ideas) into the hearts of mankind... ”

1&
6. “.. .be he (this whisperer) from among the Jinn or from mankind. ”
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